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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION, Vol, II 

It is said that there are two methods to bring about a better state of 

affairs in the world—Evolution or Revolution. The first is a lengthy 

process and may take years or centuries ; the second is a shorter process 

and may bring about the change within a few years or months. The 

former is a peaceful method ; the latter involves bloodshed, untold suffer- 

ing, massacre of the innocents, destruction in a few hours or days of the 

beautiful, the sacred, the artistic elements in civilization, which have 

been the re^lt of centuries of painstaking labour. Which of these two 

methods is to be preferred ? Should progress be by evolution or revolution ? 

We believe that a little clear thinking is necessary to answer this question. 

To help to bring about clear thinking, the light of true knowledge is 

necessary. Humanity is standing at the cross-roads today. The world is 

at present groping in darkness; the light of true knowledge and wisdom 

will help to dispel that darkness. We say that the method of revolution 

is absolutely necessary to bring about evolution. The latter is contained 

within the former as the very word REVOLUTION indicates. But, and 

this is a very important but, the revolution we are advocating is a dif¬ 

ferent kind of revolution. It is a revolution not outside of us, but within 

us. The revolution within us has to be brought about first. Our pet 

theories, our old ideas and habits of thought require to be examined in the 

light of present-day knowledge and drastically changed where necessary. 

Massacre if it is necessary, is the massacre of our own selfishness, greed, 

lust, jealousy, ambition, which have now grown to such proportions that 

they have no patience to wait and think to see what untold misery and 

suffering they inflict on others to achieve their selfish ends. The blood¬ 

shed we are advocating is not the shedding of the blood of other people, 

but of^one’s own self. “The feet must be washed in the blood of the 

heart ' before one is able to drop out one's weaknesses and jealousies, 

ones fears^and suspicions, one’s bigotry and narrow-mindedness, one’s 

^ Light on the Path. 
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pride and prejudice. The heart-breaking we are advocating is not the 
breaking of the hearts of other people by the massacre of innocent persons, 

destruction of treasures of art and, in short, of what we consider to be 

most precious and sacred, but it is the breaking of our own hard-hearted¬ 
ness by the surrender of our ill-gotten riches. 

The malady the world is suffering from at the present day is 
Ignorance. It is the cause of all troubles in the world. It is the 

cause of suffering and misery. It is the cause of bloody revolutions, 
which have taken place in the past and which are taking place now. 

The only remedy for that is true Knowledge and right Understanding 

regarding our own real selves and of the universe around us and the 

relationship between ourselves and those with whom we come into contact; 

in other words, between ourselves and society, between ourselves and the 

State. The objective of the monograph book is to give that right under¬ 
standing, or rather, to inspire one to get that understanding. Right 

understanding comes through right knowledge; right knowledge comes 
through clear thinking. This book provides materials for clear thinking. 

Clear thinking results in conviction, resolute will and courage to bring 

about a revolution within one’s own self. This revolution, this inner 

conversion is violent in so far as one’s own self is concerned; it is non¬ 
violent so far as others are concerned. 

This revolution which is to be brought about within one’s own self, 
thu reformation of one', own character, this inner conversion, this* 

change from within as a result of change of values, is not a matter of a 
few hours or days or months; it is a question of years. But when a person 

is inspired to bring about this reformation, when he tries consciously and 

deliberately to bring about this revolution in his own character, the 

process is very rapid, and one fine morning he gets up to 6nd that’what 
he had considered revolution aU along was nothing else but evolution for 

he finds himself a changed man; he no longer is ignorant of higher 
values in life and therefore has lost most of his selfishness. No longer is 

he self-centred and purely selfish but has now become aware of his 

responsibilities and relationships with others. From being seU-conscious 

he gradually becomes “ other-conscious ” or “ group-conscious ” and that 
group slowly and surely becomes bigger and bigger. He now knows that 
to be truly happy is to be truly unselfish. * 

This revolutionary change even in o«e man’s character is a shining 
example for others to follow. The man who is changed from within 
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spreads a silent message for those araongsi whom he moves Eboot. 

He cannot help doing that either by his thought, by his speech or by 

his daily life of little acts of service and sacrifice, and thus the 
message spreads. Thus commuaitiei} of men arise who are inspired 

to bring about this reformation and revolution within their own 

aelves. The message spreads wider and farther. Communities make 

nations and nations make the world. So, if one wishes to create a new 

and a better world to live in, one should begin with one's own self and 
leave others to follow their owq methods of evolution. 

'* He who reforms himself, has done much toward re¬ 

forming others; and one reason why the world is not 

reformed, is because each would have others make a begin¬ 
ning and never thinks of himself doing it 

T, Adams 

Nothing that has been said in this book is dogmatic, A hypothesis 

is put forward, and our appeal to the reailur is to take it as a hypothesis, 

pure and simple, and examine it, and if it is found to satisfy his heart and 
head, to follow it up. for conviction is the first thing that is needed to 

bring about the revolution from within. It must come from within r no 

outside agency can bring that about. A hundred lectures, a thousand 

sermons and ten thousand books and ma^ainee will not bring that about, 

for they are all outside agencies. They may inspire. If this book 

inspires one to know more and thus to dispel one's own ignorance and 
scldshness, pride and prejudice, if it further inspires one to find out what 

the higher values in life arc and bow to attain them, it wiU have 
served its purpose* 

It will be: juspiiialJoii lu know that hundreds ajid thousands have 
tried the method advoc.i.ted here and found it successful. That those who 

read this book may be similarly inspired to bring about this Revolution 

within their own selves which will end in their own EVOLUTION is our 
_ sincere prayer 1 

D. D, K. 
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Scientific Corroborations of Theosophy 

It IS desirable here to note that it is not for justifying Theosophy 

• ^ 1*1^^ ** Scientific Corroborations of Theosophy ” are given 
n the book but for pointing out that as the occult method of investigat¬ 

ing the Phenomena of nature has been found to be sound as is proved by so 

many corroborations , so will the occult training and discipline; which is 

,« the book, be found to be sound for refining and ennobling 
thp ^ Producing men and women of character, thus filling up 
he gap betu-een science and ethics, between head and heart. This gap exists 

o ay an t ere ore the great need for the humanizing of sciences is felt. 

Frustration of Science in aU DepartmenU of Life 

frustration of science in the sphere of econo- 

frustration of science in all departments of life as the power given to man 

therein unscrupulous people for their selfish ends and 

many l^-h’ '^o^ld in spite of so 
many achievements of science. Therefore, a spiritual background to 

rn science by the use of the Theosophical (Occult) Training and Dis- 

sc^ntV H only in 
for inf H education in general. Hence the great need 
or introducing the well-tried theosophical training and discipline ineduca- 

tion as well as in science, religion, industry and art will be understood 
and appreciated. 

^ ^ D. D. K. 

Concordance 

First and Second Editions. 1888. Vol. MI. 

Third Edition. 1893. Vol. MI; 1897. Vol. III. 

Fourth Edition (Adyar) 1938. Vol. 1-6. 

The largest number of quotations given in thp .. r 

y aide on pp. xxvii-xxviii under the title “ Concordance ” 

’ Appendix. thU Vol. 

* See p. 482, this Vol. * 

c I 
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The articles “ An Epitonie of Theosophy " and Why Theosophy " 

by Dr. Annie Bcsant are placed at the beginning of Vol. I with the object 

of making the reader familkr with the fundamental teachings of Theosophy 

so that he may be able to go through the book Intelligently and with 

interest and know for himself where Modern Science and Theosophy 

(Ancient Wigdom, Occultism) meet and how far science approaches 
Theosophy. 

The emphasis m the article on " We and Our Food is on “ We 

The importance of the Science of Diatetics in the development ef the 
wkol« man ia shown here. 

Each article stands by itself. It is also related to other articles, 
as all articles together go to evolve a scheme of the drama of creation and 

evolution. The following articles may be read together with advantage : 

An Epitome of Theosophy and Why Theosophy. 

Archaeology, Geology and Anthropology. 

Symbology and Mythology. 

Relativity, Mathematics, Physics and a Study in the Fourth 
Dimen sioo. 

Matter and the Atom, Chemistry, A Note on Occult Chemistry 
and The Story of Atomio Energy. 

From Mineral to Mao, Evolutionary Biology and Anthropology. 

Physiology, Wealern Scientidc Research and the Etheric Double, 
We and Our Fnad, and Medicine. 

We and Our Food, Economics and the Goverument of the World. 
Modern Science and The Higher Self, Psychology, Philosophy 

and Yoga. 

Education, Man and the Universe, Self-Exploration, Self-Unfold' 
meat, and Yoga, 

The Prefaces and Introductions in all the four Parts and the 
Epilogue. 

• • • « , 
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The aim of the book is to give in the ftiodem scientific garb some of the 
great truths of the Ancient Wi&dom and show hew modern orthodox 
science is corroborating these truths in so many diSerent directions and in 
such an ever*incteasing measure** The philosophy of the science of life 

is given in the first three parts showing that man is not body and mind 

alone but that he is a spirit, a fragment of the Divine, using both mind and 

body as his mstruraents. It further points out bow the spirit descends 

into matter ^From Macrocosm to Microcosni^ (Part 1) and then ascends 
" From Atom to Man " (Part II) and further ascends ^From Man to God ^ 

(Part III). The pmetieal appltcaliona in daily Ufe of this Ancient Wisdom 

of which Theosophy is the modern embodiment are given iti Part IV 

entitled ' Some Practical Applications V In the second edition, some more 

subjects such as Food, Ecouamkdp Sociologj^ The Principles of Govern^ 

meat, The Ministry of the Eace^ Art, 5elf-Exp]oratioii| Self-Unfoldment^ 
etc. are added. 

• * • * » 

Two World Wars in one generation and a possibility of a thirds 

perhaps an Atomic Bomb war^, more terrible and devastating than the first 

twop if we are not wise and vigilant enough to prevent it, show that the 

philosophy of Life which has guided man in his private conduct, and 

politicians and statesmen in their public poJicieSp is not complete and 

hence produces men and women with lop-sided development. This book 

is a humble attempt to give a more or less comprehensive view of the 
science of man as a complete integrated being, and present a more or less 

c^m^lete concept of man and the universe from many different angles* It 
pleads for a balanced view of life/ It pleads for a New Technique of 

■ « 

^ Sets " SciutlJf C«Tfli1»ra.tiOa« of Tbeo^ophy Pari 1. 

“ S« the " Schmic of the Bwk pp, 3tvfl+ Vel. II. 
m 

OenenU tntroductiocti VaL L 
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Life, a New Variety of DisclpHae,^ a New Type of Education,' ^Part IV), 

whicb would make WhoZiE Men. U pleads For a Religion of Persona) 
Experience* It pleads for a happy and harmonious union of heart and 

head and hands, of goodness, intelligence and beauty, of humanities, sciences 
and arts. Oii)y trlitofc mat can satx the vfQrld today* 

D. D. KaHGA 

S« “ Yobb ", Ptait III. The jor of 3eir-UiifDld)»nit, IV. 

' See Part IV. * 

* See Modarn Seienca ead the HiRher Self. The Thnll of Setf-ExplonUoq ud Yoen, 
Fart III and The Jof of Sclf-Uofoldincnt. 1^ IV, , 

* Dr. E. W. Sinnoi: lYmc, p. 37-l0-iai7. 



PUBLISHERS* NOTES 

SECOND EDITION 

The first Edition of Where Theosophy akd Science Meet bad a 

good reception both in and outside Indian notwithstanding the difficulties 
of tcanaport and communications following immediately aftEr its publication 

m 1938-39. It was evidently a timely publication with a ntoihod of 

presentation that seemed just right. Parts I end II were reprinted in 

1943. Part III was also out of print and there was a demand for the 
book. The present edition is enlarged, recast, revised and brought to date 

as far as possible and contains a large number of additional illustrations. 

The book is now published in two volumes, Royal Octavo siae, each 

volume containing tw'o parts of the first edition. The book was considered 

to be a valuable contribution to Thcosophical literature; and h is in 

recognition of this fact that the Editor has been the recipient of the Theo- 

sopbical Society Subba Row Medal for 1939. Considering the diJhctilt 
times through which tlie world is passing, the book will he found to be 

■useful in suggesting solutions for a number of problems facing humanity 
at present, 

FIRST EDITION 

It is with great pleasure that I have undertaken, on behalf of the 
Adyar Library, the publication of this book entitled Where Theosophy 

ANP Science Meet, a Stimulus to Modem Thought, edited by Professor 

D. D. Kanga. The book is the result of a joint and comperative effort of 

a num^r of members of The Theosophical Society from different parts 

of the world, who have each written a monograph on some branch or 

branches* of science and philosophy of which each has made a special 
study in the light of Theosophy with a view to correlating the two. 

Prof, Kanga ^las recently retired from the Indian Educational Service 
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find Conte to stay at Adyar, He is still conDccted with the Bombay 
University, which is hjs Alma Mater, as a member of the Chemistry 

Editorial Board and the Managing Editor of the Physical Science section 
of the JoHrnai of the University of Bombay. Being a keen student of both 

Theosophy and Science he ta eminently fitted to undertake a work of this 

nature. As the sub-title indicatfis, it is the hope of the Editor that the 

book will act as a atimulus to modern thought and will particnlariy appeal 

to those who are intelleclnaily discontented and anxious to find oat the 

Truth for themselves and apply it to the solution of the many complicated 
problems facing society. 

8-S-L93S 
G. Srinivasa Murti, 

Uitector, The Adyar Library. 
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Shun the man who knows not, and knows not that he 

knows not, for he is a fool. 

But he who knows not, and knows that he knows not, 

is a child—leach him. 

Awaken the man who knows, and who knows not that he 

knows, for he is just asleep. 

Follow the man who knows, and who knows that he knows, 

for he is wise. 

(The Wisdom of Ancient Persia) 

Man ! Know Thyself. ^ 

(The Wisdom of Ancient Greece) 

Thirty spokes surround one nave, 

the • usefulness of the wheel is always in that 

empty innermost. 

You fashion clay to make a bowl, 

the usefulness of the bowl is always in that 

empty innermost. 

You cut out doors and windows to make a house, 

their usefulness to a house is always in their 

empty space. 

—Lao Tse 

(The Wisdom of Ancient China) 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO Vol. II 

There is no better preparation for a clear comprehen¬ 

sion of Theosophy than a good, general knowledge of modern 

science. For science deals with facts, tabulating them and 

discovering laws : Theosophy deals with the same facts, and 

though they may be tabulated differently, the conclusions 

are in the main the same. Where they differ, it is not 

because Theosophy questions the facts of the scientist, but 

simply because, before coming to conclusions, it takes into 

account additional facts which modern science either ignores 

i or has not as yet discovered^ There is but one science, so 

long as facts remain the same; what is strictly scientific is 

Theosophical, as what is truly Theosophical is entirely in 

harmony with all the facts, and therefore in the highest 

degree scientific.* 

All is not well with the world. In spite of so much progress in science 

and of so much intelligence, talent and genius in the world, we are 

not yet able to solve the great problems of poverty, unemployment, food, 

clothing, shelter, wars. Is there anything missing in our mental training, 

in the technique of life we are following, in the way we are receiving 

our education, in our training and discipline, in our philosophy of life, 

in the concept about our own constitution and that of the universe ? Are 

the policies we are following in public administration and our conduct in 

private life sound, based on the laws of life and eternal verities ? These 

are legitimate questions which arise in our minds when w^e find sj) much 

pain, suffering and misery in the world, when we have seen before our 

e)iA6»xteo world wars fought out within a generation and the threat of a 

third world war—an atom bomb war—looming large on the horizon. 

• Wby is there so much unrest in the world, so much trouble, so 

much chaos and conflict ? Have they a physical or psychological basis ? 

Are they due tg political or economic reasons, or both ? 

* C. Jinar&jadSsa; First Principles of Theosophy, p. 5. 
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Are we in the midst of a second industrial revolution ? When power 

and the machine were introduced for the first time in England, there 

was an industrial revolution. The workers revolted, thinking that they 

would be thrown out-of employment, for a machine can do the work of 

ten, twenty or fifty people. Their fears were not justified, for instead of less 

employment there opened out a scope for larger employment on account of 

finding outlets for excess of goods manufactured in the foreign markets. In 

the first industrial revolution, the workers opposed the introduction of power 

and the machine, while the capitalists, the employers, welcomed them for 

they brought in more dividends as a result of less cost of production. 

During that period (nineteenth century) science was international and 

there was a happy marriage between science and industry; both helped 

each other. Circumstances have now altered since the beginning of the 

present century. When a new scientific process made a lucrative 

commodity obsolete and a new invention scrapped a costly plant in 

which lacs of rupees had been sunk, then the discoveries and inven¬ 

tions ceased to be welcome guests. And they w’ere opposed both by 

capitalists and labourers, for both parties were affected. It seems we 

are in the midst of a second industrial revolution. Partly because 

of this but mainly because of the misuse of scientific researches for war 

purposes, there was a talk of shutting down research laboratories for some 

years and a demand for “ the fettering of science and scientific workers 

This does not seem to be a practicable proposition and right procedure. In 

the present century there has been a frustration of science.* Science has 

been “ prostituted to the service of the sword and the purse Science is 

no longer independent and international in character as it was in the 

nineteenth century. Science can do a thousand times better for the well¬ 

being of man than what it is doing now if it is given free scope for 

research and if it is properly planned and organized with an eye to the 

welfare of humanity. 

yTo achieve these objects, we should evolve an economic system in 

which the weak points of all the systems followed at present in different 

countries are eliminated, in which the dignity of the human 

maintained, in which there is no frustration of science, in which there is 

no stifling or suppression of research, in which over-production is not 

supposed to be a curse, in which insect and l<x:ust pests are not hailed 

* Sec p. xlv, Vol. I, this series. t 

* See the article on Economics, p. 482, this volume, 
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witTi delight and in which news of any invention for a cheaper and larger 

prcxluction of foods and goods ia received with joy and welcomed with 

open arms. 
* + ♦ * ♦ 

But could the ecouf^mic! question be solved with the^hdpof systems 

^ and institutions without alTticting the dignity of the human being and 

interfering with his freedom ? Let ua see. 

The RuLE-oF^TifUMB Methob 

The manager of a glass factory was of a foreman type«^ He had 

no know^Iedge of the element^uy principles of science. By Jong ejrperience 

and the practice of the njle-of^thumb method be had acquired the art of 

making glass of ordinary quality used for making ordinary'bottles. One 

day he received a big order for making red-coloured glass. He had never 

before made glaita of that colour hut he thought that with the help of a 

book of recipes, he would be able to make red-coloured glas^. So* he 

accepted the order. The chemical meutioned in the recipe for producing 

the red colour oxide of copper; the other ingredients were sand, 

soda and Umestone. The manager took all the materials in the pro- 

porlions given in the recipe. He expected to get red-coloured glass 

but to his Surprise and chagrin he ubtaiued glass ol a green colour. He 

repeated the process on the same large scale as beforC;, thinking he must 

have made some mis^nke^ taking all possible precautions^ but the result 

was again the same. As he did not know^ the principhs of glass mann- 

beture he could not understand why he did not get the red ooiour. fie 

felt himself groping in the dark. He had already lost heavily hmincially; 

so, he finally decided to take the advice of a consnUing chemisU 

fie told him Avhat ingrediertts he had used and in what propartions. 

When the chemist a^ked the manager w^hat oxide of copper he had used, 

cuprous or cuprtc, and whether he had carried out the process under a 

reducing atmosphere^ he simply looked on and did not replyi for he had 

not known up till that minute that there are t%vo varieties of copper oxide, 

LtipfuU! and cuprici and that the cuproug oxide is used for the production 

of red gk^s, provided the react ion was carried out in a reducing 

atmoaphcfc and llic eupTous wa^ noi allowed to get oxidked to euptJc- 

Ttiis was too much for him. He did not knovr that it was just as fatal 

' Bf ca^nay of lEie Bambay Univenity. Tbis epkiode li laJcen from wriier^g 
^dllDrUi notes iJl the Bombay llnivmity JouiuaIk 
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to his business to use cupric oxide when cuprous oxide was required as 

it was to the life of a man to be given mercuric chloride (corrosive subli* 

mate) when mercurous chloride (calomel) was to be given as a purgative. 

The Scientific Method 

The manager failed to solve his problem because he thought that 

the method he was following, namely the rule-of-thumb method, was 

a perfect method, for it had never failed him so far in the narrow sphere 

in which he was working. From his failure in making the red-coloured 

glass he became aware of a new method, the scientific method of approach, 

which was based on the study of the principles of different sciences, 

and further, that the knowledge and acquisition of which would help 

hiiri to a better understanding of glass-making of different colours, where 

before he was groping. 

The Nineteenth Century 

The nineteenth century was the heyday of science and industry. 

By the employment of scientific method and the judicious use of research, 

both science and industry advanced rapidly and prospered. Each affected, 

and was affected by, the other. Claims were put forward by some of 

the eminent scientists of that century that science was able to explain 

everything and solve “ the riddle of the universe ” (Haeckel) and that 

the scientific method was the only method of discovering truth and reality. 

And, moreover, the scientific training and discipline was so superb in 

the building of human character that religion was relegated to an inferior 

position or ignored altogether. 

Further, the researches of Copernicus (astronomy) and of Darwin 

(biology) discredited some of the statements made in the Holy Scriptures 

about the earth being a flat disc, fixed and in the centre of the universe 

(geocentric system), and about evolution and of man being the centre of 

the universe (anthropocentric system), for whom everything was created 

and to the interests of whom everything was subordinated. So,*S?ieTie6 

shook the faith of the people in religion who therefore questioned the 

veracity of all statements made therein—those about God, Spirit,*8001, 

Immortality, the meaning and purpose of life, etc. This turned the minds 

of people and of the youths in particular to skepticism, agnosticism, 

materialism. Henceforward, science dominated every branch of knowledge 
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&Rd every department of life and was supposed to have the capacity of 

sotvbg all problems confronting man in any sphere of life* 

The Twentieth Century 

The twentieth century brought new and difficult problems, partly 

as a result of the introduction of power and the machine and the discovery 

□1 the atom bomb and partly as a result of a new outloob on life given to 

ii hy the nineteenth century scientists. In.^tead of the problems becoming 

less Dumerous and less difficult with the progress of gclencet they have 

multiplied and become more and more difficult of solution. Instead of 

the riddle of tfie universe being ^Ived by science* it has t^come more 

complicated* for the scientist of the present day, in spite of the tremendous 

progress of science made in the first half of this century, finds himsdf 

faced With grave and knotty problemsT aucli ^ poverty, unemployment, 

wars, starvatiafi, disease, inflation of prices* untold misery arid suffering, 

an es^hibition of depraved human nature, as shown by corruption, e^ploiia- 

lion, profiteering, bkek-marketeering, as exemplified by lust of greed, lust 

of pcsssessions, lust of power, lust of preetige, crises in science and society* 

in economtes and politics, frustration of science, intellectual callousness, 

ruthless cruelty, the spreading of delihecdte falsehocid and untruth by 

propaganda through the press and the radio* deadlocks in cv^ry department 

of lili?, bankruptcy in thought* moral chaos and spiritual anarchy—ihc 

scientist of th^ year 1951 feels himself staggered at the host of problems 

w'bich have cropped up and which he finds himself incapable of solving* 

Once more, ihc seienttst of the present day finds himself face 

to face with the preparations of a Third World War—an atom bomb war 

—tbc big nations of the world are busy with* instead of the atratigemeuts 

for the catabliahment of peace which is overdue- 

The claims put forward by siome of the cmineni scientists in 

the beginning of the century, os a roault of the triuinphg of science of 

the last cenlnry* have not been in the light of the tragic events 

of the previaus three or four decades- 

LlMlTATIONS OF SCIENCE 

Tbfe scientist of the present day ha^ now become humble and is 

fully conscious of the Zimitations of sctence and of its power to solve 

“ the riddle nl*thc universe " and society's aud world problems. Shalt we 

further supple that he is now becoming more aware of the inadequacy 
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of scientific training and discipline in the refining and ennobling 

of human nature and the production of men and women of sterling charac- 

ter ? The science of the 19th century was responsible for the promulga¬ 

tion of the doctrine of materialism and for its ** dogmatic assertiveness, 

sometimes positive, sometimes negative, about matters (eternal verities) 

concerning which there was not sufficient knowledge (Millikan) The 

science of the present day is “ much more open-minded, much less 

dogmatic, much less disposed to make all-inclusive generalizations, and 

to imagine that it is dealing with ultimate verities than it was in the 

beginning of the century The doctrine of materialism which was 

supposed to be unshakable in the nineteenth century has been shaken to 

its very roots in the twentieth century, for matter has now become 

dematerialized in the light of the researches of the atomic ph]^sicists. 

Matter and energy are now interconvertible terms. Science is now begin¬ 

ning to recognize its own fallibility, for nothing in this world can be 

absolutely known. She is further becoming aware of the imperfection of 

human senses, and senses aided by technical instruments which are not 100 

per cent precise and which, again, are not sufficiently delicate to respond 

to the vibrations coming from the superphysical worlds. 

Is There an Explanation ? 

Continuing our main line of argument shall we inquire if there is an 

explanation for the occurrence of deadlocks in human affairs, and crises in 

society and science, as we have seen above ? Is it possible that the 

scientists, statesmen and leaders of society are groping in the dark as did 

the foreman-manager when he was confronted with the problem of making 

red glass ? Is it possible that they are unaware of the laws of life, that 

they are ignorant of the principles on which man’s whole life is based, that 

they are ignorant of the true nature of man and of the universe, as was 

the foreman-manager, regarding the nature of red glass and the principles 

on which the process of its manufacture is based ? Is it possible that the 

scientists, statesmen and leaders of society, who are primarily n{en,^re 

drifting on the ocean of life aimlessly, not knowing what they really are, 

what their goal in life is, what their destiny, that they are not abife to solve 

the current complicated problems—economic, political, social and educa¬ 

tional ? Is it possible that the present-day man, because of the incomplete 

* Millikan: Evolution in Science and Religion. 
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concept about bimself and his ineampiqtn philosophy of life, is not able lo 

resolve the many deadlocks with which he is faced in society ? 

A Challenge to the Scientists and 

Leaders op Society 

tl is high time that the scientists and leaders of society of the 

pre^nt day muft face these problems bravely and try to find out their 

solutions. If they find from their investigations that the scientific method 

of inquiry is not soffident for the astronomical world and has failed 

completely in the world of atoms and sub-atoms,' then they must &uppft- 

tHettl it by another method. If they find that the sdentific training and 

discipline has failed to make them gentle, compassionate, more under¬ 

standing, more considerate, then they must aitppl^meni it by another 

training and discipline which may have the power to transform the present- 

day selfish, exploiting animal-man into a truly loving, self-sacrificing, 

co-operating human being willing to share what he has with others. 

The iNADEgUACY OP THE KULE-OF-THUMB METHOD 

The rule-obthumb method of the for man-manager led him into a 

financial disaster. It was found to be inadequate and had to be replaced 

by ibe scientific method. 

The Inadequacy of the Scientific Method 

We yield to none In our admiration of the scientific rnethod, the 

value of which for researches in physical phennmena in a man-sized world 

we fully appreciate and which, we believe, will serve the scientist beauti¬ 

fully for hundreds of years to come. But where the scientific method 

has been found to fail or to be insufficient in the cases wc have seen 

above and also in the study, not of physical man, body and brain, but 

the psychological man, mind, intuition and spirit, then it requires to be 

suppUmeitted by another technique. 

The Occult Method 

Tlfe new technique wc suggest is the occult method. The occult 

method of iavestigatian and the occult training and discipline will, we 
■ 

' R«vi«w of PhtfiKf and Philotophjt, by Elr Jamer Jeani, oad CirfHinr, 
JaDinry 1944, p. 529. 
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believe, fill up the gaps and deficiencies in the present-day scientific 

method of investigation and the present-day scientific training and 

discipline. 

What is This New Technique ? 

What is this occult method and how is it going to help us to 

solve the multifarious problems which face us, not only in the outer world 

of affairs but also in the sub-atomic world where the present technique 

has failed us ? The new technique gives a new instrument for research 

into the sub-atomic and astronomical worlds. It is not an external 

instrument but an instrument which the individual has to build up within 

himself by undergoing certain training and discipline. This will unfold 

certain latent faculties in him which will help him in his researches. 

This training and discipline demand the purification and control of body, 

emotions and thoughts, the harmonization of thought, speech and action, 

and their integration, all acting under the direction of the Inner Ruler 

Immortal, the real man, the Spirit. This discipline will bring about an 

alchemical transmutation of the lower nature of man into the higher and 

make man master of his vehicles, with the result that he becomes a man 

of noble character, selfless, loving, compassionate, incapable of misusing 

his powers, with bis whole life consecrated and dedicated to service. 

At the same time, it will give him a deeper understanding of the laws 

of life, help him to develop his innate faculties which will, if he perseveres, 

become capable of responding to the subtler vibrations coming from 

the astronomical and sub-atomic worlds. Thus, the new technique will 

serve a two-fold purpose of developing man into an occult researcher 

in the superphysical worlds and also make him cultured, refined and noble. 

This will help him naturally to solve also the multifarious problems 

facing him and the world at the present day which he is not able to solve 

in spite of all the knowledge and power that science has given him for 

the simple reason that his character is not fully developed. 

The Diagnosis and the Remedy 
' . 

The present chaos and conflict in the world are due to a funda¬ 

mental maladjustment. This fundamental maladjustment is due to a 

lack of perception of the essential values of life. A revaluation of these 

« 
A 
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essential factors is therefore absolutely necessary. Spirit, mind nod body 

should be pveiJ their rightful places iti human constitution. This will 

lead to the proper readjustment also of the positions of Ethica and Spiritual* 

(Spirit), Science and Engineering (Mind), and Economics and 

Politics (Body) in the outside world. In otlier words, our techaoJogicAl 

civilization (science and engineering) needs to be based on spiritual founda* 

tians (ethics and spirituality). Only then will spiritual values come into 

life. Only then will the paradoxes ol life disappearJ Only then will 

man regain his own dignity and ^e£po^sibilit3^ He has lost this dignity 

because he has forgotten his noble heritage, his divine origin, that he Is 

a spark of Divinity, that he is Spirit, first and foremost, and that 

mind and body arc his iii«truments,* Man is called Utvon, which means 

” the chooser **, by Lord Zoroaster, This is his first fundamental freedom 

by right, by reason of his being a human individual. Man is therefore free 

^ to choose either the good or the evil. The freedom of choice is his. Con- 

&e<iuently, the responsibility of choice is hts. Thia wilt help him to rise ta 

his real human stature. He will not then act as u machine, as a dumb- 
driven animal.* 

To regain this stature, man must follow a new lechnique of life, a 

new training and discipline. These arc ahewm in the book.* 

At present the development of man is lop-sided, because his con- 

eepl about himsdf is incomplete, his philosophy of life is incomplete.* 

The problem of n'orld reconstruction cannot be solved without the problem 

of individual reconstruct ion being solved at the same time. Both recon* 

structions, at the individual and institutional levels, must go on side by 

side.* At present the emphasis is on institutions, The individual is 

ignored and left in the background* This has Jed to the present chaos 

in the world. Solve the problem of Llie individual and the world problems 

will automatically solve themselves. 

' S« p. M»v1, Vol. I, this Seriet, 

^“^"8 P- Cbeniwiry. Vol. 1, thw Serws : »bv. The Thrill of Sdl- 

* S« Yoes, Tho Thrill of Seir'Explgmti'ffQ, Tbt joy of StlC Unroldment, : 

.* Stxpp. m, liv, Vol. I. ihh Series. 

row. Tho Thrill or Self-Eiip 
Art or Sci«nc*, P^ychalosr. HJllomphj and theosophy, 

* See p. |j, Vol. I, this Serit*. 

'3w Bcanainiu, p Hpi, ihJi Vol. 
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Therfi h a great gulf between the rapid Intellectual advance and 

the trcmendouaty slow snail-like progress in ethics and spirituality.* How 
to bridge this gulf ia the most important question. 

Theosophy shows this new technique, for Theosophy is a bridge- 
builder. Thtosophy serves as a keystone. (See diagrams) ** Por Thtjo- 

sophy bridges the gap between the knowledge of God, which is the supreme 

science and the sciences of the physical world in which we live, by provid¬ 

ing a scierice of the supcrphysicaJ, and of religion, and of the Spirit- 

Without these, no such bridging is passible; without these God cannot lie 

brought into intelligible relation with the things of daily life 

Expressing his grave doubts as to the fitne^ of man to use the gifts 

bestowed on him by scientists and inventors, Sir Alfred Ewing said: “ Man 
is ethically unprepared lor the great houcty. In the stow evolution; of 
morals he is still unfit for the tremendous responsibility it entails. The com¬ 

mand of Nature has been put Into his hands before he knows linw' to com¬ 

mand himself ", It is therefore the function of science and the scientific 

culture given by all educational and research institutions to sec that the gap, 

which threatens the disruption of our civilbiation, is closed up. In other 

words, science mast henceforward include in its programme ways and means 

lor the most efTective drive towards ethical and spiritual values and thus 

render its most priceless human service. It is the urgent duty of all educa¬ 
tionists to see that the advance of science and the spread of scientiJic culture 
prexeed along a parallel advance in man’s ethical sud spiritual development. 

The sciences need to he liumanized. Orthodox science needs to be liberali¬ 

zed and extended in its jicope so that it approaches thmsophy, occultism. 

The scientist of today is the occultist of tomorrow. The alumni of the 

Universities will have to go forth not only as searchers after truth but 
also as devotees in the cause of the true religion nf humanity. The motto 
of iicience should hEnceforth be not only Truth but Truth and Service, 

It is the duty of every University to see that there is provision in 
the courses of study provided by it for its alumni to develop equally from 
ati sides, to develop the whok man, {heart and head and hands}. Only 
then will the progress be smooth and not till then will the UnivdfSify be 

said to have fulfilled its Dkarma as Otiivetsity (iinivorsoJity), for Whole¬ 
ness is floliness, Nobility, Culture and RednemcnL 

D.'D, Kang a 

“ Sh diagram, faela^: p. y^j. i, tbii Sbtim. • 

* HwleB Guest; Tht9S0kfi[f tind StKifff lreconifrutfp'<}n, p. 20, 

t 
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PHYSIOLOGY 

Bv th6r£se brosse 

Phvsiolocv is the scieDce of function. If the body is related to mutter 

Phjiiiilimi defined anatomy is its specific science, function is related 

to life and physiology Ut its science. It is the object of 

the present monograph to fndioate how far inodum Science comes towards 

Theosophy in the domain of physiology, of function. 

PmiuIum at Let us first mention Theosophy’s postulates in regard 

ThccMphir physiolt^. Theosophy postulates t 

1. The unity of the life energy in all beings and in all the universe. 

That unity is exprosssod in the mutual iaterpeneiratioii of the organism 

and its environ meat and in the eschanges going on continually between 

them. Cosmic Function, or divine life in action, is one in the universe. 

2. Life as a process of organization is evolving. This organization 
takes place on a succession of levels, the Jevds of life's organization being 

the same as the levels of material involution. These levels considered 
from the point of view of matter, are discontinuous ; the unity of life as 

it proceeds to organize those levels, joins them together in organic unity—' 
whether in the Cosmos or in separate beings. 

3. Whatever the level reached by life, its activity lies in a double 

direction; (a) it integrates the levels previously organized within the 

unity of its new level which always acts as synthesis; fb) it organizes the 

virtual contents of Us new level in contact with and by means of its 

previous synthesis. 

4. Applied to our own globe and within the field of physiological 

research the levels already developed are; (tr) the material or mineral, (ft) 

bijrlogical or vr^etable, (c) the psychic or animal, (d) the spiritual or 

human. Successive w'orld'periods ' have been dedicated to the development 

of tjiese^levels, each level evolving through the integrated lower ones; the 

biological or vegetable annexing, and evolving through, the integrated 

mineral; the paychic or animal evolving through the integrated vegetable; 

* See p, 75 ihieJ Cbut fftciog p, 7S, VoL I—Eo. 
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Life vupcriiif li> 
Of|{^Lni*cn 

Splntiia.1 Evolution 

»in Mwi 

the apirltual or human evolving through the iutegraied psychic. Bo that, 

in the plant the life or function Is biological and the body matciial ; in the 

animal the life or function is psychic and the body biological; in man the 

life or function is spiritual and the body psycho-biological. In man, the 

spiritual function integrates the psychic and the biological within its 

synthetic unity- 

Lite is organizing energy or pou'er descending from one level, and 

orgaoijfing Itself within the substance of the lower as 

body- Life's fuactional syatheals is always one plane or 

level above its organism. Life and its organizing pur¬ 

pose IS always anterior to, superior to, causal to, the organism which Is its 

expression. As function is life. Theosophy certainly postulates the dis¬ 

tinctness of function with regard to organism \ function transcends organ 

as purpose transcends action, Puoction oinves the organ as electricity 

moves the engine. 

Now with regard to man, Theosophy poatuiates the absolute indivi- 

du&Jity of hig organizing life. Spiritual evolution is 

individual' in tnati. Universal life reaches its full 

individualizatian in each man ; whilst in the animal and 

plant it is collective,’ the real individual being the whole species, so that 

what evolves is the collective life of the spocies^ not the members of it. 

Each man's life is the life of an Ego w'ho has evolved differently from all 

others and whose organizing powers are individually unique. Each mail's 

life is subject therefore to its own spiritual heredity; India calls that 

heredity Karma, and it IS according to Karmic law that each man Is led to 

Tripta Haradity! family as will provide him, through 

SpWiuJ. Payekie psvchic {social) and biological heredities, with the 

imd Phyucal (srganism corresponding to his needs at his present level 

of evolution. It is always within the spiritual integration of the indivi¬ 

dual's triple heredity, spiritual, psychic and physical, that the Ego 

organizes his thoughts and feelings and bodily activities, 

U is clearly apparent from such a conception that if the unity of the 

HeaiiK biolcfgical levels is affected by the spiritual, 

any disturbance brought within the relationship jointug 

the self and its psychic levels, w ill also bring disturbance in the activity of 

the body itself. In other words, function whether bodily or psychic, 

depends on the spiritual sdi within whose unity all functional activities 

^ VEdi InXmt p, £3—ED, " 
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are integrated. Of course there may be congenital diseases, whether 

organic or mental, due to the corresponding heredities of the parents and 

of the social milieu. But whatever insufficiencies may have come to the 

self in this way (and we have said that these heredities are never really 

exterior to the self whose own Karma they reflect), the notion of health is 

always one of harmony between the spiritual self and its functional levels; 

the concept of disease is always one of disharmony between the spiritual 

self and its functional levels. 

In a^heosophical system, function is always considered as previous 

and causal to any material organism.' With especial 

wTieria" physical body, Theosophy affirms with 

India that within and above the physical organism there 

is a functional organism which ancient India called the vital (Pranic) body, 

and which modern Theosophy calls the etheric double. Anterior to the 

body as provided in advance by the entities expressing Karmic law, it is 

also causal, guiding as it does the building of the physical body within the 

mother’s womb, and continuing that function after birth and throughout 

the individual’s existence. It is the necessary intermediary, therefore, 

between the self and the psychical functions on the one 

hand and the body on the other. A healthy relationship 

is maintained if the self preserves its autonomy over 

psyche and body, integrating them within its spiritual active unity. This 

functional body therefore brings to the organism : (1) its vital powers and 

the activities of its various organs; (2) the activity of the self as inter¬ 

preted by its psychic levels. As Prana or life is a power similar to physical 

electricity, it might well be called an electric body or structure. 

Such are, in their broadest outline, the tenets of Theosophy 

The Tenets of Concerning life and health. We might sum them up as 

Theosophy con- follows: (1) the unity of life ; (2) the expression of life 

ceming and on a ladder of levels ; (3) the law of subordination of the 

lower levels with regard to the higher, and of mastery 

of the higher with regard to the lower; (4) in man, the spiritual nature of 

l]f% and the integration of psychic and physical activity within its autonomy 

and mastery ; (5) functional health means the fullest possible subordination 

of psyche and body to the spiritual self; disease means disturbance in that 

subordination. For Theosophy, therefore, function can ne^er be an epi- 

phenomenon of the organ, i.e., a mere state of activity of the organ; 
* Vide p. iSl. Vol. I, this series.—Ed. 

Pr&nic (Vital) Body 

Etheric Double 

Electric Body 
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function tiansceods, creates and directs the organp providing activity to 

the organ with its own energy. Physiology is dynainic, and its dynamism 
is an entity in ae. 

To this theosophjeal conception of physiology we shall now 

relate the latest developments of modern Science. Afodern physio¬ 

logy is conceived of within the great evolutionary theory according 

to which plant and animal species are not acparately created by an 
exira-cosmic God but reprrasent successive stages in the ^volution of 

life, each Icingdonip and within it each species, constituting the rungs 

of the evolutionary ladder. Life's unity is therefore clearly ndmiited, 

and as clearly proclaimed is the subordination of the lower levels 

when integrated within the higher. We find in man therefore, sncees- 

sivcly developed through the embryonic period and contemporaneously 

after birth, the physical and the psychic levels of the 

ilw P*rckic Leveb O' I”® animal ; the plant represented by the 
celhilar and humoral systems, the animal by the dual 

nervous system in whi^h the middle brain and sympathetic level corres¬ 

pond to the invertebrates, and the cerebo-spinal coirespoTidB to the 

vertebrates r the activity of both being under aubordinatton to the consciouB 
energy of the self. 

Modern physiology has now reached a synthetic conception of 

man. The traditional distinction between body and 

soul, the former belonging to medicine, the other to 

the Church, had ita cotitinuation in Science, in the 

as the division between phyaiology and psychology; 
phyaioJogy dealing with the body alone, psychology with the mind alone. 
Until quite recently, psychology was taught in the Faculty of Arts, as 
part of mom I philosophy | biology and physloJoigy were taught in the 

Faculty of Science; medicluc had its own Faculty and dealt with disease 
alone. The science of man and of his health has now reached its synthesis. 

How this aynihetic view of man’s unity has been obtained by 

physiology can be briefly summariYed. Some organic disorder? vwpfc 

found to arise from purely psychic sources. In hysteria some unconscious 

wish of the patient produced functional diseases which suggesgon qould 
remove. In hypnosis mere suggestion was seen to bring about functional 

and organic disturbances or wounds. .Nfore recently, psycho-analytical 

studies have revealed that the physiological functions can be disturbed 

A Synl^fiiic Con^ 
fxption of Man 

last century, 

* 
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deeply by affective traumas caused by early environment. In these and 

The Influence of Hiany Other cases the influence of the psyche, whether 

the Psyche conscious or unconscious, on the functional activities 

of the physical organism causes organic disturbance to 

appear: a clear indication of the close relationship existing between the 

mental and the physical constituents of man’s unity. 

Medicine has benefited more than any other science by this 

change. Diagnosis is now defined as “ the understanding of the whole 
patient ^ 

A synthetic conception and intuitive vision of the whole body and mind 

Diagnosis—The patient. . . The diagnosis of the organ syndromes, 
Understanding of psycho-endocrino-humoral syndromes, of the etiological 

the Whole Patient factors, and of the constitutional factors, does not really 
constitute the diagnosis of the person. The person is some* 

thing more than a sum of parts. He is an integral whole; thus the real diagnosis 
o the person consists in grasping the whole of the individual in his purposive 
striving towards cure.* 

It was inevitable that such synthesis should be held by materialists 

as a victory for their philosophy: that to a certain extent the mind should 

be claimed as belonging to the organism, as a function of the brain. The 

most radical of these materialistic views is that of the behaviourist. For 

.. Watson and his followers, consciousness is denied 
Matenalistic Views 
of the Behaviourists ^ Specific entity and considered as a mere “ titillation 

at the back of the larynx ”. The unity of the individual 

has its centre in the material body, not in the self, and no separation 

is allowed between the psychic and the physical. Behaviour or the 

active relationship of the whole organism with the environment, social 

and natural, synthesizes structure and function, thought, affects and 

action. We have here, as in Theosophy, a vision of man as a whole: 

self, psyche and body, but integrated at the other pole—matter, not spirit 

and we might despair of human progress if other discoveries of modern 

Science were not of such a kind as to uphold our most fervid hopes. 

• • •In fact it is from the very science of matter that materialism as 

p, . , a metaphysical attitude has received its death-blow. 
l/ynamism replaces i . 

iClatcrialism ^ccent progress in chemistry and physics, or, to be more 

accurate, in physical chemistry, compels us to deny for 

matter any ^istence in se : matter is but a state of energy. Energy, not 

' Dr. A. P. Cawadias. 
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maUer, is the absolute rcaJity of our physical world; dynamism repkcca 

materialism. 
It was impossible that such a momeDtous change in outltiok should 

not cast its reHoction in those domaios of science in 

IJe U no! tnalier holds a place. U has been so in physiology. 

* ™"“ Lilc cflO no more be identified with living substance and 

its purely chemical processes than physical energy can be viewed as a 

property of matter. The theory of life AS combustion is now being 

superseded by one of electrical induction. The body can no longer be 

likened to a machine run by heatp and whose activity is measured in 

calories; it has become an electric engine. Both in the cellule-humoral 

and nervous systemfi, electricity is found to play an all'lmportant part. 

1. Jn th€ hamcrat syjtem.—Because living substance is in its 

nature colloidal, whether in the flowing humours or in the plasma of the 

cells, its isolated ptirtiules carry (or are carried by) electric charges. 

These charges, in a state of constant mutual interaction, coDstitutc a 

highly dilTerenLiated electric lining to the somatic substance of the body, 

whose chemical and organic complexity it espouses, and whose activity it 

commands. In the field of comparative physiology. 

Til? IirtportuKc Professor Jagadish Chunder Bose had already shown 

the existence and the physiological importance of this 

" electro-structure ** in the plant; Professor d'Arsonval 

of Paris and Professor Tchijewsky of Moscow liave investigated its activity 

in the animal and in man, the latter further establishing that its tension, 

now equated to the vital touus, is maintained by the dcctrtcal charges 

in-breathed with the air and carried by the blood from the lungs to 

the cells. 

2. In tht nervous system,—A very broad field of experimental 

enquiry has been opened by the study of nervous energy. 

It has been found that the energy that rung along the 
Nbtvau Laergy ■ ■ r . i ■ ■ # i 

nerves and is the ivnctional activity al the organ ism, is 

very similar in nature to electricity, and can be substituted, for purposes 

of experiment, by electric currents of identical intoitsity. By applyto^ 

precise methods of measuroment it has been discovered that an equal 

complexity exists in the dcctro-structurc that lines np the uervou^ syaiem, 

with that already indicated in the humoral system. The speed at which 

the electricity funs along the nerve depends on the particidar function it 

commands; and that rate, or “chronaxie”, is characteristic of all the area 

«(the Eleetio. 
SmetuT?' 
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belonging to that function ; there is one speed for the flexor muscles, 

another for the extensor muscles, another for tactile sensitivity, etc. An 

incitation of a certain speed will thus be transmitted only to those 

nerve-cells and organic cells having the same chronaxie, that is, belonging 

to the same function. 

As another monograph deals with this particular line of research 

^ and its connection with the etheric double, we need not 

and Etheric Double ^®scribe further the electro-structure. Its immense value 

for us lies in the fact that it represents a veritable 

functional organism, orienting the thought of physiologists, as it undoubt¬ 

edly does, towards the conception of function, or vital energy, as distinct 

from, and causal to, the material organism, subordinated moreover to the 

activity of consciousness, whose harmony or disturbance it imposes on the 

organism. 

Two words, then, would describe the trend of modern physiology 

out of materialistic determinism : (1) individualism, (2) functionalism. 

As a result of this investigation into the realm of function, it is 

now ascertained that “ more than half the diseases from 

I^^sess^e which mankind is suffering are purely functional, that 

functional devoid of Organic lesions They are produced by 

a disturbance of the equilibrium existing in the normal 

state between the various functional levels, nervous, glandular, circulatory, 

etc. On the other hand, many organic lesions, whether congenital or 

acquired, with which a happy life might have been possible, are often 

complicated by fatal functional disturbances due to “ inferiority com¬ 

plexes ’* (well studied by Professor Adler). 

We are thus led to mention the progress made by physiology in 

Functional the direction of functional hierarchy. The levels are 

Hi""cliy three: (1) the humoral, (2) the autonomous, (3) the 
voluntary. 

The humoral has for its essential function the regulation of all 

Metabolism chemical processes going on within the cells, and 

• • • called “ metabolism ”. This function is under the rule 

of the glandular system. The chemical elements absorbed in food or 

oth^wisq are first turned into colloids by the various digestive processes, 

that is, by the glands of the digestive tract, then passed into the blood, 

finally to be ^distributed as reserves or for immediate use by the endocrine 

* Professor Abrami. 
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Thermogenesis 

or non-endocrine glands, the latter being now known to possess endocrine 

functions also. 

Impossible as it is to do justice to the enormous labour of physio¬ 

logists in this domain, we must mention the magnificent 

work done to isolate and classify the secretions of the 

Glands endocrine glands, and of certain categories of cells, like 

the nervous cells of the autonomous system, now found 

to secrete hormones also. This research has been carried far enough to 

have gained for physiology a synthetic vision of the whole humoral system, 

and of the wonderful subtlety with wihch it meets all the needs of the 

organism and keeps the specifically “ human ** chemical equilibrium: 

the thyroid dealing with iodine, the pituitary with bromine, the parathy¬ 

roids with calcium, the suprarenals with the alkalies, the liver and the 

pancreas with sugar, etc. The quantity of water in the cell-colloids is 

maintained as well as the chemical constitution of the various tissues. 

But together with the discovery of the electro-structure, and of 

the electro-exchanges with the outer milieu taking place 

constantly, both through breathing and through diges¬ 

tion, another function has been seen to belong to the glands, regulating 

the various metabolisms, viz., the regulation of cellular tension, which, 

under another aspect, is that already known as the regulation of heat 

(thermogenesis). 

It cannot now be doubted that, complicated for animal and human 

use as the specialization of the glands makes it, this 

inEvolutiorf^ humoral level represents the plant stage in evolution, 

and that the development of the germ-cells, with the 

process of sexual fecundation, belongs to it. 

The second level, that of the autonomous nervous system, intro¬ 

duces us to the animal stage, the invertebrate half of 

series, in which it constitutes the whole of the 

The Animal Stage nervous system. Centred in the middle brain, round 

the third ventricle, it rules the humoral level, of which 

it commands the organs and functions, by means of the sympathetic 9.nd 

parasympathetic systems of ganglia and nerves. The closest relationship 

is now known to exist between the middle brain and not only the viscera 

but also the somatic or cellular elements. Its functional activity embraces 

the whole physiology of the previous level, and has been termed on 

that account, vegetative. It is generally admitted that the two systems 
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The Acid-Alkaline 

Equilibrium 

composing it possess a mutually contrary and compensating action, the one 

exciting certain organs and the other inhibiting them : the sympathetic, for 

example, exciting, and the parasympathetic inhibiting, the heart-muscle, 

the vessels, the sexual glands, the liver (in its metabolic functions), the 

thyroid (also in its metabolic action). The parasympathetic, on the other 

hand, excites, and the sympathetic inhibits, the lungs, the whole digestive 

tract, the kidneys, the pancreas (metabolism), thymus, parathyroids, and 

even the thyroid in its reserve function. 

Wherever an organ opens or closes with a sphincter muscle, there 

is a cross action of the two nerves : the parasympathetic 

Para^mpathetic ^^^iting the organ and the sympathetic the sphincter. 

Systems and inversely. The secretion of the non-endocrine glands 

is marked by a similar cross action, the sympathetic 

giving a thick, concentrated fluid, the parasympathetic a more diluted one. 

But the main function of this level is to regulate the general 

metabolism, to maintain the continuity of the basic 

humoral composition, (both chemical and physical), of 

the acid-alkaline equilibrium of the humours, by releas¬ 

ing water through the skin or kidneys, by pouring this or that endocrine 

secretion, by increasing the tenor of the blood either in alkaline (calcium, 

potassium or ammonia) or in acid ions. This, as we have seen, results in 

what has been called ‘‘ vegetative tonus and in nerve excitability. 

This equilibrium is constantly watched over by the middle brain 

centres, modified according to the needs of the moment with wonderful 

quickness and subtlety; in fact, to this level of animal and human consti¬ 

tution belongs the instinctual and the affective aspects of consciousness. 

The preservation of life-instinct has its seat there, and the various 

emotional states are only alarm-bells which that instinct rings, so that 

the organism is immediately adapted to its present needs. Danger appears 

and the emotion of rage or fear is set up; instantly the suprarenals will 

discharge adrenaline into the blood-stream; excited by 

Aclaptations of hormone, the blood-vessels will contract; the blood 
the Organisms 

*to*their Ncc<ls course quicker and at higher tension ; there will be 

an increase of energy. On the other hand, the liver 

will be s^ to discharge some of its reserve of sugar, i.e., muscle-food; the 

body io- prepared to defend the life; it is ready for fight, or flight. 

Simplified as is this description, and more suited to animal than human 

situations, it is nevertheless true of man, with all the complexities that 

t 
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the social environment can add to the natural. It is no wonder, therefore, 

if the middle brain and sympathetic physiology assume an increasing 

importance both in medicine and in education. Emotional disturbance, 

often consequent on wrong education in the pre-puberty period of the 

child’s life, leads to functional disorders at this level, and to functional 

diseases when the disorders become habitual. 

We shall close this too rapid review of middle brain physiology by 

mentioning the fact, now well ascertained, that the 

The Middle nerve-current runs along its nerves, and in the organs 
Brain and the . . . 

Humoral System under its rule, in a specific way, significantly differing 

from the corresponding process in the cerebro-spinal 

system. Its chronaxie proceeds, not by quick and intensive discharges, 

but by slow, weak and repeated discharges, by “ sommation ” as it has 

been called. As a consequence, this method of stimulation gives to the 

organism its staying power, its quality of persevering. It shows that 

nature has disposed that the emotional state is not meant to act as a 

shock, thus brutally destroying the balance of the whole organism, 

but as a gradual warning, reaching intensity, if needful, by degrees. 

Action, on the contrary, must respond at once, and needs immediate 

intensity, and that is rendered possible by the immediate conduction of 

the myelinated nerves in the higher brain systems. 

The third physiological level is represented anatomically by the 

higher brain, its two hemispheres, the cerebellum and 
"The *I*liiTd pL * ' 

lo^cal Lcvcl^r their afferent and efferent nerves. It has 

the Higher Brain been developed in the vertebrates, slowly covering up 

the middle brain and gradually pushing forward its 

frontal lobes. Its essential function is mental activity, that is, voluntary 

relationship between the individual and its environment. 

As the middle level has been seen to have assumed intimate co¬ 

ordination with the humoral, so do we find, as study proceeds, more and 

more intimate anastomosis between the two nervous systems. All along 

the spinal cord, the sympathetic ganglia form a double chain, abundantly 

related to the three columns on each side of the cord within the v«rtebrSe, 

(two sympathetic and one parasympathetic), and to the spinal nerves, by 

The Higher Brain means of the communicating branches, one •white and 

and the Nervous one grey for each nerve between the 2nd lumbar and the 

8th cervical. Above the 8th cervical, the anastomoses 

become more complicated and intimate still. Within the brain, besides 
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The General 

Law of Level 

Subordination 

the region at the base of the hemispheres, which is common to the two 

levels and comprises some of the most important centres in the whole 

human economy, recent research has discovered sympathetic nuclei im¬ 

bedded u'ithin the substance of the hemispheres, and also some deeply 

penetrating sympathetic fibres. 

Functional unity, as well as structural unity, marks the three- 

levelled human organism. Each level is held in sub¬ 

ordination by the higher ones; all (for there are sub-levels 

in each) are integrated in the topmost. This law of 

subordination has been verified both in the normal and 

in the pathological state. Not only does the inhibition of the higher 

suppress its own activity; it also liberates from its brake the activity of 

the lower, which it ceases to control, and which, if stimulated, may become 

anarchically active. A muscle can, in fact, be set in motion by three 

different nervous levels ; (1) the spinal neurons for the reflex action ; (2) 

the middle brain (thalamostriate) centres for automatic action ; (3) the 

higher brain (cortical) centre for voluntary action. It is now well known 

that automatic movements in the waking state, that is, when the conscious 

self is present in the higher brain and ought to inhibit the lower motor 

levels, are indicative of some lesion, either organic or psychic paralysis 

(or both) in the hemispheres or at the origin of their nerves. Thus the 

specific rigidity of the decerebrate animal, and of partly equivalent lesions 

in man : Parkinsonian and Wilsonian rigidity, produced by the general 

contracture of all the muscles, consecutive to lesions of the striate or 

pallidum centres; these lesions being demonstrated by the loss of 

spontaneous, voluntary movements. 

To a similar deficit of the higher centres are due, by liberation of 

the lower, some exaggerations of medullar reflexes or automatic movements, 

whether isolated or grouped in violent crises, as in epilepsy. Many and 

varied are the verifications of this general law of level subordination. 

But many and varied also are the proofs attesting that the three 

levels together are held in subordination b> self-con- 

sciousness in man. by the consciousness of the species in 

«U the three Levels the animal. In psycho-analysis, the free expression of the 

• • repressed affects is only possible when the higher con¬ 

sciousness has been removed by relaxation ; a similar condition is necessary 

for the establislynent of conditional reflexes, and hypnosis can only obtain its 

automatic responses if the subject has lost the use of his self-consciousness. 
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CoiitTibutpry proofs of tills subordination of the lower to the higher 

T]» liiveU tn self-consciousaess have 

Self-CoiudmiiRicH been obtained ■, functional disturbance has been 

restored to h^lth by stimulation of the weakened 

higher level and re-education of the latter to per¬ 

manent mastery. These caperimeiits hive shown that the rclationahtp of 

sclf-oonsciousness w-ith its physiological levels can be of two kinds i (t) it 

can associate with them “in weakness’', and then disturb the physiological 

subordination by stimulating a lower level unduly, particularly the affec¬ 

tive ; iZ) it can associate with them “ in strength ", and then assume 

complete mastery over them, not disturbing the subordination of tlie levels 

whichever it may stimulate, if their subordination of all to the self is 

maintained. 

This law explains the physiological feats of the Hslha- 

yogi; it would explain the psychologleal feats of the Raja-yogi 

as well. 

In the “ ordinary man ", health (functionalj ia injured if the man 

. associates his self-con scion saess with his highest level 
UvTng at tinea t j ^ • ■. .... 

Iiisiwai’* change with his race). Thus is the 

subordination of the tower levels preserved. Living 

at one s highest " is therefore the surest medical prescription. Physiology 

no fongtr excludes the domain of ethics: it has discovered the unity of 
the whole man. 

All physiologists, however, do not perceive the physiological impor¬ 

tance of the self in man. Fixed upon the old position of materialistic 

physiology, they only accept as functional that which they know to possess 

anatomical bases. Now the activities of that which is really human lu our 

consciousness are devoid of localisations in the brain. There are no 

P * convolutions " for science, art, reltgiou, no centres for 

Piyelifr^y*^^ “ideals". Hcncc the errors of many psycho-physio- 

logists; some of whom exalt the unconscious pioccsjos 

above the self, the psychic above the spiritual, by endow¬ 

ing the unconscious with the essential cbnnicter of spirit, vis., nniversaUty 

(the cosmic unconscious of Freud, the social unconscious of Jung), some 

of whom also reduce human consciousness to cerebral “ reSexej *, (Pavlov's 

conditioned reflexes), without seeing that they can only obtain them by 

first eliminating the iwlf, and substituting their pwp (th^experimenter’s) 

self for it. 
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This review would be inramplete dfd we noi mentiojj that 

physiology has obtained ID thi« domain of 
«"Oordmat<on us greatest Iriamphs, that the measures 

Formujf Energy of ‘chmnB3iie" have established: its trath upon inefut- 

experimenta. showing moreover that the current 
a life-elcctricity along tfie nerves and wUhm the organs ig the function, 

at life ut man « an energy, a dynamic sum of the various forms of energy 

present id mao. vit., biological, psychical, spiritual and the purely physical 

(material), Only u may be that the organiMtion proper to spiritual life 
dev^ops us forms in the sociaJ^that is. specifically human-rather than 
JO the specifically animai, that is, cerebral 

To the theosophint the value of the new conceptions of physiology 

Trkit«yC^ examined liea in the (act that they 
lion ef M.n* »nevitttbly lead to a trinitary conception of man’s cansti- 
CoMiituiiw, tution, and do away with the diialisiic tradition of post- 

Kicenc traditional Christianity, Man can no longer be 
considered as body and mind, but as a ladder of functions, some bodily, 

some psychic, over which is playing the free dynamism of the spiritual sell. 

The lines of research leading to such Conclusions must be briefly 

Tl. r„„.._ H Ike c^iouSHBS of mao and tho .oloi.om,r 

^ U hiw . psychic nature, they ought to reside 
IVchic Naiurc in the higher brain or cortex. A considerable amount 

of work has been dedicated to the physiology of higher 
brain consciousness. But however much analytical experiment and clinical 

observation may have advanced, il is safe to assert that only animal func¬ 
tions have been localked so far. Centres exist for sensory perception and 

muscular action * but none for the higher functions proper to human 

consciousness r science, religion, ethics, art. which hold such a place in 
civilixation and in private life. These have no organic counterpart in the 

structure of the higher brain. Even Jangtiage, so difTerant from animal 

sounds, is now known to possess centres for the sensory or the motor 

functions that spoken expression needs; for word-reading, word-hearing, 

wgrd-speaking, but none for the spiritual function of word-uiideratanding, 
and for the complex organixaiion of morphology and syntax. 

. It has been suggested on plausible grounds that the frontal lobes 
participate in pure intellection ; but eases are known where the destruction 
of one or both Jroutal areas has not interfered fundamentally with intellec¬ 

tual activity. The primary^ elements of thought are JocaJrxed, but the 
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symbolical identification, the mterpreLatioo of meaning, haa no organic 

basis in the brain. Locflliration becomes more and more uncertain as we 

rise from the psychic elements already present in the animal to the activi¬ 

ties belonging to man's consciousness itself. Thai con* 

sciousuess we find ascending and descending on the 

*«dder of its fimetlon, acting a.«^ dynamism pore and 

simple. Physiologists row repeat in thetr technical 

language what Bergson used to say in philosophical terminology, that 

what can be localized In the brain is less the function of conscious¬ 

ness than the keyboard through which it expresses itself spatially. The 

angel asectiding or descending on Jacob's ladder, catinot be identified 

with that ladder. Whether it described as spiritual or otberwisc. 

it is looked upon as pure dynamism, the problem of its source and 

origin being at the fore-froiii of physiological research without having 

yet found a solution. Some materialistically inclined would find it in 

the middle brain, the centre of humoral and cell chemistry. Some 

psychiatrists, and especially the more apirkually inclined of that school, 

like Professor Jung oI Zurich, would find it in the social unconscious. We 

have no space here for discussion of these theses. 

In another direction, oiz*, the unity of the body and its environment, 

we have to record another step taken by physiology to- 

An wfxniMd words the tiiEoaophical conccptiuil outlined atthebegin- 

Oio^'^ monograph. Just as within the body the 

purely physical function was found to be a dynamic entity 

JlDwing along the nerves and ruling organic activity^ so Ims the humoral 

and cellular function been seen to be equally electric in nature. The 

colloidal constitution of living substance has for its couiiterpart nti organ¬ 

ized ** lining of electrical charges- The chefnt^iry^ of the cells and their 

metabolism hai* to be mainiained by borrowing food and air from the 

environment, It has now been ascertained that* besides the cbemicaj 

exchanges of breathing and of digestiaiip a much more importint |Ieclrijcal 

eTicbange take3 place betW'een the organism and lU 

environment. What we reallj^ eat and brcat^ic arf ions, 

f.e., molecules plus electrical charges. These charges 

represent an albimpoitant factor in the maintenance of^tbe vital tone or 

tension of the organism. We shall only odd that medical applications of this 

Chcmiciil luiil 

Etrclfnail Escchang^i 
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discovery have been started, and a number of functional diseases are being 

treated with ionic cures, the ions being natural or artificial. 

* * M, ♦ ♦ it 

Having thus briefly summarized the general lines of advance of 

modern physiology, there remains for us to examine a few special points 
of interest for theosophists. 

The first refers to the value set by physiologists upon the middle 

The Pituitary Body' brain and particularly upon the pituitary body. It has 

^d Aetro-Mental been found that a special relationship unites the pituitar>' 

m3*** gland with the roof of the third ventricle on the one 

hand, and on the other with the whole system of ductless 

glands throughout the body. Theosophists will remember that Madame 

Blavatsky ascribes to the pituitary gland a special relationship with the 

psychic (astro-mental) consciousness of man. She describes it as the 

centre of astro-mental clairvoyance. Also, as in sleep the astro-mental 

constituents of man leave the body, the pituitary gland can be 

described as the organ through which these psychic principles of man can 

communicate with the physical world, entering it, leaving it, bringing into 

it its knowledge or ignorance of its own plane. 

Now physiologists have ascertained the r6le of the pituitary gland 

in sleep, that is, in the coming in and the going out of consciousness. The 

exact centre causing sleep has not been found with precision, but it is 

known to lie broadly in the grey matter forming the vault of the third 

The Pi ■ ventricle, and the function regulating sleep is under the 

B^y.'sl^p control of the pituitary body, whose secretion more or 

and Dreams Icss highly concentrated in bromine is carried to the 

vault of the ventricle and starts the inhibition process of 

sleep. With this inhibition or shutting off of consciousness, the automatic 

processes are liberated ; some reflexes are rever.sed during sleep as they are 

in cortical paralysis; the chronaxie of subordination disappears and only 

that of constitution remains; all synthetic activity also disappears: the 

images, isolated from their ordinary conscious associations assume new 

com^iin^tions, and linked up by emotions and freed from the control of 

memory and reasoning, produce the drama of dreaming. The diseases 

affecting sjeep are generally associated with disturbances in the middle 

brain, some tumours of the pituitary gland can cause the sleeping sickness, 

*-e., prevent consciousness from returning into the body; other pituitary 

* Vide p. 367, Vol. I, this Series.—Ed. 
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troubles prevent sleep altogether, make it impoaaible for consciousness 

to leave the physical body* 

Another recognized function of the pituitary gland is to control 

the developmeiit of the body to suit the development of 

The Conductor conscioufincfis j it exercises this function through the 

^ other ductless glands, and has deserved on that account 

the title of conductor of the glandular orcheatm. The 

chief change, however, which it brings iaio the organism, is the awakening 

of the genetic function by stimulation of the sexual glands. 

It also possesses among its many-sided activities that of defending 

the organism against toxins; the main interest of this 

The Pituiwy &od/ function here being its relation w'iih the eyes, in the 
uidiTonns 

fact that it is only active m the It ha^i been 

shown that the elimination of the toxins of fatigue Is not due to sleep 

but to the absence of light. Thus do we find in these recent discoveries 

of physiology some vindication for the contentions of Theosophy, and an 

indication of the lines thnt might be followed to make those corroborations 

closer and more complete, 

Tf the corroborations of Science are satisfactory enough concerning 

the pituitary body, not so clear are the indications with 
The Pincfll Cllatid- i. ■ i , j • j- »* j 

regard to the pineal gland. According to Madame 

Biavatsky the pineal is to the pituitary what Buddhi ia to Manas; it 

should be the organ responding to the light of pure thought and of the 

intuition. In one direction, at any rate, the old conceptions regarding the 

pineal are being altered. It used to be considered as a discarded third 

eye. Whilst this statement cannot altogether be denied with regard to 

the saurians, physiologists have discovered in the pineal specific functions 

which make it an active centre in man. Anatomy, histology and physiology 

concur today in considering it as a glandular body of considerable import¬ 

ance, not only during the first years of life, but also in adult age and far 

into later years. Some phystolngigu consider it as acting on the nerve- 

endings W'ithin itself, and through tliem on the whole middle brain region 

and on the glandular and nervous system it commands. Si]ch,funpijon 

alone would place it in a position of authority over the pituitary. But if 

we add that such stimulation of the centres of growth durigg thg early 

years after birth is completed by a specific action again at the time of 

• V«k. J67-8, Vol, I,—Ed. , 
» Vide. pp. J07-8, Vol. l -Ep. 
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puUfty. we shall mnke it clear that modern Science has ceased to consider 
the pineal as a disused organ. 

The functional superiority of the pineal over the pituitary- is further 

TkePincalC™. ^hat it inhibits its action, just 
mill the PStuituy ^ “ h^her level is known to iniiibit and control the 

lower. The pineal wilt prevent the pituitary from 

awakening the sexuaJ functions too soon, and act as a check on the 
anterior lobe of the pituitary. 

Mauy other pineal functions are suspected; the elimination of 

uric acid, the itiia-cerebral cueuiaiiqn (this would have to do with the 

activity of the thoughi-pwcases), the secretion of the eerebro-spinal liquid, 

the regulation of arterial pressure, the ntEtahoIic processes, etc. But these 

Tbe Pin«*l ■I’^tcations, if they point in the direction of a positive 

and ljit«ili;gciic« beiug allowed for the pineal, are too fragmentary 

and unsystematical to satisfy physiologlsu. Yet these 

studies have coafirmed to the full the statements reasserted fay Madame 

Blavaisky concerning the deposit of granular concretions of calcium salts, 

which is found to be absent in the case of very old peraons as well as in 

the case ol very young and retarded children. The link between this 

concretion and the activity of intdJigence is now much more generally 
reoogniicd. 

Even such slight rccugnition is valuable. The relationship between 

pineal action and sex-developmcnt brings Into play a 

afgumeni in favour of the aasociation of the 

Nature otMui pineal gland w-iih ihe spiritual nature of man. In fact, 

if we compare the age of puberty ip the animal kingdom 

with that in maa, we itnd it considerably more precocious in the former 

than tn the tatter. It takes lees of a lifetime to bring the animal body to 

adulthood and prepare it for reproduction than it does in the case of man. 

Actual figures are of course difficult to state. But it con be said oafely 

that in many animal species liighly placed in the evolutionary- scale, the 

pre-puberty period may represent one-twenty-fifth of the total duration 

of -life, fcnd the gestation period is coirespondiugly short, fn man, how- 

fiiver, the pre-puberty period represents on the average one-fourth or 

otie-Bfth of life’s duration, and gestation is relatively very much longer 

than with the anlmalo. Now if it is the pineal gland that checks the 

awakening of Sex until the more definitely human qualities of conscious- 

ntss have appeared, it Is diffi^cuti not to consider it as, in some way, linked 
9 

t 
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CD the spiritual Tiature of man. It would m^n the spiritual checking the 
animalp therefore controlling and transcending it. 

* •: t * • 

The Vitunini 

We have already mentioned the corroboration which physiology 
brings to the ihcosophicaL notion of the unity of Life in 

Tbfi Uniiy of Life organism and in the environment. Besides the 

chfimical and physical e?tchanges already known to exist between the body 

and Its natural militiu, an electrical exchange baa been discovered to exist 

alsoi bringing the unity of body and universe to the Icv'cl of pure encr;gy« 

Another link has been found between man and Ehe other kingdoms of 

nature* revealing a simiJar activity of life throughout its progresSj that is. 
the similarity of vitatntns in the plant to the glandular hormones in the 

animal and man. 

The vitamins are no longer now the mysterious elements they were 

considered to be only a few years ago. Most of them 

have a well-known molecular constitution, and their 
action has been asserted to be one of vital stimulation only* They net 

as catalyscrSp and inflnitesimat quantities are sufficient to stimulate speciffc 

fwnctioiis in the vegetable and in the animal m- human bodies. First 

di^overed in the plantSp they hove been found to exist also in some 

auimal constituent?! particularly in the reserves aecumiikted for the growth 
of the embryo and nf the young body. 

On the other handp substaneea of similar composition have been 

found in the animal. Vitamin C, for instance* develops 

™ some plants w'hich am particularly rich in chlomphyl- 

of ikc BlowJ ban pigments* The rat^ the cat and the pigeon axe 

able to build up a hormone of identical constitution. 
Now if Vitamin C diminishes in quantity in the leaf of a plants there 

follows a diminution of the green pigment m the leaf; the plant 

becomes pale. Similarly a diminution of Vitamin C in the food of 

the animal tsntails a dinyinution of hfemoglobinp the red pigment tn 
the blood* ■ -■ • 

Very curious examples of such correspondence have been discovered 

of late. A plant is known {arisitofockia ehjmis) possessing various coloured 

pigments to the exclusion of the yellow. It cannot grow, it h said, out 

of seed unless it receiver the blood of a small fly whicl^contains a carO‘ 
tinoid hormone akin to Vitamin A* 
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The reltLtionsibips vUamiDa and ihts endocri^se aysLcm are 

^established. The absence of vitAmiGa 

Endocrine 5yitcm brings disturbance irt the glandular functions of the 

animals and of man. Scurvy^ which due to an absence 

of Vitatnin C from food, is accompanied by an abnormal development of 

the suprarenal glands^ PhyaiaJogy has ascertained the correspondedce 

of Vitamin C whh the suprarenal hormones, of Vitarnin A with the thyroids 

oJ Vitamin E with the kidneys and gonads. The suprarenak and the liver 

are known to store up vitamins. Therefore Vitamin E acta exactly like 

the hormone secreted by the anterior Jobe of the pituitary^ Vitamin D 

like that of the [^rathyroid, and Vitamin B has am antagonistic actjon 
towards the thyroid gland. 

Finally, significant correspondences have been discovered between 

Vitimia* and M*n animal Species and certain vegetable vitamins. 

Some animals are sensitive to the presence or absence of 

Vitamin A or D in their others to Vitatnin B, and have no need of 

the other vitamins for their healthy development arid mamtcnatii:^. Each 

species seems to possess a specific endocrine synthesis which ts its own* 

In man^ how'everi this difference of reaciion appears in the individua) 

Each man seems to possess an endocrine constitution of his own, and 

therefore to be equivai-unt to a whole animal species, needing on that 

account a special alimentary regime. 

Learned agriculturists know today that plants have a metabohsm of 

iheir own, and that a reUtionship exists betweau their 

'^ifamins and the chemical constituents of the soil which 

coiTtUiad are their food^ A solidarity is thu£ aeen to exist be¬ 

tween all tile kingdoms of nature ; a coxidation between 

chemical bodies (ions) in the mineral, vitamins in plants, and hormones 

in the animal and man. One pbysiDlogbt has wTiUeti that “it is our 

hormones ihat make us what we are"'* 

The unity of method used by life at all the levels of its evolutionary' 

ascension, testifies to the unity of life itself* No doubt 

Mv^cnDwoidi only strand of lifers thread has been ideniihed by 
iliir ThccwapbicaJ j £> ■ r r t . 

Ci?n«prii» of modern bcience. Yet are we far from the irreducible 

multiplicity which the ChriAtiau tradition had imposed 

as a dogma coueeming cmatiuq. An enormous advance 

towards the tbeosophicaJ conception of life's unity has been made only 

*■ Vuie iDlra p, 23^—Eu. 
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lacking in a definite synthesis* But all tlie elements of ihc i^ynthesis, 

at least many oE them, are available. A satisfactory ayntheaia is near 

at hand. 

Pifiipcniei BlooJ- 
Croupuiffi 

Our review of physiological advance would be incomplete, did we 

not mention another field of research in w'hich discovery has gone far 

towards human evalution as described by modern Theosophy. It concerDS 

the physiological background to racial evolution. It has been discovered 

that the burtinml basis of constitution, namely the blood 

Koi^" and its honuonic constituents, appears in four great 

Gtovpmgi” divisions and that these "blood-groupings", as they am 

called, are somehow related to racial groups* Thus 

has physiology entered the field of anthropology. 

The principle on which the classification of the groups has been 

tnade, is the capacity for some human bloods to mta up with one another 

without causing floccalation or agglutination. As this docculation brings 

shock phenomena of the gravest character, and very quickly death, it has 

become necessary to classify the different types of blood according to their 

mutual friejidlincBs or enmity. Four groups have thus 

been detected, respectively termed O, A, B, .AB* In the 

A group, further sub-divisions of the A group, termed A^ 

and A| have been detected. Their properties are as 

follows: group O can Iw miaed with all without danger and has been 

called “ univeraal giver”; group AB can receive from all but only gh-e to 

itself, therefore is colled " universal receiver” j group A can give to ABand 

to itself and receive from O and itself; group B can also give to AB and 

to itself and receive from itself and O. 

Important as they are from the inedkal point of view since the 

development of blood-transfusion, these groups interest os here especially 

because they have been studied in connection with anthropological 

groupings, and it 1ms been found that a correlation exists between cross- 

breedings and the number of these groups. Where the 

population is pure, group O is almost alone th/ou^dut 

the population. Where cross-breeding has prevailed more 

blood-groupings appear. Group O is present everyw'here and Son Id seem 

to represent the fundamental, primitive race of man ; whilst A and B 

would represent superadded mutations, with dominant mentielian character, 

O possessing the recessive mendelian character. 

Rbcc (md BIdoJ' 

Groupings 
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Now O is in present-day manliind the mewt important group in 40?i 

of the population of the gioix. If we take into account its latent state 

among groups A and B, it would represent 60% to 70% of mankind, as 

against 15% to 20% of A and as many ol B ; the majority of physiologists 

ssem to agree that 0 is the most ancient blood and A and B later additions. 

Important also would be the fact that groups A and B, identical to those 

of man, have been discovered to exist among the anthropoid apes, although 

the results arc quite diOeient for the lower apes. 

TlMioio^i anthropological phy&iology with those 

Anilirofiolag^l Sucre/ Doclrine, we are confronted with very 
Phyiicloey interesting parallels: 

(I) According to Madame Bhvatsky there remains no pure Third 

Race population. The present negroid ' tribes are hybrids of seventh sub- 

race Lemurians and first sub-race Atbnteans, Now blood-grouping 

research shows that there is only onu pure blood, that of the Fourth 

Race in the Bsquimos and American Indians of pure descent- Among 

these the O blood is all-triumphant. Every where else the three diHeren- 

tiated factors are mixed up in varying proportions. 

(3) Among peoples belonging to races that are impregnated with 

Atlantean blood,' like ^-ariona branches of the Malay group and Chile 

population, one finds a clear jiredominanee of factor O with a secondary 

predominance of B over A, Among the negroids, factor O still dominates 

but factors A and B are balanced. Factor B tends to dominate over A 

where Lemurian blood is still strongly marked. Finally, as w-e near thu 

white races of pure type, we see factor B disappearing and factors A and O 

balancing. Let us note that the Slav group ol Central Europe, in w'hom 

we may think that some admission of Asiatic blood haa come, show’s a 

higher rate of factor B. Amon^ Hungarians, Tartar, Siberian Russians, 

group AB is particularly strong ; it is dominant among the Persians. 

All this is in agreeineiit with The Secret Doctrine. It would be 

normal, if the Fourth Race is, as Madame BLavatsky puts it, ** the first 

really human race ”, that its blood should be in possession of the basic 

sdtifm that all men can receive without danger. Factor B would represent 

the Third Race; factor A the Fifth. 

(3)* Results obtained from the study of animals are no less striking. 

According to The Secret Ekictrine, the anthropoid apes are a cross between 

* P. ifli, VoL ].—Ed. 

* 
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the Third Race mao of the kst sub^races and certain higher atiimals. It is 

therefore remarkable that the anthropoids alone show the human blood- 

factors. 

T3m Ri Fpctvr 
iq fiJood 

Aaotber blood factor, very important from the evolutionary as well 

as anthropological viewpoint is the Rh factor discovered 

id 1940- The blood cells of the Macacus rhesus monkeyf 

when injected in on experimeutal animab produces 

immune serumi W'hich agglutinates the cells of certain human beings- 

These individuals are known as Rb positive, while those individuals whose 

cells fail to show' agglutination with this immune serum are known as Rh 

negative. This outstanding link between man and monkey also serves as 

an additional type on w'bich anthropological class!dcauon of the human 
races is made. 

The blood factor Rh is aiso of medical importance in the mating of 

the Rb positive man with an Rh negative woman. If 

negative woman conceives, the foetus, inheriting 

one paternal gene, contains the Rh substance in its blood 

cells. Ouring the course of gestatioDj when the foetal and maternal 

circulations arc linked, the Rh positive foetal blood enters the maternal 

circulation. The anitgen Rh, being foreign to the maternal system initiates 

the production of antibodies against the Rh substance. When the maternal 

Wood eaters the foetal circulation, the ant1*Rh antibodies present in the 

maternal blood react with the Rh positive red blood cells of the foetus and 

give rise to a foetal disease, varying in intensity and symptoms, known 

as Erythroblastosis foetalis. This condition of the foetus can take place 

only if the man is Rh positive and the woman Rh negative. It is 

generally excluded in matings where (1) the man is Rh negative and 

the woman Rh positive; (2) both are Rh positive and (3) both are Rh 
negative. 

Knowledge of the Rh factor in blood has saved thousands of lives. 

Prospective mothers are tested for Rh, If she is Rh positive there is 

nothing to fear. If she is Rh negative her husband should also be test^, 

and if he is positive the correct precautions are to be taken. If both 

parents are negative or both positive nr if the mother is positive and the 

father negative, there wiU be no trouble. There is trouble on/y if the mother 

is negative and the father is positive. • 
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According to more recem researches along lines of Fisher’s Hypo*^ 

thesis of Triple Allelomorphsi the aumber of serologically 

” (*'5tiogiiishable kinds of Rh would be 27. Then, too, we 

Blood Gmupf have the fact that the original O, A, J3 groups have now 

to be grouped under sbt heads—specially for Medico-legal 

work—by the discovery of the new factora A, and A^. This sixfold 

grouping is symbolized as O, Aj, A,, B, AB, A^B. ft is also important to 

remember in this connection the discovery of two new factors M and N 

made in 1928 and P-j- and P— described later so that the gradual increase 

in the number of blood groups from the original O A B may be tabulated 
as under 

O, A, B = 3 

O, A,. A^, B, AB, A,B = 6 

M, N, M N == 18 

P +, P — ^ 36 

Rh -1- and Rh —, with their 27 

aerologicaily distinguishable kmds=972 

Then again we have the two genetically simple characters—Non- 

Blsad Greupi in Sccretor " and ” NoD-Tastcr At this rate oF progress, 

■fhFidual tn each it looks as though the notion espressed many years ago 

Pwton jjy Landsteiner may isoon be justified that blood groups 

would be known to be as individual to each person as the individual's 

liDger prints. If and when this comes to pass, yet another postulate of 

Theosophy would be justibed by Science, namely, the postulate that, in 

man, we have the absolute individuality of hia organising Life evolving 

from the collective individuality of the species as shown in animals 

and plants. 

Whatever interest may attach to the progress made by phy-siology 

along various lines, momentous consequences arc sure 

to follow the main developments here indicated. Physio¬ 

logy has discovered its own held of moearch: function 

Is no longer a mere slate of activity of the organ ; not 

only the law of that activity, intellccLually sought for 

Function is a positive entity, namely, life in action; and 

life’s organizing energy, i.c,, energy with a content, is a positive reality. 

It is the task of physiology to investigate by direct experiment the various 

*■ r. 124, Semtet Pre^wv. fajjuary, 1049. 
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energies of life. It has begjun to do so and must increasingly extend its 

research in the direction of the functional body of which ancient Theosophy 

speaks. There it will join hands with the more experimental side of 

psychical research. And Theosophy should co-operate with Physiology 

and with Psychical Science for the vindication of its ancient teaching by 

translating its metaphysics into experimental science. 
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WESTERN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 
AND THE ETHERIC DOUBLE 

By J, EMILE MARCAULT 

The Mun ancient Indian literature as wdL as Jn modam 
Qwmetenofthe sophical teaching the main characters of the Ethedc 
Etbenc Dwible Double are described as foU^jws: 

1. It Js the mediating principle between the Karmic heredity of the 

evolving Ego and its physical vehicle. 

2. As 5uch| it must be undErgtaad to convey to the physical body 

(0} its vital energy, (b) the psycho-spiritual activities of the Ego^ 

One Indian school calls it the PrSbia-MAyi-Kosha^ t.c,, a material 

sheath of the Self which is made of Pnirta or Vitality^ 

Now Prana is not a homogeoeons force» notan undifFeren dated fluid ; 

It is the ver>' complete lifC'Cnergy of an Ego who has in 

lives pasL developed many teadeacics, wheihar powers or 

wcalcDCSScs, Bod leads them to his physical body. Thts 

Btheric double thus appears to be a highly organized individual complex 

of these vital powers; various prinas are in fact mentioned, of which the 

singular Prana ta the synthesis or absttact unity. The word prdna means 

** outgoing breath ” ; it is the life breathed out of the Ego's own spiritual 

plane into all lower planes, including the physical. 

3. The differentiated vital prSnas of the etheric double are the 

functional energies of the physical body. The physical 

contains only organs j the etheric body contains the 

. 4 , functions, or active energies, which move the physical 

organs. For the ancient seer, aa for the modern acientiat, function is both 

the creator and the mover of the organ. The pr^nic body organizes, 

maintains and develops the physical organism; being the out breathed life 

of a particular Ego, it makes of the physical organism a vehicle of con- 

scioasness for t&at life. 

t 
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An csiscnlial chRr&ctcr at this vil^i ^ai^rg^p ni which the ctheric 

double consists^ i:s ihai it is electric Jq nature, or similar 

to electricity. Of course. Indian literature does not 
speak m dear terms of what the modems call electricity^ 

but it often de^cribea tliu coiistitueuts ol the prlnic body as"" [uminous 

like lightning to the seer's eye. H. P. Blavatsky calls prana '' vital 
dectTicity 

5. There is another meaning to the term prana in the East i it 

refers to the in- and out*breathing of the physical body 

itselft and is related to the very air we inhale and exlmle. 
The ph}^sic$I body then receives two prSnas: that which descends from 

the spiritual Ego, and that which belongs to the physical plane and is 
borrowed from the earth's atmosphere. The liigher makes the body alive 

as a human bodjp the lower keeps it in life as a physical body. We might 
well call the former positive! and the latter negative vital electricity. As 

every studimt of India knows, these two are recognized as tw^o forms 

The two 

or levels of the One Universal Life, the Prtna of Drahman. {'■ From 

Brahman, the One. proceeds Prana, or Life ”, Bays the Mutidaktipanisbad, 

“ From Atman is bom PrSina ", says the Prashnopauiskad, " Prana is 
the hub in sshteb ibe seven spokes of the universal wlieel are fixed ", 
says the AMtrrcw-Vedff, tiymn to Prana, XI, -J; I am Prana, Prina 
is Life ", says Indra, iW.) 

Let ns now see what modern Seianoe can tell us on the notions 

just exposed. On this point, as on other lines ol advance. 

Viewpoint ^vcfitertt Scicjice h sdteriog its previous mechanistic or 
materialistic attitude; it no lottger considers unergy rs 

a property of matter, and secondary to itp but progressively adopts the 
contrary attitude* admitting matier to be a form of energy—energy 

primcird lab rnatler secondary* It has been so m phygJcs for some y^rs* 

and it is increasingly so in physiology. It is now being asserted by physio* 

legists that electricity has not only a part, but the most impt]rta.nt^part| in 

keeping the substance of living bodies alive. Living matter is coHoidal in 

structiirei and I he colloidal state is maintained by the electric charges 

which keep the particles of substance, the my cellar, separate^ It is not 

said that all colloidal substance is living, but it is affirmed that aU living 

substance is colloidali and therefore immediately concerned with electricity. 

r 
f 
r f 
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What is Electro- 
Structure > 

It is now known that the difference between dead and living matter 

is precisely this, that in death the isolated particles of 

relatc^o^ectricity colloids lose their electric charges; they flocculate, 
coalesce, and become physically inert as they become 

electrically extinct. According to the most recent research, the “ ageing 

of tissues would be due to the loss suffered by them in the tension of their 

colloidal charges, and experiments have shown that susceptibility to can¬ 

cerous degeneracy in some of the organic tissues would lie in the lessening 

of their negative charge. A lowering of the iso-electric point in the red 

globules of the blood has been observed from young to old organisms, 

corresponding to an increase of the acid index of the blood-serum, itself a 

mark of electro-positive excess. The vital tonus, then, is a function of the 

electric tonus, and all vital activity tends to be conceived of, no longer as 

mechanical, or as chemical, as it used to be considered, but as related to 
electricity. 

Western conceptions, however, come nearer still to the Indian. 

To the infinite complexity of the physical body—its many 

different cells, the humours that flood them, the chemical 

compounds of w’hich they are made—there corresponds 

an equal complexity on the dynamic side. There is an electric organization 
lining up the material organism. The expression “ electro-structure ” has 

been coined to designate it; well might it be called an electric body, were 

its autonomy better seen. 

About its organization, much is already known. It would not 

be an electrical complex were it not polarized; not the minute 

basic polarization of the colloid charges within the cell-tissues or the 

humoral fluids, but a broader and more distinctly functional polariza¬ 

tion. That portion of it which underlies the nervous system has been 

found to be electrically positive, while the portion underlying the 

cellular and humoral system is electrically negative. This research 

begun in Moscow, at the “ Central Laboratory for Electro-biological Re¬ 

search under Prof. Tchijewsky, is now being carried on in various 

couhtri&s by eminent biologists. It has been ascertained that while the 

body is sustained chemically by food, it is physically—that is, electrically— 

maintained and kept alive by breathing. It is the breathing which provides 
the physical organism with the electrical energy it needs to preserve its 

vital power. JFor we do not breathe air alone; we also inhale electric 

charges. Oxygen is not the only most precious element introduced into 
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OUT body hy the rospiratary liinction, but also tlie electric ions freely 

^ ^ dispersed io otir atmosphere. Gibbii, the physiologist has 

.lnnt'L(*tL defined air, from ibis point of view, as a highly dispersed 

ElMtric CEa.nri colloidal system. Air is known to contain ions of varying 

weights^—light, medium and heavy ions. These ions have 

been weighed, numbered and measured as to their electric charges, A map 

of the world is now being madcj with its electric citmates, w'hose effect on 

(he health has to be taken into consideration. 

It has beeu found that the most useful ions for us to absorb by 

NiEmtiv* liHw hreaihing are the negative ones. Positive ions debilitate 

umIuI to Haaliii health, diminish the vital energy, whilst negative 

ions strengthen the vital energy and restore the distnrbed 

functions to health. The blood, whilst in contact with the dveules of 

the lungs, becomes the carrier of negative charges to the somatic system ; 

its albuminoid components being most bighJy charged, then the globulins, 

then the fibrins. This newly-discoivred function of breathing has been 

called " electro'exchange ", and as oxygen, the active 

metabolic activity, is the most clectro- 

EUmeni negative of chemical elements, its part in the main¬ 

tenance of life-processes must not be described as 

chemical only (comhustionj but as electrical also. H. P. Blavatsky 
associates it with Prana.* 

Under the action of disease, the electric charges of oue or 

The fW CIcbdM blood-constituentS can vary within 
in the Bkwd ** and even change sign. With an increase 

of positive ions in the blood, the ted globules 

precipitate and die more quickly than when the negative ions 
predominate. 

It beenmes clear, therefore, that the bio electric function of blood- 

7Ti Dual F IS dual i (I) it keeps np the negative 

i3^«(E!Ib^ tension of the somatic system, and (2) keeps up at 

CircuUtin same time the positive tension of the nervous 

System. The whole electric structure is thus main, 

tamed in a state of active efficiency, since the vital tonus is exactly 

represented by the poteutial difference between the two electric systems 
of the body. 

' S.l^vi n, (Adjir EdltSao, rVt 
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Medicine baa not been idle in following up the discoveries of 

physiolog}^, Many functional diseases are now treated 

inhaling of negative ions, or the abH^rpticati of 

Aiummk^ such Special chemical ions as can compensate for partU 

cukr deficiencies. Ev^n the healing of wounds has 

been accelerated by the direct application of negative ions, Moreoverp 

the relationship of the vital tonus with the electric tonus ha? been further 

confirmed by the results obtained with animaJu. The Inhaling of negative 

lotis has in fact brought about more vigorous growth in the young, quicker 

sex-maturation, thicker and longer fur* stronger and mote numerous 

progeny. 

Nor has physiology been active in the study of nerve-electricitj% 

the positive half of the human electro-stnicture. For 

Germany and other 

countrieSp bio-elccthc experts^ like Frol. dWrsonval, Prof. 

Lapicque and many otherSt have invented methods for investigating and 

measuring the nerve influx, They have proved the interesting fact that 

the nerve^onergj' Is not quite physical^ nor is It quite chemical energy. 

It is, however, so similaT to electricity that electricity can be substituted 

for it w'ith the same physiological effeebt produced by nerve-power. 

The methods are intended to ascertain at what speed the nervous 

or the electric energy mns along the nerves to move the organs into 

functional action. And wonderful results have appeared. 

So well organised is this dcctro-atructura that to each lunclion 

corresponds a special speed of the nerve infiux. Along 

the nerve ruling the function of a muEclep and through 

diHstwi Fufiedpni tissue at the mu^le Itselfi the nervous electricity 

ruu^ at a particular speed. But along the nerve ruling 

a gland and through the tissue of that gland, there is another speed of 

the nervo'cnergy. Each function has its own " chronaxie as that speed 

is called (from cAfouns. timcp and ffxis. value). Sensory activityi muscular 

movement, glandular secretionp contraction or dilatation of blood-vessels, 

Cell-mvtabolIsm, every' conceivable function is a dynamic whole within the 

electric body, and imposes its own kihd of energy upon the organs serving 

that function. “ Chronaxie expresses all the functional properties of the 

tissue under consideration 

^ Boujfulgiiffii, La €hra»axft I'tonm#* p> 'HK, 
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All mtm 

|n ScJi-CaoKci-Qui 

Will 

Mor^fOverp all th«se different fuTictTonal speeds are co-crdmated in 

the dectro^gtruciure the corresiponding organs are Co¬ 

ordinated in the phyaical bedy« They arc verticaily as 

well as laterally connected. Each iow^er fanctional level 

is stihordinated to the higher levels; each higher fuiie- 

tion exercises control over the lower one?, and all functionp. (to us) a 

5^premety important fact, are subordinated to tlie crowning one, W'bicli in 

the animal is the specihe instinct, and in man the self-conscious will, and 

which can check or stimulate all the nthersp imposing its master-spefsd^ 

This is no ^peculatiDn, no tale; the registering instrument a have 

hnkiii made and perfected ; their measuretnents have been 

checked o^er and over again, in the animal and in man, 

in health and in disease, and the variations in the normal 

chronaxies are found to be far subtler symptoms, and 

their measuring a much finer method, for diagnosing 

disease in tis iDcipieut stages, than any other known method. 

Most significant to us is the research made into the reJatinnship of 

consciousness with this organized vital electricit>% For 

shown to obey the behesta of consciousness* 

Let, for e3rample, the chronaxie of the optic nerve and of 

VnriMiiorrt Ui 

CkropBiVs* 
isi 

the retina be measured in a subject. Then let a few 

drops of pure water be iustiJIod luto his eye. IJ be is told, and believes, that 

these are drops of a drug which reduces the visual power, under that per- 

suBSjion the optic nerve will carry a slow^er'inovioji' in Sun, and a (juicker 

one if the persuasion be reversed. 

Dr. Brossc of Paris has shown, with similar experiments, that the 

physiological functions are under the law of subordination to the self's con- 

sciousness, and that functional disturbances are amenable to psychologtcal 

treatment. And ii? her work with yogis in India, she hoi proved that the 

self can achieve at the same time complete mastery over oil functions and 
perfect physiological health. 

* 4 V ft m 

1 would suggest that this electro-structure, this highly organised 

Th* ELscuo-St™- electric body, now’ open to the investij;;ation uf western 

lufe al the We»i physiologists, is the ethcric double or vital* body of 

Indian and occult tradition. These few- pages only touch 

the surface of the subject; but a much deeper study is 

possible, entering into the very conetitution of the etheric doubte, its 
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divisions and activities, which could carry conviction that both East and 

West, ancient and modern reaearch, secrship and scientific apparatus, 
are describing the same object. 

H, for instance, we consider that the four great areas into which the 

muscuJar functions are divided, are divisions of one general motor enerej'. we 

might not be far from corroborating in that particular department of physio¬ 

logy. the fourfold division ofPrSna intoprimas, (Prana itself being considered 

as the filth). But modern Science has not come ao near to Theosophy as yet. 

P™r. oi ^ 

'U«l Modem ScJwton (1) There is an electro-structure linine uu the 
physical body. 

(2) It is constitationalJy electrical. We are therefore entitled to 
call it ctheric. 

(3) It expresses the functional activity of the physical organs, 

14) It is highly organized, and the details of its organization 

broaaly reflect the orfiatiuatimi of the pranas, dividing the structure into 

cf»-reJaieil areas, and subordinated functional levels. 

(5) This integration of functions culminates in the ge If-conscious 

will. It is therefore intermediary between the self and the liody. 

(6) Haing functional, it is admitted to be causal and regulating 
with regard to the physical body, 

(?) All ners'ous energy is electro-positive, and its higher aspect 

lin the cerebro-spinal system) is known to express the action of the self- 

eonsciouE will. All somatic energy, (cellular and humoral), is electro¬ 

negative, and the tension of these two polatiied electricities is susmined 

by the electric ions inbreathed with the atmospheric air, 

NatuiaJly, the frame of theosopbic thought within which ancient 

scers_ located the PrSnlc Body, is not the backgFvund against which 

w'estern biologists see and inierpivt the electro-structure they have 

discovered. The only background of tiie weRtetn scientist so far is the 

phy'sical plane and evolution on the physical plane. 

But it would mark an Important advance in scientific 

thought if the relations of the etheric and of the 

physical w'cre correctly understood, and much could be 

done in that direction if psychologists sjid phyaiologists 

w'ould join in ^heir efforts, and if theosopbists would co-operate with 

thetn in synthesixing their findings. 

The NmJ of Co- 
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MYTHOLOGY 

Bv EDITH F. PINCHIN 

The science of Mythology is defined in The Encyclopcedia Britannica 

as “ the science which examines myths or legends of 

Cosmogony and of gods and heroes"; and it is 

recognized by all schools of mythology that those myths 

relate to the early religious experience of mankind, and that moreover 

they are “ an attempt to explain physical as well as religious phenomena ", 

that they “throw light on material, method and progress of primitive 

science ” ' as well as religion. 

When The Secret Doctrine (that classic of Theosophy) was first 

published in 1888, the writer found it necessary to 

T^dition remind the scientists of that day that the true meaning 

of myth was tradition, “synonymous with something 

told, as having happened in pre-historic times, and not necessarily an 

invention " *—a product of the so-called.“ primitive imagination ". Today 

it is generally agreed that “ myth belongs to the Science of Tradition 
(Lat; something that is handed down) 

What is this “ something that has been handed down" ? Theo¬ 

sophy affirms that it is nothing less than the truths of the great 

Eternal Plane of Life taught to every Race of Humanity by the Great 

Teachers of the Races—the Elder Brothers—who Themselves know those 

truths as scientific facts, but who present them to each Race in symbolic 

form exactly suited to the understanding of that Race; the activities 

of the Divine Life at every level and in every aspect being expressed in 

terms of human relationship among the Gods and between the Gods and 
other Beings. ^ 

^ Lewis Spence, Introduction to Mythology, pp. 11, 20. 
* S. D., ni. 33 (Adyar Edition. V, 53). • 
* The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 
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Very few members of a Race understood scientifically anything of 

n.eMy«eor p %thology of that Race, but the flower of each 

Schools Spiritual Giants, most certainly did. The 

completely understand mythology unless we take into account these 

truths ^ k students in them learnt of the scientiflc 

States “ ♦ degree. As one modern mythologist 

nless takes '"to account, first of all, certain facts of astronomy known 

Tnlv hT ^Tu \ the fact that the god had not 
only his myth but his mysteries * 

But for the rest of the members of the Races the truths were 

Symbology enshrined in symbolic form ; hence the legends that were 

handed down and accepted—the outer form often crude 

and perhaps distorted during the process, but the inner meaning exact and 

scientific. The tremendous strides made today in scientific knowledge 

are exotericixing some of those facts of pre-history which before had 

X?® understand. Symbology- 
an yt o ogy is one form of Symbology—exists to preserve and keep 

intact that part of the One Truth that cannot be perceived as objective fact. 

The great myths found in all mythologies and religions-myths 

o t e Creation, of a Golden Age under Divine guidance, (a Garden of 

tden), of a Tree (or fruit) of Knowledge of Good and Evil, legends of 

catastrophes and cataclysms-these and many more are but symbolic 

expressions particular to a Race (and therefore varying in detail according 
to the Race concerned) of scientific Truth. 

Before—and in order that-all these particularized forms could be, 

«iere was and is eternally the Great, Universal Truth Itself in all Its 

Majesty the common Source and Origin of all the lesser expressions of 
Itself and far greater than any one of them. 

The Truth is Owe; before all manifestation is the Oneness, the 

Truth not under- Oneness IS present in manifestation 

•tood M veUed in therefore cannot be expressed (or taught) 

SymboU except in its Wholeness ; but that part which cannot be 

understood objectively is presented under symbol. As 

science develops, the symbolic coverings of old tradition slip away; we 

have scientific demonstrable fact in place of tradition, but that very mastery 

H. P. Cooke, M.A., Osiris: a Study in Myths, Mysteries and Religions (1931). 
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of one more realm of knowledge enables us to reach towards still higher 

knowledge, which itself is veiled in symbol till in its turn it shall be object¬ 

ively proved by man himself. And alwa3's the form and nature of the 

symbols themselves change to meet the needs of the evolving life. 

Modern scientific research in realms of mythology and symbology 

state this truth : 

Reality is too large a thing for the human mind to apprehend in its 
completeness and all the more ultimate conceptions of it must be relative and in 
a measure symbolic. This has now become apparent even in the^case of the 
most precise of all sciences, that of astro-physics where . . . we seem to reach 
an order of reality that is only knowable symbolically. , . . 

It is therefore hardly surprising if unsophisticated attempts to evaluate 
life and environment in response to emotional stimulus and cultural contact 
should find adequate expression in fantasy forms to be understood not so much 
by reason as symbolically by feeling. Nor yet has science or philosophy or 
theology solved the riddle of the Universe, and until this is accomplished . . . 
all mental attitudes and adaptations towards reality must contain a symbolic 
element, though admittedly in decreasing rate to the formation of valid intellec¬ 
tual interpretation.' 

This magnificent scientific view of symbolism and the continuity of 

its several forms, from the god-human symbolism of early mythologies to 

the mathematical symbolism of astro-physics, is a far removed cry from 

that view of last century of which the writer of The Secret Doctrine com¬ 

plained when she said that religious and scientific symbols were “ made to 

mean anything the symbobgist wanted them to mean ”. 

We shall deal later with the “ symbolic feeling ”, as differing from 

Symbolism delibe- the abstract and synthetic reasoning which stamps the 

rately Chosen symbolism of modern astro-physics, but we would add 

here that Theosophy would challenge only one inference in the above 

lengthy quotation, namely, that the earlier symbolism was the outcome of 

“ unsophisticated attempts to evaluate life and environment ”. Theosophy 

states that the symbolism itself was deliberately chosen by Those who 

knew the facts of the riddle of the Universe, and that the unsophisticated 

element in the myths is due solely to the fact that they uere presented to 

unsophtsttcated mankind for their helping in accordance with ** the emo¬ 

tional stimulus and cultural contact ” which would inevitably be their 
experience. 

* The Rev. Dr. E. 
(London), February 1932. 

O. James in his Pn»idential Address to thi Folk-Lore Society 
tolH’lore, aLIII, p, 19. 
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The myths of primordial Chaos in which stirred Titanic Forces. 

Continual Unfold- activities of which emerged the Universe, 

mentofLife Symbolic pictures of the Science of the Eternal 

. Beginning. Theosophy affirms that Life in its primeval 

Unity and Divinity stirring in No-thing-ness gives birth to the eternal Dual¬ 

ity Spirit-Matter—and then involves itself in orderly fashion deeper and 

eeper into the multitudinous interactions and interpenetrations resulting 

rom t at Duality, that it may then e-volve eternally in equally orderly 

fashion, again knowing the Divine One ness but having thereby achieved a 

Unity self-conscious in its every part. All manifestations of Life, non- 

human, human and superhuman—all forms from the simplest to the 

most complex-are part of that Plan eternally in process of continual 
unfoldment. 

The mythologies pictured these interactions of Life in the figures 

The Decent of primordial Gods, whose reflection of them- 
Life selves in their children, whose links with each other and 

. . "ith lesser gods, whose voluntary or enforced limitation, 

impri^nment and loss of power symbolize that descent or "drawing 

down " of Life—of Divinity—into denser and denser matter, the com¬ 

mencement of a cycle which shall be completed when those to whom the 

Gods descend shall themselves hold communion with the inhabitants 

o the Divine Height Meru, Olympus, Asgard or the Mount under 
any form. 

and relationships of the Gods are repeated under 

similar circumstances but in smaller cycles with lesser gods, with the 

demi-gods and with the heroes of Mythology, for the Plan is a Plan for 

all manifestations of Life at all levels. As in the macrocosm, so is it in 

the microcosm, and the old mythologies express this in their symbolic 
figures moving in large or small cycles. 

Involution, as far as Humanity's appearance in this world is 

The to-called Concerned, is of the long, long Past—a prehistoric past, 

••Senwdewand if we think of time in the usual sense. Mankind is 

Mr.l«, SymCk Evolution, but the scientific fact that 

evolution must be preceded by an involution is recorded 

in the symbolism of all mythologies and religions as the Teachers taught 

them. Many of what have been called “senseless and irrational” myths 
are, in one of iheir aspects, symbols of this earlier involutionary arc of 

the Cycle of Life; they are “ senseless ” to us only because our knowledge 
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of Science is not yet sufficient to enable us to prove the truth within 

the symbol.’ 

The evolutionary arc itself, however, has a long history and pre¬ 

history as Theosophy teaches, and this also is recorded 

The TracLtional every mythology up to the stage reached in the Race 
Legenos of 

Animal God* which the mythology belongs. The evolution of pre¬ 

human forms and of the early Races of mankind which 

cannot be measured by the qualities of humanity today, form the source 

(or rather one of the sources) of the older myths and traditional legends 

of animal-gods. We shall return to this point later in more detail, but 

we would here mention that all these myths justify the statement of 

Theosophy that “ Mythology is Ancient History and that 

Events which were never written outside the human memory, but 
which were religiously transmitted from one generation to another, and from 
race to race, may have been preserved by constant transmission . . . and 
through coimtless aeons, with more truth and accuracy than inside any written 
document.' 

All mythologies were so transmitted. The science of reading 

these myths aright is the real aim of mythologists, and modern mytho¬ 

logical science says: 

With the material now to our hand it is important that we fully employ 
every possible rational method of interpretation. The folly of adopting one key 
to open all mythological doors has been illustrated by the fate of such systems 
as attempted to interpret the nature of the Gods by theories of a “ disease of 
language "... Let no method, linguistic, solar, anthropological, dominate our 
conclusions but let none be absent from our counsels.' 

This is in keeping with the theosophical view as expressed in The 

Secret Doctrine: 

•••'** order^ to be dealt with, with at least an approximate degree 
of justice, the so-called myths ” have to be closely examined from all their 
aspects. In^ truth, every one of the seven keys has to be used in its right place, 
and never mixed with the others if we would unveil the entire cycle of Mysteries. 

Ki. rh'iM~n of Ouranos by Kronos and of Kronos swallowing 
eternal dynamic symbolism and refer to tbe same 

acUvity taking place in many cycles in all time. 

’ S.D., II, 796 (Adyar Edition. IV, 323). “ 

’ S.D., II, A42 (Adyar Edition, III, 422). 

' Lewis Spence, Introduction to Mythology, p. 115. * 

* S.D., II, 544 (Adyu Edition, IV, 86). 

r. 
r. 

r* 
(■» 
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That same authority states, however, that “ that day when all the seven 

Seven Key* to keys shall be delivered unto Science, or rather the 

unlock Ae men of learning and research in the department of 

My»terie» symbology, has not yet dawned Nevertheless, study 

leads us to postulate the following : 

(1) The Spiritual Key. 

(2) The Theogonic Key (Cosmogony). 

(3) The Astrological and Astronomical Key. 

(4) The Psychic Key. 

(5) The Geometric Key. 

(6) The Anthropological Key (including Physiology and Psychology). 

(7) The Magical Key. 

Two of these keys, at least, have an inner expression ; “ Astronomy and 

Physiology ” are two keys as “ studied by the eye of sensual perception ” ; 

their “ informing souls, which must be studied by the inner eye ”, are 

Astrology and Psychology respectively—according to The Secret Doctrine. 

Of the others, the value of the Theogonic Key is easily recognized since 

the qualities of the similar Gods in different mythologies are yet never 

identical, thus obviously providing a clue to some difference in expression 

of the One Great Wisdom. The Magical Key is connected with symbols, 

signs, rites, ceremonies, words of power, of creative force; it is the 

Spiritual brought down and expressed. The Psychic Key is perhaps the 

least understood ; colour or the chromatic quality is one of its sub-aspects 

and it is concerned with surfaces rather than lines when any structure is 

referred to. The Geometric Key needs little introduction perhaps, but w'e 

by no means understand its full significance. 

We need not wonder at the sevenfold unlocking postulated by 

Theosophy. Physical and mathematical sciences prove 

S^enfoM Expres- gygfy year, by scientific laboratory methods, the existence 
»iont Everywhere / u 

of the sevenfold quality in the Universe. The seveniold 

cycle in colour, sound and so forth, we have known for some time* 

Modern psychology today recognizes the sevenfold faculties of Man which 

Theosophy has always taught, though it gives different names to express 

the same recognized and tested qualities.* 

‘ S.D.^I, 343 (Adyar Edition. II, 35). 

* It is the ** School of Psychology of Levels ** which recognizes and uses the sevenfold 
faculties of man : Will, Intuition, Synthetic Mind or Social Sense. Analytical Mind. Emotion, 
Activity, Perception. Through ail these Man expresses himself. Theosophy, using Sanskrit 
terms, calls these Same faculties, or qualities, Atma, Buddhi, Higher Manas, Lower Manas, 
Astral, Etheric, Physical. 
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With the old^t Teacliers Theosophy ha^ always a^rmcd that 

God geotnctti^ciii ; the activhii^ of the ali'ombr&cmi^, all-ensouling Life: 

manifesting os the eternal Duality ptnaducea therein other eumbi no lions 

and permutations and the sevenfold nature is present everywhere. The 

sevenfold expression of the Creative Hosts recogniited in all myths (the 

Seven RishlSt the Seven Spirits before the Throne, etc.) is reflected in 

Man and the Races of Man, becanse Races are groups of individual 

men with evolving Consciousness; the Race docs ,int .ni^osa ffs CMffnr<,- 

on mm as the sociologists have stated; man “made ici the image 

of God " expresses himseil In relation with other men, and because 

a certain number of men have {ndivid»ally reached a certain stage 

of evolution (level of consciousness), therefore they are collectively 
A Race. 

The (irsi Leaders and of any Race sound a i^ote ; They 

accentuiiie perfectly onu note of tht: .sevenfold Harmony. Round Thum 

are gathered men who are inspired by Them to reach upwards to this 

more perfect understanding, each of htmscif and of the Divinity within 

him. To a greater or lesser extent these men attain this knowledge 

and live it; these in their turn inspire others who are in contact with 

themselves, and ultimately the culture of the whole Race is established. 

Cdhirtl Level, cu\tuT4i is then passed on to succeeding 
Index of ftece* generationB and is, therefore, apparently "imposed" 

on the Race. Yet, we see that individual men of the 

later generations will not accept that culture if they are not ready for 

It I certainly such men are then sub-normal to the general level, but there 

are also others again ho arc super normal, having attained a yet higher 

and mom mclusive culture. The mass of any Race is at a level of 

coJwre betwecd the highesi and lowest members of tlie Race, but we 

rnnst not therefore mistakenly think that the general culture we find 

m the Divine Law or Plan; there is only the possibility for individual 

men (smee they are potentially divine) of an ever-increasing and deepening 

response to an ever-present Spiritual Inspiration. Inspiration and not 

imposition IS the Jaw of growth. Within a Race individual men may 

continue to e inspired "beyond" the general level and wiJLthus tend 

to rntse the level of culture, or perhaps to form the nucleus of a new 

ace that shall one day gather round another Teacher accentuating 
yet anoEher note ol Llie Seven. ^ 
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The seven qualities which Psychology has recognized in individual 

man are expressed on a larger scale in the Races of mankind. Scientists 

in the various schools of Mythology, as elsewhere, are discovering these 

expressions, but scientific proof as we know it today can only be given of 

a certain number of them, for some of the Races have entirely disap¬ 

peared and others have yet to come. 

We give here the Table of Races as postulated by Theosophy 

^ with the quality of the expression of Consciousness 

and*^b-Rl«s realizing that the Whole Life (or Conscious¬ 

ness) is present in all, but especially expressing through 

one quality. It must also be remembered that these are the great 

Root- or Mother-Races of Mankind (of which there will ultimately 

be seven) each of which is sub-divided into sub-races and these again 

into nations. 

First Root-Race 

(or POLARIAN) 

Second Root-Race 

(or Hyperborean) 

Both of these are pre-historic. Modern 

science does not give them attention. 

No geological remains are found. Hindu 

traditions refer to the physical forms as 

Shadows breathed out by Divine Spirits 

(First), and the Second as exuded like 

perspiration from the First, as lowly 

plant forms are exuded now. They are 

never referred to in the myths as having 

stable forms. 

Third Root-Race 

(or Lemurian) 

Quality—Emotion : the Affec¬ 

tive, Pre-logical state as 

some Psychologists express it. 

Last remnants of this Race are the abori¬ 

gines of Australia, the Pacific Ocean 

and Central Africa, but these are de¬ 

generate. The legends of these people 

give hints of the original splendour of 

the Race. 

Fourth Root-Race 

(orW^TLANTEAN) 

Quality—Analytical Mind. 

The North-American Indians are descen¬ 

dants of the third sub-race; and the 

Mongolians of China and Japan are 

descendants of the seventh sub-race of 

this Root-Race. 
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Fifth Root-Race 

(or Aryan) 

Quality—Synthetic Mind or 

Social Sense. 

1st sub-race Indian. 

2nd sub-race Egyptian. 

3rd sub-race Chaldean (Iranian). 

4th sub-race Mediterranean (Celtic). 

5th sub-race Nordic (Teutonic). 

6th sub-race now appearing. 

7th sub-race future. 

(All sub-races express the dominant Root-Race quality focussed in 

its own particularized quality, e.g., the North American Indians'show 

insistence on the emotional aspects of the mind, for they are of the third 

sub-race and the quality of the third is Emotion, although the Root-Race 

is Fourth and therefore mental in quality.) 

The more detailed explanation of these Race qualities can be 

CiticaUudedM \ti The Evolution of Man and The Next Step 

Races *" Evolution by J. E. Marcault and I. A. Hawliczek. 

Myths of these Races often allude to previous Races or 

sub-races under the name of Cities, thus in the Epic of Gilgamish. Erech 

was said to be the second city, in this case referring to a sub-race, and the 

Tuatha de Danaan of Gaelic mythology are said to have sojourned in four 

cities previously, from each of which they brought a treasure. The Gaels 

being members of the Fifth Root-Race would have the fruits of the 
experience of the four previous Races. 

The period of the Third Root-Race, according to Theosophy, marks 

“ Man's Destiny to point where Man ceased to be innocently pure, i.e. 

combine Heaven dependent On Divine Guidance as depicted in the myths 

“ownBein“"“ ^nd the Garden of Eden. By the 
close of that Race he had assumed a form more nearly 

approaching our own in function, which was the outward expression of the 

spiritual fact that it then indeed became “man’s tragic and glorious 

ki^isTJ's hT'fT his own being”, as one psycho- legist so beautifully expresses it. ^ ^ 

.h I “T, ““ r"’! 1.““ "e have ao complete 
mythology before that of the Fourth Rool-Race-gfoe hum,„ 

bc,w,,n Cog, eaplaming the 
mysteries of the Universe. ^ 

* Dr. H. G, Bayoas* 
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Modern raythologists are working in this direction when they seek 

Mythology ex- through the understanding of “ the whole science in the 
pressed in terms of Sense of the whole history of man ”,' (using all lines of 

Human ^Relation- approach) to read the riddle of the Universe. Chinese 

Wisdom states that there are three elements, Heaven, 

Earth and Man. Theosophy speaks of Cosmic, Planetary and Solar 

aspects, meaning the same thing, and all the elements are expressed in 

mythology in terms of human relationship. Since man combines heaven 

and earth, it is natural that mythological study should use that key. There 

is an interesting side-light here; Theosophy urges that other keys will one 

day have to be used to completely unlock the mysteries of mythology; one 

at least of these keys, though known to the general scientific world, is not 

yet acknowledged as such. The astrological and astronomical aspect in 

mythology is generally discredited and usually in strong terms ; is it not due 

to the fact that Astrology, in its relationship with the human element in the 

Triplicity mentioned above, has suffered misuse and false presentation to suit 

the phenomena-mongering sensational desires of its psuedo-votaries ? When 

it is rehabilitated scientifically in its proper place, it will solve many of the 

aspects of mythology which remain a puzzle. In its pristine purity it was 

” a most profound research into cosmogony and celestial correspondence, 

uniting the evolution of man with the universe of which he is part 

There have always been scientists who used the astrological-astronomical 

key, but they have generally been criticized for “ marring their erudition 

with speculative extravagances The book before mentioned dealing 

w’ith Osiris has been criticized on the point that to give the story an as¬ 

tronomical background is ” a revolutionary procedure ”, and ” runs counter 

to the generally accepted canons of interpretation ”. 

Details of modern scientific excavation and research in connection 

with the existence and age of those earlier Races and 

Mycology and <« i> continents, will be dealt with in other parts 

of this Series where Archaeology, Geology and Anthro¬ 

pology are specially considered. It would be unnecessary repetition to 

give them here, but Mythology being the science ” relating to the early 

religious and scientific experiences of mankind ”, must of necessity till the 

same fields, since the old mythologies contained in symbolic form the facts 

’ Dr. Marrctt. Anthroi>ology (Home University Library). 

J. Emile Marcanlt and Iwan Hawlicrck, The Next Step in Evolution (1932), p. 32. 

’ The Encyclopcedia Britannica , article on the French astronomer Bailly. 
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and knowledge of all the other sciences before they vcere known as science. 

Hence all the excavations in Egypt, Assyria, Crete, China and elsewhere 

prove the facts that were represented in symbol in the myths of those 
civilizations. 

In this monograph we shall rather consider how the modern schools 

of Mythology are endeavouring to understand the “ mode of thought ” in 

which those myths were expressed, as their research gives them more and 
more material. 

There are three main schools of Mythological Research today? 

T^u-i . Anthropological School which grew out of and away from the 
Philological School of Max Muller. 

2. The Psycho-analytical School following J ung. 

3. The Sociological School following Durkheim and L6vy-Bruhl. 

The 6rst School obviously uses mainly the anthropological key, but 

The Anthropologi- archsological finds, and deduces certain theories 

cal Key observation of objects pertaining to past civiliza- 

naturally finds evidences of magic, astronomy, 
theogony, but since it bases all its work on concrete objects, J, 

studymg by the eye of sensual perception ”, its conclusions are always 

related to the physiological nature and needs of man rather than 

uls^user 

Both the Psycho-analytical and Sociological Schools endeavour to 

ThcPsycho-^alyti. ,7^". ‘he anthropological key, 
cal and Sociological ^ psychology their theories restioe: on the basis 

Key. that myths refer to psychological experiences. They 

-- also meet with other keys as they use their own particu- 

lar keys. and individual members of the Schools are ready to admit them • 

as, jnstance, the author of Osiris who, as before mentiLed, is prepared 

revolutionary ” in his admittance of the necessity of an astronomi- 

realizes that the God had his mysteries which need a spiritual kev with it, 
manifested synthesis down here in the magical key. ' 

The Sociological School also uses the psychological kaw 

—^is^ 
particular key. ^ means, ot their own 
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TTic 

and 

Key 

TAtf Gcidiit A 

It h iialur^l tljHt the psychological key should be dominant—and 

iv-orking as it ia with its fdloWp the phjsb-anihfcniqiogi- 

cal key—since psiychology is a rapidly developing science, 

and IS tnqre and tnpre Concerned with individmt evolution 

man as a “ stream of cpn^ciouanesii ”, Since man is the link between 

heaven and earth, it is fitting that the main key in use at the moment 

should be concerned with him, and that in the use of that key other keys 
are recognized^ 

The works qI Tylorp Mannhardt and Sir James Frazer arc prominent 

fi^turci^ in the Anthropological School^ although there 

am many other names as well. The magni^cent re- 

positor}' of fact that Frazer brought together in The Gulden Bought is a 

mine of information for mythologbts of all schools. (Il is generally re¬ 

cognized that in this book he has given an overwhelming value to the 
Vegetative root of all myth—relating all myths to seasonoJ and vegetation 

phenomena aione, just as other mythplogists have given undue weight io 

other readings of myth. No myth&logUt, however, hesitates to recognize 

the debt ow'ed to Sir James Frazer lor this great piece of collected docu' 
mentation alone.) 

The later exponents of this School, howeveri ** have broken away 

from the Tylorian tradition of picking up fragments herot there and ever)<- 

where and joining them into a plausible but atbitiary mosaic They w ork 

on a structare or plan based on myth*and-ritual-patterns which they find 

common to all mythologies- They admit that ” parts of the plan are gtill 
in shadow^ 

A book publiBheii in 1933 entitled Myth and Riiuaif which is real!)' 

a collection of essays by accredited acholara of deep erudition, and edited 

by Professor Hooke, gives the new outlook extremely well. It was followed 

in 1935 by adother book of similar studies entitled The Labyrinth. 

This type of reswrch work using archaeological and anthropolc^ical 

excavations as providing an histarical approach to 

Circifii Mythology, and combining il w4th the study of existing 
primitive Races, has led the authors to postulate three 

concentric circles of mythological and ritLial interest: The Inner Circle 

comprise^ Ffiypt, Crete, Me^potamia w^ith the Itidtiii volley ''just begin¬ 

ning to emerge from the shadow^ The Second Circle compn^a the 

^ Thts^ A* f>ul forwerd h&ie art ziuliered frfriti ikfr PresidratiJi) Attdr«*s of 
Frorwar 5. H. Hoolfl to tho Folk-Lore SociAi)^, F<lirtiafT laM, Folkiare, XLVII, pp. il-39. 
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Hellenic dviliiaiiona, Cdtic and Teutonic ciilturtis, the Persian and 

fiyjiantine civUiiations, *' ibcnce eastward into I he area of the civilisations 

of India., China and Japan". (Professor Hooke admits that the thrEs 

latter oiviliaation centres ** are still only iroperfectly illuminaletl by the 
results, of archaologicaJ and antbropological study "; it may bt that with 

further study and illumination these will find their proper Cirde [or cydc] 
which is not that of the Hellenes, according to TheosophyJ 

The Third Circle comprises the esisting primitive eultnres of 

Australia, Polynesia, the African trlhaa, the North American Indiona, the 
£5quitiiO£ ^tid the Siberian tribes. 

This work is still only in its first stages, hut Professor Hooke feels 

that " it only awaits a greater co-operation between archiEologistH, anthro* 
pologists and historians and “ the application of functional, psycho!ogicaI 

and sodoJogied methods ", to produce a fruitful synthesis. Their eflforts 

up to the present have led them to the conclasion that the Inner Circle of 

their plan ia ejftreniely important; some of them think it is the source of 
all the mythic and ritual patterns, realizing at the same time " that move¬ 

ments oat of the North African cradle-land were seveial ", and that differ¬ 
ences in detail which are now noticeable are due to the varying “cultural 

conditions of the different waves " (or movements taking place through long 

periods of rime), also to the waves starting from different regions, and lastly 

to the beliefs of the homeland itself changing during the time between the 
successive waves. This is an eztremdy interesting theory, since it equates 
with the theosaphicfil teaching oi the importance of the North African 

TbeOoetwwef “ ‘'"f l‘*»k between the Aryan (Fifth) Root- 
Cr Orfenit Lut knowledge existing in previous Races 

(Atlanteau and Lemurian); therefore in one sense a source 
of our present rcliginns and scientific belief. There is a still greater Source 

according to Theosophy, and when scientista gain stiil more illumination 

on the importance of Asia they may be able to tell ns more. For the 

present, they state that "during the last len yearsthe evidences have 
re-habilitated the dtjctrine of Ex Ortente Lux 

^ There is a further interest in this theory, and also in that of Laj^rd 

^ field to show that successive elements 
of belief not necessarily originating in a common centre ha*e spread 

R. V. FaJiLV^p.^f ■' Sod«*y. by 
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in a series of waves over a large portion of the globe ** with “ local 

amalgamations each laying varying stress on the individual component 

elements 

The influence of the general scientific awakening to the questions 

of Dynamism and Relativity is reflected in the schools of Mythology as 

well; and they are giving demonstrable proof of a central core of myth 

and religious ritual continuous through all civilizations, but with a 

relative importance and expression of certain elements individual to each 

civilization. 

The “ continuity aspect ” is developing along interesting and unsus¬ 

pected lines; for instance, observation of existing “ savage ** races has 

shown the making and use of a certain sacred drum for ritual use. But 

archaeological research in Mesopotamia has revealed that this drum had a 

more glorious earlier expression in the sacred “ Lilissu 

Sacred Drum wd j^um ”, of which the very words of the spell used in 
it» Mysbcal Use ’ ^ ^ n • i 

consecrating it have been unearthed, as well as the magical 

use of it on occasions such as an eclipse, thus establishing the fact that 

existing ” savage ” race rituals have a relationship with older race mytho¬ 

logies, and that the tradition of the former ” presupposes some kind of 

continuity with the past ”, it being ” impossible to eliminate the time 

aspect anywhere”.' Surely, also, that relationship suggests a gradual 

degeneracy from the more glorious civilization since the existing tribes 

have ” lost ” much of the knowledge connected with their drum ; the 

present ” primitive ” tribes are but remnants of a finer people with only 

remnants of a finer expression of belief; they do not demonstrate the early 

stages of religious belief, but the end of a type of religious expression that 

has almost finished to serve the purpose for which it was instituted. 

It is obvious that the psychological and anthropological mythologists 

are co-operating in this type of research work, and indeed of the eight 

essays which are included in The Labyrinth, four are written from the 

anthropological point of view and four from the psychological point of 

view (both the Psycho-analytical and the Sociological Schools being repre¬ 

sented) ; the first four are concerned with the origin and diffusion of 

cultural patterns of myth, and the second with the quest for the source of 

religious yiesis. 

The Psycho-analytical School, following Jung, studies these basic 

myth-patterns Jrom the angle of the psychical structure of man, and speaks 

^ Professor Hooke ; vide supra, p. 45 (this article). 
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of tbe mythic figurEEi &rchctypc$ or pritiiordLal images, rcalmng that 

they an; related to an “ urge ” not objective or ** conscious " to man—not 

analysable or discernible by his five senses—but nevertheless '■ spontaneous " 

natural products of man's psyche. The danger to be avoided in this 

School is that its members too often identify the symbols 

S^Cn^mi* unit sub-conscious with those from the $H6rr>con- 

semus; bolb are uncomcimts—the sub-conscious because 

its contents have beejn ri!prcsaed into darkness, the super-cnnscious becatlse 

its Light being yet unknown Ib for ns darknesB, but the quality piE their 

respective symbols is therefore very' difTerent^ 

The Sodalagiiral Schpoi, with its leaders Durkheim and L^vy^BcUhl, 

began Jts research also from collected data—unequal in value—of travellers, 

missionaries, empire^builders and auihropolt^ical rca^rch workers studying 

existing primitive ’’ raji^es. 

Its chief contribution^—^aciiJ a very' valuable one—that it bos 

debned the " mode of thought of the primitive races. 

Fcclmf PrafEs&or L^vy'*BrilhJ in hia two book^ii PonEiioMts 
QuftlrlyoiUlcPrillll- wm M J T 

Liv« Rnccq Mcnialc^ dans Iss Soct^f^B Infi^rivfir^x (1910} ^nd Pri- 

fftiiipe Ateniality (1923), gives the results of his Ecicntific 

and detailed study of the reactions of these people to existing conditions 

and of their folklore and iraditEons; he shows that they approach life from 

an affective, pru-logicaJ {Le. ctaotional) level of consciouBness. This great 

psychologist insists that we must not ** define the aclivity of primitives as 

a rudimentary form of our own and cDnsider it childish and almost patho- 

logicaL On the contrary . ^ ^ it is bath complex and developed in its 

OW'D ivay . It is not oriented to cognition ; its collect]vt^ representations 

are always largely emotional. '^Sp^ce is felt by them . . . Time remains 

vague and absorbed in the present”.^ Thdr traditional and mythic lore 

are stamped with the qualities j they their Gods as powers, 

as difl’erent comhinations qf the life-essence which is always ** magically 

in contact with them, and which they must not offend, hence ** taboos ”, 

Having no sanse of analysis of timii, and therefore no understanding of 

causation as w'e know it, their tradition is full ul negative rules to protect 

them, as the tbeosophist thinks^ Irom misuse of powers still subjective to 

them I their quaiity of feeling ” so vitally the other world goriditloiiB 

(which include the powers or Goda ” aii well as lesser aspects) is chan- 

nelled for their helping in their tradition and myth. 

^ L£vy BruLbl, Primitiv* AitfstuiUy. 
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Therelora sill that is obj^tive and concrata ** the vital niid 
emotionaj quality: and it is because wa view them frotH Out CDdCSfiLiial mode of 
thought that we Ond so uncertain the canipfehensioa of iuEtitutione whereia is 
expressed the mentality, mystic rather than ot primitive peopled 

This view can well he nom^iared with that ol Theosophy thal they 

am survivors of an older Race (the Lemurmn;) whose particular expression 

of and relation to Life is emotional. One must remember, in following 

this Sociological School* that there is often an insistence on a social con- 

sciausness of a race or tribe independent of the individual members of the 

tribe, which is not in accord with the thcosophical view as stated before 

(see pp. 39^40), 

It is well to note here that Sir Granville Elliot Smith encountered 

tribes of these same primitive people* who have no 

hierarchy of power" in their own tribes because 

cheCrmip social organbatiOD has not became a problem Each 

member of the tribe lives individually In simple accord¬ 

ance with Natum^s laws- they have no collective rites of tribal initiation— 

a boy is advised to seek for his individual' tinihowi ^ but it is a solitary 

experienceand he must never speak of it to anyone^ The esistence of 

these pre-social'' or *' pre-group " tribes surdy points to the fact that it 

is the individupl man w^ho ib of the hrst importance and not the" collective 

consciousness" of a group. 

When all the schools of Mythological Research combine together, 

as they are doing in their work, w^c find more interesting approaches 

to Theosophy. 

One very interesting line of research that has been occupying 

, them during the last few years is that of Divine King- 
Unvine KinftkhJp i- i i t i- 

' ship, in one of the books of essays already mentioned, 

Professor Hocart of the Anthropological School writer: 

The earliest kuowri rdigLim is a bdtcl in the divinity of kings. I do 
not Eay tbat it is uecessarily the most primitive, but in the eajrliest records known, 
man appears to us wctshippiDg gods and tbeir eartbly representatives, namely 
king$. . . . Perhaps there never were any gods Tvithout kings or kings w'ithout 
gods. When we have discovered the origin of divine kingship we shall knowr 

but at present we only know that when history b^ns there are kings* the 
represen tativea of gods. 

* ihid. Pirarfl2jar Marciult hu staled this undcra^timd ttiese Hcple Id itw 
fellewjQjt woniflix 'VWe ihe Fiflh for Sncwil Sensje] Rac* from the Higher Mind, henta 
w b&ve a lUDDOLbftiAEic idea fram cur lyatfaetic UDCcpt^Q ot G«S, ttie Piiber of MK Heoce 
we do not oodenland older mythologirs with muay Codi^" 
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Anlhropologisis have thciefor^ endeavoured to trace the myth- 
ritual-pattern of kingship through all civilizations ; the 

Idnl «f Kingiliip coiiiinon elements in all mythologies were the death and 

resurrection of the God, or his earthly representative, the 

Ring, whose magtcal attributes, they state, were carried 

Messiah, and arc therefore repeated in Jewish and Christian 

The ritual based on these mythic presentations was of the 

sacred comm union, which was enacted in a temple of some 

kind, this temple being therefore a representation of the mountain, tree 

or grave where the dead God was imprisoned- Following their struciural 

plan of the three concentric circles of mythological growth, they sec its 

origin in Babylonia and Egypt, and its rocurrencB as transmission from one 

commoq m 
M^rtlidpgT 

over to the 
Apocalyptic- 

nature of a 

area to another as a cultural necessiiy. 

The Psychological Schools approach the same question from a 

different angle, maintaining that archieoiogical research will not find the 

origin of divine kingship, far 

Divinity is not a cDocretB objoct tq bo discavored- Originally it is 
always a psychological experience, the meaning of which could be recap lurod 
only by the intuitive faculty. , . / 

Referring to the struggles between the King or God and the 

opposing forces (often represented in bestial or else titanic form) which 

are always the central factor in the myths. Dr. H, G, Baynes emphasizes 

the fact that the Titans are " persanifications of elemental powers", 

dynamic and ovenvhelniing in character, and because they could produce 

“an overw'helming effect either for man's good or for his destruction ", 

they were conceived of as " divine or dremonio He equates them in the 

human p^che with the dienionic forces of man's primitive unconscious, 

whose pow-er chiefly lurks in those overwhelming psychic tendencies w'c 

call animal instincts, and he says that such a symbol 

^ * Divine King “ arose from an early need of man to 

theRuUngPruiciple create & divinc symbol", the discovery by him that in 

myth-ritual, by "raising the idea of communion—the 
human pact—to the highest possible value, these forces w^hich held for 

man the greatest danger were transformed into the safeguarding power of 

divinity. ..Thus the King is the symbolical representative ofr the rui mg 

principle • • , which cannot be overthrown by dosmonic inffuences from 

_ ddivcMd by Dr. H. G-Bftyrrts to th* Folk-ton S«oi«t)- in IWJ, 
FolUon, XLMT, pp. 74-104. 

* 

4 
« 
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the shadow world of the unconscious " sub>cousciouE<)> From the 

psychic standpoint, this is in many ways a very fine reading of such myths, 

but the confusion of sub-conscioos with super-conscious within the com* 

mon terra " unconscious " leads him to state that the symbol " had its 

origiti in man's greatest peril", and that man it as a safeguard, 

Hoiv that "divine symbol of highest possible value” could have been 

created " from below ", by man " in the grip of daemonic powers of the 

priroitive unconscious ”, is difficult to see if only from the fact that creation 

can take place only in freedom. As a symbol it must ever have been of 
the nature of the Sn^er-couscious, presented through the medium of niSD’s 

own super-conscious by Those who live freely at that level—the Super¬ 

men. Man may indeed have become first a^are of the reality It held for 

him in the time of his greatest need, but its origin must be sought at a 
greater Source. 

The Spiritual is the source, the mode and the goal of all mythic 

representation as Theosophy teaches, and it includes all other 
approaches. 

Man IS himself essentially a spiritual being with a total PotentiaUiy 

„ .. , ^ , of spirituality far eicceding any expression of it that he 
aptntiMl Tcmhcrt , , v l ■ 

has yet attamed; he reaches a sdf-realization of (and 
objectifies) more and more of this spirituality, but only because It ia 

there from the beginning in its wholeness, to be realised. Man does 

educate himself spiritually but only within the coosciousucaa of Others 

who have already attained greater self-realication. Those Others are the 

Spiritual Teachers; They present the symbols, and man realizes the 

divine nature of them within his own potential or subjective divinity. 

Divinity or spiritual Life is universal and whole—where it realizes itself, 

it is free and can create; where it is aspiring to that self-realization it 
recognizes the truth of the creations which arc presented to it. 

Certainly as greater realization of the spiritual nature is attained in 

one Race (is the result of attainment by iwdictdifijf man, 

be it reflienibcred) It may he, and is, transmitted to other 

civilizations in so far as they are capable of the same 

realization ; hence the recurrence of myth*patterns and the possibility of 

tracing them to one source, even cultural, historical ot geographicaJ; but 
that is only part of the completeness which is concerned with the whole 
science and histpry of man. So also is the pisychtc used, another part of 
the Whole, 
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A spiritual experience must have a spiritual source—the cultural 

and psychic source is part of that certainly, but the 

tc/io/eness of Spiritual man cannot grow within a partial 

environment, nor be traced to a partial source. The 

spiritual is the whole science and history of Man, and is therefore that of 

his relationship with the other two elements of Heaven and Earth linked 

in him, also. In its alMnclusiveness alone can all the keys be found to 

unlock the truths in mythology. 

The Mythological Schools studying their myth-ritual-patterns will 

surely find that the significance of the recurrence of 

patterns leads but to the original Source, Whole and 

Complete, from which Truth and its varying expressions 

can be put forth again and again ; such expressions ever being repeated 
first in symbol with an esoteric meaning for the few who understand, and 

at a later period in exoteric form when all men understand. Then indeed 

will they “ trace tradition back to a higher, better, more supernatural 
reality of initial events 

The Circles (or cycles) of development of myth that the 

Anthropological School perceive as related to each other, 

they approach them more and more 

from the dynamic psychological angle) to be spiral in 
their relation to each other, that is, the repetitions commence and close 

in one cycle at a different though overlapping level of consciousness or 

understanding. There is indeed a temporal as well as spatial approach, 

and both are co-existing expressions of the one evolving Life in Man and 
the other two planes between which he is the link. 

Dr. Marrett draws near to this when he says: 

Finally there is to be observed that subtle process. . . whereby primitive 
rites designed to help bare living are gradually transformed into educational 
instruments for increasing our power of living well. 

The Mythological Schools of today are following newer and finer 

methods of interpretation, and their rapid progress 

towards unveiling still more scientific truths from their 

symbolic coverings is bringing Theosophy and their 

Science immeasurably closer. The Anthropological 

Schools are corroborating by their scientific studies of 
the myth-ritual pattern with its basic features of the deatlvand resurrection 

* Malioowski, Myth in Primitive Psychology, 

The M3rthological 

Schools of today 

coming closer to 

Theosophy 
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of a King-God, showing that there are “fundamental doctrines 

common to all but differing in details and in the relative stress laid on 

each which Theosophy has always stated. Further, their conclusions 
as to the centres and cycles of growth of these common myth-patterns 

accompanied by appropriate mysteries, support Theosophy in declaring 
t at these basic truths “ are constantly reinforced at the dawn of each 

successive civilization, from Cannes to Muhammad by Divine Rulers 

and Teachers. And the importance they are led to give to the Egyptian, 

Cretan, North African area as the source of all mythic and ritual patterns 
IS, as we have stated, in growing agreement with the theosophical acknow¬ 

ledgment of the North-African cradle-land as a link between Aryan and 
previous Races, and therefore the source of myths as we study them today. 

The Psycho-analytical School with their study of the “uncon¬ 
scious ” mind of man as revealed in his myths, and his need for symbols of 

inspiration to bring order out of chaos in his psychic life, support a truth 

t at Theosophy stated long ago and as to which it still holds the key with 
regard to the super-conscious and the sub-conscious nature of man. 

The Sociological School also concerned with the “ unconscious ” 
man has succeeded in corroborating Theosophy in the statement that 

certain “ primitive ” races were emotional in their approach to life. The 

Races which they study, Theosophy considers as remnants of the Lemurian 

*^^**^*^ Root-Race (or in some cases of the third sub-race of the Fourth 
Root-Race) who^ characteristic expression was through the emotions— 

man s third principle that is, the affective or prelogical quality mentioned 

by L6vy-Brilhl. The scientific conclusions of this School as to the special¬ 

ized qualities of the culture of the Races support the theosophical state¬ 
ment of their place in the Plan. 

The Schools are aware of the possible dangers of their various 

methods; the Anthropologists of the danger that while 
specializing on one branch of research they may not 

realize what advances are being made in another branch, 

and what bearing such advances may have on their 

own studies ’ ; and the Psychologists of the danger 
that we may assume that the living psyche can be exhaustively explained 

by an inventory of the instinctive drives, and that the primordial spiritual 

principles are nothing but a secondary sublimation of biological necessity”.* 

The possible 

Dangers of 

Methocis in 

various Schools 

^ The Vnivefsal Textbook of Religion and Morals, edited by Annie Besant. 
* Dr. H. G. Baynes in Folklore, XLVI, p. 387. 
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All are keenly alive to “ that tendency which mankind would ^cm quite 

incapable of gettiug rid, to confuse the spirit with the letter i just as anyone 

with the soul ol a draper may see in a uatioa'a flag no more than a piece 

oF bunting 

The " draper's soul " has to be avoided by all mythologists even 

when it appears in an anthropological, psycho-analyticoi, sociological— 

or theosophleal—disguise 1 

APPENDIX 

Let us take the story o( the Bridge Bifr&st in Norse Mythology and 

endeavour to use some of these keys. 

Eifrest was the raiiibaw<coloured Bridge built by the Gods tu units 

. Asgard, their lioitie, with Midgard, the dwetlidr-place of 

*M*^Josy*"* mankind, and also with the hall where the dead were 

judged and where the Gods sat in conncil, The southem 

span of the Bridge reached, the Well of Mimir, tbe waters of memory 

and wisdom, close to two of the three roots of the World Ash Tree of Life, and 

to the quiet uoderwoHd of Kela where the “souls of good men abide Accord¬ 

ing to some accounts, the Bridge having spanned space fmm the Wall of Mimir 

to Asgaid, arching high over Midgord, descended again in n northern span to the 

far edge of Nidheim, the home Of misty darkness and freezing cold, where burst 

forth the “ maring cauldron ’* from which all waters dow and to which all waters 

return, and which watered the third root of the World Ash Tree. Nifiheim was 

the lowest of the nine worlds of Norse Mythology, and to it went the souls of 

those dead men unworthy to enjoy the quiet peace of Hela’s underworld regioi}< 

The name Bifrast is said tn mean the “ waving reating-place ", and though 

one foot of the Bridge rested on earth, yet earth was not in iu composition, but 

water, air and fire, the dynamic triplicity, composed it, hence its quivering and 

changing hues. All the Gods assisted in its building under the leadership of 

Odin, the All-Paiher of Norse Mythology, the God of Wisdom and Intuition- 

The Gods crossed that Bridge daily in their inierooursa with men, but it was 

also open to man to traverse, when he was worthy so to do; the warriors who 

died in battle wore considered worthy, and t™re carried over it by Odin's martial 

daughters to the home of the Gods. 

Lest those should attempt to cross the Bridge who were not fitted, and 

also that notice of all who approached the Bridge should he gi^en, it was 

necessary to appoint a Guardian. As the GodS were dtibating this point there 

came towards them a youth, who was in fact the son of Odin, feut born on earth. 
* Dr. K. It, Ma«ctt in Fatware. XLlV, p. lOJ. 

t 
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His father bad wedded simuluoeonsty ibe om« daughters of the Sea-God as they 

fay asleep on the saed of the seashore, and they combined at the same moment 

to brjoB forth a son who was named HeimdalL He was oonrished on the 

strength of the earth, tha moisture of the sea and the beat of the boh. bo that ha 

erew perfect beauty and form aod rapidly reached his full stahire, when be at 

once sought his father arriving at the moment that tbe Bridge was complete, 

e was immediately hailed as a suitable Guardian, the Gods beetowiDg on bin) 

supernatural gifta of keener sight and bearing to aid him in his vigil, and they 

further provided him with a flashing sword, and a golden horn on which he had 
to blow to warn of any approach to the Bridge, 

Heimdall built for himself a crystal palace on the highest point of the Bridge 

visible ^th from Asgard and from earth. Ho was garbed tn white and gold 

and to keep his marv*ellouB horn near at hand, he hung it, when not in use, either 

above his head on a branch of the Wwid Ash Tr«. or sank it in Mimir's Well. 

» that Its point pierced through tbe bed of the wdJ and reached to deepest 

.Nifihejm. So he perfortned his duties until the hour of the Twilight of the Gods 
approached, when it wan his horn that gave the warniug. 

In attempting to use the seven keys we have enumerated to unlock the 

Th* rnWfpMttiioft !”***'/^ rcalizo that the magical 
nl the S»ry seventh) is but the spiritual key (tbe first) 

brought down into manifestation as Power by Those in 

w om the spiritual is fully understood; hence we caannt yet use that key with 
My real knowledge. The creation of the Bridge itself was magical—super¬ 

human ; the spiritual expressed dawn here in a form for man’s helping, but the 

methods of the building were not div-ulged uor witnessed by mankind. Odin, the 

-Father and Teacher of tbe Builder-Gods, had magical power, for he had 

ong previoiisly sacrificed “ himself to himself " euspeoded from the Tree of the 

' that he might attain VVisdom—the spiritual key, and with 
It tbe magical k<^. symbolized by his knowledge of wonder-working runes, which 

gave him power over aU things. To complete his Eacrifice. he gave LLs eye for 

a draught of the waters of Mimir's Well of VVisdom that he might have 

eloquence sasi poetry, ud thus be able to manifest his Wisdom to inspire 

The Use of the •^Mkind. He alone could use the powers completely, yet 
Seven Key* tbose he gave to man, for be taught them the 

they might in their turn create forms 
fOT their thought, their own highest expresaion. Speech (sound) is perhaps 

the most creative (magical) power man possesses. Heirndall’s impernormal 

IMwers mfigicolly bpstowed on him were also Symbolized hy an instrument for 

I " voice—his hom of chalieoge. The approach of any man to the Bridge colled 

orth that challMge, which attracted the Gods to him, so that, through HeimdaH’s 

om, tnaq could contact the magic of the Gods. In thie key would perhaps be 
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included the hidden magic of the sounds * composing the very names of the 

principal actors. Obviously, only preliminary suggestions can be made, for 

the creative (or magic) power of sound is a field of study needing its 

own real specialists. We can note, however, that the 

All-Father’s own name comes from the root OD meaning 
The Magical Key 

Light; the mothers of Heimdall, and therefore the continuers of the 

life of Odin the Creator, were the daughters of the Sea-God Ran, and 

R is the sound symbolizing vibration and continuation; Heimdall’s own 

name and that of his palace on the Bridge (Himminbjorg) are considered 

to be connected with the Teutonic Himmel (Heaven), and commence with 

the aspirate—unrestricted breath—symbolizing the return to the divine, for 

breath is life with its creative power. The Well of Mimir, into which both 

Odin and Heimdall sink their particular symbols of themselves—Odin his eye 

(organ of light) which remains there throughout the whole cycle, and Heimdall 

his horn which rests there periodically—repeats the sound M, always connected 

with names referring to the material plane with its rich generative powers, and 

thus the finish or limit of manifestation of life, its deepest envelopment, but also 

its potential salvation. 

The anthropological (or sixth) key, which is connected with the theogonic, 

cosmogonical (or second) key—since man as the microcosm is a reflection of the 

macrocosm—is full of interest, particularly its inner or psychological aspect. 

Obviously Bifrost is a Bridge from “ our dead selves to higher things 

By means of it our higher selves and all they contact communicate with our 

personal selves. Also, over it we may cross to our Eternal Home, which means 

becoming that which we really are—inhabitants of the divine regions. The 

warriors on the battle-field of personal life who have lost their lives to save them 

are carried over it in honour. Our personal life is concerned with our physical 

and psychic contacts, our emotions and our analytical mind—the lower principles 

of the septenate of our nature; we link that to the fifth, sixth and seventh 

principles (our synthetic mind, intuition and spiritual will). Hence, there is a 

bridge within ourselves to correspond with that in the macrocosm. The myth 

considers this point too. Sometime immediately previous to the appearance of 

the Bridge, Odin and his two brothers, in their visits to 

earth, had come across two forms resembling tree-trunks; 

one of the brothers had endowed the forms with blood 
and emotions, another with mind, and the third, Odin himself, with spirit; 

so were man and woman first alive as self-conscious beings. This is a 

symbolical reference to a time which Theosophy states was during the early 

Third Root-Race when man was not as we know him; his physical form was 

* Vide pp. 235-238, Vol. I of this series,—Ed. 
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different, and he was not yet a mind-creature. In the middle of that Race the 

gift was bestowed upon him which linked his lower animal nature with his 

higher self, so that he became a being potentially able to achieve his own divinity 

in time and space. It is this gift which made a triplicity of lower and higher 

nature and the link between them, that the action of the three brother Gods 

symbolizes. When this link within man had been awakened, then was it neces¬ 

sary and profitable that he should know objectively of the existence of the 

Bridge, hence was it made manifest by the Gods, and then also appeared the 

perfectly developed human consciousness in Heimdall to be the guide and inspirer 

and tester of all men. The Bridge with its Guardian is the link for man between 

the three higher principles of his nature and the lower, connecting all that is 

above the fourth with all that is below it. Heimdall, as a son of Odin, divine by 

nature, is yet bom on the sands of earth ; reaching his full stature and beauty as 

a man, he seeks his father (the source of his divinity), and becomes superman. 

He IS the flower of humanity, representing the height that man can reach—a 

being endowed with powers of the synthetic mind, which should hold intellect and 

emohon in rightful balance and wholeness, that the spiritual Wisdom and 

Intuition (gift of the Father) may be expressed. When the synthetic mind is a 

really perfect instmment, as it is symbolized in Heimdall, then we too are on the 

crest of the Bridge, inhabitants of Heimdall s crystal palace (for all rested there 

—Gods and men—as they crossed the Bridge); and that palace of crystal, light- 

reflecting at all angles, has no dividing walls. It is a symbol of unity, whole and 

light-giving , so must all men’s minds become. Racial Psychology, according to 

Theosophy, gives the Aryan Race the flfth place in the cycle of seven Root- 

Races : hence that Race is characterized by its synthetic mind power (the fifth 

principle). Here we find again the link between the theogonic and anthropological 

keys, and the justification of our statement that mythologies are symbolic 

descriptions of the Truth of ever-evolving Divine Life expressed in human 

relafionships for the helping of the Race to which they are given, and with 

particular emphasis and symbolization of the qualities which are to be the out¬ 
standing expression of that Race and its place in the Plan. 

All the sevenfold nature of the Kosmos is represented by the Gods in their 

united work of establishing the link between man and themselves, but they are 

synthesized in Odin, the All-Father, God of Wisdom and Intuition. He re¬ 

presents in perfection the sixth principle—Wisdom-Intuition—which inspires 

and ensouls the synthetic mind, as he inspired mankind in the mythical stories. 

The Norsemen as Teutons are members of the fifth sub-race of that Fifth Root- 

Race, and all the Saxon heptarchy are said to be descended from their mythologi¬ 

cal lords. The fifth principle was to be therefore particularly accentuated in 

them, and so their mythology presents to them Heimdall as the perfect type to be 

at once their guardian, their challenger and their intimate link with the Wisdom, 
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himself perpetually receiving that Wisdom by virtue of his own attainment; 

always in their sight inspiring them to ascend to the crest of their own 

bridge and contact the intuitional Wisdom which should enlighten their own 
minds. 

As the Gods are synthesized in Odin, as Heimdall shows the S3mthesis 

of the perfect man, so is the Bridge itself—though containing again the sevenfold 

nature and triple element—synthesized and animated by the quality of One 

Life—that dynamism of the waving resting-place. The relativity of the Bridge 

is suggested in this meaning of its name, reminding us that the Bridge is reflected 

at all levels of consciousness. We are eternally crossing bridges to a higher 

and finer understanding, but all are on the great path to the Highest, and are 

synthesized for humanity at present in the great Bridge which Theosophy speaks 

of as Antahkarana—the sevenfold bridge between our spiritual selves and their 

personal reflection. Remembering that there was no earth in the composition 

of Bifrost, though it rested on earth, and that its elements, water (representing 

the emotional nature) and air (representing mind) moved by the fire (of aspiration) 

in an upward direction—as is always the action of fire on air and water—we 

find further beautiful psychological symbolism. From his earthly home has 

man to commence his building, though inspired from above, so that the currents 

of movement in his bridge will be vertical in direction also, as is all spiritual 

aspiration and growth. It is in this that there lies the sure cohesion yet non¬ 

rigidity of the spiritually and psychically healthy man. the quality of a waving 
resting-place. 

If we turn our attention to the astrological-astronomical key (the third) 

The Astrological- Mercury, the Light of Wisdom—Wisdom 
Astronomical Key sa^'Ded as he hung head-downwards from the Tree of Life, 

^*^‘®** self-sacrifice was consummated when he gave his eye 
or t e raught of the waters of Wisdom with their powers of expression and 

manifestation. Astrologically, the ash tree-and the World Tree was an Ash— 

IS connected wi^ Venus, and it is interesting to note that a similar head-down- 

ward sacrifice of Indian mythology and directly associated with Venus, is said, 

according to esoteric astronomy, to refer to the inclination of the axis of Venus, 

ere is an occult astronomical and astrological link between Venus and the 

World A h Tree was the Tree of Life and Knowledge in Norse Mythology, and 
thereby also the Cross of Sacrifice. 

hU cn T Venus. Heimdall, 
and? l^r ^ Jenusm,,, born on the seashore as the Greelf Aphrodite, 

symbolizing h.s Venusian quality in his beauty of person and character. 

* S.D., II, 33 (Ady^ar Edition, III, 42). 
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The symbol of Venus ? is the circle again, representing synthesis (the synthetic 

mind holding all lower expressions in perfect equilibrium), expressed in matter 

symbolized by the cross at its foot. When Heimdall having attained his 

Venusian perfection seeks his father, whose symbol 5 (Mercury) adds to that 

of Venus the crescent cup of Intuition, he becomes one with his father. The 

supernormal powers of the Gods are given him, and are represented in form 

by his instrument of the horn, which he hangs either above his head crescent- 

fashion, thus himself transmuting his Venusian symbol ? into the Mercurial 

5, receptive to the spiritual Life, or he drops it vertically into the Well of 

Wisdom that its mouthpiece may pierce through into the deepest underworld 

and the limit of manifested creation. In this latter gesture he is Saturn, his 

horn representing the tail of b (Saturn), bringing down by means of the 

Bridge the spiritual powers to the lowest manifestation. There we have the 

true spiritual understanding of Saturn; the Bridge too is Saturn, for it 

inks the heights with the earth and the depths, but none may cross it until 

he has passed the challenge of its Guardian, which is really the challenge of 
Service. 

astrological and philosophical wisdom of India, which recognizes 

the Spiritual Powers that are expressed through and symbolized by the planets, 

states that in the realm of Pure Spirit (Purusha), Mercury withdraws in favour 

of Saturn. The Hindu Trinity Brhama-Vishnu-Shiva (Mars-Jupiter-Satum) 

. gives the triple aspect of the original and ultimate Spiritual Essence. Other 

Gods ^ there are, who are symbolical of the modifications and permutations 

resulting from the activity of Spirit in the world of manifestation ; they represent 

the spiritual in its various aspects, as seen from and within the various levels 

of material manifestation. Mercury is one of these Gods. Since, however, 

all aspects are. in the purely spiritual realm, resolved into the threefold Essence, 

such Gods give place to one or other Figure of the Spiritual Trinity, and so 

Mercury withdraws ” at the highest spiritual level, and the great Shiva (Saturn) 
the Supreme Yogi and Ascetic alone is seen. 

In this Norse mythological story, we surely have another presentation 

o this Indian doctrine, in the Mercury and Saturn aspect of Heimdall. To 

mankind in Midgard (Middle Earth), Heimdall is only Mercury, for they never 

see him as Saturn (b) with his horn, (the tail of b) piercing to the lowest 

ep s of creation below them, since they look upward to the heights of Asgard 

for spiritual life and inspiration. Only the Gods themselves, who dwell with 

eimdMl tn the heights, can see him in his Saturn (Shiva) form, for from their 

level they can see all creation, and as Gods are spiritually free everywhere 

within It, even in the depths. To them Heimdall is, in god-like service, for 

ever pouring dqwn, through his horn, the spiritual life of the heights to all 
realms, even to the uttermost depths. 
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A book dealing with the more esoteric reality of Astrology/ postulates 

th^ therefore there .s in the solar Zodiac a reflection of the divine Cosmic 

lac (associated with the Gods) just as there are reflections of all other divine 

astrological-astronomical diagram depicts this, the 
thickened line showing the downward or involutionary flow of the Divine Life 

1T;T M-; W Way; astronom!! 
ly. Milky Way is of importance to the earth, and a guide to the observer 

of the most important constellations. (Occultly, it is said to have a more far- 

ru L ^ '0°-n the rainbow Bridge Bifrost. In the diagram, the planets 

in a clnUnL “‘^1,*° traditional astrology are placed between them 
• , ® Zodiacs, which gives us Mercury in the divine Cosmic 

r circLTnV° “‘I the lower Zodiac at the height of 

.h" .v Tf ol H r° T surely 
Suu ,h? I h'° »i<l> lb" Moon refleolin* >be 

rsflwed Suns) are roposmg ,□ ihe waters of Mimir’s Well of Memory and 

W sdom m serwee (or sacri6«) to the human world. W. may noVeTL ” f 
Saturn descending to a still lower circle He!md»ii • ®tne tail of 
Pierces to Niflheim. 

The Mth »'k«-, whieh is connected with the astroloeicM-' 

The Key “tt°»on>ical hey, would need a specialieed (orraula to express 

Trlanple o, FatherlM^tXrr'rathT/c^rr’’ ^ h"”' 
Mothers' the left side, and Heimdall the rieht side /fh h' 
line; this is reneated in iiam -r • i r * * *'°®’ humanity as the base 

Bridge, and 10“/ hse^S'^^^ •'' 
ing from the fourth element earth • m ements of water, air, fire, spring- 

element, we find the fourfold square w’ith°its‘s“fold'’“h' 

festation. The Bridge itself is an arc of a circle“f V k'" 

northern span reflected in Niflheim. the underworld) ^"^HeLd T 

-with its right and left direction to the Gods and eI J f ‘he Bridge 

moving quality of the Bridge with iti 1 .4. 
upward-directing pyramidal nature, 

MUonomi^/“wpamf'^e^'^7ighUy®SLK astrological- 
author and theTheosophical PublishLg House’ » the 

’ They are ninefold in the myth for u,.„ u • 
manifeslation, which in this mythology was active in ntae^orlds^* mother-element throughout 

r 
c 



.he Co^fc S. fr'^rHie^Vh^of For^"" f«>"> « Zodiac of 

Solar S^y^fe “ Bridge of tavol^tLl te'rSidTn our Bridg/oTSlutfori^^ 

are plS i^a* venfcS'ir ^hTfweL*;? tle^wo^^o"' *“ “Oologies 
In the reflected lower Zodiac (of onr Solar Svlt^rfh*^** tr^itional Astrology allots to 

Principles in the Solar System an “n^ order of the Seven 
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suggests another Triangle, reflected in Niflheim. We have, therefore, an upward- 

pointi^ Triangle resting on the fourth element earth (symbolized in the four-sided 

Square) and reflected inversely, Niflheim being the inverted apex of the lower 

Triangle. Yet all is enclosed within the complete circle of the whole Bridge with 

Its southern and northern span, just as its solar counterpart, the Milky Way, is 

a complete circle in the heavens, yet only one arc is visible from earth at any 
one time. Diagrammatically it could be depicted thus: 

Diagram illustraUng the Geometric Key to the understanding of the'myth of 

the Bridge Bifrost. 

^y^chic tZ"" ‘"'I'”"'..';;' 
finely Spheres "in I Cubes, Circles and nnaiiy Spheres involved in the geometric unlocking. 

^ a«empt to understand the psychic key by the colours and the 
ace q ity of the Bridge, for surfaces rather than lines belong to the psychic 

The Paychic Key world. We note its quality of dynamism and constant 

that »,« K as typical of psychic expression. Observations 
tha have been made on the psychic body and aura of man reveal thistl 

qu^ity of currents of force and colour. (The fact that some of these observa¬ 

t thereby detract from their veracity). These currents are directed 

^rojh certain centres of force, which are at once the receptacles of ^h1 

of thestr tie distributors and organizers 
of these in the service of our physical and personal expression of Life 

which IS spiritual. That centre which focusses the more animal ^wet 

sLtf J r r ^ balance-the animal 

rt Tn T in ‘he 
foci h predominant colour of the Bridge Bifrost at the 

t. where it contacts the earth, is green. But as man directs his eyes 
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Tbfi Spicituvl Key 

upwards to tbe crest o( the Bridge “ In snow^t^hife shean, HBimdEll at bis post 

is seen '% The ftiU control of onr psychic powers and life resolts in the blandiri^ 

etiufllly of them all into the white lights receiving the golden light of Wisdom^ 
which can tbea shide undimmedi ns did Heimdairs bom and his golden armour. 

From all ihiSj which ts after all but a necessarily sketchy and incomplete 

indication oI how the keys may be tised^ we return to the spiritual key that will 

in reality uolock all the Other doors also. Life is divine in essence < it descends 

first from spiritual heighLs, forming for Itself^ and Of itself, its Own rneans of 

orgaDiaed upward ascent to return self-conscious Id its every 

part to its real apiritna) home. The taw of its manifesta¬ 

tion began with Brotherhood—a sacrifice of the aJl-fatheriug \A^ifidorn for 

the service of the future life; hence its returning as well as iu outgoing 

journey must be characterized by the same feature. Heimdall, the Guardian of 

the Bridge cl Return, lives and expresses that law. His divine horn—emblem 

of his creative power and of his challenge to man—receives as in a cup the spiri* 

tual Wisdomt when suspended horizontally abo^^e his head^ oiily to pour U out 

to all those below him, when it rests vertically beneath his feet. As we reach 

upward, so must we also extend a hand to those forms of life yet below ua in 

uafoldment. Only as we do this, wLIf Ufe and power iucreaaingly be given uSt 

This is the Spiritual Law which hirtdB the Kosmos, the Universe and Oil 

manifestation—the Law of Brotherhood and Ser\^ice—and it contains the truly 

spiritual key to the uuderstandiog of all Life. ^ 

The final destruction of the Bridge was annciimced by Heinndall with the 

honi'blast that told al$o of the Twilight of the Gods. Yet It wfu but one cycle 

that was closed. According to the myths^ another shall begins and the Gods 

Live on In their sons, uniting with the new and perfect man and woman who 

isauc forth from the forest by Mimir's Well, One cycle of evolution is complete, 

therefore the Bridge of that cycle diRappears; the Life within that cycle (large 

or email) has completed Sta return, and there is now no need for a bridge of 

union vrben Unity is eHtahliahed, A new cycle will begin with its own outgoing 

powers, and construct in the putting forth Of these its own Bridge ot Return. 

« 

* 

t 



ANTHROPOLOGY’ 

liy A. G. PAPE 

INTRODUCTION 

By generally, and in, ctintrast. the deductions arrivi^ at id 

1936 by anthropologists in Europe and in the United States of America— 

with the Smithsonian Institute as the collectinE centre—we arrive at a 

point where it is vital to have knowledge of the PJan of the Evolution 
of Man. 

This is further emphasised by the study of Symbiosis, and by the 

sense of fniatration in the “ stocktaking " side of Anthropology. 

li ever the postulated Plan of the Evolution of Life and Form, 

found in the study of Theosophy, were needed, it is in this science of 

Anthropology, where without it there is little, and that of its very nature 

only a partial explanation, of the Whence, How and Whither of Man. 

Having, then, contrasted the two main schools or public statements 

on Anthropology rdating to the past, by again contrasting the findings of 

research on the later developments among human '■ Plants ", we see where 

Theosophy meets Anthropology. 

It is much more than a " meeting ", it is a sort of ret»tmbfring, 

which makes the very stones of the Bridge between. 

L The Positjon of Anthkopology iw 1950* 

No true Athropological evidence regarding Man's origin has been 

put forward with one exception, since the position given in 1936 in the 
1st Edition of Where Theosophy and Science Meet, 

' The anthor hu lor tht tecoed riitim. aiKtlDa on " AppUed Anibro™|oirs " 
which i» BWM at Ihc end of Uiii moMfiriplj. Thesotwo. togethor with " A No[« an Aa^o. 
|»Io*y and jjv Net* fti the Origin of Mu " fallowing thtm, may Iw coonidEred u narta 
of oi» irticte. Thay lufiplaisut onn nuiotlitr. Along wUh ihcw may at» bn i«d wlVh 
odvu^fe monographs on Geofogy. Arcfrarofo£y, and Evotutmtarj Bfalog^ Kivoa ia Vol I 

™ Lra*Sro.JnarrM?p*a^.^"^ **" 
* Tht pi^a? p(?3itiiMi gf ia tiah^mUd ia tEic Notm trluc^ loUgfri thii 

ntonojTMpn p-^Ed. 
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The Exception is the evidence given by Professor Wood Jones in 

his “ Hallmarks of Mankind ” (1948). This evidence supports his call for 

a critical re-examination of the basis of our assumptions concerning the 

comparative recent emergence of Man from an Anthropoid Ape stem. 

“ The position ”, Prof. Wood Jones states, “ is little better in 1947 

than it was in 1857. The question is, to determine if Man possesses any 

definite specific specializations of his own that differentiate him decisively 

from the rest of the members of his phylum 

Also he states ” the raison d’etre, of the frustration and inadequacy 

of Anthropological teaching, and calls again for a re-examination of the 

validity of many of the widely held assumptions ”. He holds that the tale 

of Man is ‘‘ told backwards ”, adding that the growing knowledge of the 

anatomy of the Primates and the new palaeontological discoveries show the 

true relationship of the structurally primitive Homo to the structurally 

specialized monkeys and apes.’ 
” The whole subject of Anthropology has been confused, and 

unco-ordinated researches have been conducted by workers not fully in¬ 

formed of the findings of specialists in other fields ”.’ 

The “ Secret Doctrine” 1888 Edition, Vol. 2, pp. 164, 178, 197, 

and 689, anticipates the latest findings and conclusions of Prof. Wood Jones. 

Theosophic teaching is in the VAN of Anthropology, hence the 

need for this 2nd Edition of “ Where Theosophy and Science Meet ” in 

this, and other scientific fields. 

II. General Position in 1936 of European 

Anthropologists (Briefly) 

The world peopled by migration from one centre by Pleisto¬ 

cene man. 

(а) The specific unity of all existing varieties. 

(б) The dispersal of their generalized precursors over the whole 

world in Pleistocene times. 

Therefore it follows that, since the world was peopled by 

Pleistocene man. it was peopled by a generalized proto-human form, prior 

to all racial differences. The existing groups, according to this hypothesis, 

• Hallmarks of Mankind by F. Wood Jones, pp. 46-47. 

• Ihid., pp. v-vi. • 

• Ibid,, p. 1. 

f 
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have developed in dififerent areas independently and divergently by con¬ 

tinuous adaptation to their several environments. 

If they still constitute mere varieties, and not distinct species, the 

reason is because all come of like Pleistocene ancestry, while the divergencies 

have been conBned to relatively narrow limits, that is. not wide enough 

to be regarded zoologically as specific differences, 

battle between the Monogenists and Polygenists cannot be 

decided untU more facts are at our disposal, and much will doubtless be 
said on both sides for some time to come. 

.. VI statements of “ human origin ”, mention is necessary of 

Klaatsch ” as being the most daring (by comparison), i.e.. recognizing two 

distinct human types. Neanderthal and Aurignac. and two distinct 

anthropoid types. Gorilla and Orang-utan—he derives Neanderthal man 

and African gorilla from one common ancestor,'and Aurignac man and 

Asiatic orang-utan from another. Anatomists, though unable to accept 

this view, admit that the recognition of more than one primordial stock of 

human ancestore would solve many difficulties. The questions of: 

Adaptation to climate and environment; 

The possibilities of degeneracy; 

The varying degrees of physical activity; 

Successful mutations; 

The effects of crossing and all the complicated problems of heredity- 

are involved in the discussion, and it must be acknowledged that our 

information (Anthropological) of all this is entirely inadequate. And 

yet, all speculation is not based on hypotheses. Three discoveries of 

late years have provided solid facts for the working out of the problem : 

1. The remains of Pithecanthropus erectus (transitional form 
between man and the apes) in Java in 1892. 

2. The Mauer jaw near Heidelberg in 1907. 

3. The Piltdown skull in Sussex in 1912. 

Although the Mauer jaw was accepted without hesitation, the 

controversy concerning the correct interpretation of the Java fossils 

has been raging for more than 20 years and shows no sign of abating, 

while Eoanthropus Dawsoni is too recent an intruder into the arena 

to be fairly dealt with at present. Certain facts stand out clearly. 

In late Pliocene or early Pleistocene times, certain early ancestral 

forms were already in existence which can scarcely be excluded from 
the Hominidse. 
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In range they were as widely distributed as Java in the 

(iiid Heidelberg and SusseJC m the West, and in spite of divergence in 

type a cetLain correlation is not impossible^ even if the Piltdown specimen 

should finally be regarded as representing some distinct genus. Each 

contributes facts ol the utmost importance for thu tracing out of the 

Historj' of Homan Evolution. 
Pithecanthropus erectns raises the vexed <|uestion as to whether 

the erect attitude or brain'^developmcnt came first in the storyJ 

The conjunction of the pre-humati brain-case with the human 

thigh-bone appeared to favour the popular view that the erect attitude 

was the earlier, but the evidence of embryology* suggests a reverse order- 

And although at first the thigh-bane was recogUJicd as distinctly human, 

it seems that of late doubts have been cast on this interpretation, and 

even the claim to the title **erectus^* is called into question. The 

characters of straightness and slendernessi on which such stress was 

laid, are found in exaggerated form in Gibbons and Lemurs. The 

intertnediate position in respect of mental endowment (in so far as 

the brain can be estimated by cranial capacity) is shown when the emnid 

measurements of Pithecanthropus are compared with those of a Chim^ 

pam:ee and prehistoric man. The teeth strengthen the evidencep for 

they are descnbtfd as loo large for a man and too small fur an ape. 

TbuSp Pithecanthropus has been confidently assigned to a place in a 

branch of the human family-tree. 

The Mauer jaw. the geological age oF which is tindisputedp also 

represents intermediate characters. The extraordinary strength and 

thickness of bonCt the wide ascending ramua whh shallow sigmoid notch 

(distinctly simian features) and total absence ol chin w'ould deny it 

a place among linman Jawsp but the teeth, which are all fortunately 

preserved in their sockets, are not only definitely human, but show m 

certain pecuLiarilies Jess simian features than are to be found in the 

dentition of modern man. 

The cranial capacity of the Piltdown skull, though variously 

Bf^limatcd, is certainly greater than that of Pitbecanthrnpus, the general 

outlines with steeply rounded forehead resemble that of modern man, 

and the bones are* almost without exception* typically hitman. TVtc 

jaW| however, though usually attributed to the same individual recalls the 

' Tbli qd»li9n h nqpw acttl«lr S« ** A Nou OR Antbropc^lbgy '* fnlCnwing iJiii 
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primitive features of the Maucr specimen in its thick aseendiog portion 

and shallow notch, while io eertiln characters it differs from any known 

jaw, ancient or modem. The evidence afforded by the teeth is even 
more striking. Jl cannot be said that any dear view of Pleistocene man 

can be obtained from these imperfect scraps of evidence, valuable though 

they arc. Rather may we agree with Keith that ihe Probtetn grows more 
itistead cf inns compUx* 

In our first youthful burst of Darwinianism, we pictured our 
evolution as a simple procession of forms leading from ape to man. 

Each age, as it passed, transformed the men of the time one stage nearer 
to us and one more distant from the ape. The true picture is very 

different. We have to conceive an ancient world in which the family of 
nriankind was broken up into narrow^' groups or genera, each genus again 

divided into a number of species—much as we see in the monkey and ape 

world ol today. Then, out of that great welter of form?, one species 

became the dominant form, and ultirnaicly the sole surviving one—the 

species represented by the modern races of mankind. We may assume, 

therefore, that the earth was mainly peopled by the generalised Pleistocene 

precursors who moved about like other migrating faunas: unconsciously 

eteryw here following the lines of least resistance, advancing or receding, and 
acting generally on blind impulse rather than for any set purpose. That 

such must have been the .nature of the first migratory movements, will 
appear evident when we consider that they were carried on by rude 

hordes, all very much alike and differing not greatly from zoological 

groups, and further, that these migrations took place prior to the develop- 

ment of all cultural appliances : beyond the ability to wield a broken branch 
or sapling or else chip or Hake primitive stone<-implements, 

Heroin lies the explanation of the curious phenomenon which was 

a stnmbliitg-block' to premature systemattStS ; that alt the works of early 
man every where present the most startling resemblances, affording absolu¬ 

tely no elements for classification, for instance, during the times correg- 

ponding with the Chellean or First period of the Old Stone Age. The 

implements of Palasolitbic type, so common in parts of South India, South 

.Africa, the Soudan, Egypt, etc,, present a remarkable resemblance to one 

AnilirB!4S[in^'^^i!‘ *'i_*** “ Archawlogy also, infra.-“A Note on 
^ *boVift mstmacei tb«r* 14 « ji%ni|o cmvliiida of iiaisoiilalwiral with 

^ diflicully Ihfi auilior calla ' n ihimbltnB bloclr' Ei 
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another. This, while affording a prima facie case for, is not cooclasive 

of, the raigrationa of a definite type of hetoanity. 
It was formerly held that man himsdf showed a similar uniformity, 

and all Pal*oUihic skulls were referred to one Iqng-hcaded type, called 

from the most famous example the Neanderthal (from the cranium found 

in the Neanderthal Cave, 1^56). which was regarded as having dose 

affinities with the present Australians, Btit this resemblance is shown 

by Boale and others to be purely superficial, and reoeni orchBeological 

finds indicate that more than one racial type was in lotisience in 

PalsoUthic times. 
A survey of Neanderthal man as manifested by his skeleton brain* 

cast and teeth has convinced anlhropolofiists of two things, first, that we 

are dealing with a form of man toidlly different from any form now living, 

and secondly, that the kind of difference far exceeds that which separates 

the most divergent of modem human races. On the cultural side, no 

less than on the physical, the thousands of years which the lowest estimate 

attributes to the Early Stone Age were marked by slow but continuous 

change.^^^^ ajiihtopological statements, as given above, pale before those 

of other Huropcan scientists* Professor Hogben writes ■ 

Of the vmy in which, from the biO-chemical standpoint, those intemiU 

secretions react with the cells of the body to build up its complex architecture* 

we are wholly In ignorance at preseat.' 

Professor Wood Jones, lecturing in Melbourne University, declared, 

the methods applied hitliErto in the determination of man's pedigree were 

such as would not be applied to any other animat. For proper investiga¬ 

tion, it was essential to distinguish man’s inherited characters from those 

developed through habit, Faithful investigation led him to the startling 

conclusion that the anthropoid ape, commonly regarded by evolutionists 

as man's aucestor, was really his descendant. Both ape and man sprang 

from the primitive Tarsioid, hut man was earlier in development. The 

Lemur, which some Bcientiats asserted to be man’s father, was in a 

different class altogether. Tests proved that man was a more primitive 

arrangement. The animal nearest mao was the Orang, not the Gorilla, 

as most people thought. It was time we dropped the erroneous assump. 

tioa that Darwin proved man’s deaceni from the monkey. It w'as absurd 

to Icjok for the missing link, since man's evolution occurred^ so early, and by 

‘ Comparative Phjfttolog^. p. 3+2 
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far ante-dated the remains discovered in comparatively modern earth- 

layers. 

And Professor Pavlov has said : * 

Certain physiologists have noticed a change in the physical make-up of 
children bom in the last five years. The ear has gone more to the level of the eye, 
thus demonstrating a co-ordination between eye and car. In my view, the man 
of the next century will, given a hundred years of peace and security^ be a 
better man both physically and mentally than the man today. But his brain 
will not be any diflFerent. It will have merely rid itself of those phobias respon¬ 
sible for the majority of evils in the world. 

So much for European students of Man, up to 1936. 

III. General Position in 1936 of Anthropologists 

IN THE U.S.A. (Briefly) 

1. The Penck-Bruckner conception of the Ice Age, as composed of 

four distinct periods of glaciation with three well-marked inter-glacial 

periods, does not harmonize * with either the Palaeontological or human 

evidence. 

Both these tend to show but one main inter-glacial interval, from 

which there is a gradual progression towards an irregular cold period, 

after which follows an irregular post-glacial. There is no warm fauna 

that would correspond to the assumed third (Riss-Wurm) inter-glacial. 

And there is evidently no substantial change, such as would necessarily be 

brought about by a marked alteration in climate, in man’s housing and 

living habits, from the Middle Mousterian to the Magdalenian cultural 

periods. 

2. The Mousterian or Neanderthal phase of man begins towards 

the end of the warm main inter-glacial. It is essentially the period of the 

cooling stage of the terminal main ice invasion, reaching to, and probably 

somewhat beyond, its culmination. 

‘ Cambridge, 1935. 

* Results gathered from various expeditions in search of Early Man are correlating 
palaeolithic cultures with pleistocene man (Le.. during the glacial period). Among these are 
T, T. Patersgp*s review in Nature, 6-7-1940, Vol. 146, pp. 12-15 and 49-52, entitled *' Geology 
and Early Man "wherein a world correlation is outlined. Correlations of Pleistocene Strati¬ 
graphy are also given in Early Man and Pleistocene Stratigraphy in Southern and Eastern 
Asia by Hallam E. Movius Jr. 1944. 

In view of tBese recent investigations, the statement made here will have to be 
modified.—Ed. 
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3. During this period man is brought face to face with great 

changes of environment. He is gradually confronted with hard winters, 

which demand more shelter, more clothing, more food, more fire, and 

storage of provisions; there are changes in the fauna which call for new 

adaptations and developments in hunting ; and there are growing discom¬ 

forts with, it may be assumed, increasing respiratory and other diseases, 

that call for new efforts and seriously hinder the growth of population. 

4. Such a major change in the principal environmental factors 

must inevitably have brought about, on the one hand, greater mental as 

well as physical exertion, and on the other hand, an intensification of 

natural selection, with the survival of the fittest. Strong evidence that a 

relatively rapid, progressive change, both mental and physical, was actually 

taking place during the Neanderthal period, is furnished by the great 

variability of the skeletal remains from this time. 

5. But such evolution would certainly differ from region to 

region, as the sum of the factors affecting man differed, reaching a 

more advanced grade where the conditions in general proved the most 

favourable; while to many of the less favoured groups disease, famine 

and warfare would bring extinction. AH these agencies are known 

to science today; only they acted with more freedom of old when 

social organization and mutual aid were at a low level. 

6. With these processes it is conceivable, if not inevitable, 

that, towards the height of the glacial invasion, the population decreased 

in numbers, and that the most fit or able-to-cope-with-the-conditions 

group or groups alone survived eventually to carry on. 

Here seems to be a relatively simple, natural explanation of 

the progressive evolution of Neanderthal man, and such evolution would 

inevitably carry his most advanced forms to those of primitive/fomo sapiens. 

7. The physical differences observable between Neanderthal and 

later man are essentially those of two categories, namely: (a) Reduction 

in musculature—that of the jaws as well as that of the body—with 

consequent changes in the teeth, jaws, face, and vault of the skull; 

and (6) Changes in the supra-orbital torus, of the order knowm well 

to morphology as progressive infantilism. For both these categories 

of changes there are later parallelisms. Further reduction oji teeth^ jaws 

and the facial bones has taken place since Magdalenian times, and is 

now going on in more highly civilized man, of whatever facial derivation ; 

while infantilism is commonly accepted as an explanation of the differences 
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of the negrillo from the negro, and for the greater average reduction of 

the supra-orbital ridges In the negro than in the whites. It would be 

illogical to deny the probable instrumentality of these agencies in men 
of an earlier period. 

Diagram 1 

Variou5 Conceptions as to the Phylogenetic Relation of Neanderthal and later Man. 

(Present evidence favours the view represented on the extreme right) 

8. Anthropology is thus confronted with the following conditions: 

Neanderthal man is of a primitive physique, appears to have 

ended by a sudden and complete extinction, and to have been replaced 
by Homo sapiens. 

But there has been discovered no previous home of this Homo 

sapiens, nor any remains whatsoever of his ancestors; and If he co-existed 

with Neanderthal man, it .is impossible'to understand .why he did not 

prevail sooner, or why he did not mix, or, above all, why he left no 

cultural remains of his existence. 

On the other hand, this same Neanderthal man is now known to 

show wide morphological variation, leading in the direction of -later 

man ; and there are individuals among later men, even to this day, who 

show transitional features. This might be explained by an original 

common parentage of the two strains; or by an intermixture of the 

Neanderthal stock with the succeeding Homo sapiens; or by a deve¬ 

lopment, evolution, of the former into the latter. 

9. A critical examination of the known facts does not favour 

the assumption of'a far-back common parentage, and early Quaternary 
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sepamtioD of Homo nxandertkaUmh and Homo sapinna, for lack of ciiltnra] 

evidence oi Homo ifapiens and other great difficulties. 

It is equally unable to favour a separate origin of the two stocks 

with subsequent hybridisation, lor, again, there is no evidence of the pre* 

Aurtgnaciati whereabouts and the doings of Homo sapiens; there is no trace 

of his ancestry, and knowing his and his descendants' characteristics, it 
is impossible as said already by Karl Pearson, to conceive his origin without 

a NeanderthaUUke stage of davelopment. 

There remains but the third alternative—which is the evolution of 

the Neanderthaler into later man. Thia proposition is not yet capable 
of conclusive demonstration. There is not yet enough materiat to decide it 

one trtty or the other. 

The great current need of pre-history, it may be accentuated once 
again, is more exploration and more good fortune in discoveries, klean* 
w'hila there appears to be less |uattfication in the conception of a Neander¬ 

thal species ihao there would be in that of 3 Neanderthal phase of man.’ 

These two statetnents of £)nropean and U.S.A> anthropologists, as 
noted above, bring us sharply to the point where it is vital to have 

knovUdgs of the Plan of the Evolution of Man. Let us begin by con¬ 

sidering siiortly. Symbiosis (Systematic Biological Co-operaiion). for it is 
agreed in 1936 that the narrative of the ascent of man cannot be fully 

told until we have a mure complete rs-interpretation of the lives of plants 
and animals and of their mutual relations. 

IV. Symbiosis 

Systematic Biological Co-operation, i.c., as when two methods 
found in evolution co-operate in one body-form, e.g.. the fungus and alga 
composing lichen. 

Symbiosis is established at the very lowest rung of the evolutionary 

ladder (the case of bacteria is common knowledge}. Terrestrial conditions 

are more favourable to the advance of Symbiosis, owing to greater security 

and better opportunities for mutuality and beneficial correlations. Ac¬ 
cumulated ev'tdence shows that what (s bad practice in social life ts also 
bad practice when applied to Animals, Birds, Fish, Plants, etc. {Vide 
Bibliography)^ 
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Organic EvoJution is dependent on good and bad behaviour, U., 

co-operative or non-co-operaMorality arid Frogre^s are necessary 

farts of Organic Evolution. “ Thou shall he in league with the stones of 

the field (Job), i.c., the Law of Concord in Nature, 

S^biosij versus Parasitism 

Partnership; Systematic, Denial of such partnership 

Intimate and Laborious. and the setting up of war- 

Natures method of co-operation and production is su[>erior to our 

usual methods of pomestication, which aim at caploitatioa rather than 

counter-seryjce (Lichen cited). Symbiosis enriches the protoplasm t 
Domestication impoverishes iL 

It la a remarkable fact, connected with plant-animal Symbiosis 

tliat a plant stimulus is required by many animals in reproduction. 

ThelLaw of Symbiotic Moderation: That the requirements of 

rnier-depenaence are such as to impose upon organisms the necessity of 

strict limitation of seose-gratifioatton, contrary to the current idea that 

all appetites are equally normal and equally sanctioned in Nature. 

A ConciQsion: Sytnbiosis is responsible for new and improved 

economic and genetic values, and may lead to the establishment of a new 
Organum of Medicine. 

V, STOCKTAKfiRS—ThEOSOPHISTS 

At this stage I suggest we consider how " stocktaking ” in Anthro¬ 

pology still frustrates the student of the Evolution of Man. 

In reviewing Dr. Dudley Buxton’s book, The P^les 0/Asia, I 

wrote : True to the title, this book deals with the peoples of Asia—a vast 

subject. It IS a sort of “stocktaking ", to quote the Author's ^vords, p. 245. 
(Vj'di: Bibliography.) 

Talking of stocktakings they at least let us know exactly what one has; 

so does this book. But aa to where the " Stock " came from, and whiiher 

uwndrrtg—not a word I Probably not the Author's business. No! but it 

ours. To the question, What use can this book be to the student of the 

EyoluLoti of Life and Form ?—I would answer, Read it, and compare it 
With the following table (sec diagram 2}, 

He ^ili^ J think, then Join the fellowship of those w^ho ask that the 

tuithropologists of the various couptnes jottitly give some generally 
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accepted table oi HvoJution which does not Jgoore ihc successive cycles 

of racial growth, w^hkh causes the Unking together of types separated by 

incalculable aions oi timcp and whichi liDall3^ does not put descendants into 

the seats of ancestors, f.^p, the " moiike}"*' came from man/" net man 

from tbe " monkey ^ (tbis by the way)—^our cousin in fact I 

Dr. Dudley BuKton^a book ts well written and repreaenls an 

enormous amount of labour | we need such books, we also need the con¬ 

sideration of The destiny of Anthropology hangs on the ca*opcra^ 

tion of the two schools "“the Theosopliical and " Stock takers 

Root-Races and Sub-Races 

4i 
3 
0 
7 

IlL LEMVaiA?! 1 IV, Atlanteas* V, Ahyaw VI. 1 VII. 

N<grO'Negfitto 
NftgrilLi} 

1 EtmoijiiJ 
2, TlftvAlU 
X, TollAC-MArld 

Qpichs 
4. Lfit Tiimnian 

Old CbiDCfd 
5. Origio&l Scpiilo l9t Hiadp-Egyptim 

e. AkkulL&D 
7. MongollftP 

lopaDCM 
Malay 

2. Arraa-Semito 
1 3. InjUaci 

4. Collie 
5. Teutonic 
6. Austral- 1. 

Ainericu 
New Sob-EUiu Typa 
6tli Sub^Ritce 

7. StiU to conaa ' 
i 

Still lo come 

DtAClt4» a 

" Tbfl Difflftft oJ th« Original snb-racr^ of Ibc ALluiiun RoorKiice md iomb of ilioir 
dH^dwita gi^p \x\m. (Quotod frord Corral^nrirofur tf/Occult AttkutvfQgfbfG. Kerla 
DmiKwiiior, p. 33>j 

1. 
2. 
J. 

5. 

7. 

Lappi, FurboE rnon 

tiavatli. Phtafoaiui. Ufc* Dwallan, Dnviiluuis, 
Totun. AtlMtis il«U. Egypt Knd N. Afric*, Ameruuli, urly ltvc« and Mayu. 

Turanian. Aitacf, ChaMean. J(J.OOQB.c„Int4JnJ fM,— 
$cnirf«. Anariad.. Kabyks, Efiiyptiani, lews- Cantral AiJa (Gobi) 

from wlibpco thft Fifth Rofri Itare db^vbped. « ^ 
Etniscana, FhwaicLuu, Coribogiiiiiiib, arSy Sumsro- 

W^'*‘““** (COBUnbuled 
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VI, Anthropologists ox the Later Develop¬ 

ments AMONG Human "Plants" 

On Nnt Suh^Rat:^ Typs 

Dr. Hrdlicka, the weU-ktiown anthropologist, \vas recently reported 

giving the following li=t of characteristics (see below) of the New Race 

Type Amerjcan. it is intercfiting to compare these with the deven 

points given of the New Sub-Race Type—the Sixth Sub-Race of the 

tcAdfa Aryan Root-Race- before the British Association for the Advance- 

meut of Science in 1923, the result of over five years’ research work. 

If we table both statements side by side, just as they were given 

wemay theu form our own condusions before passiugon to other germane 

ly^M Hrdiii^ka 

(3) A slight btit definite increase IR 

the breadth of th<^ h^ad in the 

parietal region. 

(2) A growing uniformity of features 

throughout as a result of the 

fusion of the many races. 

T,_*,H.rd]ieE* on the "New Aitierlctui 
^rpe-the stetb «ab r«ce of tbe Aiyia Hfloi Eeci! 

The Eltven Points of the 

Sixth Sub-H^c^ 

(1) A distinct increase of cranial 

development aSsove the ossifica¬ 

tion pf the parietal and frontal 

bones, (drawing a line round the 

bead at that point); this makes a 

distinct dome, more especially 

over the frontal region, the crown 

of the head nnt quite so much, 

(2) (fl) There seems to be a de¬ 

parture among this type from 

what is known as the low-sot ear, 

(6) The line of orifice of ear— 

comer of eye (outward, when the 

head is straight with the spine)_ 

and root of nose is important 

w-hen one considers the reactions 

of and to smell, hearing, and sight 

in an evolving type. 

■yp*": Md A.G.P. oe th* NewSsb-Rs^ 
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Dr. Hrdlicka 

(4) Blondes are disappearing; blacks 

are disappearing, and the new 

race types are becoming inter¬ 

mediaries. 

(5) The colour of the eye is mixed, 

» showing both light grey, blue grey, 

and green, with marked traces of 

brown. 

(6) The new race cannot be depicted 

by any distinctiye type of feature. 

The physiognomy is more variable 

than any other characteristic, and 

there is a clear undertone which 

makes it possible to recognize and 

to separate the American type 

from the Scandinavian, British or 

German. 

(1) An increased and increasing sta¬ 

ture. The new race is the tallest 

of all the white people, being 

“ one inch taller than the Scotch ”. 

The Eleven Points of the 

Sixth Sub-Race 

(3) Hair fine in texture, skin fine¬ 

grained and thin. 

(4) The eyes are specially luminous 

and intelligent looking, but not 

full or bulging. Bridge of nose 

early developed ; sensitive mobile 

lips. Eyebrows rather prominent, 

and frontal brain-development 

from corner of eye outward is 

large. 

(5) Type of face somewhat triangular, 

but not sharp (may develop to 

acute triangle in maturity), more 

like an accentuated pearshape 

with narrow point at chin. 

(6) The general physiology of the 

body is harmonious, proportionate 

and healthy, not at all the “ all 

brain and no body ’* type. 

(7) The psychology manifests itself 

in (a) rapid response to sympathy, 

(b) pity in suffering, (c) power to 

comprehend principles easily, (d) 

quick intuitions, (e) thoroughness, 

if) sensitiveness, (g) quick sense 

of justice, (/i) a jnarked absence 

• of the usual parrot-like intelligence. 
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Dr. Hrdlicka 

(7) The root stock is essentially 

British—probably at least 80%, 

the next largest contribution being 

the Germans, whilst there is a 

small admixture of the several other 

European peoples who have emi¬ 
grated to America. 

(8) There is practically no Indian 
(Red) blood in the new type. 

(9) The new type is distinctly a 
superior race physically. 

The Eleven Points of the 

Sixth Suh'Race 
(i) eager to help. These types 
give a general sense of Poise. 

(8) A distaste for meat and coarse 

foods, but not a larger appetite 

along any lines. 

(9) In other respects a normal mani¬ 

festation for play and mischief. 

(10) This type needs sympathetic 
and understanding teachers. 

(11) There is also a distinct dif¬ 

ference and improvement when 

compared with their parents. 

Hence, 1 conclude, that there is evi¬ 

dence of a developing type called 
by some a New Race Type, or by 

others Sixth Sub-Race. The 

above characteristics mark those 
young children who appear to be 
of the new type. 

The Proper “ Set of the Sails ” 

When we realize that these new race types are the latest human 
products!, our 6rst reaction is—pardon me—rather personal: we naturally 

wish to know how near to this newer race-development we ourselves are.' 

IS reaction develops into a rather more intensive consideration of races in 
general and in particular, and at last we Bnd ourselves studying the scheme 

of thinp coming under and included by the term Evolution. We quickly 
realize in our study of Evolution : 

not tno Z ‘"'"‘I® who know, and those who do 
is thi ftakes on its rightful place of importance, for it] 

e thing which matters. What religion a man holds, to what race he belongs 

' See the author's article, 
pp. 29S-305.—Ed. "Who Are the Scots?” in The Theosot>hut. July 1938 
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—these thiijgs are not important: the really importaat thm^ is this knowledge_ 
the knowledge of God’s plan for men. For God has a Plaa, and that Plan is 
Evolatiom. 

VVe find, further, that the Plan poatnlates an orderly development in 

the mineral kingdom, the vegetable kingdom, the animal kingdom, the 

sub-homan kingdom, the human kingdom, and the superhuman kingdom, 

in a definite series of seven divisions of each kingdom, with five psycho¬ 

logical stages in each division, i.e., self-discovery, self-expressioii, self- 

sacrifice, self-surrender and self-rtalization/ Quickly we see the importance 

of this knowledge, and applying it to the New Sub-Race Types (under 

oonaideration), we find them to be the latent human products of that Plan 

of Evolution. After ten years study of Races, and in particular of the 

New Race Type, I find that most anthropological data may be placed 

under the heading " Stocktaking ” in the great human race garden. 

Unless the general plan of the human races is known, even ** stocktaking ” 

will not be reliable, for this ignoring of the successive cycles of racial 

growth, and the consequent linking together of types, which should be 

separated by incalculable seons of time, is responsible for the mistake of 

putting descendants in the seats of ancestors. Witness th« place of the 

anthropoid apes! fn the Plan of Evolution it will be found that the 

^■monkey” came from mindivis. man, and not ** man" from the 

“ monkey fScc V'ol, I of this Scries, pp, 369-70.) 

The Result 

The study uf the evulutiun of the venous .eces of muu uud -- 

t^hen. IS necessary, for ,n that study and research one gains a ant-hand 

knowledge of a very important part of the great Plan of Evolution. One 
ends in this study thai there have been and are Root-Racea, each with 

seven branch-races, and that since A.D. 1S75 we have been in the ■■ dawn " 

1 ■ .r."" ^ ‘7P« have, generally speaking, Sith 
and a.«h snb-raca parentage, and have (agaia genemlly speaking) great 
Devotion, and (k„ i, a a rfqSna, mi em^dafi, a/a 

cerniaiinial ar ordered Service, #ar(io«/aeiJ. mlh regard (a tie Oeva ar 
dngeJ SM/ii/iaa, wkick is iinied ullh aareeieea in Hi, Service. 

* * * * 

' J. KrUinimckrii, At th* Feet of the «e»ter. 
* S«* dUgramv € ud 10. » 
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Diagram 5 

A New Sub-Race Type 
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to ordtt to give some idea of the Root-Race and branch nrsnb-racef 

and of the contrast between the Original Lemurian types and a New Sub- 

Race Type, the chart and drawings are inserted, In the chart (viJf 

diagram 2, of Root-Races and Sub-Races in Section V above), note Future 

Amcrcian and New Sub-Race Types or Sixtii Sub-Race. These are to be 

fouriU all over the world, and more particularly in America and Australia. 

Lemurian Types 

Vide diagram 3, Lemtirian Types. We may look on these Lemurian 

types as Adam and Eve ”, so to speak. The least of these Lemurian 

types averaged more than twice six feet in height—so we read. 

Diagram 4, Heads of Original Lemurian Types, This picture of 

the old LemuHans is interesting and instructive. Note particularly the 

eye in the hack of the head, the third eye—Pineal Gland. 

Contrast diagrams 3 and 4 with diagram 3 representing a New* Stib- 

Race Type—not from America, a cradle-race, but from the Mother-Race 

in India. 

ApTopf^s of Pineal and Other Olands 

The Intuitional Perception, resultant on the working of the pineal 

gland, is borne out by the existence of this New Race Type, w'hosa predo¬ 

minant characteristic is this very Intuitional Capacity—t>trfe statement 

number 7 above, made in 1923 before the British Association, where it 

was suggested, regarding the New- Race Type, that the throwing up and 

out of the frontal part of the skull could only be accounted for on the 

hypothesis that it was dne to pineal activity. It is to be understood that 

this takes into consideration the extraordinary reactions on this postulated 

New Race Type, of mental, emotional and physical contacts. The tendency 

of science appears to agree that, through the unfoldment of the pineal and 

pituitary, newer and higher perception (consciousness) is to be attained, 

f.c„ self-education. It may he stated here with truth that parents and 

educators cannot be of any help to the child as far as self-education (real 

education)^ is concerned, as Jang as they da not set before themselves the 

problem of Spiritual Culture, and by the same token unfold the pineal 

gland, the organ of Intuitive Perception. I am quite aware, to quote 

Professor Marcault, that 
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We have to recognize the truth that intuitional observations are not 
altogether understood and remain inaccessible under our present Educational 
System. It is the Intuition of the New Age and Race that alone can bring 
the scientific conviction of Man’s Evolution to the positive mind. I mean, 
Intuition has to establish the Science of the Evolution of Consciousness between 
unverifiable reincarnation and the apparent mechanism or “ chance ” of history 
—contemporary Psychology is now on the verge of that Science. ‘ 

Vide diagram 4 : 

{ay The Pineal Gland—the single historical eye—situated centrally 

behind the 3rd ventricle, is like a tiny pine-cone, about one-eighth of an 

inch in size, and coloured grey. It is a witness to the existence of the 

so-called third eye as an etheric organ. It is the negative pole, counter¬ 

part and complement of the Pituitary Body. 

(6) The Pituitary Body or Gland—about the size of a ripe cherry 

and hard, attached to the brain by a stalk. Vascular and consisting of two 

lobes, anterior and posterior, the latter being developed as an outgrowth 

from the embryonic brain. 

VII. Charts, Diagarms, etc. 

Theosophy postulates: 

1. The Plan of Evolution, at this stage, as having seven divisions 

in each kingdom of Nature, with five psychological stages in each of the 

seven divisions, t.e., Self-Discovery, Self-Expression, Self-Sacrifice, Self- 
Surrender, and Self-Realization. 

2. That Man is composed of seven divisions: he is 

(o) Divine, 

(6) Monadic, 

(c) Spiritual, 

(d) Intuitional, 

(e) Mental, 

(/) Emotional, and last and lowest, 

(g) Physical. 

That there are 49 sub-races of the present human Root-Race, 

called by some the Fifth Root-Race, by others the Aryan Race; that there 

are some humans who are below the standard of these sub-races, and some 
who have evolved beyond, ^ 

4. That there is going on in every kingdom, at one and the same 
time, Involution, Devolution and Evolution. ^ 

f 

f f 
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^ I tte will aso^Fwd *iib odwontege the wiiclw DO ‘' Problemiof Aothtcyology'Mi? Mis* on Giohif, Vol, 1* ihii oonea- Ke WWi ^ fi*««„«**;,* 

E. W, riWflo in the l93t June, July nna Aegost oiunbcn ol TUt Di«Mcj»n(«. bo. 

I 
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5. That Man is not the only part of this scheme of evolution, 

but his human cvoluttoa depends on how he co-operates with the allied 

kingdoms of Nature. We are here sharply reminded that the present 

ghastly upset of the balance of Nature is our fault, and our business is to 

rectify it if sve mean to evolve aright, 

*■ 6. Professor Hogben in An Introduetiou io Comparative Physiology, 

(p. 242) States with reference to Breeding: 

Of the way in which from a bio-chemical standpoint these internal 
accretions react with the cells of the body to build up its complex architecture, 
we are wholly igrtarant at prcEcat. 

At this fundamental point, of how Life uses, builds up, and germinates 

in the ceils of the body to build up its complex architecture. Theosophy 

offers tvfo namely, The Monad, with potentialities which become 

powers, and The Continuity of lAfe mid Form. When those arc Grmty 

grasped, we can then proceed to study their working out in detail, aud 

find that they solve many such problems as this above, and of modern 

Science, with those more searching problems of the Priest and the 

Sta teaman, 

Oiagram 6 shows the Evolution ol Life, and the place MiTfi occupies 

in the Schume of Evolution, and his interrelationship with the other 

kingdoms of Nature. 

Diagrams 7, 8 and 9 show the migrations of the five sub-races of 

the Fifth Root-Race, that is, the Aryan Race. 

A study of these diagrams helps one to get a more comprehenaive 

view of the Scheme of Evolution, a better understaading of the question ^ 

of the place of man in the schcine, his evolution and journeyinga in the 

diflerent Root-Races and sub-races, and tbua enables one to get a better 

perspective, and a deeper insight into the interesting question of races, A 

Correct knowledge of this important subject on the part of our statesmen 

will, we believe, help them to solve many a knotty racial problem con¬ 

fronting them at the present day. 

Theosophy gives the Whence, How and Whither of Mao. Anthro¬ 

pology at present gives chiefly the geographical distribution ol the Human 

Types, a sort of stocktaking. 

* 

6 

* 
I 
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THE ARYAN RACE 

Diagram 7 

F».b .b. 
u » of the Arvan Race by the Manu. 100.000 years ago. m 

Diagram 7 shows the fou g _f diagram. It also shows the migration 

D««. » to toto of of to U.l,d .ul.»o.,Rb. Itoto, ..d to 

fourth sub-mcc, the Celtic. 

# € 
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DtAOJtAM 9 

Tht Fifth nnd First Siib-Rnces; tbe Tcutonk and ibe 

Diagram 9 ihim tb* ronies of migration ot the ifib ftub-rac#i ib# Tmiionic, and tha 
first ^ubr-rajC^.lhs HiEidu-EgyptiAi]. 

Ss\^0jfi Dltiiiociii of Each Kingdom 

, OlAt^VAV lb 

Tho dblorif trfcAi'n IfKAE showt somowhai tbe praportian of Man'a Kingdoiti wilb 

Ihe Dthcra. Tbe cross lins in cha diagram itaowi Ibo main bnc of HvoliiUoti oi Life and Form, 
^brangb ihe Sevm Kfngdoms of Katora i there ora sevm dlvkians io each kingdom, and five 
pojxbolagicai flcag)tt in aach diviiion. 

a 
4 
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Theosophy 

ON 

Men and Wossew 

Origin and Birthplace 

Time of the Third Root-Race 

in LctnuTla. When it was neces¬ 

sary in the Plan ot the Evolution of 

Life, Form and Speech, to develop 

Male and Female Human Types. 

The ** sin of the mindless" pro¬ 

duced the Apes. The neat great 

origin and birthplace was the Fourth 

Root-Race in Atlantis. Then came 

the origin and birthplace of the 

Fifth Root-Race, the Aryan, in the 

Shamo or Gobi Desert in Central 

Asia, 

Types 

Each Root-Race has seven sub- 

races. 

Present Position 

Shows development of the sixth 

sub-race of the Aryan Root-Race, in 

New South Wales, California and 

elsewhere. These types are develop¬ 

ing the pineal gland. They ore known 

generally as the New Race Type. 

Future 

Postulates a seventh suh-nace of 

the Aryan Root-Race, perparatory 

to the SiKth Root-Etace. 

and science meet 

Anthropology 

ON 

Men AND Women 

Origin and Birthplace 

Some hold to the Anthropoid Ape 

origin, and are divided as to birth¬ 

place : some are for Central Asia, 

others for Africa. 

Ty^s 

1, Divided and unsettled. 

2, Chiefly “ stocktaking 

3, Generally follow colour. 

Present Position 

1. Fluidic. 

2. Acknowledges effect of Glands. 

3. New American Type showing. 

Future 

Silent. 
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Vlil. coNCLusraNs 

1. That the natural biatory of early moji not contained fully 
in Anthropology, as outlined in Textbooks in 1936. 

2. That the much-disputed question of priority regarding geologi* 

cal "ages”, needs the light of allied sciences thrown directly on the 

present dispute, before any relative chronology and man's time and 

place in those ages can be stated, 

3. That Archieology, Biology, Botany, Geography, Geology, 
Psychology, Zoology, and particularly the study of Language, Sound, 
Giands and Brains, each overlap. That in these scteiicea atteation is 

focussed on what may be termed "the Mtaalng Links” in the chain 

of causes, in Anthropology. 

4. That the study of man is more than Anatomy and Phyaiokigy. 

5. That a knowledge of the pari pCMSU evolution of allied 
kingdoms of ffature is vital to anthropologists, 

6. ** That nothing begins or ends with our earth ”, 

7. That the searchlight thrown on the study of man’s evolution 
by the Flan of the Evolution of Life and Form, postidated by Theosophy, 

shows what is missing at present in the teaching of Anthropology; 

and that it is the SYNTHETIC approach which shows where Theosophy 

meets the science of Anthropology. 

A National and iNTSRNATroNAL Anthkopometric Survey 

The recent call in the British press by Professor H. J. Kose, 

President, Robert Kerr Esq., M.A,, lion. Secretary, and the w^iiter 

(a Founding Fellow of the Scottish Anthropologicid Society} for an 

Anthropometric Survey, has shown that there is no agreed Antbropcmetric 
Plan for recording evtdenccL 

We have before us a British Association Anthropometric Survey 
Plan, and one from the Anthropological Section of the Smithsonian 
Institute of the United States of America j these and other Anlhropometric 

Plans from Europe and the United States of America need co-ordinating 

Thcicfora, for a wise perspective and for the practical application 
ol Anthropological Data, we need A COMPREHEKSIvE AND AGREED 

National andi. International Anthkopometric Plan for Re¬ 

cording Evidence, 
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This evidence being the basis for practical, constructive health, 

work and leisure, will help man, individually and collectively, to under¬ 

stand his place and stage of development, and that of the country to 

which he belongs in the Plan of Evolution.* 

IX. Applied Anthropology * 

(Raison d’etre. History and evidence of Anthropometric Survey 

work, England, 1902—1949). 

Raison d’etre 

“The only object to be striven for, is the amelioration of the 

conditions of man by the spread of Truth, suited to the various stages of 

his development and that of the country he inhabits and belongs to.* 

If this means anything, it surely means that one type of Truth, 

whether spiritual, scientific, economic or political, is not suitable for 

everyone everywhere at the same time, or for every nation at the same 

time. Further, that in fulfilment of * The Only Object to be striven for ’, 

you and I have to help to ameliorate the condition of each individual man, 

by the spread of Truth—spiritual, scientific, economic and political, suited 

to his present stage of development, and mark, also, the spread of such 

truth suited to the present stage of development of the particular country 

to which he belongs—the earth, minerals, plants, animals, composing that 

particular country. All humans and their countries are at different stages 

of evolution. 

We have to understand, allow for, and not to interfere with, these 

individual and different developments in Countries, Minerals, Plants, 

Animals and Humans. Our duty is to further these individual unique¬ 

nesses. The Only Object to be striven for, then demands, a new set 

of values other than those extant, in religion, science, education, economics 

and politics—ergo. Cultured Statesmen who know by realisation, the 

Plan of Evolution and the Ancient Wisdom behind it, and who are students 

of the science of Anthropology. 

' This subject is developed in the section on '* Applied Anthropology" which 
follows.—Ed. • 

> England is only taken as an example. What applies to England applies to every other 
country in the world—Ed. 

’Letter to the London Lodge, December 7, 1883 from the Master K. H. Vide " The 
Mahatma Letters to A, P. Sinnett ”. 
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The map of the past being the chart of the future, we need 
Statesmen, who know why I was born in England, of English parents ? 

What I learn by being born in England is different from what I would learn 

by being born, say, in India, Poland or America ? What have I to give as 

my particular and personal contribution and service to England ? What 

has England to teach by example and witness, to other countries ? A race, 

a country dies as a class at a University dies, when there are no more 
students taking that particular subject. What SUBJECT does England 

teach to-day ? She is still there, and there are still English People; what 

do they teach individually and collectively to the world ? Is the Subject 

known to and by English politicians and political parties ? The facts regard¬ 
ing the state of the people and country prove that they DO NOT know. 

We read, in At the Feet of the Master: “ There are only two kinds 

of people in the world—those who know, and those who do not know; 

and this knowledge is the thing which matters. What religion a man 

holds, to what race he belongs—these things are not important; the 

really important thing is this knowledge—the knowledge of God’s Plan for 

men. For God has a plan, and that plan is evolution ”. 

Therefore, if our Religious Teachers, Educationists, Scientists, 
Economists and Politicians do not know something of the stages of 

evolution and the needs of the allied kingdoms of Nature, in England 

to-day, it is time that they be replaced by those who do. 

This matter is too serious for any delay. Too much hangs on it. 
For our individual and national life, evolves, involves and devolves 

pari passu with the evolution of these allied kingdoms of nature. Injury 

or exploitation of, and in, any one kingdom, definitely affects the whole. 

Each politician then must now ask himself: 

What do I know of the stage of, and in evolution of the English Earth to-day? 
»> ff „ „ English Minerals ? 
» f» „ „ English Plants and 

Trees ? 
II II „ English Animals to¬ 

day ? 
^d „ „ „ „ English Men, Women 

& Children, to-day ? 

If a politician cannot prove with evidence how he is ameliorating 

these conditions to-day, he must be replaced by another who knows. It is 
dangerous to allow him to continue in any place of authority or influence. 
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And we oursdvea without this knowledge canaot function properly, as we 

are meant to do, in an abundant Ircc life, with willing and joyous health, 

work and leisure. 
The dreadful State aud exploitation of these allied kingdoms in 

England and throughout the world to-day, speak for themselves. These 

matter? are our ooncein. 

Th* Concern of Anthro^ologiits 

Bhagavan Das, (p. -352. Si'/ence of Social Organisation) states; 

" Anthropologists (and allied scientists) shtmtd concern tfteotoelves, with 
the ascertainment of men’s temperamental peculiarities, abilities, and 

disabilities and should advise, not compel, parenifi and teachers with 
regard to the possibilities and natural vocations of each child and youth, 

and appropriate courses of study 
Id this statemeai Dhagavan Das is only reminding ns of the age- 

nld need for wiadoiN in dealing with individual human evolution. In short, 
it is Anthropology applied to the nmeUtrration of man, by the spread of 
sciantific troth, suited to his special stage of development in line with 

that of the country to which he belongs. This means An Anthropoit^kot 

Stfrery. which certainly Is the concern of Anthropoiogms, 
In this machine-age our Statesmen need to realise, that man 

should be educated in creative and constructive health, work and leisure, 
having at the same time individual, political, economic and religious 

freedom and justice. All this haugs to-day, on a different set (rf values 
being put into action, beginning w*ith Economics, which provide the 
means for giving this wise education and vocational training. Our Destiny, 
let ns remember, *' is to end the causes of physical poverty and physical 

—j;j qiir time—.and make individual economic and religious freedom, 

the custom everywhere 

The Only Basis for Economics 

We dod in The Science of Social Organisation, (p, 226}, Bbagavan 

Uas^s translation of " The Laws of Manu ” this basis, where it*states that 
** Due proportion between the total number of mouths to be fed and the 
bodies to be clothed, on the one hand, and the quality an^ quantity of the 
land from which the food and clothing are to be derived directly 
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ot indirecdyp oji the other; and, Iqrlher^ between the immber engaged 
in produetive Jaboufr on the one hand, and that engaged otherwisei on 
the other—thi^i seems to be the only basis for aJi sound economicst 
Throw theae out of proportion and endless ariifictal difficulties will 
arise 

This producihn basis* is the real credit basis—not gold or usury. 
This basic karmic credit demnnding that the months be fed iij, what is 

called in the West^ Social Credtl^ that is, the cultuml inheritance—the 
reauLt of the increinent of association. 

In 1949 neither East nor Wef^t ha a this Aonnd economic basiSj 

hence the artificial diffirulties and deadlocks ejitant in Indbp England 
and aJl over the World* it is the concern and business of practical 
Anthropologists, knowing these facts, to help to ameliorate the condition 

of man, by using their constructive science to help man to provide his 
own means of livelihood. In cr^tive and constuctive health, work 
and leisnre. 

Right of Eminmi Domain 

The Right of Eminent Domain* as the t^w terms it, means that 

os FheE'Englishmen, under The Magna Carta (A.D. 1215), The 
Bill of Rights (l&89jp The Act of Settlement (1701), and The English 

Common Law^ wc have Oblige^ the responsibility ai this time 
of emergency* to act effectively and wisely forthwith. For* the Govern¬ 
ment and members of Parliament can do nothing constitutionallyt without 
a fnandatc from us, (you and I), as votars. Wc must then gi%e forthwith 

this Mandate lor the Results we need, and which we are agreed 
that we acedi Results, not methc?ds* are our business. This can be 
realised through the voters' demand for local objectives first* Any 

objective—something people really need^ will always find individuals very 
active and willing to help—urgent in enlisting and enlightening olbcrs. 

Our business then, in ameliorating the condition of manp is not 
so much to t^h, as to apply the above ideas in action for some definite 

objective, remembering always that it is the sense □( individual responsi¬ 
bility which brings people to use their initiative* Your busiaesa, and 
mintp is not to talk about, but to act on these principles. 

^ The !54ihi«("of Tgod Kind People'" wm uadw dri^uHfoil in ihadiffirant 
Lbe world La 1949-50 andiT the dtrecUoa mad ioipintiDD al the UNESCO^-^En. 
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The first local and national objective before us, in the amelioration 

of the condition of man, must contain within it the transfer of our local 

and national money and credit control of finance to the accredited and 

chosen agents and representatives of, and by, the voters. The constitu¬ 

tional issue, the most fundamental of all problems is this financial-cum- 

political control of the Agenda of the British and other Governments. 

This lack of control is the chief cause, why the amelioration of the condi¬ 

tion of man has not been dealt with. Till this has been faced, nothing 

whatever has any value, meaning, or stability. 

The unity to attain this first objective cannot be had by discussion 

or verbal agreement. The only unity which is of the least use comes with 

action and out of action. Thus we fulfil the Only Object to be striven 

for—the wise amelioration of the individual condition of man. 

In Lord Manu’s Economics, the money needed for educare and 

educ£r£, for academic and vocational, creative, cultural and constructive, 
health, work and leisure, automatically flows from this REAL Credit basis 

of issue; without more taxation and restriction, or what Lord Hewart, the 

late Lord Chief Justice, called “ The New Despotism ”, that is, centralized, 

irresponsible, over-riding financial and bureaucratic control. 

It is at this stage that An Anthropological Survey finds its right 
and fitting place, because by it each individual can help himself to his 

most effective service, and thus by precept and example ameliorate his 

condition. What then has been, and is being done, in this matter of 
Anthropological Surveys ? 

More Reasons for Urgency 

One in nine of us are tainted with one or other of the major diseases, 

or Cancer: all caused chiefly by fear. Fear of insecurity, wrong 

diet, through ignorance resulting from wrong biological teaching with its 

brood of dirt, disease, crudeness and vulgarity, causing another cycle of 
diseases. These are not ended by delay. 

17 out of every 22 mostly spend their lives in dealing with machine 

mass-produced articles, or, with their sale to someone else. They do 

nothing constructive and creative all their lives. Their education under 

the most recent proposals of our Education Board only produce echoes 

of other peoples’ books and answers of other peoples’ qu^tions. This is 
no basis for a Noble Race. 
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1949 Machinery^ deeds leas and Iws human attention> The whole 
of the vast war eraployment docs not absorb the 8 hour-day time of 71% 

of those concerned. Lord Leverhultnc stated that onfy one hour's isork a 

day would be needed when machinery worked, in peace time, at 75% of 

capacity. Ten years before he died. Marconi stated that 4 hours’ work per 

day, with Machinery at 75% of capacity, would provide all the human 
needs and more. 

Only one-seventh of those between 25 and 56 are needed in rota¬ 
tion, to make, work and mind the maebinery which can produce most of 

the things—food and amenities, w-e need to-day. We have to consider 
what educational and vocational training those helow 25 need as well as 

the six-sevenths between 25 and 56 not at the machines. These are the 
problems of our age—the Leisure Age. 

Reports from Senior OGhcers in the i Services and from Executives 

of the War Service Factories and Civil Defence, all show appalling waste 
resulting from round pegs in square holes. 

Minimum Anikrofnnnetric and Psychological Data 

The evidence from the followring results, of this mimmum 
Anthropological Survey, is vital to our efEciency. It leads m individual 

eoanomic and religious freedom and justice, the Individual Problem 
bieiog the Local, National and International Problem, 

Date, 

Name, Sex. 

Address. 

Age, Place of Birth. 

Nationality or Race. 
Occupation (Present). 

Height—Weight. 

Length of Leg. 
^ Breadth X 100 
Cephalic Index. --- 

Line of ear, (orifice) and corner of eye, outward, when the head is 
straight with the spine. 

Diet , 

Question— 
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How would you occupy your Uitic if you had enough mouuy to 

live oa ? 
What would you do ? 

would you prefer to do it ? 

Note*—ladiist needs forthwithi A National Authropological Purvey* 

Austr<iliii needs larger British and Brilish-^lndian 

ktions* 
t7.S*4. The American Army Authorities’ Report on Mental 

Capacity of All Classes Conscripted* 

Very inferior (Mental 

Inferior ( n 

Low { rr 

Average ( >r 
High Average ... 

Superior 

Very Superior *•• 

: 3- —10 years) 10*0?^ 

10- -12 > 15-0% 

12 „ ) 20-0% 

12- -14 „ ) 25-0% 

* ■ * ■i v + 16-3% 

9-0% 

* . . 4-5% 

Recently 50.000 LT.S.A. Soldiers were returned to Americsi as unfit 

for Military Service. This, after landing in Eugland. 
Wr til Britain are in like case. Professor Henderson had to 

remove 35 British Soldiers from the Army in one day, these being 

mentally deficient. One was in charge of a Bren Gun. They had all 
been passed iuto the Army. An Anthropologist would have saved this 

slate of things, and all the human pain and distress associated with these 

men and their families would have been avoided, 
* • # » 

The National Anthropological Survey will help each individual 

citizen to understand his place and function where he tcanlting in 

constructive and creative service throughout each emit and profession 

locally, regionally and natianallyp in j^mded ex^cuti^ 

^ The Survey oi InJia wea ersiAbhtbed in with a iv^T-naT plau. 
tinea At tavastig&tiea wen under (I) PhyBical Aaihrapain^y ^ta incMde 5uuU^metry+ 
Cruiometry mid 0«lwiintrT lovulvto^ nuliokifiw work. {2} lnve9lig]^L(»a& ipclud' 
mg Eumaa gtowib emdies. bumen g«nelica ojnd other pb^LologiceJ and biolegidal problem? 
biwnj; on Aothropalo^. (3) Cultural Stiidiii (under Pnuiitive economlci, technoEsgy^ nrtt 
liogaiitici, folklore^ Psychologyr ciEme and nibil liw^ Tbe lurvej £? weU-equippod and I? at 
[inrHnl liousi^ in Uie Indiau Mueouait Calcuttti (Mn/t, 1940. Nos. pp- (SS and flOji 
-Ed* 
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Recapitulation of the Contents as an 

Index foe Reference 

Eecti^ms I. II and III de^ briefly with the present misatisfactoiy and 
indehnite knowladne of Anthropology held hy western sdentiets. 

Section TV thrawa the light of Symbiosis into this darkness. 
Section V proves the need for tnoK than mote “ stocktaking ”, and 

states that there is ia theosophicol teaching a Plan of the Evoludon of Man. 
ScclioD VI shows where Theosophy add the science of Anthropology 

meet In the ccijclnsiona on the later devdoptnents among human “ Plants 
Section Vn givea Char is. Diagrams, etc. 

* Section VIII gives the CoaduEions formed from this study. 

Section IX treats of Applied Anthnipolagy. 
Section X gives a liet of boohs, read by the writer, and commended, 

for more detailed nference, to the reader. 
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A. G, Pape The Christ o/ the Aryan Road. Comparative 

Religions. Daniel, London. 

The Politics of the Aryan Road. The Plan of the 

Mann. Daniel. 

The Alternative to Communism, Palmer, London. 
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U.S.A. 

NOTE 

Two ijictures are given in this monograph as regards the origin and 

history of man—one as given in theosophical literature and the other as given 

by modern anthropologists. The picture given by Theosophy is much more 

comprehensive than that given by modem Science- Theosophy brings out the 

very intimate interdependence between the different kingdoms of Nature, and 

points out that the law as revealed in Nature is the Law of Concord and 

Co-operation. The monograph draws attention to the emergence of the Sixth 

Sub-race with its chief characteristic of the beginuings of a new faculty in man, 

namely, the faculty of intuition and its correlation with the simultaneous 

inceptive development of the pituitary and pineal glands, and invites the atten¬ 

tion of parents and educators to the need for a change in the method of 

education for the children of the new race type. 

Mere stocktaking is not enough, for the study of man is more than 

anatomy aud physiology. This is strikingly brought out in the section on 

Applied Anthropology. For a satisfactory solution of the problem of man's 

origin, it is necessary that theosophists and anthropologists should join hands 

and work tcjgether. Modern Science will find in Theosophy her greatest ally 

and best friend. It is the synthetic approach which is needed, and this could 

be brought about^by the coming together of Theosophy and the science of 

Anthropology.—Ed. 



A NOTE ON ANTHEOPOLOGY: 

THE PRESENT POSITION 

By C, J, JAYADEV 

THF progress of anthropology in recent years has been mainly one of 
broadening its scope and outlook and the use of new 

methods in held work. The application of anthropo- 

loeic.! tesarA in «11 •» 
. («-™lnently psycbologicl t-nnd m rtn .>n^ »f ."‘W 

The nee ol nnlliropoloty in colonial «toiD.5(n.t.oii and 

L anpliUtion of anthcopoloEionl principles obleined from a study of 

ide^ oeoplee to eiviliied soctetien are equally in evideoee today. 

Set iSnm is ” «l>n "eriied oapnnsiou of aotivlties of an iotornationj 
S«e. Thia tendaucy »ea illusttated by tbe establiebment or teotBam- 

Sn of iotematiooal .nthropoloEieal ^c^6-esses and societies and of 

larce scale co-operative research projects - . - . * i .i, 
Imporunt advances have been mode in India m physical anthro- 

polcgy since the first attempts at obtaining accuraU: 

HkcoI India figujca of tribal populations during the 1931 cenaua. 

Antbropolotical m«merem.nts and obsereation. .we ,d.ndatdi»»f imd 

Len on a latse sol* by B- S- ““ba. His detailed stud.® of tbe 
muial affinities ol the peoples of India have mad. rt possiN. to p*. a 

coouected aecoimi of the racial histoni d India mid (^ed on a firm 
Bieutific bBis tbe eompooent racial elemeuta ol tbe led,an population. 

He bas also piveo ns the firet eeieotilic account of tbe physical charectera 

rsf the inhabitants of prehistoric India. . 
The study of the human remaina associated with prehistoric sites 

in India has revealed the existence of all the modem 

EWi^crie Rue- ^cial dements. Thus among the Mohenjodaro skulls 
td ^adw three are Australoid, six Mediterranean, one Alpine and 

ane Mongoloid. Again in the Iron age burial site ol AdichanaUur in 

to ths wiJKirt lor nooiins froffl Urtir imiclMMd beokan-eo. 
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South India were found two Australoid, one Alpine and six Mediterranean 
skulls. 

During the 1941 census a scheme for the blood group survey of 

Blood G iBdia was initiated and this was carried out for the 
^ United Provinces, Bengal and Gujarat by Dr. D. N. 

Majumdar. According to him. blood groups data show 
a close coincidence with anthropometric findings establishing the claims of 
serology as a suitable tool for anthropological classification.* 

Some of the present-day studies of primitive cultures aim at the 

Mode A thr Consolidation and crititcal evaluation of earlier findings, 
pology ^ Among such are outstanding contributions of Elwin, 

Haimendorf, Hutton and Mills on the aboriginal cultures 
of India, Elkin on Australian cultures, Evans Pritchard, Nadel and Her- 

skovits on African cultures, and Kroeber, Lowie and Wissler on American 

Indian cultures. Apart from such studies, the modern anthropologist is 

no longer preoccupied with the primitives. He has broken the barriers 
of his traditional world. Anthropological research is applied in all its 

branches to civilized societies and its main trend is pre-eminently psycho¬ 

logical. Thus Chappie and Coon have adopted a psychological terminology 

for this new science of human relations as social anthropology now comes 
to be designated. 

The recent works of Benedict, Mead, Lowie, Linton and Kardiner 

^ , reveal this psychological trend as applied to primitive 
Anthropology of n • . . 

Civilized Societies Civilized societies. Thus Lowie gives a clear 
analysis of German social structure and German char¬ 

acter with penetrating insight.* The same outlook is seen in the delinea¬ 

tion of American character and personality by Margaret Mead.’ 

Again Dr. Benedict evaluates the Japanese pattern of culture and 

the Japanese character with insight and skill. The 

^****^^^°*^ rehabilitation- of Japan in the comity of the peaceful 
nations of the post-war world is envisaged, and the 

present administration of Japan which is based on a policy of good faith 

is commended as heralding a new approach to internationol relations.* 

* Majufhdar, D. N.. American Anthropologist, Jan.-March 1947, pp. 160-161. 

* Lowie R. H., The German People, 1943. 

* Mead. Margaret. And Keep Your Powder Dry, 1942. 

* Benedict, Ruth F., The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, 1946. 
7 
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PrehiiKUK IiiiIh 

The psycho-analytical trend in mtidern anthropology is evident in 
the works of Linton and Kardiner. They consider the 
basic personality structure of a tribe or community 
as determining that society’s reaction to innovations. 

Many of the older Freudian psycho-analytical formulations, such as the 

typical Oedipus coinplex, have had to be revised tn the light of the new 
appraisal of tribal cultures on the basis of their psycho-analytical 

anthropology.' 
Archaeological excavations in India in recent years have been 

based for the tirst time on the scientific tnethods of 
stratigraphy and have revealed the relation to one another 

of cultures that ejtisted in prehistoric and early historic times. Among 
such are the istone age and megalithic culiurea of Southern India, the 
chalcolitbic civilization of Harappa in the North, and the fndo-Roman 
trading station near Pondicheriy in the South. 

The Brahmagiri exenvatinns reveal a late Stone age colture of 

SwnicAiv polished axes and give definitive evidence of a Bronze 
in S. Indi* in Southern India. 

Recent discoveries relating to Early Man have thrown much light 
on many of the abstruse problems of the origin and 
antiquity of man. Among such are the geological age 
of man, the precedence of the erect posture over bruin 

development in man, and the antiquity of the existing races of man. 

So many fossil forms have been discovered in Java that Sir Arthur 
Keith callii this island the paradise of pleistocene man. 

After the discovery of the Wadjak skulls and Pithecan¬ 
thropus by Eugene Dubois during the closing years of 

the last centnry, Oppenoortb discovered the Solo man in 1932 and von 
Koenigawald unearthed aeVEtnl specimens of Pithecanthropns in associa¬ 
tion with their stone implements in J936, Meanwhile Davidson Flack 
and others have dug up in Cboukouticn near Pekin the Sinanthropua 
fossils and their stone tools. These discoveries tn Java and China are 
■lignificani in that they associate racial types of Early Man with specific 
palaeolithic cultures. Thus Pithecanthropus ia associated with the Patjl- 
taninii cultme of Java and StBOnthropiis with the Chuukoutietxian culture 
of China. Again the diacoveries of Solo and Wadjak men are important 

Pfobkmt t4 

h jMvm iJiA 
CfHiik Ljuird > 

' UDTOfi^ ^ KiidinH, A , Tkr and Wji Se^ttfr. And 
P^n^trrj af Soertij. 19^5 
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m being in termed iaie forms bridging tlio gap between the extinct Pithe¬ 

canthropus Bjid the extant aboriginals of Australia.' 

Rcfiisarcbes on the large series of Pithecanthropus and Sinanthropus 

_ _ ^ hy Weidenreich showed that the Jong bones of these 

AjnM<irplui«u liAfly Man were already similar to those of modern mao. 

while the skulls were much more primitive. Erect 

posture was attained long before the enlargement of the brain case. The 

attainment of the erect posture is considered by Zeuner and Wood Jones 
as an example of ardmorphosis. 

An aromorpb is a change in function and alnicture that produces 

a host of other changes in its wake, opens the way to a vast number of 

new devdopments and makes possible advances unattainable in the absence 
of the change 

An ordinary adaptations I character may be highly adaptive to a 

cctiatn manner of life, and be very useful, hut it does not contribute to 

increasirtg the life energy of the form. The nromorph, however does so 

The human orthogmde bipedal liahlt of posture and progression 

was certainly no byproduct of any activity such as existing anthropoid 

apes display, h was an aromorpbosis in ita own right: an achievement 

of primary importance, since it was not the product of the other human 

characteristics: it was the miiiator of them all 

" Of necessity an animal is pronogrude or orthograde. There is 

no half-way stage in posture. It would be better to discard alt the draw¬ 

ings that depict the early progenitors of Man os slouching hnites carrying 

themselves in postures incompatible with the dictates of gravity and to 

relegate to oblivion all the speculations and theories concerning the 

gradual rise of Man from a quadrupedal pronograde to a bipedal orthograde 

posture. Man's ancestors attained to uprightness by an aromorphoeis 

that was completed as a functional entity, just as temporary uprightness 

is resorted to by bears, marmots and many other mammals. Doohtless 

.nfter the attainment of the functional change structural adaptations were 

perfected in order to remould certain parts to the demands of the altera¬ 

tion in posture. Bat to misioterpret these structural readjustments as 

Slrmtttnphf in Sonthrm mna 

* F W»a leo«. of iHanhttJ, p 72. 

■ lAiil . p, 72, • 

' raw., p. 70. 

* 
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ladicationa of a gradual assumption of the posture is to nbandoQ the great 

biological principle that /uncifon is fht cnator of structure aud no/ Us 

offspring.* . . It {the early Attainment of bodily erectaess) was the lULCea- 

sery precursor to the changed relation between the attis of the vertebral 

column and the basi-cronial axis that permitted the globular enlargement 
of the brain case 

AVefdenreiob discovered in the upper cave of Chovikoutien three 

PAlA«olitiuc Rdc«s *he members of a single family consisting of 

an old mat], a middle-aged woman and a younger woman. 

Each one of these represents a dilfereDi racial type—a Mongoloid, an 

Eskimo and a Melanesian. On the basis of this and simitar dtEcovcftes 

elsewhere the existence in the Pleistocene period of all the racial types 

identifiable with those of today is canceded. 

All the four present-day racial types of man are found to be 

Plur^iiiy of Rudy ” atid widely distributed over the earth 
HvmajiR™ beginning of the Pleistocene period- In this 

connection Dr. L. S, B, Leakey says : 

The presence of four completely diEerent types of man at the 

beginning of the Pleistocene suggests to me that their common ancestor 

muai be looked for In deposits at least as old as the Miocene period. The 

further fact that in deposits of the Miocene age we have evidence of the ■ 

exiatence of anthropoid apes very akin to those stiff living today most 

suggest that the common ancestor of man and the anthropoids will have 

to be sought in deposits of still greater age. There can be little doubt 

now that man has been In existence upon the earth much longer than the 

millioQ years assigned to the Pleistocene period 

At this stage there rs a wide gap between the ape-MEK of the 

Pleistocene (the Pithecanthropus Sinanthropus series) and the man-APES 

of the Mwene {the Diyopithecus-Sivapitbecus stock), ft Is assumed 

that a senes of anthropoid apes or forms iutermediate between them and 
man filled the ^ap. 

Along with the majority of modern biologists Keith. Gregory and 

Men before Apn Elliot Smith subscribe to the anthropoid ape ancestry 

of man w^hile Osborn and Wood Jones hold that man 

and the anthropoids have arisen from a very early and a very lowly 

ItiJicf otira,—En. 

* F. Wood JOOH, J/d//Ffi«ritJr o/ Maniind, l{M8, pp. ?3-7+. ' 

* L, S. B. l«Jrer. Adam's Ancestors, 1934 (Ueihuent, pp, 2Z6’Z2S, 
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^^PIa m older ikim 

the Ape 

pnntatCp and that each has come by its community of structure inde¬ 

pendently through parallel evolatron^ In branching ofF the [iTotohuman 
stock at a pre-anthrtjppid stage in the oUgocene or Eocene pentad Osborn 

and Wood Jone^ have at the same time steered dear of the brachiation 

theory which vvas first propounded by Keith to support the anthropoid ape 
ancestry of maiij but was later discarded by Keith himself. 

The views of Wood Jones ^nd Oaborn regarding the origin and agu 

of man are clear from the following statements of theirs : 

***** Considered solely from the point of view^ of struct urei 

Man is an extremely primitive typei and ^ ^ ^ tliougb 
more primitive in basal structure than the living monkeys 
and apeSp Man has hjs own rertiarkable stnicturHl 

specializations that distinguish him from atl other 

mammals and appear to be his very ancient hallmarks 

** Every relevant detail ol the anatomy and ontogenetic develop* 

ment of man contradicts any supposition that a long-armed, shoit-legged^ 

brachiating animal could possibly be immediately ancestral to him or 

could account for the initiation of the bipedal orthograde posture * 

The parent stem of the genus Homo is to be sought not among 

the already specialized apes of the Pliocene and Miocene periods, but 

from a far more primitive and generalised form living at a still more 

distant period 'V 

'* The parting of the human line from that of the more specialised 

catarrhines occurred in Eocene times . .. fifty or sixty million years ago "V 

“Certain races of fossif man of the last 1,250*000 years had a brain 

cube e<]ual to or grdhter than: that of modern man * * * 

Certain of the rave men (Cro Magnon) W'ere our superiors 

both in average brain capacity and in average artistic 

ability ,, * At the close of the Tertiary time there fived a race (Eanthropua 

dawsoni) with a brain cube equal to the minimum of that of the living 
Veddasp Papuans and Australians- The condusion is inevitable that the 
main etibic evolution of the human brain took place during antecedent 

Tertiary time and not, as we formerly thought^ during the Quaternary Age 

of Man or Glacial Period 

3. Oibom cm 
Emi]y Man 

^ F. Wood jQDttft, liaUttmrki p. vi. 

* ihid,^ p. 3^, 

* ibid., p. 36^ 

* Ibidit pi 53« 
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Rate anii Blood 

" 1 At33 combating tht special fe3tor« oi the Lamarck-Darwin 

hypothesis that man once passed into the highly specialised arboreal 

adaptations attained by the Miocene apes; fioally I am inclined to separate 

the human stock at a geologically earlier pre-Miocene period of Anthropoid 

evolution . •. Anthropology is forced to share with chemistry and physics 

entirely new notions of space and time. To my mind the human brain 

is the most marvellous and mysterions object in the whole universe, and 

no geologic period seems too long to allow for its natural evolution 

The above views of H. F. Osborn and K. Wood Jones regarding 

wii«r< Antiiro- his coursc of evolution arc well in 

palonv and accord tvith theosophicai statements. But the majority 
Tlinncoptiy ^1 pggii anthropoid ape ancestry and 

concede but a million years for man on this planet. 

The theosophicai classification of mankind into root-races correa- 

ponds In its main trend with the three broad divisiojis-^ 

Negroid, Mongoloid and Caucasoid into which anthro¬ 
pology divides humanity. 

Regarding the distribution of blood groups the correspondence of 

anthropological findings with theosophicai statements Is clearly set forth 

by Dr. Therese Brosse (oirfc Monograph on Physiology in this series). 

While the general principle of evolution h fundamcatai to both 

A« we ,i fwtuitwi Theosophy and Science they are not in accord as to the 

controlling causes of such evolution. Science is still 

largely influenced by the causo-mechanical concepts of 

age. But some of the scientists including Darwin himself 

belief in Design or Purpose, Teleology in some form or 

other largely influenced their views and is In the forefront of current 

biological thinking. Such are the 'felt need' of Lamarck, the 'inner 

after perfection ' of Nageli. the ' Entclechy ' 

of Dni^h, the ' Emergent Evolution ' of Lloyd Morgan and the ' Aromor- 
phosia of Stwenzoff and ^'cuner. 

The psychological trend in anthropological research has been 

Tift Piydidlugica] above. Anthropologists are concerned in the 

m evaluating the outlook on life (Malinowski), the 

dommaiit psychological attitude (Benedict), the basic 
personality structure (Kordiner), of a tribe or community. Findings along 

ScieJ AsMciftiioa fur iij* Ailv„c6mimi of 

Conewne of 
Atonu ? 

the D^rwinjaa 

expressed their 
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such lines of research are similar to theosophical statements regarding 

the psychological characteristics of human races as set forth by Praleasor 

J. Emile Marcault in " The Evolutigtj of Man 

Anthropologists are divided in their views regarding the future of 

primitive communities. While some consider that they 

Uva'c require protection in the form of reserves, otbera hold 

that they should be prepared for culture change. In 

this connectioii Elkin 3%yfi: 

'* The day is past when human beings, even black or brawn, can 

be regarded as cultural guinea pigs. And just as this idea of conserva¬ 

tion is now viewed livith disfavour, go too is the idea of protuctlon out 

of date, as the purpose of aboriginal policy; the atm ia now positive 

and dynamic, not negative and static^it ts progress, health, increase, 

citisenship 

Regarding the gradual disappearance of such |H;oples Professor H. J. 

Fkure said in 1927 ; 

“The hunting and collecting peoples arc unable to face mndcrii 

European commerce and its accompaniments. The Tasmanians arc gone, 

the Bushmen, the Australians, the Pygmies seem to be going, the Eskimo 

are being kept from extinction by Stringent measures 

The latter xdew is in accord with the concept of cyclical changes 

in dvilisalion which are fundamental in theoeophica) 

^ literature, Similar statements also find expression in 

scientific and historic works. Thus on the analogy of 

the birth and death cycles of living organisms Oswald Spcnglcr in hk 

Decline of the West, says that every civilization has Its lusty youth, its 

strong manhood and tis disintegrating senescence. Sir W, M, Flinders 

Petrie has actually traced out these processes of growth, maturity and 

decay in the sculptures of ancient Egypt and other nations. 

That scientists should no longer pursue a policy of isolation aud 

detachmeuL from world affairs but should take their 

^"^^■^1^*** share of responsibility for the consequences of their 

Endings are brought home by a recent commiitikation of 

Professor A, P. Elkin ; 

“ For a number of years scientistg have been gradually emergiug 

from the * ivory' tower" and reaching a conviction that they must take 

* A. P, gUie. JUtfrt, Vot. 46, 1946, No, St, p. 96. 
' II. J, Firmerof 1«7, pp. )6-I7. 
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some responsibility for the social implications of their research and its 

applications. Quite apart from the fact that they themselves are citizens, 

with duties as such, they recognize that to put specialized knowledge and 

power into the hands of other citizens, particularly politicians, financiers 

and industrialists, whose attitude is not scientific, can be fraught with 

great danger to the commonweal. For this, many scientists no longer feel 

that they can eschew responsibility. The problem is difficult. The search 

for understanding must lead whither it will, unfettered; but must he who 

finds, hand over his discovery for the use of all—the socially responsible and 

irresponsible alike ? The heart-searching and fears following on the recent 

harnessing and release of atomic energy reveal the problem in all its 

starkness—a solution most be sought and found. ... We may be 

responsible, or rather blameworthy, for knowledge which we hold in our 

journals and within our coteries, but do not impart to the public in such a 

way that they can understand the facts and their implications. To see the 

dangers arising, false doctrines spreading, peoples being fooled by wicked 

propaganda, and truth being repressed, without using our knowledge 

publicly in the national and international interest, is at least to saddle our¬ 

selves with a share in the guilt for the evil which follows. This applies to 

aspects of the Versailles Peace Treaty, and to the events leading up to the 

recent war; but it must not apply to the next Peace Treaty. Anthropology 

must spread its knowledge on social, national, and international problems. 

. . . Knowledge on these matters, if spread in all countries through 

the people to Government, would 

(a) expose the shallowness of race-doctrines which are used to 

rationalize wars, and so would lessen the risk of war ; 
f6) increase knowledge of each other on the part of peoples of 

different nations and colour; and so improve international relations; 

(c) gradually eliminate exploitation and repression of native 

peoples; create respect for, and understanding of, their cultures; and 

hasten their progress in civilization 

There is immense scope for. the student of research in almost 

Retearchinthe ^^nch of modern anthropology. Our knowledge 

Future man whence, how and whither, is far from being 

complete or satisfactory. Increased knowledge in recent 

years has only added to the sum total of our existing problems. *Race still 

* A, P. Elkin, Man, 1946, Vol. 46, No. 78, p. 92. * 

t 
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baffles U5 more or less completely. It spite of the immense progress in 
human genetics there yet remain great posaibiliUes In this field. 

In physical anthropology, while great progress has been made la 

measurements and blood group studies, there is still great scope for Invcsii' 
gallons (if olher techniques, such as somatotype or constitutional type 

studies, the findings of which sometimes align themselves with other racial 
criteria but are often found to cross-cut race- Itiveatigations of constitu¬ 

tional types in correlation wuth the other established anthropometric 

procedures arc ncGdcd, The study of finger, palm and sole prints or 

detmatoglyphics Is yet another tiald the importance of which is scarcely 
recognized. 

The present need in social anthropology Is a broad synthesis of the 
difTcrent schools of thought. The functionalists are concerned with the 

sociological analyses of particular cultures while the historical school 

aims at iheir detailed hiatorical reconstruction on the basis of cuUura 

change. In addition to these main schools which are gradually coming 

together, the pHychological trend in anthropology Is much in evidence In 

the culture pattern or Gestalt school as well as the psycho-analytic school. 

The integration and unifying of these different lines of research as 

envisaged by Chappie and Coon * In the U.S.A. and by F. C. Bartlett * and 

others in England will, it is hoped, entrertch this science of human 
relations on a firm scientihe basis. 
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A NOTE ON THE ORIGIN OF MAN ‘ 

Bv D. D. KANGA 

" MiMuig Lin)c«' 

Wb have at present reached a very interesting stage in the ever-fascinating 

question regarding the origin of man. One of the so- 

called “ missing links ” between man and ape has been 

found. Professor Raymond A. Dart startled the world in 1924 by announ¬ 

cing that he had discovered a new type of fossil anthropoid in a limestone 

cave at Taungs in Bechuanaland, South Africa, which has a greater 

resemblance to man, particularly in the formation of its teeth, than it has 

to the gorilla or chimpanzee, and that it is " probably on or near the line 

by which man has arisen This discovery of manlike ape was not 

accepted by many European and American men of science who thought 

that Dart’s Taungs ape might be only a variety of chimpanzee or a 
dwarf gorilla. 

Dr. Robert Broom of the Transvaal Museum, Pretoria, however, 

thought otherwise. In his search for a new missing 

link or type of primitive man, Broom made two notable 
discoveries of skulls of apes, the first in 1936 in the Cave at Sterkfontein' 

and the second at Kromdraai in 1938,* which were far more man-like than 

the gorilla and chimpanzee. These three original fossils may be described 

as “ near-men " or the long-sought-for missing links. They are tabulated 
as follows : 

> The roonogtaphs on " Evolutioi^Biology " Archaeology " and " Geology Vol. 1, 
maiy aiao be profitably read aJong with this note- 

Read farther the following in connection with this subject, 

.. Mao's Origins" in Web of the Oniwrse by E. L, Gardner. 
PP' i" Eolluticn by Basil 

Cramp. (3) Problems in Anthropology ’ ’ by Miss E. W. Preston, pp. 233-241 of TAe 
Theosopkni, Jane 193S. (4) New Light on the Origin of Man " bv W F S io The 
Canadian TkeosopMst. DecemboT 1936. ■ ^ v/.t.S. m The 

With acknowledgments to the authors for quoting from their articles.—ED. 

’ Nature, IM, 486-48S (September 19, 1936), 

« Ibid,, m, 377*i79 (August 27,* 1938)* * 

* Near-men ^ 
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TASL£ 1 

No. 
Year 
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c.c. 
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The ‘Jaw of the Apc>Man Paranthropus Cra5sidei}5 ’ discovered by 

Or* Robert Broom in November 194S and 'an almost complete huge jaw 

with most oi the teeth * discovered by hia assistant Mr. John T. Robinson 

in 1949, are at present under investtgation.' 

The following table (not drawn to scale) shows the probable periods 
given by different scientisu for the age of man < 
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Dr. w. K, Gregory and Dr, Milo Heilman of New York, who are 

F.^it M™,ApM of greatest authorities on mammalian taetb. 
South Afric* invitation hy Dr. Robert Broom and Prof. Raymond 

visited South Africa in July IWS, studied the 
three original fossils described above, and submitted their report to the 

Prelona Museum. In view of the importance of the subject, they have 
given in Nalurr a brief statement of their findings in a abort article 

cniiiled " Fossil Man-Apes of South AfricaThis article is also 

reviewed in the column “News and Views" of the same number of 

atnrt. Their report " confirms, and at the same time extends, the 

implication of Dr. Broom’s diagnosis of the human affinities of his 

recently discovered relics of new types of fossil prehomtnids ", Praf 

Gregory and Dr. Heilman conclude their article in the following words : 

The facts and cousiderations cited b oux fuller report Can scarcely leave 
a well-founded doubt that the Pleistocene man-apes survivors of the 
ivTOified Dryoliithecus stock of the late Tertiary, whieh rauffed from Spain m 
jn^a and southward In East Africa, and that they were, in both a str^ml 
an a genetic fienw* the cousias of thfl contempomry human branch. Their 
mmerous transirioual conditionB tend atroagly to connect the families of apes 
and mon at no very d,slant geological dale {perhaps lower Pliocene), T^ 

n “c,” zr “ 
The report further supports the following statement made by 

,«i in tavi« a'"""™”" 
Iwl a>n, ramulabl, huou. In stractiire 
are probably the modified descendants of forms bat 3^ h! 
distributed ov'Cr Africa in Pliocene times and ir ■ 
Pliocene members of tlie jiroiip that man arow. ^ 

Furthermore, the view winch Dr. Broom expressed at the Confer- 

D/, Rnbert Brooni’i Philadelphia, U,S,A„ in March !Q37, where 
V-.. f™. an<h,opol.gfau, 

«ar b. i, u, ,bZ^„v "®"=. how voo- 

* ihia,, p, la, 

* Natitn, 14a, 377*370 (Aug, i7, loji}, t 
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natural scientist, he said: “ I firmly believe in evolution, no thinking 

scientist could deny it today, but I believe evolution was brought about by 

non-material forces, spiritual forces if you will, the highest form possible 

on earth—man 

Once again, in an authoritative article which Dr. Broom published 

in The Forum (England), Sept. 5, 1938, he took a more advanced position, 

as will be seen from the following conclusions, given in his own words. 

These will be found to be of absorbing interest by students of Theosophy : 

The discovery of this family of very man-like apes certainly throws 
new and very unexpected light on the origin of man. It makes it almost certain 
that man arose in the Pliocene, and it makes it probable that he arose rather 

rapidly. All that would be required to turn an ape like Paranthropus into 

a man would be an increase in the brain development. The occasional 
occurrence of microcephalic idiots ‘among men suggests that the rapid and 
great growth of the human brain may have been the result of a mutation or a 
series of mutations, but if so it seems to me such mutations must have been 

deliberately brought about by some spiritual guiding power and could not 

have been the result of blind chance* (Italics ours.—D.D.K.) 

While we are considering the human brain, it is worth while to 

_ ^ reproduce here the views of Dr. Osborn, a leading 
The Human Brain t i . ■ • « i .... 

anthropologist, to which he gave expression in his 

address at the annual meeting of the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science, held at Des Moines, Iowa, on Dec. 27, 1929: 

To my mind the human brain is the most marvellous and mysterious 
object in the whole universe, and no geologic period seems too long to allow for 
its natural evolution 

We must admit that this idea comes very near to the teaching of 

The Secret Doctrine. 

The scientific view before the recent discoveries regarding the 

origin of man was: (1) that man descended from ape (Lamarck and 

Darwin), (2) that both anthropoid and man had a common ancestry 

(Keith, Osborn, Gregory and Elliot Smith), and that the separation of the 

human stem from the common stem was placed in the early Miocene. 

Broom, as a result of his discoveries, goes back to the older view but in 

* Quoted from ** Problems in Anthropology ** by “ Janaki " in The Theost^hist, p. 417 
(Aug. 1937). 

’Quoted from*** New Light on the Origin of Man ’* by W. F. S. in The Canadian 
Theosophist, December 1938, 
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another form, and mj-s that man came from some ape-lIke ancestot in the 

H. P« Blantiky't Africa.’ H. P. BJavutsky has taken into 
Vi4w oonsideratioo these and other viewpoints but differs from 

them al) and puts forward a new viewpoint stated beJow 
which is worth considerins. She definitely says ; » Occoltism rejects the 
idea that Nature developed man from the ape, or even from an ancestor 

common to both ; but, on the contrary, traces some of the most anthropoid 
Specie? to the Third Race man of the early Atbntean Period * 

The following points emerge from the recent literature on the 
subject: 

1* Dart discovered in 192'f the Taungs ape which was mon-like, 

2. As the skull ivas that of a very young ape, the world was not 
ready to accept it, 

3. Broom discovered two fairly well preserved new forms of very 

man-like apes in the Pleistocene caves of South Africa in 1936 and 193« 
respect lively» 

A. They show conclusively that there lived in South Africa m 

mid-PleiaiDceue times large man-like apes for more man-like than the 
gorilla utid the chimpau^^ee. 

5. That they were biped and possibly walked nearly erect, 
6. That they had teeth almost human. 

7. But that they had brains of only 450 C.C, to 600 C.C, that 
is, one-third or half the siae of that of modern man, 

1. That they are too late to be quite ancestral to man. but they 
must be omrly 

\ y."? 'y"'. ‘’'ry “ 
apes, and Ihi, the fossil forma descrilied above (Dart's anil Broom's 
discoveries) are their little modified descend arts. 

■T''*; 1"^“ 1'“ >>«" <teri«d from „„e of ,h. Pliocene members 
of the gronp. mid thal he. somehow or other, began to develop , h,ge brain. 

U. That the marvelltma human brain baa not nvntved in tb. 

normal way during genlngicnl periods from the bmin of an nnthmpoid ape. 

I K. , : y K <■' rt« larger brain in man has bTn 

“‘ifcZe: — nndisnn. 

^ Vidt, Ttblfl 2 on p. 

* S. D., It, l^fAdyar EOJUdn, III, 191). 
*A filnnu ai diagmn 7, fnclDi p. 2fl$ ViJ i iiiio ,1 . • 

npv) and siTBan-inlndlffM men dTjfrrvnt trom MaN^ ii cJmf why nmn itke 
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The last pointy namely, that the larger brain in man is due to some 

spiritual guiding power, brings the scientific viewpoint 

advanced in the literature of Theo¬ 

sophy. Let us see how it is so. So far as form goes 

the newly-discovered “ man-apes ” of South Africa resemble man 

more than they do the gorilla and chimpanzee, but with this dif¬ 

ference that the brain capacity of the man-apes is one-third or half that 

of the average man. The mystery is : What made man develop the large 

brain ? “ How is the chasm between the mind of man and animal to be 

bridged ? asks Madame Blavatsky in her classic work The Secret Doctrine,^ 

or, in other words, she pertinently puts the same question in another form : 

“ How, if the anthropoid and homo primigenius had, argumenti gratia, 

a common ancestor—in the way modem speculation puts it—how did 

the two groups diverge so widely from one another as regards mental 

capacity ? ” And the answer which she gives is worth ponder!nfta^er: 

“ * Primaeval man ’ was man only in external form. He was mindless and 

soulless at the time he begot, with a female animal monster the forefather 

of a series of apes.* This speculation—if speculation it be—is at least 

logical, and fills the chasm between the mind of man and animal 

The wonderful patience and perseverance and the large measure 

of success with which the scientists have traced the origin of man call 

forth our highest admiration. The scientist of today has arrived at a very 

important stage in his researches into human origins. He has come face 

to face, for the first time, with the difficult problem as to the difference in 

the cranial capacity of man-like ape and man. How shall he account 

for this fundamental difference between animal and man } This inquiry 

brings us to actual grips xcith the important question as to what is man 

in reality. So far, the pedigree of man which the 

scientists have traced is the pedigree of man’s body and 

not that of man himself. The Ancient Wisdom, of 

which Theosophy is the modern expression, describes man thusMan 

is not body ; the body is but the garment that he wears; and man can 

never be understood, when you leave out of his pedigree the Spirit that 

makes him eternal, and the intelligence, which is an aspect of that Spirit, 

diflferentiatkig itself in the world of matter, and manifesting as intellect 

and as mind 

* S. D., II, 199 (Adyar Edition, HI. 195). 
* See pp. 21-22, this part.—Ed. 
* Annie Besant, The Pedigree of Man, p. 2. 

What U Man in 
Reality > 
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J ^,1,1 OWES Q dtep debt it cao never repay both to 
The modern world owes a p * . ^ ihc light and 

U P Rlavatskv »nd to Annie uesani lor lu,. h 

length In f 
** Anthropogenesm , An 

and benutilnlly in * ,1 t* ,ie (hat in trying to understand man 
She (H-P. Bln vat ^ ji^as ^cvolntiooi First, tbeapirttrud, 

^ his I«diF“. »;» ■"”'lor Spiril “ <!■• ”* *'■ 
.lOch is hi lar »« ■■" • “hr «(■"'“■" <»«*'« "'? 
shapes It* huilds >t to ° ^ Ih, othsr pole ol huo™ mtura, I e 
remdiHi (to iMffpliiWe > * ^ spiritual pedigreo is the coraioB 
pbynicnl, the pedigree o <_ Mauer* The physical iwdigrw is the result 
down by slow P ^ through the Matter, which it shapes For 
oJ the upward climbing , . powers- Then, looking at these two great 
the passion ot ^ ^ pUjey from below opwards, we coiWtf m a 
lines* one from above ew/uiiou oj man's perfi'jree 

point at Whm?! ^ !,,, human being. That « the 
others, of the Bgo to take postessiou of ha phyatcai 
evaF«#n»«; that ri 11 ^ iabarnacU the Spirit which has brooded over 

it, which has by tis " , obvaicai evolution, the intellectual hvolution, 
uoj:od the spiritual evolution, the ph^c^ avoiutm^_,^^ can s« the whole 

then there unfolds ^ ^ illuminative outlinea, and we can begin _ to 

:ZZ oi the wonder ^that Human Natur. which is God. God 

m manifested form, divine in e^ce and m powers. , . , 

n- 7 Jaeing P- S1S8, in the monograph on "Chemuitry 

V l this 'antks. graphically illustrates the points mentioned m 

mo/ogy. PP. 369-31<>. '• 

" fhe Beswiii WP* 3-4. 
(Itfttiet cnin^ D.DiK.) 
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PHILOSOPHY AND THEOSOPHY 

By B. L. ATREYA 

Philosophy—Its Relation to Science, 

Religion, Mysticism and Occultism 

Science is a rational and systematized knowledge of the world based on 

careful and, as far as possible, controlled observation 

of facts of sensory experience. It aims to be precise 

and verifiable. It tries to understand events in terms of their causes, 

complex phenomena in terms of simpler ones, and wholes in terms of their 

constituent elements or parts. It proceeds by analysis, and in its attempt 

to understand the Universe it tries to avoid reference to anything which is 

not within the actual or possible sensory observation. It is clear that such 

an approach to Reality, however valuable it may be to the practical man, is 

not free from limitations and defects. From its very nature as knowled^fe 

based on sense-observation, it has no concern with what may not be 

observed with the senses. The sensible alone, however, is not the real. 

There may be imperceptible entities and facts which are beyond the 

capacity of sense-observation, even when it is highly aided by the finest 

instruments ever invented. Again, owing to the vastness of the Universe and 

manifoldness of its aspects, science has to divide itself into severa 

branches, which pursue their investigations more or less independently of 

■one another, with the consequence that each science gives us a partia 

and therefore a defective picture of the world. There is in fact no science 

which makes an attempt to know the world as a whole, and to know it in 

all its aspects at the same time. It is just conceivable that the Universe 

as a whole may be quite different from what we know of ,t through the 

eyes of the various sciences, for every analytic view of the world is apt to 

miss those characteristics which are peculiar to it as a whole. Anot er 

defect of the scientific approach to Reality is that every science has to 

start from certain unproved assumptions, and make use of certain concepts 

8 
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which it never cares to examine. On deeper thinking many of these 

assumptions are found to be questionable, and the concepts self-contra¬ 

dictory. Science, therefore, fails to satisfy man’s craving for a complete 

and rational understanding of the Universe as a whole. It does not give 

us a satisfactory world-view. 

Does religion satisfy it ? A careful study of the various religions of 

the world will show that the primary aim of religion is 
Religion ^ world-view, but to bring about emotional 

satisfaction, redemption, salvation or perfection of the individual. Religion 

has always been more of a personal and emotional attitude, a feeling of 

reverence and worship, a tendency to propitiate in order to be helped and 

redeemed, than a strictly logical and objective enquiry into the nature of 

the Universe. No doubt, every religion, directly or indirectly, implies 

and has, as its foundation, a world-view; but it is not built on a conscious, 

rational, systematic and comprehensive understanding of facts. It is often 

vague, incomplete and uncritical; received ready-made from tradition, 

scriptures and influential personalities ; and accepted on mere faith. Its 

contents are determined more by instinctive needs, emotional moods and 

wish-fulfilling imagination than by critical observation and rational and 

comprehensive thinking. Hence the world in which religious people have 

always lived and preferred to live has been more or less an imaginary world 

of their own creation rather than the world of facts and realities. That 

is why there has always been a conflict between religion and science. It 

is futile, therefore, to go to religion for a correct understanding of the 

world as a whole. 

Where shall we then go for a comprehensive and true view of the 

Universe? There is a natural demand within us to know the Universe 

completely. This demand expresses itself in the form of knowledge called 

Philosophy. Philosophy aims at a most comprehensive and coherent view 

of the Universe as a whole, leaving no aspect of it un- 
Philotophy . , , . , , . i i 

noticed. It is not actuated by any motive other than 

the desire to know. Its goal is truth, its guide is reason, and its field of 

investigation is experience of all possible kinds and levels. Unlike science, 

it is not confined to the facts of sensory experience. Philosophy has as 

much regard for the facts and theories of Science as for the aspirations of 

Religion and the intuitions of Mysticism. It serves as an eye-opener to 

the various sciences by pointing out the defects of their method, the limita¬ 

tions of their fields, and the inadequacy of their theories about the nature 
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MysticUm 

of the Reality. It questions their assumptions, and logically examines and 

often explodes their descriptive and explanatory concepts. It reconciles 

the conflicting views of the Reality arrived at by the different sciences by 

pointing out the shortcomings of each, and brings about an all-comprehen¬ 

sive synthesis in which all of them may find a suitable place. In the same 

way, it brings about a reconciliation between Science and Religion. Unlike 

religion, it is absolutely impartial in its investigations. It does not defend 

or justify any dogma, but discovers, judges and criticizes with the least 

concern as to the consequences. Although philosophy is not to be guided 

by any religious motive, it cannot afford to neglect religious aspirations 

and religious experiences of mankind. Religious attitude and phenomena 

being themselves facts, they have to be reckoned with and understood. 

They must find a proper place and explanation in a comprehensive 
world-view. 

Philosophy is related to Mysticism and Occultism in the same 

way as to Science and Religion. Mystic phenomena 

—experiences of beings or realities through some other 

means than the ordinary perceptive processes or the reason—like others, 

are also facts of experience, and philosophy as a comprehensive and 

rational interpretation of the entire experience cannot afford to neglect 

them. They too must find a proper place in the world-view of a philo¬ 

sopher. Philosophy can never be identified with mysticism. Reports of 

mystic phenomena are great assets for philosophy, but they are not 

philosophy itself. In themselves mystic experiences are fragmentary, 

incoherent and unsystematic. They require the genius of philosophy to 

be synthesized and correlated with other facts of experience. 

The contention of occultism is : 

The world of our senses does not present the whole of Reality; but higher 
spheres exist, and mankind is enabled to gain insight into this higher world by 
reason of second sight or “clairvoyance’*. That which to us is the world forms 
but a small section of the actual universe of being. The world is not alone in 
possessing unknown spheres and gradations ; what is true of the world is true 
also of mankind.^ 

Occultists tell us, on the evidence of their own experience, that 

OccultitttT are entities, facts and events in the world, and 

aspects and qualities of things, which remain unknown to 

the “ normal mail ” in whom the faculties adequate to know them have 

^ Konstantin Oestereicb, Occultism and Modem Science, p. 136. 
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not yet developed. As there are hidden and unrevealed aspecis of things 

and eotitiea in the Universe, so are there latent senses and faciilties tn roan 
with which they are known. All of ns can, by undergoing an occull 
training, develop these latent powers of perception.! Endowed with these 

capaciiies, we shall behold much more in the Universe than the scientist 

docs with his finest instruroents of observation, or the philosopher does 

with bis fine logical intellect. The occultist tells ns that in the course of 

our spiritual evolution all these latent faculties of knowledge will become 

patent, but that this natural course of evolution can be hastened through a 

certain occult training. He also tells ua that there exist such spiritual 

beings as have perfected themselves and whose kijowJedge of the Universe 
verges on omniscience. Philosophy cannot neglect the voice of occultism, 

for, on a priori grounds, it cannot dismiss occuHiam as trash and negligible. 

There is nothing illogical in the contention of occultism. We can never 

be sure about the unreality or noo-e*istencc of what is not revealed in the 

normal" man's experience. If occultism claims to open new vistas of 

eicperiettcc before the extremely limited vision of man, it is certainly web 

come to philosophy. True to bis calling, a philosopher ought to Uke 

notice of its evidence in formulating a comprehensive and coherent view* of 

the world. Occult phenomena and occult lore, however, are not to he taken 

by philosophy at their face^value, in all observation and description 

of facts, whether of a normal or of occult kind, there is alw'ays an 

admixture of fact and fiction. Occult phenomena have, iberefore, first to 

be carefully examined by experimental methods, and then to be brought 

into relation with our normal modes of existence and knowledge. Thanks 

to the efforts of the Society for Psychical Research, they are now 
being brought to light, and arc being carefully observed and under* 

stood. The findings and conclusions of Psychical Research are now as 
important to a philosopher as those of Physics and Chemistry, if 

not more.* 
We are now' in a positiun to form a correct idea of what philosophy 

is. It is a disinterested effort to formulate a coherent and comprehensive 
view of the Universe as a whole, and to interpret particular facts in relation 

‘ e. L, AlnsyA ; ” Sd^ksmoriOJil Faewn io Hommi Pmonaliiy *' in Tht T^raeeedtngM of 
fJt# ThiniHh Indian ^citnee pp. US F- 

^ B. L. Atreyp: A Plaa for Pi&irclioJlcsiits' Isterat m Psj^hitaJ JRltiKArpli " b 
Jauptidi of Tift Hinitu Unrerrsity, Vul. Vlt, No. I* pp. ItAil Atrey* i A 
Gtfurai */ fiit Pr^wnt m indian Philaiopky^ pp. 27-31* 
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to and in the light of the whole. The success of a philosophical hypothesis 

depends on its being all-inclusive. As the writer has said elsewhere: 

An ideal philosophical hypothesis must admit the claims of all demands 

of our life—intellectual, emotional and active. It must take note of all types of 

experience—waking, dream, sleep, and those moments of conscious forgetfulness 

which are experienced when we are merged in the contemplation of the beautiful, 

the true and the good ; no less than these, of the mystic experience which has 

always been reported by some throughout the history of the world. It must be 

a grand synthesis of all the positive doctrines of all the philosophers of the world, 

of all religions, of all the discoveries of science; for, we must remember that all 

the great thinkers, whether in science, religion or philosophy, have taken note of 

some such aspects of the Reality as cannot be denied to belong to it, and so 

should not be denied a place in the ideal philosophy, no matter if they arc 

transcended and transmuted in the Reality as a whole. Philosophy, thus accord¬ 

ing to us, is the most comprehensive scheme of concepts, prepared under the 

guidance of reason, in which all the contents of the actual and possible ex¬ 

perience must fit; in which all the concepts of science, religion and other 

philosophical systems must be offered a rightful place.* 

A philosophical system is defective in so far as it fails to satisfy this 

condition. No philosophical system, it may not be out of place to mention 

here, has yet attained this high ideal of perfection. We have yet to build 

a philosophy which may satisfy these requirements. Yet every philosophi¬ 

cal hypothesis represents a facet of the all-comprehensive Truth, which is 

our ideal. Until the ideal is reached philosophy will always be supple¬ 

mented by religion based on faith. 

A Brief Survey of the Recent and Contemporary 

Philosophy of the West 

We have given above a general idea of what the function of 

philosophy is, and what in general an ideal philosophical system ought to 

be. Man has been philosophizing since the dawn of his reflective con¬ 

sciousness. The history of philosophy records great philosophical specula¬ 

tions in all ages. The world has seen great philosophers like Socrates, 

Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, St. Augustine, Descartes, Locke, Berkeley, 

Hume, Loibnitz, Spinoza, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Schopenhauer and 

Hegel in the West; and Yajnavalkya, Gautama, Kanada, Kapila, Patanjali, 

Badarayana, Vasjstha, Krishpa, Buddha, Asanga, Vasubandhu, Nagarjuna, 

* B. L. Atrejra. The Philosophy of the Vogavdsi^fha, T,P,H», 1936, pp. 586^587. 
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Shankara ind Rdm^nuja m tbc East, wbo have made everlasting contri¬ 

butions to PbUosopby. We are not concerned here with the evolution of 
the philosophical thought of the world, nor with the gr^t philosophical 

hy'ptheees of all times and climes. In this Series, Where Theosophy ANi> 

SctEKCE Meet, we shall confine ourselves to a brief survey of the recent 

and contemporary philosophical thought of the West, simply because it has 

been developing side by side and under the indueoce of modern science. 

We shall also give a bird’s-eye view of the ancient Indian philosophical 
speculations, because they represent the main types of philosophical schools 

of the world, and also because at present the world has once more become 

interested in them and is looking towards India for light and inspiration. 

The German Idealism of the Eighteenth and 

Early Nineteenth Centuries 

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries Germany ruled over 

the world of Philosophy. Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel nnd Scboiieo- 

bauei were not only the greatest tliinkers of their age, but their names 

W'ill go down to posterity as some of the greatest philosophers of all ages. 

They were great idealists, and whenever the world feels disgusted with 

Uateriaiism, Individualism and Hedonism in future, it will hnd Inspiration 

and guidance in the immortal writings of these great thinkers. It is 

interesting to note that their philosophy is very much in agreement with 

the deepest philosophy of India, namely, the Vedanta, and with the 

doctrines of Theosophy. We shall, therefore, begin our survey of the 
Recent and Contemporary Philosophy of the West with a short account 
of their philosophy. 

Kaut (172-4-lfi04J i Immanuel Kant set before himsell the task of 

critically determining the sources and validity of human knowledge. Before 

him there had been a prolonged dispute as to whether all human knowl¬ 

edge originates in sensations {limpirtcism} or in some inborn, innate ideas 

of the intellect I'oimflaw), Locke (1632-1704), Berkeley <1685-17Sd), 

and Hume (1711-1776) were the great exponents of the first view, and 

Descartes (1596-1650), Spitioaa (1632-1677), and Uibnits (1646-1716) of 

the second. After prolonged thought Kant came to the coRplusion that 

RationaJiam was justified only in so far as some ideas do not come from 

the senses, namely, those which make knowledge necessary and universai. 

The idea that every event must have a cause, for example, cannot originate 
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b Sfidsation. Empiricism, on the other band, was justified only in so far 

as sensibility alone gives us reality. For scientific knowledge, therefore, 

which aims at forTnulating universal and objectively valid judgments about 

the real w'orld, both sense and understanding (sensations and ideas) are 

becefisary. Kant has also deteimitted what exactly is the contribution 
made by the mind to scientific knowledge. 

Knowledge consists of (1) sensations and (3) their synthesis brought 
about by the active mind and completed in three stages, namely {a} Per¬ 

ception, (6) Understanding and (c) Reason. Let «s note the contributioii 
of the mind at each stage of the synthesis : 

(1) Perception: Perception has two aspects or factors, {<?) con* 
tent of raaniJold and variable sen5e*qualttiea, and (6) uniform and fixed 

relations of space and time in which the former are placed. The latter 

are not received from without as sensations {a posHsriuriy, but are contri¬ 
buted by the perceiving subject as a priori (prior to experience) forms. 

AH sensations have to be cast in the farms of time and space which the 

mind supplies immediately whenever it receives the senaations* The 
mind has got these forms ready-made for the purpose. They are necessary 
for all perception, hence universal. It is only on account of all sensory ex¬ 

perience being cast in these forms that mathematical judgments aru valid for 

all experience, mathematics being the deductive science of space and time. 

(2) Understanding: Perceptions are synthesized by the Under¬ 
standing. The latter constructs out of the former, objects, relations and 

laws which form the world of our knowledge. The synthetic forms of 

thu understanding which arc the constitutive principles of the world are 

called Categories by Kant. By a thorough study of all possible kinds of 

judgments under which we comprehend the world, be discovered 12 such 
categories, namely. Unity, Plurality, Totality; Reality, Negation, Limi¬ 

tation i Substance, Cauoe, Reciprocity; Possibility, Essence, and Necessity. 

Like time and space on the lower stage of s}’nthesis, the categories are 

a priori principles. They are not derived from sense-experience; they 
are pure, innate and transcendental. They synthesize all perceptions, 

and express this sythesis in the form of judgmenta. So they have objective 

necessity. They are the fundamental laws of nature, for oil datErminate 

knowledge* must be cast in them. Our world, therefore, consista of 

objects, relations and Jaws farmulaled by the categories of understanding. 

Although the categories are rr prion, and although no knowledge of the 
sensible world ia possible without them, they have no validity outside 
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our orperieacet A commoa world and eciaacu ate possible because there 

IS a transcendental Unity m the catr^orics. Each man's uaderstanding 

operates in the same way. This fact presupposes a Consciousness of 

humanity, a Universal Self, a Super-consciousness, a higher I *’ than 

the individual ego, which acts in each ego as the transcendental unity 

of apperception. This Sell is not found in experience, but is a neces¬ 
sary postulate to account for the unity and universaJity of knowledge. 

Just as the Subject of knowledge is beyond the pale of all knowledge, 

30 are the objective sources (stimuli) of sensations. Nevertheless they 

have to be postulated. Kant calls these ultimate causes of sensations 

“ tbiuga-in-tiicmselves ", as distinguiabed from the objects of our knowledge 

which are " tbings-for-us", We can never know' the former as they 
are, for all that w-e know is constituted by sensations and the 0 priori 

forms of our own understanding. 

<5) Reason : There [a a still higher synthesis of knowledge 

wfhicb the faculty of Season brings about. In its synthesis Reason 

does not keep itself conDned within the sensible experience, but compre- 

heuds even that which is beyond the limiu of actual or possible experience, 

that which is unconditioned and unrelated. The judgments of Mathe¬ 

matics and of Physics (empirical sciences) are valid and universal, 

for they de-nl with the a prion forms of all experience (space, time and 

categories), but the doctrines of Metaphysics, a product of Reason, do 

not enjoy universal validity and acceptance, because they deal with 

those things which are beyond our experience (actual or possible). 

The synthetic forms of Reason, namely, the Ideas of Self, God, and 

Totality of the (JDiverse, can never be made objects of our knowledge, 

and So should not be thought of in terms of the categories of understand¬ 

ing, which have no legitimate use outside sensible experience. But 

when we do so, contradictory judgments are equally upheld with reference 

to God, Soul and the Universe. The ideas of Reason are, however, not 

altogether useless. They are Regulative Principles of our knowledge, 

Experisuce would certainly be better synthesized in case there existed 

God, in case there were a Soul, and in case the World were a Totality 
of related things. They bridge ihe gulfs between Science, Ethics 
and Religion, < 

The world of experience, which includes both the empirical ego 
and external nature, is, as above stated, conditioned and governed by 

the forms of perception and by the categories of understanding. But 
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the moral uige, the feeling of ought within us, unconditioual and 

absolute. It is a categoiical imperative. We feel that we ought to 

do the nght without any consideratiun of Consequences. But ought 

implies ccin. As moral beings, we are. therefore, free agents. Our moral 

consciousness further implies or presuppasea that we are deathless, for 
moral perfection at which the feeling of ongbt aims is not attainable 

in this short life. The fact that in this world rectitude and happiuess 

do not go together presupposes that there is an omuiseient and just 

God who will reward the good in some future life. Thus although 
theoretical Reason cannot establish God and iminortalily, and leaves ns 
free to believe or not to believe in them, our moral sense (practical Reason) 
postulates their e;iistence. 

PosT’Kantian Philosophy; Although Kant made room for 
moraliiy and rcligiun, he closed the doors OQ metaphysics {Ontology}, His 

philosophy sets limits to human thinking, and bids it confine itsdf 

within the phenomeoa, and never to talk of the noumena beyond merely 

postulating, their existence as “ things-in-themselves ”, In fact if we are 

strictly Kantian, we cannot even say that " things-in themselves ” exist. 

They are unknown and unknotiVable according to Kant. The Soul and the 

things-in-thcmselves ' are mere postulates. Discussion about them is 

hound to lead us into a jungle of antinomies. His immeifinta successors 
in Germany, however, did not pay any heed to his advice. They began 
their metaphysical thinking where Kaol had ended it, and built huge 

mansions of philosophy by thdr extraordinary intellect and insight. 

Fichte (1762-1R14)! The Ultimate Reality, according to Fichte, 

U the Moral Ego which he variously calls the Pure Will, the Active 
Rcasou, the Spirit, and God. It expresses itself w'ithin us in the feeling 

of GugAi. There are no '‘things-in-themselves ” behind the objects 

of our experience. The eutire objective world or nature which Fichte 

calls Non-Ego and all the individual egos originate in the Moral Ego. 

The Moral Ego {“ I ") being a free Moral Activity, it creates the Non-Ego 
(** Not-1") as a field for its activity, and as an obstruction to itselF 

which la necessary to all moral struggle, and individual egos for the 

realixalioo of Its moral ideals through them. Thus the world is a 

unique theatre of moral action, where not only the drama, but also 

the actors and the stage are created by the Creative Director, the Moral 

Ego. This Ethical Idealism reminds us of the Hindu conception of the 
world as Dhufitta-k^eira in which every individual is a moral agent (karta). 
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ScheUing (1775-1854): The Ego and the Non-Ego being 

correlatives, we cannot rightly regard the former as the Source of the 

latter. Both must be derived from a higher Principle which may 

be neither Ego nor Non-Ego* It should be neutral and indifferent 

in its nature. Thought does not produce reality. The former can 

only reproduce the latter. So they are correlatives. They too must 

have a Common Source which is the same Indifferent and Neutral 

Absolute. The Absolute Reality, therefore, according to Schelling, 

is the Transcendent Impersonal Reason. It gives rise to both mind 

and nature. Mind and nature develop according to the same laws. 

The entire activity of nature is rational and purposive. There is nothing 

dead in nature. Matter, vegetables, animals and human beings are 

graded expressions of the dynamic activity of nature which is the cosmic 

artistic Creation of the Absolute. The highest kind of self-realization 

occurs when both will and sense (morality and science) are transcended in 

self-forgetfulness of the aesthetic experience. ^Esthetic feeling is the 

summum bonum of man, for the Universe is the work of Divine Art. 

It is in the contemplation of the beautiful, both in Nature and in Art, that 

the presence of the Deity is realized, and not in mere theoretical know¬ 

ledge where the presence is merely conceived. Schelling’s philosophy is 

called ^Esthetic Idealism. 

Hegel (1770-1831): The Ultimate Reality, according to Hegel, 

cannot be outside the pale of our knowledge. The common Source of the 

Ego and Nature does not transcend them, but is immanent in both. 

Nature and mind are the successive modes of the perpetual process which 

itself is the Absolute Reason. The self-unfolding process of Reason is 

immanent in the Universe, and is perfectly knowable. The real is rational 

and the rational is real. Having passed through the successive stages of 

inorganic and organic evolution, the Absolute Reason becomes personified 

and^self-conscious in man. It is both the subject that knows and the 

object that is known. The Categories of Reason (discovered by Hegel 

with great labour) are not mere modes of thought; they are also the 

modes of being of things. There are no “ things-in-themselves ** beyond 

the self-unfolding process of Reason, which not only conceives reality but 

also produces it or rather expresses itself through it. So logic and onto¬ 

logy are the same for Hegel. Philosophy, in which Reason becomes fully 

self-conscious, is the highest expression of the Absoli^e Reason. The 

Absolute cannot be conceived as one or the other of two opposite notions, 
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as it is an aJl-coinprehcnsive Idea in which all couttadlctory noiiona are 
syathcaixed. The Absolute is not a single limited reality, not a composite 
of particular realities, not a system of related partiu] realities, not matter, 
not life, not even the totality of all lives. It is the All-comprehending 

Absolute Spirit which is manilasting in every partial reality in order to 
reahae iisell as the Self-Conscious Idea. Hegel's Idealisni is called 
Logical Idealism. 

Schoptnhaawr (1768'18GO}: The world is an ideal construction. 

The presEntatjoua have no external reality behind themscives. They are 
mere ideas. The thing-iji-itself, the Reality at the root of all phenomena, 
is the Will (blind and irrational Craving) which we can intuit within 

oursdv^. It is characterised by perpetual and insatiable desire, to satisfy 
which It gewa on creatieg the body and the objects. The body is nothing 

but the objectification of the Will. Although the objects and the bodies 
which it creates for the realisation of its desires are infinite in number, the 

WiU is one. The Will is the reality, the world-idea is a mere illusion. 

The Will always remains unsatisfied and unhappy on account of its 

boundless desires. So sufTeriug and pain arc cortimon throughout creation. 

There in no mining in our efforts for happiness, for all pleasures are short- 

liv^ and limited. Pleasure h negative, a temporary rdiaf from pain, 
which alone is positive. The only way of ddlverance from suffering is 
“denying the Will-to-live How is the WiJJ-to-Hve denied? Not by 
suicide induifd 1 for it is an act of affirmation of the WiJi.to.Jive. A tempor¬ 

ary denial of the Will may be effected in sesthetic contemplation. But 

complete deliverance from the Will-to*live comes through moral self- 

denial, Schopenhauer also believed in reincarnation of the individual. 
It IB needluSH to point out that much is in common between Buddhism 
and the philosophy of Schopenhauer. 

Materialism and Positivism of the 

MiD-NtNETEESTH CenTURY 

The daaaling success of the scientific approach to the Reality 
more or less blinded the eyes of the middle decades of the nineteenth 

emtury to the deeper realities of life. A strong wave of Empiricism. 
Materialism and Poaitivism swept all over Europe. Moleschott (1822-1893) 
attempted to exjilaia the entire phenomenon of life in terms of matter and 
orcc. Vogt £1817*1895) regarded thought as simply a secretion of the 
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brain. BQchner (1824*1899) considered everything in the Universe as 

produced by matter and motion. Life was generated, according to him, 

spontaneously out of matter. Czolbe (1819*1873) regarded everything 

supersensible as mere nonsense. According to Haeckel (1834*1919) the 

entire cosmic process is a continuous evolution—from the simplest atoms 

to the highest being, man. There is no fundamental difference between 

the living and the non*living. Everything is material. Matter with force 

as its essential aspect is the only reality, and all things have gradually 

evolved out of it under strict mechanical laws. According to E. Mach 

(1838*1916) there is no intrinsic difference between physical and mental 

phenomena, both being capable of being resolved into some common 

elements, or a neutral stuff. According to Ostwald (b. 1853) both matter 

and consciousness are forms of energy which is the ultimate Reality. 

Even those scientific philosophers of the time who did not subscribe to 

Materialism could not escape the anti*supernaturalistic tendency of science. 

They advocated a philosophy which refrained from all sorts of super- 

naturalism, and regarded the world as a closed natural system governed 

by mechanical laws. Comte (1798*1857) advocated Positivism, according 

to which our knowledge is limited to the phenomena alone ; beyond them 

it cannot go. The task of a philosopher is not the quest of the unknow* 

able, ultimate Reality, but a systematization of the methods and results of 

the various sciences. We should give up all metaphysics and our religious 

devotion should be diverted from the unknown God to Humanity, to serve 

which should be our highest aim. Herbert Spencer (1820*1903), although 

admitting the existence of an “ unknown ” and “ unknowable ” ground of 

the phenomenal world, believed that human knowledge was confined to the 

phenomena. He applied the scientific theory of evolution to all spheres 

of existence. The original stuff out of which the world is evolved is a 

homogeneous something, the inner nature of which is unknown and 

unknowable, but which may be called force or matter*and*motion. 

Reaction against Materialism 

-These empiricistic, materialistic, agnostic and positivistic tendencies 

evoked a very strong reaction in the form of widespread currents of 

Idealism, Spiritualism, Vitalism, Pragmatism and Neo*realism which have 

been advocated by great thinkers in Germany, England, France, Italy and 

America. These movements have greatly succeeded in br^ging back man’s 

lost faith in himself and in his spiritual ideals. 
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Idealism and Spiritualism 
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Spiritualism are very old doctrines of philosophy. 

wLld r “ *PW‘“alism, wo mean a 

coooa.vad m lerma of ideas or Ihoaghts rather than in terms of matte!^ 

d motion that the entities behind the phenomenal world are more o( 

lid Ih ril, "'7 “"“iisoions atoms, 
and that the valnes-trnth, goodness and beanty-are not merely sobjec 
live creations of man, bnt they have a cosmic signiacance. and are 
discovered rather than invented by him. The greatest leaders of this 

movement in contemporary philosophy have been Fechoer, Utae, Encken 

and Hnsserl in Germany; Green. Bradley, Bosanqnet, Ward. Sorely and 

cTaggart in England; Ravaisson. Renonvier and Uchelier in France • 

Cr«e GmKila m Italy; Lossky in Rnssia; and Royce and Hocking 
in the United States of America. We snmmariae below the doctrines of 
some or these philosophers. 

G T. Fechner (180M887): All things are psychical in nature; 
physical.ty .s only phenomenal. Behind all physical appearances are 
souls. The soul of the entire Cosmos is called God. There is a hierarchy 

o Muls in the world. The higher souls include the lower ones. All 

souls are induded and uniHed within God. The entire Cosmos is the 
physical body of God. 

(1817-1881): There must be in the Universe an all-compre- 
ending Unity of which the individual entities are modifications or limited 

forms We can conceive of this Unity only on the analogy of our own 
nner ing, the spirit or the soul. In nature there must also exist other 

spiritual beings than man. 

(1846-1926): The highest reality is the Spiritual Life 
which is in and above nature. Man comes in contact with this Life in 

mystic intuition, and can participate in its progress towards perfection. 

By coming m contact with the Spiritual Life man gets the revelation of 

rruth. Goodness and Beauty. The real purpose of human life is not to 
indulge in sense-pleasures but to rise to the height of Divine Life by 
active moial endeavour. 

c K- ^ (b. 1859): All being of things is being in conciousness. 
subject and object differ only in degree and not in kind. Over and above 

t e empirical ego there is a transcendental ego which is the source of all 
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obiects and their essences. The totality of all the transceodcnlal egos is 

the Supreme Being or the Spirit- 
T, H, Green (1S36-1S82) : HumaJi consciousness is not a product 

of inanimate datura) forces. There must be a Spiritual Principle immanent 

in nature. The Spiritual Principle which is responsible for unity and 

intelligibility of nature, and for the unity of self-consciousness id man, is 

the Universal ConBciousness or Gad> Religion and morality consist in 

realizing fully this true and highest Self within us, which -is above all 

change and therefore immortal. 
F. H. Bradley (1646*1924); The Ultimate Reality is the immediate 

Experience, the undifferentiated whole in which being, knowing and 

feeling are all one. Distinetioalcss m itself, it contains the possibility of 

all distinctions. All (he concepts of science are self-cantradictory and 

therefore mqfe appearances. They are rooted in the Absolute Experience 

which cannot be charseterized by any one of them. The Absolute is 
much more than all the appearances taken together. The appearances do 

not mar (he unity of the Absolute, In the Absolute all the appearances 

get transmuted and fused, and their mutual conflict is overcome. The 

Absolute ts above all changes and evolution, although within It countless 

waves of evolution may be going on. 
James Ward (1843*1925); There is no ultimate dualism of mind 

and mutter. Experience is a duality in unity. The doepest Unity is 

God, who sustains the world which k an act of self*limitation on His 

part. There is an infinite variety and plurality of psychical beings of 

all possible grades, Some of whom may even be higher than human 

beings. All the monads or spiritual entities of which nature conaists 

are free agents. They are immortal and cannot be effaced out of 

existence. 
McTaggurt (1866*1925); There is no such thing as matter. The 

world ia spiritual through and through, canaisting of selves which are 

self-ccnaeious and conscious of others. The selves are immortal and they 

incarnate from one life to another. The Universe is eternal. 

F. Ravaisson^MoHUti (1813-1900): All nature is spiritual, and 

there is no difference of kind in its phenomena. The inorganic, organic 

and psychic phenomena differ only in degree. God is the sourta? of every¬ 

thing in the world. 
J, lachelier (1S32-1918J; Thought is the Ultimate Reality, The 

entire objectivity, regularity and orderliness of the world is a construction 

I 

4 4 
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of thought. Thought crtattt ofajectd ia time and tpece by its own free 
will. The Universal Thought is called God. 

B. Croce (b. 1860}: There is a unity throughout nature. Thought 
and objects are not independent e^ccept by absifactioo. All that we know 

is conscious experience. Over and above the experience of finite minds 
there is .the Spiritual Reality which is not exhansted by them, and which 
is the beginningless, endless, ever-active and creative historical process. 

?{. O, Lossky (b. 1870) : The objective world consists of events 

and processes which are expressions of the notivliies and processes ol 

purposive spiritual entities, although all of them may not be fully conscious. 

The world is an organic whole grounded in the Super CoattiJc Absolute 
which is the source of all free substances. 

Hocking (b, 1873); The entire world is One Self which is JnAnite 

in its depth and mystery. Human self Js but an Imperfect expression oi 
it. It is on its way to perfection, freedom and immortality, which it has 

been realizing progressively, Eveiy one of ils 15 responsible for bis prc:sm 
and future spiritual status. 

The VITALISTIC Philosophy.—ffer^son (b. 1859): The Ulti¬ 
mate Reality is not a static something, ft is the ever-changing, ever- 

moving Han vitat, vital impulse, a spontaneous living force akin to 

consciousness in us. It is never experienced as being, but as duration 

and as ever becoming. Life, both universal and individual, is ceaseless 
spiritual activity incessantly creating new forms and becoming ever richer 

as it proceeds. Matter itself is Han vital in movement, but th« movement 

called matter is in the direction opposite to that of the vital urge, It is 

the interrupted flow of endless duration, a kind of relaxation of the 
apiritnal activity. It originates in the flow of the Han vital in the same 

way as the extinguished parts of a rocket fall to the ground as dead 
particles. Matter is a principle ol individuation j it divides the Universal 

Life irito individual personalities. It also provokes intensive activity of 

the spirit by coming into its way. Conscinusnesa is not a mere product, 
epi-phenomannn oc function of the brain. The latter is only an instru¬ 

ment and not a source or origin of consciousness. We cannot understand 

Reality through the intellect which abstmets and spatialixes the concrete 

and ever-lowing life. Instead of entering the heart of Reality, it hovers 

around it. Like a cinematographic fllm, it attempts to picture movement 
by having only a series of unmoving snapshots Science, which is a 

product of intellect, gives only such a picture of Reality. It is only 
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the Reality that we understand life. Then at) speculative problems 
disappear. 

The Philosophy of Evolution.—Lfyod Morgan (b. 18S2J is 
the father of what ia called the " Emergence" theory of avoltitton. 

According to this theory there 5s a pToeTei55ive unfoldment of quite new 

qunUtiea in the course of evolution, which can never be reduced to, or 
explained in terms of, the previously evolved ones. Physical events are of 

graded complexities—atoms, molecules, organic cclla and organisms. In 
each case of greater complexity, some new qualities emerge which were not 
present 5n the previous and Jess complex groups of events. Thus there 

is a new quality in atoms which is not found in electrons ; still newer ones 

in the moleculei, which are not present in the atoms. In this way vitality 

emerges in organisms and mentality in animals. In future and higher 
stages still newer qualities, unknovi n to us, may emetge. 

S. Al4xattder {b. 1859); Time, Space and Motion are not separate 
entities. As such, they are mere abstraettons from the Original Stuff of 
the world, which is four*dimensional Spacc^Time in movement with 

distinguishable point-instants within It, This stuff spontaneously forms 

into many groups of point-instants, the simplest of them consisting of 

various vcJocJticB and extents. In some patterned groups of these, a 

new quality, namely, “materiality”, cmergEa, More complex patterns 

acquire still newer qualities, such as colour, taste and smd). In the same 

way under certain conditions there emerges life in some collocations of 

point-instants, Under certain other conditions emerges consciauaness in 
some living complexes, The process of etngergence of new qualities has 

not ceased. There may be further emergence of yet unknown quaiitieB. 

The Universe is tending towards the emergence of ** deity ", the quality of 
God, Morality and true religion conaist in acting and living in such a w'ay 

as would hasten the world-evolution towards the emergence of Divinity. 

F, C, Sritnfs (b. 1870) t “ Evolution is a rising series of wholes 

In the Universe there is a hierarchy of wholes—atoms, cells, organisms and 

minds. Each whole is individual and unique. The highest whole known 

to U9 is personality, which has the unique quality of creative freedom. 

The holistic nisus in the Universe 15 a indication that our aspirations 

for Uuth. goodness and b«aiity are likely to be realized in course of time 

and are not vam hopes. 

HocrftU 1880) : In evolution not merely somEthing comts Into 
being which was not there before, but also ihe new (the emergent) i$ 

4 
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a 
its true meaning and nature must be for ever hidden from us ^ So the 

object of scientific study can never be the realities of nature but only our 

own observations on nature. Physics tries to describe in mathematical 

terms, paint in mechanical pictures and cast in spatial and temporal 

models the pattern of events which controls the phenomena of our 

observation. We can, however, never be sure that these terms, pictures 

or models correspond to reality. At its best, physics can only correlate 

the phenomena w^ithout in the least knowing anything about the real 

properties of nature. Mathematical and physical knowlegde must, by its 

very nature, represent things as happening in space and time. But “ it 

has recently become clear that the ultimate processes of nature neither 

occur in, nor admit of representation in, space and time Modern physics 

does in fact suggest that “ besides the matter and radiation which can 

be represented in space and time there must be other ingredients which 

cannot be so represented nor do they come into contact with our 

senses. The w^orld known to physics may thus at best be “ only a cross- 

section of the world of reality a mere surface of the deep-flowing stream 

below which we cannot see. The events on the surface, however, need 

not be regarded as illusory. The phenomena are as much a part of the 

real w’orld as the underlying causes which produce them. All physical 

concepts, such as particles, waves, gravitation, momentum, energy, 

etc., by which we try to understand the activities of the world, are, 

however, nothing more than “ mental constructs They have no 

objective physical existence. The ‘objective and material universe’of 

physics thus consists of little more than constructs of our own mind. “ In 

this and other ways”, according to Sir James Jeans, ” modem physics 

has moved in the direction of mentalism It is also no longer wedded to 

determinism. It is in fact according to him ” not altogether antagonistic 

to an objective idealism like that of Hegel ” * and so, we think, not to the 

theosophical outlook also. In fact, Jeans has suggested that the universe 

must have come into being as an act of creation. Its ultimate nature is 

mental; it is a thought in the mind of a mathematical thinker. ” It is 

subsisting in the mind of some eternal spirit 

* James Jeans. Physics and Philosophy, p. 16. 

* Ibid* p. 173. 

^Ihid., p. 193. 

^ Ibid,, p.216. 

* Ibid., p. 204. • 

* James Jeans. Ths Mysterious Universe, p. 137, 
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Arthur Bddiftgt^n (b. 1882): ' Subjective Selcctivisni * is ibe oame 

bv wbil Eddington tilla bis epistemological theory of physics. According 

Z -X—of do oo. hold .ood 
mote .caUty or ev.n to all that « know. Thay apply ooly to aphjooliv«) 

«te«d knowledEo". that », to that part oi out k~.We. 
on observalioa and which cao he fitted iato malhemrtical »a>a 

^ ob«..alioa aod tnoat he aoivetaal and iovanabla. 

Z. able to discove, the"(»od«o.oul"lawa.od numeriadcowtanta o 
itatute by purely eobjective analyjia. that la. by a #r«)r. ccaaomat. Thi 

shows that “ the (undatnental laws and constaiiia ol phyeics ate w o y 
»^ahei.*th,o».k.fth.ol«,,at-.aeosory.odiot.lle«u.l^^^^ 

’aU kaowlJpe o( phyaioa is, thetelote, i^'! 
with the rational correlation of experience- By its methods «c or P 

able of disooveriug Itagments of absolute troth .bout art «“« • 

This is alotost the s«ue as what Kaiil thought, lo fact Eddi^oo adm 
that "Kant aolicipated to a remarkable eateot the ideas to which we are now 

being impelled by the modem developments ol physics'. Sci^ acco • 

ing to Eddington, does not deal with objoctiM and absolute reaUijr " » 
some abstmcled aspects of it; these being merely symbols of the reality 

beyond our obseryalional end msthemalical knowledge, of wbieh semnee 

knows nothing and can know nothing. This conclusion to which modern 
dcelopments in physics lend. loaves room for otlior ayenoss to realily^ueh 

a, the mystic intuitimi oi the religions. Eddington, Idte Jeans, m an idmlist. 
According to him. “AU through the physical world runs that unknown 

content, which must surdy be the stuff ol nur cons^w. Haro is a 
bint of espects deep within the world of physics, end yet unattainable by 
,h. methods of physio.-.' It is here that Science and Theosophy mmt. 

Contribution from India.—S. Radhatirtshnan (b. 1868). 

Alth^oeb HR iRdiHn. Radhakrbbuan >s not to be left oat of RccouRt in R 

survey of contemporary Western philosophy. His coRtnbution to the 

current of Western thought is in no way small. He lus ennehed it y new 

concepts from Indian philosophy and has given ® 
has been the rare privilege of India throughout the ages. c 

I AffthiiT Eddington ; TJjf PAOmo>Aj of Ph^si^l SFi«««- P 
• p. IBS. 

> It/d., p. VS4- * 
' Eddiflgwn, Timt, Sparw Gnrvitati^. p, »1. 
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for fiver the gulf between Eastern and Western thought. We shall note 

here hve great coatrifauLLans ol hifi to the thought cl the West from the 

treasures of Indian philosophy: First, he has potuted out and emphasized 

that the concept of the Absolute Reality is not to be confused with that 

of God. While the Absolute is the total reality. God is the Absolute 

froni the cosmic endp the consciousness that informs and sustains the 

world Secondlyi he has placed the doctrine of Reincarnation on a 

secure philosophical foundation. Thlrdjyt he has attempted a beautiful 

reconciliation between Reason and Intuition, which is characteristically 

Indian and quite new to the West* fntuition is only the higher stage 

of intelligence, intelligence rid of its separatist and discursive tendencies 

. . , carries out intellectual concltigiona to a deeper aynthesis . , , ft is 

a deeper tOEpertencc which by auppkmctitiug our narrow intcUectual 

vision, amplifies it'' Any sound rationalism will recognize the need 

for intuition Intuition is beyoud reason, though not against reason. 

As it is the response of the w^hole man to realityi it involves the activity 

of reason a]so^\ Fourthly, he points out to the West that^ to under¬ 

stand and fully know^ iha Reality, a great sddhana or purification of 

life is the essential requisite. know' better^ we must become different. 

We can realbe the potentialities of Spirit only by a process of moral 

ascesLs which gradually shapes the soul into harmoDy with tbe invisible - 

realities Fifthly* he has given to the West a very clear idea of “ mystic 

experience in his famous Hihbert Lectures- 

The General Tendencies of Contemporary 

Western Thought 

We are now in a position to point out to the reader the general 

trends of present-day philosophy in order that it may be clear that 

it is coming nearer to the doctrines of Theosophy, 

(1) It is nowadays admitted even by great scientists as well as 

by philosophers that science does not give us a complete picture of 

Reality. It deals with abatractions; 

(2) Materialism is practically dead. Hardly any serious thinker 

now dare^ to explain all facts of experience in terms of matter and 

mechanical laws. It is now generally admitted that, in the course of 

evolution, there is an emergence of absolutely new qualities which cannot 

be resolved into or explained in terms of the primitive qualities with 
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which .he process is supposed to start. Emergence, however, impiies 

previous existence somewhere in some form. 

^ (3) The doctrine of evolution is accepted on all hand . 

• ( fK vvnrlrl there are various hierarchical steps, stages 

rf^Thte L Z an i— or urge in nature, .tot oniy 

• h • the levels already reached but also to advance to still higher 

“ T ™s imS an nhe’^^om purpose which points to a conscious 

Tnce . “ Emitted that in organic iife there is an integmong 
Whici roL be resoived into the physico-chemical act,v...es 

"'“’"'(tThe world of experience is not now regard^ as hmimd 

,0 sense-perception. It includes all kinds of expenence. religious, moral, 

sthetic etc. Mystic or religious experience is now being recog 

as a new level of experience in which some new aspects of Reality ar 

revealed. So also is the case with moral and aisthetic consciousness. 

(5) There is a general tendency to regard the values—truth, 

goodness and beauty-not only as subjective ideas but as having reference 

to something objective corresponding to each of them. 

(6) It is generally admitted that without admitting a Un y 

behind the subject and objects of knowledge, knowledge remains 

unintelligiblcj^^^^ is a growing distrust in the power of thought-mere 

intellectual thinking-to solve the mystery of existence Intellect is 

to be supplemented by intuition or insight and spiritual experience o 

the Reality in order to understand it fully. , . u 
(8) The reality of change, plurality and imperfection have to 

be accepted and explained by all philosophy. The Universe is now 

lc“v^ mote us u process, a movement, a stream of events than 

as a static something. In it there is no rest. Man’s life is also regarde 

' as a continual process of perfection. , 
(9) Individual freedom, spontaneous activity, are now recognize 

as the very essence not only of man but even of lower and simpler enttlies 

(10) The survival of the soul (or personality) and its immortality 

are being admitted generally. There is a tendency to accept the the^ 

“r Reincarnation as the more satisfactory 
of problems connected with the individual. This d^trine clear, 

up a number of problems which are otherwise inexplicable . 

‘ Jobason, The Great Problem, p. 284. 
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It is needless to point out^hat all these tendencies of contemporary 

Western Philosophy are in a line with Theosophy. It is on these points 

that Theosophy and Philosophy meet. 

A Bird’s-Eye View of Ancient Indian Philosophy 

Unlike the West, in India, science, religion and philosophy 

have never flourished in isolation from one another. Each has grown 

and developed by friendly criticism and co-operation from the others, with 

the consequence that there has never been a serious conflict among them, 

and each has been enriched by the contribution of others. Here every 

religion has a philosophical aspect, every science a religious sanction 

and philosophic start, and every philosophy a religious attitude and 

a practical bearing. Here no religion hopes to thrive unless it is 

rational and capable of bearing good practical results, no philosophy is 

accepted unless it satisfies religious and moral demands and is capable 

of being verified by experience, and no science is studied unless it 

promises to be conducive to the realization of the suttttimtn bontitn 

of life. 
In India, philosophy is more than a mere disinterested pursuit 

of knowledge of the Reality as a whole. It is a darshana or vision 

of the Reality. Being a darshana or view of the Reality, every philo¬ 

sopher views it from a certain stage or level which he occupies 

by virtue of his spiritual evolution. At every higher stage of spiri¬ 

tual evolution there is a more extensive and better vision of the Reality 

than at the lower. One vision (darshana) differs from another, not 

because the Reality as such is different, but because it is viewed from a 

different level, height or storey of the tower of spiritual evolution. As 

the same landscape presents different views from different heights or 

angles, so does the Reality to different philosophers who differ in their 

intellectual and intuitive capacities. This idea lies behind the Jaina 

doctrines of anekduta-vada that the Reality has infinite aspects, and 

naya^vada that every system of philosophy looks at the Reality only' from a 

particular point of view and notices only certain aspects, while remaining 

blind to^ others. A philosopher should always remember that most of the 

statements about the Reality can only be relatively true (syad-vada) and 

seldom absolutely so. It is in this manner that the various schools of 

Indian philosophy are studied in India. 
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In spite of much disagreement ailiong the various schools of Indian 

philosophy, there are some very important points of agreimonlt which may 

be mentiooed hem: 
(1) The Thtoty of Karma and Rtbirih : All systems of Indian 

philosophy, except the Materialism of the Loki3'atas, agree in holding 

that every individual has to bear the good or bad consequences of bis 

actions, cither in this life or in lives to come after death. Death does 

not bring any individual to an end. Leaving the dead body, the soul of 

the individual gocB to other invisible worlds, and having there undergone 

experiences in accordance with its past kartnas, comes to this world in 

some suitable body. This is one of the principal doctrines of Theo¬ 

sophy also. 
(2) Respect for Authority ; Almost all systems of Indian philosophy 

have great respect for the stalemcnts of the '* seers”, or of the Vedas which 

are regarded by the orthodox systems of Indian philosapliy as " revealed 

The Buddhists and Jains regard the statements of the Founders of their 

religions with equal respect. In Theosophy also there is a great respect 

lor the works and words of the great Teachers and Masters, 

(3) The Doctrine of Mukti: The idea of liberation from the round 

of repeated births and deaths according to the law of Karma, is also a 

common feature of all schoolE of thought except that of the cMrvakas 

(Materialists). They all hold that a state of existence is possible for the 

immortal soul in which it is free from all misery and sufferings of the 

world. In that state it remains in its pristine purity. Theosophy also 

bolds such a view. 

(4) TAc Doctrine of the Soiti i All Indian systems of philosophy, 

except Materialism and Buddhism (in, a way), believe in the existence of 

a permanent spiritual entity which exists in the physical body but is 

independent of the body. It is immortal, and is not affected by the birth, 

growth and death of the physical body. Buddhist philosophy docs nol 

adroit the existence of an unchanging soul, but it believes lu an ever- 

changing stream of personality which does not come to an end at the 

death of the body, but continues in a new body until it comes to rest in 

Nirvana. The existence of the soul ” and its continuity after dexth are 

among the cardinal doctrines of Theosophy. , 

(5) The Doc/rfRe of S/idhana or Practical Realitation: All tbe 

principal systems of Indian philosophy hold that, in order to attain the 

state of perfection or freedom from the sAmsara (repeated experience of 
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birth flnd death in this phydcarwor]d)« one baa to onderj^o a couirsc of 

practicei trainmg which absolves on.e from all imperfections and attraction 

to the world. Theosophy also holds a similfu- view, 

(6) Belief iii Begtttnittgksaness of the Worldly Career of the 

Soul; We cannot lo^ioally determine how and when the individual 

happened to be entrapped in the world. The present life is the outoome 

of the pravioiis, and that, of the still previous, and so on, ad 

We can, however, terminate this beginningless chain by attaining final 

liberation from it. Theosophy agrees. 

(7) The ExUtence of Subtler and Supersensible Aspects of the 

world as w'ell as of the individuals, is also accepted by all Indian thinkers 

eircept the Materialists. It b one of the cardinal doctrines of Theosophy.' 

(&) The Objectivity and PAeudo-Afateriality of Mind is a special 

feature of Indian philosophy, and is commonly accepted by a number of 

schools of Indian thought. There is hardly any Indian philosopher who 

identifies the Self intman'l with the mind (mciirds). In Theosophy also 

the mind is not the Self. 

{9) Almost all schools of Indian thought (except a later section 

of Buddhism) are realistic. Thai is, they believe in I fie existence of the 

affective %Borld as independetti of the mind through which it is revealed. 

The function of knowledge is not creation of the objects, but a revelation 

of them, according to most Indian thinkers. Theosophy also believes in 

the existence of an objective w'orid independently of individuaL minds. 

Of course, according to Theosophy as well as the Vedfinta, both the 

mind and the objective world ate creations of God who is immanent 

in both. 

The Differekt Views of the Reality Accordiho 

TO THE Different Darshahas 

The Lokdyata Darskana (the Materialistic point*of*view} looks upon 

the world from a purely objective and commonsense point of view. It 

contends that only that which te revealed in aense-peroeption is real. 

The world consists of nothitjg but material things made of earth, water, 

air and firi^. Man is no exception. When he dies he is reduced to the 

four elements. There is nothing like a soul, independent of the physical 

' S» Part tl. »Bl. I thit S«rlei: dlaammii i. S. t in " Ch«iu»tir7 pp. Jl. JJ, 
$7: He elH p. pp. 
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body. ConsciouSQess is only a p«>pcAy which is eencrated by the conibi- 

natioD of the elements io the form of the body. 
The Vaisheshika Darskana takes 8 wider view of the reali y. 

According to this system all the objects of kaowledge fall under six 

categories (paMrthas). namely, aabstance, attribute, action, Benos differ- 

entk and inherence. There are nine different, iodependeni. irreduchle. 

eternal substances, ofe.. the five Elements-earth. water f^m. air and either 

-existing in atomic form. Time. Space, Minds and Selves. The world 

i. a complex formation of all these substances. When the atoms of 

the five elments begin to combine there is the creation of the world, and 

when they disiDtegrale there is the dissolution of the world. Creation 

and disHlaiioa of the world e° “d in regular cycles. There is no mention 

of God ia this system as there is no need of Him for creation. Every* 

thing takes plaoe according to the law of Karma. 
TAe Wy-tya System accepts the categories of the Vaisbeshika. and 

«dds one more to them, namely negation. It accepts its substances also, 

but among the souls it includes God. who is inferred to be existing as an 

efficient cause of creation. The God of this system ia a soul {mman) 
hce from the law of Karma and rebirth. His ivigdom. desire and effort 

are limitless. He is only an efficient cause of the world. He cannot 

create any ol the substances which exist co-eternally with Him- He 

wills to create the complex objects of the world out of the pre*existing 

atoms when there is a time for the fructification ol the karmas (acts) of 

Individual souls, who are also co eternal wiih God. Consciousness is an 

acquired attribute of the soul which is infinitely e-xtensive in its dimension. 

It emerges in the soul when the latter comes in contact with the mind 

{matins) and body. At the time of cosmic rest and in the state of 

freedom from the life of samsSfa (world), there remains no consciousness 

in the soul. This system makes a detailed analysis of the process of 

knowledge, and discusses the nature and validity of the various types of 

knowledge- 
The SSmkhya System looks upon the world fiom a Still higher 

and more critical point of view*. It views all the world of objects and 

processes_both material and mental—as iransformatione of Prakrit it the 

One Priranrdial Substance, the Original Stuff which is enn^ituted by a 

triad of fundamental attributes—xattva, rajas and tuiRds (which may be 

roughly translaLcd as thought, movement and inertia^—of which all the 

attributes of the world are mere modifications. Prakriti is the potency 

t 
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ol civcrj^thing that emerges in tht^course of evolution, and all the objects 

of the world constituted by the attribnteB are merely the potential becom¬ 

ing actual—transformations of Prakriii. The S^mkhya further points 

out that copsetousness is above all modification and change. It is some¬ 

thing unique, aui gencria, unaffected by the modihcation» of the mind- 

It is not something that comes aud goes. It is steady like a lamp, 

illuminating all the activities of the objective world, simply witnessing 

them without taking any active part in them. By virtue of its mere * 

presence all the objects of the world get illumiDatcd. It is a mere 

subject divciited of all mental modifications with which it usually seems 

to be identified. This is a false identihcniion and lasts only as long 

^ discriminalEOD not daMi'ii upon u^. This 

h the soul tPurHsha) of the individualp It is eternal ai^d mi^nite in 

dimf^n^ion. It b not eTrlingui^hed even in deep nicep. Death does not 

bring an end la it, Ev^zy iridividuaJ h&s got such a Purusha (bouI) 

within him, There are as many souls as there are individuals. All the 

sictiviljus of Prakriii are pnrpoaivcr They sen'e the purpose of either 

giving an enjoyment to the Purusfta or of releasing the Parusha from the 

bondage. There is no necessity for postulating a Creator or Designer of 

the world iu thiy sjcheme. 

The Yoga System is merely a kind ol applied Sfitnkhya. It ha^ 

devised practical way^ of bringing about the ejcperience of the true nalore 

of the soul iPuru^ha)* The ideal of Yoga is to attain a stale of ^amddki 

(trance or intense concentrationl in which Pumsha is experienced in Its 

pristine purity and aloofness from mental modifications which belong to 

Prakriii. Writers on Yoga admit the existence of God as an eternally 

free Puruska who guides the Cosmic Process. They do not clearly 

indicate hew He is related to Prakritl and Puntshas. 

Buddhism: According to Buddha am, as according to Bergson ^ 

there la nothing static either an the self or the world outside the self. 

Everything in the L'niverae is in perpetual flux, is a momentary complex 

—Mfrnm k$hanikam. Consciousness is as much a momentary complex as 

any material abject isf. Self is only a name given to a series of changing 

complexes of mental eveins. There m nathing in ail our experience which 

may be called a simple, permanent unity or self (dtmm). The ceaseless 

stream of personality, however, dees not come to an end at the time of bodily 

death. It continues m the form of another personality for which a new 

physical body has been prepared by the cosmic forces under the control of 
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the law of Karina. It reincarnates in ifody after body in accordance with its 

longings and actions. To bring the ever-changing streams of consciousness 

which continue to flow in the samsdra (cycle of births and deaths) to an 

end is the sumpium bonum of life. The most effective means to bring 

about this end {nirvdt^) is the denial of the will to live and of the desire 

to enjoy worldly or heavenly pleasures. This is brought about by living 

a life of renunciation and service. 
Jainism: As already mentioned, the Jaina thinkers have rightly 

pointed out that all systems of philosophy emphasize rather unduly 

some aspects of the Universe and neglect others. The Reality having an 

infinite number of aspects or attributes (ananta-dharmatmakameva 

tattvam), it is unwise to regard it either as static or as in flux. The 

Reality must be described as “ that in which something endures, something 

comes into being and something perishes (utpdda-vyaya-dhrauvydtmakam 

sat). Knowledge, according to Jainism, is of five kinds, and any philo¬ 

sophy based on any one kind of knowledge must necessarily be incomplete 

and defective. They are : (1) Mati—ordinary knowledge derived through 

the commonly recognized means of sense-perception and inference; (2) 

Shruti—knowledge conveyed by others through intelligent symbols; (3) 

Avadhi—knowledge acquired by some supernormal means, like clairvoyance 

and clairaudience; (4) Manah-parydya—knowledge of other minds gained 

by means of telepathy; and (5) Kevala-jndna—knowledge of the perfected 

souls who have acquired omniscience, and can see the Universe as a whole 

and in the true perspective. The Jaina theory of knowledge and truth is 

in very close affinity with that of Theosophy. 

A Review of the Preceding Darshanas in the 

Light of the Vedanta 

The Vedanta looks at the Universe from the highest point of view. 

Its view of the Reality is in very close affinity with that of Theosophy. 

The main contention of the Vedantist against the Vaishesbika view of 

the world is that the creative and formative activity of nature which shows 

signs of order, purpose and intelligence, cannot be explained merely on the 

hypothesis of the atoms of five kinds existing in time and SQace. Mere 

discrete and independently real atoms cannot by themselves combine into 

the various objects we see around us. The hypothesis of an external God 

as an efficient cause or designer of the world supplied by the Naiyayikas 
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docs not also stand the test ot rcsson according to the Vedilntist, How 

can CD external Cod control the activJtiea of the realities which are 

absotntely independent of Him, and which have ibeir own peculiar nature 

and free w'ill (as in the case of the atmam) ? How can the Will of God 

and the Law of Karma, which function independently of each other, work 

in such a harmony that God wills to create the world only when the 

actions of the selves are ripe for fructification after the rest and inactivity 

of pralaya ? One must be subservient to the other m order that efficient 

administration may be carried on. 

Against the SUmkhya view the Vedftnta says : 

(1) The ultimate dualism of Prairtii and Pumsha is not a fact of 

experience, nor does it stand the test of reason. Subject and ohj’ect are 

distinguishable but not separable. Their mutual relation of knowledge 

implies a deeper spiritual reality underlying both of them. They must be 

regarded as finite expressions of this deeper reality which cannot be 

characterised as either. 

(2) The world-process cannot be fully explained by the concept of 

Pra*ri/f w*hJch is supposed to be *’ blind " (unconscious). The order and 

purposiveuess immanent in the cosmic process point to an intelligent, 

W'ifle and omniscient God guiding and controlling the course of Prakriti to 

definite ends. 

(3) The ultimate relation between Prakriii and Puruskast and the 

first urge ia the balanced and quiet Prahili to create, are unintelligible. 

PrakHfi being in a balanced slate—to which it is reduced by the dissolution 

of the previous creation according to the Samkhya view—Purnaftaa being 

ioactive by nature, how' is the balance of PraJeriti overthrown ? The 

storting of the creative activity by Prakriti further presupposes the forget¬ 

fulness on the part of Purushas of their nature and their false identification 

with Prahriti, But how can this occur in the case of a pure, aloof and 

disinterested consciousness 1 How can, agam, the blind Prakriti evolve 

for the purpose of alien Puru^kas, aud particularly to disentangle them 

from Its own clutches ? 

(4) The ultimate plurality of Pvrits/nis is uatcnable. If the 

Purusha is nothing but consciousness, pure, simple and divested of all 

change, activity and emotion—these being the functions of the mind which 

is a product of Profrrjtj—what then remains in a Pumaha to distinguish 

it from another Pvrasho ? There must, therefore, ultimately exist only 

one PuTushat (if it is pure Consciousness divested of oil distinctions). 
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The main contentions of the *Vedanta against Buddhism are: (1) 

Change alone is not what experience reveals. Without an unchanging 

element in consciousness there cannot be an apprehension of change. The 

witness of change must be outside change, for the elements involved in 

change cannot be aware of each other as their being is confined to the 

moment in which they endure. 

(2) We cannot say that A has changed into B unless there be 

some underlying Substance continuing unchanged in both of them. So, 

mere non-being cannot be the stuff of the world. Underlying the perpetual 

change of names and forms there must be a Reality, inexpressible, of 

course, in terms of them. 

(3) Grouping of elements, whether material or mental, however 

momentary they may be, also cannot be intelligible without presupposing 

a uniting principle bringing about the momentary union of discrete 

elements. 

(4) The Nirvatfa for which a Buddhist aspires cannot be mere 

cessation of individuality, for nobody can aspire to cease to exist. All of 

us long to be free from suffering, limitation and imperfection. In Nirvdria 

there can be no cessation of our being, but only of our individuality and 

imperfection. It is the realization of the deepest reality which is Being, 

Consciousness and Bliss in one. 

The Principal Teachings of the Advaita Vedanta 

The Ultimate Reality, according to Advaita VedSnta, which is the 

profoundest system of Indian philosophy, is Brahman. It is that from 

which the world originates, that in which the world exists, and that in 

which it is dissolved. It is immanent in all beings and exists even beyond 

them. It exihs everywhere and at all times. Time and Space are within 

It. It is infinite and Absolute. It cannot be described in any terms 

known to us, because all our terms are meant to describe the finite forms. 

All that we can say is that It is the Ultimate Foundation, Source and 

Goal of all that there is, and hence It must be richer in Its potency than 

anything in the world. The rise and fall of all the names and forms in 

the Absolute Brahman is the eternal play going on without any ulterior 

motive on account of Its fullness and perfection. Nothing is lost to It, 

and nothing is added to It, by the rise or fall of^ the world-process 

within It. 
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The world as a whole and ift all its parts shows signs of pnrposive- 

ness, mtelligeoce and organization and, therefore, presupposes a Creator 

and Governor {Ishvara). He creates the world out of Himself, and governs 

it justly in accordance with the Law of Karma which is the expression of 

His own Will. This Creator is God, a Cosmic Form of the Absolute 

Brahman. He is immanent in the Cosmos as its very soul and is 

omniscient and omnipotent. To us He is the highest Ideal of Perfection, 

but in relation to the Absolute, He is only an expression of Its unlimited 

and infinite Potency {Shakti). The God of the Universe, however, is not 

some other entity than Brahman. He is Brahman limited by Its own 

Creative Power—which brings forth the world of plurality from within 

Itself. The world comes out of this Power, called Maya, as a tree comes 

out of its seed. At the time of the Cosmic Rest (Pralaya) the seed of the 

world lies dormant and untraceable in the form of a mere potency of the 

Absolute. 

Within the Absolute Brahman there go on countless waves of evolu* 

tion and involution, although the Absolute as such does not undergo 

any change, loss or gain. Every world-process has its own Logos or 

Creator. For the purpose of carrying out the work of creation, preserva¬ 

tion and destruction of His own w'orld-process, He assumes three different 

names and forms, namely, BrahmS, Vishnu and Rudra. The Cosmos 

which is the objective aspect, or the body of the Lord, has as many 

aspects, parts, functions, organs, principles, sheaths or planes as are found 

to be present in the personality of the individual. There is a thorough-going 

correspondence between the Microcosm and the Macrocosm (yat pinde tat 

Brahmdnde). The Cosmos is an individual (organism) on an extensive 

scale. The relation between God and individuals is also a very interesting 

one according to the Vedanta. At every stage of manifestation or at 

every level of experience (except the deepest, exprienced in the Turiya 

state), the individual is a part of God. God and individuals are 

related as the Whole and its parts, the Organism and its organs. In the 

deepest level of experience—the Nirvikalpa Samadhi—however, this re¬ 

lation is transcended. Nothing but Unity, complete Identity, is experi¬ 

enced in that state. God and soul both exist there as united in the 

Conscious sBlissful Being—Absolute Brahman, which is the ultimate 

Self of all. 

The Law Karma, which is the law of perfect justice, rules the 

manifested Cosmos without any exception. As individuals, we reap only 
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what we 50W. The individual undrfgoes repeated births and dwtha- 

,e™=»rn«ioE l«m on. physical hady to aoMhcr-in ,«o.<^o w„h ^ 

desires and karm«s-^nti\. having grown discriminative and tired of this 

process, a sort oi divine home-stcknesa overtakes him. He then tries to 

understand the meaning oI this and to know his real and 

permanent nature, and takes to a Path which will enable him to reoiiae 

bis true Self which is nothing short of the Perfect and Eternal Blissful 

Brahman- Having fnllv reinstated himself in that ENperience, he ceases 

to be an individual with selfish desires and purposes, and therefore comes 

owl of the pale ol the Law nf Karma and of the cycle of births and deaths. 

He then lives a life of freedom and spontaneous service to humanity as 

long as his mortal coil lasts, and after the death of the physical body 

merges i® the Absolute Brahman as a river Bows into the ocean, losing its 

name and form, but never ceasing to be. 

It is needless to say that there is hardly any difference between the 

outlooks of the VedSnta and Theosophy. 

Some Ideas of Indian Philosophy which Western 

Philosophy Needs 

Before we dose this brief survey of Indian Philosophy it may he 

pointed out that although the basic ideae of Indian philosophy were 

formulated long long ago, they are not objects of mere historical interest. 

They are still alive and not only govern the thought and life of a large 

population of the East but have also begun to invade Western thought. 

How when the barriers between the East and the West have almost 

disappeared, there is no reason why Indian and Western philosophies 

should not unite and bring forth a better progeny. Here arc some basic 

ideas of Indian philosophy which may well be incorporated in the present' 

day thought of the West. 
(1) Yoga or Practical Rcalinaiion of the Philosophical Outlook: 

We should live in accordance with our intellectual convictions, otherwise 

there is no use of philosophy in life. Moreover, we cannot know the 

Reality fully well unless we live a life of purity and thereby have an 

intuition of the Reality. No one can have a vision of higher principles of 

life who is interested in the lower thin^, or lives a life of uncontrolled 

passions. Moral and psychological fitness is the first requisite of a 

philosopher. 
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(2) Th^ Four/M Biing of^Alam Man csusta in four statc^^ uameLy, 

Wakmg» Dreamj Dreamless Sleep and Turiya (the fourth). Only a 

careful and systematic study of our experience in these four states can 

give m a correct notion of ourselves. A view of life based on the study 

of man in the uakiug Etate alone is bound to be fragmentary and therefore 

unsatisfaetor)^ Western thinkers have yet to learn this elementary truth. 

(3J Tht^rough-going Correspondmee of PrinciphB in Man afut 

N&iurt: Man ^ is undoubtedly a product uF nature. How can there 

be any prindplep aspect or quality in man which le not already potentially 

present in nature ? The produotr effect, or part can never be greater 

or richer than the source, cause or whole. So w^batever exists in the 

Microcosm (pinda) must exist in the Macrocosm (BtuhruSUidct)** 

(4) The Law of Karma : If the individuals are free and re* 

sponsible agents, and if the Cniverse is governed by inexorable laws* 

05 many a thinker would admits there m no reason why every individual 

should not reap wbat he sows, in this life and in the life hereafter, in 

case there Is survival after death. The Law of Karma makes us respon¬ 

sible for all that we are. There is nothing irrational in iL 

(5) Tk€ Doctrine of Rehicarmti^m t If there is a Law" of Kartm 

and if personality survives after death, then there is every possibility of 

Reincarnation. This doctrine explains many a fact whicb is Inexplicable 

in any other It solves many a mystery w'hith no other theory does. 

This has been admitted even by some western writers- To quote one 

of them: “Of all conceivable solutions of the Cosmic Riddle^ this 

theory preseuts the fewest dilhcultjes of acceptance . . . Reincar¬ 

nation explains much which heredity fails to elucidate 

(6) Avaldra^ and RiEhiB t According to modern science, genius 

ia a freak of natuie. Neither Heredity nor Environment Is able to 

explain it. But in every age and in every line* extraordinarily great 

heroesp saints and teachers ore born. How to explain this fact ? Indian 

thinkers take them os more highly evolved personalities d€s<;ending down 

favaidra) from some higher worlds or planes to this earth of ours 

for the purpose of advancing the evolution of humanity to higher 

states, of giving new^ truths to us^ or of setting an example of a higher 

life for 

* Snr iJh moDDfimpbi on ** Frem Microcsim and Microcoimp" ''Man and tht 

Univarw " (Vob I) wifl * Yoga" (Uia 

* RiUpti Shlrlay, ef Rriffrfht pp. 9. 
U 
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(7) Poisibiiity q/ Aitahment o/'P^r/ection : If the world is spirited 

Id nature, if every individual is free and responFsble for his own status 

in the world, if the progress achieved by the individual is not undone 

by death, and if now and then teachers and guides come down 

from higher worlds for our guidance, it is not in conceivable that every 

individual is capable of attaining the highest possible perfection in the 

course of time. There is no doubt that there is a deep desire in every 

heart to be perfect. 

(8) God ffs a Limited form of ths Absfdutt t The Power that creates, 

guides, controls and dissolves the Cosmos is called God. According to 

Indian philosophy (especially the Vedfinta School), this Power is not the 

Highest and the Ultimate Reality. It is only a limited Form of the 

Absolute Reality, meant for the purpose of creating, preserving and 

breaking a Cosmos, In the Absolute Being, which is in and above 

all its limited manifestations, countless such Gods rise and fall every 

moment. They have their birth, life and death. Every Cosmos is a 

limited and temporary product of the eternal playful activity going on 

within the Absolute, but in no way affecting the Absolute, which as 

such ia above all disturbance, change or decay. We cannot describe 

the Absolute Reality, for all our terms are relative. Very few western 

thinkers (F. H. Bradley is one of them) have risen to this idea of 

the Absolute. 

Conclusion—^Common concepts of Theosophy 

and Philosophy 

We have taken the reader tbroagb the vast field of recent 

and contemporary thought of the young West and of the ancient 

philosophy of the hoary East (India). He must have noticed how 

sitnilarly great minds think all over the w*orld: and at all times, and how 

remarkably the best and the deepest philosophical thought of the East 

as well as of the West, of the past as well as of the present, agrees with 

the fundamental doctrines of Theosophy. Almost all the typical concepts 

evolved in the conlemporary thought of the West, e.g„ those of the 

Absolute, God, Whole, Organism, Evolution, Design, Purpose, Change, 

Eicperience, Intuition, Relativity, Self-realization, Value, Spirit, Polarity 

of Subject and Object, Immortality, Survival, Reincarnation, Supersens¬ 

ible Knowledge, and Ultimate Unity of the Universe are met with in 
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whea one studies Theosophy. 

In theosophical teachings we also find ^11 that is great in Indian 

wisdom. The great ideas of Indian philosophy, for instance. Mystic 

Experience, Law of Karma, Reincamadon, Subtler and Finer aspects of 

Nature and Man, Correspondence between the Microcosm and the Macro¬ 

cosm, Primordial Root of oU objects, Objectivity of the Miod and its' 

pioccssea, the Absolute, God as n limited manifeatation of the Absolute, 

repeated Creadon and Dissolution of the Cosmos, Yoga or the Practical 

Method of accelerating the evolution of the individual. Identity of the 

Individual with the Divine, Liberation, etc. are all found in their remark' 

able identity in Theosophy. 

On the other hand, it may also be safely said that there is hardly 

sny doctrine of Theosophy which may be regarded as ptutosophicatly 

absurd. There are indeed some ideas of Theosophy which are unknown 

to philosophy, and which cannot he established through the instru¬ 

ments of knowledge on ivhich philosophy is usually based, but that 

does not make them invalid. In future, when philosophy recognizes other 

and perhaps higher forms of knowledge, there may come a time when 

they too may find a place in philosophy. From a comparative study of 

Science, Philosophy and Theosophy, the writer feels inclined to state that 

there is nothing irrational in the doctrines of Theosophy, that the tendency 

of the present scientific and philosophic thought is towards a worjd-view- 

very similar to that of Theosophy, and that, whatever the source of the 

teachings of Theosophy, they offer us a more comprehensive, coherent, 

systematic, precise, logically satisfactory and practtCRlIy ennobling view 

of life than do most of the systems of eastern or western philosophy 

known to the writer. It is an honest and frank confession of one who 

has never been a " theosophist '* in the ordinary and technical sense 

of the term. 
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MODERN SCIENCE AND THE 
HIGHER SELF‘ 

By ANNIE BESANT 

The putting together of the two phrases—“ Modem Science on the one 

side, and the “ Higher Self ’* on the other—may strike some of you as 

strange and even as incongruous; for the ideas of Modern Science and 
of the Higher Self are so far removed from each other in the general 
mind that to bring them together as though they were closely related 

must seem to be unusual and grotesque. And yet I think I shall be able 

to show you as we go on, that these two things, the most modern and’ 
the most ancient, the thought of the West working by way of continuous 
experiment, and the thought of the East working by seeking the Higher 

Consciousness and recording its testimony, that these two are in our own 
days brought closely into touch with each other, so that they may aid 

and strengthen each other, may be found as servants in a common cause, 

and not as opposing and incongruous ideas. I want to show you, in the 

course of this evening’s lecture, that there is in Modern Science a distinct 

recognition of the Higher Self, that there is an agreement between 

Eastern and Western science, though conflicting with each 
Eastern and • t. • i ^ . r . 

Western Science ottier in their methods, that there is a mass of evidence 
compiled by western scientific men, which can be cited 

as showing the recognition by Science of the Higher Self, of the existence 

of a Jivatma, a living Spirit, a living intelligence in man, and that the 

Spirit finds an ever imperfect instrument for expressing itself in the body 
of man. I want to show you how the face of Modern Science today is 

* This Lecture was delivered in different parts of India in 1904 by Annie Besant She 
bM been uifdoubtedly the greatest and best eiponent of Theosophy, which is the embodiment 
of Ancient Wisdom in modern garb. The arguments brought forward in this article are so 
sound and scientific even in the light of the present developments of science that they appear 

cogent today as when they were delivered many years ago. They are sure to apped 
Qcn and women of the present day and help to give a spiritual bias to their 
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turned in a different direction from tfiat in w*hkh it was turned some 20 

or 30 years ago,' I want to show you that there is a growing idea in the 

West, that man in the waking consciousness is hut a small fragment of 

the real man. that mao transcends his body, that man is greater than his 

waking mind and cousciousness, that there is evidence in plenty, daily 

forthcoming from most unex|»octed quarters, to show that human con* 

sciousness U far larger and fuller than the oonsciousness expressed through 

the physical brain* This idea of a largM consciousness, larger than the 

normal waking consciousness in man, the coosciousness hitherto recognised 

in modern psychology, is one that has not only been suggested hut is now 

beginning to be recognised by Modem Science in the West. Such 15 then 

the reason for putting these two phrases together " Modem Science *’ and 

the" Higher Self. ^ ^ 
Now, 1 ought to define w*hat 1 mean by the *' Higher Self . I am 

not using the phrase in the strictly technical sense which you find m 

Theosophical literature, that is to say. the Jivatma in man. I am using it 

for the whole expression of that Jivatma above the physical, I am using 

it for everything which transcends the brain consciousness, which finds 

the brain too coarse and dense an instrument for Us expression, 1 atn 

using it, in short, to imply what generally goes under the term 

larger conscionstiess If we can show* definitely that 

Camdou*- experimental science has recognised human consciousness 

to be stronger, more energetic, more lively than the 

consciouBOtss working in the physical brain, if we can prove the existence 

of yet higher realiuB. we shall enter on a path which leads to the highest 

invisible worlds- We climb step by step and see the larger consciousness 

imlolding itself more and more, stretching over an immense expanse, till 

at last we reach that to which men in every clime have always 

aspired, till the spiritual aspirations of man are vindicated. Such is 

the promise of infinite' expansion which lies in the domain of an 

enquiry into the conscioustiesa of man. The particular branch of 

Modern Science which thus comes into touch with the Ancient 

Scicace is that of psychology. Psychology in ita modern form, climbing 

from below by way of experimunt cornea into touch with the ancient 

psychology of the East; and this is a lienee of immemorial 

antiquity, whereas modern psychology is an infant scicnec in the West. 

Ciose of the miieiMetti Bn- 
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Not that the West had no psychology; in the Middle Ages and in the 

centuries that went before them there was a psychology, but that psycho¬ 

logy was repudiated in modern days. So that if you go back some thirty 

or some five and thirty years *, you will find it distinctly stated by the 

representative European thinkers that no psychology could be regarded as 
sane which was not based on the science of physiology. 

The method of introspection, of the observation of one’s own mental 

Ptycho-phyiiology P^^^cesses, was entirely discarded in modern thought. 
The method of studying the mental processes of others 

by inference was equally challenged and doubted. It was said, and there 

was some truth in the saying, that the moment you began to study your 

own mental process, that moment it changed by the very fact of your 
observation ; and it was argued also that if you tried to study the mental 

process of others, you could only do it by inference and not by direct 

observation. It is necessary, it was said by modern thinkers, first, to 

study the brain, the nervous system and mechanism in man whereby 

thought is expressed. Thus arose the science which is called psycho¬ 

physiology, a science in which the nervous system and the brain, regarded 

physiologically, were studied, analysed, and measured, and it was 

considered impossible to understand thought without the knowledge of 

thought’s mechanism, and without a knowledge of the process of the 

changes in that mechanism. It w^as considered that along this road of 

experiment better results would be obtained than would be obtained by 

other methods, and as science became more and more materialistic, as it 

reached the point at which Professor Tyndall made his famous statement 

that we were to look in matter for the promise and potency of every form 

of life, it was natural, if not inevitable, that men should begin to study 

thought by the study of its mechanism, of its apparatus, rather than by 

the w'ay of the direct observation of its processes. As the method of 

experiment justified itself more and more by most interesting results, it 

became regarded as the only method which was w’orth the consideration 

of. the thoughtful, of those untainted by superstition, hence the birth of 

w'hat may be called a new science, the science of psychology based on 

physiological experiments, a science which it was thought would confirm 

the stategient that thought was the product of the brain, was the outcome 
really of the ner\^ous mechanism in man. 

‘ Close of the nineteenth century.—Ed. 
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So far were men inclined to go *in making rash statements, that it 

was deliberately laid down that thought was produced 

^^*^ou^r*** brain. You had such a well-known, such a 
famous physiologist as the German Carl Vogt, declaring 

that the brain produced thought as the liver produced bile. That, perhaps, 

was the most extreme statement of the school of thought represented by 

many of the German thinkers. The very fact that such a statement could 

be made showed the line of thinking which Modern Science was following. 

Now directly in opposition to that stood the immemorial psycho- 

^ • logy of the East. That was founded on the idea that 
Ejwtern Psychology . . l j u i- • o • 

man in his essence w’as not a body but a living Spirit, 

was not a mere form but an eternal Intelligence. Eastern psychology 

was founded on the notion that this living Intelligence, this entity, Jiva 

or Jivatma, was the primary thing to be understood, that instead of 

considering thought to be the product of a certain arrangement of matter, 

this certain arrangement of matter was to be regarded as the result of 
thought. Instead of considering that life, consciousness, intelligence 

were the results of a mechanism, of an apparatus gradually built up by 

nature under the working of blind and unconscious laws. Eastern psychology 

declared that the primary fact was the fact of consciousness and that 

matter was but its garment, its instrument, the means of its expression, 

arranged and guided by intelligence, and only useful and interesting 

as expressing that intelligence in the various worlds of the universe. 

That is put strongly and clearly in the Chhandogyopanishat and I quote 

this because we shall hnd in the latest science a strange and startling 

endorsement of the ancient thought. It is declared in that Upanishat 

that Atma exists, and that the bodies and the senses are all the results of 

the will of Atma. You may remember how the passage runs: “ The 

eyes are for the perceiving of that Being who dwelleth within the eyes 

It was Atma who desired to hear and to smell and to think ; hence arose 

the organs of the senses and the mind. Everywhere Atma is the primary 

fact; the organs, the bodies, come into form in order that the will of the 

consciousness may be expressed. Thus great, then, is the opposition 

between this Western thought of some sixty or seventy years ago and the 

ancient thought of the East, the one beginning with the body oUl of which 

the consciousness grows, the other beginning with the consciousness by the 

activity of which gradually the bodies were formed. Keep this antithesis 
in mind as we follow out the lines of our study. 
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Come then to Modern Science, starting with the idea that thought 

must be understood by the clear understanding of its 

mechanism which many considered its producer. Great 

scientists began to study carefully the nervous system, 

and they studied it with a marvellous patience, they studied it with 

marvellous success; they measured the rate at which the impressions made 

on the surface of the body travelled to the nerve centres and there appeared 

as mental perceptions. They measured the rate at which the thought 

could travel along the nervous fibres. They measured the delicacy of per¬ 

ception related to the various parts of the mechanism. They reduced more 

and more all thought-processes to processes of chemistry, of electricity, to 

be measured by the balances, to be weighed, to be analysed. They met with 

great success ; they threw wonderful light on the mechanism of the nervous 

apparatus. They went, in their researches, in their efforts to map out the ner¬ 

vous system, even into crime, the crime of vivisection. Thousands of miserable 

animals had their skulls taken off, their brains laid bare, and electrical shocks 

applied to the various parts of the brain, in order that by these diabolical 

methods some of the secrets of consciousness might be wrenched from Nature. 

But as they carried on their experiments, certain results appeared 

which seemed to challenge the starting point from which 

they had come. They were dealing with thought as the 

product of the nervous system, and necessarily therefore, 

they thought as the nervous system increased in perfection, the thought 

increased in complexity, in accuracy, in dependability. The constitution 

of the brain, the relation of the parts of the brain to one another, the 

functions that belonged to different portions of the brain, all these were 

mapped out, analysed, explained. But as they began to study, or rather as 

they carried on the study, they found that there were certain results of 

consciousness that did not fit into the theory with which they had started. 

They found that there were certain results of consciousness which took 

place when the brain was not in its normal state, in its full activity, and 

that these could not be ignored, that no theory of consciousness could be 

true that did not explain these as well. 

First the attention was turned to what w'ere called the results of 

• dream consciousness. The waking consciousness had 

Sleep and Dream Carefully examined. But what of the consciousness 

• that went on when the man was asleep ? The pheno¬ 

mena of sleep must also be explained. Interesting experiments began on 

Results do not 

fit into Theory 
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the dreaming eonscloasnes^, on the fu^ctiooing of consciausness when the 

body was asleep. Enperiraents were made with the usual care, with the 

usual ingenuity, with the usual patience. We have no time to deal in detail 

with them* .Many of thani you can find for 3‘ourself with a targe number 

of details in the famous book of Du Prel, Th$ Philosophy of Mysticism. 

It seems sufficient for the moment to give you oue example w'bich 

covers a large class of experiments. They began by taking a steeping 
man, touching his body at some point, and then waking him at the 

moment, and asking him : “ What have you dreamed ?" Very often 

there was no dream, no resnit, but in a large number of cases the 

roan reported a dream. 1 wilt take one illustration. The back at the neck 

was touched. The man was asked: " What have you dreamed ? " 

He said: "I dreamed that I committed a murder j I was brought 
to trial for the murder; I dreamed the whole of the trial. The 

speeches of the barristers, the suratning-up of the judge : I waited for the 

verdict of the jury; i was pronounced guilty ; I was doomed to death : I 

was taken away to the condemned cell; I remained there for so many 

days ; I was led to the place of eacution and, as the knife of the guillotine 
descended on me, I felt it touch my neck, and I awoke”. Many such 

experiments were tried and put on record. What was the result that 

out of them? The stimulus to the dream came from the touch, as the 

touch on the back of the neck bad suggested tbe idea of death by guillo¬ 

tine, How can we explain all that went on in the dream consciousness 

after the touch and before the awakening ? How did the dream conscious¬ 

ness pass through a long series of events iu order to explain the touch, and 

bow was it that the events which followed the touch seemed to precede 
and to explain it ? That was the problem. 

After long discussion and cogitation the suggestion was mndy that 

ComdouAiMu consciousness in the dream state was working in some 

WarltdieiiiA medium other than the dense matter of the celts of the 

brain. Thu speed with which the nervous impulse travelled 
from any part of the body to the brain had been measured and was known. 

But here was a long series of piienomena in consciousness winch came 

between the touch on the body and the knowledge of that touch in the 

biam. There must therefore be some finer medimn in which consciousness 

was working, through which ttie knowledge had gone more rapidly than 

through the nervous matter^ so that there was time^to build up tbe 

story to account for the touch before the consciousaess of the brain knew 
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Jt bad been made on the body. THe mind then, in sleep, was not thinking 
by the dense brain, but by some subtler mcdiurn which answers more 
rapidly to the vibrations of consciousness, just as two men might atart from 

the same point and one running quickly might run to the goal fast, turn 

hack, and might meet the other long before he had covered a quarter of the 

diataoce; so consciousness in the subtler medium could travel faster, make 

the story to explain, return and meet the consciousness in the physical 

brain, and give the story as the explanation of the touch that bad been felt 
outside. Such was a suggestion made to explain the rapidity of actiojl in 

the dream couBciousiiess. 
But much more than that was wanted to make a satisfactory 

theory. And science said: it is not enough to have 
EMmiiudM in dreams examined in this way, Let us try to throw a man 
the Dieua Swte dream^StatC and examine him while he is in it 

instead of waking him out of it. Let us try to come into touch with him 

while the dream is going on. Then began the long series of experiments 

spoken of as hypnotic, where a man was thrown, into a trance and thus a 
prolonged dream-state was attained, a state produced by and under the 

control of the operator. In the hypnotic trance, as you must know, the 

body is reduced to the lowest point of vitality. The eye cannot see, the 

ear cannot heir; lift up the eye-lids and flash an electric light into the eye, 

there is no contraction of the pupil; the heart wdl-nigh ceases to heat, the 
lungs have no perceptible action t cniy by the moat delicate apparatus can 

it be shown that the heart is not entirely still, that the lunga have not 

entirely teased to contract and to expand. Now what would be the state 

of the brain under these conditionb according to the theory that thought is 

produced by the brain ? The brain la reduced to the condition of coma, 

Icthargj'. It cannot work ; it )h badly supplied with blood, the blood it 
obtains is surcharged with carbonic acid and waste pro- 

^Hypn"*>r^ ducts, for it has oot been supplied with sufBcient oxygen. 

From such a brain, according to the modem theory, no 

thought ought to be able to proceed. But what were the startling facts 

that answered the enquirers, when they questioned the consciousness under 

th^ abnormal conditions.’ Where there should have been lethargy there 

was increased rapidity, where there should have been stupor there was very 

much increased intelligence, where there should have been apparent death, 

there was life iq ovetfjowing measure, atxd the whole of the mental 

faculties was stronger and more vivid. 
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Take the iztentory of man. iti tht^ waking atate* Quesdoti him aboot 
his childhood, he will bai-o forgotten many events, they have vanished into 

the past. Throw the man into a trance, question him then about hts 

childhood, and memory gives up the stores that apparently had been lost, 
and the most trivial incidents are recalled. Take a man, read to him in 

his w^ing moments a page of a hook that he has not before heard, and 
ask him to repeat it; be will stumble over a sentence or two, he is unable 

to recite it. Throw the same man into the trance, read the page to him 

then, and he wiU repeat it word fay word even when the laagnage is to him 

unknown, Memory then in the dream or trance state is imtneosdy 

FuTther increased in its mnge and pow'er. Take the perceptive 
EvpcrinMAti faculties. As 1 said, the eye w'oiild not answer to the 

dash of the electric light, but the faculty for perceiving 
the material world of wWoh the eye is the organ finds expression in the 

trance stale such as in its waking state it cannot c«rt. The man in the 

trance wiU be able to see through a barrier that blocks the waking vialon. 

and tell yon what is happening on the other side of a closed door, or what 

IS within the body, tdl you not only what is happening on the other side 

of an obstacle but what is happening hundreds of miles away. These are 

not the dreams of the orientals, of the thoosophists. T am confiitiog 

mjflKlf to coses where experiments have been put on record, where men 

who do not believe m the superphysical, were confronted by facts they 

Jjund It impossible to explain. J have myself seen experiments of this 

kind in the days before I was a theosophisi. These proved to damonstra- 

tion that opaque bodies were not obstacles to the vision of the man 

plunged into the hypnotic trance, and this is now admitted fay all students 

of hypnotism. Memory and perception then ’ire increased in power when 

the bmin is stupefied. So I might take you through one faculty of the 

mind after another and show you that in every case consciousness is 

stronger, more vivid, more active, when its physical mechanism is paralysed. 

Out of all these experiments there arose again the questton t What 

then IS the relation between consciousness and the brain ? U was estah- 

IS ed that with paralysis of the brain oonsciousnesa becomes more active 
than It was before. 

The result of these experiments on the condition .of mental 

whatever the dream con- 
sciousness of man might be, it was far wider in 

extent, far more powerful, than the same conscfotisuesa working through 
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the physical brain. Thus gradually way was made for the recognitioa of 

the fact, well-koowa to ibc eastern psychologists, that the waking conscious¬ 

ness is only a part, bji imperfect and Iragmemary expression, of the total 
coDsdousness of man. 

The modern psychologists meanwhile were proceeding on s new 

line of invest ig at ion, and they began to stvdy what are 

called the abnormal phenomena of consciousness, not 
Only the normal and the commonplace but the abnormal 

and the exceptional, and at first the study along these 
lines seemed to carry most of the thinkers directly against the psychology 
of the East, Study in one school of psychology came to wbat secniEd a 
terrible conclusion. It was the school of Lombroso in Italy, He declared, 

and many others followed him, that the visions of the prophets, of the 

saints, of the seers, all their testimony to the existence of superphysical 

AboormiJ 
PhftnomBiiA at 

Coniftcunuu 

worlds, were the products of disordered brains, of diseased or over-strained 

ftervous apparatus. He went further, and be declared that the manifesta¬ 

tion known as genius was eloscLy allied to insanity, that the brain of the 

genius and the brain of the madman were akin, until the phrase " genius 

is allied to madness ", became the stock axiom of that 

** school. This appeared to be the final dealth^blow dealt 

by materialism to the hope of humanity nourished by the 
grandest inspirations that had come tn men through the geniuses, the saints, 

the prophets, the seers, the religious teachers of the world. Was all this 

truly but the result of disordered intelligence ? Was all religion but the grand 

dream of diseased brains and nerves ? Was religion really a nen’ous disease, 

are all people who see and hear, where other people are blind and deaf, 
neuropaths ? That became the terrible question set rolling by this psychogi* 

cal school, At first there was silence, caused by the very shock of the ques¬ 
tion. Men w-ere so taken aback that they knew' not how to answ'er them, 

knew not how to argue. Gradually, itowever, there came from the 
ranks of thoughtful men a challenge. Granted that this is true that 

you have discovered, granted that these brains through which the 

visions of religion, the revelations of religion, have come, are abnormal, 
is it after all so Important, so vital a matter ? May it not be that as 

the higher worlds oome into touch with man, they may well be able 

to affect only the most delicate brains, and in that very touch they 

may throw the i|elicate mechanism slightly out of gear? Is it not possible 
that the subtle vibrations of the higher worlds to which the human 
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brain is unaccustomed yet to respond, may in some individual dififering 

from the standard of ordinary evolution, find an answer, and the higher 

world may speak through these abnormal brains to men ? The question 

of importance to humanity is not whether the physi* 

Humanity** brain of the genius is allied in its mechanism to 
the physical brain of the madman, but whether what 

comes through the brain of a madman and the brain of a genius are 

equally important to humanity. If we receive through the disordered 

brain of a mad man, a jangle of useless disconnected ideas and dreams, 

that result is worthless and we set it aside. But if through the brain 

of the genius, of the religious teacher, through the brain of the saint, 

come forth the highest inspirations, the loftiest ideas that have raised 

mankind above the brute and the savage, shall we cast them aside 

as well ? We judge the results not by the mechanism through which 
we have received them, but by their value to humanity, and no matter 

what the mechanism of the brain may have been there remains the 
thought that has been given to the world. 

Everything of which humanity is most proud, all its sublimest hopes 

Are the»e product* and aspirations, the most beautiful imaginings of poetry, 
of Neuropath* > the transcendental flights of metaphysics, and the 

sublimest conceptions of art, are all products of neuropaths, of abnormal 

brains. When men tell us that the great religious teachers are neuropaths, 

that Buddha, Christ, S. Francis, are neuropaths, then we are inclined 

to cast our lot with the abnormal few, rather than with the normal many. 

We know what they were. They were men who saw far more and 

knew far more than we; what matters it whether we call their brains 

normal or abnormal ? In these men’s consciousness is a ray of the Divine 
splendour; as Browning says: 

Through such souls alone 

God, stooping, shows sufficient of His Light 
For us in the dark to rise by. 

And if in those cases the brain changes from a normal to an 

abnormal state, then humanity must ever remain thankful to abnormality. 

That is the first answer which may be made to this statement 

Nonnal and Lombroso, and you find a man like Dr. Jdaudsley, 
Abnormed Brain. famous doctor, asking whether there is any law 

that nature shall use only for hei^ purposes what 
we call the perfect brains? May it not be that for her higher 
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performances she needs brains which are different from the ordinary, 
the normal brains of man ? For, take the normal brain that is the 

product of evolution, the result of the past; that brain is fitted for the 

ordinary affairs of life, it is fitted for the calculations of the market¬ 

place, for the observation of material things, for the work of the 

world, for the carrying on of the ordinary affairs of life; brought to its 

present state by the practice of such thinking it is the best machinery 

for such work. But when you come to deal with higher thought, 

with abstract speculation, when you come to deal with religious ideas 
and with the possibilities of higher worlds, that brain is the most 

unfit of instruments; it is not delicately organised enough for the 
subtler vibrations of the higher worlds. For just as you may take 

a watch delicately wrought and by that watch you may measure small 

intervals of time which you could not measure by a clumsier mechan¬ 

ism, so it is with the different brains of men. The normal brain 

is the commonplace brain; the normal brain is the average brain. 

It has no promise for the future; it is but the product of the 

past. But the abnormal brain, that which can answer to the higher vibra¬ 

tions, the brain which, if you will, you may call by the insulting name of 

“ morbid ", that is the brain which stands in the front of evolution, which 

is the promise of the future, and shows us what man shall be in the 
generations yet to come. 

As the struggle went on another answer came. When in times of 

unusual strain and unusual excitement, the brain answers 

higher vibrations, then it is very likely that nervous 

disease will accompany the answ’er. It is not always the 
brain of the genius to which strange experiences occur. They occur to 

people of all types; the average man and woman have their experiences. 

When a person has been rapt in ecstasy of prayer; or is fasting, and the 

body is weakened or is under great stress of excitement, the brain will 

certainly be affected far more easily than under normal conditions, and it 

will be able to register finer vibrations more easily than the so-called 

healthy brain. Take a very common illustration. You have a violin or 

a vina. You find that you can get from the string of your instrument a 

certain note, but you want a higher note ; what do you do ? You tighten 

the string. Just so with the human brain. It does not answer to the 

higher notes of l^fe in its ordinary state; you must tighten the string by 

intense concentration or devotion, and then the brain will answer. But 
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in the tightening there is danger ; in the tightening there is the possibility of 

breakage; and so in the normal brain tightened to respond to the stress 

of the subtler vibrations, there is the danger of nervous disturbance, there 

is the danger of unbalancing the mechanism. 
How can that be met ? We look to the science of the East, to its 

old psychology, and it gives us the answer—it is the 
The Procees science that knows the answer, and this answer is 

oga strengthened by a modern discovery touching the mechan* 

ism of the brain. What is the process of Yoga ? It is a process by 

which gradually, by physical, by mental training, the man develops a 

. higher consciousness, and enables that higher consciousness to express 

itself in the physical body. Now every one of you who knows anything of 
Yoga, knows perfectly that in Yoga there is a physical training, purification 

of the body, purification of the brain, which precedes the practice of any 
of the higher forms. You know that it has always been told that if a man 

would practice Yoga he must become an ascetic in his life. That he must 

give up liquor and the grosser articles of diet, that he must purify the 

body, and then purify the mind. You know that only as that is being 

done, can the mental Yoga be effectually performed, and then as the body 

is becoming purer day by day, consciousness develops, its higher powers 

show themselves through the purified brain without disease, without over¬ 

strain, without any injurious nervous or morbid results. Eastern psycho¬ 

logy recognises the danger of nervous disturbance, and enables the 

necessary sensitiveness to be obtained without the overstraining of the 

physical instrument. 
But I said that a late discovery in Modern Science with regard to 

the brain had justified the process. What is the dis- 

^*1 covery ? That the brain cells in which thought is carried 

on develop, and increase in size and in complexity by 

the process of thought; that as a man thinks, his brain cells grow ; they 

send out processes which anastomose, join one to another, and thus make 

a very complicated mechanism by which higher thought can be expressed, 

that the whole process of the expression of thought depends on this growth 

in the cells of the brain, and that as you think you are really making your 

brain, you are creating the mechanism by which hereafter a higjier thought 

may be expressed. The latest anatomy of the West has laid down this, 

that these cells grow under the direct impulses of thought, and that as you 

think you prepare the brain for better and higher thought; as the thought 
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acts on the nervous cells, the nirvous cells become more complicated, 

intercommunicate more fully, are more apt for the processes of thought. 

The Yoga practice of concentration, of steadying the mind by 
fixing the thought, makes the brain cells grow, and thus 

creates an instrument adaptable for higher thinking in 

the future. As you carry on your meditation you are 

building fresh mechanism in the brain ; as you carry on concentration, you 

are creating the apparatus for higher performances. Thus as purification 

of the body, of the brain, of the mind, goes on in Yoga, you are building 

up the brain, making it able to come into touch with a higher world, 

without losing its balance, without losing its sanity and its strength. 

There lies the scientific justification of Yoga from the latest investigations 

of the West. What then does the East tell us as the result of Yoga ? It 

tells us that man is a consciousness expressing his powers through the 

body which he moulds to his own purpose, that man’s consciousness 

in the brain is far less than his consciousness out of the brain ; that man 

uses the brain as an instrument on the physical plane, but is not limited 

by it, is not confined by it. That old theory of the ancient Sages is now 
being promulgated in the W'est by such men as Sir Oliver Lodge, who 

declares that the investigation of hypnotism, the study of consciousness 
and the study of abnormal states of consciousness, prove that human 

consciousness is larger than the consciousness in the brain, and that there 

is much more of us outside the body than is shown by the working of the 

brain. That is the last word on consciousness from the West, and it is 
identical with the testimony of the East. 

Do you see now why I put together Modern Science and the 

Higher Self ? The Higher Self is the consciousness 

beyond the physical, the larger, wider, greater conscious- 

"®ss which is our real Self, the Self of which the 

consciousness in the brain is only the faintest of refiec* 

tions. This body of ours is only a house in which we dwell for our 

physical work ; we hold the key of the body ; we should put it in the lock 

by Yoga, and try and release the imprisoned consciousness. We are 

greater than what we appear to be; we are formed in the divine image; we 

live not m this world only but also in other worlds; our consciousness 

outstretches the physical. In this planet of mud our foot is planted, but 

our heads, touch* the heavens; they are bathed in the light of the spiritual 

world far above, in the world unseen, bathed in the light of our God. We 
n 
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nur tn« the conKiouaiese eeil lh« «e*iB<«y »' Seinte, the Propbete. 
The S«r,. eed the T«.ch,« rf hemeeit,. The, told ee »h=t .hey kew. 

that which we may el« know (ot ounelves. They were dmoe, showing 
Their dieioity to the worlds. W. ete- eon. the less 

divine, alihough tjur divinity is veiled. Ut us claim our 

birtbright. to know as Tliey know. These great ones 
of the past, these Saints and Teachers of humanity. They are the promise 

of what we shaU be in the future, and the heights They have touched in 

ages past, we also will attain in days to come- Every one of usiaa 
"divine fragment", every one of us an eternal Spirit, every one o u 

deific life, striving to attain through matter to consciousness of our own 

divinity. That is the teaching of all faiths, that is the lundame 

principle of life, of religion, of nature i and Modern Science is finding that 
even physical nature is not inieUigible without the understanding of the 

higher world, without the recognition of larger possibilities. 
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B? D. H. PRtNS 

a domam cif taodern scientific thought whecc Theosophy 

and Science tneet, one acts foot upon the ground covered 

by what since the lost quarter of the nineteenth century 

in English‘Speaking countries has become known os 
Psychical Research. 

Theosophical thinkers have a prediJcction for the study of the 

so-called “occult** phenomena and they claim that some occult theories 

handed down through the ages from olden times tilt now may turo out 

to be of great value as a a-orking hypothesis in the field of modem Science, 
especially in that of Psychical Research. 

It Is Dot i^y to say exactly what has to be understood by “ occult '* 

or “ psychic ’* phenomena, nor to draw the boundary-line which marlis off 

the field of Psij'chical Research from other fields of study.. Perhaps the 

best way of giving a general idea of what is enclosed by that boundary-Hne 

is to eoumerate the diverse types of '* psychtc ’* phenomena. 

It has been customary to make a division between mental and 

physical phenomena. Thought-transference from brain 

Meotftl PbKiMen* without any physical contact { extra-sensory 
perception of past or distant events, or so called 

clairvoyance; dreams and hallucinations of a prophetic nature; the 

communications from mediums which are said to be due to incorporeal 

agencies and which arc often claimed to contain evidence of the survival 

of the human personality after the death of the body; these are some 

types of mental phenomena. A common characteristic of the facts falling 

under this heading is easily given. In each of the cases mentioned above, 

objective knowledge comes to a percipient without any sensory stiniuJation 

of .the_we!l-known kind. 

Looking for 

Birth FfjrchkftJ 

Ruurdi 
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The physical pheaoraenR aMip •in one respect or another apparent 

' ^ .Jptio.. cl phy.i»l law. The .nigmafeal 
Snne Eziai|ile> matarialuations, ihe apaotanefius coming into mis eoc* 

rfPhriiml (orms ami Ibe equally enigmatical 

dematerialiaations. the solution ol those lotms into 

oothinanessi telekinesis, the moving of physical ohjeets withont an, one 

mX them! levitation, a speeial fotm of kinesis m a verti^ 

direction, the word being only used when a human h^y Wt^ . 

baanilagsi «ps nnd psychic lights, sonnds or lights withoai a hnown 

physios! caosa i th«. ace vations aaamphw of physioU phenomena. 

It should be borne in mind that in these two enumerations nothing 

has yet been said about the question, whether these phenomena are real 

facts ormerdy supposed onijs. i c u.t, in 1S75 
Ever since the foundation of The Thwsophical Society m 1875 

Thwaophists have been paying attention to the study 

Wimins qI occult phenomena. H* P* Blavatsky* the first great 

modem exponent of Theosophy, expected a good deal 

from such a study. In more than one respect she may be considered m 

one of tbe precursors of modem scientific rasesrch in this field. S e 

knew the possibilities of fraud and self-deception, in letters dating from 

1876 she wrwte : What we [theosophistfl] want is to kill fraud ” ’ - - ■ 
■* How very careful roust we be in accepting phenomena and revelations 

purporting to come tmm spirits"’; but she revolted against those who 

branded magic and occult science with tbe name of imposture : " Allowing 

a large discount for clever fraud, what remains is quite serious enough to 
demand the careful scrutiny of science **.' She believed 

Occult Phwiomcn* future science of occult phenomena : *' Spiritual- 
irtuo Miwclr. ^ science and a thing of mathemat¬ 

ical certitude, instead of being regarded only as the craiy delusion of 

epileptic monomaniacs’’*; but she knew it would be a long way from 1875 

to that future. Understanding that the co-operation of many acicnti^s is 

Rbsolutdy necessary for progress in that direction, she complained ; “ We 
have but very very few scholars at our command’’*. She objected to the 

'B. R. Cemoa. SufiM UnpublisHr4 t^Ur* c/ H- P. Blmatiky, pp. 

Lctttn e/ H. P.Blirvaiah- 9- 

* H, P. Btavatsty. UMiOeJ, I, p. <0 iNe» York, ISTTf. „ . ,t -ut™ 
i TJm) CoMpl«* lYor*J of H. P. Blmatth, P- W, edited by Ti|i3t Beikn. tLowtai, 

LSI?). 
* B, R, Canon, dCi. p Itt, 
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unscientific attitude, which idenfified occult phenomena with miracles: 

" There is no miracle. Everything that happens is the result of law . . . 

but . . . there may be laws . . . unknown to science ^ It is the task of 

the future science of occult phenomena to discover the laws which govern 

those facts, better to rediscover them ; for Mme. Blavatsky stated that there 

has always been an Occult Science handed down from generation to gene- 

ration known only to few people, fragments of which can be found in the 

dark and often enigmatical writings of ancient philosophers and occultists, 

‘^his occult tradition is the source of her own theories relating to psychic 
phenomena. 

Her first attempt to promote the future science of occult facts was 

her associating with the spiritualistic movement in America. Coming to 

the New World at a time when a great many people visited the places 

where mediums produced their real or false phenomena, she entered into 

communication with those circles hoping to meet among the visitors 

those inclined to give ear to her ideas. Denouncing deceiving mediums 

she nevertheless advocated the reality of occult phenomena ; at the same 

time she disputed the then current spiritualistic theory which held that 

nearly all the psychic phenomena were derived from the agency of disem* 

bodied men, the “ spirits ”. As early as 1879 she stated : “ We can never 

know how much of the mediumistic phenomena we must attribute to the 

disembodied, until it is settled bow much can be done by the embodied, 

human soul ”'—a maxim which up to the present day has been the leading 

principle for scientific research in this field of knowledge. 

In modem Psychical Research it is still a disputed point whether 

the spirit-theory is necessary for the interpretation of certain psychic 

phenomena or not. As soon as scientists began to study those phenomena, 

they put forward, in place of the spiritualistic bypotbesisf an animistic one. 

which looks for the cause of occult phenomena in the subconscious regions . 

^ of living men instead of in the supposed consciousness 

of the dead. For half a century a great many earnest 

students have sought for an unimpeachable proof of survival of life after 

death, and even those who adhere unreservedly to the spiritualistic theory 

as the only possible one (for the interpretation of some of the facts at least) 

grant that a definite proof is very difficult. So, Sir Oliver Lodge' in a 

* Isis Unveiled, II, p. 587. 
* The Theosoph^st, I, p. 7. 
* Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 481-316 

(June 1929). 
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paper On the aastried dij^cul/y of the spirituatistk hypothesis from a 

scientific point of view ded&rcs: “ Basing my conclusions on experience 

I am absolntsly convinced not only of stirvival but of demonstrated 

sarvival"; hut he adds: “It is difIcuU to discriminate between the 

activity of discarnate personalities and those of the incarnate “ ; and even 

says: “The verification of this hypothesis must depend largely on o«r 

philosophic view ", 
The facts referred to by Sir Oliver are well known: A medium 

personates a deceased eotityi He behaves as the deceased us^ to behavei 

he speaks as the latter was w'ont to do. What he says testifies to a far* 

reaching knowledge of the inner and outer life of the person who, according 

to the spiritualistic theory, is said to be present. In some exceptional 

Biich manifestations make a deep impression on every person present 

and only he who is well-informed of the results of modern Psychology and 
Psychical Research can, undisturbed by that Impression, weigh exactly the 

evidence for and against the spiritualistic interpretation of those pheno¬ 

mena, for only he can know “ how much can be done by the embodied 

human soul and “■—so Mme. Blavatsky went on in the paper quoted 

above—“ how much by the blind but active pow'ers at work within those 

regioua which are yet unexplored by science Some of these powers have 

been discovered since those words were wTitten, 

First of all the fact that a medium knows a good many details about 

the life of the deceased and about his intercourse with 

his relatives and friends, can be explained very well 

without the help of the hypothesis of survival. The 

literature of Psychical Research abounds with records regarding extra¬ 

sensory perception. There are persons gifted with the faculty of know^ing 

particulars about The past life, the character end the future of other people 

without having had the opportunity of being informed of them by uormat 

observations. The reality of such a faculty can no longer be disputed,* 

Secondly, there is the possibiJity of the dissociation of a personality. 

It sometimes occurs that one and the same individual 

* shows to his surroundings two or more faces so dilferenti 

that they can be said to belong to different personalities 
that live their own lives in that individual independent of each other. 

A very Impressive case of such dissociation was studied by the American 
* E. E. CoTttin, «c„ p. 104. 
*cf. Oily La canHiiintiitme tufirmtarmaU (Vuit, IS'ZSHSnfll'trajif]:, 

Faesttus hi Han) w J, B, Rhine. Exiru-Smivrjp Perve^tim (Bmtm. 1»S). 
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Animistic 

Hypothesis 

psychologist Morton Prince/ So S a medium personates a deceased person 

this does not necessarily mean that the deceased uses the body of the 

medium, it may mean something else. 
Thirdly, modern psychology throws a bright light upon the faculties 

of the unconscious, among other things upon its dramatizing power. Every 

one can convince himself of the possibilities of this faculty by studying 

his own dreams. 
Those facts enable us to formulate more exactly the so-called 

animistic hypothesis. The medium personating a deceased 

person is gifted with the faculty of extra-sensory per* 

ception (why should we make a fundamental difference 

between supernormal knowledge of life and the character of living men 

and that of the dead 7). The knowledge which he receives through 

channels unknown to most of us, and in point of fact also unknown to 

himself, is dramatized by the unconscious and gives rise to a dissociation 

of the medium’s consciousness and to a personification of him whose course 

of life is the object of the perception. 
There are some rare facts which prove this hypothesis to be sound 

because they cannot be explained spiritualistically. 
Personal Experi- Mme. Blavatsky in a letter recently reprinted in The 

Theosophist' tells of a personal experience which is very 

suggestive. In ber years of girlhood as a medium she 

often gave information by automatic writing about the life of a lady and 

her relatives. This lady told the audience that she was dead, and used the 

medium’s body to make her communications. A good many of those com¬ 

munications could be verified and they appeared to be exactly true—with 

one exception. The lady still lived and what was told about ber death was a 

mere fancy. Mme. Blavatsky gives an animistic interpretation of these facts. 

A similar case is recorded by Mr. Soal in the Proceedings of the S.P.R. 

Of course, observations of this kind do not prove the spiritualistic 

AU the sccalled hypothesis to be false. Other facts remain, very strong- 
•• Spirit! •* are no ly suggesting the idea of survival. Nevertheless, the 

Spiriuatail theory of Mme. Blavatsky that nearly all the so-called 

“ spirits ” are no spirits at all, and that their communications are due 

' T/f! Dissociation of a Personality (Boston. 1903). 

• Vol. LIV, p. 422. 

* The Theosophist, LIV. p. 422. 

« Vol. XXXV, p. 561. 
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to 3tiU deIcdowd facaltiea of maD). bdU found a corroboration in modern 

sdenttfic researchi 

This corroboratioa is very importanti it goes to the root of 

SutMtitonnal out 6nb)ect« For one of the most fundamental ideas of 
P«rwM»ijiMan Ancient Occultism and its revival in Modern Theosophy 

is that supernormal powers exist In every human being. 

The study of psychic phenomena is therefore first of all the study 

of man and of his latent, mostly stUl undiscovered^ possibilities to which 

Mme. Blavatshy alluded in the lines quoted above. 

However, such phenomena are the result of an interaction of man 

and nature and therefore the study of the occult Is also 

the study of unknown forces in nature, just as there is 

in ronu the region of the uacouscious, just os there 

are in some meci at leasti those supernormal faculties of clairvoyance, so 

in nature—occult tradition says—there is a region hitherto hardly touched 
by scientific research, an invisible world, surrounding us all without being 

known by us, e?(ccpt perhaps by those few who say they have to a certain 

degree consciously developed occult powers. 

A summary of the theosophicol theories about man and nature 

may precede our attempt to compare m detail those theories and the 
ro-ults of Psychical Research. 

Theosophy disiioguishcs between the real itiaiii hi& true Self, and 

Snil blnutvmat ^hat man seems to be; between his soul and bis body. 
Bi»dv w Moful The true Self is rooted in the eternal and absolute 

Unity of Life; the outer man is mortal and ever-changing. 

A statement like this should not be presented as an object of bcJJof, 

it should be the result of reflection and inner experience. Let me try to 

make some suggestions which may pdnt out a way to a conviction based 
on such a foundation, 

I see myself living in a world that surrounds me. If 1 describe my 

situation in this way. I already distinguish roughly 

that which I am not- 
Ms But there is perhaps no word in our language more 

equivocal than this word " I ", so familiar to ail of us. 

And so long as its significance h not exactly defined, my distinction of 
the " 1" and the “ not I ” is of no great importance.' 

v^> F Lfiiki ''Mm.md iliA Uaivem" flTie Self and the Not-SBlf), VOti f TT^Icll Ulid parlnt^^l^p^ 
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There are manifold rdatioB# between myaeU and my suiroutidingSt 
one of them, however, is presupposed ia every other 

*^r******** reSation "to be coDsetous of”- I 
am coDScioDS of the paper on which I write, of my 

room, of the scenery 1 see through my window as I look up from 

my work. 1 may be coDScioas of everything in the world wherein 

I live. 
Now anything I may be conseious ^ is fundamentally different 

from the “ 1 " that ia conscious of it. The whole outer world belongs to 

the " Dot f But 1 am or may be consciona of my body too, and 
of roy feelings, my emotion a, my thoughts, 1 willingly admit there 

are very many moments in my life when i identify myaelf so much with 

my thoughts or with ray feelings that it is as if I am those thoughts or 

those feelings. But it happens sometimes that those thoughts and feelings 

of mine live at some distance from me, so that I am able to control them 

to a certain eatenl. Sometimes when I am thinking over an important 

question, the thoughts come and go at ray command, 1 order them, I link 

them together and so gradually arises the thought-building I wish to raise. 

In thia thought-activity of mine I experience something of the autonomy 

of my true sdf with respect to my inner life. Reflecting along such lines 

the conclusion urges itself upon me, that the whole of what 1 am accustomed 

to call my inner life also belongs to the “ not I Detennioing what the 
true " I " is. I have to separate it ia my refleclion not only from the world 

outside me hut also from my bodily existence and from my psychic life. 

The " 1 ” is conscious of all that and therefore differs essentially from 

the whole of the ” not IIt will be obvious that the I ", so defined, 

rises above the individnal, it can no longer be considered as something 
personal. One of the most acute Theosophica! thinkers, 

CantddonwHbtha Bhagavan Das, writes on this subject: "Let it be 

to consciousness is the one 

witness to . . , the only possible substratum of all that 

we regard as real .... By eliminating the common factor our from 

both sides of the equation, the proposition stands - • .that consciousness 

ia the only basis or support of the world. For how can we distinguish 

between * our ’ consciousness and * another’s ’ consciousness, between * our 
world and * another’s ’ world ? That another has a consciousness, that 

another has a world, that there is another at all, ia still only ' our con* 

sciousnessi And as this holds true for every one , , . does it not follow 
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tbit &U these ' every onet>' arc QDLj^O/ie, that all these ' out' conscious* 

nesses are only one Universal Consciousness ? ’ 
The DCKt link in the chain of ideas 1 am following here is the 

Eundameutai identity of the objective (outer) world and 

The Obi«^vB jjig subjective (toner) one. Everything I do changes 

physical world around me and may therefore be 

observed by everyone else, it is part of the objective 

world. But my thoughts and feelings are—so loug as they do not give 

birth to action, so long as no gesture betrays them—for myself alone, 

sebjeclivfc This, at least, ia the generaliy accepted idea—the objective 

world and the subjective are essentially different. A very illuminating 

consequence of this opinion is that we are responsible for our actions, but 

not, at least not in the same measure, for what we think or desire, pro¬ 

vided that those thoughts and desires do not lead to action.* 
Now in the scheme of thought outlined above, both the physical 

and psychical lie on the same side of the boundarydine 
Thtniglita Bod between the " I " and the “ not.l Doth belong to the 

world of phenomena, they are not funda¬ 

mentally difTerent. There is a p^ehical outer world 

just as there is a physical outer world. Of course this is a revolutionary 
statement but i hope the reader will sec it for the present as a possibility, 

the value ol which may be tested in doling with the results oi Psychical 

Research. This proposition is not new. Here, too, Theosophy only 

brings back an old occult tradition, undoubtedly the result of the occult 

experience of former generations, a tradition which is still living in the 

East* 
The psychical world is material, for it is a phenomenal world with 

an objective structure of its own. It ts not a mere 

metaphor to speak of "psychic matter". The Jaws of 

psychic matter may differ greatly from the laws of physi¬ 

cal matter, so greatly that one may be inclined to reject the word matter in 

this connection. Nevertheless 1 insist on using this word, only to lay stress 

upon the fundamental identity of the physical and the psychical worlds. 

' Tht Svicncuo/ PiM*. pp. 2J-S4 ftx&doB ud BeiunH, IWH). 

»I may ztltt ih* fift«l«rs for inituu la ilie books of W, Y. EvaoB-Woolt, », A-. D. Lilt.. 
P,3e. 1. Th« Tibttan Beak of Pu Btad (OKCord. ^W^3^ 2. rrtrt’i CKiir Yzai 
(lOSa), riOrfaR Vorir and StertI OoetriTH (1933). 

*Mc^]crd tbsHo^iciJ litcniuie fallDwiDg loiliu «nd Tibal^e tradiUoD fcf. Th» 
Tibetan Book of rli« i^ad, pp. lOO-iOi) dixriatiuioi boiwceu an htinl body ud a meala] 
emc, a di&tinctlao which in ihli caimaccian if not tffipnitut. 
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Maa lives in the physical Vorld hy means of his body* How 
does he come into contact with his psychical surfound'- 

Oufins si«ap or iDgs ? The snawfif occult tradittoo gives lies on the 
ah«r DMtK Mon surface. He does So by tneatis of a “psychical " body, some* 

^ times called the astral body, the radiant vehicle of the soul 
—a word used by the last of the Neoplatoniats. Damas' 

cius/ and since that time well'known in occult literature- The idea that 

roan does not only live by means of a physical body but also by means 

of another subtler one includes the possibility that he uses the latter 
apart from the former. It may happen while man is still living; accord¬ 

ing to the occult theory, during sleep, and in some exceptional cases 

know'n in the literature of Psychical Research as “ psychic excursion . 

It may happen after death, the true Self having left the dying body 

remains living in his psychic body. Another Gonsequence of this idea 

is the existence of accessory perceptive faculties. 
The average man has no experience whatBoever of his psychical 

Surroundings nor does he know anything about a 

A WcMMiicJitnia psychical body. Perhaps I should rather say. with 

precision, he does not Interpret his inner ex¬ 

periences in terms of an miter psychical world and 

his possible relationa to it- That is no wouder. TMe conscious We 
of the Westerner is bo wholly absorbed by the exigencies of the physical 

world that even his inner life, bis thoughts and feelings, his emotbtia and 

desires arc intimately connected with it. So he has no psychic life of his 

own. Everything he may be in the psychic realm of life is subordinate to 

what he is in physical life. He has not yet discovered the possibility of a 

psychic life independent of what may be signihed by life in the physical 

world. With respect to the psychical world man has not yet gained self- 

consciousness. That U the explanation of his ignoring its existence. 
Yet modern Psychology is going to restore the idea of the autonomy 

of the psyche. The m-discovery' of the uncon&cions 
mR--diK««y ^ p J IjIj ^^5 a first Step on the way 
of |I|« Uil£oluCi«U f r- 1 T 

to that goal. One of the former puptls of Freud, J ung, 

made the next step by forming the concept of the collective unconscious. 

Human PermmaHjt and id Surpiviii »f BadHf Death, p. 233, * ef, Mvert, 
(London^ 1903) 

* Wifkltchhtii tkr {Zftnch* IM4) p. 14. 
OoUbcUw QDcaiuciOTis of Jiinfi iir bowevw+ M 
P^ychio] world I 

Ii Ahoald be borne lO mind that iba 
^ tbo 1^4 «■ 1 
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Id his latest book The Reality of the Soul, Jung says about the collective 

unconscious: “ It is objective, it has a life by itself, it is founded in 

itself”.’ It would be very interesting to discuss this subject more 

in detail but it lies outside the limits of the present paper. 
However, one remarkable attempt to treat psychological problems 

in a way which is in itself already a corroboration 
The Psychic World tjjg of an outer psychical world may be men- 

ThL^^UnvUible t’oned here. Dr. Wilhelm Haas, a German psychologist, 
published in 1921 a book entitled The World of 

Psychical Things.' To illustrate the ideas contained in that work 

I quote the following lines: “The psychic world is a world 

of things and of relations between things. It exists objectively, it is 

not dependent on its being observed by perceiving men. Just as we 

are living and going about in the physical world, in so far as we are 
physical beings, so we are living and going about in the psychical world 

as psychical beings. And exactly as we are observing in the physical 

world now ourselves and now other things, so we are perceiving in the 

psychical world now the psychical life of our own, now other psychical 

things “ Fundamentally man lives in the physical and in the psychical 

world in the same way ... he has a physical and a psychical body, the 

latter being . . .•not the endless plurality of psychical things that may 

come within the sphere of our perceptivity, but those psychical things that 

permanently form part of our inner life 
Returning to Psychical Research, we 6nd a great many data 

enabling us to test the value of the occult theories we 

are dealing with. For all the phenomena which have 

been studied in this branch of science have one common 

characteristic: their psychological aspect. Even what 

we called in our opening lines the physical phenomena 

show this aspect. They can be directed either by the will of the medium 

or by the intentions of some one else. 

Among the occult facts, that of thought*transference—perception 

of the thoughts of another—has been the least disputed from the very 

beginnings of scientific research in this field. At first sight it resembles 

some well'known physical facts, witness its popular name: mental radio. 

' Die Psychischg Dingwelt (Bonn, 1921). 

nbid„p.42. 

Ibid,, p. 93 (abridged and freely tranilated). 

Psychological 

Aspect* Common 
Characteristic of 

the Phenomena 
Studied 
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This has nodouhtedly made its aAeptance easier. On the other hand, 

the reality of clairvoyanceperception of an objective thing or event 

without the aid of the known senses—was doubled till some years ago. 

The possibility of such extra^sensory perceptLon could not so easily be 

understood. Moreover it is rather difficult to prove its reality. For such 

a proof can only bo given by excluding telepathy. To realize this difficulty 

one has only to consider that if a petson gifted with supernormal faculties 

shows ability, for instance, to read a letter shut up in an opaque sealed 

cover, it may be that he perceives the letter itself notwithstanding its 

opaque cover, it may also be that he perceives the writer's tboaghta. 
Experiments with the Polish engineer Ossowiecki ’ have made the 

reality of clairvoyance very acceptable. ConcluEive were 

CKperiments of Rhine/ The attempt to make lele- 

Suceewhil patby the one and only hypothesis to explain the fact of 

extra-sensory perception was thus proved to be vain. 

Rhine now even required experimental tests for telepathy excluding the 

possibility of clatrvoyanoe, the Idea being suggested that thought-trans¬ 

ference vnay be a special case of clairvoyance. He succeeded in demon¬ 

strating by a series of ingenious experiments that pure telepathy was as 

real a fact as pure clairvoyance.* 
The discovery of the possibility of thought-transference means the 

end of the current theory that thoughts and feelings, 

'nmuabu desires and emotiona, in short everything that may form 

part of man’s inner life is tnctely subjective. The idea 

that thoughts affect the surroundings bf the person who 

tliii4ks them, an absurdity for the intellectuals of former generations, can 

no longer be questioned. My thoughts can be perceived in one way or 

another by some one else. Therefore the conception that my thoughts 

only exist during the time 1 am thinking them is wrong. Their life lasts 

much longer. Perhaps, when I think agatu the same thought after some 

time, this repeated thinking may be called a second observation of the 

same psychical thing, just as when I am reading what 1 wrote down some 

minutes ago, the conceptions that arise in me are the result of a second 

*T1h mcmQfnph on ■'AreliMlofflr" by G- Nvriiii Drinkvaler, Vol, I, PP* 121-124. 
(lito senrv, bo rood wi'li anvuiaBv on Eh. 

* Geley, L'atapiatmtt la CluirpeariiHM, Ch. 1 (Pari*, IW4). A luinniixy tn*T !» 
bnind ia REehtt, TltirtJ Vtart ef Ptfchieel lUimrrh. 

*d. J. B, flbiMfE3r<riii-Sr«»ry Pftxr^rioit. 

• tbid., Cb, tn. 
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observation of a thing that has an exictence of its own, independent of my 

perceiving it or not. Such considerations lead inevitably to the idea of an 

outer psychical world no longer as a result of pure speculation but as the 
outcome of an attempt to account for ascertained facts. 

Of course in using the expression “ outer psychical world ” one 

should be on one’s guard against rash generalizations 
^rimenu and and easy analogies. The laws of this psychical world 

sary for Psychic ^ by experiments and careful observa- 
Uwi tions. Man, who in the 19th century could but think in 

terms of matter, force and vibration, has concieved an 
explanation of telepathy which is the perfect image of the physical 

radiation-theory. Its application to the facts, however, meets with great 

difficulties. This may be mentioned here*, firstly because in theo- 

sophical books the idea of thought-transference by vibrations is, in my 
opinion, over-emphasized, and secondly as a warning against untimely 
conclusions. 

A very remarkable corroboration of theosophical theories on occult 
phenomena by Psychical Research is the use made by some authoritative 
writers on this subject of the hypothesis of the astral body. To begin 
with some facts— 

Dr. Roux reports in the “ Revue Metapsjrchique ” * on his experi- 

Travelling in the ^ ^me. Morel. Repeatedly 
A.L IJdy ' g®''® her a letter of a friend of his, Dr. Moutier, who 

was travelling. Mme. Morel gave a full description of 
the situation in which his friend was at that moment. She " saw ” his 

surroundings; she “ saw ” even particulars which Dr. Moutier may have 

observed but which he surely was not conscious of; nay, it occurred also 
that she perceived something in his neighbourhood that he himself had 

not yet seen, and in those cases she knew that Dr. Moutier had not yet 

observed that part of his surroundings. These facts make Dr. Roux ' 

discuss with many reservations the possibility of travelling in the astral 

body after having left the physical body, because Mme. Morel, also des¬ 

cribing what she went through, spoke of removal through space with 

lightning speed and then blending her consciousness with the other’s. 

There may be some evidence for the theory of the astraJ body in 

lolS. 
* 1935, pp. 1-16. 

c 
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experiments like these, but they are not conclusive. However, there are 

other facts to be considered in this connection. 

In “ Phantasms of the Living ” * it is reported how a certain 

Mr. Beard endeavoured to make himself known in a 
Ezpenenee ^ house at some distance from where he himself was at the 

Astral Travelling * • • 
moment. First he saw the parlour, later in the evening 

a bedroom. He wrote down w’hat he had witnessed and the following 

morning he went to the house in question. He was received by a lady he 

hardly knew, who began telling him, how she had seen him the night 

before in the parlour and the bedroom. The notes he made could be 

wholly verified. In such cases there is some one experiencing that he is at 
some distance from his physical body and another perceiving there an 
apparition of the former. The last circumstance supports the suggestion 

of astral travelling made above, provided that besides the possibility of 

psychic excursion we accept that the astral body, normally invisible, in a 

still unknown way can be made visible. 
It also occurs that apparitions are perceived by more than one 

person. In a paper published in the Proceedings of the 
ApparitionMdiu S.P.R.* are brought together many facts of that kind. 
Objective Reauty ^ 

Making an attempt to examine whether such an appari¬ 

tion is objective or not, stating that “ its objective reality is to be measured 

in the degree it is capable of being shared by other people and the degrees 

to which it enters into working-relations with the rest of one’s experiences ”, 

the authors conclude: Apparitions . . . transcend spatial separation even of 

hundreds of miles. . . . Yet they may produce effects on the senses of touch 

and hearing at the same time as that of sight and they have frequently been 

seen by two or more observers, whose reports of their appearances, facial 

expressions, position, movements and other details correspond so closely as 

to indicate that the experience was shared to a degree approaching that of 

ordinary sense-experience. 
“ Cases like this ”, so wrote Myers,* “ do of course apparently sup¬ 

port the primitive doctrine of the spirit’s actual wandering in space He 

transformed this doctrine into a scientific hypothesis which comes very 

' Gurney, Myers and Podmore, Phantasms of the Living (London 1886) I, pp. 106-108, 
cf, for similarcases, pp. 108-109. 

* H. Hart and E. B. Hart. *• Visions and apparitions collectively and reciprocally 
perceived *•. Proc. S. R.. Vol. XLI, p. 205. 

^ Human Personality and its Survival of Bodily Deaths 11, 194, 
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pear to tbc iheoty of the actral Myers sugeested i “ that h phan* 
tasmogenctic centre is actually established in the percipient’s surroundings, 

that some movement bearing some relation to space ... is actuflJly ac* 
compUshed More recently other welbknown scientifle workers in this 

field have been discussing this hypothesis seriously.* 
So it is no wonder that Tenhaeff, a well-known lecturer on Psychical 

Research in a Netherland University states about the theory of the astral 

body 1 “ Although in my opinion it catmot yet be said that the existence of 
the astral body has already been proved, I think it very probable that 

Psychical Research will give the proof in the future 
Among the cases collected iu the paper quoted above there are also 

apparitions of the dead. Some arc possibly apparitions of the dying and 

thus apparitions of the living, certainly not all of them. The authors lay 
Gtresa upon the fact that no fundamental distinction between apparitions ol 

the living and those of the dead can be found. Both kinds of facts bear 

the same characteristics. This fundamental identity makes very acceptable 
the supposition that man survives his bodily death, 
tising after it his astral body to come into contact 
with his (psychical) surroundings. 1 perfectly agree with 

TenhaefTs conclusion : " the best evidence for survival lies in the excursion- 
phenomena The most convincing proof of identity of a deceased person 

who is said to manifest himself by means of a medium may be questioned 

by referring to the possibility of clairvoyance as has been shown in the 

first part of this paper. 
The occnlt theory that also during sleep man leaves his body has not 

yet been corroborated to the same degree. Yet the study 

of dreams by Dr. I. van Eeden, a Netherland physician, 
published in the Proceedings of the S. P, R,* gives much important informa¬ 

tion. The author kept a diary of his dreams frotn IS96 till 1912. He 
made notes of 500 dreams, 352 of which were of a particular kind : “ the 
lucid dreams The dream-state he experienced in such cases is characterized 

as " a more or less complete reintegration in a psychical non-spatial mode 

of existence. This reintegration may go so far as to effect full recollection 

^ Drcttm-i 

1 tnid itj Survrwl BodSly D^alk, p, 34?. 

" cf. Drieich, l 

■ Tetihftttf. Hri (SpliltiuJIisa) D4n Hifm« lW6p p. 137. 

* Vol. XXVI, p. #41. 
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of day-Jifo^ reflection and voluntar^^faclion on reflection Obviously tbe 

author haa a right to write regarding thes^ lucid dreamE t The thi^ories 

ol dre£Lm*iife brought forward up to this day . < * are unable to account for 

all the phenomena Only the conception of sleep* which occuk tmdition 

has, can account for them, for according to it sleeping means Icjiving 

one^s physical body aud living either unconsciously or more or less con¬ 

sciously in the outer psychical world by moans of the aEtral body. Very 

remarkable in this counection are the successlui attempts van Eeden made 

in his dreams to awaken hfs sleeping body with the intention to perceive 

as exactly as possible what he went through in returning to his physical 

body. " It is like the feeling of slipping froin one body into another and 

there is distinctly h double lecollectioa of the two bodies. . . . It is so 

indubitable that it leads almost unavoidably to the conception of a 

dream*body 

The rendering of the thaosophicB] teachings concerning the occult 

phenomena would remain very incomplete* if I did not say another word 

obout the supemormal faculties. Psychical Research has made ua famllmr 

with such faculties aa clairvoyance, prophesying^ etc. From their very 

nature these are facuUiea the use of which can be controlled by normal 

observations ; otherwise it would be nearly impossible to produce evidcucc 

that aupernornial perceptions are not fictitious. 

Now Ancient Occultism knows of other supernormal faculties, ft 

speaks of the possibility of directly perceiving the unseen 

Duad around US. of living consciously in that psychical 
oJ iba UulMn 

World W'Orld. Some modern theoaophSsts claim to have rcfiJi- 

zed this possibility. C. W. Lcadbeatetf for instance, 

stated in hta boqks over and over again * that he had developed astral sighti 

that everything be writes about the invisible part of thu universe is the 

Qutcome of experiences of his own. Of courac, far every one else such an 

assertion is act in any way a proof, however convinced the person in ques* 

tion may be that his experiences are real ones and not mere hallucinations. 

^ VflI. XXVT, p. 44K 
* ibfd., p. 432. Jhli WM wriitBH Id 1913. 1r 193fra wtll-knawn GarraaD ^^chalskgi^i 

R^ Hej'ftr wxcic in a ppper " IfiUrTCOiirif wkili onr kIv-iq " Jthrbuch 19J3, 
1916, p. lC9k dream a* w* recollect ifp ii not thfl umfl ai wbat wis we gciinK 

LliroDah wbfijj we are dretEnlng it. It it pot pcceplablp la luppoKp tbi.t »pUUre dorinff the 
sleep, at le«i partly. cnaeU m a worUl which k wholly stml out ftom our cnaMiLOLiMieM ' Aitd 
the Kuti^oT ihd potidhiliiy fhai maoy occult phenopiena could beacoouDlcd toroti the 
itippauUoii of Htcfa « wul-world. 

* VoL XXVT, p. #17* 

^ cf, lor injlaace rite Qthir Sid€ €/D<^ih (3td Adyir, ISZfl Ch* V. 

12 
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Yet this problem is not wholly unsaleable. Introspocion by those 

who have some occult escperiencee, dream-studies like those of Dr, van 
Eeden, may in the long run bring together much indirect evidence, the 

final proof of course coming only to those who have developed such super¬ 

normal faculties and who can by using them separate for themselves the 

true from the false in the manifnJd communications of the occultists. 
In this contieetion besides the dream-studies referred to above, the 

research work of Muldoon should be mentioned, In a 
CorrvbuRitiiMi of noteworthy booW* The Prajection of thi Attral Bod^t 

the author reports about his spontaneous psychic excur¬ 

sions and his intentional ones, ft contains many a 

corroboration of the data published by Mme. B lava laky, Leadbcatcr, 

Steiner and other contemporary occultists. 
The possibility of direct knowledge oF the unaean world is a subject 

which begins to attract the attention of those who study the problems of 
Psychical Research. Ur- Tetihaeff discusses this possibility and states that 
the attempts to realize it " should not all be looked upon as absurdities 

fn a short treatise it is impossible to discuss fully all the problems 

which arise in comparing Ancient Occultism and Mode™ Theosophy with 

Psychical Research. There are still different problems not touched upon 

herOi and others but partly dealt with. However, sufficient evidence has 
been collected for the following conclusion ; 

The development of scientific research into occult phenomena 
distinctly shows an approach to some fundamental ideas 

Approni tn Ancient Occultism and Modern Theosophy. In the 
Tlwo^ophy , , 

future this approach cati be expected to become still 

clearer. 
Of course, it will turn out that much which came to us by occult 

tradition does not mean anything for modern science. 
A Ff^- It is possible that some of the conclusiobs in the 
iheui for Paytkic*! f r ± 

RcKeroii researches of modcru occulttsts may prove to be 
incorrect.' That does not alter the fact that many a 

corroboration has already been found and that msjiy old occult ouncopts 

have proved or may prove of value as a working* hypothesis for Psychical 

^Ljoation, 1920. • 

*tbid.. p. St7. 

' Thus* fMcnllkts IhemsAlvn lay atress upon t&* faci ihnl tbsir work tA thai of pjoitSirs 
wilb masr sboiluiningi; cl, Um foraword to JIan: JfSw oncf TFAiiltfr, by 
A. Bnant and C, W, tcadbmler 1913h 
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Research. I conclude this papen by making some remarks as to the 

lines on which researches may be undertaken in the present subject. 

First of all, those who claim to possess faculties enabling them 
to obtain direct knowledge of the unseen world should 
collaborate with scientists for experiments. Such colla¬ 

boration was for some years rendered difficult by the 
experience which Mme. Blavatsky had with the committee of the S. P. R. 
in 1884.’ One of the younger occultists, Mr. Geoffrey Hodson, willingly 
offers himself for such experiments.* I expect much work in that direction. 

Secondly, theosophists should pay great attention to the develop¬ 
ment of Modern Psychology. The great value of old Indian Psychology 
which always included occult phenomena is nowadays recognized in the 
West. Undoubtedly, this will greatly influence the further development 
of Psychical Research. 

Thirdly, competent theosophical thinkers should endeavour to 
test the old occult theories by the data Psychical Research procures them. 

Fourthly, everj' one sufficiently trained in careful self-observation, 
having experiences of the kind Van Eeden, Muldoon and others wrote 
about, should publish a report in scientific form in one of the periodicals 
on Psychical Research. • 

‘ The report of this committee '* appointed to investigate phenomena connected with 
the Theosophical Society ** branded Mme. Blavatsky as a fraud and a charlatan, notwith¬ 
standing the fact that the phenomena were not investigated at all. the judgment twing only 
founded on what persons stated who witnessed the phenomena one to four years before 
their interrogation ! cf. Proc. S. P. R.. Dec. 1885. pp. 201 ff. Compare A. P. Sinnett. The 
Occult World Phenomena and the S. P. P., London. 1886. Annie Besant. H. P. Blavatsky 
and the Boasters of Wisdom, London. 1907. W. Kingsland. A Critical Analysis of the 1885 
Report of the S. P, R., London. 1927 and C. Jinarajadasa, Mai/ame Blavatsky Forge 
the Mahatma Letters^ Adyar. 1934. 

* cf. The Sci^ice of Seership (London. 1931) and Some Experiments in Four* 
Dimensional Vision (London, 1933), 



A NOTE ON PSYCHICAL RESEARCH 

BV B. L. ATREYA 

If the title of the present work, Where Theosophy and Science Meet 

were a question, I would have quickly and unhesitatingly 

' answered it, “ In Psychical Research Dr. D. H. Prins, 

of Science and the author of the preceding monograph on “ Psychical 
Theosophy Research ” has already justified my remark when he 

said, “ The development of Scientific Research into occult phenomena 

(psychical research) shows an approach to some fundamental ideas of 

ancient occultism and modern Theosophy. In future this approach can be 

expected to become still clearer ”. 
Man, according to Theosophy, is very different from what the material 

sciences of Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Psychology take him to be. 

The physical body is merely the outermost garment of man who is essenti¬ 

ally spiritual and has potentially present in him several superphysical 

powers and capacities which can be made actual by proper training. He 

has within him another body of a finer and subtler structure than any 

known to Physics and Biology, which is capable of functioning beyond 

the limits of the physical body, and which can exist and function 

independently of the latter, and which survives bodily death. Theosophy, 

like most of the religions of the world, has been holding this view of man 

despite all that modern science has said against it. It is only this branch 

of science (Psychical Research) which is likely to bring 

The back the lost faith of modern man in his superiority over 
licence of Peyehical , . . i 

Reeearch material forces, means and conditions. It is the only 

science which, like Theosophy, gives a clue to the under¬ 

standing of ancient scriptures and extraordinary attainments of yogins and 

mystics all over the world. And, finally, it is the only science which, 

like Theosophy, opens before man a field of infinite progi^ss and perfection. 

Even miracles, reported to have been performed by great saints and sages 
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in all times and climes, and admitted by Theosophy to be events within 

higher and subtler laws of the Universe hitherto unknown to science, come 

within the purview of the possible for a deep student of Psychical Research. 

Psychical Research, which goes by various names, such as. Meta¬ 

psychics, Psychics, Metapsychology and Parapsychology etc. has brought 

to light such innumerable “ facts ” that even if a few of them are accepted 

as “ true ”—and there is no escape from accepting them 

Human ^^ledge service to human knowledge would be greater 
than that of any other science, and its value to Theo¬ 

sophy would be beyond any calculation. Telekinesis, Telepathy, Extra¬ 

sensory Perception, Materialization, Apparition and the phenomena called 
“ Spiritoid ”—all of which have been accepted as “ facts ” beyond doubt by 

most of the scientific investigators in the field,—one and all, singly and 
taken together,—when considered in relation to our conception of man 

and the universe—will bring about a much more than Copernican 
change. Warcollier did not exaggerate when he wrote, “ Research 

in Telepathy may revolutionize our concept of mind as much as the 

discovery of radium revolutionized that of matter ” ; and the great psycho¬ 

logist McDougall was quite serious when he said, “ Its (Telepathy) 

importance for Science and Philosophy will far outweigh the sum of the 

achievements of all the psychological laboratories of the Universities of 

the two continents ”• “Telepathy ”, as Tyrrell puts it, “ throws a gleam 

of light on the nature of things which no amount of study of the external 

world would ever have revealed “ If such a phenomenon (as Mate¬ 

rialization) is authentic ”, wrote Flourancy long ago, “ it would be interest¬ 

ing to note the revolution which must necessarily follow in our biological 

ideas ”.’ And who can exaggerate the consequential worth of an estab¬ 

lished theory of “ survival ” to which a lot of well-examined facts of 

psychical research are tending ? It is bound entirely to change our values, 

our modes of life, our social relations and also political objectives. 

Man’s moral fall and the consequent reign of present suffering, despite 

unprecedented advancement of physical sciences,' is greatly due to bis 

loss of faith in survival which all great religions and Theosophy have 

assured. If Extra-sensory Perception and Premonition are proved to be 

facts—aSd there is a lot of experimental evidence in their favour—* 

* T3rrrell: The Human Personality, p. 72. 

* Flourancy: Spiritism and Psychology» 

* Vide General IntroductioOi Vol. 1. .pp. juav—liv,—Ep, 
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The Future of 

Religion depends 

upon Psychical 

Research 

meditation and inspiration, which ha^e fallen into disrepute in the West, 
will regain their lost position in the life of man as sources of knowledge. 

In fact, it will not be too much to say that among the modern 

sciences. Psychical Research is the only science on the 

findings of which depends the future of Theosophy, 

Religion and Ethics, to which the modern man, fed on 

the conclusions of the 19th century physical sciences, 
pays little heed. As the saying goes, ‘ iron alone cuts iron it is science 
alone in the form of Parapsychology that will, if anything, be able to 

counteract the undesirable outlook brought about by science which has 
resulted in the present misery of mankind. The future hope of mankind 

lies in the advancement of this science and in the consequent change in 
man’s outlook. 

Bound by the limitations of space and time, we cannot here refer 

to all the valuable work done in this branch of science 
Evidence Jq tfag recent past by those who have devoted themselves 

of Outstanding . 
Authorities *** Content ourselves by quoting a few 

outstanding authorities with regard to what has been 

established beyond doubt by honest and sincere workers in the field of 
science, leaving it to our readers to see how far they go to establish the 
doctrines of Theosophy. 

Having devoted no less than 30 years of his precious career to 

Psychical Research, Prof. Charles Richet, who was 

Professor of Physiology at the Faculty of Medicine in 

Paris, came to the following concluions—conclusions 
which have been corroborated by later investigators; “ Cryptesthesia 
(meaning thereby Extra-sensory Perception), telekinesis, ectoplasm and 

premonition seem to be founded on granite; that is to say, on hundreds 

of exact observations and hundreds of rigorous experiments. . . There is 
a faculty of cognition that differs radically from the usual sensorial faculties 

(Cryptesthesia). There are even in full daylight movements of objects ' 

without contact (Telekinesis). Hands, bodies and objects seem to take 

shape m their entirety from a cloud and take all the semblance of life 

(Ectoplasm). There occur premonitions that can be explained neither by 

chance nor by perspicacity and are sometimes verified in minut'e details. 
Such are my firm and scientific conclusions • 

Prof. Charles 

Richet 

‘ Richet: Thirty Years 0/Psychical Research, pp. 599. 
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Prof. J. B. Rbine 

Prof. William McDougafl, the well-known psychologist and 

thinker, wrote, “ In my view the evidence for Telepathy is very 

strong ... In my opinion there has been gathered a very weighty 

mass of evidence indicating that human personality does not always at 

death wholly cease to be a source of influence upon the living. I hold 

Prof W McDougall ^ made out for clairvoyance of such 
strength that further investigation is imperatively needed; 

and I would say the same of many of the alleged supernormal physical 
phenomena of mediumship 

Prof. J. B. Rhine of Duke University has the credit of having 

established Extra-sensory Perception as a fact. He writes, 

“ Extra-sensory Perception is an actual demonstrable 
occurrence According to him, “ E. S. P. is not a sensory pheno¬ 

menon It is “ fundamentally different from sensation”.* “ It seems 

to be a fairly dependable and persistent capacity, when it is given proper 
conditions for its functioning 

Prof. H. H. Price holds, “ The evidence for Telepathy and Clair¬ 

voyance is both abundant and good ; and the evidence* 

for Precognition—the most paradoxical, perhaps, of all 
the supernormal phenomena—is very considerable 

Hereward Carrington, an experimenter of long standing-in the field 

H Carrington Psychical Research writes, “ Practically every psychi¬ 
cal researcher agrees in thinking that the evidence in 

favour of the spiritistic hypothesis is now so strong that it may be justifi¬ 
ably employed as a working theory “ There is strong evidence to prove 

survival About Materialization, Carrington writes in a recent book, 
” I personally am convinced of the actuality of Materialization ... I have 

seen materialization, of unquestionably genuine character. I have seen, 

•touched and felt hands and portions of a living body which have 

Prof. H. H. Price 

^ * McDougall: Religion and Science of Life, p. 80. 

* J. B. Rhine : Extrasensory Perception, p. 222. 

* Ibid., p. 223. 

* J. B. Rhine: New Frontiers of Mind, p. 144. 

® J. f. Rhine : Extrasensory Perception, p. 220. 

194? ^ ^"ce: “Questions about Telepathy and Clairvoyance/* Philosophy, Octo- 

^ Carrington :^he Story of Psychic Science, p. 333, 

®/hid., p. 205. 
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TyrreU 

Dr. Osty 

occasionally melted within my grasp < . . Genuine phenomena of the 

sort may be rare but they are, in my opinion, undoubted 

Tyrrell, a well-known experimental investigator, writes " The 

experimental side of Psychical Research has now reached 

a point at which it can be said that telepathy and pre¬ 
cognition have been revealed under the strictest conditions that science 

can demand Further, he says : " The phenomena of Psychic Research 

(properly so called) point strongly towards communication from the dead 

Dr. Osty says, “Twelve years of experiment with many metagnonic 

percipients and a considerable number of persons have 

given me absolute certainty that there are human 

beings who can foretell the future of other persons. . . I am certain of 

this as I am certain of what we call the earth, the sun, the stars, 
minerals, vegetables and animals 

Camille Flammarion writes, “ We must not hide from ourselves that 

these phenomena introduce us into another world, into 

Fl^arion unknown world, one that is still to be explored in its 
whole extent The conclusions to which Flammarion 

came are: (1) The soul exists as a real entity independent of the body. 
(2) It is endowed with faculties still unknown to science. (3) It is able 
to act at a distance, without the intervention of the senses.* 

Such quotations from works on Psychical Research can be 

multiplied ad infinitum. Some time ago we had 
Tne Author • , i i ° 

occasion to survey the whole evidence of psychical 

research with reference to the personality of man and 
came to the following conclusions: "All these indicate that over and 

above the physical body, and separable from it at times, there is some 

superphysical or spiritual principle in man, which is capable of directly 
knowing objects at a distance as well as thoughts of other individuals. 

This paraphysical principle in human personality is not only cap^le of 

supernormal knowledge but is also capable of supernormal action. . . It 

is further capable of controlling, curing, recuperating and building the 

body and its organs. . . . That this principle, which appears to be 

« Carrington : Laboratory Investigations into Psychic Phenomena o 78 
* Tyrrell: The Personality of Man, p. 130. ' ^ 
•/6fV<.. p. 205. 

* Tyrrell, quoted by, in The Personality of Man, p. 178. 

* Camille Flammarion : Mysterious Psychic Fotves d 

®/dfV/., pp. 452*453. 
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superphysical, superphysiological, Aperconscious and even super mental— 

yet a veritable factor in human personality—may not be subject to death 

IS evident. . . . The physical body appears to be merely an external shell 

of the astral which is separable from it. . . The evidence for '* survival ” 

of the spiritual principle—the relation of which with the astral body is 

not yet fully known—and its ability to influence the mind and body of a 

living person, is now overwhelmingly great and cannot be easily explained 

away-Once survival is accepted as highly probable, as it now seems 
to be, and also a will on the part of the surviving spirit to communicate 

with the living and to materialize-which is a sure indication of the interest 
of the deceased in this world-it is not diflicult to understand that the 
surviving spirit may reincarnate on the earth, and may also occasionally 

remember some events and episodes of some of the past lives. These are 

the simplest conclusions we can draw from the facts discovered and 
investigated by the new science, the “ Psychical Research 

In a more recent survey of "Parapsychology ” in the Encyclopedia 

Gardner Murphy of Psychology, Gardner Murphy, a well-known pj^cho- 
logist, sums up the situation in the following words, “ A 

number of most competent and seasoned investigators are completely 
convinced of the reality of post-mortem communication, others completely 

convinced that paranormal powers of the living are adequate to the task ; 
a large group declines to reach a final judgment on so complex an issue! 

But no systematic attempt has been made, so far as the writer is aware, 

to interpret the phenomena without the extensive use of some working 

hypothesis regarding paranormal capacities’*.* In fact, to admit paranormal 
capacities is to give up the narrow materialistic conception of man. 

Thus we see that Psychical Research, which is a scientific investi- 

Science and stranp, rare and supernormal occur- 
Theosophy Meet in human experience which are not explicable in 
Psychical Research terms of the commonly accepted principles of physical, 

biological and mental sciences, has brought us to a view 
of human personality which is very akin to what is held by Theosophy 

Thus do Science and Theosophy meet in Psychical Research. It is in 
the interests of both Science and Theosophy to further and advance 
tbis branch of research. 

to the section of ^ycho?o^™od*'MuMlional Personality," Residential Address 
Science Congress, pp 572-^5 Science. Proceedings of the Thirtieth Indian 

• PhiUip Lawrence Harriman: Encyclopedia of Psychology, p. 434. 



MEDICAL PSYCHOLOGY 

By L. J. BENDIT 

I 

From the point of view of the psychologist, the meeting place of 

Theosophy and Science is the mind of man: that part of him which 

makes him different from the animals and other subhuman kingdoms, 

and within the circle of which he first becomes aware of himself as an 
indi^Wual distinct from the surrounding world. And it is in terms of 

what Theosophy and Science represent to this mind that we can best 

consider the subject. 
Science is the accumulation of knowledge gained from the 

outer world, through experiment and experience, sifted, 
What M Science) classified, synthesized. It is the work of the mind 

extended in time and space, acting through the senses, yet, as far 

as may be, checking and correcting what the senses show, against 

external standards of measurement. These standards belong, by defini* 

tion, not to the mind of the scientist but to things existing in the 
world external to that mind. Thus, the metre, the standard of length, 

is, supposedly a certain fraction of the circumference of the earth at the 

equator, and other measurements are defined in a similar way. Conse¬ 

quently, they have a certain absoluteness which does not vary according 

to who is using them. Thus, science presents to the mind a certain body 

of material, derived from the worlds external to itself, that of matter, of 

time and space. 
Theosophy, on the other hand, is something quite different. It is 

What u not a science—else the latter half of the \^ord would 
Theosophy > |jg ‘-logy not ‘-sophy ’. In its original Neo-Platonic 

sense, it means ‘ God-wisdom’, and wisdom is aci implicit thing, 

belonging to a deeper level than knowledge. Consequently, Theosophy 
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is essentially indefinable except *as a state of consciousness. This 

state of consciousness reflects into the mind as a certain attitude 

towards life. It is not a set of doctrines, no matter how basic 

these doctrines may be. But in this age, the man whose consciousness 

touches, no matter how slightly, the level of God-wisdom, will probably find 

that his mind tends to crystallize this wisdom into certain more or less 

defined ideas, such as that of the existence of God, clearly the spiritual nature 

of man, the unity of life, the universality of natural law, and soon, which 

form the groundwork of what is today known as tbeosophical doctrine. 

Thus the mind of man, from the psychological point of view, is 

the place where the two great streams of knowledge 

‘ theosophical from the timeless, spaceless, 
and Theosophy spiritual world, and the scientific from the world of time, 

space, and matter. Theosophy from the world within, 

science from the world without. The mind, therefore, comes to act as a 

womb within which, as a result of the wedding of the two polarized forms 

of knowledge, the consciousness of Self is developed. This process of 

individualization goes on until a critical point is reached where the Self 

is strong enough to be able to dispense with mind as a citadel separating 

it off from the world of not-self, a cocoon within which the embryonic 

Man can grow,- and then breaking free, it henceforth uses mind as its 

instrument, its servant, instead of being kept cribbed, cabined and confined 
within its strictly limited field of activity. 

This freedom of the Self, and its integration with the mind and 

the other aspects of the personality is the goal of 

every school of religious. aspiration, whether it be 

labelled theosophical or not. It is also coming to 
be understood as the key to every psychological problem and difficulty. 

In short, Theosophy and the science of psychology are reaching the same 

point, seeing man in the same light, expressing his problems in similar 

terms, and realizing that the cure lies along lines of spiritual unfoldment 

and expression.* This is very different from the original materialistic 

basis of psychology, and represents a marked step forward in thought. 

Yet it is one which is no more marked than that in other branches of 

science where astronomers, for instance, come to the point where they 

realize that the Universe could not exist unless it were planned by some 

Intelligence far titinscending the best that man can do, and creating laws 

* Vide General Introduction, Vol. I, pp. xxxv—Iiv*ED^ 
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and conditions of perfect order and regularity which apply throughout the 

whole wide field of the cosmos. 

II 

Psychology originated as a science (in the western sense of the 

term i.e., as measurement of psychic functions) less than a century ago. 

It is an interesting point that, chronologically, what is called the Tbeo- 

sophical movement also began to make its influence felt in Europe and 

America about the same time. And it is significant inasmuch as the rise 

of both movements indicates a new interest in the phenomena of conscious' 

ness, and of the “ psyche ” underlying these phenomena. 

Academic psychology was strictly scientific, in terms of the defini¬ 
tion given above. But when one is dealing with sub- 

*^*P^^lo^** jective phenomena, these become incommensurable and, 
consequently, a subject rather for speculation and com¬ 

parison than for measurement. All the more so it was when—as in 
the case of Charcot, his disciple Janet, Richet, Bernheim, Myers and 

many another—the study turned to the abnormal, the morbid, the strange 
phenomena of insanity, hysteria, and so on. It was 

found here that the strict path of objective science 

had to be forsaken, and a less accurate but much more vitalistic and 

dynamic view had to take its place. This aspect focussed itself in 

Freud, who first attempted a general explanation of these phenomena. 

But, owing to the peculiarities of his mentality, he and his school were 

unable to follow it up; and they consider as heretics those who have 

been bold enough to break away from his empirically-based dogmas, 

and to go into regions which he dare not enter. 

Of these, probably the most interesting, because of the greatness 

of his erudition, the wideness of his views, and the 

adaptability of his mind to new ideas, is Carl Jung of 
Zurich who has made a deep study of the same sources from which we 

draw our modern version of Theosophy, and has incorporated a great 

deal of them into his psychology. His point of view in regard to them is 
well expressed in the following quotation : 

Freud 

Carl Jung 

We Europeans are not the only people on the earth. We are just 
a peninsula of Asia, and on that continent there are old 

Ewtem Ptychology civilizations where people have trained their minds in 
introspective psychology for thousands of years, whereas 

we began with our psychology not even yesterday, but only this morning. These 
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people have an insight that is simply fabulous, and I have to study eastern things 
to understand certain facts of the unconscious/ 

This view, however, is one which, in more or less degree, is accepted 

by a much wider circle than those who would class themselves as followers 

of Jung: it is, in fact, a sign of a tendency much wider than that of 

specialists in psychology as is shown by the very great, if superficial, 
public interest in eastern lore—magic. Yoga and philosophy. 

This acceptance of introspective psychology, where the person is, 
at the same time, both the observer and the object 

^"pi^Sol^ observations, must clearly take one away from 
the two-dimensional view of science as measurement. 

Moreover, it introduces a new aspect to the question, as relating to 
time-consciousness. 

For western science observes longitudinally in time: it considers 

Causality Sequence of events, looking for the causes leading 
•'Synchfonicity to Certain effects. In studying consciousness, however, 

the attempt to do this must result in a lack of solidity 

and true perspective. It is Jung who argues that the 
science of causality is not the only science; but that there is another 

science for which he has coined the word “ synchronicity **, attempting 

thereby to translate the elusive principle of Tao, on which, he claims, 

Chinese science is based. Tao, in this sense, represents a cross-section of 
time—the present. And it takes into consideration, not why a certain 

effect comes chronologically after a certain cause, but rather the coincidence 

and relationship of a number of phenomena, no matter of what nature, at 
a particular moment of time. 

If we consider these two sciences or rather aspects of science 

together, we get a solid view of the world, where the 

science of causality and that of Tao complement and 
enrich each other. Applied to the living being, we have 

the principle of Karma. For Karma, properly understood, shows us not 

only how certain things come to happen, as a result of forces reaching the 

present out of the past, but also the meaning of what occurs at that 

particular moment; which, if we comprehend it properly, leads on to 

acceptancS of the experience, and so to freedom from it. 

printed. 
' *' Fundamentaf Psychological Conceptions " : a Report of Five Lectures. Privately 
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Psychology is ihe science of qpnsciousness espressing itseli on the 

physical level. But for the sake of conciseness we may 
Ptyeb^ogy k A® take it as being the etndy of hurnan consciousness ; for 

we really know little that is more than skin-deep about 

any other creatorej since the most valuable material we 

have is that obtained from subjective examination, revealed by the person 

who is himself at once the observer and the objeei he is observing- We 
can only, as the Behaviourist school points out, infer that an animal be¬ 

having in a certain way, is experiencing what we call fear, because if we 

were to behave in a similar way we should be afraid ; we do not and—they 

say—cannot ftnotc that we are right 
Therefore, the major work of psychology is to study subjective 

man—his behaviour, thoughts, feelings, imaginings. 
If one W'ishes to examine a piece of material, one is not content to 

do so in its qnicscent state only; one observes it also 

Quicwieiit and under varying conditions of activity, and subject to 
Active SttiM strains and tensions which reveal to us its peculiar 

properties, its Strengths, weaknesses, under wliat conditions it wilt 

collapse and be destroyed. And often the most valuable information 

is gained only by studying it under stress. Thus a piece of Itidia-TObber 

on a table might be anything; one can measure and weigh tt withoat 
discovering its particularities; it is only when one twists it or squeezes it 

that something of its real nature, its uniqueness, becomes apparent. So 

it IS with the human mind ; and so it is that a study of man under stress, 

when diseased and even insane, has taught psychology more of the 

mechanism of the " psyche " than the study of ” normal ” psychology. This 

will explain why, in this paper, we deal Indiscriminately with both the 

abnormal and the healthy. 
Yoga also studies consciousness, but its purpose is to carry it from 

where it stands, through various stages, up to a culminaling point of 

illumination. And the Studies of Yogis of millennia past have given us a 

science of spiritual growth which adds a new realm to what we can 

learn through the study of consciousness expressing itself through the 

ordinary brain. 

WhaT is Man ? • 

Many and various arc the views of psychologist on this question. 

The most material, nowadays, would consider him to be essentially a 
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highly complex electro-chemical machine, compounded of level upon level 
of controlling machinery, from the chemical unit of the atom or molecule, 

through the tissue-cell, to the organ (heart, liver, muscle, etc.) which in 

turn is governed by an electrical nervous impulse passing along the nerves. 

The nervous system itself is built up in levels of reflex arcs. One 

The Nervou* of the best known of these is where one taps the bent 
System* leg just bclow the knee-cap; the sensory impulse passes 

to the spinal cord, entering it by the posterior or sensory nerve-root, is 

relayed across this to the motor nerve-cells which send an impulse to the 

quadriceps muscle in the thigh, which causes a slight kick to occur. The 

action of this reflex depends on the nerves being intact. But it is found 

that, in certain diseases, the reflex becomes exaggerated because a higher 

level of the nervous system is out of action, w’hich acted as a brake or 

damper inhibiting the lower one. Thus, it is a general principle that, in 

the central nervous system, the higher and more recently evolved levels 

inhibit and check the lower, not so as to nullify its action, but so as to 

co-ordinate that action with others, into a higher and more complex 

system, fulfllling more elaborate purposes. The relevancy of this point, 

and the general application of the principle, we shall see later. 

Basing their conception of man on these physiological discoveries, 

the materialists see man and all animal life as existing 
The Behaviourist by virtue of a series of more and more complex reflex 

actions, conditioned by experience so that they will 

often react “ irrationally ", in the absence of the direct 

stimulus, and result in complicated modes of behaviour. The Russian 

scientist, Pavlov, experimenting with dogs, laid the logical basis of the 

Behaviourist creed when he showed that a dog could be “ conditioned ” 

to secrete saliva when a bell was rung, and in the absence of the food 
which, normally, would be the exciting stimulus. This was done by 

making a link in the dog’s mind between the sound of the bell and the 

appearance of the food. By this, and by increasingly complex experi¬ 

ments, it can be argued logically that all behaviour is the result of 
increasingly complex chains of reflex action linked one to the other by 

“ conditioning". The behaviourists, however, ignore one fundamental 

matter, aad quite fail to explain it; that is the phenomenon of awareness 

and its result, self-consciousness; this, they say, being subjective and not 

* See PhysioU>g$, this VoL pp. 10-12; also Western Scientific Research and Etheric 
Double, this Vol. p. 32.—Ep. 
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mea3Qr»ble. is outside the scope otistrict science. lodeed, if one is 
going to define science in the narrow sense as mcasutemeiiiti there is no 

science oi psychologyi uttless one ignores the grcstest part of the field of 

psychic activity* that is, consciousness—active, latent or potential. 
The principal difference between man and animal appears to be 

that the animal is governed by insihct i this is defined 
Titfl Anbail ■■ as behaviour towards a given end, which has not been 

learned by the individual in question, but uhtch is the 

oommoo property of his whole species. This instixtctive 

force is* directly or indirectly* related to prescrt-ation of the species* 

and seeuia quite automatic t given certain conditions, certain activ* 

ity takes place until the conditions change, or the instinct is satisfied. 
There is no evidence of conscious choice in instinctive action, nor of 
self-awareness in it, no matter bow complex the process. Et is purely 

spontaneous. Man is now recognized as having in himself all the instincts 

of animal life : he is, in short, an animal. 
Psychology* therefore, is aware of a kinship between animal and 

man ; and if we add to the above, a study of the work 
Th« Kbiihifi ol aU Sir Iaeadbb Chandra Bose on the reactions of plants 
Livini Crc*1u»i L iL -■ 

and minerals, w'c have a further recognition of the kin¬ 

ship of all living creatures : tbey react in a similar manner ttirougbout, the 

difference being rather one of degree and complexity than of quality. 

Theosophy has as its basic tenet the conception of the One Life Inspiring 

ail creatioiii and therefore the same in its essence all through. 

On the question of the difference between man and the “ lower" 

kingdoms,' however, psychology is less united. For some 
SeU-nwnKnBu. psychologists hold that man is merely a superior ajiimal; 

while others, condemned by the former as mystical, see 

man as animal certainly* but with a spiritual individ- 

ual principle superadded, which makea him different from the animal, and 

gives him certain qualities which arc essentially human. Sel/ awarenesa 

is the cardinal one of these: every intelligent child sooner or later experi¬ 

ences the feeling, ** I am 1", and thereby, as a corollary, he realizes 

himself as different from other people and objocts witli which he comes 

into cnataci. This occurs often at the age of four or five, rometimes 

much later* as on explicit and clear conscious experience; but in whatever 

furm it manifests itself, the behaviour of the child changes at about the 

^ fadn^ p. in Voi. 1 irf ttili Sierlci.—Ed, 
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age of four or five ; this is the ag^at which he begins to realize the need 

to adapt himself to his environment, and no longer lives in a purely 
ego-centric universe. It may be taken to correspond to the time when, 

apparently, the spiritual £go of the child takes possession and control 
of his body, the culminating point being at about seven years of age. 

Consequent upon this dawn of self-consciousness, which is, perhaps, the 
best word to apply to the awareness of a relationship between the 

subjective and objective worlds (as distinct from awareness of oneself, 

though closely linked to it) comes the first action of free will, which is 

a power of choice between two alternatives. This power of choice is 
governed by conscious memory; that is, the ability to recall the past and 

its experiences, to put these memories together, and to anticipate the 

future in the light of them, to make judgments. These choices and 

judgments may result in releasing the instinctive impulses relating to a 

given situation, or they may result in resisting or modifying them. Thus, 

psychic conflict occurs as a result of the foregoing processes; an animal, 
in fear, gives rein to his instinct of self-preservation and runs away. A 

man may do so too, but he may also decide to stay where he is, in spite 
of his primitive reaction of fear. 

It will be noticed also that consciousness of time seems to appear. 

The Auetralian humanity. It is interesting, in 
Black "takea no connection with this, to notice that the Australian Black, 

^ primitive of human races now extant, 
has this only in very small measure; he “takes no 

thought for the morrow ”, and it never occurs to him to keep the food he 

has not eaten, nor the fuel he has not burned, because it will be useful, 

next day. His mind is of the simplest, and scarcely more than animal. 

As against that, a highly intelligent dog, horse or elephant, for instance, 

appears to overlap in some measure the strictly human level, in his 

self-control and power to think, and even in his self-awareness; dogs, 

particularly, sometimes show decided aversion to being laughed at, just 
as a human being does. 

It is only in the light of the principle that life is continuous and 

The L/i/rfo or Force ‘‘“‘^erstand 
ofDcsilf nature of man. For man is, as we have said, 

animal with higher faculties and principles added. 
He is, therefore,^ animated in the first place by instinct, the great 
driving force of the lower kingdoms, sometimes called in psychological 
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language the libido, or force of dcflir^. Theosopliy recognizes this force 
of the emotiOEi] or astral plane of coosciousiieas, as the greot moving 

force in the personality of roaD, os the outer or lower self. It is the force 

which has been evolved by him in the past, whether by this we speak of 

the common past of the group or race, or whether we speak of his indi* 

vidual evolution through many incarnations. In short, he brings with 

him all the tendencies which, as animal, he spent several millennia 

in developing. 
In more recent times, however, as he learned to think, to judge, 

and to act on his judgments, man became confused ; for he Jearned that 

crude instinctive action frequently upset his estimates, and prcvcnttid him 

from achieving what he set out to do. So there came a phase in which 

he became afraid of his instincts and of his feelingdlfe, and whether 

The Lower Ftuic- 
tioFLf need lobe 

•ub&Ttiuiatcd tfnil 

ftii&pted the 
Hlcl«T 

under the guise of ethics and religion, or of scientihe rationalism, he tried 

to stifle and shut away all that he, aa animal, had acbieviid. 
The psychological world is in some measure divided on the solution. 

Some, quite rightly, point out that nervous breakdown 

and symptoms of mental disease are due to the repres¬ 

sion of instinctive forces, and that this energy must 

be released. But these people fail to reaJiae that the 

release of this energy In the animal phase must result 

ID repression of the peculiarly human aspects of consciousness, or a distor¬ 

tion of them to purposes which are wrong. Others, however, realize that 

this letease to be efective, tnusi lead to a proper and healthy adaptation of 

the animal instinct to human needs. Modern Theosophy and religious 

philosophy strongly argue this. In fact, the religion of the Churches has 

tended to refnse to admit instinct into its respectability. And yet, 

neurology, as menlianed above, gives a logical and scientific basis for 

tbe argument that the lower fin this case instinctive) functions need 

to be subordinated and adapted to the higher and W'ider functions, not 

repressed and put out of action, but made use of to achieve the 

higher end. 
Thus, matt should learn to adapt his past, the animal and 

pre-animal aide of his nature, to his human present, and not try to ignore 

ir. Here, Theosophy and certain schools of psychology agree ^otnpleiely, 

in principle if not in terminology,' 

f 

* 5m dlAfTiPii. p* U, In VoL I ot tbit S4r»ei.~£D. 
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We have spoken, so far, ff the past of man leading up to the 

present, of the forces which go to make up his 

Karma. But evolution is progressive ; and unless one 

takes ihs world to be casual and fortuitous, there 
must clearly be a goal to that evolution. Science nowadays sees, what 

Thcoaophists have always believed, that the Universe is one of Law, 

not of chance,' and thus there must logically be some path along which 

the concatenation of forces from the past must lead unless modihed os 
the way. Tbtis it would appear that man is predestined, by his past, to 

go along that path. But it is here that western science, and the kind of 

psychology which is in tune with theosophicai thought, part companv, for 

man is developing free will and is therefore becoming increasingly able 

to set a goal for himself. The inner conception of that goal must of 

necessity affect bis actions in the present day. His own free will as it 

increases, sets the pattern of his life at any stage, i.c., ha is predestined 

to a certain course of action by his own free will. Jung realises this, and 
his therapeutic methods are based on the idea that man is ill and unhappy 

owing to the things arising from the past, which hold him back from 

working towards his goal of self-realiaaiion and self-fulfilment. We are 

inclined to think of Karma as belonging to the past t but we are also 

beginning to see the importance of a Karma which brings forces to bear 
on the present from the fuiuri: as well, i.e., the effect of this idealised 

goal an our present. It IS the Combination of karmic forces from the 

past impinging on the forces reaching “back” out of the future, which 

makes the present. And in that transient moment, the present, the 
resultant of these forces, should lead to a particular action : this is dharma. 

sometimes translated as "duty”, Dharma means carr^-ing the past with 

one into the future, and the right adaptation of that past (Karma) to the 
future goal. 

We are now, therefore at a point where ethical considerations come 

P ckot d scope of psychology. And Jung is not afraid, 
Ltki«» many psychologists have (with good reason) 

been, of bringing them into his work ; he speaks of 
a case in which a patient had full insight into his symptoms ac¬ 

cording JO the rules of psycho-analysis, but nevertheless remained 

neurotic. Jung found out that be was Jiving by sponging on a w^oman 

who was in love^ with him, and he told him that he could not get well so 

long ns bis moral standard was as tow as this—which, as be himself says, 
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may be an unscientific verdict, but ij nevertheless quite logical if one 

considers man in the terms discussed above. 
m 

For each person has his own dAarma, or duty, to himself and his 

environment, and he cannot escape the consequences of living below the 

level of ethics which is consistent with this. 
Thus, Theosophy and Psychology draw together where they 

consider man as evolved through the animal kingdom to something beyond, 

and having a spiritual principle and the rudiments of free will. Further, 

he is an evolving entity, who lives in the future as much as in the past 

and present, the future being represented by his vision of a goal of spiritual 
self-realization, self-fulfilment, liberation, or whatever name one wishes to 

use for it. 

Incarnation 

We come now to the question as to what is it that is born into the 

physical world, emerging from its mother’s body, and, from that moment, 

progressing from almost complete helplessness and dependence on others 

to physical maturity, when, in its turn, the cycle is repeated, with the 
erstwhile baby taking on the r6le once played for himself by his parents. 

Here psychology, as a science, limits its observations to a confirma¬ 
tion of the fact that each baby is born with a particular temperament and 

character in embryo, which makes him an individual being—thus 

re-proclaiming as a discovery what every observant person has known for 

millennia. This character is said by some to be due to a particular combi¬ 

nation of hereditary traits, passed on through the germ-plasm of the 

parents. On scientific grounds, as in the case of the behaviourist theory, 
it is difficult to find fault with the logic of this deduction. Others, 

however, feel that this new-born entity brings with him a vast background, 

if not of individual, then of racial material, much of which is destined to 
remain unconscious. 

Theosophy would not dispute these points. But the theosophical 
conception of man as a reincarnating entity adds further considerations 

which, though scientifically unproved, nevertheless would serve to clarify 

and amplify the psychological conception, and to offer a comparatively 
simple explanation for certain strange phenomena which sometiipes occur. 

For, if man reincarnates, bringing with him latent memories of his 
own life in earlier times, in civilizations governed by a more primitive 

level of culture, and even, somewhere in himself, the levels of consciousness 

r 
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belonging to the “lower” kingdoms, we shall readily understand how, 

as the baby grows, we shall find in him an epitome of all the races of 

man up to the one into which he is now born, and sometimes even (say, 
in the case of some negroes) of a culture superior to his own race. 

If this is so, no doubt, much of what Jung classes as belonging to 

Tke CoUecthre and tbe Collective levels of the unconscious, really belongs 

individual himself, and serves as a means by 

which he will contact the general collective levels of 
mankind as a whole, while his personal unconscious is concerned essen¬ 
tially with the experiences of this particular life, in this particular physical 

body. In some exceptional cases, moreover, where “ memories ” of past 
lives are in close contact with, and easily available to, the person incarnate 

(either ,n a certain class of “phantasy” pictures, or in certain dreams, 
etc.) one most cqpsider the demarcation between “collective” and “ per- 

^nal ” unconscious to be either thinner, or differently placed, from where 
It IS in the average perscn. 

One most add that, in practical psychology, it makes very little 

Pa*tLite “Memo- difference whether one considers past life memories as 

's safest to consider them simply as 
material for analysis, lest one should allow an important 

piece of material to be left unanalysed and unresolved. In any case, it is 

highly probable that the “memories” of many are purely imaginary; it 
has often been pointed out that it is rare to “remember” a past life 

when one has not been somebody great and exalted, or when one has 
acted discreditably. 

It IS, moreover, stated in some books that the individual who 
incarnates is not folly in possession of his physical body for some years 

of bis hf^- and it is at a point somewhere between five and seven years of 

age that the individuality becomes installed in its physical vehicle. This 

corresponds to the psychological view that it is in the first years of life 
that, for better or for worse, the general scheme of the personality-to-be 
IS laid down. 

Growth 

From the moment of birth, the focus of consciousness passes 

Difierem UveU of a Series of levels, which correspond to those 
' Consciouiness earlier races of humanity. The drawings, pl&y» 

. .mode of action, speech, and so on, can be compared 
t ose of early races. One roust, however, beware of making a 
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Statement that a child is now like the Fiji Islander, and expect to find 

him reproducing Fiji ways—one is speaking here in terms of levels of 

consciousness; and w-hile in a native Fiji village the young child would 

adapt himself to native w-ays, the child at the Fiji-level in a western 
city adapts himself to the conditions of that city, taking in as much 

of its atmosphere as a native Fijian could, and remaining puzzled by 

or indifferent to the rest until later this also comes within the scope of his 

understanding. 
The reader is referred to Marcault and Hawliczek’s Studies in 

Evolutionary Psychology for a theosophical study of race-psychologies, in 

terms of the law of cycles. 
Physical (sensory-motor), emotional, and intellectual levels are notice¬ 

able as overlapping each other considerably. At first, these are ego-centric. 

Then, at puberty, there is a repetition of this cycle but m^re outward-turned 

and related to the objective world now, whereas before they were unaware 

of external things save as projection of the child’s own inner imaginative 

world. He is, at first, still “ trailing clouds of glory ”, and the " shades 

of the prison-house " of awareness of an outside world which does not 

respond to him, have not yet “ closed in upon the growing boy ” ! 

Evolution 

Reaching maturity, the individual is recognized intuitively to be no 

longer in need of tutelage, either at home or in the nation ; he “ comes of 

age", is a citizen, and is free. Here, most stop and drift along to the 

end of their lives. 

But a minority of humanity are seekers, not content to drift with the 

stream, but anxious to swim and to discover more of life for ^emselves. 

They are the ones who wish to hasten their evolution, and who, whether 

they belong to any religion or creed or not, are essentially religious people. 

They seek some fulfilment, self-realization, liberation. Nirvana, as the goal 
of their lives. 

And psychology today, while ever watching for illusions and false 

- ’ ■' aspirations, has come to recognize the nature of the 

" problems of such seekers ; they are the ones*who look 

to the future, who are aimiug at a goal, and whOf 
consequently, most feel the effects of their past holding them and pre¬ 

venting their progress. And these, while they present much in common 
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with the neurotics among the .“drifters”, have something more in 

them which gives a different orientation to their psychology, and needs 

eventually a different kind of treatment. The problems of middle-age, 

taking this to date from the middle thirties, are in any case often different 

from those of a younger person, as they become teleological rather than 

retrospective. Thus, a man who has reached the top of his profession, 
becomes depressed because he sees nothing ahead of him ; such a man 

can only be cured if he can find some further goal, involving a deeper 

conception of success and completeness. His problem is essentially reli¬ 
gious and is concerned with finding him-Self; and his treatment, although 
it must concern itself with past failures and psychic injuries which have 

obscured this goal of spiritual self-realization, and placed before him false 

goals of material and social success, is ultimately to turn towards the future 
and away from the past. * 

The parallel between the description of the four phases of life 
described in the Laws of Manu and what is described above is very close. 

For man starts as a child, becomes a student, then a householder and man 

of business, and then, in the later part of his life, is the time to become a 
religious man, a mystic, a sanyasin. 

Symbols and Dreams 

Much of modern psychology is concerned with the study of symbols. 
These occur in everyday life ih the fact that objects receive an individual and 

symbolic subjective value from the beholder ; our language, with its similes 

and metaphors indicates this quite clearly. But a richer symbolic language 

is to be found if one studies dreams, either sleeping dreams, or day-dreams, 

or “ dreams on paper ” such as spontaneous or automatic writings, draw¬ 

ings and so on. Every work of art, moreover, is an objective presentation 
of part of the psyche of the creator. 

In the matter of dreams, theosophical students suggest that many 

of these are memories of actual objective experiences on another plane, 

during sleep. And proof can be found that this may w'ell be so sometimes 

—-but much less often than one may be tempted to imagine. 

There is good reason to believe that most people only remember 

a fragment of their dreams, occurring just before waking, and that these 

are in reality drsynatic representations of an endo-psychic situation, rather 
than an objective experience. 
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The Freudian school would ^ have it that the whole meaning 

of a dream is to express an unfulfilled sexual wish, 

The Freudian View more or less veiled. But, apart from the failure of 

this as a practical proposition, the view is too nar¬ 

row and does not cover facts so that the psycho-analytical school 

has had to devise theories which are often illogical and contradictory, 

to bring their explanation within the scope of their sexual corpus 

dogmaticum. 

More tenable is the view that dreams have a teleological meaning 

stating a situation, and offering the solution, in much the same allegoric 

and cryptic way as did the oracles of old. The nightmare is a statement 

of a dilemma in which the key is not to be found ; but the dream thus 

becomes a factor of evolutionary value, a means of vicarious experience 
and solution of problems. 

Jung, moreover, distinguishes, two types of dreams, one of which 

... ,, is individual and concerns the dreamer alone, while 
The Views of Jung 

the other— big ” dream—brings in symbols and 

ideas relating to the community or the race, and comes from the 

collective levels of the unconscious. In the latter especially, but 

not exclusively, does one tend to find symbols belonging to the 

levels of mythology—god-like, angelic, elemental figures appear in 

them, as well as symbolic shapes. From a careful study of these, 

compared with ancient occult texts, Jung claims that it is possible 

to determine the existence of even physical diseases, to see, to some 

extent, how the individual or the racial future is shaping, and so on. 

Fantastic as these claims may seem at first, Jung justifies them, in some in¬ 
stances at least. In any case, he may claim to have suggested a new aspect 

of symbology. Moreover, he sees in symbols, and especially in such universal 

symbols as the Cross, the Svastika, etc., many layers and levels of mean- 
ing, belonging to individual and to collective or universal levels. Thus, 

he does not deny that the male organ is a phallus, but he denies that 

all phalluses represent the male organ ; the phallus, in obverse forms, is a 
universal symbol of the masculine creative force, whether of God or animal, 

just as cups, grails, cauldrons, represent symbolically the feminine aspect 
of nature.’ 

1 Sec monograph* on *' Symbology *' in Vol. 
IQ this Vol. II, p. 34.—Ed. 

1 of this Series, p. »35 and " Mythology " 
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A point on which psychology has expressed no view, however, is 

The Exist. objective existence, outside the individual 
cncc of Entities psyche, of occult forccs such as those invoked in 
wchasAng^, Ceremonial and magic; or of entities such as angels, 

mental. elementals. But a very distinguished psycho¬ 
logist, in answer to a question, said that he thought 

these things did exist objectively, or else we should not find them used 

constantly in the same forms and as symbols of the same things in the 

subjective psychology and dreams of the individual. The general accept¬ 
ance of such a view, if true, would undoubtedly be of great value to the 
psychological worker. 

Ill 

No article touching on the general field of psychology today is com- 
plete without mention of a branch of research which is growing and 

extending in many places. I refer to that known as Parapsychology, 
which overlaps very largely on to the older field of Psychical Research. 

This represents the scientific approach to matters on which Theo- 

sophy has had much to say and is concerned with 

such subjects as clairvoyance, telepathy and all the 
means by which knowledge is obtained by a sense or senses other than the 
five familiar ones in the physical body. The function-or functions as 

M ‘definite about the matter—is nowadays given an omnibus 
label, Psi ”, to cover ail forms of ” para-normal cognition ”, ” extra¬ 
sensory perception ”, etc. 

Briefly, science has, as a result of painstaking experiments which 
J. B. Rhine was the first to perform, reached a stage where there is no 

lonpr any need to prove that ” Psi ” exists : it is taken for granted. And 

It is quite permissible to start a paper on that assumption, and to go on 

from there to discuss the subject. Cambridge University, for instance, 

P ® ^^’esis on the psychological and evolutionary meaning of 
Psi ”, and granted a doctor's degree on it.' The most recent experiments 

are now giving results which prove that mind and (or) will power can 

Faber uld^Vhe Utle' P“Wi»bed by Faber and 
alw us^ for a pa,2rrea?^heTp^*"w^^^^ P»v«=‘>o'o8V ". This wm 
can make outs it if tim* ^ bulletin that, as far as it 

with psychicalVe^f LX «”e in ^ 
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influence external objects and affect tlje fall ol dice, and so on. True, this 

work is quite embryonic, but thus far has science come towards matters 

previously looked upon as subjects only for the mad, the cranky and the 

tbeosophical. 
Many intelligent people, morever, are realizing that Psi is a common 

or universal thing, and that to be “ psychic " is not a thing to be proud 

and conceited about- On the contrarj', unless much hard work is put in, 

it is apt to be a weakness rather than a strength. It needs to be controlled 

by the individual, else it is apt to control him. 

What has brought this about, whether Western Theosophy or the 

work of such more orthodox bodies as the Society for 

Psychical Research, it is difficult to assess. But there 

is the fact that it is nowadays accepted as a truth that 

man has other " psychic ” channels of cognition besides 

his five senses. What this opens up to further research is clearly a huge 

field, necessarily leading away from materialism of the old order. 

Theosophy has a great deal to say that is enlightening and valuable 

on all this, but it needed the clear-cut analysis of the scientific mind to 

make the foundations stable and so the whole subject intelligible. Here 

is a subject on which science helps Theosophy by its critical attitude, in 

pruning away vague and unsubstantial notions based on woolly thinking, and, 

conversely, where Theosophy—in its broadest sense—suggests to science 

the validity of many religious and quasi-religions ideas about man and his 

mentality. Those of us who are in touch with both camps realize this 

very clearly, as also its vast importance in the domain of practical therapy 

both of physical and psychological illness. 

Other “ Psychic ** 

Channels of Cogni¬ 

tion in Man besides 

his five Senses 

IV 

Sdentilic Material¬ 

ism is on the Wane 

In conclusion, nothing written today, while we are in the midst of 

the cataclysm of war, can long be up-to-date. Minds 

and bodies are both being constantly shaken out of old 

patterns and habits of behaviour and thought. Thus 

by the time this paper is in print, it may well be, so rapid is the 

advance of thought today, already behind the times. But pne thing 

is clear: scientific materialism, with its lack of ethical and human stand¬ 

ards, is on the wane, while spiritual, religious, and ethical values are 

coming to be recognized as things without which humanity cannot survive. 
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And this is what really matters; not^views and opinions which are so soon 

outgrown. 

NOTE 

1. Mr. Nevin Drinkwater’s monograph on “ Archaeology (Vol. I of 

this Scries) is a very good corroboration of Occult Research. It shows that 

clairvoyance is a fact and that clairvoyant faculty may be used as an instru¬ 
ment for research. 

2. A number of scientific corroborations of statements made in The 

Secret Doctrine, and other classical thcosophical literature based on clairvoyant 

research, will be found on pp. 158-182, Vol. I of this Series. 

3. Professor C. E. M. Joad’s views on Madame Blavatsky given in the 

foot-note on p. 5, Vol. I, are worth noting here. He writes in bis article on 

** What Is the Soul?** (The Aryan Path, 1937, pp. 199-203): She [H. P. 

Blavatsky] anticipated many ideas which, familiar today, were in the highest 

degree novel fifty years ago ’*. 

4. The Rev. C.L. Drawbridge, The Religion of Scientists, Benn, 1932. 

Mr. Drawbridge sent a questionnaire to all the Fellows of the Royal Society with 

the purpose of obtaining an approximate idea of their religious views. Omitting 
those on Christianity which need not be considered here, these are the questions 

and the results: 

Affirm Negative 
1. Do you credit the existence of a spiritual domain ?. 121 13 
2. Do you consider that man is in some measure ■ - 

responsible for his acts of choice ? 123 7 
3. Is it your opinion that belief in evolution is com¬ - 

patible with belief in a Creator ? 142 : ; - 6 
4. Do you believe that the personality of men and 

women exists after the death of their bodies ? 47 41 
5, Do you think that the recent remarkable develop¬ 

ments in scientific thought are favourable to 

religious beliefs ? 74 27 

No attempt was made to define precisely the terms used in these questions 

since it would obviously require a treatise to expound both questions and 

answers. As might be expected, many of the replies do not permit of the simple 

classification adopted above, and the book is well worth reading for the extracts 

alone. One eminent man of science replied to all the questions “ In the great 

Hand of God I staqid ** (Macbeth). Except for survival, which is evenly divided, 

opinion is clearly overwhelmingly in favour of a spiritual view of life.—Ed. 
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 

Bv B. L ATREYA 

Psychology is scientific knowledge about human nature and Educational 

Psychology is a systematic application of this knowledge to the Process and 

Problems of Education. Education is a planned scheme for helping children 

to grow in the best possible way into full-fiedged adults who will not only 

be fully developed individuals in themselves but also useful and co-operative 

members of society. In the modern age both Psychology and its branch, 

Educational Psychology, have made a considerable advance in understand¬ 
ing human nature and in discovering various methods of properly educating 

and perfecting it, although they still fall considerably short of the Wisdom 
Theosophy vouchsafes. 

The main reason why modern psychology has not yet been able to 
rise to the full height of knowledge about human nature, which is em¬ 

bodied in theosophical literature, is that it is wedded to the objective 

method of science, which may be appropriate for the study of the objective 

world of inanimate things, and the limitations of which even in that field 

have very well been pointed out in recent times by scientific thinkers like 

Jeans, Eddington and Sullivan. Man being infinitely much more and 

much finer and deeper in structure than what merely the objective sense- 

observation can fathom and reveal, the present scientific method on which 

modern psychology wholly relies, and in which Introspection even is 

discredited, can never succeed in understanding the mysterious nature 

of man, the long-cherished ideals and longings of mankind, and the right 

process of perfecting human nature. Today, unfortunately, in spite of 

all the advancement in scientific knowledge, we know much less of man, 

on the wl\ple and in a general way, than the ancients knew of him. 

No wonder our present civilization and culture based on incomplete 

and fragmentary knowledge of human nature are proving-defective and 

harmful to our real interests. Speaking about Western Culture of todays 
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which is in fact the dominant culture of the world, Robert V. Seliger 

writes: “ Our culture today is a traumatizing one. Insecurity and in¬ 

equality are rampant and the opportunities for success are contracting 

at a time when ambition is overstimulated by an inept school system 

and asocial advertising ... In a culture where success is measured by 

a money standard, the vast majority are doomed to failure or mediocrity, 

no matter what their talents or accomplishments. A mounting panacea 

for these economic and social anomalies has been, for some, a steadily 

increasing resort to alcohol' to lose for a few hours the sense of personal 

failure, frustration of desire, or feeling of inferiority or thwarting ”. {The 

Encyclopedia of Psychology, p. 27). Alexis Carrel, the author of the 

well-known book. Matt the Unknown, says rightly: “ The enormous 

advance gained by the science of inanimate matter over those of living 

things is one of the greatest catastrophies ever suffered by humanity . . . 

We are unhappy. We degenerate mentally and morally ... In the 

United States (which is the most advanced country in scientific education) 

the intellectual standard remains low in spite of the increasing number 

of schools and universities. In practically every country there is a 

decrease in the intellectual and moral calibre of those who carry the 

responsibility of public affairs . . . The only possible remedy for this evil 

is a much more profound knowledge of ourselves ”. 

U nfortunately, modern psychology has failed to make any appreciable 

advance towards this “ much more profound knowledge of ourselves ”. 

“ The orthodox scientific psychology ”, the present writer said a few years 

ago in his presidential address to the Section of Psychology and Educa¬ 

tional Science of the 30th Indian Science Congress, “ is certainly not the 

science of the soul, self or mind. It is still a chapter of materialistic and 

mechanistic biology; its principal aim is to understand everything mental 

in terms of the physiology of the brain and the nervous system and the 

primary biological urges. It avoids all reference to soul, mind or con¬ 

sciousness ”. The very much needed ” much more profound knowledge 

of ourselves ” which according to Carrel is more wanted today than con¬ 

structing ” faster steamers, more comfortable automobiles, cheaper radios 

or telescopes", can come to us only through moral purification and 

intuitive penetration into the deeper layers of our being which both 

Theosophy and Yoga have been prescribing as indispensable means of 

Self-knowledge. 

, ' See the monograph on We and Our Food, Part IV, of this Volume.—Ed. 
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It is however, gratifying to a certain extent that, here and there, 

there is a revolt in the wide field of psychology against the general 

mechanistic, materialistic and behaviouristic tendencies, and some psy¬ 

chologists have begun to divert their attention to the deeper side of man 

and slowly and gradually the Spirit, the Soul, the Mind and the Self are 

emerging out of oblivion. Parapsychology has been included as a topic 

in a recently published Encyclopedia of Psychology. There is a movement 

known as “ New Education " which discards the mechanistic psychology 

and builds itself on the basis of Mcdougall’s hormic psychology. The 

following brief account of Educational Psychology embodies the principles 

of this new movement in the Psychology of education. 

The Postulates of “New Education” 

According to the new Educational Psychology (1) Man is not a 

physiological automaton. His behaviour is purposive, and he has many 

innate drives. (2) He is able to learn new modes of reaction. (3) He 

is capable of exercising control over his innate behaviour, and can delay, 

curb, sublimate and substitute his inner urges and their outer expressions. 

(4) Inactivity is not natural to man; in his normal life he likes always 

to be doing something. (5) M*an is capable of learning and using language. 

(6) Man is capable of synthesizing and intergrating all his capacities and 

responses. (7) Man can be trained to perform very highly complex and 

complicated activities. (8) For a long period of childhood, man is highly 

plastic, and can be moulded into any form of character. (9) Man is 

capable of forming and changing habits. (10) Man is capable of voluntary 

and sustained attention. (11) Man is highly capable of imagination, with 

the help of which he can form high ideals, which exercise great influence 

on his actual life. (12) Man is social and is very much influenced in his 

individual life by social influences. 

The Aim of Education 

The goal of education has been conceived differently in different 

ages and, in different societies. It is determined by the general outlook 

on life. The New Education, which is based on the findings of modern 

psychology, aims^ at producing healthy, happy, balanced, self-confident 

and socially useful adults. 
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To make it more dear, the properly educated man is one who 

knows the laws of physical and mentai hejikh and hygiene, and, on the 

basis of this knowledge, has formed habits which keep him heaUliy, strong 

and fit. He is happy, because he is healthy, successful in his efforts, able 

to satisfy his needs, and well-adjusted to his environment. He is 
balanced and poised, because he has learnt to control his emotions and 

passions. He is Free from emotional outbursts and calm under trying 

coodittons. fie Is self-confident, because he is fully aware of what he is 

capable of doing and achieving. He has chosen a proper vocation for 

which ^th nature and training fit him, aud he takes keen interest and 

feels delighted in doing what he has to do. He is alw'ays resourceful and 

creative. He is socially useful, because by bis work he contributes to 

society whai it needs. By doing bis own job in the best possible way be 

enriches the life of society. In himself a polished and cultured individual, 

be is an etfieient worker and an indispensable member of society, 

TRATNINC in CO-OrERATIOH 

Until very recently the child was looked upon as an isolated and in¬ 

dependent unit, who by his education bad to prepare himself to struggle 

and fight for his own success, rise and happiness. He was trained in a 
competitive spirit for a coming struggle for existence. Today, this view 

is changed. Modern psycho]og>' has revealed that no individual is com¬ 

pletely isolated from and Independent of others and his environment- 
We arc all intcr-conncetcd and intcr-relatcd like the cells of the body, 

and much of what we are is determined by our environment and society. 

Modern education, therefore, lays great stress upon the social aspects and 

social factors of our life, ft trains children not so much In competition and 

struggle as in co-opemtien tind mutual sharing of joys and pleasures. 

It leaches them to think as much of others as of themselves. It irains 

them in social imagination and co-operative activities. Sports, games, 

boy scout aud girl guide activities play an important part in this direction. 

Herepitv and Education 

Each individual is, whatever he is at any time, a product of what 

he has inherited from his parents os hia original nature and what has 

b«n modified by his environmental influences. Education* is a great 
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cnvironmeotat infloence which brings about very iTBportaiit changes in 

one's nature. Children bora of the same parents, and even twins, become 

very different from each other under the influence of varied environmenta 

and different kinds of education. Yet wo are after our parents in many 

respects. This is mainly true physically. 
Recently much work has been done in psychology in connection 

with heredily and its mechaniam. and psychologists differ very much in 

their findings. Yet they agree on certain very important conclusions. 

One of these ia that, although there is much definite evideoce for the 

inheritance of many physical traits, hardly any evidence esista for the 

inheritance of mental trails. It ia only genera] intellieence that seems 

to depend upon heredity. The intelligence rjuotient of each child is more 

Or less fixed from early childhood and the same intelligence Quotient is 

found to run in the family. Although education may equip a child 

with much knowledge and information, it cannot make him more intelli¬ 

gent than he is by'birth. 

The conctuaion to which students of heredity have come—that charac¬ 

teristics and traits acquired by parents by their own efforts, and which they 

did not themselves inherit from their own pareuts, cannot be inherited 

by their children—is worth noting. Only those traits ate inheritabJe 

which are carried hy the gertn-plaam from generation to ganeraiioa. 

How the germ-pla.sm itself ia affected by the lives of tbe parents, if at 

all affected, is a mystery not yet unravelled by biology or psychology. 

Physique and Education 

How the environment will affect an individual and what reactions 

be would make depends very much upon his physical structure. Out 

behaviour is very much conditioned by our inherited muscular, glandular 

and nervous organism. What we shall experience depends upon the 

capacities of our sense-organs, and how wc shall feel depends upon our 

glandular and autonomic nervous s^tenis. Oui activities are very much 

limited by the structure and strength of our muscles, According to Adler, 

the style of life of many iudivtduals is determined by an inferiority com¬ 
plex born of some inherited or acquired defect in some organ of the 

body. The blind, the deaf, tbe dumb, the one-eyed, end the hunch-backed 

have their own jieculiar mental traits which educators cannot afford 

to ignore and neglect. Many a mental disorder is rooted in organic 
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trouble or m physical infection. Ernst Kretschmer, h German psychiat¬ 

rist, has pointed out that personality types are very much dependent upon 

the physical stnictuie of the body. The Pyknic bodily type, which is 

large, fat, strong and well-built, is characterized by atterations between 

emotional extremes and between activity and inactivity. In the case of 

mental breakdow'u this type tends to suffer from mania-dfpressive insanity. 

On the other hand, the Asthenic bodily type which is physically character¬ 

ized by a small and thin body with tin-promiaent muscles and a tendency 
to blood-pressure, is mentally characterize by egoism, introversion, 

UDSOciability and repressed emotionality, and in the case of a leDdency to 

mental breakdown, develops schizophrenia. Educators cannot afford to 
neglect and ignore such findings of modem psychologists. 

Growth of the Child and Educatton 

There is evidently a teniaikable difference between a newly bom baby 

and a growm-up adult both in physical and mental capacities. Educators 

have to be fully acquainted with every marked stage of growth from 

birth to maturity of children. Psychologists have very carefuJIy 

studied the physical, intellectual and emational traits of children at these 
various stages of growth. They have marked them as Infancy, Child¬ 

hood, Adolescence and Maturity. The education of the same individual 

has to differ very much in all its aspects at each stage of his development, 

as it is to be adapted to the needs and capacities of each stage of the 
growth. 

At the adolescent stage, which is the most critical stage in the 

period of growth, the individual craves for the following four satisfactions, 

according to Hollingworth. (1) Freedom from dependence upon the 

family. (2) Association with the opposite sex, (3) Self-support, and (4) A 

Theory of life. Accordingly, at this stage he must learn to feel and should 

be allowed to Iccl that he la an independent and responsible individual. 

Eie should be taught to think for himself and to form his ow’n opinion 

about every problem that confronts him. The aex-nrge of the adolescent 
individual is to be very carefully handled. According to modern psycho¬ 

logists many nervous and mental disorders take their root in the eepresston 
of this urge. On the other hand, many boys and girls min their career 

by wrong, indirect and stealthy indulgence. How mui^ contact between 

the two sexes should be allowed at this stage ia a problem wbiefa has not 
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bficrt satiafactoriiy solved by^edocational psyohologtsta. Wisdom 

probably lies ia the middle course between the two eKtrcmcs—unrestricted 

end free sexual contact and complete isulattoo and avoidance of all possible 

contact between the sexes. The adolescent individual does not only wish 

to be mentally and morally independent of bis family and parents bat 

craves for economic independence also- This is certainly more true 

of the Western people than of Indiana, ff at this stage, the adolescent 

individual is provided with some side job in the school or outsidej which 

may bring 'him some income, however smalL it may be, he feels delighted 

and learns to do his job well. The child should be encouraged to 

feel proud of what he has produced or done by appreciation of his work. 

Along with the urge for freedom there develops in the adolescent 

individual a keen desire to think for himself upon life and its prob¬ 

lems, and to have a philosophy of life. If he is not able to evolve 

one him&elf, he selects one and begins to identify himself with it. It 

is an age of revolt for him, and he revolts against the current tradi¬ 

tions of his family and society. The need of placing at this stage in 

the hands of the adalesa^ent individual the right type of literature 

which gives in simple language a valid philosophy of life and an ade¬ 

quate conception of their true nature and constitution cannot be over¬ 

estimated. 

By the time an individual attains physical maturity he should be 

mentally mature also. He should be capable of standing on his own feet, 

and of creating something new and unique in acme sphere of life. Education 

should help and not hinder the child in this process of self-realization. 

Unfortunately, however, on account of being mishandled, misguided and 

mistreated by parents and teachers, our growing young men and women do 

□ot attain mental and moral maturity, and remain infantile throughout 

their life. 

Another very important psychological hading in connection with the 

growth of children, which educators should know, is that from the end of 

the very first year of life there is & welt-marked difference between the 

grow’th of boys and of girls. At every marked period of grow'th girls have 

been found to be at least 18 months ahead of boys, and they reach puEwrty 

about tw'o and a half years sooner than boys. This accounts for girls being 

able to secure higher position than boys of the same age in school classes. 

Education of girl^ should therefore be planned differently from that of boys 

and finished eaitiex. 
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The Three Strata of the Human Mind 
• 

No educator can afford to neglect the deep and extensive knowledge 

of human mind and its working which the psychoanalysts have recently 

given to the world. Dr. Sigmund Freud and his followers have unravelled 

many a mysterj' of human behaviour and have been able to cure a number 

of nervous and mental disorders by their method of psychoanalysis. They 

tell us that our personality has three strata, namely, Conscious, Fore¬ 

conscious and Unconscious, the conscious one being only a small fragment 

of the total personality. The conscious stratum of our personality is that 

of which we are aware at a particular time. The Foreconscious is that 

stratum which contains those elements of our personality of which we are 

not aware but of which we can be aware by recalling them. And the 

Unconscious stratum of our personality is that which contains within 

itself those innumerable elements of our personality of which we cannot be 

ordinarily aware even by an effort at recalling. We can be aware of the 

unconscious contents of our personality only by a special technique called 

psychoanalysis, or when they manifest themselves indirectly and in 

disguised forms in dreams, neuroses and abnormal mental states. The 

unconscious is the home of all the urges which find expression in the 

conscious life of men. When these urges are repressed they retire into 

the unconscious. The contents of the unconscious affect our conscious 

life without our knowing it. The unconscious has to be explored and 

understood before we can hope to bring about desirable changes in the 

outlook and behaviour of children. 

What is not allowed expression in the conscious life of man gets 

repressed and settled down in the unconscious. Having withdrawn into 

the unconscious, desires, emotions and ideas tend to form groups, called 

complexes. Like repressed political parties gone underground, the 

repressed contents create a lot of trouble for the conscious personality. 

From time to time, they try to express themselves in disguised forms 

which are little understood by the individual. 

It may be pointed out here that although Psychoanalysis has gone 

much deeper in understanding the various strata of personality than what the 

orthodox scientific psychology has done, it falls very short of the knowledge 

of human personality that Theosophy and Hindu Psychology obtained 

through their own methods of investigation. The theosophical doctrine of 

the seven Bodies of man* and the Hindu theories «f the five sheaths 
« See pp. 26-28, 66-68, 276-283, 288-289, 305-398, 381-383. Vol. I. this Series.-ED. 
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(panchakoshas) and the three bodies (sthiUa-gvosSt sakshama-SMhile^ and 

4<frana-causaU do greater justice to man than the theory of three strata of 

personality propounded by psychoanalysts. 
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THE THRILL OF SELF-EXPLORATION* 

By D. D, KANGA 

SELF-EXPtORATIOM : WHY ? 

Ws bave seen in latroductions to P&rt I, and shali sec further in the 

monograph on Economics, Part I V, that science alone 

NolTLiwab'* (knowledge and brains alone} is not enough to solve oor 
present-day problems. A spiritnal background is neces¬ 

sary. Along with science we need spiritual strength and many spiritual 

Qualities. Only then will the deadlocks confronting ua begin to be solved 

one after the other. Ethical and apiiitual progress has not kept pace with 

intellectual progress. What is needed is a reSnement o! human nature, 

ennoblement of man, a line character. What is further needed is a change 

of heart, a change in the mental outlook, a change in the psychological level, 

in short, an improvement in human relationship. To bring about this 
inner change in man, he must have a ncfigfon of /wroorut/ ex^ritnot^ busid 

on Mtf-expioration. 

Why is there no development of chameter though mteilecttially 
we have advanced go much ? 

The old techniques, scientific and religious training and discipline. 

Fail d Old found *0 be inadequate to develop character 
® change of heart. The scientific train¬ 

ing and discipline is good enough to develop powers of 

observation, reasoning, sound judgment, truthfulness, patience, peraeverance, 

etc., qualities which arc of great help in carrying on investigations In 

the material world but found to be inadequate to 

ttdSSSTaS ennoble man ; for, a scientiet or an mtelJcctual 
Adequats ™®y he proud, egoistic, intolerant, impatient, irritable, 

peppery, given to fits of temper, callous, greedy, ambi* 
tious, taking pleasure in outstripping another, undeterred in exploiting others, 

‘ mloDf with art^e ^ TOnomph on ■ ud ibe DniveiK Vo1 J, wd 
Modoria Sciuldd tbe Hiibor Self , Vol.—£q. 
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working for self-aggrandizement, not strictly honest and sincere, undetached 

from himself, though detached from the subject-matter. These weaknesses 

do not come in the way of his investigations, for these are mainly in the 
material and objective worlds. 

The religious discipline has also failed to bring about a change of 

heart and rehnement of human nature. The best proof of 

SLr'cw 5“ ^ generation. When 
pltne. aUo Inade- J^psn attacked Manchuria, when Italy invaded Abyssinia 

quate and Albania, the priests and bishops of the world, in- 

"Sing to a man and protesting against it, simply 
looked on and did nothing. Orthodox religion is a spent force. Similarly, 

the members of the League of Nations » were lacking in moral courage 

and were reluctant to shoulder responsibility for great decisions when 
greatness was needed 

Again, this being an age of science and reason, orthodox religion 

The Modern To^th. Going through a 
Youth certain ceremonial mechanically without understanding, 

going to the church or temple on certain days of the 

week in a formal manner, muttering certain prayers in a language one 

does not understand-these do not appeal to the educated man or 

woman of the present day. The modern youth does not believe in a 

dogmatic religion when he is asked to do certain things by the priest and 

not permitted to ask questions why he should do them. The modern 

yout 13 not prepared to believe or accept anything or swallow as gospel 

truth whatever he is told by the priest. He wants to know the modus 

operandt of any ritual or ceremony he is asked to perform. He wishes to 

ave a rational understanding of the fundamental truths given out in 

religion. If the present-day orthodox priest is not learned enough nor • 

sufficiently spiritually advanced or inspired to satisfy the modern youth in 

these matters, then the latter loses all faith in religion and becomes a 

sceptic, an agnostic, a materialist or an atheist. But if the modern youth 

IS s ovvn what true religion is and if it is convincingly proved to him that 

rue religion is as much necessary to his spiritual growth as fresh air, 

water and food are to his physical growth and that without it his outlook 

on life will be narrow, partial, distorted and perverted, then it is reasonable 

to hope that he will be induced to reconsider the whole matter over again. 

occasion of the di«olatioa of th. 
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2. 

3. 

Failure of Orthodox 

Religion 

The failare of religious discipline is due to the fact, 

1. That the ordinary present-day priest in all faiths has no personal 

experience of a higher life. Of course, there are always 

honourable exceptions for whom we have great respect. 

That a minister of religion who rationalizes religion and 

destroys its mystical basis cannot have any idea of the inner, 

bigger spiritual life. 

That a priest whose outlook on life is materialistic, who eats 

ilesh-foods, revels in alcoholic drinks, and takes pleasure 

in smoking, a priest whose motto is the very negation 

of “ Simple living and high thinking cannot be expected 

to guide modern young men and women to a higher spiritual life. 

There is, therefore, something missing in the training of man himself 

and in the philosophy of life by which he is guided. These old techniques 

have failed because they are based on an incomplete concept of man, on 

an inadequate knowledge regarding his true nature.' 

Man must know what he really is, what his purpose in life is, what 

his goal and destiny are. In absence of the knowledge 

* Whence, How and Whither ”, he is simply drifting 

on the ocean of life. He must be like the Captain of a ship 

who knows the laws of navigation, who knows the direction of the winds, 

and the location of rocks and eddies and undercurrents hidden in the 

waters, who has a compass to guide the direction of the ship, and above 

all who knows the purpose of his journey and his destination; such a man 

will finish the jpurney in the shortest possible time. 

In the light of the terrible experience the world has gone through 

in the last two wars and in view of the open talk of the possibility of a third 

wbrld war,* there are many people who feel very despondent and say that 

human nature is human nature after all and it is impossible to improve it. 

But human nature can be improved, a change of heart can be brought about, 

man can be refined and ennobled only if he knows what he 
U Change of Heart ,i i . ...... 

PoMible > really is, what bis purpose in life is and what his goal, if 

he knows what this drama of creation and evolution is, and 

further, if he gets an insight as to what part he has to play in this scheme of 

evolution. Knowing that, he will not drift but take life deliberately in his 

• ‘See Introdnctions to Part I and the monograph on “ Economics ”, Part IV, this Series. 

‘ When this MUcle was in the ftess. a conflict broke out betwten North and South 

J^^Uo^ knows, it may lead to a world 
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own hands and direct it lo a dedi^te goal. Therefore, self'Cxpbratioa is 

necessary, But why does not man explore to find out who he is? 

, li Because ha is self-satished with the narrow life be 
living. There is no hope for liberation in the case of 

such a person. He is simply marking time. 

Because be has no real hanger for a wider, higher life. 

Because be is intellectualily slothful and does not want to tax 

his brain to If}' to solve the problems facing society, Intel* 
Icctual slothfulness is worse than bodily slothfulne^. 

Because he ia not discontented with the present condition of 
world affairs. 

Because he is not anxious to better the society in which he 
is living. 

Because he is not adventurous enough to explore his hidden 
powers and faculties. 

" Man contains vast unknown regions. His potentialities are 
almost inexhauBtthle 'V 

3. 
3. 

4, 

5, 

6. 

But there is another set of people who are dissatished with the 

Spiritually Hungry *‘*™^®®* soft of life they are living, who are craving for 
’ a living spiritual philosophy and a living spiritual faith, 

who ate spiritually fasting, who are like liuugiy sheep who look up but 
are not fed, who do not know where to get this apiritual food from,* 
Intellficutai and spiritual discontentment are very hopeful signs and are 
absolutely necessary for progress and lifaaration. 

What is therefore needed is a new technique of life. What is 

NbhM. • Na^ wanted is not a dogmatic religioD which is quite 
Tflcliniquti flf Life iinsuited to the present Intellectual age, but a religion 

of ptrtonal ertpiruHce, band an ieif-disc&wty. 

What is this self'discovery and selBexploration ? Let us see. 

The thrill of research and the joy of explorauon are too deep to 

Th« J(»y oi ^ described and are only known by those who have 
Expiorttion experienced them. There are explorations of different 

kinds. There is the exploration of the inhnitely large 
and distant heavenly bodies in the vast universe,* there is the exploration 

of the inlxiitesIniaUy small in the subatomic world, there is the exploration 

of the North and South Foies of the earth, there la the exploration of 
' ir«« tht UnknfittH. by JJr. Alaiili Dut^l. p. 2J3, 
' A Wvrid SxptctiitU, by IS. A. WodebouM. 

* JAe VttiturM Atvmid Um, by James jeaos, lUi Edidon, chjpiera I and U, p. 387. 
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the depths of the earth and of th^ deepest oceans, of the peaks of the 

highest mountains and the inaccessible recesses of the densest jungles. 

These explorations and many others in the outer world are such as could 

be done only by specialists. But there is an exploration which every man 

can make and one which he has to make sooner or later whether he likes 

it or not, for that is his destiny.* Constituted as he is he has to explore the 
microcosmic universe that he is and this Self-exploration nobody else can 

do for him. He has to do it himself in his own unique way that best suits 

his temperament all the time, for life is dynamic.’ 

Self-Exploration: How? 

Let man spare a few minutes every day, go to a quiet place in 
his home or garden or park, on a beach or the bank of a 

river, on a hillside in beautiful surroundings, or on a golf 

course, a cricket field or even a battle-field, relax himself 

completely there without straining any part of his body, then with¬ 

draw^ himself and polarize his attention. Let him put the following few 

questions to himself, brood over them and wait for an answer. If he 

will exercise sufi5cient patience and perseverance he will find that the 
answers are very revealing. 

Let him inquire why a person who, during his waking statd, is most 

miserable on account of a serious loss in business or loss 

of Con^io^noL reputation or loss of a dear relative or friend, or who 
is most lestless and uneasy on account of pain, suffer¬ 

ing and fever, is calm and peaceful during the hours that he is asleep ? 

What happens to him ? What is the nature of consciousness in the waking 

state and in the sleep state, in the dream and dreamless states and in the 

trance state ? What is the nature of consciousness in hypnotism, multiple 

personality, insanity, genius, intense mental activity when the physical 

brain was comatose, etc. ? * What is meant again by sleeping over a 

problem which defies solution in the normal waking consciousness ? 

Let him ask once more why a person who feels overcome at the 

lUuatraied by thought of climbing a steep hill, or a long flight of steps 
Example/ ^ without a lift, finds the same task easy and 

smooth or even forgets that he has come to the end 
of his journey if he is at the same time deeply engaged in tlfinking out 
an intensely interesting problem. 

1 ^ •• and •* The Meaning of Symbols.*' Part I. 
See Modern Science and the Higher-Sclf •». this part.-En, 
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Once again he may be prc^pted to inquire why a person who 
ordinarily grumbles and frets at cxtremeEi of temperature in summer and 
winter forgets alJ about the temperature when he b reading an interegtidg 

and intriguing novel or doing an interesting piece of research or disentang- 
Ung a difficult problem. 

Lei him brood over still another question and try to discover 

whether he is really the person whose reflection he sees 

Renoa > Jookmg-gJassH fie knows with certainty that the 
reflection □! himself w^bich he sees in the mirror ia not 

be. He ii able to distinguisb between the reflection ia the mirror and 
himseir when sLatidtng before the mirror. But is it possible that 

whai he considers to be himself may also be a mere reflection of a 
deeper reality w'bich, though not visible and tangible, may be his 
true self ? 

Let him recail to himself the dtscription given by Plato of a cave, 

PUroVCivt where people are supposed to be sitting with their faces 
turned towards a wail and their backs towards the 

mouth of the cave, through which light enters and throws the reflection 

of the drama of life enacted outside the edve against the wall inside 
the cave. It is further supposed that the people have their heads and 

necks chained as it were so that they cannot move them in any other 
direction. They sec on the wall the pictures of people moving about, 

meeting one another, children playing, traffic moving, processions going, 

etc., hour after hour, day after day, week after week, for months and years 

together and suppose that what they see on the wall ta real life. They 

have not the slightest idea that what they see on the wall is a mere 

reflection of the real life phenomena which are enacted outside the mouth 

cf the cave. They remaiu uuder that illusion for their vision is so narrow, 
like that of a horse with blinkers on his eyes who sees only in one directioD. 

\Vc may imagine one of them, managiug by some means, to leave the cave 

and see the real life phenomena outside. He is then disillusioned aod 
Comes to realize that what he supposed to be r^iity was a mere reflection 

and the rc&lJty outside was a thousand times more glorious than the reflection* 
But when he came Inside the cave to speak to his fellow companions about 

the true vtsion he had and tell them that the reality w'as something else and 

what they saw on the wall ivas a very poor imitation of that reality, he 

T^ould not be believed by them. And if he persisted, they would say, he 
had gone mad, his brain had become soft. 
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The Cinema Screen 

The talking pictures in their lyitural colours and in perspective one 

sees on the flat cinema screen are more vivid and life-like 

than the pictures on the wall inside the cave described 
by Plato; but who would now consider these pictures themselves to be 

realities excepting those who are ignorant of the modus operandi of this 
great art and science of film production. 

It does not follow from this that we who are living and carrying 

What u lUuaion > activities on the physical plane are not 
substantial human beings. The illusion comes in only 

when we say that we are only body and brain, which are visible and 

tangible and that what is visible and tangible in us is the only reality and 

that what is invisible and intangible does not exist* 

The abstract philosophical method * to answer the query “ Who am 

What am I? explain why there is a struggle between the 
body which wants to lie in bed for some reason or another 

and some urge within me to do my duty, to wake up and catch a train or 

boat, as otherwise I would miss a chance of my life-time. I may succeed 

B^y controlling the slothfulness of my body but in 

either case I understand that I am not the body, for I 
cannot both be the subject and object at the same time when I say I 

control my body or I cannot control it, I being the subject, and body 
being the object. 

The feats of an athlete, the yogic physical exercises showing a 
^onderful control over one’s body etc. are other proofs to indicate that 
the body is only an instrument of the person. 

Our earth is undergoing three motions, first, of rotation round 

Earth*. Triple ^4 hours or 16.6 miles in a 
Motion minute), second, of revolution round the Sun (18.496 

miles per second), and third, along with the sun and the 
whole solar system, it is proceeding in the direction of the constellation of 

Lyra (solar motion 12.1 miles per second). Though the earth is whirling 

in space with these different motions with such tremendous speed, we 

do not feel that at ail. Why is it so? Now. let us imagine ourselves 
^ving the earth m [an aeroplane and going to a great height, beyond 
the grav.tat.on of the earth and then observing the earth from there 

point is beantifnlTy brought OTt*Uiere”* Theosophist, March 1943. Thii 

* Circumftrenca of the earth—Ed. 
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through a powerful telescope. shall then notice that the earth ia 

moving with a tremendous motion. Why this difference ? In the 6rst 

case, we were attached to the earth, were part and parcel of the earth 
and so we did not feel that the earth was moving. In the second 

case, we became detached from the earth and so we observed the 

tremendous speed with which the earth was whirling into space. 

Mind Similarly, when we identify ourselves with our mind, 

when we think that we are the mind, then we are not 
aware of its separate existence : but the moment we become detached from 

the mind by making an effort to concentrate it on a subject uncongenial 
to it, we find that our mind begins to wander and likes to dwell on a 

subject in which it is more interested. Becoming conscious of this fact, 
we try to bring it back to the subject on which we wish it to be 

concentrated. This very struggle between the mind and something 

within, either to control it. or be controlled by it if we are weak, shows 
that we are different from the mind, that we are not the mind. 

When I speak of controlling, conquering or transcending something 
I thereby imply the duality of subject and object. I control my body, my 

desires, my mind, I am therefore not that which I can master or control or 

transcend. I am more than all these. I am something beyond body and 
mind. I am That. That is my real self. 

This little self-exploration and moreover the findings of the modern 

Or Something psycho-physiology and meta-psychology show 
More > is more than his body and mind. This dual 

concept of man requires to be replaced by the triune 
concept, of man being body, mind and something more. Call it by what- 

^er name we like. That something is the real man, the reality, and that 
body and mind are merely its instruments. 

This does not mean that man should ignore his body and mind. 
Not by any means. It only means that body and mind must be given 

their proper places in man’s constitution, in the scheme of evolution • 
otherwise, evolution goes awry,' 

The gift of mind is the greatest gift given to man and it is that 

A Purified Self. him from the lower Creation. But 
controUe/Mind should not be forgotten that mind is of the greatest 

"when it is under his control and when 
tt ts a Purified ptind. This means that when it occupies a second place 

* See General Introduction to the Second Edition. 
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in the constitution of man. The iii|ier man should be the real ruler and 

not the mind. “ The Mind is the slayer of the Real " 

Sri Mind like firt is a good servant 
Ead Mui«r 1^*^* b^ad master. When mind mks the man or the 

universe then evolution does not proceed smoothly. 
An analysis o( the present world situation will corroborate tbis view, 
for the present is a mitld durninated world. 

The present, again, is a transitional and necessary phase in the 

_ ,, , , evolution of man’s conscjotisness. It has for its object 

Nvcmiary Phan: _ “ biiiidmg Of man 3 individuality. Once that stage 
is reached it should be immediately nutgrown. The 

present phase of civilization is that phase. It is high time now that 

man should outgrow that stage. Otherwise his outlook on life will 

always be ver>' narrow, partial, stunted, restricted, distorted, pervert¬ 

ed. Me will not be able to have a comprehensive view of any¬ 
thing, he will not be able to give right values to all things. Con* 
fiequently, he will not be able to solve the problems facing him and 
society. 

Tills is the age of the aeroplane. The time has arrived when the 

Tb* A(«orih« *be 
Aeroplmnc Caterpillar but rise into the aerial and ethereal layers of 

consciousness. Science has brought man to the chry¬ 
salis stage when he questtana and challenges not only the world with¬ 
out, hut also the world within himself, as to what he is, and what is 

his destiny. Only by brooding in the innermost recesses of his being 

will he discover himself and gather the strength to burst through the 
cocoon of the lower mind, and on the wing., of his imagination soar 

free and strong into the finer and fresher regions of the mental 
atmosphere. 

Ut ^ withdrav, iD«, ,h, of hi, bd»j and lodnl, that 

Hial>.rl>i..z.i« of oonscioutnesj which givea peace that is 
endonne and power that makes all thinn new thus 

enabling him lo see the world Ircm that higher dinieiBion which aBcrds . 
deeper insight into the picblema cd lile. Lei h™ make nse this higher 

conKlonsness and soar, as the hnllerd, now soars, with the eld ^ the new 

mechanism of wrngs acquired in ihe chrysalis stage. It is the seme life. 
onerg. in holh the eetetpillar end ih. butterfly ; the capacity to I), i, du. 
to the now instrument, r ny jb aue 
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Ut n.an verify this spiriteej experience by nrekiog the following 

eimple experiment. Let him try to get four eonal 

^mlateral triangles from six rods of equal length, the 

he rod, b> arranging them in any way he likes. If he tries to arrange 

them on a pk,« surface he will never succeed in solving this problem 

however long he may try. But if be uses his highest Lson or has a 

flash of intuition and Wows a new technique by making use of a higher 
dimension to anange the six rods in space in the form of a triangular 
pyramid, the problem is immediately solved. (See diagram.) 

^ OLD TECHNIQUE 

dual concept 

B 
partial view 

_I SURFACE VIEW 

B . . . . 

. ^ • . . . 
Diagram to show the difference between 

NEW TECHNIQUE 

TRIUNE CONCEPT 

WHOLE VIEW 

AEROPLANE VIEW 

BODY 

MIND 

THE THIRD FACTOR 

the old and new techniques. 
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Svpcrficinl View 
oi Life 

We are not able to solve ouf probkma at present bec&iiSd we are 

following the old technique and taking only a superiiciiLl 

view of life, a dual and therefore an incomplete concept 

of man. But if wo take an ctercptanw view of life, 

without ignoiing any important factors, by touching a deeper chord In our 

consciousness, by taking a triune and therefore a mote comprehensive 

concept of man, we shall be able to sec the happenings of life's events in 

their proper perspective and hence arrive at more satisfactory solutions. 

We shall also fee! stronger and more confident to deal with the problems 

as they arise. 

Perhaps the following story may further clarify the point we are 

discDssing: 

There was a lioness who was on the point of becoming a mother. 

Being hungry, she left her cave in search of food. Seeing a flock of sheep 

going she pounced upon one of them, but in that very act died after giving 

hirih to a beautilal cub. The little lion found himself in the midat of 

the flock of sheep, grew up amongst them, moved about with them, 

played with them, bleated like them and imagined himself to he a sheep, 

for he was absolutely unaware of his origin. 

Now' there came upon the scene another Hon. lie was not hungry; 

so, he watched the young lion moving about and playing w'ith the Hock of 

sheep from & distance and w'ss surprised at what he saw, The young 

lion, whom we shall call Leo, now approached the other lion, whom we 

shall call simply the ' Lionand they met. " Do you know w'ho you 

are ?, askcd the Lion, Leo answered, he was a sheep and bleated like a 

sheep. The Lion felt much distressed at this answer and behaviour and 

told him that he waa not a sheep but a lion. But Leo was not convinced 

and bleated once again like a sheep. Hnw to convince Leo that he was a 

cab of the King of Forests and that royal blood was flowing through his 

veins, was a difficult problem. At last the Lion hit upon art idea. He 

took Leo to the nearest lake, the water whereof was crystal clear and 

showed their reflections in the water, and explained what they meant and 

then asked, '* Now tell me, whether you resemble more me or the flock of 

sheep over there ", Leo looked at the reflections, then at the Lion and 

finally at the sheep aud answered that he did not resemblp the-shenp but 

him. Then the Lion said: " Did I not tell you that v'ou were a lion and 

not a sheep. Are you convinced now ? And do you .know how a lion 

roars?" The Uou then roared and asked Leo to do the same. Being 
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canvinced that be was a itod am^ not a sheep, he roared and with that 

he got all the strength and dignity and greatness of the Iron. Hence- 

lonAi'ard he did not feel helpless like a sheep and did not know what fear 

was. His behaviour changed completely. 

Most of US human beings are behaving like sheep and feei as 

helpless as the s-heep and do not know how- to face life's problems but run 

away from them, for. we suppose that we are mere body and brain, or body 

and concrete, logical, anaiytical mind. We have forgotten our divine origin 

that we are immortal spirits, fragments of Divinity, making use of body 

and mind as our instruments. If we are convinced that we arc more 

than mind and body, then we would bring all our spirituBl tjuaJities into 

play and have a spiritual background to all our thoughts, emotions and 

actions. We sfaaJI then be in a position to restore order in the present 
cb&QtJc condition of the wnrldv 

Let ugi imagine oun^lves travelling in a Irain^ vnih ita and 

... , , windows on opposite sides. Now suppose we look owt 
View riCFrn the v . - „ , ^ 

Train Inrougn one window* We see and admire the scenery ; 

we see through that window but situated as we are ia 

the compartment it is physically impossible for us to know what kind of 

Hcenery our eyes will meet with when they look out through the window 

opposite and further, we cannot s« tlie scenery which ihu driver in front 

of the train and the guard behind it, fsee. But now imagine our leaving 

the iiain, journeying by an aeroplane «nd looking below on the same 

Viffw friom ikfr 

Aefoplorvc 

district from a certain height. What is our experience ? 

Our breadth of vision suddenly expands to enormous 

proportions. We are able to see at the some time the 

scenery all around, north, south, east, and west of the direction of the 

train. W hat a wide extensive and comprehensive view we are able to 

have at oii« ] What a great expansion w'e experience in our cuusciousness, 

for we are literally having an Bcruplanic view of the district below. 

r . Similarly, if w'e Open the doors and window’s of our mind 
4 ,ilCpiLnii4n ™ J , 

Ouiyciouanau same time try to go to deeper and deeper 

layers of our consciousne^ in nur meditation, we W’ill 

be having an aeropJanic view of life as it were, which w ill enable us to 

truce conaecttotia and relations between things and persons tvhich it would 

not be pos.sible for us to do when we are functioning on a lower level of 

consciousness. Tjiis will help us to think cUarly which it w’os not possible 

for us to do W'hen we had a very restricted, and therefore distorted vision. 
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We must achieve a synthetic yiew of Jife before we can underetatid 

ThjzV o((k many complicated problems confronting us. We 

Arctiiirct architect, who secs the plan 

of the complete odifiaa, who knows the relationships 

of one part to the other, and of all parts to the whole. The majority 

of humanity see only a line, or a single step and not even the staircase 

which would lead them from the groundfloor to the higher stories of 
the edifice. 

Perhaps an illustration from science will help us to understand 

Auitqffyf tfiodiis op^randi of our consciousness at different 

Science levels a little more clearly and give ns greater confidence 

in the importance of the new technique advocated here. 

Just as energy, passing through different media, manifests itself in different 

forms such as motion, heat, light, sound, electricity, magnetism, so life* 

energy (consciousness) shows different characteristics as it functions 

through levels of the different planes of matter.' A glance at the diagrams 

will show the superiority of the intellectual force over the mnscular force, 

and of the soul force over either of them. By the expenditure of the 

amount of force in differotii media we gel dififereni 

Intireetusrpww. matter in which a force functions, 
Soiil r»rc« the bigger and quicker the result and the more easily jt 

is obtained. Take, for example, the force used in trying 

to move a boat which is stranded on a shore and the same force used in 

moving the same boat when it is floating on water; in the first case, we 

are not able to move the boat at all while in the second, we can take it 

to any distance we like. Similarly, W'hen our consciousness is focussed 

m the finer matter of a higher plane it yields far bigger lesgits than 

what it would do if it were focussed in a relatively coarser matter of a 
lowf^r plane/ 

Now we will uiiO««imd llie sijnifioTO of th, episode between 

Teew.- One winter eveni„e, Ten- 
WM^wariii nysnn was siUmg altmc in his own liiile drawing room 

him BorS b /f ''he*! Wordsworth 
him. Both shook hands, w-armly g«eted each otlier and then seated 

Om.r vidfling Pi^ 
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themselves in two comfortable chairs which one usually finds in an 

English home. They spent one hour together but without exchanging 

a single word; Wordsworth then got up to leave. Both once again warmly 

greeted each other and said they had a most happy and enjoyable time 

together and then parted. A person living only on the lower mental plane 

cannot understand how these two great poets could have had an enjoyable 

time without exchanging a single word. That is a mystery he should try 

to probe. That he can do by going into the silence of his being, beyond 
the mind level.' Let him try. 

We should have a correct estimate of the relative values of things. 

Right Sense of knowledge and insight we have gained 
° we shall now begin to understand why we should 

give a secondary place to the ideal for the possession of 

material goods and a place of primary importance to the ideal for the pos¬ 

session of intellectual, artistic and spiritual wealth. For wherever the 

former is the ideal, it leads to competition and combat for the simple 

reason that material goods perish in the usiag and diminish by sharing and 

wherever the latter is the ideal, it leads to peace, joy and happiness, 

for the simple reason that intellectual, artistic and spiritual wealth does 

not perish in the using but on the other hand increases manifold in 
the sharing. 

“ This is the fundamental reason why progress towards peace and 

contentment must be towards intellectually artistic development and 

spiritual life, and not towards material splendour and vulgarity of outer 
ostentation ”.—Annie Besant. 

We are passing through strange and unique times. Great epoch- 

Ru.h and Hurry '"^king events W'hich would ordinarily have happened 

in the course of centuries are now taking place before 

our very eyes in as many years or sometimes in as many months. We 

are living in a world of rapid change, a world of hurry, rush, bustle, 

noise, nervous over-strain and high-pressure work. As if this were not 

enough we are living in a world of mistrust and suspicion, of constant fear 

and dread of war. There is no time to think over the deeper problems of 

life, and there is no calm and peaceful atmosphere in the life of man either 

Nervou. Ov’eratrain outside world. Rush and hurry, hurry 

^ and rush seem to be the chief features of modern civili¬ 

zation. Caught jn the grip of such a life, week in and week out, month 

* See p. 41, Vol. I. thU Series.-Eo. 
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in and month out, for years iogether,^haw can a man be truly happy, how 

can he be expected to solve the problems facing him ? 

In the light of our present study may we hope that those responsible 

Ci.!« building of new cities in the new civilization 

which is arising on the ashes of tlie old, will bear in 

mind the need of having simple, beautiful, quiet centres of solitude inter* 

spersed at different places, where persons after a strunuons time in office 

or factory, business centre or a court of law, ooulij go lo enjoy the calm 

and peaceful atmosphere of the place and satisfy the cravings of their 

«jul. For, it should be remembered, as we have already seen in what 

Nc=™ty*t is an explorer and 
Ci:ritrc.f of SoIjiucIa ® iiccijssity oi Ifavjn^ Such quiet resorLA w?Ter^ 

he might explore the vast universe within him and find 

out for himself that the joy which he feels in such self-exploration h so 

deep that the ordinary* things of life in which ho used to take pleasure^the 

pl^urea of the sensea and the lower mind- now recede Into the background 

and lose ihe.r grip over him. ^e will then assign them their proper place, 

he has now had a glimpse of the deeper layers of consdousness which 

RSsht Adju*tn.*nt IS uager to explore thoroughly. Ijy exploring this 

field hu enters the region of the science of Life. All 

t problems which once Joamtsd larj^e before him wiJI now fall ints> 

due perspective in the light of his deeper understanding of the laws of life. 

This Self-exploralion will help him to bring about a right adjuslmeni 

between himself and society or the statu and thus indirectly be the means 

of solving not only his own problems but the world problems as w-dl, which 

like his own, are mostly due to maladjustment. 

He now begins to understand ihnt living a worldly life means 

w.,u., Ufc,. “"“’‘j: I'’'"* ‘ life. 
P.,d;J IJf. '''-'"E » I'fe Dothins fc»s th,n livi™ 

iLille, life .ha,, ,1„. ,1,. o,di™,r,- «™rdly 

th»l «l,dcn«, i. holin«. 

.„d th.. ,h. living 

rcliiivd life IS possible (Movenoiieof usfervosJiion, 
fer «•, a« n« , , 

S;i“sTN“- ;rT. UbT' '"T=-“1^ 

OmnipoMn..O».oisefe„i sod OmDip,»f G-rf 

Si;iiritLiti.1 Life ii 
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Let us remember the following Three Great Troths which are 
absolute^: 

1. ‘'The soul of man is immortal, ood its futuic is the futtin: of 

a thing whose growth and splendour has no limit. 

2. ■■ The principle which gives life dwells in us. and without us, 

is undying and eternally beneficent, is not heard or seen, or 

smelt, but is perceived by the man who desires perception. 

3. “ Each man is his own absolute law-giver, the dispenser of glory 

or gloom to himself, the decreer of his life, his reward, bis 
punishment 

‘ Li^hf OH PatJt, down br M. C.. p. Z*. 



YOGA 

By SWAMI SIVANANDA SARASWATI 

Salutations and worshipful obeisance to Yogeswar Sri Krishna and 

ogewar Lord Siva, Patanjali Maharshi, Vyasa, and to all other Rishis 

an Yogins who are blazing suns of Yogic light and knowledge that 

effectively destroy the dense darkness of Ignorance. 

Man’s life in this universe is in the nature of a restless quest and 

Lile on Earth adventure. Caught amidst the play Vn^’sjj^rious forces 

and brought face to face with bewildering phenomena, 

man struggles to understand and strives to overcome them. In this 

incessant drama of Life one factor emerges clearly, namely, that all his 

end^vours and attempts have a single definite aim. Man wishes to 

btain happiness and freedom from limitations. He seeks to avoid that 

which IS painful, unpleasant and binding. Yoga-sastra constitutes the 

most successful and at the same time rational solution of this twx)fold 

problem of quest and struggle. It unerringly leads up to a speedy 

consummation of man’s quest after the ideal by helping him to obtain 

victorious mastery over all forces that obstruct him in the quest. 

At the back of the two ever fluctuating and changing factors of 

of the ?rln!ctd\nrbll -ny. 

arise out of. subsist in and sub^H . u All phenomena 

pure Consciousness. They are as itV ^ infinite Ocean of 

of the Supreme Being. As countll n "" inspiration 

and dissolve on the bosom of the oc^n dance 

infinite beings stream forth out of the ONE and begins, 

forms of life we see in this universe From T countless 

onward march of Evolution by which thp • 
oy Which the individual souls merge once 
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Thfl SdiiriL Qaevl 

more into their Frim^it Snur^n. This is the Cycle of iromAnation, ,/ 

involution and evolution, the Cosmi!: Plan according to the Divine Will. 

The human Soul, being in fact a part and parcel of the Infinite 

Eaietence, is in its essential nature identical with it. 

Being set awhiHing in this cycle of the world-process, 

veiled from the knowledge cl its essential Divinity and its Consciousness 

severely limited by the encasing sheaths of Matter, the Jiva ever seeks 

to put an end to this separation, limitation and the sense of jncompleteness 

that it feels. Through successive incarnations, its life constitutes a 

constant reaching forth towards its Primal Abode of Indnite, Immortal, 

Blissful Existence and until that state is attained. Each centre of iodi- 

vidualized Ego-consciousness will keep up this restless quMt on the 

upward path of evolution. The theory and practice of Yoga therefon: rose 

out of practical necessity. It came into being in answer to the most 

vital ttrsed of Man. Through every moment Humanity as a whole is 

inevitably and irresistibly being drawn up towards that Ideal State of 

Perfect Existence. 

Yoga is this cosmic process deliberately systematised, rcgu-> ^ 

lated, intensified and thus expedited to an incredible degree. The 

latter is the reason why many of the natural developments of the Yogic 

process appear as miracles in the eyes of the surface observer. Thus 

the natural, unhurried, protracted process of evolution upon the ooBmic 

scale is developed as the exact, scientific technique of Yoga-sastra. 

In this broadest aspect therefore, any movement, any activity that con¬ 

sciously or unconsciously tends upwards and is evolutinnary may be re¬ 

garded as yogic. Everything that helps to disentangle the Jiva from the 

phenomenal world of sense objects and links it with the Absolute is in 

effect Yoga, But for ail practical purposes, the ancients fottualated and 

built up certain well-defi ned workable methods by which Man can establish 

tmion with the Divine, It is a means of compressing one’s evolution within 

a single life-time, even within a few years of this particular life- 

Of the numerous methods, those that are widely accepted and 

followed are the paths of Jnlna Yoga, Bhakti Yoga, 

Karma Yoga, Hatha Yoga, Raja Yoga, Laya Yoga and 

Mantra ,Yoga. But particularly it is the path of Dhyana, the highly 

ficientiiic, practical, graduated system of Maharshl Fatanjali, Ashtanga 

Yoga, that is by^convention referred to by the term Yoga. The reason for 

this unique importance is that Patanjali Maharshi's System is based upon 

TJifl Mcthedi 
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the most rationally aJJ-comprehen^ive consideration of mao in every aspect 

01 his being. It fias taken man as he ilconstituted fandameotaily. divested 

of ineidentd asweiotioD. It takes man as a centre of pure consciousness, 

l«aJi;tedjs-ith.n enfolding sheaths of matter of ™ying degrees of subtlety. 

onceivH ,n this light, man is the same the world over in all periods of 

time. This system the universal one and is for all times, and otfets a pro* 

mLd *ype of ihe average individual. I, is charac 
tended by the most mtclligent synthesis and a very beautiful graduation. 

Discoveries of science are never ultimately reliable, because the 

m.triiments and apparatus aiding its research are ever changing. Thev 

numr^ r r- ^ the fickle mind with all it's 
numerous limitations. Each theory, each discovery, that is put forward 

one day is contradicted and falsilied by a fresh one the next day. The 

realisations amved at through Yoga are infallible as they arc ,he direct 

to the loBnU.. Th=™f<,tc, R»j, Vt*. h„ ns™rchaoi„d.ntiil„rha,li 

its practitioners in the succeeding centuries^ ^ 

Science perceives things they appear to normal human per* 

ception, i,e., as they appear to ic, whereas the Yogi perceives them au 

they actaolfy Rather he knows them in their essential state He 

. knows them as Tattvas through his insight. This ts Aparoksha D^hti o 
intuitive perception. ’ 

M,„ is not , physicl =o, doss he liv. and upon 

P'*"' «' llto ills of ih, modoni ™ 
E™, ate the outcome of isnonoc this (act. The rnodetn e«e 

has concerned itself almost entirely with th* i, 

.ap«it of ^ and coooen,rated its eaeteies i„ itsstorifioatioo ^ 
Of sense-pleasums, gross and subtle, has become its ord.H 

acquisition of money (that enables „s to ptocoi^ s 

the arm of the individual. Such a race aft« g^Hfication) is 

resulted in iutensiricaiion of sdashness exploiLr 

competition among equals, hatred and strife beLen T 1 
Through nearly twenty ccuturies and m ^ another, 

have been made to build up a civilisation ^ attempts 

past. Various arts were mastered Contf those nf the 

ocotios wo™ outdo. Dospit. i„Uti„oo djpol'^"!’ dio- 

• 5- 4 «w„, o.„« j». V.I.0.0 
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upon the purely physical plane, it is seen today to be an inglorious 

lailare.' Western world, where civiUz*tinn and advancement has reached its 

highest point, presents a drama of uiiprecednnted human slaughter, a scene 

of destruciion and desolation, an atmosphere tilled with dark hatred, greed, 

falsehood, lust and cruelty* Utter chaos and confusion reign everywhere. 

The phiirniophy of Yoga presents the path out of this blixxly masse. 

Yoga is the science that throws light upon the obscure workings of man's 

inner nature, wherefrom arise the constructive and destructive tendencies 

in man. Rightly understood, Yoga offers a solution to all the present 

problems. It teachiis man that trying to get happiness from the external 

world is the first blunder he has to correct. Outside objects can never 

give happiness. Happiness is within. It is the essential nature of man's ^ 

innermost self, Therefore, man bss to give np liis desire for sensual 

objects by checking the innate propensity of the mind to reach out 

sensewarde. Thus withdrawn, all the rays of the mind arc to be united and 

directed inward upon the Self. When such concentration becomes perfect 

and deepens, successive layers of bis consciousness sre pierced and he 

obtains direct experience of his essential nature, that is perfect Bliss, 

This procedure presents numerous extraordinary difficulties. 

The conception of Yoga is as ancient as the dawn of craation. ft 

seems to have existed prior even to the advent of man. In its fundamental 

aspect ss union with the ctornal infinite existence, as blissful Self-com,- 

mtinion, it ia mentioned with reference to the supreme deity, Hhagavan 

Adtnarayana, reclining upon the thousand-headed Mahasesha is described 

as being in a state of Yoga Nidra. The earliest Seers who realized the 

Truth have explained the cosmic process as the work of Maya, the 

inscrutable power of the Supreme Spirit, By the mysterious operation 

of this veiling power, the Undivided Absolute Blissful Oub is made to 

reffect itself in an infinite multiplicity of names and forms. As described 

in verse 6, Chap. IV of Gita, Maya brings about this phenomenal csistfnrr 

with its duality and diversity. Each centre of consciousness thus involved 

from the Infinite has therefore to transcend Maya to realize its essential 

identity with the Supreme Being. 

Mow Maya is the eternal negation as distinguished from the 

The Inner Tmew Ultimate Reality that shines as the eternal " I Am ", 

the Eternal " SAT ". Maya is used to denote the 

sum total of tlw forces of negativity. Nescience, oscillation, delusion, 

* Sm pp, KXXV^I]^ Vol= I, thia Serieiv—Ed. 
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attachment, egoism, disharmony and discord, and sensuality are some of ’ 

the prominent forms in which it finds* expression upon the human plane.' 

Yoga then concerns itself in enabling the individual to deal effectively 

with and overcome the above factors that keep him pinned down to the 

phenomenal existence. A state of knowledge through a constant discri¬ 

mination between the real and the unreal combined with a ceaseless 

assertion of and identification with the ideas of omniscience and perfection, 

a state of unshakable equilibrium and one-pointedness. non-attachment 

to everything mundane coupled with an intense unabated attachment 

to some particular aspect of the Divine, a complete self-effacement and 

active selflessness, constitute therefore the major means of obtaining a 

victory over Maya. A determined development along any one or more 

of these lines broadly goes to form the paths of knowledge, occult meditation, 
devotion or divine love and selfless action. 

The process of Yoga embodies an ascent into purity, into that 

absolute perfection, which is the original state of man. It implies there- ' 

tore the removal of the enveloping impurities, the stilling of the discordant 

vibratoiy tempo of the lower Koshas • and the establishment of a state of 
perfect balance and harmony. 

Now all the above mentioned factors that bind down the liva 

Zl- ’ '"eer scale through humauity as a 
whole. The pr^nt age ,s enmeshed in ignomnce, characterised by rest- 

essness a blind clinging to earthly eaistence, a perverted individLism 

and voluptuous abandonment to pleasures of the flesh and violin ♦ -t 
and discord in all walks of life. ' 

The modern age is a machine age. As such it i. 

Discovery of newer ways of generating power, exploiting freT"'” 

known forces, inventing machine to make machiL is the ^ 

Science has placed an unprecedented variety of (orces unde “ 

but man himself does not have his senses and hV. 

This has resulted in the misuse aL abur:, t 

science, because all power corrupts* The A . and 
/fe is the release from and the guaL,, ” »' 

'/the resultant disaster. Training in YoZZ«T^ 

normal powers that no machine can ever generate Uth Z”!- 

down on the path guards against their abuL. laid 
* Koshas—Sheaths 

* See p. xxxvi. Vol. 1. this Series.-Eo. * 
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All methods of Yoga have ethical training and moral perfection as 

_ „ „ their basis. The eradication of vices and the development 
The Primary Basis 

or certain virtues form the first step in the ladder ©f 

Yoga. The disciplining of your nature and the formation of a steady and 

pure character through a set of right habits and regular daily obser\^ances is 

the next step. This is Yama and Niyania in Raja Yoga. The acquiring of 

Sadhana Chathushtaya by the neophyte on the path of knowledge, and the 

insistence upon Shraddha *, Sadachara* and Self-consecration, desireless- 

ness and sacrifice for the devotee and the Karma Yogis have as their aim the 

development of character and ethical perfection. Thus the ringing in of a 

new world order of love and sacrifice, of co-operation and brotherhood and 

the realization of the ideals of moral perfection can be effected by a willing 

unreserved allegiance to even the initial stages of Yoga. Upon this firm 

foundation of a well-established and virtuous moral character is built the ^ 

further structure of Yoga. The inherent restlessness of the mind consti¬ 

tutes the greatest problem to the follower of Yoga. By its very nature 

mind is ever outgoing. Also it is always unsteady. The resolute turning 

away from earthly attachment, the determined effacement of the ego, 

deliberate stoppage of all inharmonious mental processes and the constant 

dwelling upon a single idea, all these methods require a firm control of the 

mind and the conscious direction of its powers towards the desired end. 

Thought is the greatest force on earth. Thought is the most 

powerful weapon in the armoury of a Yogi. Constructive thought trans¬ 

forms, renews and builds up. Destructive thought disintegrates, harms, 

and reacts harmfully upon the thinker. Positive thinking rejuvenates and 

imparts strength and power. Negative thought stunts personality and 

stifles all efforts. It kills initiative. Pure thoughts lift man to the status 

of Divinity. Impure and base thoughts vitiate the entire atmosphere. 

The far-reaching possibilities of this force were most accurately evaluated 

by the ancients who developed it to perfection and put it to the highest 

possible use. 

For thought is the primal force at the origin and back of all 

creation ; the genesis of the entire phenomenal creation is given as a single 

thought that arose in the Cosmic Mind. The world is the Primal Idea 

made manifest. This First Thought became manifest as a vibra¬ 

tion issuing from the eternal Stillness of the Divine Essence. This is 

* Shraddha—Faith 
’ Sadachara—Right conduct 
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the reference in classic terminology to the Ichcha ' of the Hiranyagarbha * 

that originates as a Spandan or Vibration. This vibration is nothing 

like the ‘mpid oscillation to and fro' df physical particles, but is some- 

t log infinitely subtle, so subtle as to be even inconceivable to the normal 

mind. But this has made it clear that all forces are ultimately resolvable 

' into a state of pure vibration. Modern Science also has now arrived at 

this conclusion after its prolonged researches in externa! physical nature. 

Careful reflection will show that the entire universe is in reality 

The Mysterious pr^ection of the hnman mind. Mind in its aspect 

Mind principle perceives phenomena. The moment 

ceases to function, the universe disappears. The 

^lentist with his solid sense of reality regarding the material universe, 

has to bestow careful thought upon the relation between the mind and ^ 

e universe. e moment he gets into bed, switches off the light and 

sinks mto sound sleep, his laboratory vanishes into nothingness all ap¬ 

paratus disappear and even the atom ceases to exist. The entire universe 

IS non-existent m effect, until mind starts to function once again with the 

return of waking consciousness. Thus all perception and sensation do 

L- ex_^^ith mind. With the cessation of its functioning by itself or through 

dehberat. effort and diaciplin. the phenomenal weld vaniahea front onr 

eapenence. Thus has it bean said ‘ Mano Matte laeat' Th. .. in 

only the mind. The central aim nf all Yoga is therefore pnrification Id 

that keep eapreasing themaelves ceaselessly as impulses and thoughts The 

Mind IS what the mind does. Thouf»bt im^oi . ° 

creates fresh impressions in the mind-stnff. Yogr sTrikK'°”t 

root of this vicious circle by a method of effec^ t L' h 

tmos pf the mind. Yoga checks, controls and stops the rZ ? !■ i 
the mind, t.e., thought. ^ function of 

The Mind functions in the three-foiri t -l 

will. The three paths, Raja Yoga. Bhakti Yoea 

through the purification and training of thoulhf el 

ively. It is Raj. Yoga, --owever, ^hat diX^Zr^irt hi " • TT 
IS an exact science concerning itself mainly L I " ^ 

enppraasion of all the modifications of the mind ' "I""""® 
, The mind.being the 

Ichcha—Desire ° 

* Hiranyagarbha (Sans. The Golden , w. 
creative energy arising from desire. Brahma, 2. The Cosmic Soni as the 
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The Ascending 
Rungs 

cause of the existence of the phenomenal world, when purified and con¬ 

trolled, will eventually lead the Yo^c practitioner to the highest goal, viz. 

A-sampra-j^ta Samadhi, where he rests in complete union with the 

Supreme Spirit. 

The grossest external manifestation of the mental impulse is physical 

actions. Actions when repeated crystallize into habits, 

In course of time, habits through indulgence get incor¬ 

porated as definite traits in the individual’s personality. 

The plan of Yogic Science, in obtaining mastery over the mind, proceeds 

step by step most systematically, regulating and controlling first the 

grosser and then the subtler manifestations. Yama overcomes all vice 

and implants virtue. It weeds out evil traits and implants godly qualities. 

Niyama regulates the habits and aims at giving the Sadhak mastery over 

his behaviour. Instead of being a slave to habits, the aspirant now con¬ 

trols his conduct and develops certain habits by determined will. Next 

the inherent urge to activity is checked through Asanology. By the 

practice of a system of steady postures, the tendency to unrestrained and 

aimless movements is curbed and overcome. Character developed, ennob¬ 

ling traits acquired, old habits overcome and replaced by new ones, 

activity regulated and checked, now the vagaries of the mind are next 

restrained by a control of its counterpart, namely, the breath. This 

stage is PraNAYaMA. Though thoughts are checked, the mind yet con¬ 

tinues to agitate in the form of desires and craving. Thus the fifth limb 

of Yoga is the withdrawal of all the centrifugal senseward movements 

of the desire element in the mind. Turning away from the external 

world and withdrawing the senses from the objects, PratyaHaRA paves 

the way for the sixth rung in the Yogic ladder, DhaRANA or concen¬ 

tration of the mind at a single point. The indrawn mind is made to 

fix upon any one given idea or image technically referred to as the 

Lakshya or object of Meditation. Dharana deepened and length¬ 

ened becomes Meditation. When DhyaNA is intensified and made 

continuous Samadhi results. A state of blissful union with the Infinite 

Spirit, the Oversoul, frees him from the fetters of desires and pains and 

releases him for ever from the thraldom of birth and death. This transcen¬ 

dental experience makes him transformed, a being endowed with a cosmic 

vision beholding everywhere a Divine unity behind apparent diversity. 

Henceforth his entire life becomes a spontaneous expression of the 

unhindered flow of the Supreme Energy through every act. He lives 
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PUn TL elor!^ Humanity, carrying on the Divine 
nan to its glorious consummation. * 

contr<,?lnH '''" “7 ‘l>' »«!». the practice of mental 
control and concentration also demands an abundance of energy and nerye- 

power on the part of the stndent of Yoga. To this end a c!reW cZ:, 

ne«ss,ty. The insistence upon Brahmacharya or celibacy can be under- 

Z^r,rtio“n Zhe’ «■ -- tl 

higrerTnltl r ,t' “r^ « developing your 

thf minralid be vim ZZ'I; “ 'f 7“*' 

facilitates the controi of toother 7 

common sen" '' '' " with 

The Yogi investigator has been thorough in his research into his 

Tbv Vitd En«rgy ''’th the shrewdest common sense and the 

abstinence is not ^^00:7:^':' ^^7:” Zb^T"” 

successfully perfected a method of transformine th. ^ 
into a relined subtle force through a process of s W'"”* “""nal energy 

a marvellous system of Ssanas,' Madras' and Bandb ^ 

science of Hatha Yoga, the powerful sex-cnergv is contZd""''"' 

and conserved. The energy thus conserved sLes “ The ' 

as Tejas. It has to be maintained in a state 7 1. 7 , 
harmony. The body has to become balance and 

of the higher spiritual currents of meditation ' All'dr^"* reception 

should be eliminated. This is effectively achTTvl T "7‘‘'f"'”"”’' 
generated by the observance of celibacv I. 7 7 "" PP"” 

outwardly and physically, but is indulged TnZ ” " ''P™""”* 
untoward consequences follow. THp m u r ^ ^“natural ways that 

result of true brahmacharya, but due to ‘^o^Plexes are not the 

accompanied by subtler forms of gratification external abstinence 

The intimate connection and ^ i . 

botly and the mind was recognZ theToTi 

^ ^"-"■ecip.troland 
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training of the body come to be an important part of Yoga. So greatly 

did the Yogis feel the importance of Ais aspect that it has developed into a 

separate science by itself. 

Steadiness of body tends to aid the steadying of the mind. Mind 

is directly influenced by the body. Therefore, the 
Chemistry of Food • r i i i 

and Thought appetites of the physical are to be controlled. The 

nature of its food is strictly regulated. Chemical 

components of different articles vibrate at varying rates. The intake of certain 

foods sets up discordant vibrations in the physical body. This throws the 

mind stuff into a state of oscillation and disequilibrium. Concentration 

is disturbed. High thinking is rendered difficult, because elevating 

thoughts imply fine vibrations. Purity of food is therefore an invariable 

adjunct to Asan practice and to progress in Yoga. 

Overloading the stomach, work that produces fatigue or overwork. 

v/ 

too much talking, taking heavy food at night, too much mixing with people 

are all obstacles in the path of Yoga. You should not practice Yoga when 

you are suffering from dyspepsia, sour-belching, vomiting, diarrhoea or 

any other disease; also when you are too much depressed or fatigued. 

The practice of Asanas controls the emotions, produces mental peace, 

distributes Prana evenly throughout the body and its different systems, helps 

in maintaining a healthy functioning of the internal organs and gives internal 

massage to the various abdominal organs. Physical exercise draws the Prana 

(energy) out but the Asanas send the Prana in. The practice of Asanas 

cures many diseases and awakens Kundalini Shakti. These are the chief 

advantages in the Yogic system of exercises which no other systems have. 

The physical part being purified, controlled and harmonized, the 

next objective becomes the establishment of harmony in the subtle Pranic 

sheath. Man’s vital energy. Prana and Mind are the triple aspects of the 

same force. Perfect control of any one of these renders easy the subjuga¬ 

tion of the other two. Nay, they automatically follow. 

Prana is externally manifest as breath. When breath is controlled 

Prana is controlled. Therefore, the regulation of breath is employed as a 

means to gradually gain control over the Prana-maya Kosha. 

There is neither rhythm nor harmony in the breathing of wordly- 

Practice’of '"'"ded persons. A Yogi practises regulation of breath 

Prfaa^ma establishes harmony. When the breath is regulated, 

when there is harmony, the breath will be moving within ^ 

the nostrils. The fruit of regulation of breath is Kumbhak or retention 
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of hrcath, Tbe breath stops by itsdf. Kctvala Kambbak follows. Mind 

bccotneH quJtt steady and Samadhi supervenes. Regufatton of breath nnd 

Kumbhak are of great help in the practice of concentration and meditation. 

The practice of Pratiayama has great influence over the body, mind, 

intellect and tlie senses. It remov'es diseases of the bedy and renovates 

the cells, tissues and nerv'es. It supplies abundant Irtish energy to the 

body. It Steadies the mind, It removes the impurities of the mind also, 

Tt strengthens the intellect and augments the intellectual capacity. It 

increases the power of memory. It calms the turbulent senses. It checks 
their outgoing tciidRiicies, 

PranaySma is a great help not only to Hatba Yogms but also to 

Raja Yt^ins and Vedantins as it steadies the mind. A Vedantic student 

who is in the habit of meditating <m OM with Bhav will actually think 

of Atroa always even while practising pranayflma and concentrate on 

the bltssful Self. A Raja Yogin will concenirate on that special Purusha 

or Ishwar. A Hatha Yogin will concentrate on Kundalini Shakti in the 

lower psychic centres and try to leel that the Muladhar is purified and 

opened up and Kundalini is moving towards Swadhistan. 

The vibrations of Prana and YSsanfi arc the two seeds Jor the 

tree of mind. Should either of them perish, both die soon. Prana 

vibrates and the mind is set in motion. If you control the Prfina 

through reguUir practice of Pranayamn, the mind w'ill be caught easily. 

Through discrimination, Vichdr and Snmyak-drishti,' you can destroy all 
VBsansK, 

The human body is the copy of t|,e cosmic structure in 
miniature and prtna enlivens and animates the organism. Each several 

element has gone into its constitution. The key force behind all forces 

of nature is Prana. PrSna is the manifest essence of all the forces that 
e«ist. The cerebro-spmal system forms man’s Subtle switch-hoard The 

different subtle psychic Centres dominate particular dement, of forccH in 

nature. By gaming mastery the vital astral centres located therein 
mao obtains control over all forces of nature. 

Herein we have an unparalleled instance of ihe most marvellous 

Prii™:,thcU,i. perfected. Whai the Hogineer 
vMidK=y.w ® Scientist of today strive to do through eisgntic 

projects with prodigious outuut of 6 B«ntic 

!S«ffly*k.dn»hii™Tls* ai|»city 
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economy and a technique ruled by a surprisingly simple logic. This is 

what makes the difference between*a Christ and a Canute. The former 

stills the tossing waves of stormy waters with a single motion of his hand 

whereas the mighty monarch of a proud land, despite all the wealth of 

his kingly coffers and countless horses and men even, has to move his 

royal throne further up the beach. 

Take this illustration. At numerous places in a huge workshop 

several apparatuses are at work—a boiler, a refrigerator, a motor, a 

whistle, a fan, an arc lamp, an electro-magnet etc. Suppose you wish 

to control the workings of the several systems, the most effective way 

would be to go right to the central generating room of the workshop 

itself. Once you get at the main switch-board of the entire workshop, 

you can regulate at will the initial motive force, that is, electricity in this 

case. Then all the other aspects of this key force ‘ electricity namely, 

heat (boiler), light (arc-lamp), motion (motor), sound (whistle) and power 

(electro-magnet) can be easily controlled by you. As the Yogi progresses 

step by step in Yoga, he establishes control over successive centres of 

energy or Chakras located in the cerobro-spinal system. This gives him an 

absolute mastery over the force and elements related to the particular 
chakra. 

It is only now, having gained control over body and prana and 

established them in a condition of harmony and balance, that you come to 

be on the threshold of the most important part of the Yoga sadhana, 

namely, concentration and meditation. In the latter stages all the Yogas 

converge on the common point of meditation. Ultimately this forms the 

master-key to establish the final Union with the Infinite. The first four 

practices prepare the dual interdependent instruments of Body and Mind 

and make them fit for Dhyana. With PratyShira begins Yoga proper. 

Just as the sun collects all its myriad rays and plunges beyond 

On the Threshold horizon, the practitioner withdraws his mind from 

all his external senses into himself, like an octopus 

retracting its tentacles. It is a scientific centripetal movement prior to 

the purposeful focussing of the full mind which concentration implies. 

This can be likened to the circumference of a circle contracting into the 

centre. This practice renders the tendency of your nature ‘inflowing’ 

or Antarmukha. The individual gradually becomes an unmoved, un¬ 

disturbed witness ,to the play of outer phenomena. Sense-objects can 

neither attract nor repel him now, 
16 
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In the practice of Praty^birai you will have to dmw back the out" 

going senses again and again from tfie sensual objects and fix the mind on 

your Laksbya or the point; just as the cart driver drags the impetuous 

bulls and fixes them to the yoke, so must you draw the senses gently. Some 

aspirants drag them violently. That is the reason why they experience a 

little headache occasionally. 

?raty3LhSlra is a trying discipline indeed. It is disgusting in the 

beginning, but later on it becomes very interesting. You wiU feel inner 

strength. It demands considerable patience and perseverance. It will 

give you tremendous power. You will develop immense w'ill-power. 

During the course of piactice, the senses will run again and again like 

a wild bull towards objects. You will have to withdraw them agaiti and 

again and fix them on the Loksh^'a or the point. That Yogi who is 

W'ell'established in Pralyflhara can meditate quite calmly even in the 

battlefield where countless machine-guns roar in a continuous stieam. 

You should practise withdrawal of the Indriyas one by one. Deal 

with the most turbulent sense first. Practise Pratyahlra of that particular 

oense to start with. Then you can take up another Indriya. If you try 

to manipulate all the indriyas at a time, you will gain no success, The 

task will be an uphill work. You will feel quite exhausted. 

Pratyahara is a unique and incalculable blessing to the individual 

tt* V*1m Tod,,. is a continuous bustle and feverish hurry. 

It is filled with countless distractions. Economic distress, 

anxiety and insecurity have come to prevail as permanent conditions 

everywhere. Man lives perpetually in a state of nervous strain and 

tension. This has stunted the growth of budding generations. The chief 

problem lor the medical profession has become neurasthenia and ticurosia. 

The thousand and one distractions of modern life have made man a 

stranger to serenity and poise, ft is calmness that makes life worth 

living. Without it a man's greatest strength fails him in times of stress. 
Pratyahlira enables you to overcome the impact of external tumult and 

retain a sane sense of values even amidst the complex whirl of life today. 

The most successJuI and the greatest leaders of men who have 

made bistoiy', had this power of pratyahara developed in them. Knowingly 

or unknowing y they were masters of this stage of yoga. The oft-quoted 

example of Napoleon is quite in point. Jn the thick of battle, he could 

completely withdraw into himself and snatch a shqrt period of sleep 

Bitting astride his charger. The great Gladstone had this capacity, He 
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could relax perfectly at vrflJ and thu| retain his yotithful spirits and health 

to the very end. PratyAhSra reduces mental and physical wear and tear to 
a mmimurn. 

Having checked all other operations of the mind, it is now brought 

The Key * single point. This gathering together 

SuBic bringing to bear upon of a force at a given point on 

any object, idea or act, forms the process of concentra¬ 

tion. The concentrated application of a force makes for maximum results 
in minimum time and effort. 

This law is equally applicable to man in all branches of his life's 

activities, With the utmost concentrated and careful attention the 

surgeon escecutes lUinute oper&tions^ The deepest absorption marks the 

mental state of the technician, the engineer, the architect or the expert 

painter, engaged in drawing the minute details of a plan, chan or sketch 

where accuracy is of paramount importance. A like concentration is 

displayed by the skilled Swiss workmen that fashion the delicate parts of 

watches and other scientific instruments. Thus in every art and science. 

The tremendous power that any force develops when collected and 

directed through a given poiot is fully recognized. This is seen 

in the rush of the water at the sluices of dams, in the impelling 

power of steam from a railway boiler. As the sunlight when passed 

through a lens eraerg^ as a single fiery ray of intense power, the 

whole mind attains a single pointedness through DhUraoa. Now experi¬ 

ence has shown that interest and attention of the mind is attracted by 

three distinct means ttfz. sound, vision (physical or mental), imagination or 

Idea. The yogi entera into deep meditation by concentrating his mind 

l^n the mystic inner sound of pmnava. This is the Anahatha n5da which 

becomes audible when the inner sheaths are perfectly purified and hannony 

established , or again a mantra is repeated in a harmonious tone and the 

mind IS concentrated on the continuous unbroken sound, A concrete 

orm of any aspect of the deity or the syllable OM is chosen for fixing 

the mmd. The rational and Vedantic type fills the mind with some 

sublime idea or formula upon which the mind is made to dwell intensely 
and contiRDously. ^ 

DuUng concentration the mind becomes calm, serene and steady, 

^ various rays of the mind are collected and focussed in the object of 

meditation. The *mind is centred on the Uikshya. There will be no 

ossing of the mind. One idea occupies the mind. The whole energy of 
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the mind is concentratsd on that one idem. The senses become still. They 

do not functieiii. When there is deep ODiicentretion, there is no codscidus- 

ness of the body and surroundings. He who has good concentration can 

visualiae the picture of the Lord very clearly within the twinkling of 
the eye, 

Manoiajya (building castles in the air) is not concentration. It is 

wild jumping of the mind in the aJr. Do not mistake Sfanomjya for con¬ 

centration Or meditation, Chech this habit of the mind through intros¬ 
pection and self-analysis. 

There are different kinds of meditation. A particular kind is best 

.• ® particular mind. The kind of meditation 

Ditkm.1 Pattif according to taste, temperament, capacity and type 

of mind of the individual. A devotee meditates on his 

tutelary deity or Tshta Devata. A Raja Yogi meditates on the special 

Purusha or Ishwai who is not touched by the afflictions, desires and 

karmas. A Hatha Yogi meditates on the Chakras and their presiding 

deities. A Jiiani meditates on his own Self or Atma. You yourself will 

have to find out the kind of meditation that is suitable for you. If you 

are not able to do this, you will have to consult a teacher or preceptor 

who has attained Self-iealizalion. He will be able to know the nature of 

the mind and the correct method of meditation for you. 

A Raja Yogi cnicra into the meditative mood deliberately by practis¬ 

ing Yama. Niyama, Asan. Pranayama. Pratyahara and Dhamna- A Bhakta 

enters into the meditative mood by cultivating pure love for God A 

Vedantin or a Jftana Yogi enters into the meditative mood by acquirine 
the four meims and hearing the Smtis and reflecting on what he has heard 

A Hall,a Yogi aaler. into ifac n,«iitoliv. n,»d by practiring deep nnd 
constant Prdnay^tna. a 

Ragnln. mndiut,™ .be nf intoiiienei k„„„iedge 

ihe mind cnlm aid steady, annkens an eratatic feeling and bring! 
be kngic atuden. in coniact nitb .he eonre, ,r .he Supreme Purnaba. If 

jmnr feo atep nn Ihe neat rung nf the apirilual ladder. A myiterinns rnner 
voice Will guide you, Hear this attentively, 0115 inner 

When yen enter into deep meditation, you will ™to,iae above 

mind. You will not be caaily diatracted. Them will besVoppageol 
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up-jjoing and dowo-going setisatioi^ The consciousness of egoism will 

also gradually vanish. You will experience inexplicable joy and indcsenb* 

able happiness. Gradually, teasoning and reflection also will cease. 

When you enter the silence through deep meditation, the world 

outside and all your troubles will drop away. You will enjoy stiprame 

peace. In ihia silence h supreme light. In this silence h undKaying 

bliss. In this alienee Is real strength and joy. The entire ayatem ia 

renewed and invigorated in the depths of Dhyana. 

Faith (Shraddha) or conridence in the power of Yoga, Power 

fVeeo'a) for the concentraLion of mind, memory fSmriti) for contemplation, 

Sam^dhi, the final aspect of Yoga, Prajfii, discerntnent for the direct 

perception brought about by meditation becomes the means for the 
attainment of Samadhi, 

But the final leap across the barrier of relativity piercing the veil 

TtieFxciDrofCnu the iudividuai and the Absolute, is ultimately a, .. 

—Divine Grace. Surrender draws down grace. 

The individual bwomes one with the cosmic will through surrender. 

Grace makes the surrender complete. Without grace perfect union is 

not possible. Surrender and grace are interrelated. Grace removes all 

obstacles, snares and pitfalls of the spiritual path. 

The Bhakta gets BbAv Samidhi and Mahibhav. He enjoys the 

warm embrace of the Divine. He attains Divine Aighwarya, All the 

spiritual wealth of the Lord belongs to him. He is endowed with divine 

vision or Divya Cliakshu, He is endowed with Divya (lustrous) subtle 

body and Divya (divine) senses. He does not like to have complete 

absorption or merging in the Lord. He wants to remain himself separato 

m front of Him and taste the divine honey of Prem.' The absorption In 

the Lord comes to him temporarily in the intensity of bis love and 

ex^rience in the beginning though he does not like it. He attains simi¬ 

larity with God, He ia God-like in the beginning. Eventually he attains 
Sayujya or Oneness. 

Between the non-duaJ resting and the profound slumber, the 

Ssmadlu uuJ Dec,, difference consists in the merging of the mcuUl function 

SImp ignorance in the latter and the merging of the same 

function in the extremely tangible Brahman in the 

ormer i the felicity of the latter is uttveEDped in ignomncfli while the bli^- 

fulness of Brahman perceived in the former ia entirely devoid of covering* 
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Just as the fire is absorbed into its source when the fuel is burnt 

out, so also is the mind absorbed into its source, the Atraa, when all 

v^ Sankalpas or thoughts are annihilated. Then only one attains Kaivalya 

or the state of Absolute Independence. All thoughts cannot be destroyed 

in a day. The process of destruction of mental modifications is a difficult 

and long one. You should not give up the practice of destroying the 

thoughts in half way, when you come across some difficulties or stumbling 

blocks. Your first attempt should be the reduction of thoughts. 

^ Reduce your wants and desires first. All thoughts will decrease. 

Gradually all thoughts will be extirpated. Thoughts are like the waves 

of the ocean. They are countless. You may become desperate in the 

beginning. Some thoughts will subside, while some others will gush 

out like a stream. The same old thoughts that were once suppressed 

may again show their faces after sometime. Never become despondent 

on any account at any stage of the practice. You will surely get inner 

spriritual strength. You are bound to succeed in the end. All the Yogis 

of yore had to encounter the same difficulties that you are experiencing now. 

The fruit of meditation is Samadhi. It is the serene superconscious 

state when having crossed all the barriers that separate 

Infinite and Unconditioned from the limited and the 

Individual finite, the self of man becomes co-extensive and identical 

with the Cosmic Spirit. It is that state of most inten- 

sive awareness of the final supreme essence of existence itself. The 

difference between the ordinary act of knowing and the knowledge from 

Samadhi lies in the fact that in the former the normal faculty goes out 

towards the external object or phenomenon to be known and comprehend 

it. In the latter, the knowing faculty does exactly the reverse. It discon¬ 

nects itself from the externals and dives within, intent upon glimpsing the 

inner effulgence. This knowledge puts you once for all far above the pains 

and imperfections of a relative existence. The Upanishads declare that 

the knower of Atman, the Perfection dwelling in oneself, is for ever freed 

from the trammels of this evanescent existence. He crosses all pain and 
sorrow. 

Samadhi is the eighth step of the Yogic ladder. Intuition, revela- 

tion, inspiration and ecstasy are all synonymous terms. The meditator 

and the meditated, the thinker and the thought, the worshipper and the 

worshipped the subject and the object have now become identical. The 

meditator has merged himself in the Soul or the all-pervading Spirit. All 
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U'atertight comp^rtmcotj; have disappeared. The Yogi feelA oneness and 

unity everywhere. He feds: ‘*1 have nothing more to leam. I have 

nothing more to do. I have nothing more to obtain^'. 

Samadhi is of two kinds, vie,, Savikalpa SamSdhi and Kirvikalp* 

SamSdhL SavikaJpa is a lower Samidhi. NirvikaJpa is the highest Sam&dhi. 

In the Savikalpa SamSdhi the Samskaras or latent impressions are not 

fried in toto. There is support for tlie mind. There ts still the triad 

of a aubtle type, vj2., the seer, sight and seen, or the knower, knowledge 

and know^able. So Savikalpa Samadhi cannot give full satisfaction, full 

freedom, full bliss and full know'Iedge. 

In Nirvikaipa Samadhi all Samskaras are burnt in toto. There is 

no enpport lor the mind. The mind has merged into the allopervadiiig 

Spirit. There is no triad of seer, sight and seen, and so forth, MirvLkalpa 

Samldhi gives full satisfaction, full freedom, foil bliss and full knowledge. 

Thete is also another classification w*., Jada Samadhi and Chaitanya 

Samadhi. In Jada SarnSdhi there is qq.awareness. It is more or less like 

deep sleep. The Yogi docs not return with intuitional knowledge. The 

Samakaraa and desires arc not destroyed. This is the Samadhi of the 

Hatha-Yofiis who practise Khechari Mndra. Somehow the Prana is fijted 

in some lower Chakra or ccntri; of spiritual energy, and the Yogi remains 

like a dead corpse. The Yogi can even be buried in a box underneath the 

ground for several days at a stretch. Jada Samadhi cannot give libemtiou 

or Mtikti. It U more tike an acrobatic feat. The SamSdhi that wc often 

hear of vie., of persoos entering into one in public places is nothing hut 

Jada SamSdhi. la the other variety of Samadhi, pi'*., Chaitanya SamSHhi, 

there (s *' perfect awarenesii The Yogi has intuitional knowledge. 

Having climbed up to the highest reaches of realization, let us 

cast a sweeping glance at tile stage traversed, surveying the four main 

methods of attainment. You see that the basis and foundation is 

identical, f.c. ethical purity, a sound moral character. This is the un[ver<i 

Sally accepted primary sine qua tioti. 

The mind should be perfectly purified. Then only will the vessel 

or the mechanism be fit to receive the desceut of the Divine Light. 

It should be sufficiently strong to bear the pressure of a sudden expansion 

of consciousness or cosmic vision which is above mind and which covers 

the whole existence in one sweep of his new exalted, magnanimous experi¬ 

ence. Therefore w'aii patiently if there is delay in the descent of the 

Divine Light, Grow in purity and strength. 
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The inner Proceu 

Yoga also constitutes the overcoming of the measured operation 

of the Time factor. Consequently the numerous forces, 

gross and subtle that Humanity has to encounter and 
overcome in the course of unhurried evolution, array themselves now 

in concentration, en mass before the follower of Yoga, They range 

themselves against him in varied forms. The student of Yoga has there¬ 
fore to equip himself to withstand their onslaught. He has to be ground- 

^ed in a blameless and unassailable moral character. He has to call fully 

upon all his reserve powers of body and mind to serve in this combat. 

Caution is called for as well as great patience, unrelaxed vigilance, bold¬ 

ness and courage. Maintenance of celibacy, the preliminary Yamas and 

Niyamas are his shield and armour and his weapons of defence and offence. 

An important point has to be clarified here. There are several 

It# Differentia well-deBned systems of Yoga. Each one has its distinct 
methods and processes. Now what element in these prac¬ 

tices marks them out as Yogis ? Is it the mere process that can be named 
Yoga ? No. For if it were so, they should yield the fruits of Yoga by whatever 
way they are practised. Then concentration, Upasana ' of a deity, Japa of 
particular Mantras, even when done for the purpose of personal gain with 

some secular or material end in view would lay claim to the name of Yoga.' 
The expert pearl-diver restrains his breathing under water. Can this then 

equal the Kumbhak of Pranayama ? These acts cannot lead to Yoga, namely 
union with the Divine. Japa for obtaining issue, UpasanS to become 

wealthy and prosperous, concentration to acquire powers for influencing 
others, all these are no more Yoga than the occult practices of pseudo- 

occultists and witch-doctors. Though the methods in themselves may be 
a limb of the real Yoga, yet a base motive and a destructive or unmoral 
aim renders them the very antithesis of Yoga. The common underlying 

element m the various processes that mark them as really Yogic is the lofty 

motive with which they are inspired, the high ideal they aim at attaining. 
^Thus it IS that any act going to fulfil the ultimate ideal of Union of the in- 

d..id„al »»l with the Supreme Spiri, becomes Yoga. Else it is not Yoga. 
This point should be remembered well. 

Humanity ol the- 20th Ceutury is dominated by Rajas, Cease- 

Yoga ..Adaptable >gh-tension activity characterizes the daily round 

a- ,s . average man everywhere. Occidental civiliza- 
t.on hat ha» spread the world over is Vaishya in nature.. Commercialism 

Upasana-Worsbip. 
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is its keynote. Money and the means of acquiring it are the sole 

concerns. If the principles of Yoga and the Yogic way of life are to 

be made the means of redeeming and elevating man from this morass, 

all the above facts will have to be taken into consideration. This 

passion for extreme activity cannot be repressed. The modern indivi* 

dual cannot be quiescent. A rescuer on the edge of a pond has to 

bend and assume a stooping posture in order to pull out a person struggling 

in the mire. Yoga too has to assume the aspect readily practicable by 

all. (As activity is unavoidable, in and through activity Yoga is to be 

attained). Therefore the Gita and the Yogavasistha are the greatest 

scriptures for the world in this age. The Gita ideal is the most eminently 

suited Ideal for the present Age. Every normal act should constitute a 

synthesis of all Yogas. SSdhana should no more imply a divorce and 

severance from normal life. The latter will itself become a dynamic 

Sadhana through a shifting of your angle of vision. A proper Bhav be¬ 

comes the philosof>her’s stone to transform the normal into the Yogic. 

The eminently practical nature of Yoga renders it the rational 

bridge between the idealism of pure philosophy and the hard realism of 

earthly life. Its claim upon modern men is that it strikes the golden 

mean between the entirely abstract speculations of the mere theorist and 

the overdone matter-of-fact attitude and the prosaic hard-headedness of the 

rank materialist It is concerned with Transcendental Life, yet it asks you 

to take nothing for granted. You are to follow definite methods, arrive at 

tangible results and experience them in your own life. 

Its scope is comprehensive. It aims at an integral development of 

Yoga U a Practical faculties in Man. It is then the precursor and the 

Doctrine direct herald of the race of superman into which present 

Man has to evolve. It has got its aim, the creation of a 

New Man of deep illumination and high vision and the establishment 

of a new world order, the Satya Yuga,‘ as a result of such enlightenment. 

The. modern world abounds in conceptions of Yoga ranging from 

Yoga it not Magic deeply mystic and sensible to the absurd and ludicrous. 

Conflicting divergent views and wild fanciful notions 

have clustered around current conceptions of Yoga and sadhana. It has 

become oonventional to conjure a picture of an emaciated, half-naked, ash- 

smeared figure with matted locks, seated cross-legged, beneath a spreading 

tree. Through Icwig associations as well as mischievous misrepresentations, 

* Satya Yuga—Golden Ag«» 
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such Eolions have taJica d€£p root. The super-physica.) phenomcEii occur* 

ring la the practice of Yogu and the pmcttiioner's experiences on subtler 

planes are viewed with suspicion and regarded as so tnuch oriental magic. 

Now this point is to be grasped dearly. Yoga is neither fanciful 

nor does it contain anything abnormal Yoga is nt>i for the favoured 

few'* It is not any strange unnatural process practised by a small 

minority to gain some queer or extraordinary end. Dednitdy no. It is 

-the time-tested, rational way to a fuller and more blessed life that will 

naturally be followed hy one and all in the world of torrtorrow. 

Tioga is not dependent upon the possession and exercise of any 

abnormal faculties. It only requires you to develop faculties that you 

already possess, but which are lying dormant within you. And the chief 

instrument that it utilizes is one that is common to the W'bolc of humanity, 

namely, the human mind. 

Yoga is thus not a study or practice meant only for the recluse in 

YoBa» l«AU the Himalayan caves. Yoga U not alone meant for one 

who clothes himself in rags, who has the stone as the 

pillow, who eats what he gets by a mere stretch of his two palms, who 

weathers the cold and the heat, who remains under the canopy of the sky. 

Yoga is meant equally for those who live in their different stations in life, 

who live in the world, who live to serve the world. It is not only a pro¬ 

perty of the Sannyasin, or the Yogi, but it is the universal property, a 

universal subject that requires deep study and sincere practice, at the 

hands of the citizen, the townsman, the villager and the forest-dweller 

(recluse). It is the marvellous science whose one fruit is not of discord 

but of true peace, bom of the Snui, born of Infinite Bliss. 

The cause of evil m the world is Avidyfi or ignorance. To remove 

this avidya, there must be proper training through Yoga. Giving secular 

education, or food and clothing to the needy, is the lowest type of sevd 

or service. It feeds not the soul hut only the physical body, which requires 

w^hmg and deaniug at every step. It is just like the tnmsfere7ce of 

rhcumauc pa.„ from oue joint to another, after treatment of the pain at a 

There is no complete eradication of social evils. The evil takes a new 

sha[« or changes Its place of rest. True and right training in Yoga, proper 

Yoea \ Id,., C„ b,ms a ac» ,orW order, a Wo ,od . .p^h. 
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The Vogic Way 
oi Li/e 

Man today hag totally become a slave of artificial gadgets and 

synthetic products even in matterg of food, personal 

health and every little matter of day-to-day IJfei fJe is a 

rag-doll propped up by a thousand scientific aids and 

devices* The measure of roan*s happiness U in proportion to his victory 

over environment. The less you depend upon other things, the greater 

your happiness. Depend upon outside objects for yoor satisfaction, then 
misery is the result. 

To raise him up from this state, the yogic way of life is the 

most cfiTective way* This alone has succeeded wonderfully in achieving 

the task of making mao fully sclf-sufSciont, making him dispense with 

external aids at every step* It strengthens his body, mind and soul. 

Its various practices make him perfectly healthy, render him immune to 

diseases that have followed in the wake of 20tli century civiliaation. All 

sense perceptions become keen and clear j mind and intellect are wonder¬ 

fully sharpened. Man’s latent faculties arc developed and hidden powers 

brought forth. He is enabled to live a ' full life * in the real sense of 

the term. He is fit to become a capable head in his own home, a uscJul 

member of society and an able and ideal ciiixen of his country. He 

js the leader of men. He even becomes invested with the powar of 

helping and guiding humanity itself. 

The present-day attitude, nshttamed scientific and rational, has 

degenerated into little short of a mixture of dogmatism and disbelief. 

It IS more sceptical than impartially critical- It is prejudiced against 

the traditional, the ancient. 

The very' approach to the subject of Yoga is topsy-turvy. Yon 

Tlio SupKme Noiirt ^ conforms to the findings of modem 
science and if it does not, then reject it os unscientific. 

Blit what is actually seen is that science itself has been a coatioupus tale 

of elucidatiog theory after theory only to be cancelled by further research . 

and fresh discoveries. It will ever remain thus. The con elusions of Yoga, 

on the other band, arc such as have been proved and established beyond 

all doubt. The reason is se[f*ovident> All inventions have their source in 

the mind. It is through deep thinking alone that the scientist analyses 

and probes into the secret of phenomena. Through the human mind 

have oil the marvels of modern science been considered and brought 

forth* On tile other hand, the Yogi plumbs the depths of the mind 

itself. Having analysed it threadbare, he proceeds even beyond the 
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mioJ to its original source, the Infinite Atman* The scientist and 

the philosopher know only the hetp of the mind. The yogi is the 

knower of the mind itself and the seer of the suurce of the mind too. 

Thus rather is it the Yogic service that ought to be the form of judgment 

to which all otiier departments of knowledge should be made to conform. 

Then alone will the direction of modern progress proceed upon the proper 

lines. The truth realiitcd through Yogic vision serves as the unerring 

guide for Humanity to follow on the path of Evolution. 

English-educated people are unduly carried away by modern 

scientific theories and discoveries. Anything, how^ever baseless it be, 

when stamped by the seal of science, is regarded as gospel truth. A 

theory or doctrine however fallacious, is accepted as iniE wisdom for 

*11 flfies, when it is proclaimed in the name and authority of Western 

science. Any fantastic and ludicrous statement, if only made by a 

scientist, people are ready to swallow with avidity. Such has become the 

order of tho day. On the other liand, they reject as baseless supersti¬ 

tions the sublime teachings of our ancient Rishis and sages. The Hictii... fn^ 

everything Indian has entered the very cells and tissues of the Indian brain. 

I do not, however, condemn the many discoveries made in 

‘ Science' by the West. These have kd us to unceasing war. These 

have created a race amongst nations for supremacy over commerce, for 

conquest of the whale globe and for the mass destruction of mankind. 

If this is the goal of scicuce, it is well that tu dcath-knelJ is sounded this 

very moment,' The sages of yore, knowing the true import and culmi¬ 

nation of the sciences which they also knew, withdrew their senses 

No. It is not w. Science or scientific knowladge by ilseJI is unmoral. 
^ any misuse uoscmptilous men may laako of it. The 

The (lueitioTi thcicfote turns found the stuck I VinA i 

fifrir .iL-rr “ S 

than a RencTaiion is an ample proof for such n .Liit \ ^ 
for another kiN of tntinSg*^^ 
discipline ,a no other lhan%hTuufScult 
dificipliae, which ii the same os the RaK tmtnmg and 
monograph and which is tderred to in the 
and a number of eth« monogtaphs in the £>ok —EoiiSS’ 
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from the oulgoiog phcn^niona, looked deep into the soul and pacified 

their Stirling mind through the light inexpressible of the divine com- 

munion. They allowed their intelJigence to unravel the mysteries of 

the soul rather than the raystcrifis of matter and of the phcnotnenal 

ewsteocc and came to the proper conciusJon that all attempts to attain 

peace, joy and happiness, with the mind dragged out to the outer objects, 

would prove futile and that the true peace cun be had within one's own 

mrnd through the calming of its modifications and through sincere 

devotion and prayers. Can the scientific discoveries and mvoDtiona comfort 

the world today, torn by strife and struggle, war and unhappiness ? Can it 

bring back the desired peace which the aggressor and the oppressor, the 

oppre^ed and the down^trodden equally long for in their heart of hearts ? 

Can it soothe the wounded hcarl<- of those mothers who sacrificed tlictr 

eouB in the name of king, country and religion ? No. Not ia the least 

True comfort sincen: Joy and peace can only be had not in the outer 

world but within, not in the external phenomena hut within the human 

frame, with the senses controlled by Yoga. Let us therefore pray to the 

Supreme Lord of the Universe and practise Yoga in right eamesi and 

commune with Him for peace and plenty, harmony and infinite bliati. 

The prevalent notion that spiritual realization antagonizes the 

individual to society besides rendering the former incapable of being a 

useful member of the human community is an unfortunate misconception. 

This has come from the notion that Sara5dhi is a peculiar trance state 

wherein the seer becomes once for all oblivious to the pliysical existence. 

But tn truth he only isolates himself for a period for reasons of discipline. 

Being persotisJ and individualistic to start with the experience later on 
becomes total and cosmic in effect. 

There is a further logical development to the Samadlii state, when 

the experience resolves itself into the very texture of tlie normal conscious¬ 

ness of the seer, as his Sahaja Avasthl To him the experience becomes 

spontaneous and lie works on amidst the diversities that characterize the 
outward existence, as unaffected Sabsbi (Witness!, 

The romantic imagination of the sage sitting sunk in SamSdhi for 

The Adept of has outlived its time. Humanity has evolved 

To-morrow Considerably. No ant-hiil grows over the trance-mcrgcd 

seer today. Rather he allows no grass to grow'under 

IS feet, for thp law in the spiritual hierarchy today is the law of a divine 

activism. The accepted dictum is Serve, Love, Give. The fruits of the 
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tree of reaJJ^ation are to be tasted in^ver>' home. In SamAdbi is garnered 

such A tremendoos reserve of power that this divine energy irresislibly 

seeks on outlet in service. 

The seer emerges from the experience filled with an inner surge 

The Aicfaem^ Love Aud friciidliocss towards all creation and a sense 

threuBh the Wr power to manifest this Love in deeds of goodwill and 

help. SamUdhi unifies the eutire erration through a 

hotnogeneous experience. Inspired by a cosmic sympathy of life, he fives 

himself joyously and freely for the cause of Lokahita (public welfare). 

The ultimate grand motive of Yoga today is Sar\^ bbuta hita 

The Yogi will tread the Kaiyana mirga, or the way of universal wkI. 

Stepping forth out of the portals of the mansion of Eternal Life, the 

illumined one treads again through the maze of terrestrial life shedding 

the radiance of a divine sympathy and compassion. Vibrant with wisdom 

and clad in the spring raiment of super-mundane Light he will hence¬ 

forth have as his sublime objective the illumination of the Human Rice 
as a whole. 
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The Universe is governed by Law. 

The Law of Life is Service and SacriBce. 
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There is 
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PREFACE 

I 

The universe is governed by law. The whole drama of creation and 

^ ^ evolution has been enacted and is proceeding tinder laws 

nature which arc mexarable but just and benelrceiit 

and destined to take humanity to its uJiimate pre¬ 

determined goal. In the light of these Jaws we find phenomena happening 

and events taking place with a regularity and precision which call forth 

our adtnintdon. We owe a deep debt of gratitude to tfio 

Har.hl« b«i Jim 6^^ scjeutists, occultists, sages and prophets who 

have discovered these laws of nature and of life and 

shown their relationships between man and the universe, and between man 

Itn wicd fthe society- A knowledge of these laws and their 

L.Ci*v^*|ielpfd applications in daily life in society would bo of the 

greatest help to steer the ship of state smoothly and 
safely to its destination. 

The society chariot is not running smoothly for the last many 

years.’ There is something ladkatly wrong in the present 

social structure. It is our firm belief that a know'ledgc 

theieLawt of the laws of life and nature, &{td a distiptiw uttd ft 
way 0/ life based on these toKvs, will be of the greatest 

help in restoring order in society and Iringiog peace and happiness 

in the world. In corroburaiion and justificatioci of what has been 

_ . stated above, the following few examples of the ap- 
will reitore OrdsT v t r i i - ■ ... 
ind briBj Pmc* pJicatiotis Qt some of thes^ laws in the public policies 

. of the state and the private behaviour of the individuals 
will be found to be edifyin^^ 

^ Sm pp. jijuv—ItiTp VoL t, tli£i Scriu,—EDh 
II 
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A Study of a healthy living organism ’ shows that there are two 

*™Portant processes at work in its mechanism. These 

Organism processes apparently seem to be contradictory to each 

other, but are really two aspects of a larger process 

which may be defined as one of organization. Every organic body or 

living organism exemplifies these two processes at work within itself— 

of insulation and specialization on the one hand and synthesis and unifica¬ 
tion on the other. 

The first process shows a disintegrating and the second an integrat¬ 

ing tendency. An organ in an organic body fulfils its appointed function 

ThetwoUwsof it specializes in that function. The greater 

SpecWization the specialization of the organ, the more clearly it will 

‘^’ff®*’entiated from the other organs and the richer 

will Its contribution be to the life of the whole organism when it co-ordinates 
and co-operates with the other organs. 

In a perfect organism each side of the process will be more definite 

Their Function in ^nd Outstanding, namely, specialization and synthesis, 

the case of a simple physical 
organism, such as the human body, but also in those of 

larger and more complex organisms on the planes of feeling and thought, 

or on the cultural plane, which might result from the grouping together 

of human beings having some common ideals as their objective. The 

grouping may be of a learned society, a literary, scientific or art society 

or It may be a grouping of persons with common cultural or religious ideals’ 

These groupings of persons may again be small as those of learned societies 
or large as those of religions, nations, civilizations, etc. 

Whatever the organism or the organization may be. the same two 
processes, one of insulation and specialization and the other of synthesis 

and nmlicaUon am always at work; the latter process is sometimes not so 

evident as the former but ,t is there all the same and reqnires some insight 
to be noted and emphasized. ° 

With this knowledge of the scientific laws of the building and growth 

Aivl in a,. BwUin, “ O'daniaation in the background, let 
of. Notion “S ook at the process of the organization, for example 

i hi k t° Pakistan nations, which has taken 
p ace recently before our eyes and try to find out whether the separation 

of the former big group of 44 crores of people into the Indian and P^akisu: 

Thts ,ub,«ct u elaborated io A World Expectant by E. A. Wodehoase.-En. 
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nations has taken place in accordance with the scientific laws of growth 

and development. We are constrained to say that it has not so taken place. 

Under the guidance of wise statesmen acquainted with the biological 

laws of growth, there would have come into existence one great Indian 

Mtion, without any partition, comprising within it all communities, Hindu, 

uslim, Sikh, Jain, Parsi, Christian, Jew, etc., each community, whether 

great or small, enjoying complete security and freedom and getting all 

possible scope and encouragement to grow and specialize along its own cul¬ 

tural lines and take its cultural development to the highest possible pitch. 

Now just as an organ, for example, liver or heart, however special- 

Cultur.1 Contribu. co-operate 
tion of each Com- Other Organs of the body to subserve the life 

muniiy of the whole organism, similarly, the different commun¬ 

ities of individuals, however cultured they may be and 

howsoever much specialized in their peculiar traditions and unique racial 

characteristics, cannot live alone or become isolated on the physical 

plane, for that would mean not only their death but also the death of 

the whole organism, but should co-operate with one another to subserve 

and sustain the life of the mother-organism. Only thus will a living 

Indian nation come into existence. And the Indian nation will be all 

the stronger and richer by the fact of the cultural development of her 

different daughter communities and she will be all the more vitalized by 

their co-operation with one another for a common ideal. 

Each separate community must be free to work out its own destiny 

in its own way and to develop to the highest point possible its own in¬ 

dividuality, but its watchword should be in relation to the other sister 

communities and the motherland “ together differently ”. Each will bring • 

its own special contribution to the unified richness and variety of the 
larger life of the mother-organism. 

The Indian nation has. again, to make its own unique contribution 

Contribution of Culture in co-operation with the other 

encb Nation'to'a with their unique cultures. This is possible 

World Culture Only when each nation is free to grow along its own line 

of growth. In a truly organic internationalism both 

the freedorfl of each individual nation and the mutual interdependence 
of each should not be forgotten. 

What a fine place this earth of ours would be to live in if the 

leaders of each faith and community and the rulers of each state and 
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No future for tHe 

CIpiVKf 

□atioD undetBtood these simpJe biatoEical laws of growth and applied 

them to the buildine of a great natfou like India* or a great world oigatii- 

sation. which would serve as the cradle of a new civilization broad-based 

on the natural laws of the growth of a living organism i 
^ * 

U 

Lot us now see the application of these hiologrcai law*3 in another 

Thr midate ClwKi find out what light they throw on the 

PTC rcfif lied u topied question of I he formation: of Q das^sless society^ 

tiresent a talk to do away with the middle 

classes. Now the middle classes havealw^ays been regarded 

as the backbone of society—a class which has given us our scientists, 

engineers, doctors, lawyers, teachers, professors, aocial workers, adminis¬ 

trators, etc. In the present crisis through which society is passing, it is 

the middle classes %vho have been hit hardest and suffered the most on 

account of inflation^ and tiow it is openly said that there 

is no future for the middle and that they 

should either align themselves with the capitalists 

and fight for the slogan of fries and privAite enterprise^ or frankly accept 

the future trend of pohticaJ thoughtp work for a planned slate economy 

and align themselves with the labour camp. The underlying idea is 

Of HI ‘“'•i equalization of all classes and 
Ouwi “ classless society and thus lo fuIAl one of the 

three slogans of the French Revolution, namely, Equality. 

Of the three slogans Liberty. Equality and Fraternity, the last is accepted 

by all parties as it is based upon an eternal truth. But the same support 

•»<>. (0, they aee oely 

Fnu^niiry It is true that al] of us are 

one, having the same origin and the same 

that »e all should be equal in thu eye <d the law. After admittine 

^aJuy I. .b.« m«.e,.. we .l,o .d„i, wears all nnequd 

in olbar rea^e. For eaample, ws „e u„c.,aL in our physique, Toral 

starare, inlsllscloaj calibre and upriiiial u„f<.|dnieiil. We stand on 

different ranqs o( die evolu.ionaty hdds, and are therefore sH different^ 

our empetaments Me1ligei.ee, undemtandinp and giaep of things. W. 

tcm^niae ese acts, it ts iinpossibla to ignore these differences 
and also others dn. te enltare, .edition, fiu.lt, „eed. apinC 
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These differences are inevitable and perfectly in accordance wilh the 

Unity in Di^enity nature, with the biological laws of the building 

^organism. Both these laws of ' equality ’ and 
inequality' find their expression in the general law of "Unity in 

Diversity". But these inequalities should not come in the way of 

our co-operating with one another for a common goal. 

The formation of a cultural or racial group is exactly equivalent to 

the spectahsaUori of an organ as we have seen in Section 1 above. We 

should not stop at fhia process of specialization but proceed further and 
take the next step of integration, synthesis or unification, that is of 

uilding up a big nation, as do the separate organs of the body do in the 

building of a healthy organism. Our idea] should therefore be. not a 

classics society which, as we have seen above, is against the law of 

growth and evolution, for diversity is an essential feature of evolution,. 

at to have all essential and natural divisions in society, including a 

powet/ul middle eJas;?, And e w\m and eoJightened Govern men t would 

see that this objective is carried out and further, that each individual 

fulfils the Dharina of his class, whatever that class may be in which he 

finds himself according to hia free choice, namely, that he consecrates 

Dii- society. Our motto should 
terendy ther^jfnre be Together Efbh Thmjigb Differ^ntlr 

perfectly in accord with the biological law of 
the building of a healthy organism. 

’ 

III 

Elaborating further the subject of the two laws of specialiaation 
and synthesis let us see how they affect the individual. 

This 15 an age of specialization.' Specialization has, no doubt, a 

Tliii b o„ of evolutionary scheme as we have already 

^dftlixBiian sections I and II, but it has a tendency to narrow 

and cramp the mind if It is not at Ihe some time cor¬ 

rected and counterbalanced by the synthetic faculty of the mind. It is 

therefore necessary for the specialist to keep his eyes wide open and keep 

imsdf abreast of the rimes by seeing trend of thought in other depart¬ 

ments of knowledge and other spheres of life. This will act as a corrective 

^ broaden his mind, give right values to all things and 
see mam in their proper perspective, 

' or. G. a. Aiuodel*. ' Srt pp. vol. l, iblH Seri«.^Ep, 
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How to carry out this synthesis or bridse-bundiDg is aa [mportant 

u queslioiit What is its ? Bridge-building 
mtt Alt and 

Tiiij Bchok fliwi 
the jjf Bfidlffr- 

BiitlilmE 

ta an art and science ^ mi attempt is made \n this book to 

sho^v what this art and sciotice of brid^e-buiJding LS« 

An appropriate title for this book would have beep ** How 

we can be Bridge-Bujiders 

A person who is disssttahed with the present state of affairs in the 

world, who wishes to hud out the causes which have led to the present 

chaos, who wishes to do his little bit for the soludoQ of the complicated 

problems which face humanity, gradually grows into a bridge builder. For, 

Tlui T^chniqiui (J *’* persou who will first begin to build a bridge 

BriJBc.eiuIJij»e between his thoughts, emotions and actions and thus 

harmonise them ; and then as a person who has attained 

harmony lie will act as a bridge between the present and the past, and the 

uture, between science and religion, between sciences and humanities, and 

tw«n science and society. He will not live in a water-tight coropartment 

0 IB own but consider knowledge as one organic whole and link up the 

iCnowWgc ii On, branches of science, perceive relationships be- 

Wholfl sciencct phiic^pliy, Fciligjoo and art, and thus bring 

about a great synthesis of knowledge. In this very pro¬ 
cess o synthesis and bridge-building he will himself unconsciously grutv , 

A truly Cultured ^ Cultured man, into a man who is on his way to 

Mon ii B Eridfe- attainment of peace W'ithin hitn, who has a zest for 

Builder life and who is a dynamic personality. Such a dynamic 

fi u L P*^*^*onaIity with bis heart and mind at peace, will not 
ea ''“W he has built up bridges between man and man, man and woman, 

ou an age, between community and community, class and class, 

t^be^w^rid*^ nation, faith and faith, and established peace and harmony in 

This IB the task confronting the educated man and woman of the 

ThcTftd,bcr«« present day. Let our universities bring out the signiQ* 

Umv.r,itiw applications of ihese laws of nature in daily 

iudivJHuai A 1^^^^ alumni grow up into cultured 
annth^ ‘ * Compassionate human beings, willing to shore one 

to convert^thr'^ J>'ttdena and anxious to co-operate with other people 

learning anr! ' wAr^ndden world of ours into a beautiful temple of 
learning aod wisdom and a happy home of peace and bliss. 

I}. D. Kanga 



■ THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH. YIELDING 
PLACE TO NEW ” ^ 

Bv THE EDITOR 

*'Tue old order changeth, yielding place to new". Wherever we turn 

The Old Oicter cbaugfi seems to be the order of the day. Be it 

Chanevih ill education, economics or politics, be it in scieDce, 

philosophy, religion or art wo find old forms are breaking 

ap, unable to express the inmsfaing new life. Everywhere the systems we 

Ht ertq used with success are now found to be inadequate and require to 

be overhauled. A spirit of change and revolution is in the air. New 

eaperjmentg are being tried in every field of activity by pioneers and 

enterprising members of the community and the State. Different systems 

01 administration are being tried in different countries. Different economic 

systems are proposed and some of them arc given a trial. Every day we 

^ of new schemes of education which are being experimented with in 

ditferent lands, fn science too the inductive method of research is found 

to be inadequate in the investigation of phenomena in the subatomic world. 

Why IS the old order crumbling ? What is the cause ? Theosophy 

Why ittiu Old answer which appeals to our reason and 
Didor Cnimblinv} Satisfies our intellect- For Theosophy goes to the root 

question, which can be satisfactorily answered 

on y when we take into conaideration the constitution of roan and the 

jmiverae as a whole, both visible and invisible, and study ihe relationship 

^tween the two. it is also necessary to study the gradual appearance of 

ifferent phases of consciousness in man as he grows from childhood, 

adolescence and maturity to old age. We shall then perceive that there is a 

plan, and. that plan is evolution, and it unfolds according to certain laws. 

^ 1 I at which has already been unfolded is Ixinie out by facts in 

istQ^, archaeological excavations and researches, and corroborations by 

' This is tliA Introductioo tv Fan IV of Uw bni Ediiion with 
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science,' then it is highly probable that the powers of humanity will in 

future be unfolded in accordance with the same plan revealing the same 

laws, and those powers will be marvellous and the end will be glorious.* 

Looked at from this point of view, we need not be alarmed as crisis 

A Passing Phase of shakes the World. We are passing through a 

ConsciousBcss phase of consciousness which indicates the death of one 

civilization and heralds the birth of another, a phase 

indicating the crumbling and disintegration of the old order and the recon- 

Tha Need of a new order. It is here that we must be 

Building Right it is here that the knowledge of the 

Forma plan as revealed in the classic Theosophical literature 

will be most helpful, so that the new moulds we make, 

the new forms we build up, for the expression and unfoldment of the new 

phase of consciousness shall be of the Right type. 

The new knowledge of various phases of consciousness and of planes 

and sub-planes of different kinds and states of matter 

New Knowledge given in Theosophical literature helps us to understand 

why the old materialistic scientific civilization, which is 

purely mental, is disintegraUng before our very eyes and why it carries 

A Help to destruction. Then too 
Understanding S'ves a timely warning* against building the new 

np f t ^ u ^ foundation of shifting sands, shows the 

to proceTd. 

In order to emphasbe the viewpoint presented here and in the 

Tl. Bird..(. ’"“"“S'dpl's in this series, a number of tables are 
N.. As. Bivan showing the signs of the old dying civilisation and 

These could be arapliSed by the student, as they are based on everyday ex- 

peneuce. They illustrate a law showing a sequence in the phases of coLci- 

ousness and they are applicable to man, sub-races, root-races, institutions, etc. 

Table 1 ts purely tentative, as material for study and not for 

Evpl^do. “«P*“Ce. This table shows the field of evolution in 

Id T.bl„ n seven.fold universe. It shows the goal for humanity, 

u u “13 the Ideal man has to work for, which heVill rearb 
when he attains Divinity, but he ha<; tn Kor,- *u a • ^ reach 

^ *0 begin that attainment/icre ond 
' See Archaeology and Scientific Corroborations oi . 

' This is Ulustrated in a separate section at the end,"^ ^ 
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now. The point to be noted in this table is that the mind is the reflection 

of the Spiritual Will (aspect of Atm&), that is, it is under the wise guidance 

of the Spirit of Man. This table is an attempt to indicate the right place 
of the mind in the scheme of things. 

Table 2 shows the field of evolution in a five-fold universe as it 

stands at the present stage of the evolution of humanity. This table ex¬ 

plains why the present age is known as ^^Mind-dominated (Vide infra.) 

Evolution in the Seven-fold Universe 

1. 
The Divine Plane. 

2. 

The Monadic Plane. 

3. 

The Atmic Plane. 
The Plane of the Spirit. 

4. 

The Buddhic Plane. (The Plane of Intuition). 
The Junction or Bridge Plane. 
The Plane of Union, Harmony and Love. 
The Plane of Law, complete within itself. 
The Pure Source of Wi^om. 
The Body for all the Higher Principles and the Spiritual Soul for the 

Lower Principles. 

5. 

The Mental Plane. 
The Plane of Intellect, the ultimate expression of Individuality. 
The Mental Plane is a reflection of the Atmic Plane and therefore 

under the direction of the Spirit of Man. 

6. 
The Astral Plane. 

Feeling and Desire, of Attraction and Repnlsion. 
The Plane of Motive Power. 
The Astral Plane is a reflection of the Monadic Plane. 

7. 

.7 • 

The Physical Plane. 
The Plane of Action and Precision. 
The Physical Plane is a reflection of the Divine Plane. 

Table I 
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Table 3 showa die sequence of Principles in man, This table is 
given side by side with Table 4 tQ'bfiog out the relationship between the 

numbers and the principles on the one band and the oumbers and the 
phases of consciousness on the other. 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 again show the intimate relationship between Planes 

of Matter and States and Levels of Consciousness. In other words, they 
show the constitution of man and the universe and their relaiioDshipJ 

Table 4 gives the sequence of phases of consciousness aa Prof. 

Marcauli outlines them. They are beautifully developed in the two 

brochurea Tht Evolution of Man and Tht Next Steff in Bvdatioft by 
MarcQult and H^wliczek. 

This Field of Evolution in the Seven-fold Universe is not actively 

£v«lutiDn in ■ manifeat in the present stage of the Evolution of 
Humanity, It will be the Normal Evolution for Man 

when he la on the way to attain Divinity, it is one 

S«vei^JiD]d 

Umvend 

way ol approach to understanding.* 

The Field of Evolution in the Five-fold Universe is more or less 

actively manifest in the present stage of the Evolution 
of Humanity. The reflections of the highest two planes 

into the lowest two planes, being partial and distorted, 

ore not perfect. But the reflection of the third plane 

Kvalulr^Hi ni ^ 

Five«Fold 

UmvarK 

(higher mental) into the fifth plane (lower mental) is perfect, as both are 

mind planes whose vibrations are aympathetic. That is why in the present 

stage of the evolution of humanity mind is supreme, absolute as it were, 
and the present age is known as the " mind-dominated ** age. Signs are 

not wanting to show that the unique position occupied by the mind Is 

now challenged and that it is being gradually dethroned from its high 
position and given its rightful place in the scheme of things. Thia is due 

to iho .nereence of .nolh.r iacolty (phoK) o( consetooraMs, »Wch » 
.W the mmUil (MO Tahira 1 and 2) oimiely, Int„itioi,.d. wh™.. .h. 



evolution in the five-fold universe 

(This Tabtt txpimm vAj ths ugc kno^n as 
** mind-dQmitiiiitdJ*) 

111 

Flanks 

* 

Th< Aimk FUn*. CVolilicnal) 
Tbe FIuMDf t&c 'WiU. 
Th« I'luw of Ufiitf. 

Sir^FUNEft 

1 

1 
4 w 
3 
6 
7 

1 

2 
Tlia Buddhic Flux. (IdlutiooAl) 
TIh Huid oI loluiiiod. * 
Tb* Flux pf tlrtioii, AtHMc tti«nu Lof«, ^ 
Thtt "Imfritr-tmkiidf " FI^m, m it iIie 

bvncr vbvcli krtpi Crfx froniPM'^s folIpw-tixPi 3 
Q* Kiishiuimurti) 6 

7 

3* ^ 
Tlk« ifcnlisJ FUdc, (mshcr Mind) . 
Tli» FIuib df ibd Atetrtci tSyntbctic) 3 
Tbc PUoc pf Indivlilflillty. ([n»«tn*timp Ickuion) 

The Plane of AfltihlarMn (Middle Mimil 
Tbft Bn J^ nuc or ft !*m tlirmiftli em 

U|bt oribe bigger panes 10 Uie JCM^ir. 

EMJch plftoe lifts 
1 e ¥ oil 
Sw ID illiiurftiinfi ihs 
MeniftJ Plane. Tbree 

Aiil>planes for the 

higher mind, ooe stil^ 

pJjijif for ibn middle 

mind^ and three soh- 

planes ftpin fOr lha 
Isii'er fflSnd. 

IV 

V 

The MtKiai Flftfle. {Uiww 
The Plftor of the Conemc (Analyticftl} 
The Plane of SepafftlivetiesA (RRhociaftiionJ 

5 

6 

7 

6r 

7. 

1 
2 

3 
The Astral rlftne. . 
The Fluic of FeeJiftg ftnd Desire. ^ 
The Plaae of Mfitl^e FowCTh • j 

d 
7 

1 

Z 
I 

TIm PAjutffaf Plww. (The Ptane oJ Aeliuo) , 
The Flftiie of Preebion* ^ 

£ 
7 

TAftL^ 2 Hue itefhiaip 
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MarcauJt 

Sfi^ucnu tA 

Pku«« of 

Coniclcuionv 

TKc Em^on 
Principle 

and Hawlicfck describfi the psychological ph 3LEC5 of 

huraau evotutiDD^ These occur in ibc order given tu 

Table 4* In all the evolutioDary cycles which they 

have examined, whether of a mao, a sub-iecc or a race, 

the same successtoa of phases has been observed by 
them. They speak of two aspects of consciousness, subjective and objective. 

When consciousness is functioning thtovgh otic phase at the subjective 

level, say the synthetic mind, then the phase below that, which is the 

analytical mind, acts as an objective phase. This means that when 

synthetic mind is esoteric to a sub-race, then analytical mind becomes an 
objective and exoteric instrument to that race. The numbers and the 

corresponding phases given in the Table are for the StiBjsCTiVE Level 
of Consciousness, the latter being pot tn italics. 

The point to be noted in Table 4 is the place assigned to the 

Emotion principle. It is given opposite to No. 3, but 

here the subjective aspect of the phase is emphasized. 

The objective aspect of the Emotion phase cornea 

opposite to No. 4 when the analytical mind is on the subjective level, as 

an examinatjon of the table shows. And if emotion is a compound of 

'‘desire and intellect'”^ then the Emotion phase inclines more towards 
No. 4 than No. 3, 

Now H. P. Blavatsky (Table 3} assigns No. 4 to the Emotion 

principle. So it seems that the difference between the two view'points is 

more apparent than real and is due to different aspects being emphasized 

and different ways of describing them. It is poBsible t may be wrong in 

my interpretation. No. 3 is assigned by H. P. B. to the phase *' desire 

and feeling " alone without mind or an incipient development of the mind, 

Of course there are no watertight compartments in nature, one phase 

beautifully gliding into the other, but the eegwewce of phases observed 

by both Is the same. By far the beat example given in illustration of 

the Emotion phase is that of the 4 th Root Race, the Allantean Race. 

The PioMitiition ^ tremendous height in civilisation. 
KnowMp, causes which undermined this splendid 

civilization and brought about its downfall were the 
immense growth of wealth and luxury, greed end the prostitution of know* 

ledp to personal gain. This means the combination of desire and mind 
W'bicb is emotiop, 

* Andiv Beunt, A Siint}! in ConiciimriHJf, p. I4S, 
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T&ble 3 t Table 4 

*_ 

SCVCK Vkl^cinEB Itl MA« SBQuayci Of Pmaseb of 
(EfAEED OK xjiii Tkach iJfcfi C0itS41[Oi;eNE5£ iA& G|V£K MY 

OF H. P. BtAVAt^KT Makcaoj-t avo 
Hawtjc^ek} 

PRINCIPLES PHASES OF COHSCIOUSHESS 

No. Nam# 1 No. OF Name of NOi. OF 
BllASE Cehtbed Level i.hvel 

L (dAQs«> 1. Peroeptipp ■ubjective 1 j 
3. Pfiy^cml (£iibc!r} 2* 9tMhicctiv€ 2 

lP#rcoplioii Dbj«GlkV4 
J. 

1 

VS(iUitj(Pfaai) 
Kajtia or d«;[n-i&iiur« 3. f B'mo^rcm 

i ActSoD obJecUvft 
3 

1 
4. Emation (KjMiii-Muia.%) ^ 

(Dnira-flaidloctJ 
r Anfffyiicu! 
J AfitfiJ 

*Uhf€CtiV4 4 

1 ^moLion $bj«tivA 

( SfnthiU^ HMfr/ccMot 
Miod (Meoaa) 13 M%nd 

' J AiLaJyibal 

5 

ObjACliv# 
\. Miad 

6. iotuition IBitddhit 
i Intuitiati 
j Synthetic 
C Mind 

vntfectivi 
objective 

6 

7. Will {AtmuJ i 
7* [Writ 7 J 1 lutuiLiOP objectivB 1 

Mnndcl^eK 

I hopB the point we are diKussIne may Jead to furiher research oa 

IV™ Vn!,“‘ nomeaeUiwre 
reJatmg Number w.th the Phase of Conaciousnesa. {Vide infra.} 

An analogy taken from the science of chemistry wLlJ make this 

matter of the relationship between number and stage of con- 

i< f»mT vt, Every student of chemistry 
is familiar with the grand getieraJiMtioa proposed hy the great Russian 

of Llements -,□ which a relationship is shown to exist between the 

Anni, Bombi, A Stttdy m CcutwKiujnr?], p. 3-ts. 
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properties. When Mendel^eff arranged the elements known at his time 

in accordance with their rise in atoihic weights he found that the elements 

arranged themselves in certain groups which he numbered 1 to 7, the 

elements belonging to a particular group resembling each other more than 

elements of other groups. When he made his table he left in it some 

spaces open, as none of the elements then known fitted 

into those spaces, and studying the table as a whole he 

predicted that the elements belonging to these spaces, 

when discovered, would have certain physical and chemical properties. 

The greatest merit of Mendel^efiPs theory, which is now raised to 

the status of a law, was that the three gaps which he 

had left in the table were filled up by three elements 

subsequently discovered which were found to possess properties as pre¬ 

dicted by him. The important point which is intended to be brought out 

from this analogy and examples is that once the numbers of a group and 

sub-group for an element are known, i.e., its position in the table, one 

could easily describe the properties of that element, and conversely, from 

the study of the properties of an element one could easily say what position 

it occupies in the table. This important law discovered by Mendel^eff 

corroborates strikingly the viewpoint given in Theosophical literature 

relating Number and Characteristics. The number 

Number and shows the psychological level or phase of consciousness, 

Cbaracteristict And the characteristics exhibited by a man or a sub-race 

or a root race represent that number. For example, 

when we speak of a fifth root race or a fifth sub-race or a fifth principle 

in man we invariably associate that number five with mind. Similarly 

number four is associated with emotion, and number six with intuition. 

Conversely, when we speak of consciousness working through the mind 

or at the mental level we always associate that with number (For 

characteristics of different phases of an Evolutionary Cycle see 
pp. 274-277.) 

And when the same number is repeated, say in a Chain,^ in a Round, 

in a World Period, in a Root Race, in a sub-Race and in a sub-sub-race,* 

for example, Number Four, which characterizes Emotion (a product of 

* 7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

Sub-Races make 1 Root Race, 
Root Races .. 1 World Period. 
World Periods ,, 1 Round, 
Rounds ,, 1 Chain. 
Chains ,, i Scheme of Evolution. 
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desire [passion and greed] and mind), we' can imagine what type of 

He Mighty civilization such a* combination would bring forth. 
Atlantean 

Civilization 

Its Destruction 

Occult Tradition says that the world during the 

great Atlantean (Fourth Root) Race, passed through 

a mighty civilization typifying this combination, (4th Chain, 4th Round, 

4th World Period, 4th Root Race, 4th sub-Race) a civilization which has 

not yet been surpassed. But this splendid civilization disappeared “ despite 

the glory of its achievements and the might of its empires ” for, “ know- 

ledge was prostituted to individual gain and control 

over the power of nature was turned from service to 
oppression ' 

One could as well predict that a similar catastrophe would be 

A Pre<lictiaii awaiting humanity when purely mental (scientific) 

civilization reaches its zenith or rather its nadir, when 

a similar combination with regard to Number Five (fifth phase, when 

consciousness is centred in mind) is reached, but that will be in the 

distant future. Even that catastrophe may be averted by the emphasis 

of that phase on its own highest note, the social sense. At the present 

day, too. we are passing through an unalloyed mental phase civilization 

(known also as Western or technological civilization), except for the fact 

that we are passing through the Fourth Round and not the Fifth, and we 

We.tem results of that combina- 
Technol^cal namely that: " the conquests of science . . . have 

CivUiiation become agents of enslavement, exploitation, and destruc 

tion ... perversion of scientific knowledge and achievement 

in the wholesale slaughter of modern warfare . . . starvation in the midst 

Pervcionof - the mechanization of man’s mind and 

Scientific world will pass through the 
Knowledge crisis which at present threatens it, will depend upon 

how far the statesmen of different countries, understand¬ 

ing the great scheme of Evolution, are prepared to adopt the policy of 

An AnachronUm Sacrifice and co-operation, negotiation and sweet reason- 

ableness and give up the policy of selfishness, force and 

aggression in the settlement of disputes which seem to be anachronisms 

today, being reminiscent of the characteristics of the savage and semi-civi- 
lized races. 

‘ Man ; Whence, H<M and Whither, p. 132. Adyar Edition, 1947. * 
And What of Art ? by Claude Bragdon, this Part. 
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The aim of this series—Where Theosophy and Science Meet— 
JS to give a deep understanding of the great drama of creation and evolu¬ 

tion, of the constitution of man and the universe and their intimate 
relationship, and of the purpose and goal of life. With such a deep 

insight and understanding of the laws of life man is set on the high and 

royal road to Self-exploration.’ The whole plan of evolution as given in 

The RoyJ Red .o >*terature is so unique and soul-satisfying 
Self-exploretion destiny of man so glorious that once having 

glimpsed it, not by study alone but by actual life, man 
cannot go back to the life of the senses and of the mind, for he now sees 

life from a new angle, from a higher dimension. He feels new life rushing 

through him and Hnds new solutions for life’s problems. He does not rest 

now till he finds his true centre. Having found it he knows what is his 
part in the great drama of Evolution and so plays it to perfection. 

We shall conclude this last part by striking the same note that we 

Striking the «n,e we began the first part of this series. Let us 
Note repeat once again that we yield to none in our veneration 

and respect for the great scientists who have changed our 
outlTOk on life by giving a new orientation to scientific thought, nor in our 

admiration of the scientific method, the value of which as an instrument 

of research we fully appreciate. The points we wish to bring out are 

few and simple. We say that so far as the investigations of purely 

physical phenomena go,* there is no other method which could compare 

with the scientific method in these investigations. Let the scientists carry 

on this useful work, and there is an ample field for research, for we have 

by no means come to the end of research in this physical universe of 

ours. And there is no fear of there being any dearth of subjects of 
research for perhaps hundreds of years to come. 

But we are not living in the physical universe alone. Science says 

Invisible Worlds invisible worlds existing as real as 
the external world of physics.* If there are other in¬ 

visible worlds, formed of different and subtler types of matter, and if 

the laws of the physical world are not found to hold good in these worlds, 

as ” strict causality, a cardinal assumption in science, does not seem to 

> XK* ofSilf-expioration, Part III. this Series. 

Eddington, Nevf Pathways in Science, p. 26. 
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apply id atomic and enbatomtc phenomena 'V and ii the vibratianB obtain’ 

ing in this unique type of matter of the subtler invisible worlds are of such 

a nature that they do not alTect the most delicate instruments invented by 

the scientists, then we say that it would be worthwhile for the scientists 

to try the occult method of investigating pheitoimena to these worlds. It 

should be noted here that the occult method of investigation is not a 
departure from the scientific method but merely an extension of ft.* 

In both scientific and occult methods a certain training and 

Chonje ol He«t <f’scipline Ere necessary. But the superiority of occult 
training and discipline lies in this that it has in addition 

the power to bring about a change of heart and convert a man *' from a 

selfish, fighting, exploiting animal that he is to an unselfish, loving, co¬ 

operating human Jwiiig, willing to share his all with others".* The 

scientific training and discipline do not posses this power of changing the 
heart of man. They may make him an intcilectuB] giant but not n good 

man, clean in life and pure at heart, so as to prevent him from exploiting 

the poor and the ignorant, the tveak and the helpless. Their motto is 

Truth, but not Truth and Justice, Hence we find the present materialistic 
dvilixation threatened, for it rests on weak foundations. 

We have not far to go in search of examples to show that man is 

„ , , still using the methods of barbarians and semi-civilieed 

Birboiiiiu which we find innocent men and 
women harassed and persecuted, hunted down and 

murdered simply because by birth or by profession they happen to belong 

to a particular race or religion, union or association. And the callousness 

with which the slaughter and persecution are carried out is truly 

Constituted as man is (whether scientist or not) he is an explorer ^ 

OccuIiMtihrf Sdf-exploratioa the scientific method will 
not help him very much if it is not fiiipplemeoted by 

the occult (theosophical) method, and if science and knowledge are not 

guided by wisdom. Therefore the case for the advocacy and adoption 
of the occult (theosophical) method of discipline * becomes overwhelmingly 

' I, W, Nh Sultivae, Limttatiinu Seientt, p. t9j, 

’ Sm p. a. Pm* 1, Vri. 1. this 5«nt«,—Eo. • 

* S« p, a. Port t, Vol. I, thii Serin.—Ed. 

' S«« iX» miction nr ThriU c/ Stl/.exptoratI«n. bi Put ITT. ith VdI, 
‘ Sh iQuuitlflcilDii, p. 11,1^ I. Vol. I, mie Series.—ED. 
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powerful considcriog tlie shame BJid the tragedy through which the world 
has been passing for the lost many yewrs. 

Even if no economic and political problems remain to be solved, 

_ , ®''cn if all materjal benefits are equitably distributed 

of Lil^ amongst all the peoples of the world, even then ** pain, 

depression, fear and loneliness will still exist and will 
cause even greater suflering than the denial of any material beneGt"/ 

The riddle of life will be still as far from solution as before. What is 

life ? What is death ? Is there no purpose in life f What is man’s goal ? 

Is there immortality ? Is there no peace, no perfection anywhere ? These 
real problems of life cannot be solved by science alone, by knowledge 
alone, nor by any external agency alone. They will have to be solved 

by the individual for himself, through the wisdom which be acquires in 

his process O'f Self-exploration and Self-development as he pursues the 
study and practice of Occultism, whether we call it the Ancient Wisdom 
or Theosophy. 

The characteristics of the different phases of the evolutionary 

c>de5 and of the "old order” and the ” new order ” referred to in this 
monograph are given in the appendix which follows. 

D. D, Kanga 

pan. ^ See ihi iiftide on " Tlw Oai-^rnffleni of the World " thli 



APPENDIX ‘ 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THIRD PHASE 

OF ANY EVOLUTIONARY CYCLE* 

Desire-nature. 

Kamic Principle. 

The predominance of physical nature swayed by Kama or desire 
and guided by the incipient mind. 

Not yet self-conscious. 

Not yet fully urged by the individual principle. 

Activity impelled by Kama or desire-nature. 

Root Race-Lemurian. 

Subjective phase of consciousness, emotion. 

Objective phase of consciousness, action. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FOURTH PHASE 

OF ANY EVOLUTIONARY CYCLE ’ 

Desire 

Emotion* (Desire 4“ Intellect) 

,Mind 

Kama-manas or desire-nature with mind obeying its impulses 

Here consciousness rises from the pure desire-nature to the 

lower mind. 
No emotion is possible except by'the interaction of desire and 

Root Race, Atlantean. 
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Easy response of the members of the Fourth Root Race to psychic 

impressions. , 

Self-conscious. ' 

Deductive method of Research. 

Subjective phase of consciousness, Analytical Mind. 

Objective phase of consciousness, Emotion. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIFTH PH.\SE 

OF ANY EVOLUTIONARY CYCLE' 

Mind 

Mind, mental consciousness—(Dominant Principle), 

analytical, concrete, 

synthetic, abstract. 

Here consciousness rises from the lower mental to the higher 

mental, from the analytical to the synthetic mind, from the concrete to the 

abstract mind. 

Root Race, Aryan, 

Fourth Sub-race, Keltic,* Logical mind the analytical mind divi¬ 

sion of the higher mind Race. 

Fifth Sub-race, Nordic or Teutonic, Purely mental. Specialization, 

Individualization. Making an organ. 

Sixth Sub-race (in the process of formation). An understanding 

mind. Principle of correlation, of organization.- 

Seventh Sub-race (future) Synthetic Principle. Intellectual recog¬ 

nition of oneness, “ Together even though differently ”. 

“ Do so and so and follow me ”. 

To conquer by power. 

Energetic, strongly individualized. 

Intolerant; proud; critical; fault-finding. 

Impatient with the weakness and mental dullness of others; “the 
weak go to the wall ”. 

“ This type and civilization sees in weakness a field to exploit, a 

thing to enslave, something to trample under foot in order to rise on it, 

and not something to help to exist for itself ”. 

The mark of the fifth sub-race is the demanding of rights. 

The sense of individual ownership; my, mine; my property etc. 

* Sec p. 268, this^art.—Ed. 

* For other sub-races of the Aryan Race, see Anthropology, Part III, this Series.—Ed. 
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Individual and class irade aDtagonisra and struggle. 

Cut-throat competition j do compunction in destroying one's rival 
and turning him, / a « 

aiisation ' Scientific method i observation, classification, gener- 

ity of th^oifgM'*”“'*’* ra^^iaphjsical ability; g«at philosophical prof und- 

osrt of != f**N*S, 
part of the spintnal body (Atma, Buddhi and Manas). 

Inductive method of Research. 

Subjective phase of consciousness, Synthetic Mind. 

Objective phase of consciousness, Analytical Mind. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIXTH PHASE 

OF ANY EVOLUTIONARY CYCLE * 

" To conquer by love. 

Union and co-operation. 

of " ‘ »' *" -0 

«»c= -.a oo. ,™t- 
To hdp lb. ^k. ,ie ^ 

Keynote is Brotherhood, 

Tenderness is the mark ol power. 

A sense of unity, 

A breadth and liberality of tolerance. 
A great Sense of duty. 

tomorrow than today. ^'^"’peting with oneself; to get better 

A great indJfietence to what are roiis.4 • u r- * 
out of a duty discharged " (Mazeini), 

* See p. suss, tilt* [)«irt.~E&. 
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Calm, patinat and receptive iQ face of an apparent wrong j taking 

injustice as a debt that is paid and cdncelled. 

Self'eacrifice. " Sacrificing your own whims^ wishes. wantSi every 

day of your life^, for the sake of making life easier for those ajround you 

Greater pleasure in giving than lo receiving* 

The joy ol sharing* 

To use streuglh for service^ 

A civilizatiou in which the greatest freedom expresses itself in the 
greatest service. 

To lessen the struggle for all* 

To discover the soul in the beautiful little things ol life. 

To haw a very sensitive, delicate nervous system hand in hand 

with perfect balance, sanity and health. 

Subjective phase of consciousness. Intuition* 

Objective phase of consciousness, Synthetic Mind* 

D. D* K. 

« 
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PLACE TO NEW” 

Old Okdek 

Censrat 

Outlook, oarrow. 

Understanding, limited. 

Life, mainly physical, emotional 

and mental and therefore partial. 

Scant respect for Ancient Wis¬ 
dom. 

Teachings of Ancient Wisdom, 

“ babblings of a child hamanity ”, 

(Max Muller) 

> Prjrehfltogr, lit. ijs. (The Monog,aph 

New OfiUER 
d 

General 

Outlook, broad. 

Understanding, deep. 

Life, whole, richer, nobler because 

it is also spiritual and therefore 
more incttisH^ 

Great respect for Ancient Wis¬ 
dom. 

We Eoropcans are not the only 

people on the earth. We are just 

a peninanltt of Asia and on the con¬ 

tinent there are old civilisations 

where people have traioed their 

minds in introspective psychology 

for thousands of years, whereas we 

began with our psychology not even 

yesterday, but only this morning. 

These people have an insight that 

IS simply fabulous, and I have to 

study eastern things to understand 

certain facts of the unconscious 

(Carl Jung) 

« Pan ni of ihi, p. 
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Old Order 

General 

Thoo^phy, a speculative pbllC' 

sophy. 

Mind in Naiura 

World process indicates a mind 

at work. 

Two worlds, the hntnan and tlie 

natural, 

Man and the Universe. 

Afdn 

Man, a mere superior animal, 

Man, a racchanicaJi chemical and 

electrical machine, 

Man is a body and has a soul. 

Lack of harmony within man, 

between his thouehts, desires 

and actiens} cause of the present 

chaos. 

* Inirioduetioa,J, 
* W. KiaRtUcd, TH£ PM^sies 6/ Ih4 
''Wbitfan ScHace, II. 

New Order 

t 
General 

'* It is impossible not to feel the 

greatest respect for Madame Blavat* 

sky’s writingB on this subject, What 

is the Soul 7; of respect, and if tbe 

word be permitted, of admiration. 

Writing when she did, she anticU 

patcd many ideas which, familial 

today, w’ere in the highest degree 

novel fifty years ago ". 

(From an article by Prof. C.E,M, 

Joad on “What is the Soul ? " in 

The Aryan Patft, May 1937).' 

Mind in Naturm 

The Universe is the expression 

of Life, Thought, Consciousness.* 

Man, an expression of the nniver- 

sal mind. 

One world and only one Life 

within tbe infinite variety oi differ* 

ent forms,* 

Matt 

Man, a philosopbixing animal, a 

spiritual being. 

Man is a soul with several sheaths, 

through which he expresses hlmaelF. 

Greater harmony through a deeper 

insight and understanding of the 

laws of life, 

t Dsetriti*., 
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Old Order New Order 

■ 

Man 

This leads lo alack of adjuitinent This will lead to : right adjust 

between the mdividuaJ and society, ment between the individual and 

the individual and the State, and society (the State), between national 

between national and iniernationaJ and international interests." 
interests. 

War and revolution n/ithout to 
ead the chiio54 

Wax within leads to war without. 

Material linking of the different 

parts of the world through the 

achievements of science (radio, wire¬ 

less. cinema, aeroplane, etc.); also 

CM] account of common suffering and 

calamity on a large scale, brought 

about by wars, floods, fire, plague, 

pestilence, famines, earthi^iiakeSi 
volcanoes, etc. 

Ccntrifngal force in nan, very 
active. 

Discipline imposed from without. 

The omnipotence of the State, 

The eclipse of the individual. 

* Et;tyDgiiA, IV, 

= Ibid, 

14. 

* I. liv. 

RevotutioEi iffilhin oneself to con¬ 

trol and harmonise the warring eJe* 

naents and attain peace. 

Peace within leads to peace with^ 
out.' 

Material as well aa Cuilttrat 
union. 

Intellectual recognition and emo¬ 

tional experience of the unity of life. 

“International unity based upon 

correct world objective* and true 

psychological understanding **. 

Balance between the centrifugal 

and centripetal forces in man. 

Self-imposed discipline based on 

a knowledge of the lawa of life.* 

Recognition of the freedom of the 
mdividuai.' 
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Old Order New Order 

Man 

Human individual, a mere auto¬ 

maton for the benefit of the state 

or nation. 

Regimentation of thought and 

reason. 

Suppression of public opinion. 

Exploitation of society for the 

benefit of the individual. 

Suppression of the individual in 

the interests of society.’ 

A vague distorted, perverted view 

of life. 

Groping in the dark. 

Race * (Present) 

1. To have. 

2. Seeking to grasp. 

3. Competition : 

(а) School: To outrival the 

other student, in learning, 

in sport. 

(б) Life; To put others into 

the shade. 

(c) Life-poisoning. 

4. Destructive. 

(Cyclones, earthquakes, floods, 

fire)— 

Result of destructive thoughts. 

Man 

The promotion and defence of the 

freedom of thought. 

Complete Self-expression. 

Right adjustment between the 

individual and Society.* 

A true sense of values. 

A deeper insight into the laws 

of life. 

Race* (New) 

1. To be. 

2. Living to give. 

Joy in giving. 

3. Co-operation; 

Transmuted competition. 

All will vie in giving others what 

they would most desire themselves. 

(c) Life-increasing. 

4. Constructive. 

The Elements themselves will 

co-operate and will no more des¬ 

troy through cyclones, earthquakes, 

floods, fire. 

The Spirit of the 

’ I, Hv, 

r» . * gratefuf acknowledgments to the two authors of the articl 
Unborn by Two workers (T. P. H.. London).—Ed. 
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OtD Ordee 

Bace (Present) * 

5. Sex Contrast. 

6. Kaowletlce, scientific kaow- 
ieiJge (Process). 

From the outside in. 

7. Led bj’ intellect. (ImpreBsion 
on the hram from outside). 

S. RcltgJoDs. 

(doctrines, dramas, rites, creeds). 

9. Surrounded bj' ugliness (Beauty 
of the senses). 

10. Stoops under a load of suf. 
fering. 

11. Marked by aeparateness 

(prides himself on what he has 
that others do not have). 

12- Attached. 
13. Personal. 

14. Limitation holds the present 
told] race in tjonds. yon are im¬ 

prisoned, vastly limited in your 
seJf-expresaion, even if you know it 

not I Your selhahness restrains you , 

your materialistic intellect cefines 
you ; your separative principles en¬ 
tomb the real " You ". 

Evofuffon, a theory. 

Evolution, symbolized by a 
straight line. 

Growth and progress, in a con¬ 
tinuous straight line.’ 

* CbttintMry, II, 304-3, 

AHD SCIENCE MEET 

New Order 

Race (New) 

5- Sex Equality. 

6. Wisdom (prcicess). 

From the inside out, 

7. Led by intuition. (Tuition 
from within). 

S- Religion. 

(no doctrine3,dogmas, rites.creeds). 

Tlic reunion of man w-ith Cod, 

individually^ accomplished. 

9. Enveloped in beauty (Beauty 
of the Spirit) 

10. With lifted head, will reflect 

the light from heaven which, is the 
purest joy. 

11. Distingnished by unity, 
(seeks that which unites). 

12. Detached. 

Id. ImpersonaJ. 

14. New race throwing off all 
shackles will attain to liberation, 

(liberation from nil ignorance, all 
stifleriijg, all woeg, by unfettering 

your true self by subjugatiou of 
your "self” I) 

E^lution, an action. 

Evolution, symbolized by a spiral. 

Evolution proceeds through cycles. 

Growth and progress, marked by 
rises and fallsJ * 
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Old Order 

Truths static, mere abstraction. 

Science and Philosophy 

Materialism and positivism. 

Matter, a basic reality. 

Atom, rigid like billiard balls. 

Energy, a property of matter and 

secondary to it. 

Matter and energy are two distinct 

things. 

Present chaos, due in a greater 

measure to the spread of materialistic 

philosophy of the 19th century. 

World lost in the mazes of mere 

matter. 

Universe, static. 

Universe, dead mechanism. 

Science alone can solve all our 

problems. 

The Law of Causality, 

New Order 

i 

Truths dynamic, a creative energy. 

Science and Philosophy 

Idealism and spiritualisin. 

Matter-Atom, a bundle of waves, 

a vortex of energy. 

Matter, a form of energ>% 

Energy, primary; matter, second¬ 

ary. 

Matter and energy are intercon¬ 

vertible. 

Expecting a better state of affairs 

due in a greater measure to the 

acceptance of the spiritualistic philo¬ 

sophy of life. 

Theosophy, the practical Science 

of Life, shows experimentally a way 

of life, by going to the root of it. 

Universe, dynamic, living. 

Universe conceived as a process, 

a movement, a stream of events. 

Universe, as a bud growing into 

a flower which reveals a new wisdom 

and new beauty,' 

Science alone cannot solve all our 

problems, A spiritual background 

is necessary. 

Everything flows ” (Heraclitus). 

'' Principle of Indeterminacy ” 

(Heisenberg), 

^ Methods of Research, II. 
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Old Order 

StrVnctf and Phthsophy 

No aim and purpose in life, blind 
chance ruling the universe. 

Science considered aJUsupreme, 

capable of solving the “ Riddle of 
the U niverse 

Pursuit of knowledge for its own 
sake. No responsibility lo society. 

Science has been made a hand¬ 

maid of politics and prostituted to 

the service of the sword and the 
purse 

AND SCIENCE MEET 

New Order 

Science a»d Philosophy 

There is a design in nature. The 

universe h one of law, not of chance*’ 

Science now recogniaes her limita* 
tions and is becoming humble. 

Science is now beginning to re- 

cogojie her responsibilities to society. 

" Science and Social Relations", 

now an important subject of study, 
discussion and research. 

Modern science lacks humane and 
spiritual guidance. 

Scientific method baits at the 

borderland phenomena—at the sub^ 
atomic world/ 

Study of the universe, emphasis 
on the outer and the visible. 

Study of man, incomplete, by the 
Bcientific method alone. 

Specialization. 

Science of to>morrow (occultism) 

will be humane and spiritual. 

The truly signiheaut change in 

modern science is the change in its 
metaphysical foundations 

Study of the universe, study of 

both the visible and the invisible. 

Study of both the denser physical 

world and the other subtler, super- 

sensuous worlds penetrating the 
denser. 

Man, studied as a whole both by 

the scientific and occult methods. 

Co-ordination and synthesis of all 

sciences, philosophies, religions and 
cultures. 

7 n^ **' by 
W N tinir ^ Sir Janifti; 
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Old Order 

Science and Philosophy 

The world of experience, limited 

to sense-perceptions only; all else, 

speculation. 

" Nothing enters the human mind 

except by way of the senses 

Intellect alone capable of solving 

the mystery of existence.* 

Exaltation of analytical mind. 

Science alone does not give a com¬ 

plete picture of Reality. 

Genius is a freak of nature. 
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New Order 

Science and Philosophy 

The world of experience includes 

all kinds of experience—sense-per¬ 

ceptions, mystic or religious experi¬ 

ence, intuitional and occult, moral, 

aesthetic, etc. 

Extra-sensory Perception.* 

New frontiers of the mind.' 

To discover " Whether anything 

- enters the mind by a route other 

than the recognised senses 

A growing distrust in the mere 

intellectual thinking to solve the 

mystery of existence. 

Intellect supplemented by intuition 

and spiritual experience will help to 

understand Reality fully.* 

Liberation from the tyranny of 

mind, giving it its proper place in 

the scheme of things. 

Science and Theosophy together 

give a fuller and more comprehen¬ 

sive picture of Reality. 

Belief in the possibility of human 

perfection, for that is the goal of 

humanity. 

Belief in the existence of Super¬ 

men and the Occult Hierarchy. 

Avataras and Rishis (great sages 

and saints), being the natural fruits 

and flowers of human evolution. 

* J. B. Rhine, Extrasensory Perception and New Frontiers of the Mind. 

J. Hattinger, The Uttra~Perceptive Faculty, 

* Philosophy and Theosophy, HI. 
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Old Order 

Science and Philosophy 

Vague references to the corres¬ 

pondence of principles in Man and 

Nature. 

Man is a miniature universe. 

An atom is a miniature solar 
system. 

Intellect; its tendency is separat¬ 

ist and discursive. 

Consciousness—focussed in emo¬ 

tions and lower (concrete, analytical) 
mind. 

Modern Science does not investi¬ 
gate all nature. 

Domain of science, narrow. 

Methods of science, rigid, inelas¬ 
tic. 

* Philosophy and Theosophy, Hi. 

* Methods of Research. II. 

New Order 

Science and Philosophy 

Belief in a thorough-going corres¬ 

pondence of principles in Man and 

Nature/ 

Whatever exists in the microcosm 

must exist in the macrocosm. 

The cosmos is an individual (or¬ 

ganism) on an extended scale. 

‘‘ As above, so below 

Intuition , , . takes intellectual 

conclusions to a deeper synthesis. 

Intuition is beyond reason, though 

not against reason 

“ Any sound rationalism will re¬ 

cognize the need for intuition ”, 

(Radhakrishnan) ‘ 

Both intellect and intuition will • 
work together. 

Consciousness—focussed more in 

higher (abstract, synthetic) mind 
and intuition. 

“ Science is under bonds, by the 

eternal principles of honour, to look 

fearlessly in the face of every prob¬ 

lem that is presented to her”. 

(Sir W. Thompson).’ 

The broadening of the method of 

science and the inventing of a new 

technique of investigation,* because 
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Old Order New Order 

Science and Philosophy Science and Philosophy 

man, the investigator, is an evolving 

being.’ 

“ Beating the same pathways of “ Seeking out a new approach **.* 
research **.’ 

The standard of observation and 

report by those who claim to pos¬ 

sess psychic faculties—not rigid. 

Modem Scientist, his equipment: 

keen intellect, powers of observation, 

concentration, reasoning, judgment, 

truthfulness, honesty, accuracy, pre¬ 

cision, patience, perseverance. 

A superficial attention drawn to 

the subjects of spiritual philosophy. 

Mind-control alone considered 

sufficient to solve the knotty world 

problems. 
N 

A partial view of life. 

A fragmentary view of life based 

on the study of man in the waking 

state alone. 

’ Whither Science, 11. 

* J. B. Rhine. New Frontiers of the Mind. 
* Philosophy and Theosophy III. 

The exacting of a rigid standard 

of observation and report by those 

who claim to possess psychic facul¬ 
ties. 

Future Scientist, his equipment; 

Over and above all the qualifications 

of the modern scientist, a clean life, 

an open mind, a pure heart, a com¬ 

passionate nature, altruism, a train¬ 

ing in introspection and spiritual 

meditation. 

A deeper study, research and in¬ 

sight of the most important subject 

of “ meditation ” which is “ the key 

that opens the mysteries of the 

universe 

A loving-kindness which expresses 

itself in service is indispensable side 

by side witji a controlled mind. 

A comprehensive view of life. 

A correct and more comprehen¬ 

sive view of life based on the study 

of “ the Fourfold Being of Man ", 
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Old Order 

Science and Phiiosophy 

Study of 

Normal conecioQsnKs, 

Sob-consoio usi I BSE. 

ideihod of ^tudy 

Scientific and psychological. 

Diagnosis, Incomplete; cxamina* 
tion of parts. 

Dual conception of man's con¬ 
stitution ; 

Body, mind. 

mind 

A closed mind. 

Mind-ridden. Mind-dominated. 

Exaltation of analytical mind, 

'* Mind sees life and form as two 

separate interweaving currents *V 

■ 

The technique of mind isdualistic; 
examiner and the object to be ex¬ 
amined,' 

New Order 

Scisnee and Philoaophy 

(man exists in four states, namely} 

waking, dream, dreamless, and 
Turiya (the fourth).' 

Study of 

Normal consciousness, 
Sub-consciausness, 

5ii per-consc iousneas. 

Method of study 

Scientific, psychoio^ical and 
occult. 

Diagnosis fuller; the understand¬ 
ing of the whole man. 

Triune conception of man's con¬ 
stitution ; 

Body, mind, spirit. 

Mind 

An open mind. 

Liberation from the tyranny of 
the mind. 

The transcendence of mind as a 
means of experience by the direct 

apprehension of the intuitive princi¬ 
ple.* 

The technique of intuition is *' to 
enter into complete union with the 

object” so that the "object be¬ 

comes a mode of self-expression of 
the investigator 

*'“P- ''if"' for the 

^ Fiom UiDHil uj Mki}, II. 

* Whilhrr Science, It, 
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Old Order 

Aieifiods of Besearch 

Discovery of truth, by the method 
of trisil and error. 

Technique of intdltgence. 

Inductive method. 

Analytical mind, an instrument of 
research (s)'iithetic mind, at the 

Subjective level of eonsciousness). 

Object of Research 

Collection of facts, their classig- 

cation and deduction of principles. 

Examination of facts in an endeav* 

our to know the principles of the uni¬ 

verse, the queation being “ How ? " ' 

Statecraft, Bconomica, Politics 

Might. 

Objective! Efflciency. 

Attitude! Aggressiveness. 

War for getting raw materials, 

power, manupoliaing foreign markets. 

New Order 
« 

Methods of Research 

Discovery of truth, by experience 

of mj-Bticism, of knowledge which is 

iu tuition. 

Intuition is io-tuitioD, intermr 
knowledge, in-sight. 

Technique of inteltigence and in¬ 
tuition ; use of both. 

Inductive, metaphysical and oc¬ 
cult methods. 

Analytical tijiud and ayulhetic 
mind, boili become instruments of 
research. 

Object of Research 

Over and above the classihcation 

of facts and deduction of principTes, 

recognition and understanding of the 

principles as modes of manifestation 

of One Life in which all things 

"live and move and have their 
being 

Experimentation of forces in an 
attempt to realize the life of the uni¬ 
verse, the question will be "Why?” ' 

Statecraft, Economics, Potitics 

Right. 

Obj'ective: Character. 

Attitude: Sweet reasouableaes. 

International co-o p e r a t i o n for 

pooling together all the natural re¬ 

sources and all intellectual, moral 

and spiritual forces for production. 
' Whither Scicoce tl. 
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Old Order 

Statecraft, Economics, Politics 

Dead policies: 

Distrust, suspicion, fear, hatred, 
war. 

Invading a country without a 

formal declaration of war. 

One man rule, a dictator. 

Considering treaties, as scraps of 

paper. No respect for pledged word. 
Force. 

Sword. 

Use of threat, violence and brute 

force to settle disputes and dif¬ 
ferences. 

Suppression and eclipsing of the 
individual. 

Destruction of the individuality 
of man. 

Human being, a cog in the wheel 
of a giant machine. 

The sapping of the foundations of 
the State by tbe denial of brother¬ 
hood. 

New Order 

i 

^ Statecraft, Economics, Politics 

transportation and equitable dis¬ 

tribution of all the necessities and 
amenities of life. 

Live policies: 

Pure conscience, trust, under¬ 
standing, love, peace. 

Rule of Law. 

Invading a country only after 

delivering an ultimatum and a 

formal declaration of war. 

Rule by Representative Govern¬ 
ment. 

Respect for pledged word and 
treaties. 

Arbitration. 
Reason. 

Amicable solution of disputes by 
discussion. 

Settlement of international differ¬ 
ences by peaceful means. 

Liberty and freedom of the in¬ 
dividual. 

Emphasis on the individuality of 

man, his development and happiness. 

The strengthening of the founda¬ 
tions of the State by the affirmation 

of brotherhood an^ basing its policy 
thereon. 
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New Order Old Order 

Statecraft, Economics, Politics 

Narrow aggressive nationalism. 

International anarchy. 

No knowledge of the existence of 

a Plan of which the political and 

other epoch-making changes are the 

unfoldment and fulfilment.' 

The purpose of each nation is ” to 

entrench and organize itself so as to 

secure the greatest possible benefit 
for its patriots alone 

W orld Peace: 

It is too much to expect a nation 

to think of World Peace when 

“ war ” is considered to be a ” bio¬ 

logical necessity ” for securing a 

place in the sun and having a scope 

for fulfilling and developing its neces¬ 
sity. 

' The Government of the World, IV. 

Statecraft, Economics, Politics 

Internationalism. 

Public International Law. 

Permanent Court of International 
Justice. 

International Morality. 

The League of Nations (recon¬ 
stituted). 

The United Nations Organization. 
International Police Force. 

Recognition of the value of the 

understanding of the scheme of 

evolution and the laws of life 

which are mere expressions of that 
scheme. 

New Order “conceives of each 
nation as an organized unit of 

Humanity with the special purpose of 

giving a particular emphasis to certain 

special characteristics in the people 

of that Nation, which shall be a 

contribution to the welfare of the 

world as a whole 

World Peace: 

“ To secure World Peace by 

(a) the establishment of a World 
Authority; 

(b) the establishment of an effec¬ 

tive International Control; 

(c) the establishment of a Chart¬ 
er of Brotherhood and Human 

Rights 
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Old Order 

Statecraft, EconomicA, PatitiCs 

Thinking more of rights and pri- 
viJegcs than of duties and responsi* 
biJities. 

Party System. 

Fascism, NTat'ism, Communism, 

Dictatorship, autocratic Monarchy. 

Power Politics. Politics, the catspaw* 
ol those with *' a gJib tongue and 
long purse 

Adult franchise. 

Ignoring of Minorities. 

Wanton destruction of food and 
materials though millions are fam¬ 
ishing, half naked and without ^ 

roof to sleep under. 

" Would human beings, living in 
a world of plenty, allow millions of 
their Fellow beings to die of want ? " 
Answer; yea I (unfortunately).^ 

Overproduction, a curse. 

Deliberate under-production of 
foods and goods. 

Starvation in the midst of plenty; 

no desire and will to distribute even¬ 
ly and share with othera. 

' The G«v^m«it of tb« WDrtd. IV, 

New Order 

I 

Statecraft, Bcoftomica, Politico 

Thinking more of duties and res¬ 
ponsibilities than of rights and pri¬ 
vileges. 

The breaking up of the Party 

System; government by the whoie 
nation. 

Democracy: government by the 
wise, by trained, experienced, unsel¬ 
fish workcra. 

A graded franchise.' 

Safeguarding of Minorities.’ 

To secure for all people the basic 
necessities of life, such a$ food, 
clothing and shelter. 

Would human beings, living in 

a world of plnaty. allow millions 
of their fellow beings to die of 
want?**’ Answer: no. 

Planned production, 

Deliberate underproduction, un¬ 
thinkable. 

Superabundance of 'materials; 

and a will and desire to provide and 

send help where help is needed. 
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Old Order 

StaicGTiiftt Eccnomica, Politics - 

The <]DestioQ of prodaction: and 
tran&portatioD solved but not the 
qaestion of distribntion. 

Each nattoa tries to be seli-sum- 

cent in everything, wliether btled by 
nature or not. 

Wealth and financial system in 

the hands of a few vested interests. 

Unemployment and misemploy* 
ment* 

Motive: private profit. 

Production: wliimsical. 

Socialism t levelling down. 

Capitalist Econorny based on 

individualism and on the use of 
science to subdue nature.^ 

Each for biiriflelF, 

" Eveqjr man for himself and the 

devil take the hindermost 

,, , ’ Pnaitm of Economics, (Laclurc 
phfit, Augiut 1930. 

New Order 

St^ccraft, Ecottomics, Politics 

A satisfactory saluLion of produc 

tion, transportation and also of dis* 
tribution. 

Each nation co-operateg with 

every other nation and makes its 

own unique contribution to the wel¬ 
fare of all Jiumanity, 

Wealth and financial system under 
the control of the people. 

Right employment brail. Shorter 
hours of work. 

Utilisation of leisure for cultural 
pursuits. 

Motive : service of the community. 

Production i planned for the needs 
of the community. 

Socialism; levelling up. 

Socialist Economy where the use 

of science will be collective for the 
material good of all.' 

Communist Economy J belongs to 
the future. This will be the stage 

of " From each according to his 

capacity, to each according to his 
need 

" Each for all, ail for each 

NoM by Robit Mebla, The Indian ThcOso^ 
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Old Order 

Socifft Practises 

Competition with another. 

No compunction in cmshiDj; or 
destroying another, one’s rival. 

Cut-throat competition leading to 
unhealthy rivalry^ hatred and war. 

Competition, Destruction. 

Grabbing, Pormnal, Attachment, 

Sight, Tuition, 

Scientific knowledge. Intellect. 
Religiosity 

Limitations, 

To hove. 

Uniformity. 

A partial outlook of life. 

Going different ways fiecause dif¬ 
ferent. 

Gossip, criticism, fault-finding. 

BduCiition 

Method : Filiing from without, 

Repr«sion of emotions, resulting 
in emotional complexes.* 

Repression of lower functions. 

New Order 

Social Processes 

Competition with oneself. 
Team spirit. 

There ta no rivalry with another. 

One tries to improve oneself and 
one’s methods of work, products 
etc., so that all may be better to¬ 
morrow than they are today. 

Co-operation. Construction. 
Sharing. Giving, Impersonal, De* 

Utefament. 

Insight. iQtuitioo. 

Wisdom. Intuition. 
Religion. 

Liberation. 
To be. 

Unity. 

A synthetic view of life. 

Going together though different. 

Charity in thought and speech. 
Appreciation. 

Education 

Method : Unfolding and releasing 
from within. 

Direction of emotions along right 

avenues of human expression and 
their sublimation. 

Subordination of lower functions 
and their adaptation to the higher 

and wider functions to achieve the 
higher end.’ 

' ^Dcuion^ rv. 

' ni. 
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Old Order New Order 

V* 

SducotiOH £duc<Hi<in 

Enforciag discipline irom without^ ScIf-impD,?eiI discipline based on 

knowledge and love. 

Dogma of authoi'tty and Iradition. 

' Indoctrination.^ 

Emphasis on economic utility of 
education. 

Eavironmcntal determinism. 

Individualism and self-assertion.' 

Sensation, emotion, mentatiod. 

Emphasis only on the dev^elopfnent 
of the mind and body.' 

Ethics 

Standard of morality, rigid, based 
on authority from witbouL 

Emphasis on Brst-hand experience 
(c/. laboratory experiments) 

Helping 3 child to solve his own 
problems. 

Creative living and use of leisure 
for cultural pursuits. 

Determinism of eovironment by 
Life. 

The understanding of different 

types and adaptation to them. 

Recognition of the unity of life. 

Social-mindeduess. Broad-'midd- 
eddess. 

Social sense. Altruism, 
Universal sympathy,' 

Sensation, emotion, mentation, 
intuition. 

Wholesome integration of person¬ 
ality,' 

E^Arcs 

Standard of morality—elastic, 
based on the theory of Relativity; 
laws of conduct based on one’s 

knowledge and on authority from 

within. 

* Edacatloa, IV. 
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Old Order 

Ah' 

Machine Age, aesthetically sterile, 
without a spiritual philosophy. Per¬ 

version of scientific knowledge; the 
world cries out in pain and suffering. 

Quest for Truth: through the 
reason.’ 

The scattering of artistic forces. 

Science without the mellowing in¬ 
fluence of art. 

Architecture: static, crystallized. 

Conservative, traditional. 

Eclectic. 

Form determines function.’ 

Law* 

Punishment: Deterrent. 

Capital punishment. 

' And What of Art, IV, 

’ Law, IV. 

New Order 

* AH' 

Spiritual fermentation finds an 
outlet in art.' 

Influx of spiritual light. 

Quest for Truth: through the 

intuition or creative imagination.^ 

Flowering of art. Spiritual up¬ 
heaval. 

Rapport between Western Science 

and Eastern Transcendentalism. 

Architecture: dynamic, revolu¬ 
tionary. 

Revolt against the traditional 
styles. 

Functional. 

“ Form follows function ” ; but 

the archetype is not the machine 

but the organism, (beauty of utility).’ 

Law * 

Punishment; Reformative. 
Criminality, a disease. 

Criminal, a sick patient and to 
be treated as such. 

Reformatory School for offenders; 
both juvenile and adult. 

Introduction of ameliorative con¬ 
ditions in prison life. 

Abolition of capital punishment. 

« 
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Old Order New Order 

Medicine 

The mechanism of life, emphasis 

on : 

Detailed investigation of the form. 

The ignoring of the integral re¬ 

lationship between the physical, 

physiological, chemical, electrical 

mechanism of the body and the 

psychological and spiritual aspects 

of consciousness^ 

Structure of bodies, coarse; less 

responsive to the finer vibrations 

coming from the subtler worlds. 

Little respect for the rights of 

animals. 

Divorce between science and 

religion.’ 

Vivisection.* 

Exaltation of utility over moral 

values and of expediency over 

righteousness. 

Psychic Research 

Interest in the study and investi¬ 

gation of psychic phenomena. 

Deliberations of the Society for 

Psychic Research. 

Medicine 

Synthetic view of life. 

Study, investigation and examina¬ 

tion of the whole man. 

Study of the psychological factors 

associated with and causal to many 

diseases.* 

Structure of bodies, finer, mote 

responsive to the finer vibrations 

coming from the subtler worlds. 

Increasing kindness for animals 

and greater respect for all forms of 

life. 

Recognition of the “ principle that 

truly profitable methods of research 

will be ethically sound and that 

really preventive medicine is always 

bound up with, and conducive to, 

the cultural progress of mankind**;* 

Psychic Research 

Collaboration of persons possess¬ 

ing psychic faculties with scientists 

for experiments. 

Greater attention to the study and 

research in Modern Psychology. 

Recognition in the West of the 

great value of ancient Indian Psy¬ 

chology. 

‘ Medicine, IV. 
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Old Order 

Psychic Research 

Thoughts, feelings, desires and 

emoitons of a person are inerely 

subjectiv-fl and do not affect his 

surroundings.' 

Physiology 

Function, an epi-phenDmenon of 

the organ, i,(,, a mere state of 

activity of the organ. 

Materialistic detertninigm. 

Very little knowledge regarding 

the pituitary body and the pineal 
gland. 

Separate treatment of Biology 

and Physiology (Faculty of Science), 

Psychology (Faculty of Arts), Mcdt- 

cine (Faculty of Medicine). 

Little co-operation between stud* 

entg of physiology, psychic science 
and Theosophy, 

The Btheric Double * 

The Ethenc Double (described in 

Theosopln'cal literature) is the same 

* PKyebtdJ ReacMch, lit. 

* Phjiaiology, III. 

* Wcaiaro SciBotific Rescaiti and th* Ett 

New Order 

Psychic Research 

Greater approach through scieotl- 

ffc research into occult phenomeua 

to some fundamental ideas of Ancient 

Occultism and Modem Theosophy. 

Thoughts, feelings, desires and 

uniotions of a person are objective 

and affect his surroundings. 

Physiology 

Function transcends, creates and 

directs the organ.' 

Individualism ; functionalism. 

A deeper and more extensi^'e 

knowledge of the pituitary body and 

pineal gland and their relationship 
with each other. 

Synthesis of Biology, Physiology, 

Psychology and Medicine es the 

Science of Man and of his health. 

Greater co-operation between 

students of physiology and psychic 

science to vindicate the ancient 

te^hings of Theosophy by trana- 

fating its metaphysics into experi* 
mental science. 

The Etheric Double * 

The newly-discovered electro- 

striiclure" now open* to the 

4 

eric Dcubifi, IlL 
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Old Order New Order 

The Etheric Double 

as the Pranic or vital body of 

ancient seers, of Indian and occult 

tradition. 

Material Organism. 

Chemical and physical exchanges 

of breathing and digestion. 

'*'The Etheric Double 

investigation of Western physiologist 

is the etheric double of Theosophy 

or the vital body of Indian and occult 

tradition. 

An electric organization lining 

up the material organism-“electro- 

structure ”. 

An electro-exchange between the 

organism and its environment, be¬ 

sides the chemical and physical ex¬ 

changes. This newly discovered 

function of breathing is called 

“ electro-exchange ”. 

A deeper understanding of the 

part played by" oxygen (the most 

electro-negative of chemical ele¬ 

ments) in the maintenance of life- 

processes. It is not merely chemical 

but also electrical. 

A map of the world showing 

electric climates. 

A deeper study of the electro¬ 

structure (etheric body) and of its 

relationship with the physical. 

Collaboration of physiologists, 

psychologists and Theosophists in 

this research. 

D. D. K. 
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dnd content ni Hinduism and of other religionsi that there have oomc into 

being religious revivals* systematic^ i-fisearcliee in^ and the scientidc 

interpretation of* the truths of various religions and an appreciation of their 

hidden meanings^ Such portions of this Divine Wisdom* as were available 

in the literature of the ancient Hindus* travelled Co the West and have 

Dontipued to affect westetn thought from the time of ancient Greeks to 

today J But the Judaic-Hellenic traditions* supported by a highly-ccntmlked 

Church, inhibited the progresjs df theosophica] thought in the XVest and 

pushed it into the background. A few daring phiJosophers* alchemists and 

scientists came in contact with it and sought to adumbrate some of its 

doctrines openly, hut they paid the price with their lives on the gallows, the 

rake and ihe stake- A few of them, such as Plato, Dante, Bacon* Sir Thomas 

More and others* sought to interpret human destiny in the Uglit of this know¬ 

ledge and to construct pictures of perfect social order, Utopias, but ihc sub¬ 

sequent discoveries of science, the rising tide of seculartaffi, and the rapid 

social changes that convulsed tha continent of Europe threw the remnants 

of this theosophical ouiloDk into the hackgraund and even subjected it to 

ridicule* The climax was reached in the wTitings of two greatest thinkers 

tnd sociologists, who may be said to have been the co^founders of the 

Science of Sociology in the West* Augste Comte and Herbert Spencer* 

These two intellectuaJ giants essayed to themselves the same task as does 

Theosophy, the study of the world, man and societyi and accomplished 

their task with an encyclopedic thoroughness^ This steady disappearance 

of theosophicHl approach may be considered an unfortunate phase in the 

development of western thought, for the sociologists of the western world 

have laboured under the secular tradition handed down to them from the 

time of Comic and Herbert Spencer tn today and with disastroua rcsulta- 

Sociology* like Thcosophjs seeka to “sec Life full and it whole." 

It alms ^*to grasp the vast heterogcncoys aggregate" so that it can ^ it 

in its fullness* Sociology attempts to organise, interpret and utilise all 

available knowledge about the forces and factors that affect the human 

social dram an Thus* Comte surveyed the entire range of knowledgCi 

available in his times, in the course of his six volumes^ The first dealt 

wdth muthefnalicSf since mathematics is the foundation of all natural 

V 
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Thougkf, 
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scienMs and ths mind's most mighty instruttiEDt in the study of natural 

phenomena. Tb^n came usfrononiy, a science independent of all sciences 
but which could not be understood without mathematics. The third was 

phy$ics, influenced by the celestial phenomena. Fourth came ch^istry. 

^a e wit the physical phenomena by weieht, heat, etc. Fifth was 

the science of life, moulded by the preceding sciences, Sinh and 
last was smohsy, the science of social life, the most complicated of all, 
Comte covered the whole field of eadh of these sciences, as it bad been 

developed m his times. Herbert Spencer who followed him developed hie 

Lr p ? T T" F.V., Principle o/Socio^ 
PH^ J Principle of Biology and Pmt 

co2 d', T ^ V'"'’ Sociology has 
oih secular and nattiralisiic tendencies permeating 
Olker decline ».i,h .h. „d ™«r. Ma., J 

pr«Jictable phenomena that could be exprained and 
pulated. m terms of materialistic, mecbaniatic sciences governing the 

world of man's empirical world of experience. governing the 

It was distinctly with a view to counteract the disastrous conscxiuences 

weste* submergence of the theosophies! point of view from the 

the gfLrt^ r thtoagh the efforts of one of 

H P B covered ^ Russian noble family. 
“ kevs " w^th . h ‘7 "f Spencer, She spoke of 

ThcL "kev^' tfi!!!! be understood. 
Comte and'snenl? ^ comprehensive than the sciences covered by 
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AMro^ic^. S.D.1I. 25. a,,.; 1,389; In, igj. 
S-D., II, 345. 

Geornwricl. s. D. II. 495, 111,175, N„n„ri9.l, S 
Symbolical, S.D. H, 561. 

Physical, Biological. S.D. II. 25, note; HI. 198, 
Anthropological, S.D. L, 389; 111. 198 

Psychological, S.D. n, 25, note; I. 389. 
h-thical. Key to T/idoso^Jiry 

fe.ap1,7,M, S.D. „, 25. ,01.; 11. 394. My.;!.,,; s.D. I 401. 

Astrological. 

. D.. II, 198 ; 
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H. P. B. revived the knonrledge of Thcoaophy in the world of westera 

thought and thus laid the foundations spiritual approach to nan and the 

universe. The Theosophical Society, of which she was the Co-Founder 

with Colond H. S. Olcott, an American by birth, has kept up this fight and 

sought to infuse western thought with the Theosophical point of view. 

Two cataclysmic wars in one generation with a third hovering in the horizoci, 

have forced the West into a search of the lacuna in its schemes of values 

and thought, and I believe there will be an increasing receptivity towards 

Theosophy among the academic world and the general populace in the 

West in the near future. With this brief story of the relationship between 

Theosophy and Sociology, let us take up the varions phases of the two 

subjects and see where they meet. A brief statement, more useful for its 

suggestiveness than detailed discussion, is all that can be attempted here. 

Basic Factors of Social Life 

Let us take a newly bora babe and analyse the world in which he 

is bom, (1) The first thing he meeta with 19 this earth, the ttrta fintta, 

which was and is a part of the vast universe that surrounds it. This 

earth is the geographic environment that receives the babe at the moment 

of birth, sustains him throughout hig life and finally receives him when he 

is dead. (2) This environment is a dynamic thing. Its relationship with 

other beings like him as with the other worlds around is explainable in terms 

of ranthematicai laws. The mathematical nature of the universe is the 

second factor that enters into the world to which the babe has come. (3Jl 

He himself is the third factor. It is his physical organism with the aid of 

which he can make his existence known and with the aid of which he 

can participate in the social drama when he grows up, (4) But his body 

has a colour, it wears a '* racial uniform ", and this is going to determine 

the type of social contacts he will be able to make, the locus standi he 

will have in the social cosmos. Race, therefore, is the fourth faetDr. (5) 

His contacts with the world around will be on the mental plane as much 

as on the physical. He will need, from the moment of birth, an instru¬ 

ment to cammunicate his thoughts, express his emotions and guide his 

actions, that is the mind. Mind takes birth at the moment the body 

makes its advent into the world. The newly born babe notices the 

^lationship between his hunger, his cry, the touch of the mother's breast 

to his Lpd, the process of sucking and the satisfaction of his hunger. The 
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inn^r instrunient which helps to co-ordinate all these activities into one 

meaningful moveinent is mind, an^ mind is the fifth social factor. (fi-ZJ 

The remaining two factors, arc the values of conduct and attitudes towards 

the unknown that are current in the group amidst which he is born. His 

parents, as members of a group, have imbibed certRin codes of conduct 

that are essentia] for the welfare of the group as a whole ; the}' have also 

evolved certain methods of worship and ritual in their aitempts to come to 

terms with the unknown. Htbics and Religion are the sixth and seventh 

factors entering into the social pattern to which this babe is introduced at 

the time of his birth. These seven factors give us the seven “ keys " of 

which H.P.R apeake and of which Comte had a vague perception. These 

factors give us the seven basic social sciences, such as Geography, 

Mathematics, Biology. Ethnology, Psychology, Ethics-Aesthetics and 

Religion-Philosophy, Herbert Speneer covered the field more exhaustively 

than Comte, while ILP.B.'s treatment can be described as of cosmic 

dimensions! Interaction of these basic factors, represented by those seven 

social sciences, gh^s ns the arc hit ec tonic Sciences of Sociology and 

Theosophy. Thus, both Sociology and Theosophy cover the same field: 

they arc both Interested in the same problems, though the former is consi¬ 

derably limited in its scope, in its method of approach and in its conclu¬ 

sions than the latter, as wc shall see presently. 

Social Pkocess 

Let us see how these seven basic facts of social life interact and 

affect man and his social behaviour and what Sociolgy and Theosophy 

have to say about each : 

(1) Envircnttiintts> Environments, through topography, location, 

climate and natural resources afTect man and his social life inti¬ 

mately. Seas, rivers, mountains, deserts, plains, swamps, forests 

determine social and economic institotions of a group or a nation. 

Natural resources, such as coal, iron and oil, determine the fate of 

nations; foreign policies of nations are understandable in terms of the 

need of natural rEaoiirces of weaker conntrks. Climate affects the physical 

constitution of man. Heat and cold affect human energy, capacity to work 

and procreate. There is an organic unity between the four fRctor?, 

comprising a regional entity, such as the mineral, the plant, the animal 

and the human elements. All these are interrelated ip one compositj;! 
ecology, affecting each other for good or ill. 
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According to Theosophy, this logical, functional unity must be 

supplemented by the ethical and spiritual. All these kingdonis of 

nature are inter-rdated because they form an iptegml, spiritual whole, 

Man's boast of conquest of naliire isfulik; if he does not recognise the 

urgency of co-operaiiug with ii, it conquers him all the time. Nations that 

have exploited nature indiEcriminaidy or ignored its capacity to sustain 

life have been wiped out, A teaEpoonfui of soil contains millions of lives 

functioning in a dynamic equilibriumi and when man interferes with this 

balance on a continental he invites disaster. Our earth is our 

** mother'^ in more senses than one. Man must treat it with reverence; 

all its processes and products are a pare of one cosmic movement* 

There is a cosmic aspect of the terrestrial environments. Our 

earth is a part of the vast cosmoSi and the stars and planets continue to 

affect human destiny. The effects of sun and moon on our lives are 

obvious. Man owns affinity with the cosmos. All these environments evoke 

adjustment from man and theicfere bring various aspects of bis conscious^ 

nc55 into play. As Annie Besant wrote many years ago, Ultimately all 

the iwjub have to develop all their powers, but the order in which thege 

powers are developed depends on the circumstances amid which the soul 

is placed* Climate, the fertility or sterility of nature, the life of the 

mountain or of the plain, of the inland forest or the ocean shore—these 

thinp and countless others will call into activity one set or another of the 

a weakening mental energies. A life of extreme hardship, of the ceasekas 

struggle with nature, will develop very different powers from those evolved 

am!d the luxuriant plenty of the tropical Island ; both sets are needed, for 

the soul is to conquer every region of nature, i , * The phenomenal 

world offers man a continuous challenge which, as an individual and as 

fl member of a group^ he must accept by evolving appropriate social mechan¬ 

isms and instilutions. These mechanisms and institutions must be true 

to the ethical and spiritual consiitutioa and relationship of all forms and 

lives. As H.P.B. puts it: " Spirit is potential matter, and matler simply 

cry'stallised spiriti just as ice is solidified steam "* Life in the universe 

and man is the 

(2) Maihcmoticji, We live in a world that gives unquestionable 

evidences, of mathematical regularities. Light, heat, sound, colour, time 

nnd space are all mathematical phenomena. Our planet moves in its 

^ ^ Desalt, Ansiei Th^AKi^idttt Witdem, pp, 2fi5-4, ISM, 

* Bliiviiiky, II. P.^ r/if Kei/io 
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orbit mih mathematical precisioti. The ebb aod flow of tides, the so!ar 

and ItJtiiai' eoJipscs^ the waxing an^ waning of the moon and its retatton 

to the grow^th of crops end the physical organism of marip all give 

evidence of mathematical calculations^ The numbers of clirompsomes in 

the botanical^ aoclogical and human species seem carefully counted. 

Radiation of energy from, the physical organism and the type and power of 

human thought reveal mathematicaJ regularity. All art, painting, archi' 

lecture and sculpture, music, dancing, poetry, w hich opens a window into 

the world ol beauty, is based on rigorous mathematicat calculations. 

Verily^ *' God gcometrises ", as Sir James Jeans wrote some years ago* 

Sociology puts this know^ledge of maihematicnl concepts to use by studying 

its social implication in the holds of rneasnnng htiinafi behavimir, vital 

statistics^ social surv^eys, etc. 

Rut according to Theosophy, mathematics has an ethical and spiritual 

signiBcance. ft aids us in understanding the spiritual uature of the univer^ 

and man's identity with it. Man himself 15 an orchestration, delicate and 

subtle, of powers and faculties that make him a part of the larger world 

of life. The maerocosm and microcosm are based on the same prioeipies^ 

All the universes, physical, vital, emotional^ mental, moral and spiritual are 

fased on law's that act wiih mathematical preeiaion and produce the desired 

results. Magic is only a method of using this knowledge of the nature of 

man and the universe. When used for human welfare, it Is occultism, gupia 

vidya, white magic; when used for evil purposes* for controlling human 

beings^ for high-pressure salesmanship and propaganda, it is bkek magic. 

This knowledge can be applied for therapeutic purposes. Music, which \& 

in harmony w'ith the fine and subtle cadences of nature, can restore 

harmonies of body and bouU The sacrament is a science ; the symbols of 

various religions represent mathematical concepts, such as circle* triangle, 

square, compasses, cross, etc** and they are invested with moral and 

spiritual signihcance* 

U) Phyaicul body. The phyaical body of man has evolved oat of 

simpler organisms by gradual change or evolution* As the organism 

adjusts itself to the demands of environments, it develops certain traits 

which are transmitted to the offspring through heredity^ Theise traits 

enable the organism lo struggle successfully for its edsience. The fftlcst 

sui^'ive* This problem of heredity and mutations has engaged the attention 

of many biologists* In recent years, methods of atomic physicists have 

been applied by Mueller of Indiana University, to the genes and the soUrce 
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of tnutations tracod to the naturel radiations frotn the earth) pouring out 

radium and gamma rays. 

According to Theosophy, man’s body baa not grown out of any simple 

organism on this earth. The age of the earth is not long eoough to account 

for the siae of the brain matter, the surface area of the cerefaraJ hem{>i 

spheres and the convolutions of the roof-brain, Man's body has shrunk 

from a huge, amorphous, sexless cloudy mass to its present diminutive, 

concrete size. Heredity cannot be explained in terms of the chemical 

nature of the cfaroitiosomes and genes. The unity of heredity from one 

generation to the next, the spontaneous development so that the designated 

organs appear in their proper places, the urge of the whole, and the 

accidental divergencies tell us that there is something more in evolution 

than a mete mechanical urge. It is the principle of life in every form that 

determines the pattern of heredity, and at the hnman level, the environ¬ 

mental, parental, social, and racial forces determine the set-up for the 

future development of the life's powers and potencies. This pattern 

receives the imprint of the Spirit in man and he descends into incamatioii 

again. This pattern of the planes beyond the physical takes a definite 

shape, and the physical molecules arrange themselves from the moment of 

conception onwards. As H.P.B. wrote; “ There can be ho objective form 

on Earth, nor in the Universe either, without its astral prototype being 

first formed in Space. From Phidias down to the hunablest workman tn 

the ceramic art, a sculptor has to create first of all a model in hia mind, 

then sketch it in dimensional lines, and then only can he reproduce it in a 

three dimensional or objective figure. And if the human mind is a living 

demonstration of such successive stages in the procesa of Evolution, how 

can it be otherwise when Nature's Mind and creative powers are 

concerned F "' 

This pattern becomes the vehicle of the future personality and Its 

principles, mental, vital and physical. Thus, the psychic traits are not 

transmitted from the parents to the offpsring; they are what the child 

brings with himself as his stock-in trade for the new incarnation, and the 

parents only provide the mechanism for their manifestation. As H. P. B, 

puts it t " Complete the physical plasm, the ‘ Germinal Cell ’ of man with 

all its material potentialities, with the * Spiritual Plasm so to say, . . , 

and you have the secret, if you are spiritual enough to understand it 

' H. p. BlHTitifcT, Tht Stem DtivMnt. Vol. II, p. fi97, 3fd Ed. loo<-nw. 
’ fbia., Vsi, I. p. zn. 
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And a^in : “ In the case of human incamatiojifl the Jaw of Karma, racial 

or individual, overrides the suborf^mate tendencies of ‘heredity’ its 
servant "J 

With regard to the Darwinian theory of Natural Selection and 

. urvival of the Fittest, Theosophy ia erjually emphatic. H. P. B, main* 

tained that '■ Selection as a PowBK^-ia in reality a pure myth : especially 

when It IS resorted to as an caplanation of the Origio of Species. It is 

merely a representative term expressive of the manner in which ’ useful 

variations ’ are stereotyped when produced. Of itseil * it' can Produce 

Nothino. fiod only operates on the rough material presented to ' it 

The reaJ question at issue Ig: what CaUBE—combined with other 

T f * variatioug ’ in the organisms them* 
8eJv« ? The tmiii abont the causes of limitations and variation* of 

species, she maintained, could be found in the esoteric teachings of India’s 

Mcien secraand sages. SheMys ;’’Theday may come , , . when Natural 

Selection, as ungbt by Mr. Darwin and Mr. Herbert Spencer, will, io its 

of e™'“- tion. which will be Manu and Kapila motencatty ix/itaitud "* 

mufationa become 

m t M ' Spirit for incarnation after incarnation is the 

^e lower Icoshas of man, which enable him to enter into vital relationship 

□lanntc playing on him from the various planes and 

wrote over rZ of them. As Mrs. Besant 

: TT rnnsmuted into various life- 

anticipates by a half 
^mnry MiilJer s mvestigatiom about the natural radiations of the Lth as 
being partly responsible for hiologtcal mutations. 

C'l) Raw. Race, according to Sociology, is not a biological conceot 

tween The distinguigbing marks 1 
ten vanous racial groups present no clear lines of demarcation and are 

' H. P. DUvatiky. The Sccrtf Doctfitu. Vol. II. laj 

^ Ifrirf., p, 6JH. 

'* thid,, Vo!. 1, p. 

• Besiuit. Annie, Tfcc An<iV«* HViAiw, p. M. Fii^ Adftty EilRiga. 
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dot so pronounced or constant as divide animals into spodes. Within any 

racial group, we may come across many varietions closely resembilog other 

groups. Individual differences in head*forni, pigmentation, height, facial 

Sp body propoftiojiB, etc* ute statLetical and i]iiaiitit;ativt± not gnaJitative, 

Superiority of some races over others is not demonstrated. Negroes of the 

northern states of the U.S.A. showed better results iu iotelligence than the 

Whiles. This is a cultural fact, not biological or racisJ, The visible 

physical marks of the race are only convenient criteria for classihcation, 

since they assign individuals to categories and operate as points of inter¬ 

action between the various groups. If given tfie same environments, the 

same faeiJities for social intercourse, the same sociai, legal, economic 

and ^ucatioual status as a white child, there Is no reason why a child, 

bom m the jungles of Africa, may not come up to the Jevd of the whites. 

Acwrdiog to Theosophy, race is both a biological as well as a 

psychological concept. Theosophy accepts the present representatives of 

the dark, yellow and white recce as distinct biological groups. The first 

two races are unknown as the configuration of the earth which they 

inhabited is beyond recall. The dark race, comprising the negroes of 

Alrica, Australasia and South America, are remnants of the third or the 

I>emimaa race. The yellow race, comprising the Rod Indians of North 

America, the Turanians, the Chinese, the Japanese and the Semites, is the 

fourth, the Atlantean Race, which inhabited the lost continent of Atlantis. 

The Indo-European stock, popularly known as the Aryans, 13 the fifth 

race, comprising live sub-raccs; the Hindus, the Arabs and the Egyptians, 

the Iranians, the Cdls. and the Teutons. Two more sub-racea are yet to 

come: one of them is appearing in the western states of the U.S.A., 

Australia and New Zealand. Two more major races will appear. The 

configuration of the earth will change to afford new natural and clfmatic 

conditions suitable for the mental, moral and spiritual growth of 
those races. 

These demarcations do not make for racial isolation j indeed race 

mixture is a coustaiit phenomenon in human history. There are laws 

that determine a soul's race, religion and ray and these work with 

rhythmical regularity in his aionian career. 

These demarcations of humanity are only for purposes of study and 

appreciation of the long travail along which man has travelled 1 they do 

not suggest social and cultural cleavages, much less sanctify the political, 

economic, legal aud other disabilitiefi imposed by the physically strong on 
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the weak. AH mankind is made of the same raw material. Our joys and 

sorrows, our loves and hates, our hopes and fears are the same, irrespective 

of the colour of our skins. The remnants of earlier races call for deter¬ 

mined effort on the part of the “ advanced ” groups to show them greater 

consideration and to offer them greater facilities for progress. The 

ideology of exploitation and dominance should be supplanted by that of 

promotion of the mental, moral and spiritual interests of the “ humbler ” 

und the backward strata of humanity and a vivid realization of the 

unity of mankind “ irrespective of caste, creed and colour 

(5) Mind. The newly-born babe is just a bundle of cells ; capable 

of reflex actions, such as crying, coughing, snoring, etc. This original 

nature also includes the structure of his glands. Deficiency or abundance 

of any of these will affect his growth and determine his role in the group. 

ut it is only after entering into the human social drama that original 

nature will be transformed into human nature. Through constant interac- 

lon with the enviroments through the senses, with the aid of imitation and 

wggestiM this bundle of reflex actions and glands becomes a human 

g ts transformation takes place in the primary and the secondary 

groups in which he lives. But for this aid from his feUow-men, the child 

’ fK ® being, a lost soul The process of assimilation 

e group assumes various forms. Conflict, competition, accommodation, 

co-operation, stratification and differentiation are some of them; they 

*udi\idual s place in the group and finally result in his complete 

mi ation in the group life. The group uses various mechanisms of 

control to put a check on his vagrant tendencies. These mechanisms 

umerous. Belief, custom, tradition, suggestion, public opinion, edu- 

on, economic structure, law, religion, morals, rewards and punishment, 

of them "***"*• “ames, threats, etc. are some 

‘his whole process of the growth of human 
wture and personality in terms of the growth of the mind, which is only an 

th! ? something deeper and interior in man. That something is 

deeree ^onad, according to the level and 

wUh ^ r l*"' i they Crrespoed 
wuh the chakras. Through these chakras man is able to pot hi^ 

“ “»"it'»y vaster than the 
merely so«al. Modem science recognises the eaistence of the»i bodies. 
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Through iDcrtasing ^If-awartuiess, watchiog the contiouous flow al hia 

thoughts and actions, raati opens up a channd with his larger Self, which 

is the Silent Watcher in him, eternal, iromutable, indescribabic, The 

personality, ‘'ac<iuircd with pain has to be dissolved, the identity of the 

thinker and the thought has to be realized and transcended. This is 

the effortless effort of which the sacred books and great prophets 

have spoken ; it is the Yoga of self*awaieness, self-understanding. TUis 

ts real meditation, which leads to stillness of the mind, its withdrawal 

from the all-ahMrhing madslrom of life. Without this self-awareness, 

roan must continue to he a plaything of the group and its institutions, 

reflecting its ceaseless contradictions and disintegrating tendencies. He 

must continue: to be a bundle of contradictions, owning allegiance tq 

numerous groupa and organizations w'orking at cross purposes, torn be¬ 

tween their misleading ideologies and soubdestroying symbols and fictions, 

Man i$ infinitely in ore than the social product, eptly described as personality, 

P^rsotm la a real mask; the truth of man's being lies hidden behind 
this mask. 

(6> Morals, Sociology maintains that morals are the mores of the 

group, They are organised modes of conduct, conducive to the group wel¬ 

fare. Aforal ideals are social ideals. Values ensure social solidarity and 

uniformity of purpose. The validity of these (deals and value.s is their 

usefulness to society. There are no absolute, intrinsic, snper-social values 

to which a man may dedicate his whole being. All deviation from the 

social norm must be met with disapprobation, even death. 

Theosophy considers that the whole cosmic movement is a mani- 

fratation of order and beauty and a roan of heightened seif-awareness will 

discover here the real w'orld of values and beauty. This world of eternal 

values exists la its own right and man must dissolve the passions and 

propensities of his personality to be able to contact it. Both the individual 

and the group roust come to terms with this world of values and beauty, 

or else they will continue to flounder in the morass of physical, sensuous 

futilities, uaable to ascend from the animal to the human and the spiritual. 

Also, the individual's conduct in the group must be judged not only 

in terms of the social norms, but alsa of his growth and respousiveaess 

which vary according to the intensity of hia awareness, .All are not equally 

endowed with refinement of feeling and thought. A aunset is not the same 

for a poet and ^ peasant. Sell-Sacrifice of the martyr has no meaning for 

^bc utilitarian and the pragmatist. Consequently, individual action must 
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not be judged Irom the standpoitit of social utility only hut also from the 

point of view of the individuaJ, wi;|i ail fats biological, paycholpgicai and 
spiritual equipments. 

Also, if conformity with the folkways and mores is the criterion of 

social solidarity, then the idea of piogresa can have no meaning. It is 

the few dissenting voices that have lifted humanity from its aiiirtiaJ level, 

even thottgh humaijity has put them on the cross, given them the cup of 

hemlock, burnt them at the sake. These men, with their tongues of fire 

and soiila aflame with the infinity of the Cosmos, are the mouthpieces of 

the values and ideals to which the ordinary mortals must be coastanily 
recalled. 

(?) Rdigion, Religion, according to SocioJogy. springs from fear. 

It IS man's attempt to give a supernatural sanction to his conduct. The 

idea of Cod does not bring us any material profit, but It keeps all members 

of the group in their pr«i«r places and secures their obedience. Religion is. 

t erefore, a powerful mechanism of social control, devised by the group to 

serve the double purpose of controlling human conduct as well as investing 

^ltd habits and customs with an universal and absolute character. 

The highest form of religion is only an esetenaion of family ideals to 
social life. ^ 

But Theosophy attributes the origin of religion to the irrepressible 

unger o man for self-understanding and integration. Kdigion does not 

^rmg from fear but from man's eternal quest of bis whoJenesa. holmess. 

To be sure, religion has to be Jived and sought in society | only a neurotic 

pe^n or a god can isolate himself completely from the social drama. 

ejpon IS, therefore, both an individual and social phenomenon. Man's 

se -mtegraticn takes place through his interaction with life around him 

an e b^mes the master of his physical, vital, mental and coanitional 

Th! coovergw into the world of bappiness (ananda), where 

the Becoming has come to an end, This is the world of Being (Sat). This 
ivme discontent of man for putting an end to the contradictions of the life 

formation of the Becoming into Being is the source 

d end of religion. All groat religions of the world have revolved round 

this central theme, differing only in their methods of exproaion suited to 

the times and the genins of the people. All the great Teachers and 

"'I T" 1“"" Directorate of the world, and 
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Summary. This is a brief outline of the various constituent 

elements that enter into the social process. They intermingle into the 

mighty stream of social life whose source recedes into the far past, 

and whose end reaches out into the illimitable future. While both 

Theosophy and Sociology seek to study all these basic factors, their 

approach to their content, function and ideal is different. Theosophy 

embraces a much vaster realm, its vision surveys depths and heights of 

both man and the universe. Sociology confines itself to what is 

seen and known by the senses. It is interested in what is, here and 

now. This basic difference between the two approaches becomes reflected 

in this understanding of the purpose and plan of social organization, 

social change and social progress, and to these we shall now turn our 
attention. 

Social Organization* 

The above*mentioned basic factors of life intertwine themselves in the 

life of the individual and the group and give birth to social organization. The 

social organization is a totality of various social institutions through which 

man attains fulfilment of various aspects of his nature and through which 

the group carries on the routine of its associated life. Thus, the needs of 

human nature and social institutions are the obverse and reverse of the 

same coin. The social institutions evolved by man are education, marriage* 

family, industries-arts, state, temple or the church. Each of these insti¬ 

tutions satisfies some fundamental need of the individual and the group. 

Education, for instance, facilitates man’s assimilation into the group 

life. He does not have to repeat the whole of the experience gained by 

his group through centuries of effort. This experience is placed ready-made 

before him. From the social point of view, education, imparted with the aid 

of the primary groups, such as family, school and neighbourhood, helps to 

ensure continuity of the cultural heritage. Education is both a time-and 

energy-saving device, for both the individual and the group. Similarly, 

marriage provides contact with the opposite sex. Family, which comes into 

being after the birth of the child, becomes a social cosmos in miniature, 

with attendant duties and responsibilities of the parents to each other and 

to the nejv-comer. Economic institutions and industries represent man’s 

efforts to make use of natural resources for his sustenance. The state 

represents the collective will of the group to live in safety and security, 

• Th# Chart givas at the and will ba found uaefnl in tha study of this Chapter.. 
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while the religious ifistitutioos aid man ia eoming to terras with himself, 
with the life around him and the co|inos. 

Now. while both Sociology and Theosophy accept the existence of 

these major social institutions, their approach to their content and ideal is 

different. All instilatiotis have not otily a functional significance hut also a 

spiritual one. Education, for instance, should take into account the spiriiuaj 

nature of man and should orient itself to bis awakening into his full stature. 

Marriage is something more than a mechanism for the salisficalion nf biologi- 

cal urges ; it is a comradeship of two souls who can learn to merge into each 

other so completely as to forget their isolated identities. Family has a 

spiritu \aJue for its members, as they learn to discharge their obligations 

to a orms and modes of life, visible and invisible, past, present and 

fntore. It is the training ground where the arrogant, assertive " I " learns 

to be subordinate to the demands of the " We Economic institutionE 

and mdusines enable man to utilise nature's resources for replenishing his 

physical energies, but man must not seek to " control nature it will 

break him m the end. Any disturbance of the ecological balance is visited 

With disaster, as man is finding to his great cost. Nature pulsates with 

life and its products need to he used with a becoming reverence. The 

state 15 the formal, central organ of social control, but man must not be 

Mcrificcd to this Leviathan. Any cleavage between the state and the 

.nd,«du4lmu.,thedeRructieuo(both. Areligiou.iurtitotioumo„ 

Ulfil the ,a.k f« Whteb „ i, HWtihcally designed. Instead of smothering 

t^kc md.Yidnal mu an unending series n( ritnala and eymhols. dogmas and 

doelnnes, ,t sbnnld aid him ia o,en»miog thecootmdio,ions ol the wo,Id of 

empirioal espmence aod Beooming and in entering the ™rid of Being. 

Social Change 

Social change is continuous and inevitable. There arc various 

^uses and kinds of social change. Changes Jp nature, in biological 

organism, m the mental endowments of individuals taking birth chaLcs 

due to contact with other groups and cultures through migration aud con- 

^e. ateenntinnonsly taking pl.ee,and they.htow thritim^etons^iaiw” 

Urect, the whnle soeW stenota Hot ,h.“"*' ™'VP«‘“cM Ufc 
Structure, for there is a close relationship between 
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the different aegmenU of sociaJ Hie, “a straJd towards conaiateccy 

What affects the part, affects the ^vholjp. 

Theosophy maiotains that behind all these types of changes, there 

is the cosmic urge which fulfils itself through movement, samsara. Nature 

is changiog its visage constanily, because ol the " push and pressure of the 

cosmes which seeks to mould it in accordance with a plan. It is the 

same force that brings about biological mutaiiona and mental differenceSt 

Change is not a mere re-arrangement of matter, it is entirely a new set-up 

in which the bidden poivers and potencieEi of life manifest themselves 

alresh. Change can be brought under control, if W'e may speak in terms 

of control, only through co-operation with this mighty impulse of the 

universe. When man has nnderstood the nature of this cosmic movement, 

he will have discovered the ultimate values and purpose of the cosmic 

drama, the pole star by means of which to guide his individual actions and 

social policies. Such a realization will miuiRiisc cultural lags and enable 

man to keep bis social structure in a healthy, wholesome condition as he 

is able to maintain the health of hi$ own body. 

Social EQtrtLiBititiM 

Since social factors and institutions get out of pace with each other 

and cause dislocations, the group must make continuous attempts tu bring 

about an intelltgent adjustment of the causal factors of change. This means 

an overall planning of equilibrium of the different aspects of social life. 

The relationship of man with nature, bis biological and mental endow¬ 

ments and his social, educational, political and economic institutions must 

be fitted into a workable harmony capable of dynamic movement. 

But that is not enough, says Theosophy. Adjustment with nature 

might mean its ruthless exploitation to serve the physical, the auimal in 

man. The purpose behind the pJanniug of equilibrium of social purposes 

must be to serve the sovereign design of the Eternal, the aiding of the 

individual and the group in the upward ascent, in theli supreme destiny of 

cnlightenmeut, pow'er and wisdom. 

. Social Progress 

Social progress Is possible only on the human plane; there is no 

progress in the sufa-human realms. There are various schools of thought. 
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Geographers place emphasis on abundance of natural resources, biologists 

and racialists on the physical prqwess and supremacy of certain races, 

the intellectualists posit the development of human mind and accumulation 

of knowledge as valuable factors of social progress. The religionists 

consider man s submission to the will of God as the supreme factor of 

progress, while the institutionalists emphasise perfection of various insti¬ 

tutions, such as education, state, arts, etc. as essential factors for 
social progress. 

Theosophy maintains that while it is true that “ progress ” can be 

willed only on the human plane, social progress of the right kind demands 

a clear definition of the nature, meaning and purpose of man and the 

universe. Abundance of nature’s endowments can be recklessly squand¬ 

ered, leading to a complete wreckage of civilization. A strong physique 

can be coarse and brutal. A refined, sensitive, supple body can alone be 

open to influences of the higher parts of man’s being. Racial harmony 

is not secured by one “ master race ” dominating over the weaker ones. 

Greece in ancient, and Germany in modern, times tried the experiment, but 

with disastrous consequences. The main factor in social progress is the 

spirit in man and in the universe. It is this invisible power, more felt than 

seen, that continuously makes for righteousness. Progress should be 

conceived only in terms of minimization of separateness between life and 

matter, of increasing awareness of the individual, of orienting man’s 

institutions to the “ one increasing purpose ” of aiding every life in its 

upward ascent to the world of Truth, Goodness and Beauty. 

Conclusion 

It will be clear to the reader by mow that Sociolo|y coabnes itself 

to the realm of empirical experience. It is chiefly concerned with man’s 

life and behaviour as an individual and as a member of the group on the 

physical plane. It nses methods of investigation similar to those of the 

physical sciences; indeed, some sociologists speak of making Sociology 

an exact science, like Physics and Chemistry, even when the latest investi¬ 

gations in the constitution of matter have reduced it to evanescence, when 

the whole science of Biology is being challenged with the theses of vitaiism 

and emergent evolution, discarding Darwinism as an outmoded technique 

of undmstanding the movements of Life, and when investigations in the 

fields of Para-Psychology, Gestalt Psychology and Psychism are heginning 
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to reveal new vistas of human consciousness and new sources that lie at 

the back of the reality of physical eaistence. Man cannot be reduced to 

a few formulas of physics and chemistry and human consciousness is not 

a surnmation of a few conditioned reflexes, complexes and endocrine 

secretions. The mystery of life is deep and Theosophy stands forth for 

occult and subjective methods of investigation. As H. P. B. remarks: 

Science cannot, owing to the very nature of things, unveil the mystery 

of the Universe around us. Science can, it is true, collect, classify, and 

generalise upon phenomena; but the Occultist, arguing from admitted 

metaphysical data, declares that the daring explorer, who would probe the 

inmost secrets of Nature, must transcend the narrow limitations of sense, 

and transfer his consciousness into the region of Noumena and the sphere 

of Primal Causes. To effect this, he must develop faculties which, save 

in a few rare and exceptional cases, are absolutely dormant, in the con¬ 

stitution of the off-shoots of our present Fifth Root-Race ... He can in 

no other conceivable manner collect the facts on which to base his 
speculations 

Theosophy does not present a rearrangement or rationalization of 

facts presented to man’s physical plane existence; it guides the student’s 

attention to a self-conscious attempt to probe into the world of Reality, 

which is whole, and in terms of which this smaller world of empirical 

experience may be understood and apotheosised. H. P. B., who stood 

for the spiritual and not the material origin of existence, saw '* no possible 

conflict between the teachings of Occult and so-called exact Science, 

wherever the conclusions of the latter are grounded on a substratum* 

of unassailable fact but “ it is only when its more ardent exponents, 

over-stepping the limits of observed phenomena in order to penetrate 

into the arcana of Being, attempt to wrench the formation of Kosmos and 

its Living Forces from Spirit and to attribute all to blind Matter that 

the occultists claim the right of disputing and calling in question their 

theories . She strongly afiirmed that “ man’s inner, spiritual and 

psychic and even moral nature cannot be left to the tender mercies of an 

ingrained materialism ; for not even the higher psychological philosophy of 

the West is able, in its persistent incompleteness and tendency towards a 

decided agnosticism, to do justice to the inner, specially to his higher 

»S.D., I, 318. 
’ Ibid., p. 317. • 

‘ ibid., p. 317-318. 
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capacities and perceptions and those states of consciousness, across tbfl 

road to which such authorities as Mill draw a line, saying ' So far and no 

further shall thou go’ Indeed, she even aflirmed, and rightly so, tliat in 

order " to make ScicDcc an integral viktile, necessitates, indeed, the study 

of spiritual and psychic as wcLl as physical Nature ”* And she was sure 

of Science coming to terms with the methods of occultism in the near 

future. She said: Science is slowly but surely approaching our domains 

of the Occult. It is forced by its own discoveries to adopt wrfefM 

our phraseology and symbols 

Sociology, B£ developed in the westem W'oHd, is uncjuestionably 

materialistic, since all the basic sciencis of which it is a synthesis, pursue 

empirical methods of investigation and are wholly devoted to the physical 

plana existence. But n change is coming over these basic science^, as the 

reader will have seen in the contributions to this Symposium, and the day 

is not far off whan a new SociDlog^’ which ivill see in Matter only Spirit in 

another form will arise. This change can be accelerated by the Tbeo- 

sophtcal Sociologist if he will heed what a Great Teacher once wrote: 

" Lead the life necessary for the acquisition of such knowledge and powers, 

and Wisdom will come to you naturally. Whenever you are able to attune 

your consciousncK to any of the seven Chords of' Universal Consciousness *, 

those chords which run along the sounding board of Kosmos, vibrating 

from one Eternity to another; when you have studied thoroughly the 

'Music of the Spheres ’ then only will you become quite free to share your 

knowledge with those with whom it is safe to da so".' He must attempt 

to learn the secrets of Becoming and Being, know 6rst-hand " the hidden 

meaning of Apolln'a heptachord, the lyre of the radiant Gud, in each of the 

seven strings of which dwcllcth Spirit, Soul and Astral Body of the Kosmos, 

whose shell only has now fallen into the hands of modern Science", The 

foundations of such a reoriented Sociology will undoubtedly be; “ The 

fundumental law, the central point from which all emerges, around and 

towards which all gravitates, ... is the Oug Homogeneous Divine Sub¬ 

stance Principle. .. It is the omnipresent Reality ; imperaonaJ, because it 

contains all and everything. . . The Univerae ig the periodical mauifesta- 

tion of this unknown Asbolute Essence . . . called essence because from 

’ s,a, I, p, tl39. 

p, j*3 
* rtij., p. eoo . 

* find., p. i«, 
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esse, *to be '. . . The umvcrse, with everytbiiig in it, is called Alaj'a 

because all is temporaiy therein, from the ephemeral life of a firefly to 

that of the sus a wiJl-o -the*WTSp comjKired with the eternal immutability 

of the One. Yet the Universe is real enough to the conscious beings in it, 

which are as unreal as it is itself"* And lof Sociology wiU have thus 
become Theosophy. 
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1. SOCIAL PROCESS-VARIOUS KINDS 

2. SOCIAL ORGANIZATION : 

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS: 
1. EDUCATION 

2. MARRIAGE AND FAMILY 

3. INDUSTRY 

4. STATE 

5. RELIGION. ART. LITERATURE 

3. SOCIAL CHANGE 
EVOLUTIONARY 

REVOLUTIONARY 

4. SOCIAL EQUILIBRIUM 

5. SOCIAL PROGRESS: 

VARIOUS SCHOOLS: 

1. GEOGRAPHICAL 

2. BIOLOGICAL 

3. RACIAL 

4. PSYCHOLOGICAL 

5. QUANTITATIVE 

6. ETHICAL-AESTHETICAL 

7. RELIGIOUS 

6. SOCIOLOGY and SOCIAL SCIENCES ^ 

The chart aims to illustrate the number and nature of forces, both inner and outer, that play upon man 
and society. His outer world consists of the mother earth, his physical body and the large collectivity, the 
racial group to which he belongs. His inner world consists of his mind, the values which guide his footsteps 
in his contact with the world and the Spirit which gives a coherence and meaning to all his activities. Mathe¬ 
matics is the pointy of junotion between these two worlds of prakriti and purusha. This gives us seven keys 
or seven .major social sciences, which, through constant interaction, help to form the totality of mao’s being 
and his social environment. Sociology is a synthesis of these major social sciences and the United States is, 
perhaps, the only country today in whose, institutions of higher learning this subject is taught in considerable 
detail. The various courses of instruction in the manifold aspects of social life are offered under these -head- 

Welfare Work; Social Progress; Snejai Thought in Ancient Civilizations of Asia, in Europe and in America. 
The chapter aims to indicate briefly ihe working of these various aspects of human nature and his social pro¬ 
ducts in mutual relationship from pQli the empirical and the Theosophical points of view. 
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WE AND OUR FOOD 

Bv O. D. KANGA 

The tjtie of the raonoifrBph ^ee^3s explanation. It draws pointed attention 

Tx- T1. k ^ namely, “ We If a 
Monoerxph pcfsoo IS weak-willed, he will not be able to make use 

ExplxineJ knowledfie of the science of dietetics, however 

'*P*^'*^®t* he may be in the most recent hndings of that 
science, This motioeraph and others on Economics, Politics. Atom Bomb, 

etc. show that knowledge atone is not enough to solve our problems. A 
spiritual background is necessary • along with science {knowledge, brains), 

we want spiritual strength and many spirittial qualities. What is wanted 
13 a happy blend of science snd theosophy, of knowledge on the one hand 

and ethics and spirituality on the other. EiiJier one is not enough. If 

we want the bird of progress (civilbation, health, prosperity) to /iy evenly 
and smoothly, both wings must be equally strong.’ What is wanted is a 

development from all sides, the development of the Whole man {heart 
and head and hands). 

It should be the duty of eveiy University to see that the curriculum 

UcDtvdepm«. for its alumni makes for the development 
of Ihc Whola Mw man and doca not make him lop-sided. 

Only then will the University be said to have fulfilled 
Its Dharma M a University (universality, for Wholeness fs hmttess, keatih, 
beauly, nobUityf cutlure, refinement)^ 

Man ist mas er ess/, a man is what he eats, not only physicnJly 

A r, Wk*t intellectually and spiriluaJly. Our food is made 
H* Eat* atoms of chemical elements m diflerent num¬ 

bers and different combinations. ■' All combinations of 
atoms may be classed under one or other of the three qualities of matter, 

as inert, mobile ^nd rhythmic (tSmasic, rajasic, sSttvic), The application 
‘ Sae diagnm. p. lui, Vol, I, 
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Incompatible Food* 

of this in daily life, like the application of all true principles, increases the 

power of the Self over the Not-Self, of intelligence over 

Eastern ciawifi^- non-intelligence. Thus, in the East, foodstuffs have 
tion of Foodstuff* ° , f j 

been classified, so that a man may use such tood as 

will build up his body to the purposes for which he needs it, [Italics ours] 

1. The inert or t&masic, will make the body resistant, enduring, 

ponderous, difficult to move—in excess, slothful. 

2. The mobile, or stimulating, or tajasic, will make the body active, 

strong—in excess, restless, irritable. 

3. The rhythmic or sittvic, will make the body balanced, quiet, 

sensitive, regular, harmonious 

This is a theosophical classification of footstuffs based on a different 

principle. In appendix A are given examples of the above*mentioned 

three classes of foodstuffs. 

Incompatible Food* 

The subject of the combination of foods is one of the most import* 

ant sections in the science of dietetics. Faulty combi¬ 

nations of foods at the same meal are responsible for 

digestive disorders and other disease conditions of the body. When the 

same foods are taken separately at different meals, they are harmless. 

At 40 every one should become his own doctor for, by that time if he is 

sufficiently alert and awake, he will have found out what foods and what 

combinations of foods agree with him and what do not. There are faulty 

combinations of foods, poor combinations of foods and good combinations 

of foods. Discrimination and discretion require to be exercised in the 

proper selection of foods and nowhere could one get a finer scope for their 

exercise and development than in this section of the subject. And it is 

well to remember that the same two qualifications of discrimination and 

discretion are the first steps on the Royal Road to Higher Life. 

For examples of Incompatible Foods, please see Appendix B. 
* • • * • 

There are references to the pituitary body and the pineal gland in the 

monographs on “ Evolutionary Biology : The Evolution 

****Pin!^ aMd*"** Form ”, Part II, ” Physiology ” and " Anthropology ”, 

Part III, and “ Education ”, Part IV. There is a whole 

monograph on ” Western Scientific Research and the Etheric Double ”, 

* Anoie Besant: An Introduction to the Science of Peace, pp. 69-70. 
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Tlie Etheric Web 

Part III. There are many references to these two bodies and the etheric 

double in theosopbical literature ; th« important functions which they play 

in our bodies and are destined to play in the future is shown there. 

“ The etheric web is a protection provided by nature to prevent a 

premature opening up of communication between the 

physical and astral planes—a development which could 

lead to nothing but injury 

“ The use of alcohol, tobacco or narcotic drugs causes injury to 

the etheric web, the pituitary body and the pineal gland. 

Effect of Alcohol This is shown in the ossification of the web and the 
Tobacco, and , 
Narcotic Drug* deadening of many of the vibrations. The effect of 

indulgence in these wrong habits is that ^me people 

fall into delirium-tremens, obsession or insanity, and in the case of other 

people there is “ a kind of general deadening down of the man’s qualities, 

resulting in gross materialism, brutality, and animalism, in the loss of all 

finer feelings and of the power to control themselves 

If one wishes to make one’s body or bodies (physical, etheric, astral 

and mental) healthy, resilient and responsive to the finest 

vibrations, then one should be very careful to see that 

one uses the purest and cleanest of foods and drinks and 

avoids alcohol, tobacco and other narcotic drugs. This purifies our vehicles. 

The so-called “ soothing of the nerves ” in self-indulgence is due to 

the deadening of many of the vibrations. What we need is the capacity 

to respond instantly to all possible wave-lengths, and at the same time 

to have perfect control. This is possible only when we live a clean life, and 

cherish noble emotions and loving thoughts for the good of others. 

When our body is paining, when our head, tooth or stomach is 

aching, when our breathing is hard and difficult, when 

our mind is wandering, then we become conscious of 

their existence. One of the signs of perfect health is 

that we become unconscious of the existence of our bodies. This happens 

when the bodies are in health and are completely under our control, and 

our desires, thoughts and actions are perfectly harmonized.* This is the 

first step in the development of our higher spiritual faculties. 

Purification of 

VcKicles 

First Step in 

Spiritual Life 

* The Chakras, by C. W. Leadbeateti pp. 69*70. 

* Ibid,, p. 71.* 

* Ste the monogtaph on ** The Joy of Self-Unfoldmcnt Part IV, 
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Drinking, smoking, drugging also make one unconscious ; but this 

is going the wrong way. These areio be deprecated as they make us lose 

control over our bodies and prevent us from seeing things in their true 

perspective. , , • 

Let us now have a heart-to-heart talk on the subject of food, a 

subject with which we are intimately connected even 

A Gooa Phywque months before we are born, a subject with which we 

“ are associated every day of our lives, until the day comes 

for us to shuffle off this mortal coil. If we wish to give the fullest possible 

expression to our genius, if we wish to have our hidden powers unfolded 

fully without being hampered in any way, then we must realize that we 

should have a good physique. How could we expect a musical genius to 

express his undoubted skill and mastery over his instrument, for example, 

his violin or his veena, if he has to use one which is damaged ? How could 

we expect to carry on our work, whatever that be, most efficiently if we are 

handicapped by an aching, diseased body all our lives ? 

If that is our aim, what should we do to bring about this happy 

state of affairs ? 
In the first place we should remove from our minds certain wrong 

notions about this subject-matter. We should not live 

Remove Wrong paradise and suppose that we can eat any 

food we like or any we get and yet keep quite fit 

and strong. It may be that we may not perceive the ill effects of faulty 

dieting immediately and therefore we should not remain under the illusion 

that the laws of the science of dietetics do not exist, or if they exist, will 

not affect us, or that we are immune from their effects. We should not 

forget that we are all living in a realm of law. We cannot defy or deceive 

the laws of nature for a long time. We shall have to pay 

Nature's Laws cm- qj later the penalty for breaking the laws of 
not be defied . . ... 

health by any indiscretion or errors in eating and we 

should not be surprised if one fine morning we find we are in the grip of 

a serious malady. 

So we should have respect for the laws of health and know what 

they are. One of these laws is that there is an intimate 

MtakL'p^^ss relationship between food and health, and food and 

disease. Food is one of the most impiortant factors in 

the maintenance of good health and a high standard of efficiency. It plays 
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a more important part than climate. We should not forget that our 

stature, body weight, stamina, capacity for endurance and hard work, 

resisting f)ower against infection and disease, physical efficiency and output 

of work, mental agility—emotional and spiritual health all these depend 

upon correct rational feeding.' 

Once again, if we are under the impression that by going to a 

Riches and Health health resort we can keep well and fit, even if we indulge 

do not usually in any foods we like and which our palate dictates, we 

go together gravely mistaken. Nor should we think that if we 

are rolling in wealth we can keep strong and healthy by buying rich and 

costly foodstuffs and eating them without caring whether they are properly 

balanced or not. It is not always that riches and health go together. 

Were that the case, rich people would never get ill. 

The sooner we remove these notions from our minds the better, for we 

should know that even if we are poor we can yet keep quite well and fit if 

we have an adequate knowledge of the latest researches in food and nutrition. 

Now the latest investigations in the science of dietetics show that 

correct feeding keeps one in good health and produces a healthy race, 

while faulty feeding produces a race of weaklings—a race of sick men, 

women and children suffering from all sorts of maladies. We should also 

note that a correct, that is, a well-balanced diet is a very nutritious diet, 

but by no means a costly diet. What is wanted, therefore, is not so much 

money as knowledge to keep oneself strong, healthy and beautiful, for 

health and beauty are inseparable. 

Here is therefore a message of hope and cheer for us all, for it will 

hearten us to know that for our health we are not 

^ altogether dependent on money, nor on climate, but on 

knowledge and sufficient strength of will to put that 

knowledge into practice. This knowledge it is the intention of this 

monograph to give but the strength of will cannot be developed by any 

one but ourselves. 

We would naturally like to inquire as to why this question of food 

has assumed so much importance at the present day. 

How did our ancestors get on without this knowledge ? 

Did they not keep well and fit ? What has happened 

between then and now which has brought this question so much into 

* Dietetics : Food and Race, by D. D. Kanga. 

Food and 

Civilization 
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Fooda DittutbAd. 

How 7 

prommencc ? The question has and has become Q^ great importance 

as a result of out ^liviLi^atton. We are- now lefining out 

t^atunl Biknca ol foods add SO disturbing their natural balance. We are also 

disturbing the balance by destroying the vitamins (or) 

and mineral salts contained in the foodstuffe either by 

faulty methods of cooking them or by storing or canning them. We thus 

make our foods ill-balanced. Again, we do not understand the intimate 

relationship between health and balanced dietary/ 

Wrong feeding and the use of ill-balanced foods lower our vitality 

and tone of health and thus make iis more susceptible to 

DiMuei*^ the onslauglUa of a large number ol diseases. This is 

proved by the Investigations of a large number of 

scientists. Lacs of rupees are spent every year over these researches in 

the different countries of the world—U-S-A.. England, Germany. Japan, 

India, etc. It would be a pity if we did not avail ourselves of this new 

knotvledge of nutrition which they have given us. Fortunately, all 

researches point to ons concIusioR, that matnutiitioii, that is, wrong feeding 

or consumption of an ill-balanced diet, it the major cause of a very large 

number of diseases. 

Malnutrition is neither under-feeding nor starvation. It is quite 

understandabie that a person might die of starvation even in the midst 

of plenty for the simple reason that a particular foodstuf which bia body 

requires in order to live is absent from his dietary. 

The mQuenja epidemic of 1918 which claimed from India* more vic¬ 

tims in one year than what both the allies and the enemies 

together bad lust during the four years of the first Great 

War (L914-l9lS)i opened out ey^ to the fact eb to how 

low is the vitality of the Indian people^ The high dc&th-rate m Indiai the 

short span of life of the people and the high child morulity, com¬ 

pared to those of other countries point again to the s&me conciusioD. 

The poverty of the people is of course responsible for this sad stale of aSairsp 

but ignonince and ir^differcuce are also contributory factors. Againp 

corruption, exploitaiioni prohteering, hoarding and black*marketing m wdl 

^ Bcc Appvndi^ C, Tab1« 1 ud t1, for Uig mtluuilfl Df i nA^nced DiHiir?. 

'%Vbai ill wrUten harfi lor ladlo U appUoohIo io mioy cDuutriA in tlie world iimi^ 
larly dfciuniiancod. ' 
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Keii.ltli. How 

miuntiuncd ^ 

a5 UDdeT-f<!:cdingi rndlniitritioi:i sind rti:aldi3tfibuLi{>i] ^Iso other factors 

which are at prefient cnakhig ihe^ iJrtady difficult situation still mote 

difficult. By a r^ularly planned campaign to combat this ignorance, 

iDdifficrcncc, corruption^ anti-social practices and inefficient management 

we can do much to rai^ the vitality and tone of health of the people and 

thus increase their powers of resistance. 

Professor Pottcinkofiir of Munich riiked his life to prove this fact 

by drinking a broth containing cholera germs. He did 

HighToocof ti^L contract the disease* but remained uoanecied because 

hie tone of health was high. Sop lha moat important 

pomt for us to remember la " how to maiutain a 

high tone of health, how to increase the natural resistance against 

diseases 

It is common sense knowledge to understand the importance 

of the different procesv^t voluntary and involunlary, 

going on within our system for the maintenance of 

our normal health. They arc^ (I) masticatfODp {2) 

digestion, (3) a^similalioDr C^) eliminationp and (5) rhythmic hrealhing. 

When any one or more of these processes is not fuactioning normally* 

then our health is impaired. 

I lake El for granted that we know that we need food for 

two purposes I 

How \a our HuJlh 

liupufftcl 7 

0) To maintain our body heal; 

(2) To produce new cella which are needed, particularly for a grow^ 

ing child and to make up for the wear and tear of our 

bodies. 

The following are the chief constituents of foodstuffs : 

QiiaI Coiuij^ 

tu4nti- igl 

(1) Proteins; (2) Fats; (3) Carbohydrates; Minerals; 

(5) Ruiighage or coarse part of the food and (6) 

Vitamins. 

Of these* carbohydrates, oils and faU are heat*giverSf proteins and 

minerals are body^building materials and vitamins are body builders. 

Deficiency or e^icess of any one or more of these constituents 

of foodstuffs produces different kinds of diseases. This 

la now a scientifically established fact» Hence the 

/^tionale for the use of a balanced dietary. (See 

Appeodix C* Tables 1 and II}. 

Tb« RAtlaAfiU of 
a Oktur 
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Food Ji Mcdicim 

Milk, vegetables, fruits and whole grains are nature’s best store houses 

of vitamins and mmemls. Does it seem irrational to deprive in the first 
place the foodstuffs of their nutritious properties either by 

Our Behavinur refininc them, or by faulty methods of cooking tiiem, or by 

storing or canning them and then to try to make up for 

their deficiency or absence by buying) under our physician’s orders, costly 

artificial preparations from the chemist’s shop ? 

It is good to remember that the best places to get vitamins and 

minerals from, are the field, the garden, the market place and the milk¬ 

man, and not the chemist’s shop or the drug store. 

Does it not s^m to be equally irrational to produce toains in our 

system, first by faulty feeding and wrong ways of livitig and then to 

spend large suma of money on medicine and doctors’ fees to remove 

those poisonous toxins which have accumulated in our system ? 

If we have imagination, we wnll understand that it is we who pay 

the Iftcs of rupees which are spent tn advertisements, 

in papers and magazines all over the civilised world, 

of rII sorts of medicines, for all sorts of ills. This is happen¬ 

ing simply because we do not know the simple fact that Food is 

Medicine, and that "an ounce of prevention is better than a pound 

of cure ", 
It is, therefore, necessary that we should, in the first place, put 

our faith on the findings of science which have given us the " newer 

knowledge of nutrition ” and not depend on our wrong habits and perverted 

palates alone as reliable guides in the choice of our food, 

A little knowledge, a little self-control and a little education of 

our palate—is all that is needed to secure the best of health and efficiency. 

Let us see, how ? 

As we have already seen, the question of food has come into 

prominence as a result of our civiliaatton- 

Nature has provided us with a number of balanced foods; for 

example, whole grain, wheat and unpolished (hood- 

pounded) rice, potatoes, apples and tender cucumbers 

with their skins, are balanced foods. For one reason or 

another we do not cat them whole but disturb their natural balance and thus 

remove the most nutritious consiitnents from them in the process of 

refining them, e.g, in the case of wheat and rice» or hy removing their 

skins in the case of potatoes, apples and cucumbers. 
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These balanced foods are by no means complete foods, but we 

make them more incomplete by*^ refining them and thus weaken the tone 

of our health. 

There is a sort of a balance between the basic (alkaline) and 

acidic constituents in the balanced foods described above ; 

we disturb that balance by removing the skins and along 

with them the minerals just under the skins, which 

are the basic portion of the foodstuffs and are there to neutralize the 

acidity due to starch in the interior part and thus make the foodstuffs 

How Food Becomes 

Ill-balanced 

more acidic. 
By removing the skins and also by refining wheat and rice we 

are again removing from these foodstuffs the coarser parts such as 

bran, rice polishings and skins which act as roughage in food and 

play a most important part in eliminating the waste products of 

digestion. 
We are also removing in this process of refining some important 

Proteins and vitamins. 
In order to further understand the significance of eating* some of 

these naturally balanced foods in their entirety after thoroughly washing 

them and removing from them the coarsest parts, let us realize the 

desirability of having: 

(1) a balance between the acid and alkaline foods, and 

(2) a balance between low-bulk and high-bulk foods. 

Let us take the second point first. 

Low and Hi^h-Bulk Food* (Roughage). 

If we are under the impression that the food which we eat must 

be 100% digestible we are then seriously mistaken. 

Roughage in Food, 'phgfgfore, there should always be in our diet some 

foods which would act as roughage and give exercise to the muscles 

of the intestines and cause the bowels to move and thus prevent 

constipation. 
The following are low-bulk foods which provide very little roughage : 

All breads, pastries, cakes, sweets, and cereals made from highly 

refined grains and sugar. Also all meats, fish, fowl, eggs, milk products, 

e.g. cheese and butter, and macaroni. 

If we eat ,any of these foods in excess, our muscles of digestion 

will become flabby and we will suffer from constipation. 
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/ 

The high-bulk foods which provide much roughage and hence sweep 

away the wastes from the body are tjie following : 

Vegetables, fruits and whole grains. 

We should so combine our foods that we have 70% of high-bulk 

and 30% of low-bulk foods, (^ee Appendix C, Table I.) 

Acid and Alkaline Foods 

The blood of a normally healthy person is always alkaline. There¬ 

fore the best combination of foods is that which preserves 

mat are Acid and alkalinity of the blood and which shows a slightly 

acid reaction in the urine. Speaking generally, all 

vegetables and fruits, fresh milk and buttermilk are alkaline (base forming) 

foods, while all kinds of flesh foods (meat, fish, poultry), eggs, cheese, 

cereals of all kinds, such as, rice, wheat, bajri, jowar, pulses, dried beans, 

starches and sugars are acid-producing foods. 

You will naturally ask, if all these are acid-producing foods, then 

what are we to eat ? This does not mean that we should not eat foods 

which are acid-producing. It means this that our body functions best 

when the diet contains an excess of the alkaline over the acid foods. 

Alkaline foods are natural cleansing foods and are therefore to be taken 

in large amounts, for they help to eliminate the toxins from the whole 

system. This object is achieved when the proportion of vegetables and 

fruits to all other foodstuffs is at least 3 : 1 or better still 4:1. 

For lists of acid and alkaline foods see appendix D. 

Dr. Bircher-Benner’s ’ Theory of Nutrition 

The important part played by sunlight on our health is brought 

into prominence by researches on vitamins, particularly 

Dr. Bircher- Vitamin D. Vitamin D is an organic molecule charged 

light. Codliver oil which is so rich in Vitamin D 

is sometimes called bottled sunshine. 

Ergosterol which is present in a large number of foodstuffs, when 

charged with sunlight, is change^) into Vitamin D. The difference between 

the biological effect of a foodstuff which is charged with light and an 

uncharged one is tremendous. (See Prof. Marcault’s monograph, pp. 27-33, 

this Vol.) 

* Dr. Bircher-Benner, M.D., who passed away only a few years back was a man of 
international reputation and an authority on the subject of Dietetics.» He was widdy known 
on the Continent and his works (written in German) have been translated into French, Italian, 
Russian, Danish, Swedish, Dutch, Polish, and two small books into English.; 
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Vltflmiti D plays an important part in the formation of bones and 

teeth and prevents ^rickets. It is the charge of light in 

crgosterol which prevents rickets and govcras the growth 

of bone, etc- *' Is it not to be expected”, asks the learned 

doctor, " that ihe charging w'jth light of'^11 living food molecules should 

be signiheaut for the biological effect of food ? " This is the quintessence 

of Dr. Bjrcher-Benner's Theory of Kutritioti.* He considers the question 

of food more from the energy side than from the material side. He says : 

“ The problem of energy governs nutrition and assimilation He lays 

great stress on the question and research on energetics. 

The latest researchea in the science of dietetics lay a great stress on 

the use of whole grains (brown bread, whole wheat chapatis, unpolished 

rice) and on the avoidance of white breads white dour and all the prepara¬ 

tions made from white flour. 

Now white dour, ghee or butter and refined sugar are used for the 

preparation of sweets, cakes and pastry. They are great enemies to health 

and beauty. Let us understand, how ? In the first place they aie wanting 

in the protective vitamins and minerals which wise nature provides in 

vegetables, fruits and whole grains to ueutraliirc the acidity of the starch in 

them. Secondly, these sweets and cakes are very concentrated foods. They 

provide more energy than the average parson can use, with the result that 

this excesss accumulates in our system as fat and makes us ugly and heavy 

and come In the way of making oor bodies slim, heautifol, agile and resilient. 

In the light of the knowledge that wc have gained we must have 

noticed the very important part played by foods containing vitamins, 

minerals and roughage io the maintenance of good health.’ 

One thing that is most heartening in the discussion that w*e have 

had so far is the fact that we are again and again driven to the same con¬ 

clusion from w’hatever point of view we look at the question, either from 

the point of view of acid and alkaline foods, or of low-bulk (little roughage) 

and higb-bulk (much roughage) foods, or of minerals and 

vitamins, or of light accumulators, or of the right pro¬ 

portion* of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates, or of 

Fooiltiurh in ihc 

OrJcf <4 MBiit 

animal and vegetable proteins and fats, or of calories', that the foodstuffs 

Keansr “* Stmltgit* Thewy of HuMUoh^ by M. BiKlur- 

' See Tables T and II. AppeadK C. 
* Sec Tkble I, Xppendix C. 

* S» Appendix F, Diignsual III-BalXDcetl and Well-Bxtadced Diets, 
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arrange theraHelves in the foUowing three classes in the crder of merit 

(autritioo): * 

ClOiS I— , * V.1 

Fresh milk and its products, buttermilk, green leafy vegetables, 

raw uncooked vegetables, salads, fresh fruits, fruit juices, raw eggs, outs, 

oils, honey. 

doss !!*— 
Whole grains (unpolished rice), whole meal bread, wheat chapatis, 

conservativay cooked* vegeiables, cooked milk and dairy products, 

cooked eggs. 

C/ffS5 Hi— 
All kinds of meat dishes, refined cereal products, such as, white 

flour and white flour preparations, polished rice, sugar, jams, canned and 

preserved foods, etc. 
What does this classification mean ? It gives the judgment of 

modern science on the nutritional values of out daily 

Tt* Judamwurf foodstuffs. The modern science of dietetics recommends 

Modem SciETKc greater and greater comsumption of raw foods as far 

as possible and practicable, fruits, raw vegetables and fresh milk, raw 

etc. and the smaller aud smaller consuraptiou of flesh foods, refined, rfevifff- 

liztd foods (rice, wheat and other cereals), canned foods, sugar, sweets, etc. 

In practice, this means that we should have once daily at the 

principal meal, a dish of varioufl raw v^etables accompanied by ssalad of 

some greea leaves. We should use wholemeal bread or ebapatis and 

unpolished rice, and rightly prepared, conservatively-cooked vegetables and 

potatoes. We should use tinned and preserved food rarely and only in 

the absence of fresh ones. We should see that dishes made with white 

flour are served with plenty of green vegetables. Wc should curtail our 

consumption of sugar, sweets, cakes and pastry. 

It further means that we shall have to bring about a complete 

revolution in our eating habits aud our ideas of what 

is an adequate diet. At present we are giving first place 

to foodslpfFa given in class III ^ the sooner we give 

these foodstuffs the plaen they deserve and which modern science gives 

them I the better for ouf hedth^ 
i 

> Coiuervi&ii\-e^y<^»d mtAss cQQk«d in such k vmy iA te con»$tvt ill ibe nuLril^u^ 
praperti«A< 
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Finally, if we wish to have a. beautiful race of strong, healthy, 

. j hardy, creative men and women, we cannot build that 

FnitiRf blither on fc^isting {over-indulgetice) or on fasting 

(under-eating). If w'e have to choose between the two, 

we would rather prefer the latter to the former, for the latter would help 

ua more to advance intellectually and spiritually. 

It would be better for us to remember that more diseases are 

caused by over*eating than by under-eating, that a small qoantity of 

wholesome (balanced) diet, pr^eriy masticatisd, is far better for health 

than a large quantity of iU-balanced diet which is simply gulped down 

the throat without proper mastication. It Is not how much we eat hut 

how much of what we eat is assimilated by us, that is of importance. It 

IB always better to rise from a meal with a feeling of a litUe hunger than 

a feeling of over>feeding. Over-eating even of balanced diets causes many 
diseases. 

Over-eating, hasty eating, eating too frequently and drinking with 

meals, alfect digestion, produce constipation and dyspepsia which are the 

root causes of all kinds of diseases. 

“ That those who now fast by compulsion of circumstance, may 

cat, we who feast by compulsion of habit, should fast. Because the world 

today is mad, some few ' fast unto death If only for their stomach's 

sakes, the many might well now adopt a 'fast unto li/e These words 

of Tandra Devi are worth pondering over. 

* * ♦ . • « 

Wc have all along slres^ed the lioporiajico of one factor cnlyi 

Oihef namely, food, in the maintenance of health and efficiency; 

n« to bs factors also which should not be 

neglected. Vigorous exercise in fresh air and sunlight, 

hygienic clothing, rhythmic breathing, a sufficient amount of rest and sleep, 

a clean and simple life and a spirit of optimism are also required along 

with the right kind and proportion of food, ineludiug pure water, if the 

production of a beautiful, strong, healthy and virile moe ia to be our goal. 

* • * - • 

There were two friends who were living together. They were 

WluniiiL!. educated and had a sound knowledge of both 

Porvert J"p«late > theoretical and practical dietetics. Balanced diets were 

^ways served on their table. Now one of the two 

throve on such a diet as he natumlly should and the other was always 
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ailing. Why ? Because the first had su^icient strength of will to make 

ays of the hakneed diet while th^ other, being weak-willed and conse¬ 

quently a slave to the vagaries of his perverted palate, partook, in spite of 

all his knowledge, of only I hose dishes which his palate dictated and not 

those which his judgment recommended. 

We thus see that everything turns upon educating our perverted 

palate and bringing about a eomplete change in our habits and customs of 

nutrition. I3 it possible ? In our early age, we liked certain things very 

much and thought life would not be worth living if we did not get them. 

Now we do not care for them, Similarly, we can bring round our palate 

by speaking to it in the following terms: 

” You have ruled me so far and I have meekly followed you and 

TkflCijlUofTE^eij* ^ “■ *’fi^ltling, physically, mentally and spritually. 

DTid Pninie Now, Irom to-day, in the light of the new knowledge of 

nutrition I have gained, / am going to rule you and you 

will have to follow my orders, for I will not allow you to satisfy your 

merely habitual craving for food, irrespective of the real needs of the 

body The moment we make this firm resolve and act up to it, we are 

free men or women. There will of course be a great resistance in the 

beginning from the cells of our tongue and palate but once they come to 

know that they have to deal with a person of strong will, they will yield 

and will be most pliable. New cells will gradually be formed which will relish 

the menus of the new type based on the " newer knowledge of nutrition ", 

These, new cells will have an aversion for reboed, denatured foods, for hot, 

spicy, sour foods, for angary, fatty, starchy foods, for flesh foods. On the 

other hand, they will have a craving for simple, whalcsome, living, 

vitalizing foods, for raw vegetables and fruits, for naturally-balanced 

foods. 

We are, again, ignorant of the fact that there is a period of in¬ 

cubation For every single malady that our fli-cR is 

heir to; that there is a cause for every disease. 

This incubation period may be short or long ; it may 

be a few' hours, days, weeks, months or years. This depends upon our 

own constitution to begin with and the extent of our faulty dieting, wrong 

habits, over-eating, indiscretion and want of control over our palate. But 

we should not forget that all these little errors help to accumulate the toxins 

of diseases in our system and keep us always below the normal standard 

of health, always ailing from one disease or another, always working cinder 

Tlbt PcTiw^ ^ 
tncubatl^ 
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Whpt wc its 

Impliciitioni 7 

a hoiodicap aDd never et our best; theec end, agitin» tn poor growth, poor 

mentality and leave a legaey of w^eakliogs to the fuiure gene rations. 

Far better would it be if we inaJe a serious error in our dieting, so that 

our diet was conspicuously absent from, or strongly deficient in, one or more 

of its nutritious Constituents, with the result that the period of incubation of 

disease was cnnsideiably shortened and we were stricken down with a seri¬ 

ous malady. Then our eyes would be opened to the importance of the subject 

of nutrition and we would not cat w hat wic liked and w hat our perverted palate 

dictated but would be guided by the ktest findings of science on the subject. 

In eating let judgment dictate and not desire " (Dr, Hauser of Vienna,) 

If we happen to belong to thiH class of [lersons, then we should 

remember that this w'eakness on our part does not 

affact us only but aho our cAi7tfren and succeeding 

gtnerations. And if u'G happen to be a reaponsible 

officer of state or a big man in our city or community, then it 

will affect a very large number of people. Let us see, how ? L«t 

tne explain: We know the maxiin, " Men's snna, incorpore sann" (A 

healthy mind in a healthy body.] Body and mind are intimately connectod 

and they react each upon the other. And so this weakness of ours will 

also make us mentally weak: our iDteUect will be clouded, w-e shall not 

be able to think clearly. We shall not have a clear vision of onr work, 

duties and responsibillies. We shall not have a balanced view' of life. 

We shall not be able to see things in their proper perspective. We ahall 

not be able to assign right values to all things; we shall not put first 

things first. Having failed to assign right values to our daily foodstuffs, 

or having failed, in spite of our knowledge, to act up to them icAere our 

oten persoitai tceZ/urc is liottcemed, it will not be surprising if we fait in 

other spheres of life where our work lies and where we are responsible 

for the welfare of tens of thousands of other pcoplu. In other words, we 

shall not he in a position to solve the grave, complicated problems, such 

as starvation, disease, poverty, unemployment, deadlocks, wars, etc., 

facing our community, our coutitiy and the world. 

Is not that our personal experience ? Is not that what w'e actually 

see occurring at the present day 7 Nut a single day 

passes without our reading in the papers about dead' 

locks—deadlocks eveiy^where, at home, between diffismnt 

communities, between different faiths, betw'cen the tulers aud the ruled, 

between governments of diffL’rent nations. 
22 
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There is no wonder therefore that one great man, an authority of 

Banlmi t of '“ternational reputation on the science of Dietetics, 

®‘'^cher-Benner, M.D., of Zurich, pointed out in his 

address “ On the Prevention of Disease by Correct 

Feeding ” to the Food Education Society, London, in 1933 on the occasion 

of the Twenty-First Annual Conference of Educational Associations that— 

After a century of astounding progress in science and technology, in 

hygiene and medical surgerj', the civilized world finds itself almost un¬ 

expectedly faced with threatened bankruptcy in every department of life 

There is a definite relation between the condition of our digestive 

systems and social well- or ill-being. ... He whose body is clogged by 

over-eating is also a clog on human society. . . whilst we learn to eat with 

moderation, by denying ourselves this and that, by gradual and steady 

abstinence, we liberate in ourselves forces that make for the welfare of 

our fellows. We become factors for social adjustment, instead of clogs in 
the human machine 

Here is food for thought for all of us. Let us brood over it, think 

oyer it calmly and dispassionately and we shall see the force of arguments 
given here. 

We should therefore use the science of dietetics not only as an 

end in itself to keep us physically well and fit but also as a means of 

developing our powers of discretion, discrimination and self-control, thus 

awakening and expanding our spiritual consciousness as well. 

We shall thus see that in this respect the science of dietetics is 

The Science of ^ ‘he 

Dietetic, is sciences. Unlike others it demands from us an inner resolve 

Unique to put its teachings into practice. We cannot expect to 

keep ourselves fit through our doctor, or our secretary or 

our agent. If we are engaged in a law-suit and cannot plead our own case 

It doe, not matter ; we can engage a lawyer to plead lor ns. If we want to 

bmld a house and do not know engineering, it does not matter; we can 

engage an engmeer and get onr work done by him. But when we want to 

bmld our own bodies and have no knowledge of the science of dietetic, we 

^no s*™P y engage a doctor or a dietician to get that work done for us 

then, of our or other perKin’s knowledge on matters of our daily diet 

There is no other way. The utmost a monograph like thip, or a profesair of 
Tandra Devi; Feasting and Fasting, 
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No One Else Can 

Help Ut 

dietetics, or our own doctor, can do for us is to point out the way. They 

will say; this wa^ lies strength, health, beauty, clarity of 

mind, strong will; that way lies weakness, ill-health, 

ugliness, clouded mind, weak will. Let us make our own 

choice. The chooser is we and we alone. No one else can help us there.* 

In another respect also the science of dietetics is unique, in¬ 

asmuch as it * gives us an opportunity every day of our lives to 

make an inner resolve to put our knowledge and experience on matters of 

food into practice. Where else could we find a better field of exercise 

than this to make ourselves physically fit, intellectually alert, mentally 

clear, morally sound and spiritually awakened ? It has thus the merit of 

bringing about an all-round development in us, help us to give the fullest 

possible expression to our genius and thus make us leaders to guide our 

people along right lines. 

We can imagine the spirit of the age whispering in our ears thus: 

“ I am the spirit of the age, embodying the science of Dietetics. 

Use me wholly (not only physically) and I shall make 

Listen ‘oyou refined and cultured and shall also usher in the New 
perings ot the 2^mt 

ol the Age. Order; for, it is only through you, the new types of men 

and women, that the establishment of the new order will 

become possible. Thi« U an age of wholeneM, which means holiness, 

and therefore the experiment is worth trying. The prize is great, the 

reward magnificent. Who will try ? Only those who “ mean business ”. 

.5 

i 

i- -z ^1 

' See pp. Hi and Uv, Vol. I, this Series.—Ed. 
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APPENDIX A 

1. A List OF SaTTVic ’ Foodstcffs 

(dtlichus, bland, substantiai and agreeably) 

Cow's Milk: bntier, ghee, crBam, chef^, cunla pnpired ftom cow's milk, 

Cerealu: ragi, roaizs, barlay, wheat, onpolished rice, red fieu, oat meal, 
bread, saffo, arrow-rooL 

Pulses of all kiuda except tbe black Bfruru; dried peas, pistauchio^^ 

Fruits^ applet, banaaas, oranges^ pears, pine-appleSp guavas, 

wood-apples, papayas, pomegrantaR. berries of all kinds, sapotas, peaches’ 
tomatoes, melons, dates, grapes, nisios, figs, lemoDs. 

Vegetables: spiaadi, all leafy vegetables, cabbage, cauliflower, carrots, aJI 
kinds of gourds, white pumpkin, potatoes, sweet potato. 

Sugar: csndy, sugarcane juice, honey. Tender cocDanut water. 

Nuts: almonds, groundnuts, cocoannt; dried ginger; myrotMlan ; Thed 
HavisAnnam; into, 

Cmeku (a mixture of boiled white rice, ghee, white sugar and milk). 

2. A List of RZjastC Foodstupfs 

(bilter, Konr, sdftffe, tmr-hot, pungent, dry and bunting) 

Meal, fish, eggs. 

Tea, coffee, cocoa, oval tine. 

CfajlIiBR, tamariud, chutney, plddes, asafoetida, mustard, spices. 

Highly seasoned dishes; foods that are dry and burning. 
Oil, white sugar (cDirunerclpd sugar). 

Hadisb, brinjal, ladies' finger, cucumber, drumstick. 

Articles of food producing wind, indigestion, sickncsR, grief, pain. 
Fried things, pastry preparations, sesame seeds, 

3. A List of Tamasic' Foodstuffs 

{male, putrid, comt//, unclean) 
Bftflf, pork; 

Oisionay ^rliOt 

Stale things, rotten things, unclean ibings. 

Half-cooked and twice-cooked thin^ 

I TAe DAffgdvait-OiM, X’t'H, 8, 
’ Ibid., 9, . 
* Ibid., ID, 
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• APPENDIX B 

Examples of I^kdufatiblb Foods 

1, S’ltfncAtfi attd Acid Fruits (Faulty COmt^nfllioDs) 

(a) Poddin^f pi^ au;d tarts with unripe or very acid ftriits. 
(a) Cereals and acid fraits (a maal of rica followed by nil acid 

fruit salad) 

2. Proteins ond Starchss (Poor conbiaations) 

(a) Meat and pratatoes^ 
fd) Meat and bread fmeat, fish, bam sandwichea). 
(e) Meat piee; fish and potato chipa. 
(d) Eggs nn toasL 

3e [[i-halanc^d diets 

Exr:ess of Cither proteins^ fats or carbohydraLea iq combinatioilS of two or 
mare of tfiem at the 'saioB qiKil, make the diet “ ill-balmiced 

Examplesi 

Excess cf Proteins: 

(a) Eggs and Beans, (h) Meat and Beans, (o) Meat and Fish. 
(d) Ham and Eggs. 

Excess o/ Fats ~ 

oilt (solad oil). Butter and Nuts. Butter aod Cream 

Excess 0/ Carbohydrates : 

(a) Cerelaa (Stanches) with lar^e amounts of Sugar. 
(ft) Potatoes and Rice, 
(c) Potatoes and MacoionL 

Some more Examples of faulty or poor €o^itftffr£r/foij:j : 

(o) Fish with Milk or Curds. 
(ft) Meat with Milk or Curda. 
(c) Milk with Goosebemes ur Cherries^ 
(^) Milk with Milk Products. 
(e) Potato Salad and Vinegiar^ 

if) Oat-meal and Grape Fruit 

(g) CrcAm added to Pastry (Fat 'h Flour+ Sua^r)- 
(ft) Fried Foods and Pastry. 
(0 Rich Meat Dressings and Fastry. 
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ij) Sugar, Jams or Marmalade with the already poor combination trf a 
mixed Starch and Protein Meal. 

(ik) Jjiack Gram with Radish or Curds. 
(f) Jaggery (Gur) with Radish. 

Somt ExatHpha of Good Combinatiota t. 

(ill) V^embJes combine beautifnlly with practically all foods except 
Sweet Fruits, 

(i) Acid Fruits combine well with all foods except Starches and 
PuJ^as. 

(c) Fats go well with practically all foods except Milk, Nuts and 
Flesh Foods. 

r ' -- 
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APPENDIX C 
•M 

The two tables 1 and II given bd<^ show the rtitionAle for the u» of A 

balanced dietary and also the impartaoce of the presence of roi*ghagc 
and vitamins Lo the daily fcKidatqBk; 

Table I 

Const jruEKTS 
OF 

Foodstuffb 
Chief Sotfices 

DEFiciEsfcr 
cacbej thf 
roLLowmo 

DISEASES 

Excels cai^$es 
THH FOLI^dWIKO 

DISEAJEy 

Daily itu¥AN 
EEQCmEMENT 

Froietiu 

Anirrml L Whole mil^. L Lha resist- 90 b tw 
BdttsnniUf^ inf pourei dnnsp 
Hkimmed milk. Agoiii^ di»- 

easiA. 

2. Fleih, Mut, Z. Look of GodL Scbllca J13 % 
Fishr Vigour, Bheumalitm, (animal) 

Kidofty troiibles. 

2. 1. OroiJ puds aed J, Addcts 55.5% 
Dreads Growth. (vogvtable} 

2. FoJso^ Phu anil 4. Ftodiim 
Bead?, AoidmLt, 

3. Neti uad 

A. Ve^Amblos end 
Fmiu. 

Fate 
* 

1. Animi] L Byt ter ud Ghea, AJBbcts eyes imd UfMHA difbtkip. aetn^o 
rooooOk mtm- gros. 
brua. 

Z. BhI jjid BdEiitOfi 
Fats^ 

J- Frih Liver Oila. Cannes o&esfty^ 30% 
coostiiHiioa. (Animal) 

Zi Vei^etable L Odt^eeda. Oedcmi. natiiknce imd 
iodigeslioD. 

2. NuLa. 

3. 
. . 

(^'cgrtsblw 

4, Cocoauta. 

tliifi w whscb talbm may be rnd wfthidvixiLaj^ alon^ witn 
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Constituents 
OF 

KdODSTUFFS 
Chjef Sources 

Deficiency 
CAUSES THE 
Following 

[DISEASES 

Excess causes 
THE FOLLOWING 

DISEASES 

Daily human 
requirement 

Carbohydrates 

1. Cereal grains and 
Bread. 

2. Pulses, Grams, 
Peas. Beans 

3. Dried Fruits, Nuts 
and Seeds. 

4. Starches and 
Sugars. 

Wasting 
1. Diarrhoea. 

2. Diabetes. 

3. Gas and irrita¬ 
ting Acids. 

4. Obesity. 

5 Decay of the 
teeth. 

360 to 450 
grms. 

4 

Minerals 

Calciaixi, Iron. 

Pboephoms. 

Iodine, etc. 

1. Milk. 

2 Eggs 

3. Fruits. 

4. Vegetables. 

5. Cereal Grains 
(whole) 

Stunted Growth. 

Rickets. 

Bad Teeth. 

Anaemia. 

Wasting, etc. 

Goitre 

Boughage 

Or Coarse Part 
of the Food. 

1 

1 

1. Bran. 

2. Polishings of | 
Grains A Seeds. I 

3. Skin and Fibre 1 
oi Fruits and | 
Vegetables. j 

1 

Diabetes. 

Cancer. 

Chronic Con¬ 
stipation. 

* Dyspepsia. 

Acidity. | 

Appendicitis. j 

Stomach Ulcer. | 
etc. 

1 

i 
1 
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Table II 

Vita¬ 
mins 

Chief Sources 

Deficiency 
CAUSES THE 
FOLLOWING 

Nature of 
Effect 

Damaged 
OR Des¬ 
troyed 

Daily 
Human 

Re¬ 

DISEASES BY 
quire¬ 
ment 

A 1. Milk and Milk pro> ^ Eye diseases. 1. Growth -promoting. Slowly 
ducts. 

Night Blindness. 
essential to Babies 
and young animals. 

destroyed 
by cook¬ 0.873 

2. Butter and Ghae. 1 

Affects Growth. 
ing. mgm. 

3. Eggs. 1 

: Inflammation of 
4. Animal Fats. j Nose. Throat. 

Longs. Stomach 
5. Animal and Fish and Bowels. 2. A Safeguard against 

Liver Oils. infection from pa¬ 
thogenic Bacteria. 

6. Green and Yellow 
Leafy Vegeubles. 

(Spinach, carrot, let- 
tuce, tomatoes, sprout¬ 
ed grains.) 

3. Maintenance of nor¬ 
7. Fruits. 

(Fat soluble) 

mal structure and 
function of Mucous 
Membrane. 

1. Unmilled Cereals | 1. Anti-neuritic, 1. Baking 
(unpolished rice.) powder 

(soda.) 
2. Whole meal 6our. 

3. Milk. 
2. Throw¬ 

t I- 2. Necessarv for the ing away 

4. Egg-yolk. 
normal functioning the wash¬ 

• of the Brain and 
Ner\’Ous System. 

ings and 
C ere al 

5. Nuts, and Germi¬ Beci-beri. Polish. 
nating Seeds. 

... • ings. 
Nervous 

6. Tomatoes (most Breakdown. , * *’ 

vegetables.) 3. Anti-beri-beri. - 

7. Yeast. 
1 

8. Animal kidney, 1 
liver, brain, heart. 4. Body Builder and 

Repairer. 
■ 

9. Pulses (Husks.) 

Ba Do. Pellagra. Baking j 

(Water soluble) Skin Troubles. Growth-promoting. 
powder 
(soda,) ! 

i 
1 
1 

J _ 

% 

Raw tongue. 
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VfTA- 
1 

1 Chief Sources 

i 

D£FlclASfCV 
CAUSED TU£ 
¥QLI.QWinC 

])J$£ASEfl 

Natuaa of 
i:;FrECT 

f 
: Oauagw-O 

OR Deb- 
1 TROVES 
1 BY 

Daily 

Re- 
QtriAA^ 

MESiiT 

C 1. Md^i fiesi Fruits 
wid irrttc lafv 
Vp|«tiblu. 

1 ^ar Liinfi. 

3. Iml^A (I 11 d J A a 
■ Cooubeiry.J 

Sprcufet! Cixifin. 

5. F^pi4](R. 

d. Frah Uilk, 

(VVAler soluble) 

ScoHTr. 

Soft And 
Binding T«th. 

Eod JnlKtlnD. 

Sw«UftR lotni^. 

1. Antf-scorbulio, 

2. M A1 n t c GAncB of 
dorm A J alrtiErlare 

fiUKtlon of 
Blood GApillArIn. 

Body Builder. 

] r BAling 
powder 
{s«iA.) 

Z. FAKIOU- 
rixAlloil 
of Milk, 

3, Cookuif, 
Storing 
Tinning 
Dfyioi, 

40nij[[ni. 
to 

D ‘ L Aaimal MiSk tad 
MUk Fau. 

3. AnimaJ Ft'!# md 
Finb-lh'At Oil». 

HM-jfolk, 

4. Leiiy Vc^getA&le^. 

5. and S ua- 
bgbi. 

(Fai Ablcib^ci) 

1. ElckAu, 

S^l BiQdA. 

3^ W«Ak Tccitb. 

4. Soft NaUa. 

1- Adt^IAcyt^. 

3. CiilcifylD^ VilAmlii. 

5. Gnowlli-pramcitinit. 

K MiintinAace of nor- 
msl Sinictdro of 
Bod« and Teolh. 

0.33 
ngTn. 

E 1, Vegetable OOe. 

a, Wl,«t Gtrta Oil. 

Ceml Cniii». 

EM-jijTb. 

3. Veietablefr' 
(lettuce.) 

(Fit Hluble) 1 

i 

RftEAfdfr Rfipna- 
dactioiQ, 

Wok 
^Ifiprin^p 

M 

AailiterBIty in both i 
wxe^ 1 

1 

RanciiiitY. 

BakinB 
powder. 1 
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APPENDIX D 

Examples of Acid anij Alkaline Foods 

1. Acid Foods, (Acid-producing foods). 

Bajrii Bread, Cbapati> Cheese \ Chicken \ Chocolate, Coffee, Eggs\ 

Fish/ Flesh,^ Honey, Jaggery, Jawar, Meat\ Oatmeal, Rice, Sugar, Tea/ 

Wheat. 

2. Alkaline Foods, (Acid-binding foods.) 

Almonds Apples, Bananas, Beans (dried) Beans (dri^ Lima, 

Double Beans) Beets Cabbage, Carrot Cauliflower, Celery, Currants 

(dried) Dates, Figs^ Lemons, Lettuce, Milk (fresh), Buttermilk, Oranges, 

Peaches, Peas (dried). Potatoes, Prunes/, Radishes, Raisins®, Tomatoes, 
Turnips. 

Note,—Milk is practically neutral, slightly alkaline when fresh, slightly 
acid when boiled or pasteurized. - L v. V 

\ 

•« 

* strongly acid. ^ Strongly alkaline. 
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APPENDIX E 

Balanced Dietaries which involve No Weighing 

General Observations 

(3) R.m*'* Milk, (2) Curds. 

fl5 <? ’ ^ hTi ® 'f ’ Oil (Vegetable). 
(12) Sug^. (13) Jaggery. (14) Vegetables. (15) Fruits. (16) Nuts. etc. 

these fl^strffr"‘''.®'r ? show the proportions in whkh 

Measi^^s Le r K ^ well-balanced dietary. HOUSEHOLD 

diet^^ r r ™ ^ well-balanced 

th! dTff MlT “>«” “ guides. If 
not be *“ proportions indicated there, then it wiU 
not be necess^ to trouble about Vitamins and Minerals for tiey wiU tike 

e of themselves. The diagrams following will further elucidate the subject. 

Table III 

Examples of Balanced Dietaries which involve No Weighing 

The quantities written against each foodstuflF indicate approximately the 

d^y requirements of that stuff for a man at moderate muscuL Ilrt The 
quantities vary according to age, work and climate tk .»• . ■ 
are for normally healthy persons 

Food Stuff 
Requirements per head per day 

Non-vegetarian 
Vegetarian 

Milk 
t to 2 teacups (8-16 oza.) 

1 

Curds 
i 2 cups (16 ozs.) 

or 
1 cup (8 ozs.) 

Buttermilk 

Soya Beans (Twice a week) ... 

Meat (chopped, packed) 

fcup (1.5 ozs.) ^ ••• 

} cup (2 ozs.) 

' 3 cups (24 ozs.) 

i cup (3 ozs.) 

or 
• •• 

Fish 
4 ozs. ••• 
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Food Stuff 

Requirements per head per day 

—-i 

Non-vegetarian Vegetarian 

Rice (Unpolished) ♦ to } cup (4 to 6 ozs.). J to 1 cup (4 to 6 ozs.) 

Wheat Atta (Whole-meal) or 
Bajri or Jowar Atta (Flour)... 

or 

1 cup (8 0X8.) 1 cup (8 ozs.) 

Brown Bread 1 to IJ loaves (8-12 ozs.) 1 to IJ loaves (8-12 ozs.) 

Pulses or dry Beans i cup (2k ozs.) i cup (2} ozs.) 

Sugar 1 Tablespoon (level) 1 oz. 1 Tablespoon (level) 1 oz. 

Jaggery 1 Dessertspoon (level) } oz. ... 1 Dessertspoon (level) J oz. 

Ghee and Butter 2 Tablespoons (level) 1} ozs..*. 2 Tablespoons (level) IJ ozs. 

Oil (vegetable) (exposed to 
sun’s rays) 2 Tablespoons (level) 1} ozs..*. 2 Tablespoons (level) 1J ozs. 

Vegetables (green leafy) 
(mixed) 4 ozs. One or two uncooked ... 4 ozs. One or two uncooked. 

Vegetables (other kinds) 6 ozs. (cooked) 6 ozs. (cooked). 

Fruits (fresh) 1 plantain or orange, or 1 plantain or orange or tomato 
tomato or any seasonal 
fruit 

or any seasonal fruit. 

Dry Fruits or Nuts A few pieces A few pieces. 

1 Tea cup=8 fluid ounces. 

A dessertspoon is bigger than a teaspoon and smaller than a tablespoon. 

2 dessertspoons = 1 tablespoon. 

The following are some of the Green Leafy Vegetables : Cabbage, 

Spinach (all varieties of), Lettuce, Turnip Tops. Brussels Sprouts. Amaranth 

(tender), Coriander, Drumstick, Celery, Parsley, etc. 

The following are some of the Root Vegetables : 

Potato, Beetroot, Yams, Carrots, Radishes, Onions, Leeks, Garlic, Celery, 
Parsnips, Turnips, etc. 

Other Vegetables : 

Tomatoes, Cauliflower, Cucumber, Brinjal, Gourd, Pumpkin, Bhendi 
(Ladies’ Fingers). Knol-khol, etc. 
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A FEW EXAMPLES OF FRUITS : 

Fresh Fruits: 
c 

1. Principal sweet fruits : 

Banana, Figs, Dates, Raisins, avocado (pear variety), papaya, 
guava, etc. 

2. Sub-acid Fruits : 

Apples. Apricots, Grapes, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, Raspberries. 

3. Acid Fruits. 

Lemons, Limes, Oranges, Grapefruits, Pineapples, strawberries. 
Dried Fruits: ’ 

4. Dates, Figs, Raisins, Prunes, etc. 

5. like Almonds, Walnuts, Cashew nuts, etc. 

Note.—^ ozs. of dried fruits are about equal to 1 lb. of fresh fruit. 

description of APPENDICES 

Appendix A gives a list of Sattvic, Rajasic and TSmasic Foodstuffs 
(bee p. 324.) 

» B gives examples of Incompatible foods (faulty and poor com- 

(^*r324T of Good combinations. 

” ^ ^^At'ind ® Fats and Carbohydrates, as well as Minerals, Roughage 

.H. s„.e„, 4 
" “i-l “I alWiD. Foods. (S« p 352) 

^ Well-balanced Diets. 

4 
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APPENDIX F 

Rice 

1750 CAlerics. less th*n Average adult daily requirements** 

“Well-Balanced” Diet. 

Rke 
10 ess 

^^®*’i** Corresponding to average adult daily requirements 

The secret of health depends upon the right proportion and the proper 

selectton and combination of foods. The two diagrams bring out most clearly 

the difference between an “ ill-balanced ” and a “ well-balanced " diet. 

Reproduce«> from Health Bulletin, No. 23, by kind permission of 
W. R. Aykroyd. . ' 
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MEDICINE 

Bv M. BEDDOW BAYLY 

PART I 

It has become customary for historians of the progress of medical science 

The alleged with undiscriminating enthusiasm the alleged 

Triumphs of Modem triumphs of modem ** laboratory ** research, and to write 

science of medicine as though it were coincident 

with the last hfty years or so during which medical 

practice has proceeded under the dominance of the modern trilogy— 

Pasteur, Lister and the Germ Theory of disease—all preceding eras being 

rather contemptuously regarded as shrouded in the darkness of archaic 

ignorance, mediaeval mysticism and popular superstition.* • 

On the other hand, not a few eminent medical authorities, basing 

their opinions upon wide clinical experience, have within recent years 

reached and expressed conclusions which are in substance variations of 

the theme of the writer Wundcrlock, who declared that “ the history of 

medicine is the history of human error In March 1937, Dr. Chalmers 

Watson remarked in an article which he contributed to 

the Medical World, that “ the record of the results of 

curative treatment of the ordinary medical conditions, 

which fill our hospital beds to-day, is, to too large an 

extent, one of failure. It is probably true to say that in well over 90 per 

cent of the cases the results to-day from the patient’s point of view do not 

differ materially from those achieved 40 years ago ”. 

Many such opinions expressed—and let us add courageously and 

frankly expressed—in the leading medical journals might be quoted.* 

October 7^^ to scho^s arranged by the British Broadcasting Corporation on 
statenten^egardC 

When ^"*‘7 centnnr ago, and at that time no one knew the cause of any 

do practically nothing ft ^di^^ ». *'*"« 

Reference numbers are to the Addendutn, at the end of this monograph. 

** The History of 

Me<licine is the 

History oi Human 

Error** 
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h is elcax, jit ail events, that tbe exaggerated aptimtsin often 

'■'ii-’cn'i'in, exhibited in defeijce of the modern medic&l outlook to 
Coniiiknce in ib9 regard to the basic causes of disease, to disease preven- 

jjQfj methods of esperimetital research connect' 
Miwfn Mcdiipii« j L * L ■ 

ed taer^withg is dictated by a conscious or subconsCLous 
fear lest the open acknowledgement of comparative failure should under¬ 

mine public confidence in the priesthood of modern medicine, and reveal 

that many of the prevailing doctrines are but further examples to be added 

to that long aeries of errors which have to so large an extent composed 

the history of medicine. Moreover, the result of such a revelation would 

undoubtedly constitute an imminent menace to those vast commercial 

interests to which medical practica has, unfortunately, become far too 
subservient at the present day/ 

This explanation certainly accounts, as none other, for the intense bit- 
teroess of the animosity which is invariably meted out to all critics, be they 
ever so eminent, of the methods and results of modern medical science. 

Yet It would appear that to any one possessed of the Theoaupbical 

* conception of the laws governing tbe devdopmeni of 

ii MKMwy huinan thought throughout the ages it should be possible 
to avoid both the hysterical adulation poured upon the 

often fancied triumphs as well as the pessimism induced by a scrutiny of 
the obvious failures, seeing in tbe passtiig changes a gradual orderly 

progression in conformity with, and inseparable from, the general progress 

of human thought and conduct; Bchievement, the fruitage of action in 

harmony with those laws which govern the spiritual welfare of mankind ; 

defeat, the inevitable outcome of action in ignorance of, and even iii 
deliberate disregard ofp those 

Indeed, in the invariability of these sequential laws which the 

Theosophical student regards as operating tn all depart. 

lcvJ!K Jt Jess than physical, 
Hquaniial Laws h®* the greatest hopt, nay tbe certainty, of future attain¬ 

ment. Noting tbe occasions of past failure and the 
fundamental errors which led to them we may turn from such unprofitable 

avenues, confident that repetition could have no other result than that 

already deplored; on the other hand, noting the successful issues and the 

Imcs of activity of which they were the outcome, we may be assured of 
the direction in which future achievement should be sought and in which 
alone it may be found. 
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There are clear indications that la scientific medical cirelos both a 

wider and deeper understanding of the problems involved 

in the search for health and avoidance of disease ts 

being eagerly soughtp and already to some extent at¬ 

tained. Blit, just as in the sphere of politics and outer 

world-affairs the conflict ol newly-arising thought and 
aspiration with the old and outworn concepts of the past led to the present 

vvorld crisis in which the very structure of society and eivilisatioo^ as w^e 

now know Jt, may be shattered in preparation for the establishment of a 

more human order of thingSr so also in the ivorld of medical ihoughtf 
which shares in the general upheavai and re-shaping process^ a state of 

deadlock between the opposing interiists and ideals of the past and of the 

future appears to be approaching* the result of which bids fair to lead to 

Omflict ol niiwJy> 

uiiins Tbought 
witH the Outworn 

CoficepftB at ike 

F^i 

the disiDtegratioD of the present foundation and structure of medieme. In 

fact, the reality of these coming changes has been for some time foreshadow* 

ed in the writings of some of the more intuitive and outspoken medical 

scientislSf even arnoog the ranks of those hitherto considered orthodoa.* 

Needless to say, the student of Theesophy will not share their 

apprehension regarding the future of medicine, but will 

rather see in these approaching changes a fulfilment of 

those laws which his study has taught him to regard as 

invariably beoefieent, a practical demonstration, through 
the cumulative evidence of history, of the truth of much of the Ancient 

Wisdom which hitherto he has perhaps only theoretically accepted as 
logically reasonable. 

TytlUi ni llic 
Wbdofn 

D^cKiiiTOted 

Even m the brief sketch of western medical history which is ait 

it is possible to present here we shall find convincing 

evidence that modern science is re-discovering knowledge 

already possessed and taught by physicians and philoso¬ 

phers of ancient days, knowledge which was theirs be¬ 
cause they too were inspired from the same fount of Wisdom—Theosophy. 

The chief difTerence in the character of the knowledge acrjuired 

Mndcni SckncA £• 
Rc-tlucowifinH 

Kncwiftdgft 

Nccdf ol liu Kad^ 
and ^pounded in the cycle compared with 
that of more ancictit times aue condition^ by the 

different q-iialitie^ and devclopmeutHl needs of the racial 
types concerned. 

Western medicine takes its origin in Ancient Greece, among a fourth 

sub-race people, whose cultural devdopment proceeded chiefly along lines 
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dictated by cmDEicnml stimia[u9 and appeal^ and who accepted readily on 

anthority teachings which those w^om their devotion led them to revere^ 

gave out to them. In later days^ before the fifth sob-race bad becomej, 

sufficiently established to exert its dominant indti^nce on current thoughtj 

this very capacity for accepting on aulhority^ almost 

whilst it promoted the rapid dissemination of 

a larger amount of occult and other knowledge than 
would otherwise have beeii w^rthin the intellectual compa^ of the Tnajority 

of the people^ had, on the other hand, the disadvaniagc of cncoumgtng 

credulity and hence of breeding superstition^ a phase of development well 
illustrated in the religions beliefs and medical practices of the middle ages. 

With the advent of the era during which the concrete mind, 

THe Afr^xrFT^im of of the fifth sub-race, has become dominant 
Life Iwiinrea ifkA there emerged a gradually in creasing cnpacJty for the 

Chief intellectual comprehension of doctrines hiihcrto acceipted 
Study , .... 

on authority, and the losisteot questions *’ Why ? " and 
" How ?" becaine the keynotes of Gcieutific enquiry in all its various 

branches. Conseqin^otly the triechamsm of life bceame the chief and most 
interesting subject of study, until eventually there acemed to be a 

danger that the “ specialism “ inevitably engendered by a close and detailed 

tnvestigatioD of the form side would lead to an ignoring, and even to a re- 

pudiation of the integral relEtbnftliip between the physicaJ—physiological, 
cfaemical and electrical—mechanism of the body and those paycbological 
and spiritual aspects of consciousuess which taken together In their 
entirety constitute the Whole Man.' 

This was, and still is to a certain extent, the speetd danger con* 

nected with the fifth siib-race development; but there 

with the dawn of the next 
VatiM* sub-race, the sixth, of which the chief characterietics 

are the development of the synthesizing powers of the 
mind and the iutuilion, this materialistic phase, which resulted in the 

disastrous divorce between Bcionce mid religion Snd led to the exaltation 
of utility over moral values and of expediency over righteousness, a phase 

- . . , typically exemplified in the practice of vivtsec- 

VkW ^7"' '‘s ««ith and has begun to give 
Life place to a more synthetic view of life in which man 

himself as the Microcosm is looked upen as a whole, aud 
henoe bia essential and integral relationship with that Whole, the 
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Macfocosm, of vi-hich he ia a reflection, is more deeply and perfectly 
realised, 

Thomas M. Ling,M.A.,M,B.,M.R.G.P., wriciag iu the yuiirnaf of 

State Medicine, December 1936, espressed this change in the Ubwiiig 
Words: 

Since the war, a new viewpoint has arisen in tnedicine and actualLy a 
ffreat metamorphosis is talcing place, although for all those living and practising 
caDtemporaneously, its eslent and implications are not al ways obvious. Gradually 
but inexorably niedidne U becoming once more an art , . . we are noiv learning 
to realise the iudiesolubEe character of psychic and somadc factors in the produc¬ 
tion of indn-idual JJIiibss and that only by understanding and treating the 

whole man in relation to his upbringing, occupation and desires, is it possible 
to achieve real and lasting therapy. 

PART 11 

This brief glimpse of medical history would be inoomptete worn 

reference not made to the fact that much of the knowledge and skill 

claimed as the nchievetnant of modem science can be traced m part, at 

least, in the medical systems of ancient India, Egypt, Greece, and 
even China. 

Moreover, those who may be inclined to be daisied by Western 

^ , rtiethods and hence rather contemptuous of the very 

of cRch differently expressed ideas of the East in these matters 
ThouBhi must not lose sight of the fact that each system of 

thought has always been one best suited and adapted to 
the particular needs of the race of whose cultural life it formed part. 

Nor can it be denied that, where faithfully observed, each medical 

laid down by the Law-giver of the time, has 
been eqyaJly effective in laising the standard of health, 

Anc^i Wi»do£D reducing the ravages of disease and htmee in pro- 

TTioting the happiness and general cultural devdopment 
of the people, in fact, the discovery that even in remote ages man was 

in possession of knowledge and instruction far iu advance of the unaided 

intellectual attainment of the tfine—often, mdeed, approaching in accuracy 

and insight the achievements of modem science—constitutes in itself 

strong evidence of the claim of Theosophy that through out its entire 
history TTiankind- has progressed under the guidance and guardianship of 
the CLLsIodians of the Ancient Wisdom, 
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Hippocrates, “ the father of modern mediciae with whom 

Western medical l^story, therefore, may be said to begin, 

*fidown the fundamental law, ** In order to cure 

the human body it is necesaaiy to have a knowledge of 
the whole of things ", a truly Theosophical concept which can be traced 

down the ccntucics ; It was echoed by Paracelsus in the sixteenth century 

when he wrote: "True medicine only arises from a creative knowledge 

of the deepest powers of the whole universe j only he who grasps the 

innermost nature of man, can cure him in earnest " i and, as we shall 

see, it is finding increasing expression in medical wTitings at the 
present day. * 

In common with Other medical philosophers of ancient Greece, 

^ ^ . , ^ Hippocrates, in attempting to explain the origin of 

OlJ!!* Elided postulated thriie causative factors, two of which— 
termed the Crasis consisted of the temperament and 

habits of life (including occupation and diet) and were therefore peculiar 

to the individual; whilst the third—termed the Kataslnsis^was an extra¬ 
corporeal factor consisting of the atmospheric status affecting the whole 
mtnmanity at any given time/ 

It was from this third factor that he derived his theory of Miasmas 

ThaSfiw i e:«planatl£irt of epidemics^ a theory which held the 

P«kKlid»y"^ thousand years ; Sydenham, the “ English 
Epidemic* Hippocraiua " of the seventeenth century, modified it by 

postulating " that the seasonal periodicity of disease was 
dependent upon occult rather than upon perceptible changes in the 
atmosphere ", to quote R. G- Latham iTIte Maoris of Thomas Sydcftham 
JI/.D., 7848, ^. S). 

According to C. A. Gill, “ his Genesis of Epidmks and the 

Tie Of (1928), - This theory was 
T^Miy ot^B accepted until the advent of Pasteur in the latter half 

nmeteenlh century, but even so late as 1894 the 

a- t. held the field, for in that year a 
Lng!„h Epidsmiologia. Dr. Charles Creightoo. pabiishej 

fllT T f i« -hich a,,he r«»I,„f 
unMem* reflection, lie endeavoured to prove that all 
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With the advent of Louis Pasteur, and his theory of the specific 

-n. 4- microbial cause of diseases, the whole outlook of medicine 
The Genn-Theory r j • 

changed, and, although the germ-theory as propounded 
by him and his contemporary Robert Koch has never been substantiated 

in a single instance—and it is now recognized by all leading bacteriologists 
that microbes when acting alone are innocuous *—, it became dominated by 

the crudest of doctrines regarding the cause of disease conditions. It is 

only within quite recent years that medical thought has begun to realise 

their inadequacy and to stress once again the importance 

n"<i !he ” *" relation to the “ seed ” ; in other words, 
Microbes I® return to the ancient conception of disease as arising 

primarily from those causes which comprised in the 
individual himself, in the Crasis, or temperament, and habits of life.® 

Even the old miasmatic theory has regained some of its lost 

prestige, notably as an important factor in the cause and 

TbeiTFWationto c^*^^rol of malaria; and in the Medical World of 
Allergic Diseases January 2nd, 1931, we may read that recently Van 

Leeuwen has pointed out the hypersensitiveness of a 
large percentage of asthmatics to colloidal substances of unknown origin 

present in the air which he terms “ miasms ” ; for many years it had been 

recognized that sufferers from such allergic diseases were free from symp¬ 

toms in some parts of the country, while worse in others, and this ex¬ 
planation is one which has now both ancient teaching and modern 
evidence to support it. 

It will be realised by anyone acquainted with the history of 

medical thought that the main tendency since the days of the Greek 

philosophers has been towards a gradual materialisation of the earlier 

concepts as well as an over-emphasis upon the external factors in disease 
causation. 

This reached its nadir, as already hinted, in the doctrines of the 

Pwieur’s Influence chemist, Pasteur, whose dominating influence 
upon medical thought, to the extent of practically eclips¬ 

ing the magnificent work of Professor Antoine B6champ, to be described 

later, is susceptible of no ordinary explanation. Even Robert Koch, 

who actually formulated the postulates of the germ-theory, was constrained 

to declare that Pasteur was not a physician and could not be expected 

to have a correct knowledge of pathology and of the symptoms of diseases. 

But his medical colleagues should have protected him against the errors 
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nt K "• ' “o'*'' tlw,, -ifSH, Nov. 1932), 

It wooJd seem that the general change in the direction of medical 

GitimTIieoiy: thmight was the almost inevitable acoompanimeut and 

Mlcame of the growth and eventual dominance of the 

of Medtoi ThcuBbt mtnd over the hitherto emotional approach and 

lo u L *7^ conscqnent temporary relegation of spiritual values 
0 the background of human consciousness. Happily it marks a stage 

comM mthrnX“ h'i“T’' “I* of focus in ail that 
the ambit of man's awakening powers of perception. 

Now. as ba. been well said by Dr. Thomas M. Ling, the difference 

“nicMwtBl Attiiudc menul attitude oi the East and that of the 
die £*w artd towards the whole problem is that “ in Oriental 

ihut oftte Wert countries disease is regarded fundamentally as the 

inth-ri^ j of something spiritual from the body, while 

b idw ,'t“’ v'"ibffy -ujihi.- 

It should not unduly surprise us, therefore, to find that even 

Mei«r.i™„l meteomlogical factors which were 
J^actsB Re«^. ^ responsible in disease causation and especially 

•JtleiuCe^etiort i" the prodnction of epidemica, the more subtle in- 

r u through the 

ii Jh,' ‘7“, 'o'oBXal lo ih, bucksroond^ 
of 7^’ r “''"■“‘‘'S'' “ »•* woo, .1.0 oiiatahuo ,i™, 

u c* “ '“"“''I' ™tori.U,iog tendooc, J 
Sfol ^ “'”"''0'''"0"‘ of thoL rumuiLg 
snreos of the miasmatic theory. As Gill rnmmi.>Tito‘ 'o w j- . - . 
boo.™ .d„d wi.h ,h0 ,i.„That .h. dL777^ 

hud .^,0 p^ovidud ,bc kc, 
of epidc!iTiiic ^tisadoD j tiererthdess th^ m' * ^ prohkm 

their pciiiuo without; 7u4 0 uud t Trrir 
it.-otouti, ™i„..i„d, 
^i3LSJn afforded h mor(> i , ^ air-bome 

thin .as puHiblu in „f tbu Gam ^ 

Medical Wvrid, April 
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h precisely ihe attempt to dieoDver the reason why disea^is, 

as IS well known, changr^ their characters from century 

to century and eveft from genemtioi] to generation j La 

other words, why, in the light of the gHrm theory, 

microbes periodically acquire abnomtaJ powers of diffusion and toxicityi 
that led to the virtual discrediting of the theciry among the well'infotmcd 

and finally to a re-statement of tlie doctrines of meteorological influence 

by hlr. J. £. R, McDonagh in a brilliant aVRlhesis which showed bacteria 

as evo]utionar>> bodies changing their character and properties under 

influences emanating from the sun, stars and nebulae, influences which he 
claims every atom in the vast cosmos, including the atoms of our bodies 

and associated bacteria, must share. 
In his work. The Ifature of Disease Jottmat, VoL 11 {1933}, he 

writes; " Climate is the primary factor responsible for 
CliniKtc prinwdr epidemics being seasonal and it appears to have a 

selecting influence upon the micro-organism destined to 

become active. The main factor in climate is activity 

which emanates from the sun, stars and nebulae '*{p. HQ.) 
Mr. McDonagh regards the universe mendy from the point of view 

of chemical activity, but even so sees each particle so 

indissolubly linked with every ok her that every change 

in one part is propagated throughout the whole i ^nd 

this principle, manifested throughout the larger Cosmos, he also applies to 

the Smaller cosmos, man's physical body t no change In any part which 

docs not aflect the whole; not many specific diseases, separately identi¬ 

fiable, distinct, but One disease with many varying manifesUtions depend¬ 

ing upon the prevailing character of those subtle influences, which he 

ascribes to the sun, stars and nebulae upon a body, the blood and celts of 

which have already been poisoned by the effects of tbs numeroua habits 

of life involved in our so-called civiliEatioii,^habits wliich ao conatantiy 

cootra^'ene what he terms the fundamental ways of living and have 

a hereditary cumulative lendency towards the production of disease 

conditions. 
incidentally, it is of interest to notice that, in France, Ddetora 

Foveau de Courmelles and J. Risler were the first to make a scientific 
study of meteorological influences in this connection. In a communication 

to the Socidte Patliolugle Compart of Paris, in 1926, they pointed 

out the considerable importance which meteorological agents had on the 
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air we brrathe, on the evolution of the exogetious and endogenous microbes, 

and on the reactions which JIght, heat, electricity, and the barometric and 

bygrometric conditions were iraptfating upon our organisms, the whole 
depending upon the stars and their tnovetnents. 

In America, the researches of the eminent physicist, Professor 

C««isic Rsyt Millikan, of the Technical Institute of California, con¬ 
firming the views of Nodon in France, demonstrated 

that we are continually receiving rays of intense penetrative power from 

all directions of the universe, which he calls " cosmic rays " and which 

possess aoiong other many remarkable properties that of ayathesixing 

chemical elemeots from their constituent ultimate elements (elections). 

McDonagh s concept of the material cosmos is one of a vast system 

Colieid PartislBi atoms and particles existing under laws known to 
govern the behaviour of colloid particles of chemical 

elements of wide dispersion,* the colloidal particles which constitute the 

protoplasmic life of the human blood and tissues sharing in and refiecimg 

the kaleidoscopic changes occurring among the particles dispersed through¬ 
out the outer universe. 

This suggestion from a modem scientific source of a fundamental 

unity underlying the atomic constitution (chemistry), 

consequently the cell structure (histology') and 
all Living Foimf function (physiology) of alJ living forms is one which 

is peculiarly in harmony with that part of Theosophical 
teaching which regards the matter tatisting thiaughout the universe as 
iorming the physical plane garment of Planetary luieIJigences, themselves 
centres within the alUembraciiig Logos, each of whom imparts his own 

characteristic qualities to that section of atoms which constitute his " body " 

and is thus able to affect the whole of that particular type of matter! 

widely dispersed through spaoe-though it may be, and entering into the 
composition of mulriiudmous forma throughout the cosmic system. 

' ever-changing pattern of basic atomic structure 

add n own part-by virtue of our 

™ di,^' i„ 7.ri»ptat Che codditiod. d( hddrt 
or diiiease in which at any given time we find ourselves. 

ulloidaj ’2*'*“‘* Tbc 
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Lpidunic Ducho 

rt is ot particular inletcst to note that this traoscendental view is 

even now disccmiblc, even though it be dimly and 
part, in contemporary scientific spccolatioDS, and that 

this trend In medical thought has been branght about 

largely as ihe result of the failure of accepted theories, based upon crude 
materialistic hypotheses, to afford any satisfactory explanation of the 

genesis of epidemic diseases. As a leading article in the Timex tLondon). 

Lguat 13tb. 1930, expressed it: “ ft is well known that diseases chau^ 

their Characters from century to century and even from generation o 
generation. ... The nature of these and other variations has exercised 

the minds of physicians and bacteridosisU during many years, but it 

cannot be said that any very clear views about them have been ' 
Clifford A. Gill, in his icxt-book, The Genesis of Epidemics, (1928) 

confessed as much w'hen he declared ♦ 
The hypotheses and speculations regarding the causes of apidemics are 

therefore lacking neither iu number nor in variety, but it i» clear that ® 
them can claim to provide an adequate explanation of the causatmn o epi 
. . . none can be described as the outcome of a systematic effort m assem 
Eill the parts, to study their mutual relationship and to weave them into a 

cgn&blent and rntflUiuible scheme. 
There is much to justify the suggestion that such a task could 

best be essayed by one conversant both wilb the factual evidence of 

modern science and the philosophic doctrines of the ancient Wisdom. 
That scientific thought is increasingly lending support to the older 

teaebinga along the lines we have been discussing is clearly shown by 

a reference to C. A. Gill’s book already quoted, for he declares that! 

The unitary hypothesis Is conrifitent with the geoeml laws gov’erning 
all natural phenoineoa. for whether it be in the infinitely 

Tho Uaiiy of Httle—in the Structure Of the atom—or in the infinitely Rreal 
_iB the ordering of the nnivcrse-Katuie exhibits a remark- 

able imiiy of design, and it would be therefore as natural lO anticipate a separate 
machnnism of epidemlcity in each specific disease as to assume a separate act 

ol creafci(jn in Ibc CSIS^ of each zoolo^^cnl spMCS^ 

This demonstration of evolutionary design regulating the develop* 
inent and nuitetione oE the minutest units of life, tnclud* 

MicfPwn,^ ing the protoplasmic particles oS our body*eell3, as widl 

ad Emcierial forma, would have undoubtedly been accepted far earlier m 

the history of medicine had it nm been for the unfortunate usurpation by 

Pasteur’s doctrines of the far more philosophically sound and scieutificaUy 
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accarate teachings of bis contemporary. Professor Atitomc B^ebamp, 

whose britiknt researches into the ultimate aatts of physiologiail activity 

in cell life, which he termed MiAoxynws (ratnute fcrmcnis), led him to 

condusions that, had he but known it, were closely in harmony with the 

“ Secret Doctrine 

Bechamp taught that the cell b a collection of little beluga which 

have an Indejiendent life, build cells and, by the pro* 

Pr«lui:i pI Celli duction of ffirnicnis, carry on the functions ol metabolisiti 

and secretion. Further, be showed that they are 

physiologically iiidcatnictible and under conditions in which they are 

liberated from their proper environment may become destructive in 

character and, passing through intermeiliate fonns, be converted into 

bacteria, the medium of their growth having a great influence on the 

appearance ot the various forms in their evolutian", so that " there is an 

iD&Dity of species which vary in their function 

This brief description should be compared with dial of H, P, 

Blavatsky, in The Secret DiKtrine,’^ concerning the “ countless rnyriads of 

of lives that build up the malarial body and its cell ”, She declared s 

Science, dimly perceiviuH the truth, may fiod bacteria and other in- 

Oarohiim finilesimals ip the hunuin body, and see in them only 
a LifA ID ««ctr ocrasional and abnormal visitors, to which diseases are 

Atom attributed. Oocahtsm—which diacerDS a Life in every atotn 
and molecule, whether in a mtaeraJ or huitian body. In air, 

fire or livater—affirms that our whole body ia bail t of such Lives; the smallest 
bacterium under the microscope beiiijr to them to eominrative size like an 
elephant to the tiniest infugaria 

With prophetic Insight H, P. BJavatsky went on to add : 

So far as regards the purely animal and material portion of man. Science 
is OP its way to discoveries that will go far towards cmioboratiag this theory. 
Chemiatiy and Physiology are the two great magicians of the future, which aie 
dcsllofid to open the eyes of mankind to great pliyaical truths With every day 
the identity between animal and physical man, between the plant and man, and 
even between the reptile and its nest, the rock, and man-ie more and more 
rdea^ shown . . . the same inftnitaelmal invisible Lives compose the atoms of 
the ^lea of the mouuteia and the daisy, of man and the ant, of the elephant and 

of the tree wtech shelters it from the eim. Each pariida-t^hclher you call It 
0^.C or morBanitp.s Life. Every atom and molecule in the Ukvame ie 
both It/e giotns mid death-giviitg to sneli forms " * 

« 

* I, 2)QL. I, 
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H. P* Blav^tsky explained fiirtKcr that when through disease or 

death the force that constrains them into being the 

builders of the body is removed they then become the 

destroyers, for being deprived of oxygen they develop 

ferments which enable them to extract it from neighbour¬ 

ing tissues and then " the destraction so commenced st^dily progresses 
Recent corroborations of these ideas arc plentiful'* For instance. 

Professor F. G- Dopnan in an address to the British Association 10 

192S said: 
If life haa sprung from the DOn-living, its earliest forms must have be«n 

excBssively minute, We must look for the» formfi, if (my- 
wheret in those queer thlags that the bacteriologists call the 
filterable vimseB- These are living bacteria so exceedingly 

tnviliblc LivSn® 

sma]] that they are lDvi:$ible to the fmest micrascopcS, 
He al»o tefefred to the work of the French invealigator* d’Herdlep 

who had discovered that in bacterial cultures there 

"Bacteri^ develops frequently an extremely fine fiUerablo virus 
which is destructive to the bacteria themselves, and 

hence termed by him “ bacteriophage and declared that *' if it be proved 

beyond all doubt that they are living organisms, then the bacteriophages 
are comparable in size with the known colloid aggregate of non-living 

matter ”, This view is now generally accepted by scientists. 
Later, speaking of Profesgor Hill's researches into the mechanism 

of the Living cell, Professor Donnau sold ; 
It appears from his work on nerve cells and on muscle that the organiMd 

structure of these cells le a chemico-dynamic structure which requirea oxygen 
and therefore oxidalion to preserve it. Life is a dynamic molecnlai or^^tiM 
kept going and preserved by oxidation. Death is the natural irreversible break¬ 

down of this structure, ^ ‘c 
If thceo statepieuts be pieced together and their full stgmficance 

realised, it will be seen that the teachings of Tki Secret Doctrine, pre¬ 

viously quoted, receive striking confirmatitin at the hands of modem 

sclents. 
Even of greater significance in this connection are the theories of 

William F. Koch. M.D., Ph,D„ of Detroit, which he 
MeiAboliut propounded in his book Salutal Jwiwrem'iy (1955) i 

we shall have occasion to refer to theov again later, but. put very briefly, 

their essential theme is that disease conditions, induding the scoutgea 

' SJ5„ l, S81. (AdyK Edittai, 1. 307). 
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tuberculosis, diabetes, malignant growth, etc., are brought about by an 

interference by certain basic toxins with the normal oxidation processes of 

cell-life which are the special work 6f constituents of the cell that he terms 
“ metabolites ” (c/. Microzymas). 

The success of Dr. Koch’s treatment, directed to the destruction of 

this underlying toxin, proves incidentally that disease is 

fundamentally One. The amazing restoration of pre¬ 

viously diseased organs, shown by the experience of 
Dr. Koch to be the second outstanding phenomenon to follow the removal 

of the inhibiting toxin and consequent re-activation of the metabolites, is 

in fullest harmony with, and finds completion in, the existence of that 

" vital constructive energy" described in The Secret Doctrine by H. P. 

Blavatsky as the principle whose constraining influence causes the 
“ countless myriads of lives ” to build up the body-cells ”. 

This section of medical history is one of intense interest to the 
student and would well repay the closest study. It has not been possible 

to do more here than indicate a few of the signposts from which the 
general trend of modern medical thought and its place in an orderly 

unfolding scheme of human development may be inferred. 

Up to this point we have seen how this unitary hypothesis is being 

successfully applied to the problem of disease as it affects 

Katastasis. the exterior factors in the Greek classifi¬ 
cation of disease causation. But we may find evidence 

quite as readily that the Crasis, the group of factors peculiar to the 

individual—namely, habits of life and temperament—is equally sharing in 

the new outlook to which the re-discovery of ancient truth is gradually 
but inevitably leading. 

For instance, Mr. J. E. R. McDonagh, already quoted in regard to 

, the external causes, has come to regard many grave 

(Wr“ diseases, such as diabetes and cancer, which are usually 
considered to be entirely unrelated, as taking their origin 

from similar fundamental causes; that is to say, from faulty nutrition and 
elimination, and their immediate result—intestinal toxaemia. 

The elimination of this toxaemia, due to wrong habits of life, would. 

Toxaemia maintains, solve the problems connected with the 
prevention of these scourges of mankind, problems to 

which, be it noted, long and intensive research by animal experimentation 
the world over has signally failed to provide the solution. 
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As IXD indication of the degree to which the concIuaiDDs of this 
modern bacteriologist bear out the t^chinga of the 

fuiulKmeiitd Greeks and of the Ancient Wisdom a paragraph may be 
W*yt ol Living' 

quoted in which he declares, " The main preventive 

measure against infections from within is the adoption of the fundnmenial 

ways of living. These embrace wholesome food, hygienic clothing, a 

sufficiency of fresh air and an adequate elimination of waste products. 

The harm done by faulty living through lack of knowledge of what con* 

stitutes health bas been accumulating for so may generations as to render 

the victims of disease today, bom as such rather than made. This fact 
would prevent the adoption of the fundamental ways of living from bearing 
immediate fruit. As civilisation is constitated at present, man’s health 

would be better if be became strictly vegetanau 
It is no less remarkable that independently of McDonagh in 

London, Dr. William F. Koch of Detroit, U.S.A. bas, 
The Pnxlueieai (he result of prolonged research (entirely unconnected 

with experiments upon animals) into the chemistry of 

the human body, reached almost identical conclusions 

as regards the one fundamental basis upon which all such chronic diseases 

as tuberculosis, diabetes and malignant disease rest—namely, a cumulative 
poisoning of every p.irticte constituting the proto-piasmic cdl-iife of the 
body by the products of llesh-food decomposition and other impurities 

w’hich have failed to be eliminated. Further, as the result of brilliant chemi* 

cal ceaaoning he has devised and perfected a substance synthesized from 

purely chemical dements which, when introduced into the blood-stream 

of the body, eeta up a chemical reaction resulting in the destruction of the 
basic poison, which has permeated the whole system and perverted the 

noTtnal metabolism of cell-life. 
A diet from which flesh, fish and fowl and their products have 

been eUminatcd, os well as abstinence from alcohol, 

smoking, and the drinking of tea and coffee, form a 

contributory part of the treatment essential to the 

unimpeded chemical activity which is desired. The amazing successes 

recorded b the cure of even advanced tiases of malignant disease in all its 

varieties, have set the seal of practical achievement on a line of research, 
theoretical in its inception, but directed and conducted iri accordance with 
the basic laws ji'hkh govern the evolutionary unfolding of the heart as 

well as the mind of man. 
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In the whole history of Tnedicine it would be difB^uU to find a 

more striking proof of the principle thfit truly profitable 

methtjds oi rese&fch will always be ethically soundi and 

that really preventive medicine Js alw-ays bound np withp 

and conducive to, the cultural progress of mankinc^ than is afforded by 

Dr. Koch's investigations into Natural Immunity, and his discovery of 

an antidote which^ by attacking the toxin lying at the root of ceU-diserder 

at its very point of contact within thEm, affects the release of that 

incalculable lifedorce which builds and repairs our bodiesp and results 

eventually, ihereforep in a return to normal lunction^ form and appeanince 

of the tissues and organs which were the eeat of morbid and even 
malignant change. 

Finallyi w'e must consider briefly the modem indications ol the 
re-establishment of the importance of the one remaiDing factor—the 
t em pent mental n disease causation^ 

Here we are faced with such a plethora of evidence regarding the 

iDSuenee ol mind and emotions upon physiological 
functions of the body that the difficulty becomes one 

of selection. The r^pid devdopment of psychological 

medicine since the beginning of this century provide increasing witness 

to the recognition of the power of mind over matter both In the promo¬ 
tion of healing processes as well as in the productiDd and perpetuation 

of ill-health. * 

Professor Strong of Columbia University declared in his book 

Why tht Mind has a Body:—"* Recent psychologists 

tell US that all meatal states are followed by bodily 
changes—that ell consciouEness tends to actiona 

Statement in accord wkh that of Professor Ladd of Yale, who wrote i 

" Even the most purely vegetative of the bodily processes are dependent 

for their character upon antecedent states of mind'' (PAysiDfogicaf 
P.vyeAt)Jogy, p. 75)* 

Professor Elmer Gates of the laboratory qf Psychology and Psyurgy^ 

Washlneton. who pursued experimental investigations 
persons tinder varying states of emotion, cama to 

the conclusion that "Every emotion ol a false and 
disagreeable nature produces a poison in the blood aad cell tissue" tTA* 
Ari of Mind Buildingt p, 4). 

* Sm p. 337, ttiii VoI.—Ed, 
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Afl special instances of the application of these principles may be 

mentioned the following; In an uTlicle in the Practi' 
Match l03Cf. Professor Leonard Williams, M.D. 

pfoducci uQiit' I I ■ 
wrote: "Among the provoking cauaea of boils there is 

one which I do not remember to have seen itientioncd, which, nevertheless, 

has always appeared to me to be among the most important, namely, the 

mental conditions of anger, irritation or annoyance. To describe these 
psychic states, the French have an eapres-iion se/nrre doe aitfwtvrfs adwg 

(to make to oneself some bad blood> which I am sure Is literally true 
where boils are concerned. We know that emotions are capable of pro- 

ducing very dramatic physical effects: as witness tfie attack of acute 

hig-toc gout produced by a ht of anger, and the effect of fright in suddenly 

letting loose the symptorri’Complex of Grave's disease, or the multiform 

spasms of chorea *'« , 

In the Medical World, March 5th, 1937 (p, 46), is reproduced from 

the MSitekiner Medizmische Wocheitschrift an article by Charles Drueck 

in which we may read that " Depressing emotions, such as worry, fear, 

anger, may cause temporary constipation, and, if not immediately over¬ 

come and adjustment made, chronic trouble may ensue 

A profoundly suggestive article, under the title " Psychological 

Factors in Khcumaiism", by J* L. Halliday, M.D,, 

® tlie British Medical Journal, Jan. 

30th, 1937, in which many such physical reactions 

to emotional states are mentioned, and the symbolic signiilcance of 

some of the symptoms of pain and limitation of movement are 

interpreted. 

The foregoing are but a few instances culled at random, but they 

serve to illustrate the contention of Mr, McDonagh in hh Nature of Disease 

Journal (1933) that " The realisation by modern psychologists that disease 

is just as much a mental as a physical defect is one of the few hopeful signs 

on the horiaon of modern medicine", (p. 2). 

So far has this truer conception of therapeutics gained ground 

of recent years that there has come into existence a new 
"Holistic Medicine" to describe, according to 

I. C. Young, M.C., M.D., M.S, (1934), "a theory and 
practice of prevention and cure of disease, of which the cardinal principle 

is the recognition of the patient as a whole or Individuum 
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It is of particular significance that within the past few years 

systematic research into the relationship between physi* 
Role ^ Psy- emotiona> states has formed an important part 

chological Factors ^ r -i* i t 
of the work carried out by a group of medical psycho¬ 

logists at the Tavistock Clinic, London (The Institute of Medical Psycho¬ 

logy, founded in 1920), In the annual Report of this body for the year 

ending 31st December, 1937, mention is made of investigations which have 
shown that not only in diseases such as peptic ulcer, ulcerative colitis and 

“ heart-pain ” but “ even in disorders of sensitivity related to undoubted 

external irritants (e.g.. Hay-fever), psychological factors play a part 
Moreover, according to an article in the Medical World, August 

_ , 18th, 1933, Alexander Cannon, M.D., Ph.D., D.P.M., 
Psychograph . , . , . , ,, . t 

has devised an instrument for actually measuring the 

effect of classified types of thought and emotion upon the respiratory and 
other chest movements. By means of this, instrument, named at the 

suggestion of Sir James Baillie, Vice-Chancellor of Leeds University, the 

Psychograph, Cannon claims to have proved that “ a definite * pattern 
reaction’ between thought processes and the act of respiration does 

exist ”, that ” the rate of thought processes can definitely be demonstrated ”, 
and that by correcting the type of breathing it will be possible, after due 

research, to re-adjust abnormal thought processes. This last suggestion 

at once links his investigations with Indian systems of Yoga which embody 

the principle of the induction of states of consciousness by the control of 

the breath.* Though not unattended with danger, the prospect of this 

development of western therapeutics cannot but command our profound 
interest. 

Not alone among psychologists, moreover, but also in the wider 

sphere of general medicine is that truer conception of 
therapeutics rapidly gaining ground which, in fairness, 

it must be mentioned here, has been the guiding principle of one school 
of therapeutics, the Homoeopathic, since the days of their founder 
Hahnemann, over a century ago. 

This form of treatment, based upon the principle of selecting a 
remedy corresponding in minutest detail with the complete picture of the 

Homoeopathy 

The pnnciple. of tbe^efi^eci of psychic states upon physical functions 
has r^ntly been established Mientifically tn the West by the work of Dr T. Brosse and others 
who demonstrated that the heart Md pulse, etc. reacted immediately to emotional and mental 
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patient’s individual temperament and habits, as well as with the immediate 

symptoms of his illness, is strictly in accord with the teaching of 
Hippocrates, and although, for long, scorned and derided by the orthodox 

allopathic school of medicine has of recent years gained more and more 

adherents among them. 
The fact that it is a scientific and philosophic system founded 

upon the study of man himself and therefore free from the errors insepar- 

ble from the false analogies of animal experiments promises a brilliant 

and useful future for its practice. 
One of the most notable contributions made in recent years by a 

member of the orthodox school of western medicine was that of H. P. 

Newsholme, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P., B.Sc., D.P.H., Medical Officer of the 

City of Birmingham, in his work, Health, Disease and Integration (1928). 

Newsholme not only pursued a careful investigation into the psychological 

factors associated with, and to some extent, at any rate, causal to, inflam¬ 

mation of the brain and nervous system (encephalitis and polidhiyelitis), 

tuberculosis, rheumatism, cancer, rabies, and certain 

'*^.***\i*^?*'*r*,^°'' other diseases, but went much further and showed that; 
the Health of the 

Whole Personality > “ for health of the whole personality, and for the effec¬ 
tive use of the will which is the means by which the 

personality as a whole reaches self-expression, there are needed : 

(а) Balance of action between the individual cells constituting 

the body. 
(б) Balance between activity of body and activity of mind. 

(c) Balance between activities of the emotional, the intellectual, 

and the spiritual sides of the mind ”. 

Here we have expressed in modern terms a summing up of those 

factors in the maintenance of health and the production 
A Sununii^ Up in disease which, in one form or another, have been 

Modem Terms . , .... 
taught throughout the ages, being implicit in that Ancient 

Wisdom of which Theosophy is the present-day expression and the keynote 

of the doctrines of the Greek medical philosophers which have reappeared 

from time to time in the intervening centuries among enlightened thinkers. 

Today, in spite of the temporary eclipse brought about by that materialistic 

phase of thought and research represented by the crude germ-theory and 
the vivisection laboratory, they are exercising an ever increasing influence 

upon the development of modern medical thought.** 
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As to the fiiti>re«* jn which we may confidently expect to find an 

ever'wjdenmg meetiiig ground for Theosophical truths and modern SciencCi 

we cannot do better than to quote*the words with which Dr. Newsholrac 

concludes*his book on Health, Distaee and InUj^ration i 

MedicinCi to be efiective in its proper domaiiif must be intimately inter- 
woveo with tbe art and science of Religion- Medicine Is 

Sphere Of activity, on which 

'spirii enter when it can Rysteinxtically treat the individual 
05 an imimaie moulding, not merely of body and mind in 

their delicate adjustment to each other, hut of body and mind as the vessel for 
the reception and expression of the spirit. 

It is along these avenues of progress that, seems to the writer, the 
Theosophical conception of Man, not only in regard to bis own constitu* 

tioD, but also in connection with his relationship to the One Life in all 

the kingdoms of nature, will surely make its most valuable contribution to 

medical thought and practice.^ 
Thus guided, the imminent danger that medical science, misled by 

a materialistic outlook, may succumb to the commercial- 
which has played an all too prominent part in its 

recent development *, may be avoided. Instead!, jlla* 

mined by the Wisdom and based, both os to methods of research and 

means of treatment, on truly human, because spiritual, values, Medicine 
will eventually take her rightful place as a Science of Health and a 

Healing Art, 

• Ttio Medictl Section of tJw TbwiOpltica] Re^sreh Centm. Lendoo, hu T«cftn(ly 
branght DEic. kloDg ihn Uw IndJcaiMl in tbit mtmognph, n bwk entiilfd Smne VarmtHiM^ 
Paeton m Mgdtit,nr tvhicb..«« hope, will proi^e very Hif^ntive and thodgbt-pKivokiiifl W 
mtdifil iiud«nti.^Ep. r o 
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ADDENDUM 

QUOTATIONS ILLUSTRACTIVE OF STATEMENTS 

IN THE TEXT 

* J. E. R, McDonsbghf in r/ti; ATii^iire 0/Di'sfcr^ep IntfOductioa 
to Part Ii« 19:^4: " Du4iag Lbo past iwtniy years ihc author bas devoted ao 
aver increasing proportion of bis labours to tesearc!i m mEdiciue and the allied 
aciencesi lookinir back Over this period tbe outstandina feature which strikes 
the impartial but iatere&ted observer la the relatively small advance uiade by 
medicine compared with other sciences 

Sir lames htacken^ie, in the Bri'^ieh M^Jical Juurnal, June 4th 1 

19211 paffe 757; discoveries of the orlgius of common di^apj^ were eo few 
during the p^t fifty years that we had difhculty in recognizinR any advance 

Major Gteeuwi;^, F.R.S,. D.Se.» F.RX.P*^ in Ths &f€dic<il Dictator myi 
Other CHmcai J936: So far as the practice of competent physicians 
is concerned, in a large majority of tha illoesses de5cribed by Latbam^ the 
passage of ninety years haa brought no iundameptal change in metboth of 
diagnosis or treatment 

Sir James Mackenziej in The LfTf/cel, November 3x6, 1923 l "If the 
present state of our knowledge and practice regarding these diseases bt compared 
with the state when I entered practice forty-hva years agO| there is some 
dilSciilty in reeogoising where progress has been made. The so-called minor 
ailments , . . are juat a= common and as little understood now u theUp and 
we are just as helpless in the face of grave acute disease 

* Lord HordeT, K,CV,P,p F,H.C.P. in the Annual Omtiou to the Medical 
Society of ^ndoup reported in the British 3l^ical Journal, May 20rfip 1933 
(page 86OJ ^ Formerly the chemist was the servant of the doctor; today he tends 
to become the doctor^e master 

Drs, Bosanquet and Eyre^ in Serums^ Vaccines and To^ifiS (191G Ed> 
PreTaeCp p. viii: omitted Irom later editiouB): '* A word of warning may perhaps 
not be out of place in regard to the iDimsiun of this commercial element into 
the Qeldsa of bacterial therapeutics 

Dr* George Wilson, in his Presidential Address to the State Sectioni British 
M^ical AasociaiioD, reported in Journal, August 5ih. 1899 (p. 348);*'The 
whole bMtrioJogical practice ig steeped ia cmnmcccJalittm. Behimg hws patented 
hi5 ^titoxic serum on the Continent i Koch for years haa made a prtncely 
royalty out of bis tuberculin which " has long since been labelled as worse than 
worthless", 

William Park^ of the IJeaitb Department of New York, was reported* 
by the fveur Pionstr, Kevember 1933| to have said ; 

Y7e bad due horse whotn we called * Old Faithful "* who made splendid 
diphtheria antibodie^^ver $ 175,000 worth nf it 
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Guy L. Kiefer, M.D., writing in the Journal of the Michigan State 
Medical Society, August 1928, made a frank plea for wholesale inoculation, stat¬ 
ing that the increase in physicians * ipcome fronrdiphtheria would be from one- 
Quarter tc^ three-quarters of a million dollars*** If all babies,’* he said, were 
vaccinated against smallpox at birth, tho doctors would increase their income 
by nearly 200%000 dollars He added that the same conditions applied to other 
public health measures, and called for “ persistent educational work by the 
physicians and the Michigan Department of Health ’*. 

At the Annual Conference of the British Medical Association at Man¬ 
chester on July 23rd, 1929, during the discussion of a suggestion that medical 
practitioners should be supplied with Government lymph for smallpox vaccination, 
“ Dr. Brackenbury recommended caution in this matter if only because there 
were members of the Association whose livelihood depended on the private manu¬ 
facture of lymph, and in their interests the Association should hesitate before 
demanding that only one brand of vaccine lymph should be used in this country **. 

* J. E. R. McDonagh. F.R.C.S., in The Nature of Disease Journal^ Vol. I, 
1932, page I: ** The whole foundation upon which modern medicine has been 
built is unsound, and many further additions to the edifice will bring about its 
downfall. The cause of the unsoundness has been the search for goals and the 
neglect of the means whereby they are to be reached **. 

^ J. E. R. McDonagh, F.R.C.S., opening paragraph of The Nature of 
Disease Journal (1933): “ There are two great turning points in the history of 
medicine. The first is marked by the birth of the Art of Medicine as a whole ; 
the second by the commencing disruption of this whole into disjointed special¬ 
isms. Medicine should always have remained a unit, with an eye directed 
towards every aspect of human affairs. 

“ The tendency to regard the mind as distinct from the body has led man 
to regard disease as a defect of the body instead of a defect of the whole or¬ 
ganism. ... It was this insistence on the physical aspect of disease that was 
one of the main factors in leading medicine into the paths of differentiation to 
which refererence was made in the opening paragraph (/6id., p. 2). 

“The homoeopath lays stress upon the mentals, the patient’s chief con¬ 
cern, and these the allopath invariably ignores, because he fails to under¬ 
stand their significance. Medicine will never render the public the service 
it should until every physician is a master of the whole subject **. (/6id., p. 134). 

Franz Alexander, M.D., of Chicago, in an article entitled Functional 
Disturbances of Psychogenic Nature, which appeard in the Journal of the 
American Medical Association, 100, 7, 469 (Feb. 18 1933), defined “ the basis 
of modern medical thinking ” as : 

“ The principle that the body and its functions can be fully reduced to 
physical and chemical processes.” 

He continued: 

Medicine owes to this principle its imposing development in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, and the maintaining of this principle gave medicine 
the rank of an exact science. 

“ Indeed, among the exact sciences medicine became more pope-like than 
the pope himself. 
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“ It is well known in the history of medicine that the neglect of the 
psychic factors is new and typical of recent laboratory period of medicine, 
whereas the physician of the pre-scientifi<^period paid more attention to the whole 
life-situation of his patient". 

* That this antagonism is still recognised as existing even by the foremost 
scientists of our time is indicated in the following quotation from the Sir Halley 
Stevuart Lecture delivered by Professor J.B.S. Haldane in 1935: “ There is 
perhaps a certain conflict between science and Christian ideals, and in some 
cases I think that it is a real conflict Where that is so I can say without hesita¬ 
tion that I am in favour of science 

This statement might not unfairly be taken as representative of the 
attitude of the majority of medical scientists, particularly biologists and physio¬ 
logists, at the present day. 

® J. E. R. McDonagh, in The Nature of Disease Journal (1933): “ The 
Greeks were only academically interested in the separate existence of the psyche. 
In their normal life they believed in the oneness of the organism, hence their 
insistence on bodily as well as mental culture. . . . Moreover, it was on this 
belief in unity that Hippocrates built his system of medicine”, (p. 2). 

^ Dr. F. G. Crookshank in a review in the Medical Press, October 1928: 
Charles Creighton, a student, thinker and morbid anatomist rather than a 

clinician . . . had set himself during the eighties to give us that History of 
Epidemics in Britain^ which when first published, was slow to meet with 
recognition, but is now reckoned among the few great classics of British 
Medicine, and exerts every year an increasing influence upon thought and 
practice ". 

* Annual Report of the Medical Research Council, 1924-5 : ** For a quarter 
of a century it has been known that some, peihaps many, of the microbes which 
are undeniably responsible in a causal sense for definite and grave diseases in 
man and other animals are in themselves completely non-virulent. Introduced 
into the body in the absence of other agents they are quite harmless . . . disease 
begins only if special circumstances are present, in which some change in the 
body, due to some other factor than the infecting parasite itself, has been 
brought about(p. 15). 

Chalmers Watson, M.D; writing in the British Medical Journal^ 
November 3rd, 1928 (p. 817): “ Bacteria played an important part in the 
causation of disease, but these were for the most part normally present in 
the digestive tract or other tissues,were^ during health, innocuous". 
(writer’s italics). . . 

® Review of “ Recent Advances in Diseases of Children ’* by Drs. Pearson 
and Wyllie, in The Medical Bc/io, October 1928 (p. 49): Oar authors insist 
that alterations in the chemistry of the body are antecedent to infection • . . 
Deranged metabolism should be regarded as of greater importance in the causa¬ 
tion of disease, and infection is to be looked upon as an incidental factor 
superimposed upon the metabolic disturbance ". 

Professor A. E. Boycott, F.R.S., B.Sc., F.R.C.P. in his presidential 
address to the section of Pathology of the Royal Society of Medicine, on the 
subject of The Transition from Live to Dead: The Nature of Filterable 
Viruses, October 16th, 1928: “If viruses do originate in tissue cells, what 
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3IS we to imagine they are ? B6champ’s ghost would answer microzymas, as 
I told you seventy years ago ’ 

Professor E. A. Minchin, M.A.? Hen. Ph.D., F.R.S., in an address to 
the Zoological Section of the British Association for the advancement of 
Science at Manchester in 1915: 

“ Many cytologists appear indeed to regard the cell, as they know it in 
the Metazoa and Metaphyta, as the beginning of all things, the primordial unit 
in the evolution of living beings. For my part I would as soon postulate the 
special creation of man as believe that the Metazoan cell, with its elaborate 
organisation and its extraordinarily perfected method of nuclear division by 
karyokinesis, represents the starting-point of the evolution of life 

C. J. Patten, in his work, The Memory Factor in Biology (1926): “ In 
endeavouring to trace to their ultimate analysis the marvels of protoplasmic 
structure and function, it becomes at once evident that unless one postulates 
the presence of a psychic side in all living things, any attempt to explain 
Memory phenomena on rational lines would signally break down.. . . Memory 
is not only the dynamo of the individual life of the organism, but it is also 
the perpetuating force whichl links together the psychic side of all living things 
into one harmonious whole (page 9). 

“ The relationship between Memory and Habit is remarkably close ; 
. .. indeed it is difficult to divorce the idea of the one from the other, (p. 69). 

“ Further . . . protoplasm . . . has the potentiality of remembering some¬ 
thing about stimuli which have been sent into it, and of releasing such stimuli 
in various degrees without the aid of the original stimuli. This is virtually 
what is meant by Habit-formation. It becomes engraved on the ultimate 
particles of cell-protoplasm (p. 73). 

W. A. Evans, M.D. formerly head of the Board of Health of Chicago 
stated in ihe.'Spokesman RevieWy Washington, U. S. A., February 18th, 1933: 
“ There is one type of person on whom it is generally worthless to operate 
as a means of curing ulcer. He is about 25 years old, intelligent, sensitive 
and highly strung. ... He is emotional and worries, usually about his business, 
but almost any other subject for worry will work. If a person of this kind 
has his ulcer cut away, he will have a new one, generally in about the same part 
of the digestive tract, within a few months after the operation. In the treatment 
of such cases it is more important to cut out the worry than it is to operate on 
the ulcer. Unless the subject can train himself in equanimity and can conquer 
his fears, he will merely trade new ulcers for old ”, 

Dr. Charles S. Thompson, Medical Officer of Health, in a lecture on the 
causes and prevention of nervous breakdown, given at the Institute of Hygiene, 
Portland Place, London, on October 17th, 1928: “ Anger and storms of passion 
can shake the nervous system to pieces. The coarser passions, such as anger, 
hatred, and jealousy, react adversely on the body far more commonly than the 
reactions of ambition, pride, and aesthetic and intellectual emotions. 

“ The surest foundation of mental health is faith in things unseen—the 
sense that God is in His Heaven and all is right with the world, no matter what 
the appearances may be. The feet must be planted on some Sure rock of religion 
or philosophy. 
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“In ftUeviitiiiE nervous disorders we must take into Account not only 
suggestive theropeuttcSi medical hypnotismj the psj'^hoanalysis of orthodox 
(u^ydiology, but go farther and attempt 10 understand how and ou what basis 
prayer and appeals tO the highest spirifuat insouct of mankind have CttWtiva 
value 

“ The eighteenth issu* of the /jcdividuof Psychology Medical Pamphlets, 
published by the C. W, Daniel Company. Ltd., London, COTtains among other 
interesting cortributions a paper by Dr TjV. Ross, entitled The PHychnloglcal 
Approach*', in the course of wbich the writer makes th* followingauggestive 
staiemaut: “ lllaess, even if it has not originated psychologitadly, must soon be 
cotnplby uiciit^ ■ we not be ftblft to igooriE the lueuw 
iL$pACt in ^ny cjiso of illness if w* arc to- under^tAod it tha-n supffrficuilly » 

Dr, Braceljiiid, in CtitikiJi Medicine, ApriJ 19+2, declared ib^it most 
patients are sick, both pbysicaUy and ps^-chccalJy. Some are designated 
as allergiCi peptic ulcer, and a ijunibeT of tbesa definitely physical disorders are 
merely the results of psychic disttess, We must in mindi therefore, ihal 
JoRgsUindtng psychic disturbances may cau^ organic dis^ase^ 

la the LtffWi, August 8th, 1942 {p* 16+) an editorial called atLcntiou to 
the fact that one of the causes pf leucocytoais (increase in the phagocytes in the 
blocd) was emotLoUi and that several acientific workers had demonstrated the 
relationahip m menial diseasei when this was B^ssociated with emotional dis- 
turl^nca. The beJiaviOutS most often accompanjcd by Jeacocytosis were panic 
reaction, depresalon with agitaiion* excitement with Dver-activity and anxiet^^ 
and excitement with over'activity and elation* Wittkower had s^w'^ed that 
leucocytosis could be indneed la hypnotized patients by suggesting various 
emotions. 

Writing in the Lancet, January Isl. 194+ (p. 14), Spicer^ Stewart and 
de K. Win&er thawed by statistics gathered at sixteefi London hospitals dtiring 
the heavy air raids that the increase in perforated peptic alcsrs bore a direct 
relationship to anxiety and fear. 

** Jame^ Burnet* ^hA.,LL.BdLoud+)# F+RdCFp.E^ in the Medical 
World, May 18,19+5 : 

It is surely high time that medical men who sac actually practising the 
healing art took some active steps to check the great onrush of laboratory and 
animal experiment which is, iu so many respectSp threatening the very founda¬ 
tions of practical mEdicinE. 

It has to be borne in mind at the very outset that much of this exi^ri* 
mental work Is carried out by men and women who liaveno medic^ qualifications 
ai ail I and who, in many instancesr are quite young and iiiexpcriBiiccd+ Often 
their one tneentive is to find a thesis-subject to enable them to obtsun ihe 
degree of Pb.D. Once that aim has been achieved they C-ease to ba iuterest-ed in 
the subject to which they have been devoting their time and energy. 

" This is true, not only of this cctintryp but of others 05 well. If all this 
experimental W'ork be added to our knowledge no one would have any re^ ground 
for complaint but^ unformnately, the results obtained, when applied in act aid 
practice, are found to be not only sadly wanting but in certain cases fraught with 
danger^ Thai some loaders of the profession are alive to this fact will readily be 
gathered from some of their recent utterances. 
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It is limo, sutetyt that a bait be made mod a saoer method of imve^tigatio# 
disease ood its memos of cure be bmuffbt into being 

^ Tbomas M. Ling, M.A..tM.p.,M.R.C.F*^ in mfi axtxcle enbilled Hixio- 
tioo&l Fmclor^ in Diseasein the i/ourunl Jt/j^rcj'ne, Decemberi 1935 
(reprixHed m the M^dUat World, April 2iid* 1937| p. 177): As meptioned 
emrlier * a nw orientmtioti is required that will replace the localised conceplions 
of lOth century pathology in which disease woi coosidered as being always 
ItjcaJisfid in an orTgao or group of orgaa&p by am outlook euibiECiog a palbology of 
tha whole body and tniod^ of the person, uniqucj cbangiog but essentially striving 
tD livop In striving to attaiu this brerndth of dinical outlook, in which wemre in 
reality taking oo CmCe more the tatalitariAii mpproach of the Greeks, we mmy be 
reminded and Shmulaied by Plata's description of msdicine; * A^d 1 said oX 
Medicine^ that this is an Art which coniiders the constitution of the patient, and 
has principles of action and reason Ln each case ***^ 

” The ymiui of a review of a book entitled The Dtsciplme of Peace " 
by K, E. Barlnw, M-R-C-S. (Faber and Faber L^ndoal sums uphisceatral 
theme as follows October l^th^ 19*3-2): 

"His 'Discipline of Peace* is the fitting of mon^s acilvhies into the 
discipliTifl of nature^ tp make an integrated whole in which man Is a part oi bis 
own environment as well as that of the ploois mad maimals on whose continued 
multiplication hie existence depends. The author has a social philosophy to 
preach—a philosophy based admittedly on that Of Eddington but developed along 
the lines of biological thought* recogoisiug the need for the integration of man 
and oaturm. Without thi s iTitegratioa Dr» Barlow sees ooly self-destruction For 
the human xmce. 

* Sw quQtukia m page (of ttxt]. 
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POPUivAft miscopceptions of Astrology are not so ver^'different from popular 

misconceptions of Tbeosopby. The siiidcnt who, by his 

m CanjH painstaking research, has arrived at certain well- 

defined cooclusiODs has a difficult task bcftjrc him in presenting those 

coocltisions acceptably to a hostile world* His audiance divides itself into 

two camps one of which, on insuSicieiit evidence, has already pre*judged 

the case adversely ; the other of which, on insufficient evidence, lias alr^dy 

pre-Jtidgud it favotirabiy. The support of those who believed in astrology 

because they want to believe in it, knowing nothing about it, is probably 

more harmful to the cause of astrology than the opposition of those whq 

condemn it, knowing nothing about it. The former class, by its credulity, 

disgusts the latter class whose ranks are more likely to contain those who 

have been trained to demand logical proofs of any given proposition. Un¬ 

fortunately the " trained minds'’, w'bile demanding such proofs, are so 

encased in prejudice that the demand Is only a gesture. They do not 

expect the proofs to be produced—do not regard the subject as of serious 

import at all. They listen with ill-concealed impatience to the statement 

of a case which by its very nature docs not lend itself to short-cut" 

demonstration- And astrology suffers under the handicap that its proponents, 

competent though they be, are too often incapable of understanding that 

their own enthusiams, experiences, appeals to authority, do not cunstitute 

evidence convincing to cold-minded thinkers- Astrology is presented with 

too much show of emolionalistn, too much obvious contempt for the un’ 

believer, too Little factual evidet^, too little deference to the rules of logic. 

There is also too ranch reliance on authority. The undoubted fact that 

Camille Flammarion, Sir Isaac Nowton ti at., proclaimed their belief in 

the truth of astjolcgy, while perhaps slightly persuasive, is not more and 

not less convincing evidence that the planets affect our destinies, than the 
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publicly declared belief of Henry Fnrd In reincarnation assures our return 

physically to earth. We need a wholesome understanding of the reactions 

of others to the “ proofs " which secto so palpable to us. A lawyer address¬ 

ing a jury may have a very bad case and yet obtain a verdict by his adroit 

presentation of doubtful facts. A scientific explorer, attempting to obtain 

a “ verdict " from Nature must have all his facts correct. He will secure 

no result if even one of his steps is faulty. The barrister may do so even 

if aii of his are wrong, providing he can cloak them with an aurn of 

apparent right. 

Perhaps the astrologer, in his elTorts to convince the world, has to 

too great an extent adopted the method of legal sophistry, 

not enough that of the stricUy factual scientist. One 

reads through book after book purporting to offer the 

'* case for astrology ”. What one finds is assertion, declamation, doubtful 

argument, wild sutementa unbuttressed by any !jhadow of truth. Even 

those of US who, (or our own very good reasons, are profoundly convinced 

that there is a true science of astrology are often appalled by the 

feebleness of the case made by astrology's self-proclaimed experts. Many 

of us are believers in spite of, certainly not because of. the argument 

advanced for its truth. 

Astrology, as an exaet science, has also been damaged by the 

exaggerated claims made for it. This is particularly the 

case in the field of prediction. It may be that the Great 

Fire of London was astrologically predicted before it happened, Thb 

exact evidence that this wa$ so appears somewhat shadowy, but we need 

not go back 300 years to demonstrate the wortblessn^ of many astrologi¬ 

cal predictions. !t ts suggested that the student go back only one year 

or two years, by reading carefully the various national predictions in any 

of the standard astrological almanacs. These “ forecagts ” have rendered 

astrologers and astrology the laughing-ateck of the educated world. It 

was easy enough to predict that there would be '' strikes and unemploy¬ 

ment in Amenca tn 1936". That might be left standing in type as 

applicable to any year. It vvas not so easy to forecast the death of King 

Geoige V, the abdication of Edward VIII and the reasons surrounding it. 

At least no astrologer did succ^d in predicting these two events, though 

many laid claim to have done so—after they had hapfvaed. Where is 

the almanac bearing a date of issue before the events,happened, which 

forecasts them ? We know of none and, if any were produced, before we 

Pr^iclj«i4 
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accepted tbe forecasts a a genuine, shnuLd denmnd coDclosive proof 

that they were actually pubh&hctj and available bcfort the events they 

purported to predict hod taken placfe and long enough before, that they 
might not have been deduced by ordinary processes of reai^ning. 

All this litter of rubbish must be sw^ept away before we can hope 

that educated opiriion will e^'en eicaniine the subject 

i3erioualy% A^itrology may well pray to be dcUvered from 

ita friends. They have done it far more harm than its enemies* Those 

who believe in astrology, who love astrologyi who are certain in their own 

minds that within its limits astrology has a great and beneficent function 
to fulfill must neduiausly appose the false claims made for it. 

It may be helpful if the^ unprovable, ur at least unproved, datma 

are listed. But Jest it be said that the writer of tbk 

monograph is niaking an assertion as bold as those he 

critidzesi they are unproved only so far as he is concerned. In tw^enty 

years of continuous searching for satisfactory evidence of their truth he 
has wholly failed to find it. HaS| too, discovered no other astrologer who 

has found it or at leaiit who has submitted aeceptable proof that he has 
found it- If any reader h^s such proof it w^ould he most wdeome and 

the writer will cheerfully* gladly and publicly reverse his views when it 

is produced. Bui it must be conclusive* tinsmbiguanSt final- It must not 
consist of assertions, even though backed with affidavits. The human 

mind is too capable of self^deceprion—too prone to embroider a plain 

tale into a sensatioDal adventure. 

An example of w^hat constitutes real proof may be given. A few 

years back a book was published in England attacking the bon^-fid^ of 

H. F. Hiavatsky in connection with her claims to have received letters 

from the Mahatmas> The accusation was made that she herself forged 

these letters—that the handwriting was her own, cleverly disguised* 

■ In rebuttal* Mr. C. JinarSjadisa reproduced in TA^ a 
pboiogiaph of a letter and ^Ae post^marked cnvthpe 

in which ti u^as enclosed^ showing a date more than 

nine years after Madame Bkvatsky's death. The letter* w'ritten by an 
inquirer in India to Dr. Besant, bore annotations in the handwriting 
of one of the Mahatmas-—the very handwriting a perflon nine yeai3 dead 

uras accused of forging, 
Stmibrly ji one could produce an astrological forecast made by an 

astrologer who had been dead nine years before the event took placep and 

Sckntific EviifcHrc 
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if the prediction was clean-cut, not swathed iu so much generality that 

ii could be construed to mean almost anything, then the case for astro¬ 

logical prediction would be prove* The astrologer ol course need not 

have died nine years cor at any other period before the forecast came true, 

providing there existed some definite mfians of establishing the date of 

the prediction os being far enough ahead of the event to preclude the 
possibility of guesswork. If any such evidence 15 in existence, at least in 

modern times, those who are familiar with it have been derelict in their 
duty to publicize it in the proper way. Half-a-dozen facts-three facts— 
conclusively provable in the ifianner indicated would be worth ail the 
vociferous assertions which convince none but the unthinking. 

Another instance of the nature of scientific proof may be given. 
One of the commonplaces of occultism is the existence of the faculty 

ktiow'n as mental telcfathy. Sot more ridicule has been bestowed upon 
Mtro ogy than upon the crazy " notion that people could transfer thought 

from one to another. Assertions there have been In plenty, " proofs ” 

I such only to those who produced them; experiuncea which 
u t a ut the experiencer cold. The scientific world stifled a yawn and 
looked the other way. 

Yet when a professor of Duke University, Dr. Rhine, proceeded 

MAI«J TakjHihy scientific fashion to make factual tests, 
Teiu hundreds of them, thousands of them—and when he 

shoi^ed beyond doubt or peradventure by these tests 
that mental telepathy occurred again and again in subject after subject 

upon whom he experimented—at last the scientific world took notice, 

at last admitted into their exclusive diction the term ESP—Extra-Sensory 
Perception. But the tests had to be so clear, so simple, so utterly incapa, 
bie of any expbnation by laws of chance or coincidence that every other 
^xplanatioij was tukd outt 

In lie ol such pwl this wrilsr declares Ibat to tbe best' 

»f bis knowledge and belter the follnwing claims made by »a.e for astro- 
Jogy att demonstrably false : 

1«) The possibility of accurate prediction of detailed events by 
means of the natal, progressed or horary horoscope, 

(fr) The possibility of forecasting definitely the line or lines of 
occu^tion the individual will follow, the exact oaturo qf his illnesses 
the time of his death, and all similar facts, ' 
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Not pniy are such forecasts outside the range of possibility by 

means of the liorosrope but it would be highly undesir- 
PrtdeitbiAtioitand t,r -r • . ... . 

Fr«a>will w*thm it. A terrible predestination 
would take the place of the free*wjU we at least may 

believe ourselves to have. Man would become a puppet activated by 
planetary and sidereal strings. Such a state of alfaira would be incom* 

patible with theosophicat fondsmentals, for man would not be “ the 

arbiter of his own gloom or glory That rdle would be reserved for 
the stars and the planets. 

And even though the prime cause of the natal horoscope be laid 

Thv Vidov*Circk undone In prior lives, the 
vicious circle w'Ould only be strengthened, not broken. 

For these acts must have been compulsive, by the nature of the horoscopes 
of those lives, and so on, back ad infinitum^ 

The science of astrology is strengthened, not weakened, by the 

discarding of such irrational and nnprovablc ideas. When we are rid of 

them W'e no longer waste our energies endeavouring to make astrology 
conform to an impossible standard of omniscience. Wc find that we 

have retained everything in astrology that is worth while and have dropped 
only that which never was worth keeping. 

What then have W'e left ? And how may we be sure that wc have 
anything left and that this too is not imagination ? 

To answer the latter half of the foregoing question we must under 
stand that aatrologj', at least in our human grasp of it, is not a scienrs. 

exact in the sense that mathematics is an exact science. It may be 

likened to the more empirical sciences such as medicine. There are 

traditional well-established rules in medicine and there are similar tradi¬ 
tional, well-established rules In astrology. Yet in a certain sense astrology 

Is more of an exact science than medicine, for the orthodox rules of 

medicine ar^ often challenged, even by medical men themselves, while 
the lime-honoured landmarks of astrology remain today as 2000 years ago 

impen'ious to challenge. Some things, many thinga, in astrology are 

accepted by every astrologer (except possibly a few crank5 who wish to 
be “diflfertni" for no gcjod reason). No one, for instance, so far as is 

known, has ever disputed that Jupiter and Venus are mberently beiiefic, 
Saturn and Mars, the reverse \ no one controverts the fact that a pre¬ 

ponderance of planets and angles in Cardinal signs indicates leadership, 
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in Fixed signs tenacity, in Common signs a lack of both. These are 

estrological commonplaces—and there are hundreds of 

Aii»lo8i«l fitmilar indicators'in the horoscope, constituting tbeback- 
Commonpuui 

bone of astrological knowledge apart from astrological 

speculation. Yet how have these things become known ? We can only 

say—by observation. As theosophists we may, if we wish, postulate an 

early revelation by the divine leaders and teachers of primitive man. 

But W'e Imd better omit tliat hypothesis when we present our case to the 

world. As the virtues of certain herbs used in the East for healing may 

have been discovered by accident, long observation, repeated experiment, 

or may have been revealed aeons ago by the Divine Kings, so either 

explanation will fit the discovery of the nature of the planets, elements, 

constitutions and aigns of the horoscope. Both explanations are probably 

true. The sacred science of astrology, we may well believe, was imparted 

to the early, more spiritual races ; was partially or wholly lost, perhaps 

and rediscovered by observation. Certainly such knowledge os we have 

of the more recently discovered planets—L-ranus, Neptune, Pluto—has 

come by observation of their ejects in count Jess horoscopes. There is 

nothing inherently impossible in the idea that all our astrological knovT' 

ledge was similarly obtained. Let ua take, for instance, the well-known 

fact that in Western races a child born with the planet ifara on the 

Ascendant (unless in Capricuml is likely, in a great preponderance of cases 

to have red hair. That fact can readily be established by observation 

and presumably that is the way in which it was first established. We 

must, however, bew'are of the fallacy, /loc ergn Aoi:. Because 

the red hair is coincidental with the ascending positiori of Iifars, are we 

justified in assuming that Mars in that position Is the astrological came 

of the red hair? “Yes, indeed!" answers “ the run-of .the-mine” as tro' 

loger, *' Mars on the Ascendant gives red hair, also the disposition that 

is popularly supposed to go with it 

Now this is interesting, if true. But the most cur^ry reasoning 

M ind Red H ' show that it cannot possifaty be true. Mars remains on 

the Ascendant approximately four minutes, yet the infant 

certainly possessed that red hair or the factors that would develop into the 

rad hair, for several months before Mars took up that particular position in 

its natal horoscope. It did not have a natal horoscope, as a matter of fact, 

until the moment of birth. Haw then could a Martian position which had 

Dat yet occurred rwwse red hair already in existence before actual birth ? 
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We need cite only this one example. It will serve for all of the 

hundreds of physical and mental traits for which the 

r*** planetary positions dre supposed to be responsible. How 

can they be responsible for them when they trace back 

to tbe genes and chromosomes embedded in the germ plasm? Or, if 

we take the Theosophical view as to the non-inherited traits, then to the 

incarnating ego ? 

Can it not be seen that the stars and planets can cause nothing— 

they can only indicate what is already there ? 

We may regard the heavens as a great timepiece, as indeed they are. 

When the clock upon our mantel strikes nine it will, if 

They only clock is accurate, be nine o’clock. The striking of 
Indicate . . . , , , 

the clock does not cause tt to be nine o clock however. 

It indicates it, merely. 

Similarly each of us is born exactly as his hour strikes in the great 

clock of the heavens. He is what he is, not because the 

Plan^iMtthe planetary and sign positions make him so. He is born 

when he is because at that exact moment the heavens 

indicate him precisely as he is—his heredity, type of environment, innate 

talents, disposition, character—that facet of him which his ego has chosen 

to manifest in the current incarnation. Surely it is unworthy of the 

Supreme Intelligence to credit it with capriciously decreeing happiness for 

A because he was born at 8.30 a.m. and misery for B because he first drew 

breath at 8.30 P.M. 

Perhaps a still simpler analogy would be to consider the heavens as 

a huge vault (tbe vault of tbe heavens) protected, in so 

far as each evolving ego is concerned, by a gigantic 

time-lock combination. As with such a vault in a bank 

or business house, the passage of time turns the tumblers of the lock this 

way and t^t until all are in exactly the right relationship to each other 

when, at the moment for which the lock is set, the relationship is perfect 

and the vault may be swung open. 

So with the heavenly vault. The wheel turns this way and that— 

the planets (the tumblers) move forward and retrograde— 

the signs also revolve. Innumerable combinations of 

these “ tumblers ” are formed until at last the one sole combination 

expressing a given ego appears in the heavens, and "St that moment and no 
29 

Time-lock 

Combination 

Tbe exact Moment 
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Dthar the vault awingii open for this ego permitting hia entry into physical 

life, A chart of the heavens at that exact moment is his natal horoscope. 

It cau^s nothing^it indicates everything. 

It will be seen then that there are no such things as planetary or 

slderal “ influences They do not, cannot, exist. The 

facts negative them. But there are planetary and sideral 

indicittiirs. How may wc be sure of that ? How know 

that Lhe natal horoscope has any value ? 

The only correct answer is—by personal experiment and observa¬ 

tion* Do not take anybody's word lor the truth or 

otherwise of astrology. Perhaps they are trying to 

deceive you for their own purposes. Or perhaps they 

are sineere but mistaken. If you have conUdeDee in them you may of 

course choose to believe them and take rvhat they tell you on faith as 

have to take so many other things in life on faith. Well and good if you 

wish to do so, but the answer was to the qnestioOp how may we be sure ? 

And ihere is no way to be ficientiReally sure cf anything save to invcstigale 

for oneself. That is what the writer did, rejecting every^body's say as 

to the truth of astrology, even that of leaders in whom he had the greatest 

confidence. The approach to astrology was made in a bitterly hostile 

frame of mind, many years ago. with the fixed preconception that exami¬ 

nation w^ould show it to be an outrageous fraud, ChaJlenged, because of 

hostile remarks, to master the subject thoroughly before attacking It^ the 

study of astrology w'os actually undertaken by this writer for the purpose 

of ''exposing" it. He found that he would only be stultifying himself 

to attempt any such ''exposure”. That* grotesque* fantastic* as it then 

seemed^ the horoscope indicated in the roost amaxingt even startling* 

fashion the nature and capabilities of the individual and the general 

trend of his destiny^ It was a perfect case of '* coming to scoff and 

remaining to w^ondet 

It h true that this is the hard way of arriving at the truth or faUity 

of a subject, but it is the only sum It is easy to 

take one's opinions, pro or con, ready-made from others; 

but to dig for oneselfp to learn a newr subject from the ground up, to ferret 

out the facts by personal experiment* hy long-continued observation—kio 

laborf hoc opus est* But the immense satisfaction of being able to sny, 

"i know", instead of ”1 think so'\ far outweighs the effort, strenuous 

as it is. The time the present writer put in to mastermg astrology in 

t Know 
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Order to be able to attack it aueee^sfuUyi changed the entire ooui'se of his 

life. And for the better. 

If this method be followed hy tho^ who really wish to know 

for themselvea whether or not there is truth in astrologyi it will sav'e 

energy and time- The seekifr will be in the happy position of relying only 

on what he himself has discovered la be Lrnc. He will not have to 

speculate on the bona-fide^ of others or on their capacity for disinterested 

analysis of evidence. 

But if definite events cannot be predicted from the natal horoscope— 

if, coDtmry to popular opinion^ the astrologer cannot 

determine from the chart what the native WW do at any 

given lime—of what value is a knowledge of astrology ? 

What residuum of truth is left after the many falsities have been 

eliminated ? 

It is true that there is no known astrological means of knowing in 

advance what course of action a person will lakcp regard¬ 

less of how numerous or powerful may be the so-called 

influences (indicators) prevailing at a stated period. It can be deter- 

mined I however with a precision almost inerrant, what he shoidd do. It 

has been found, through observations extending over centuries, even 

milleaiap that certain types of direction (current planetary and sidereal 

induences) paint to certain types of action os desirable or andesirable at 

any particular time. If the native in whose horoscope such directions are 

present governs his actions according to these indicators he will have much 

belter success than if he disregards them. 

Thus an aggregation of aspects or positions occur ring by direction 

to the Ascendant, and all favcutable, would be a eleai 

zodiacal assurance that change of any kind might be 

confidently made—that the time bad arrived for change 

and that such opportunities as might arise during the changedavouring 

period shqp[d by all means bn taken advantage oL Similarly should the 

directions to the Ascendant be adverse, a w^aralng, equally emphatic, 

wo/ to change, but lo enntmue in routine paths, would sounded. Such 

directions are very easy for the astrologer to irderpret. It is w^hen they 

coufiict, with some favouring and others cautioning, that skill and 

judgment need to be called into play- And conflicting directions 

are found in a more often than directions all similar in 

character. 
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It may be asked how one could make a change when the directions 

so indicated, if no opportunity for change presented 

IncMtible Urge therein lies the “ mystery ” of the horoscope. 

Where directions to the Ascendant are numerous and strong, whether 

they be good, bad or conflicting, opportunity for change veill occur. A 

time has arrived in the life when that particular potential actualizes itself. 

The native, without knowing why, if he is not an astrologer, will feel 

himself impelled to change. Some opportunity, perhaps more than one. 

will arise or he himself will be moved to create one, which he will do. 

If the directions (favouring or otherwise) are sufficiently powerful the 

urge will be almost irresistible. Yet he will find himself confronted with 

the customary uncertainty which confronts everyone (except, perhaps, the 

astrologer) when contemplating a new step in life. Is it for the best ? 

Should he let well-enough alone ? Will he regret it, if he makes the move ? 

Has he taken all factors into account or will some unforeseen condition 

upset his careful planning ? 

The answer obviously is, that no one, no human being, certainly, 

» ..n . • « omniscient enough to take all factors into account 
vio or Refrain t • i « t. 

on anything. Always there is a chance, and much more 

than a chance, that some one or more circumstances, wholly unexpected, 

unguarded against, may cause the best-laid plans to “ gang agley But 

Nature, which has provided for all human needs in the physical world, 

which has furnished an antidote for every poison, a remedy or preventive 

for every ill, has not left man without an answer to his cry for guidance 

when torn between conflicting possibilities of action. The horoscope at 

any and all times w^ill supply the answer, will chart the course. It will 

tell the questioner, “ Go ” or “ Refrain It is truly both a map of the 

karma and a guide to the dharma of the current incarnation. 

While only one outstanding example has been cited of the assistance 

the horoscope can render to the perplexed, such 

instances might be multiplied indefinitely. is equally 

applicable to every question in every department of life. Taking the 

tw^elve houses of the horoscope in succession and selecting only a few 

typical matters presided over by each house, the horoscope is competent 

to aid in deciding such widely varying issues as the following: 

(1) Affairs the outcome of which is contingent upon personal effort; 

change of all kinds. (2) Money matters. (3) Short journeys; affairs of 

the brothers and sisters ; all matters relating to transportation, papers and 

Twelve ** Houses * 
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conrespoadeticc, wcitmgfi. i[4) The home ; the parent eJcercJsinc the least 

ioflueace in the life ; the ultimate outcome of any matter j the end oF liFc' 

(5) The children I courtship, speculation, (6) Health, employ meat, 

employees, (71 Marriage, open enemies, creditors, relationships with 

others. (3) Death, tv ilia, legacies, things appertaining to the dead. (9) 

Voyages, long journeys, religion, philosophy, the higher mind, publications. 

(10) Occupation, business, Fame, honour, reputation, advaacemcot, the 

parent exercising the greatest mfluenoe in the life. (H) Friends, hopes, 

wishes, ambitions. (12) Secret eneiniea, societies, institutions, occultisnij 

sorrow, limitation. 

From the above vety incomplete list it will be seen what a broad 

range of subjects may be referred to the horoscope for 

decisions. There is, in fact, no possible event which 

can occur on which the chart is not competent to offer 

guidance. In proof of this sweeping statement it can only be urged that 

the challenger experiment for himself—learn astrology, set up his own 

chart, consult it when in doubt and direct his course in accordance with 

its showings. It may be boldly affinned that if he takes the trouble to 

master the subject thoroughly, exercises care in his calcuiatinns and uses 

good judgment in his iaterpretations, he will discover that the facts arc 

as stated- He will find that enterprises begun under favouring zodiacal 

auspices succeed, providing possibility of auoA sKccess is indicated iy 

the ttafal ciiiirt, always the governing factor. He will equally discover 

that projects commenced uuder unfavourable "influences'' (the w'ord is 

used for convenience only), either fail or arc consummated with extreme 

difficulty, even though the natal chart smiles on their achievameut. 

Always, of course, the action must be efficient. To rely on good 

aspects to bring undeserved success, when planaing and execution have 

been inferior, is to lean on a broken reed. And to expect favourable 

'* directions " to bring achievement into the life of a nature foreign to 

natal eba^jndicattons, will also bring disappointmeni. 

But where the three factors are all present—good natal signihea- 

The Tkfee Fiict«s fortunate directions, competent action^succcsa 

is assured. At least, in the experience of the present 

writer, it ^as always followed, given these three pre-requisites. IF the 

doubter explain this by suggesting that “ the wish is lather to the thought ”, 

that the expectation of success is the psychology of success, he will be 

soggesting no more than the writer suggested to himEclf, upon making the 
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above discovery. A simple check appeared to be to go back to successes 

achieved prior to his first contact with astrobg}’. calcolaiiog the infliienEes 

then prevailing with the view of detdbnining if igaorance of their existence 

would prevent them from operating. 

This was done in a doxen or more cases W'ith the result that no 

instance was discovered where adccjuatc astrological causes were not 

present, and no instance was discovered where a "mu*' of outstandingly 

favours.ble directions, coupled with similar natal influences and appropriate 

mental and physical action, did not produce noteworthy results. 

The writer can do no more than sincerely chronicle his ow-n experl- 

ence, divorced from self-deception and earnestly recog¬ 

nizing the obligation oi the motto of Tha Theosophical 

Society. “ There is no Religion higher than Truth 

Knowing many others who have tested the validity of astrology by the 

same infallible method of personal experienec^knowing of no case where 

such test has brought disillusionment, but countless cases where it has 

brought convietion^—he feels that in this direction only lies certainty for 

any inquirer. Others may parrot-like repeat that astrology is true or is 

not true, basing their opinions upon thair own theoretical speculation or 

upon hearsay. Their testimony is valueless unless k represents conclusions 

drawn from their own carefully performed experiments. 

It may be asked if a delineation fay an astrologer unknown to the 

native, which U correct in its estimate of the character, 

abilities and disposition of the latter, may not be taken 

as competent evidence of the truth of astrology. Per¬ 

suasive, certainly, but not so conclusive as the personal experimentation 

method because of the tendency of the human mind to invent conventional 

reasons for pbenomena which are new to it. There may always be a 

lingering doubt in the mind of the native who receives ever so accurate a 

delineation, that perhaps the astrologer obtained his facts from some 

extraneous source—from a mutual friend or even by guesscj based on 

the handwriting, the style of notepaper, the address or (if the ddinca- 

tion is given personally) by the appearance, dress, voice or manner of 

P«nuuLva bul nof 

tbfi native. 

The writer was much amazed, after delineating the horoscope of a 

celebrated dramatic critic of outstanding intelligence and ability, to be 

informed that the delineation was one hundred per cenfcorrcct but that 

hU results must have been obtained by " muscle* read in g*', which woulj 
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Tie Difceted 

Horevcape 

have b^en a conaiderably harder feat than the actual astrological method 

employed. 

The value of the 'directed ^ boroaeope, great though it is. h not 

inferior to the value of the natal horoscope itself which, 

competently interpreted* furnishes a perfect key to the 

character^ talents* constitutional defects, if anyi and lines? of 

least reaiatance to success- The astrologer can determine thesep in what may 

scum to be an almost uncanny fashion, without the aliglUeat kno^dedge of the 

nativep other than the time and date of birth and the sex^ However* where 

advice on a given subject is desired it is well for the astrologer to be taken 

into the confidence of the one who consults him. The prevailing influences 

sei^e OD whatever conditions or circumstances of alike nature to themselves 

happen to bfi present at the lime. The astrologer can do a better piecu 

of work if he can adapt the intangibles he seea in the horoscope to concrete 

possibilities. When one visits a physican and starts to describe oue'^ $ymp* 

tomSp one is not Immediately stopped by the Doctor with iht^ request that 

the latter be allowed to guess what Js the matter. Yet often the astrologer 

is e.^pected to phy the undignified end humiliating role of fortune tcllefi 

and bis stock rises according as he may be successful in making a series of 

sensational pronouncements w'hich are not helpful except that they confirm 

what the native already knew or thought he knew about himself- 

The value of a delin^tion is largely in the di^overy of what the 

native did not previously know* and if the owner of the 

horoscope takes issue with any fact relating to hlscharac* 

ter or abilities which does not fit in with his preconceived idea of himselfi 

the delineation will be of no more asst stance than the diagnosis of a medi¬ 

cal specialist would be to one who felt that he knew better than the 

Doctor what ailed him^ As a matter of fad the horoscope, competently 

intcrpretedi is inerrant as to the fundamentals of the nature. But many 

pcopin are unw-illing to face the truth about themselvea. They have built 

up an id^l picture baring no relation to reality and while this is all to 

the good, if a serious attempt is made to measure up to the Idealp it is 

mere self-deception where such attempt is lacking. 

Similarly there are many w'ho do not suspect the very red talents 

tho natal chart shows them to possesst Second rate 

musicians who would make first rate lawyers | mediocre 

* prof^ional men who w^onld do wdl in the business field 

and vice the horoscope infallibly points them out- We may 
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Gvudc In 
Mnlrirtl^y 

discount sli ihc ioolish and exonerated claims made for astrology and 

there still remains a large residuum of superlative value which cannot be 

called into question* Again, the seeker must prove thU lor himself. The 

'writer states facts be kitours to be true ■ ■ - has proved for himself to be 

true in his own chart, in the horoscopes oE members of his family, in the 

hundreds or thousands of charts he has delineated over a period of more 

than twenty years, Startiug os has been said with a definite prejudice 

against the entire subject, he convinced himself against his own wish and 

will, Tt is true that the sense of the scientific world still negatives the 

idea that astrology can he a true science. Yet aa someone has rightly 

said, if a thousand people hold the same opiaiou regarding something on 

which they have no first-haud information, their collective opinion is inferior 

to that of one individual who does have subh first-hand information. 

Another useful function of sistrology U in comparison of the natal 

charts of those contemplating matrimony, partuersbip or 

other close personal association, The method employed 

is so elementary that a student-astrologer, knowing little 

more than how to ant up a horoscope accurately, can undertake it. Yet 

it may save a lifetime of disharmony and unhappiness if its findings axe 

heeded. How do we know thia ?—Merely by comparing many horoscopes 

of the happily married or of harmonious partnerships and discovering that 

the requisite benefic interchanges of planetary positions are present, and 

the reverse with the miemated and the quarrelling business associates. 

We react to others, indeed, according to the harmony or otherwise of our 

respective planetary and sidereal placements. 

Still anothar use of Bstrobgy is to determine the best lime for the 

commencement of any undertaking, for the most efficient 

performance of some difficult piece of work. The 

technique is so w-ell-recognized that it may be said to be standardized. 

Jfere again the proof lies in the aimple fact that it works If the time 

be right the project moves along smoothly to completion; i^yTong, un¬ 

expected difficultiefi delay or perhaps frustrate altogether the fnlfilraent of 

the enterprise. The same admonition must again be given to the eballetiger 

of the accuracy of these remarks—" Try for yourself. Accept or reject on 
what you find 

One adventuring in a strange country would be lacking in common- 

sense if he failed to provide himself with a map of the terrain he intended 

to cover, when such a map was obtainable. For the freshly incarnating 

Try YnuMli 
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ego the world is a strange land—so far as the personality is concerned, a 

new land, a country full of pitfalls, traps, cul-de-sacs and unsafe ground. 

The horoscope is the map, which he may consult or disregard as he sees 

fit. There is no compulsion, but as a man does not deliberately choose to 

blindfold himself and stumble along as best he may, so the voluntary 

ignoring of so valuable a guide as the horoscope surely is not the part of 

wisdom. Soon or late science will recognize astrology which it now re¬ 

jects as it recognizes psychology which it once rejected. Soon or late it 

will admit the possibility of delineating character and many other im¬ 

portant matters from the horoscope which it now denies. Once science 

denied the possibility that man might fly in a heavier-than-air machine 

but the logic of events permits that denial no longer. We who believe in 

astrology because we know of our own knowledge that 

* astrology is true, invite scientists to study the subject in 

the scientific manner, not rejecting a priori, because 

that happens to be the scientific fashion, but setting aside prejudice and 

desiring only to know the truth. If this be done we verily believe that 

those who have the initiative and courage to do it will find themselves able 

to repeat the memorable reply of that great scientist. Sir Isaac Newton, 

to Archbishop Whately, who reproached him for his belief in so great a 

** superstition ” as astrology : “ I believe it Your Grace, because I have 

studied it. You disbelieve it, because you have not ”. 

NOTE 

I 

There are two schools of thought; one school maintains that the 

position of the heavenly bodies merely indicates man’s destiny, just as a 

clock indicates time; the author of the article here belongs to this school 

of thought. There is another school which maintains that the heavenly 

bodies, over and above indicating destiny, also affect' it and are its cause. 

The monogv«ph on “ Medicine ” and Note II following this are illustrations 

of the implications of the second school of thought. 

The question * which puzzles some people as to why persons born 

at the same time and place are affected differently though the position of 

the heavenly bodies be almost the same, may be explained by the fact that 

V Diagram 7 facing p. 288 in Part II, Vol. I of this Series gives an insight into the iater- 
relationship between the heavenly bodies and man. 

* Bavink, The Anatomy of Modem Science, p. 297. 
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all factors are not simitar, much less identical, in these cases, one of the 

most important vor^ring factors being the constitution of the person himself. 

The constitution of one person differs from that of another chemically, 

physically, electrically, magnetically, biologically, psychologically, etc. 

And that is why two persons born at the same time and place and 
practically under the same position of heavenly bodies are affected different¬ 

ly. There are hundreds of examples in the science of Organic Chemistry, 

of substances having even the same composition but difTerent constitutions 

being affected differently by the same reagents under identical conditions 

of experiment. 

For example, ethyl alcohol and methyl ether have both the same 

chemical composition namely, Cg Hg O, that is each of the molecules con¬ 

sists of two atoms of carbon fC), six atoms of hydrogen (H), and one 
atom of oxygen (O) and yet they are two quite different substances 
because the atoms within the molecule arc arranged differently in each 
case as shown below; 

H H 

1 t 
H—C—C—O—H 

1 i 
H H 

CgHt-OH 
Ethyl Alcohol 

H H 

I I 
H—C—O—C—H or more simply as 

I I 
H H 

H.C—0—CHg 
^fethy] Ether 

Having the same compo^tinn hut different coastitutions the action 
of reagents on them is also different. 

Similarly, there are 1$ different kinds of sugar, all having the came 

compofiltioo, namely, CtHuO,. Here again, ihc action of the same 

reagents on these 16 differently constituted sugars is different. 

In the case of two individuals born at the same time and place and 

consequently under the same position of the heavenly bodies, one should 
expect the influences on both of them to be different for the two individuals 

would be different not only in their constitutions but also in their com¬ 
position. Consequently, the "life histories" of such two individuate 
need not be similar as would ordinarily be supposed.' 

Here there is food for thought for those who wish to study the sub¬ 
ject and 6nd out for themselves the truth about astrology._Ed. 

‘ Bavink, Tht Atiatamy of Uo4etn Srrener, p. 597, 



astrology 

11 

" .. > The solar ^ 'Hving being, of which the sun is both 

the brain and the heart. The different planets are the organs ol this 

organic entity. Our earth is one. They ail work together to produce the 

solar system as an organism, or a group of organs. AU fAiftgs contribute 

to all things. Nothing happens on this earth, from the waving of a frond 

ol fern in the w'ind to the most awful earthquake the world has ever known, 

except by such co-operating cosmic agency. All are produced mainly 

by the earth, but with the co-operation of the sun and moon, the planets 

and comets, for this organic entity moves in synchronous measures of 
destiny. Alt things coiitfibute to all things. The birth of every baby 

tB produced by the solar system, by the earth, especially by the mother; 

yet all things contribute to produce that baby. The stars do have their 

effect upon us, most undoubtedly so, and the sun and plaaets and comets, 

because the solar system is an organic living things and therefore every¬ 

thing within it anywhere is affected by everything within it everywhere. 
Surely this is true; and it is a wonderful picture 

—G. UE PuRUCKER, Studies in OcCulf Phiti>soi>hy, p. 295. 

The above thought-provoking paragraph embodying the views of 
G. de Purucker is also worth brooding over.*—Ed. 

< Thtmphia, Vol, VI, No. i t»), Uireh—April, ISJd. 
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A STUDY IN THE FOURTH DIMENSION' 

Bv B. G. PIZZIGHELLI 

We are in teslity living in space of many dimensiona, and the limits 
imposed upon our comprelieDsion of it at diilerest stagaa are always witUn our 
coasciDusaass onty, and so are tnily objective **.—C. W, LEADBEATEft 

“ The diJHctdiy in seeing the Fourth Dimension is largely due to oor self* 
centrednesa. The act of vtsialising a higher figure ia an act of self-real iaation, of 
not widening cne's mental and material horizons, but of increasing the qtacioos- 
ness of the soul.,., The experiment must of necessity be invisible to physical 

cxinsciousness since its fulness cannot be rendered Ju terms of dimensional ex- 
pcrtence. The eitperimciil must talie place in the mind A. C. Hanlon 

Oi^tetz 0/ the Study 

There are four mniti objects for a study of this kind, though each student 

will probably find others for himself. The first object is to gain a deeper 
understanding of the tdation of Space, Matter and Censeiousn^. ^The 

uw of Geometry in Metaphysics, as was done in the Pythagorean School, 

gives an insight into the realms of other orders of matter from those we 

know, and can, when properly followed up, eventually lead to the 

development of clairvoyance. This study leads os to a comprehension 

of the nature and demonstration of the "occult *'aspect of Natnra. But 
perhaps its greatest virtue is the necessity in this type of study of 

abandoning alt rigid conceptions and keeping one's ideas of Reality fluidic. 

Geometrical Relations between Dimensions CFig. 1) 

We are well acquainted with the three dimensions of space which 
we see around us every day, and which we make use of constantly in one 

way or another. They are proven, as it were. Can we not then prove at 
least the feasibility of other dimensions ? 

* A Hmme of Leetoies ddivmd In Sooth Africa lad ml Adytu, Tadti. 
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tke (.», .„gte ”" °“'' “<:"«■ -•'■ fo" P»i"« .. 

>k.«,«.««p ™.. ..r„jz::z roTrurr 
find that we have conatracted a cube. We cauDot iLIii«^ 

dimension.! 6pr. neenmuly on pepee. brn o.„ me„|y g|„ ehh'er 
we or isometrjc views of it. fn the eah# tir» Amet l * * P®fsp«ct- 

by eight pobts, and upon analysis we find tbai^th^** * bounded 
followed gives «s the foJI^ing dale t 

ETWEEN 
Diagram I—Geometrical Relationship b 

'■ Dimensions ” 

Building tfit I'exset'aci 

From this it wouJd appear feasonable to expect that if m 
but move a cube patalld to itself, and at right an*.l« L ** 

(on,.dimension.! mdW. bounded by si.leen poinB ui,"!!.*” ’’T" 
twenty-four surfaces, and eight solids, ' thirty-two Jtnes, 

Just as we cannot accurately portray the properties of ti,. k 
piece of paper, so we cannot accurately exnrpsr ^ ^ “ 

sionse for a three-dimensionaj cross-section 
However, by a process of reasoning we havearr H 
iatics, and can construct therefrom isam f of'tscharacter- 
the teaseract. ‘sometnc or perspective models of 

We are aware that no number of points .. 
number of Unea can ever make a pJane anr T 
ever make a solid. Therefore it is r^n'abl r of planes can 

Oi solids »n mnlM a !oi.,.dim,nsinn.l ■■„|a “ »» "umbm- 
is of a different order, will) another Ai • ’ " figure 
case an infinite number of points lines added. As it is in each F» »ts. ImM. plm,« 
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next order of figure, it presents an muminatlng idea of infinity as in¬ 

dicating a ” steppbg-up of consciousness to something higher and more 
comprehensive. i 

Rotation (Figg, 2 5J 

For a plane to rotate in its own world it must rotate about a point; 
if it rotates about a line it must leave its own world and move in a higher 

dimension. In the same way, to rotate a solid in its own world of three 

dimensions it must be rotated about a line r it cannot be rotated about a 
plane and still retain its form, 

Diagram fl—Rotation in Two and Three Dimensions 

Following the analogy, if a solid be rotated in four-dimensional 
space it must be rotati^ about a plane. To effect this in three dimenstona 

the solid may be split up into planes, each of which is rotated about a line. 
The result is a “ mirror-image **, or the solid tamed inside out. 

Diagram III—Rotation in Three and Four Dimensions 

This principle of “ mirror-images " and, we may aurmtse, fourth- 
dimensional rotation, ia widely used in Nature, and is illustrated most 

excellently by the human body. Taking a plane through the length of the 

spine, you will find that the right and left sides are mirror-images of each 
other. In like manner, there is hardly an example from the animal, 

vegetable and mineral kingdoms to which this principle cannot be applied. 

It would almost appear that the whole of the physical world is 
*■ turned upon a potter’s wheel ”, ns so many of the ancient scriptures 
have stated^ 
t 

- ' Examples of Rotation 

In the field of Science, this principle of Rotation can be demon¬ 
strated by an electrical experiment, as set forth by C, H. Hinton in his 

book, Tht Fourth and in order to provide a reasonable 

explanation of astronomical phenomena. Sir Arthur Eddington has formu¬ 

lated the theory^ of spherical space, which be defines as the akin of a 
four-dimensional hypersphere ”, Id connectiorr with the Theory of 
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Rekttvity, the 

Equations " 
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geometriciil interpretation of the " Lorentx TraDsfomiRtion 

x-vt y=5J #- 

V I'pVc" 

connecting the three spacid dimensions and time in the two systems of 

co-ordinates, points to the existence of a four dirnensfonal space or 

•■Continuum The transformation from one system to the other beine 
effected by rotation in four dimensional space/ 

OccuH Phenomena 

Bol « ,„ry polM ra « ito,. „ i„ . j. 
another dluennon, »e begin to nnderstand the rationale of soitta ol the 
spmlnahstic phenomena, such as dematerialisation and apports. We are 
told by C. W. Leadbeatcf, for instance, of a solid iron ring, too small to 
qo over his hand, which was passed three times on to his wrist at a 
stance, Tiiis ring, and objects taken from locked boaca, or appearing 
from nowhere, may well be moved through the fourth dimension. 

'Stepping ifiic the Foutih Dimension 

Answering an enquiry as to how to make onsetf inririble 
C. W, Leadbeatcr is said to have given two " easy waysi the first beino 

tta old Roalcrucian m«h^ of l»nding ihn ray. of light aroaad ona, and 
the second being to step mto " the fourth dimension. 

I •mil /°t <l'«t>ri"g>taliela.,n Indication that tha possi. 
Mints of the physiMl plane ace not yet aahaosted, and the f^h 

dimnneran ».y wdl he one of its oharaetcristics lhat »a have vat 1 
appraciata. After all. we era only half-way Ihriwgh the Fourth Round. 

Ctairv^ance and the Fourth Dimemtii wn 

fourth !il/“ W. Uadheater atalea that •• The 

“z”:,'"pzrtwt 
Of aatM vision -.and he ray. elsewhere ,ha. if Cr^Sfl'w: 

See aetufivtiy by Albert EIosietn-Metlioen, London. 
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^re conscious of only three dimenaiooB, it i» not only three tixiai, 

but because these ihrea are the only ones as yet within the grasp of our 

physical brains. The limitation la v^^ithin ourselves and not in the apace 

in which we live. His statement that apa^i from actual astral vision the 

study of the fourth dimensioTi is probably the only method by whicb a clear 

comprehension of the appearance of astral objects can be gained, and 

through this, a fair idea of astral life* is stimulating in itself, and when 

coupled with the information that students have succeeded in awakening 

astrul Faculties by a determined efTort to visualise an astral or four 

dimensional object, it lends determination and hope for ourselves. 

This exercise undoubtedly demands a considerable effort from the 

bmin^ but we know that it can be done because it has been done. 

A, C. Hanlon^ in his article in the " Theosopbigtof November I927( 

gaya. the process by which the mind is evolved from a material to a 

philosophic one js a purging process in which the personality is changed 

from the dominant to a subordinate positioUn and this purging process 

must be gone through to a certain e^xtent before the mind can see the 

fourth dimension 

An inlcrcsting aideiight on the subject of clairvoyance and the 

fourth dirnensian is the statement made by C, W. Leadbeater that although 

four dimensJonal sight is within the reach of every^ astral entityi yet most 

people on the astral plane have no more idea of duch a faculty after death 

than they had during physical Hfe. There, as here^ the consciousness 

requires training to realise the plane in its fu!nes5^. 

The Fourth Dimension in Modern Art 

In the reaJrns of Art vve find further confirmation, Pieasso. perhaps 

the most debated painter of our age^ declared that to depict only one 

aspect of an object was not realism, the rtHility included every possible 

aspect from every possible point of view. Naturally, one w'bo does not 

know the rules of this real realist " pamting is apt to hud a picture of 

this type something of a muddle. But next time we see a ** modem'' 

picture we might examine it with some care to see if the artist cannot 

perhaps give u9 a hint about astral vision and thfe fourth dimension, which 

sees things all at oncei as though each separate part were laid out neatly 

with none ohscnring any other. 

Tht! geometrical conception of Nature is also a principle of modern 

art. It was Ctzaime who gaid; All Nature can be expressed by the cube. 
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the cone, i and the cylinder : anyone who can paint those simple forms can 
paint Nature ”, * • 

The Pythagorean School 

In the Pythagorean School of old, mathematics as we know it was 

merely taught as a preparation for the study and comprehension of the 

fourth dimension and the nature of higher space. Taken thus as a whole 

and as an introduction to astral development, it leads to the understanding 

of all the octaves of vibration, of a great deal of which modern science 

knows nothing, and the intricate relation of number, colour and sound.' 

By symbols the uliimates of this Universe were set before the student in 

the so-called “ Playthings ” of Dionysus, a spinning top, representing 

the divine child, atom ; a ball, the earth ; a mirror, that astral light which 

readily reflects and reverses everything; and a set of dice, the Platonic 

solids, which in themselves contain the keys to this mysteriotis Universe. 

Thus, geometrical metaphysics taught the students to understand 

the implications of the various three-dimensional sections of the ** mighty 
cone of space 

Visualising the Tesseract (Figs. 4 & 5) 

Hinton’s book, " The Fourth Dimension ”, gives in detail a method 

of visualising a tesseract by rearranging a number of coloured cubes. This 

method implies the setting aside of the personal outlook, and fully corro¬ 
borates Hanlon’s remarks on this subject, quoted later. 

Diagram IV—The Development of a ‘‘Perspective Model” 

OF the Tesseract . 

Diagram V—The Development of an ‘‘Isometric Model” 

OF the Tesseract 

In his vision of the future set down in ‘‘ The Beginning of the 

Sixth Root Race ”, C. W. Leadbeater describes how children*in'the Yellow 
Temple are trained to build up mentally an image of the tesseract, the 
four-dimensional cube. This is done step by step, and is easily within the 

grasp of most of the children. The ease with which they will accomplish 

it is a sore contrast to the immense mental effort we have to expend in 
order to imagine such a figure. 

• Vide footnote, p. 238, Vol. I, this series.—Eo. : . . * 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A ‘‘PERSPECTIVE MODEL'* OF THE 
TESSERACT IN A MANNER SIMILAR TO THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF A PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF THE CUBE 
i 

\ 7 

z 1:^ 

SQUARE CUBE TESSERACT 

Fig. (a) Original Square 

Fig. {b) Two Dimensional “Perspective** of Cube made by erecting a Trape¬ 
zium (representing a Square) on each side of the original square (a) so 
that inside edges form a small Square within the original one. 

Fig. (c) Three Dimensional “ Perspective Model ” of a Tesserae! made by erecting 
a truncat^ four-sided Pyramid (The Three Dimensional equivalent of 
the Trapezium) on each face of a Cube so that the inside faces of the 
Pyramids (representing Cubes) form a small Cube within the original, 
outer Cube. 

Fig. 4 

,THE DEVELOPMENT OF. AN “ ISOMETRIC MODEL " 
OF THE TESSERACT 

12 3 4 

1. A prinmry '^int “ A ** is “ pulled out ** of its original position to “ B ** form¬ 
ing the line AB. 

2. The line AB is “ pulled out ** (at right angles to itself) for a distance equal to 
its own length to position DC forming the square ABCD in two dimensions. 

3. The square ABCD is similarly “ pulled out " into the 3rd Dimension to form 
the cube ABdDEFGH represented above in an Isometric view. 

4. The*cube ABCDEFGH is again “ pulled out ’* (for a similar distance AB) 
into the 4th Dimension to form the Tesserae! shown above as a representa¬ 
tion of a three dimensional “ Isometric Model” ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP. 

Fig. 5 
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Eliminating the Normal Outlook 

but over and over 
again, from dififerent sources, depends on keeping ourselves and our atti- 

^aftobrsw*! J Tl P“‘ •*’ the personality 
has to be switched from the dominant to the subordinate position. 

A RATIONAL “STEP BY STEP" DEVELOPMENT OF 

A FOUR DIMENSIONAL TETRAHEDRON 

1, 

2. 

On a primary point 
1st dimension. 

' A ” of zero dimensions erect a line AB in the 

4. 

^^'erect ® °[ ‘be one dimensional line AB 
to^irmThf to AB) in the 2nd dimension 
to form the two dimensional plane triangle ABC. 

°“ar? terminal points, A. B and C of the Triangle 
ABC erect lines, as before, AD, BD and CD m a- ^ 

Sion to form thesolid, three dimensional Tetrahedron ABCD. *"”*'*' 

“a" J? T«rahedron 

Sion, to form the four dimensiinal TetShS?o^ABCDa'. 

Ho, >his fiat.™ may he visnalised (aatl ha, is desoribed 

Fig. 6 

A Four Dimensional Tetrahedron (Fig. 6) 

Before passing on to other aspects of the fmiri-h a’ • 

p..t.. ofKoyemher 
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visuslising & four dinisnston&l t6tr&b6dron< I <juot6 some of his own 
words: 

This figure is a four dimensional * solid ” enclosed by five tetrabedra, 
each tetrahedron contacting by means of its four triangular faces one face of 
each of the other tetrahedra. . . The five tetrahedra related thus are the outside 
boundaries of the four dimensional figure. . . As a preliminary to the actual visual¬ 
isation, and as a “stimulant to the imagination, the evolution that culminated 
in the super-tetrahedron can be mentally depicted. From the point evolved the 
line, then followed the equilateral triangle, and finally the tetrahedron. It is 
well, while picturing all this^ to try to be the line, the triangle, the tetrahedron, 
to feel their spacial limitations. This helps to clear the mind of space pre¬ 
judices, and makes it receptive to the idea that space is something different from 
that which it generally knows. . . Having first visualised a tetrahedron, from its 
centre extend a line to each of its comers. This will divide it into four shortened 
tetrahedra. The whole thing, of course, is still three dimensional. The reader 
must now try to look at the figure from four points at once, from the outside of 
each of the four triangles of the primary tetrahedron. This need not be done 
perfectly, so long as it is done suflSciently well for the purpose, which is to keep 
a watch on all the exterior of the tetrahedron at the one time. The next opera¬ 
tion is to force the shortened tetrahedra to assume their true tetrahedral height, 
without shifting their bases, and without entering into one another, and still meet 
in the point " a It seems a case of checkmate without a doubt. The condi¬ 
tions to be observed seem so rigid that no movement can take place. This 
feeling of rigidity is due to what could be called '* space prejudices One of 
the results of visualising higher dimensional figures is the disappearance, first, of 
spacial, then, of more personal prejudices. Geometry thus attains its full stature 
as a character-builder, giving width and tolerance to the mind. To make the 
four dimensional form, the four tetrahedra have to go through this movement, and 
so nothing remains but to force them to do it. The will must be constantly 
exerted in an endeavour to draw the centre or apex “ a ” away from the centre 
of the primary tetrahedron, without moving it in the tetrahedron itself. It is a 
matter of steady application of the will, at the same time sensing for the new 
direction, and the miracle ” happens. The four tetrahedra previously con¬ 
tained in the primary one expand, and there appears between the five tetrahedra 
a portion of four dimensional space, the content of the super-tetrahedron. . . 
There can be no doubt as to the genuineness of the figure created. The 

authority of a scientist who maintains that the fourth dimension is purely a 
mathematical quantity gives way to the authority of experience. All leamedness 
counts for nothing when a higher dimension has illumined the mind. The feeling 
is like that of a man after he has experienced to the full the ego-consciousness. 
To all arguments against reincarnation he is impervious. " I have seen, I have 
lived through it a^, and I know it is true ". There can be no higher authority 
than that. 
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A Four Dim^miottal Sphere (Fig. 7) 

Another figure which has Jjcen seen is a four dimensmnal sphere. 

The folJowing is a brid account of Mr. van Maanen's vision of a four 

dimensionaJ sphere, as given tn " Some Occult Experiences" by Jobao 

van Maanen and C. W, Leadbcater : 

It was an ordinary thteE diraflnstonal fifloba, out of which on each 
side, beginning at ita vertical circumference, bent. taperiDg horns proceeded, 
which, with a circular bend, united their points above the clobe from which 
they started. 

indicated by circumscribing the numeral S by a 
Mcle. So three circles are formed, the lower one representing the initial globe, 
the upper one representing empty space, Mid the greater circle circumKribing 

^representations of four dimensional spheres 

A FOUR dimensional 

SPHERE 

as visualised by 

J. van Maanen 

and corroborated by 

C. W. Leadbeater 

tSee Text.) THE YANG YIN OF CHINA 
(Representing Duality) 

THE WINGED SPHERE 
of anctent Egypt and the 

head of the Caducen; of Harmes, 

the Messenger of the Gods, of 
ancient Greece, 

Fig. 7 
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If it b« now ttQdcrstofKl th^t the upper drde doea aoi exist, xnd the 
tower taniftlij circle is idcDiiol with the outer (large) cirde, the itnprffision will 
have beeu conveyed, at least to some extent. We may also call the total impres- 
SIOQ that of a ring , 

Diagram VIl—The Four Dimensional Sphere 

Commenting on this description and diagram, C. W. Leadbeater 
writes io the same book ; 

The winged globe in Egypt was a symbot, or perhaps rathor a mnemonic, 
of this same idea; but outside of the Mysteries it was never drawn so nearly 
in \tE r-eaJ shape a:9 thm, 

StTikinif aa this dfiawinj^ is, its value lies tJiiefly in its^Ugggsliveness 
ter tho&fi wild have once seen that which it repress a One can hardfy hope 
that it will convey n clear idea Of the reality to those who have never seen it. 
It is diEcult to get an animal 10 utiderStand a picture—appai-eotJy because he s 
incapable of grasping ihc idea that perspective On a flat surface is intended to 
represHiit objoetB which be koowe only as solid. The aveiaga mao Is in exactly 
the same position with regard CO any drawing or model whieda is intended to 
suggest to him the Idea of the fourth ditneiasicin ^ and so, clever and suggestive as 
this Ls, I doubt whether It will be of much help to the average reader 

Thfl man ■who has seen the reality might well be helped by this to 
bring into his ordinary life a Bash ol that higher consciousness ^ and in that 
cjk£e be might perhaps be able to Supply»in his tliQiigblp wliat must necessarily 
be Jacking in the physical plane drawing. 

Mr^ van Maanen contended that this four dimensionaJ sphnrt^ was 

the simplest of the four dimensional solids^ but in this C. W. Leadbcater 

disagrees with himp claiming that distinction for the tesseraetj adding, 

however, that bia opinion may be due to the fact that all his earlier 

experiments were conducted with the latter figure. 

Oih£r Four Theorita 

As Cf VV. Leodbeater has remarkedp of all the and extremely 

diverse sflbjetts which present themselves to the Theosophkal student, 

the fourth dimensTPu is among the most difficultp and la certainly one 

of the most fascinating. A number of diflerent theories have naturally 

been advanced^ argued, refuted or uphdd. Bearing tn mind that truth 

IB relative^ and we can see so very small a portion ol the whole picture, 

it stands to reason that some at least of these theories present different 

aspects of the saffie truth. 
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■b. ETcltdt” ‘5,“"'= “‘I*" by 
smn,l Gardner, who contends that four dimen. 

dZrT “ ■" »™“- or tl.= content 
rlrfci ‘Th“r '.” poroo'ioliiio.. Thi, sam. p,i„cipte 

wa, it camo aotir'Jilh^h‘ri*'"' ''‘”™b>g. as it were, tl» 
y came, entil «Hh the final returii to no-dimeosional paint-conscious- 

merdy mention it in passing. ^ ^ 

PART II 

The Secret Doctrine and the Fodrth Dimension 

Elements, Dimetisians and Rounds 

In her commentary on Stanza Vfl m Vol I oM'-TEnc 
Doctrine" H P ui . i . '« voi, i ot The Secret 
ri.™. . ■ a'J' “^•’'’“r'y‘I'obo “r*beconcarrenU«.elo~enlo(tbe 
ricmatls and dimtnsinna ona par Rannd. Sha insi.,. „^T. 
aention al , , fiB»tali,oIy btc.are „„ fc,., „„ 

bL d- M i" 'ko oariy -onnds. LWn, i„ a three-dinrenstoniil *’ world, we tfiJnt «r in 

dimengioas. whereas both the elements and the^* 

probability, something very different Irom wh m all 

dements and dimeJons."^'?;7Xe Z —T 

illustrate these unknowable orders of matter must necesLiJvteT"'* - 
35 one and two dimensional objects are mere me.t ^5&“™tive. 
three-dimengional world. tal abstracuons m this our 

^ust tr i" 
dimension is in the process ol devdanm difference.^ilie fourth 
compreheasion lhaa if if , , ni„g “ >«««• chanca af 

— -P -k. (oa«b direaa, .ball 
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the dimensions qf space correlated with 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATnw 

£ 

AN ULTIMATE PHVSfCAL ATOM 

To trained oUirvoyant sight 

The Atom ts soen to consist of 

Three major ond seven minor spirals. 

Each of these spirals oonststs 

Of six lesser spirals built up 

As indicated in (b). 

All the spirals are moiuaJly 

At right angles as shown in fb), 

As each is vivified, another - Dimensioi 

Of space and conseiousnesa is manifeste 

enlarged view of A 

SMALL SECTION OF 

THE SPIRALS 

After 
r luffs 

Fig. 3 
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ParalUl Evolution of Consdousticsa ami Matter 

On Lhc Eubject of the ebsingfng state of matter, H, P, Blavatsky 
writes i * 

The elements, whether simple or compotnu), cotiid net have remained 
the same since the commencettieut ol evolution of our Chain. Everything in 

the Uaiverse progresses steadily in the Great Cycle, while incessantly going 
up nod down in the smaller cycles. Nature is never stationary during a ^Jaa■ 
ruitara, as it it ever Becoming, noa simply Bctog; the mineral, vegetable and 
human life are always iulaptiog their organisms 10 tlio then reigning elements j 
and therefore those elements were then fitted far them, as they are now for the 
life of tJiB present humanity 

Evolution of Atoms—Spiriilae (Pig. 8) 

** The atom is a sun in miniature in its own uni verse of the inconcelv. 
ably minute "—*' Occult Chemistry ", footnutB p. 23- 

The whole scheme of evolution oiay Ew regarded as variations on a 

aingte theme. H. P. filavataky has pointed out to us that mauer and 

consciousness are growing and expanding side by side, so that they are at 

all times a mutual ht. Turning from the transcendent to the immanent, 

and regarding the humbln atom with some awe, w'e bnd the same story 

retold in all its details. 

Quite apart from any form in which it may temporarily be in* 

corporated, the atom is evolving on its own account. We know' from our 

studies, of the intricate fonnation of the ultimate physical atom, w'ith the 

six sets of spirillte around each major spiral, these spirillre are whirling 

currents each at right angles to the one round which it turns, and to that 

turning about it. 

Diagram VTll—Spirillar 

* One of these spirillot, we arc told, is animated in each round, and 

therefore there are four active spirillse in the majority of atoms at present. 

Each spirilla brought into full activity, brings with it the coasciousness of 

one dimension. The peculiar feature of consciousness acting through 

one spirilla is that it gives its matter the appearance of solidity, but when 

viewed from a hi^er dimension it appears dat. So we have physical (three 
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dimensional) matter appearing flat, or spread out, when seen from the 
fourth dimension. 

The best possible opportunities for evolution are presented to atoms 

in the bodies of human beings, and permanent atoms are therefore much 

more evolved than others. “ They are", C. W. Leadbeater tells us. 

" at the fullest development of the Seventh Round atoms in men who are 

about to become Adepts—as highly developed as atoms can possibly be 

We have probably heard the Lord Buddha referred to as a 

“Seventh Rounder*', but have we any real idea what this statement 

means? It means that for His vehicles fully developed atoms were 

collected, atoms with all seven spirillae fully active. We can imagine 

that there was none of this valuable material left over when the task of 

building His bodies was completed. C. W. Leadbeater has stated that 

oth the material and the bodies were so unique that they were not per¬ 

mitted to disintegrate, and have been used subsequently by Sri Shanka- 
racharya and the Lord Maitreya. 

Atoms and the Dimensions of Space 

The spirillae are, therefore, definitely associated with the Rounds, 

and with H. P. Blavatsky’s statement about the development of the* 

dimensions of space. The fact that the spirillae are mutually at right 

angles to each other seems to bear out in a striking fashion the fact of 

all the final seven spacial dimensions being at right angles to each 

Cosmic planes at Right Angles (Fig. 9) 

Diagram IX—Planes of the Solar System 

We are all familiar with this diagram from “ Fire* d • • i x 

Theosophy», showing the atomic sub-planes of our seven sX^TvItem 

planes going off at right angles, as it were, to form the seven lowe i sub 
planes of the Cosmic planes. As this matttxr 

.0 suppo» .ha, i, p,«edad IT'"' 

also remain alter its dissolution. In “Talks on the 

C. W. Leadbeater relates an eaperiment wLrlf hit: l^rf’ 
atomic mental plane, at right angles ami a u- ^ avelled from the 

cosmic mental plane-an indescribable 'expetienc”" “ “ *“ 

' See p. 60, Talks oh the Path of Occultism.-Eo. 
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* 

THE C05MEC PLANES 

Frona the Atodi to 

iht Cosmos the mys¬ 

terious piiuci pli of 

” Moving nt Right An¬ 

gles " into another 

Dimension find into a 

higher fotoi oT con¬ 

sciousness seems to 

hold good. 

After 

(C. Jinarljiadiga) 

The Cosmic Planes appear to be " Projeotions " At Right Angles '* to 

the Solar System Planee. G* W, Leadbeater, “ Moving at Right Angles ” to 

otLT Solar System Mental Ptane^ found himself in the Cosmic Mental Fiane. 
• 

Those markad ] aj# tile atomic planes of the Solar Sitsteia< 

FiC. 9 
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PART IIJ 

Summary 

1. The fourth dimension is 4 rtmsonable geometrlcat hypothesrs. 

2. The jiroperlics of four dimensional space, derived geometrically, 

are found useful and reasonafak in many branches of science, and find 

expressioji in many natural phenomena. 

3. C- \V, Leadheater, developing clairvoyance undtr instruction 

by his Adept Teacher, conid see tesseracts on the astral plane. 

4* Conversely, s^tndents developed clairvoyance by stretching the 

brain in syetematic exercises to visualise the tusseracti 

5. H. P. filavatsky associates the dimensions (which she calls 

figurative '> with the development of the elements—Fire, Air, Water and 

Earth—and links the development of matter with that of consciousness. 

The animation of the spirilla: in the atom Is also accomplished at the 
same rate—one per Konnd, 

6. Each dimension therefore appears to be associated with a 

definite " order " of matter peculiar to itself—any attempt to describe a 

one or two dimensional world in terms of lines and planes in the physical 

world can only be “ figurative ", as all such models, drawings etc., are 
actually three dimen si anal. 

7. The physical plane may really be the fourth dimensional plane 

by the time our Fourth Round is completed; our sense of three dimensions 

merely being the perfect sense developed in the previous Round* The 

possibility of using the fourth dimension in physical life seems to be 
borne out by statomEnts socb as : 

, Hi‘P. B,: Our preaant Fourth Round cuutains potentially as much 
of spirit as of matter" S.D., I, p, 271. ^ 

^ ' J* ‘“‘**'**^*that the fourth 
d.mens.on belocae to,be astral world u„Iy. ^tat physical matter exists sbmeW 
m a djFerent kind of space from astral or meatal ". Hiddtn Side 0/ Tlfings p 21 

" Striae inW rt, tarth ai,.«„,io„ •• to „„|,e 

Sixth Root Race children, and present-day student', vIsuaJisiiiE 
the tesseract in their physical brains. suatiiiing 

8. By Iho rf the Seventh Knnnd. .even di^enebne, seven ele- 

9. The Coemic Planes seem to be " at right atieles " c / 

ir pw“- '* “‘”™=-b.pien.“ 
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LAW 

Bv A. RANGASWAMI AIYAE 

Amongst the vaJuable lessons taught by Theosophy or Divme Wisdom, 

one of the most outstandinfi is the presentaiion of ao ordered acheme of 

ovniution up the steps of which climb alt lives, which in their essence 
constitute One Life, after they have descended to their lowest stage of 

matenal form in the mineral kingdom. They scale the heights of evolotion. 
and ultimately became again the One. The Oneneas of Life, and the 
immutability of the Laws under which the One becomes the 'many ' and 

tha 'many' grow from the simple to the comple* in the stnictiire and 
organisation of their forms, and through those forms, in the magnitude 

and comprehensiveness displayed by their growing consciousness in its 

LoTCMdjLuii^ aspect of Power. Love and Knowledge, and are 
again resolved into the Ond, now richer and mightier in 

some incomprehensible manner, as the result of this Jong pilgrimaire 
introduce us to the baaie concepts of Love and Justice. These concepts 
must ,n one fom. or other guide the relations of the ' many' amongst 
them«lves at several stages of their age-long journey. As all are pam of 

t e One, and as their solidarity and oneness are more real in their essence 

than their apparent multiplicity m evanescent or transient forms, love is 
gradually recngm.ed as the feeling which should characterise the relations 

of one p^t towards another. As the supreme law of causation underlies 
the operation ot all the unerring laws of nature, justice comes to be 

recognized as the mode m which this Love should mani/est it«ilfaiS 
the interaction belwceu the several psrts 

At.i» ch™„rt Th,c»[,hy, « ,h.; 

R.C « „« «o.. 
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of the 
Ftainc 

First Slid Second Root Races, and the early subdiviaioas of the Third 

progressed under the Gompelling laws of evolution pressing from without, 

and they could hardly generate any^ consciously self initiated impulse 

calculated to accelerate that evolution. For being withoot the self-coa- 

sciotis mind, they could not develop the moral sense which should 

precede any efTort at self'propefled evolution accelerated from within. 

That an cBect foUowe a cause is the enunciation of law in Its simplest 

form. An elementary understanding of this haw in 

governing many of the events of daily tife cannot but 

dawn on the mind of the savage, even while involuntarily 
evolving above the level of the brute. Thi^ would be the germinal concep¬ 

tion of law' at this stage. 

In the middle of the Third Root Race, a temendous impetus was 

given to the awakening of this fire of self-conscious- 

ness tit this primitive man which, left to the unaided 

course of natural evolution, would perhaps have taken 

innumerable aeons to accomplish. This awakening was due to the arrival 

on earth of highly evolved beings in a very advanced stage of evolution 

from the planet Venus. Thn&se Lords of the Flame or Fire Mist, as They 

are called, with Their August Head who, since then has remained as 

* the King' or ' the Supreme Ruler ’ of Earth, took charge of the In* 

ner Government of our w'orld and became the Guides, Protectors and 

Rulers of the infant Humanity in whom the manasic principle was just 

beginning to show forth, though the desire nature still continued to be the 
dominating principle for ages,' 

Since the consciousness of the members of this Root Race was 

centred on the physical plane, and was tossed about by 

surging passions and desires manifesting themselves in 

their elemental fury, while the spark of infant mind was 
just helping to fan them into flame rather than guide and control them, 
the clcmeptar;^ aotioDS of justice W'hlcb prevailed amongst them could not 

have deflauely extended beyond a narrow circle of those near of kin and 

might perhaps have extended in a vague and indefinite manner to the mem¬ 

bers of their clan. Justice depended on physical strength and what 

succeeded was right and what ended in failure was deemed wrong. The 

aavage Lemurian, with his uncontrollable animal propensities, his fits of 

WbAl SuOMVlb 

Right 
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passion and jealousy, his whims and caprices, and hia desire to possess 
and enjoy what ha deemed objects of physical pleasure and avoid what 

would give him physical pain or mental annoyance, bad still to recognize 

that there should be certain elementary rules guiding him in his relatioDS 
with those with whom he came in contact. 

As snb race aliEr sub-race appeared, and the Divine King.i incarnated 

CuiM. .nd T*b™, amongst them, simple laws were enunciated for enabling 
the race to grow in tolerable security and prevent the 

comparatively civiliaed and peace-loving from suffering at the hands of the 

more savage and cruel. Some of these rules still survive in the form of 

taboos amongst the savage races today. Amongst them it is abhorrent to 
do curtain acts, with the implication that the individual who does them 

will bring down, not merely on himself or herself, but on the community 

of which he or she is a member, a tm-rible blight, usually described as a 

* curse which may take any number of diverse forms—death, sickness, 
sterility, hiinger. If some of the taboos appear to be arbitrary and not 

based on reason, there are yet others such aa prohibition of incest, shed¬ 

ding blood of a woman, and parricide which are quite praiseworthy. In 
any case taboos Set up a distinctiou, though arbitrary, between right and 

wrong.' What passed as their criminaNaw was crude, and punishments 
or rather vengeance, inflicted or taken, for offences committed, involved 
much physical suffering, and consisted of death, torture, mutilation, sacri¬ 
fice to propitiate evil spirits, slavery and the like. 

The Third Kool Race showed the predomioanco of physical nature 

mind. ' 
PrednminMt members delighted in crude rituals or ceremonials 

^'^‘‘"euishing feature was strong physical activity 
eombmed with eacitement of the passional nature. These characteristics 
arc seen in their present-day represenatives, the Ncgr«s of America with 

thetr vood^ ntuals. though considerably influenced and modified by their 
■Jomact with the Uter Root Races and theit sub-races. ^ 

Root Races though appearing successively on eartli, ylt overlap 

MiikiiiRiBhi *‘*1^ ®*i5t sly during some Stages 
a their history, Even though the Fifth Race is domi 

f Fourth Race p.<.p . .nd .he memhe,, ef ,h. Third Roe. s„, .gi, 

|snk. ttaif Jurii'^rttfieuct, pp. SJ-K, 

Ewf I^muria, W, Scott Elljot, IHJ* Ed,, pp, 2*. ^2,33, n ’ 
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Emotional Mind 

can see that legal notions of the Third Root Race are still current even now 

amongst all these three races though with rapidly diminishing vigour. The 

blood feuds descending from generation to generation which are still extant 

amongst the semi-civilized tribes in the North-West Frontier of India or the 

more refined family feuds of the Capulets and Montagues dramatized by 

Shakespeare are only survivals of the legal concepts legitimately belonging 

to the Third Root Race, and survive as anachronisms so far as the Fourth 

and Fifth Root Races and their sub-races are concerned. If the doctrine 

that ‘ might is right' still prevails in modern times amongst civilized 

nations and individuals, it is a remnant of the legal idea of the Third 

Root Race which we of a later race have not yet succeeded in out¬ 

growing, and therefore, to that extent we are yet lingering in com¬ 

parative savagery in opposition to the great plan of evolution. 

The Fourth Root Race succeeded the Third Root Race in its 

dominance over earth, and the racial consciousness 

was now raised to the emotional level energized by the 

working of the concrete or analytical mind. No emotion is possible 

except by the interaction of desire and lower mind. The law maker 

in the Fourth Root Race was more emphatically the family, the clan 

and the tribe and less the individual as in the Third Root Race. The 

law became more stable and was crystallized in the family or tribal 

custom or usage which took the place of the personal judgment of the 

individual as to what was right and wrong. The Paterfamilias became 

the supreme head of the family and the arbiter of the destinies of 

its members. 

Nevertheless there arose in the Fourth Root Race, as stable 

states began to make their appearance, a vague percep¬ 

tion of the part which the state should play in the 

prevention of the commission of the wrong and the punishment of 

the offender especially when the offence would disturb the peace or 

stability of the state. An earnest attempt was now made to match 

the puni^ment to the seriousness of the offence, and strange ate the 

results seen in the formulation of laws from the standpoint of modem 

jurisprudence. We have its survival in the Mosaic law of ‘ an eye for 
an eye ’ and * a tooth for a tooth ’. For example, in the code of Kham- 

murabi which gives us an idea of the juristic conceptions prevalent 

in Ancient Babylonia about 2300 B.c. reflecting Fourth Race legal 

ideals right up to our Fifth Root Race times, it is provided that if 
27 

An Eye for an Eye 
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a house built by one employed to build, fell and killed the owner, the 

builder was to be put to death and if the owner’s son died the builder’s 

son was to be killed (clauses 229-230). If anyone struck a free-born 

woman and caused her to die his daughter should be put to death (clauses 

209 and 210). If one destroyed the eye of a free-born man, his one 

eye should be destroyed (clause 196). Similarly, Kautilya in his Artha 

Shastra says ‘ he who hurts the tongue or nose of another shall have 
his fingers cut off ’, * 

The Fourth Root Race had its own distinctive punishments such 

Severity of imprisonment, deprivation of property and outlawry. 
Punitbinent Many of these sanctions for crimes have even lingered 

in the history of the Fifth Root Race as a legacy from 
the Fourth, as well as the severity of the criminal la<^ which in Britain 

prescribed capital punishment for petty thefts right up to the early 
part of the 19th century. Amongst methods for finding out the guilt 

or innocence of persons charged with offences, in addition to personal 
testimonies or evidence of eye witnesses, we find recourse to omens 

augurs, trials by ordeals, etc., for the ascertainment of truth for which 

the easy response of the members of that Root Race to psychic impres¬ 
sions was a probable cause. 

The third or Toltec sub-race of the Fourth Root Race developed 

De.truciionof r I Civilization amongst the Allan tean Peoples. 
Ailanri. t"® Kamic principle naturally reached its zenith 

during the Fourth Root Race and asserted itself more 
and more in Humanity This led to the destruction of Atlantis and the 
restarting of civilization in the Fifth Root Race 

Even when the Fourth Root Race in it; days of decline was domi- 

Ancient Peru kama-manas principle, there was for example 
civilization in ancient Peru, about 14.000 years aL 

where under the guidance of Adept Kings and their Lieutenants a state of 

s^iety was bu.lt which foreshadowed the future influence of Buddhi or intui- 
tion >^hen it would become the natural heritage nf fhA av ^ ua 
Ihe Sixth Root Race. Naturally that civZtL *''» hHutan.ty of 

law and juatica, appropriate JZ 

features. It is described as follows: “ Th.T ® 

it is different from the monarchies we are familUr Lth in***^'^' 

that the King had also absointe responsibility for evr.;thi„g°“: 
. Shyaroa Sastry’s translation. 1915 Ed., p, 28^. * 
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were practically no laws in old Peru and consequently no prisons; indeed 

our system of penalties and punishments would have appeared absolutely 

unreasonable to the nation of which we are thinking. The life of a 

citizen of the Empire was in their eyes the only life worth living; but it 

was thoroughly understood that every man* held his place in the community 

only on condition that he fulfilled his duties towards it. If a man in any 

way fell short of this (an almost unheard of occurrence, because of the 

force of the opinion which is above described) an explanation would be 

expected by the officer in charge of his district; and if on examination he 

was proved blameworthy, he would be reprimanded by that officer. Any¬ 

thing like continued neglect of duty ranked among the heinous offences 

such as murder or theft; and for all these there was only one punishment 
—that of exile 

Now coming to the oeginning of the Fifth Root Race, Vaivasvata 

Manu or the Manu of that Root Race gave it its type of culture and 

civilization, shaped its social polity and framed its laws. In the Fourth 

Root Race the racial consciousness was raised through the passional to 

the lower mental level. Similarly, in the Fifth Root Race the racial con¬ 

sciousness was to be raised from the lower mental to the higher mental 

level or that of synthetic mind. As Root Race succeeds Root Race 

higher powers are brought into play, and human progress gains in con¬ 
sequence greater and greater momentum. Since in the Fifth Root Race, 

the middle principle or manas was to become dominant, a new plan was 

adopted in equipping the culture and civilization of that race with certain 

features which did not exist before. Instead of sub-race after sub-race 

of the Fifth Root Race as they appeared successively 
Pint Sub-ra<»—a jjjg arena of human history contributing their sepa- 

Syntheau o{ Racial , ... .... ^ 
Culture rately evolved characteristics of human knowledge, 

civilization and culture, it was planned that the first 

or the Hindu sub-race should from its earliest history contain within itself 

the several elements contributing to the totality of the Root Race know¬ 

ledge, civilization and culture, each of which as the special characteristic 

of a succeeding sub-race would be carried by it to a very high level of 

development. In other words, the first sub-race presented a broad 

synthesis of the Racial culture, and an outline sketch of the full develop¬ 
ment of its elements to become manifested in the succeeding sub-races was 

portrayed in their essential characteristics in the culture of that first sub-race* 
' Man, 1913 Ed„ pp. 144-147. 
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These fundamental or basic principles are as follows : 

1. Human Justice should strive to be a reflection of the Divine 

Juttice Justice which governs the world. “ Depending on the 
Eternal Law, let the Judge decide the suits of men 

2. All the different Kingdoms of Nature comprising the human 

Inter-Relation Subhuman kingdoms, as well as gods or Devas, are 

^ - ^ ^ partakers of the One Life and are therefore inter-rel’ated 
and inter-dependent.* 

3. This inter-relation and inter-dependence between all beings 

Dutiee and Rights ^ Conception of justice or Dharma giving 
consideration to their mutual duties or obligations to- 

wards each ».her. Therafora man has dutias to dischar^a rLhar than 

4. Although all men are equal or rather identical in their essence 

Noblesse Oblige being partakers of the One Life, yet they are not equal in 

differr-nt t 'ntelligence, character and capacity, as they stand in 
d fferent stages of evolution, and their duties or obligations towards each 
other are more onerous or lighter as their stage in evolution is higher or 
lower. This is illustrated by the maxim Noblesse Oblige. 

5. Man’s present life on earth is one in a series of lives past and 

Life well Planned “ ^ and Separated by existences in worlds 
subtler than ours, the whole forming a planned t 

.vo ufon. Therefore his eerth-lite should be well plaened^Th fefet je 
to this comprehensive scheme of evolution by division into 
stages with their appropriate functions. Ashramas or 

6. The recognition of the One Life of which all are partakers and of 

Individuality i. [ ® ^^at the differentiation of sexes is only a means 
Sexlea, fov the gathering of different experiences through T 

priate bodies or vehicles during th r 
earth, and that the individual, as a spiritual entUv 
is sexless, cannot but logically lead to the recopnir r ^ essential nature, 
of man and woman with a dkren e „ ^ 

_.ar,e e«uu. c„.up,erueuUr,„, oachXtCrX^irs? “ 

' Manu, VIII. 8. 

* Ibid., 1-34-50. 

’ Ibid., Ill, 69-72. 

* C/. Manu III, 55-57. • 
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Problems to Solve 

7. The family, which is intended to serve during the period of the 

The Femily Fifth Root Race as the nursery ground for the develop¬ 
ment of noble so(;ial virtues having their basis in love 

and self-sacrifice, is recognized as the unit whose aggregations constitute 
human societies.' 

8. Until the Sixth Root Race became ascendant, when intuition 

would be developed, recognizing the unity of all. Life 

Defence " corollary the Brotherhood of Man as facts and 
not merely as noble ideals, wars and battles could not 

be avoided owing to the presence of aggressors, and the aggressed. So 

wars and battles in self-defence are recognized as necessary, but one is 

warned not to strike with weapons concealed, nor with (such as are) 

barbed, poisoned and the points of which are blazing with fire, nor to hurt 
a foe supplicating or in flight or wounded.* 

Most of the above are even now presenting problems which the 

thoughtful of the Fifth Root Race are trying to solve 

although we have reached its fifth sub-race. But the 

important point to be borne in mind is that these problems were set for 

solution even in the early beginnings of the first sub-race. 

Nevertheless in the Code of Manu and the several law books of the 

Hindus going by the name of Dharma Shastras, as well 

as the laws of the second and third sub-races, we find 

secular, religious and ceremonial laws mixed up together. 
In Ancient Egypt, for sacrilegious theft the criminal was punished with 

death. The Old Roman Law was a composite of Fas, Jus and Bonimores. 

Fas represented the will of the gods, the divine laws given for man on 

earth, regulating ceremonial as well as giving rules of conduct. Jus repre¬ 

sented the laws framed by human agency, and Bonimores fell mainly wkhin 

the jurisdiction of the family tribunals or the clan. In the criminal law 

amongst ancient Romans during the regal period, there was no clean line 

of den^arca^ion between crime and civil injuries. Only when we come to 

the Roman branch of the Fifth Root Race in its imperial days do we find 

the beginnings of the science of jurisprudence which is the contribution of 

that branch of the fourth rub-race to human civilization. Rome with its 

sense of the value of order and discipline was peculiarly qualified to make 

that contribution. The psychic and the supernatural elements receded into 

Roman Jurispru¬ 

dence 

•Uanu, IXf4S. 

* Ibid,, VI. 90-93. 
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the background and a logical scheme of human rights and dbligations with 

appropriate actions for enforcing them came to be evolved. This shows 

that when this stage was reached the ®oncrete or analytical mind was com¬ 

ing more and more under the dominance of the abstract or synthetic mind, 

and became capable of evolving a system of jurisprudence separated from* 
religion and ethics, based on its analytical capacity. 

When a nation or community was divided into different social 

PoUtical Com- “P in rigid compartments, making difficult or 
munity nigh impossible, any movement for the individual to 

change his habitat from one to another, there arose the need 
for framing different laws to distinguish the rights and duties of one caste 

or class from another. The conception of a political community in the 

Middle Ages was that it was a collection of estates or orders governed by 
different laws—nobles, clergy, peasants, merchants, craftsmen.' 

Trial by ordeal only came to be given up when belief in miracle 

Judicial Evidence began to decline—in particular when the 
western Church forbade the clergy to take any further 

part m judicial ordeals in a.d. 1216. Then the courts commenced to 
build up the modern theory of judicial evidence,* 

When Martin Luther as the leading exponent of* the movement 

The Freedom of Reformation in Europe declared that the spiritual 
the Individual experience of the individual was of infinitely more value 

than the outward observances recognized by the Church 
m the stereotyped forms, he led the way for the recognition of the 

freedom of the individual, which really meant the greater inflow of powers 
from the higher or synthetic mind to the lower. 

Francis Bacon, who followed soon after, published his Novum 

New Method in 1620 and stood for reorganization of the 

fh h • .4 exposition, of a new method by which 
the human mind might proceed with security and certaintv u 
true end of all human thought and action. ^ 

The period between the peace of Westphalia in a d IfidR * .4 i. 

end of the 19th century gave rise to a ereat wavp of m 

in which each Nation tried to stand for and accentuate itT ” 

against those of its neighbours and to hold fast to its 

stitutions as distinguished from those of other Nations. Ontl otheThlnd; 

* Jenk, Nev Jurisprudence, p. 143. • ’ 
’p. 232. 
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Elquality ol all 

before Law 

we should recognize also the unifying influences which have grown from 

strength to strength during the past few centuries and the increasing impor¬ 

tance given to study of historical and comparative methods. The generaliz¬ 

ing and the synthetic conception of human arts and sciences is an indica¬ 

tion of the coming sway of the higher or synthetic mind in bringing about 

a true understanding of them than was possible when the 

analyticad or the lower mind worked unaided with a separ¬ 

ative outlook on the phenomena of life. In a.d. 1625 

Grotius published his De Jure Belli et Pacts which is the foundation 

of modern international law. Another great work was L’Esprit des Lois 

published by Montesquieu in A.D. 1748 attempting a comprehensive 

survey of human law and social and political institutions. On the 

continent of Europe the prevalence of legal .systems having a common 

foundation in Roman law^gave an impetus to the study of Jurisprudence. 

In the 18th century the writings of Voltaire and Rousseau tended 
to spread the principles of common humanitarianism and whatever 

may be the merits of Rousseau’s Contrat Social from the standpoint 

of the true origin of the state, their writings led to the liberation 

of the new democratic forces which, though getting beyond control 

under the slogan of Libert^, Egalit6, Fraternity, and leading to the 

excesses of the French Revolution, ushered in the conception of equality 

of all before Law. 

The historical school of jurists, which now arose in Germany 

headed by Savigny, gave an impetus to the study of 

jurisprudence as an inductive science giving rise to a 

national law built upon the spontaneously developed social rules as 

distinguished from the codifying spirit engendered by the French Revolu¬ 

tion, as a result of a priori deductions. The abolition of slavery as an 

established institution coming to us from hoary times is another landmark 

in the progress of humanity as influenced by the synthetic or abstract 

mind. •The.^rowth of modern nationalism in Europe and America during 

the 18th and 19th centuries put an end to the several law-making bodies 

within the state, and made the state itself the supreme authority for 

legislation within its area. Modern nationality became based on birth or 

domicile and not on racial affinity or religious persuasion as in older civili¬ 

zations. Law became separated from religion and was pursued ds a 

branch of human knowledge on its own merits for the promotion of human 

happiness. Bentbam by the logical methods propounded in his writings 

Growth of Law 
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helped to introduce salutary reforms in the administrative machinery of 

government in the province of criminal law and in procedure both criminal 
and civil. 

In the 19th century the theory of physical evolution propounded by 

Ancient Law and Darwin was extended in all directions, social, 
Modern Thought Sir Henry Maine who was the prin- 

cipal founder of historical and comparative jurispru¬ 
dence, in his works tried to trace the earliest ideas of mankind as they are 
reflected in ancient law and to bring out their relation to modern thought, 

and helped to illustrate the process of the evolution of legal and political 
ideas from ancient to modern times. 

All these trends in the development of modern law indicate the 

Synthetic Mind synthesizing influence of the higher mind. Nationalism 
_ "^^s itself the result of the interaction of the powers of the 

lower and higher mind in human consciousness. In bringing about a com¬ 

mon bond of emotional and intellectual union between the inhabitants of a 
country belonging ethnically to different racial types, (as no countr>- can 
oe said to be occupied in modern times by a homogeneous community 
e onging to a single race) professing different religions, speaking in many 

cases different languages, and paying allegiance to divergent cultures, 

enabling them to sink aU these differences in a common loyalty to a 

influence of the higher mind can be seen in operation. But in promoting 

ggressive nationalism which erects an irresistible barrier between 
un ry and country, jealous and suspicious of one another devising 

relations Tn a spTif of c„nSTr"h'!’ Tr""® “ 
subtle and often ignored realitv of h ^enduring though 

the separative tendencies of L con^creTe mind^'’'°°^h^“‘* solidarity, 
operation. concrete mind can be seen in full 

awahun^“‘"of :omr«o ^001"“ 
the Fifth Root r «• 
nnalytical mind will often continue''tT ol 

w^ere actions, .^sifesir;:^^ 
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MAUiiiliitii: 

Ttndancy 

ioliirmteLyi and make up the events of huTnao Uvefi The iriaicriali^tic 

basis oi modern JegLsktioa is a consequence of the in'- 

dependent tcadenctes of the lower mind and its natural 

revolt against the usages, customsi beliefs, and general 

organization of life and its activities as offending its sense of concrete 

logicality and its accepted canons of arriving at truth- This tendency has 
been further strengthened by strong nationalism concentrating its attention 

mainly on the development of the material factors on which national 

ptogress and prosperity depend. 
For bringing about the complete accomplishment of the analytical 

Ob’ cti Bu' sub.race by gathering Itmumerable 
details of facts and arranging and classifyiag them in 

different ways in ail available fields of intellectual effort, whether in the 

domain of objective sciences or in philosophical and metaphysical branches 

of study, or in the province of politics, sociology or law, a materialistic 
attitude of mind was a help in concentrating activities and doing intensive 

work in a limited regtoa ol thought and inquiry, though accompanied by 

all the disadvantages of ignoring or negativing the play of the higher ramd 

and intuition and giving a poor recognition to the importance of the culture 

of the emotions. The gathering of these details needs infinite patieuce, 

labour, precision and exactitude, which would not be exhibited to the some 

extent if the higher mind had already intuitively recogniaed the generalised 

truth Underlying these facts. This materialistic attitude of modern 

scientific investigation is the natural result of its method of investigating 
truth by physical experiment and obseevation. It dismissed from its ken 

allegations of supersensual facts and phenomena. Naturally in the domain 
of law belief in abnormal powers, sorcery, witchcraft and the like, counting 

many victims in the Middle Ages, was discarded and,condemned as super- 

sUttous. The rules of law and evidence came to have an objective basis, 

The humatiitariaa movement of the 18tb and 19th centuries which 

PenaliHt abolished slavery and proclaimed the equality and dignity 
^ of common humanity came to pervade the domain of 

law also. Punishment or penalty or legal sanction was made proportionate 
to the magnitude of the offence committed. The death penalty for minor 

offences was abolished. 
ft was seen that the very punishment of imprisonment inflicted 

on offenders, and the cnviroameuis and condition a in jaila bad often quite 

the opposite effect to what was iotended, by making the persons so punished 
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confirtued ofFendeis and pushing them deeper into a career of crime. It 
was recogniVed that ameliorative conditions shoald be introduced in prison 
ifc which would enable the criitynal to learn ,a trade, earn an honest 

ivehhood, and become a decent citizen without the indelible stigma of a 
convict after leaving prison. It was still lurther roeogni«d that the prison 

Prinm^a TiatniftR ^ fashiuned ioto a school for the training of child 
School lodged therein, for it was seen in many cases that 

enr™ u I to commit crime was due to the later 
y such human egos from the animal into the human kingdom than 

or original sin 

"“'"‘“e •' '"«“■= 
.citvilv hiih 
spinloS ""“•I PPlwrc, »Pil nobler 

is rT - *" P"”" 'do™ 
hn^n , i'"" “'■‘'1' '‘OOEoinio* the inherent divinity of 

H;£“ “.ir.:: 

^».in„ less detLfc nr mnrnrarjHclrnnt" s"pednTJr!," 

r itv T ntn c:: 

?nrXh ;;;e“trrr ^ 

tendencies. They are sent to rowL . ^ I cultivation of opposite 
.odn.^»l.n.> ol prlsn.^, 

The mnn,™|,stjc enneeption ol l,w „ „nll„ed tn the ..^.,1..;.- „t 

tipod Pvi«*,„, oraoo « «tnn, no the physical plane and the onn-reeng- 

alone bn, Is l„.,r.r,d It'ott'^^ an^n" 

nvatel, v,i(h the next invisible world into “hto^ 
alter death, stands in the way of the comnl . t ,• immedintely 

»law -■^oiaodVhe 
IntaRtcpaiidwice exenuted for inurdcr or rh J'- *" * cnminal is 

ofWorJila fKrftu, ,* i i . Other hetDotis crime and is 

sHrred by his vindictive bmJ «< tlBito. he. 
e passion, sneer, hate, jealonsy and sfmilnr 
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emotions, but without the heavy handicap of a slow-moving ponderous 

physical body, can obsess others similarly disposed living on earth and 

stir them on to commit deeds of violence which they themselves might 

not do without such external stimulation, a powerful reason would arise, 

stronger than humanitarian sentiments, that in the interests of humanity 

on earth, it would be perferable to put the murderer in physical duress, 

and prevent him from injuring his neighbour, than to set him free on 

the astral plane by killing his physical body and thereby increasing 

his vicarious capacity to commit further misdeeds on earth. But 

this inter-dependence of worlds will be recognized more and more 
in the future. 

Conflict of Laws 

In spite of the materialistic features of the modern law and 

the still lingering dependence on might for the up¬ 

holding of national rights, the influence of the higher 

or synthetic mind was stimulated by the recognition in the field of 

national law of the need for making provision for conflict of laws. 

If a person born in one country becomes domiciled in another country 

and dies leaving movable properties in a third, by what law should 

the devolution of such property be governed ? Each system of national 

laws had to provide for contingencies like the above. Thus the tendency 

grew up to build a private international law to meet these and similar 

conflicts among national laws. 

A further development which took place after the first great World 

War was the rapid growth of Public International Law 

or International Morality. The establishment of the 

Permanent Court of International Justice at the Hague 

was a landmark in the history of the Fifth Root Race. There were notable 

instances in which the decisions of that tribunal warded off serious con¬ 

flicts between nations. It became a limb of the now defunct League of 

Nations which also strove in other fields with similar objects. But the 

weakness of^the League was that there was no executive authority invested 

with powers to enforce its decisions and those decisions could only operate 

by voluntary compliance. The nations who took part 

^ League of Nations and those who remained loyal 
to it either paid lip service to its ideals or w^ere fettered 

by lingering homage to the older self serving ideals of the past which they 

were unwilling or airaid to give up. Therefore the League of Nations was 

powerless to prevent wars between Italy and Abyssinia, between. China and 

International 

Morality 
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Japan, the stiicidal civil war in Spain, and the later a^gresaions in Central 

urope. The United States of America pursued a strictly isolationist 
policy and some nations broke away from the League. 

But the march of evolution towards the practical application of 

Human Brotherhood in world affairs and in regtilating the relations 
tetiveen States and Nations and Races and Communities as well as Indivi- 

^ s is ineiiorabie, and the enforcement of law and justice will have to be 

« ected by the stern reality of events if voluntary recognition is retarded 

or becomea difficult to be attained. The rise of Fascist Powers in Central 

* urope, and the highly aggnaaive methods they adopted towards other 

nations and races aetiing at naught the principles of Human Brotherhood 

Worfd Wft, II the operation of law and justice amongst nations and 
races brought about the second World War. Even while 

the second AVorld War was raging, the nations who were warring against 
such aggressions found the necessity for founding the United Nations Organi- 
iaurni JD 1945 to take the place of the League of Nations and to carry out 

Its Ideals much more effectively in the future and to stop future wars and to 

create conditions in the World in accordance with these ideals. The United 

H- U,w 0,ja»U.tia„ i, mjy to dsthre Ibe 
OtBwuskttoo ideals of international peace and security to promote 

* international co-operation In solving international prob> 
Jems ’ and to encourage * respect for human rights and fundamental free¬ 
doms for all *. but also to promote ' higher standards of living, full employ. 

HigW sundnxeb conditions of economic and social progress 
ofuvms solutions of ‘international, social, health, and 

related problems * and to strengthen ‘ cultural and educa- 
uonal co-operation . It has attempted to create a machinerj- for carryiiig 
OQt Its decisions even with the help of force if necessary in the last re^rt 

to be contnbuted by Its member States. H has a General Assembly for 

discussion. ^ ex^utivc body in its Security Council to lake action, and 

the h^' ^™commendaiions to 
several hum'amtarian subjects 

with which It IS concerned, a Trusteeship Council to help in administering 
territorms placed under the trusteeship of the United Nations and thf 

Jiite™toin.d Court of Juotice ao it, priaciF.1 judicial oi*a» vrlth itoaiatute 
^ on the atotota of ,h, p„,ioo, coo„ of fototoUlul 

i^lTlnl' “f- ‘ "I"*! Soorelariat «>d other subsidiary oreuns. 
PoWic tnlern.l,oo.l La* »a, have full toope for de>.ioptoa„,"2| 
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infenor to the development of Private National or Municipal laws. 

International Uw international law will be developed into a fully arti¬ 
culated system of juristic type. There is provision in 

its charter for developing self-government in non-self-governing territories 
and there is an international trusteeship system working under the United 

Nations for the promotion of political, economic, social and educa¬ 

tional advancement of the inhabitants of the territories who are placed 
under such trusteeship. These instruments of the United Nations Organi¬ 

zation have no doubt limited powers. But they have the capacity to 

expand though temporary conflict in idealogies cannot but manifest as at 

present between the Soviet-controlled powers and the Western Democra¬ 

cies, which have ultimately to be worked out into a harmonious whole 

How Evolution excellence of each retained and the defects 
Work*? eliminated. For evolution works both by adoption of 

methods bringing out success and the rejection of others 
found by practical experience to be erroneous. 

Even good human endeavour in spite of apparent defects gathers 
fresh momentum after each failure and‘becomes established in success. 

Po’’ Spirit is mighty and cannot be baffled in its 

fulfilment. The League of Nations attained notable 
Nations success in those forms of human endeavour which did 

not impinge seriously on national pride and prestige, 
national ambitions and exploiting activities of nations. In the province 

of Labour, especially child labour, in the prevention of illicit traffic in 

women, in the suppression of regulation of trade in opium and other 

stupefying drugs and narcotics, and even in the province of finance, as for 

example, in the case of Austria, the League of Nations had notable achieve¬ 
ments to its credit. 

The United Nations Organization has started under far better 

.. auspices. It has arrested the war between lews and Arabs 

U.N.o . Palestine and between India and Pakistan in Kashmir. 
Nations should have learnt by their sufferings in World 

War II that the world can ill afford to have the experience of a third 

World War. The United States have learnt that there is no place for any 

nation to live in isolation from other nations. India has risen as a free 

nation capable of contributing its unique spiritual attitude to the solutions 

of world probleips. More nations have become members of the United 
Nations Organization than in the previous League of Nations. 
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Tbc Deed Is felt, ihoiigh dimly, for the creation of a World Govern^ 

WofJd fiim-ninmiini withotii scfiously cDcroaching: an the authority of 
nations in their domestic aflairs. Distance is disappearing 

owing to rapid means of transport by airajid nations are being brought nearer 
together, Last but not least, the disco\'ery of atomic bqmbs by more than 

one nation ivonld prevent resort to war as a means of settling disputes 

between natiniiK owing to their terrible powers of destruction, while 

otomic energy would becomo a wonderful instrument for promoting 

beneficent activities amongst men. 

Antailkarana, the inner organ, acting as the bridge between the 

Senw of tfa« f-ower the Higher mind, stands for harmony, beauty 
and rhythm. In the realm of law. after the concrete 
mind came into its own in the progress of the Fifth 

Root Race, and applied itself to the rational systematization or codifica¬ 

tion of the different national Jan-s, the sense of the artistic was displayed in 

the form and method of its legislation. Modern codes of law are eapcctcd 
to be logical in their ideas, precise in their significance, clear in their con¬ 

ception, coudse without ambiguity and simple without obscurity, and with 

no unnecosaary repetition and overlapping of subject matter, to enable 

every person to read and understand them, so that in theory the maxim 

Ignoraniia Juris nun exausat may not appear impossible to follow, at 
least to alt outward appearance, though their increasing mass and growing 

complexity may well be the despair of the ordinary citizen. In spite of 

necessary terseness, there is a sense of the artistic and the^eantiful in the 

arrangement of words and mcprcsalons in typical codes drafted by master- 
craftsmen in the art which make them classics in their class. 

Though the synthesizing influence of the Higher Manas is growing 

stronger and stronger it does not fail to give due recognition and value to 
the freedom and dignity of iadividuaJ man. which are recognized as 

valuable factors for the enrichment of the race as a whole. Outwardly we 

have witnessed the rise of political systems like Bolshevism in Russia 

Fascism in Italy, and Naziiara in Germany, sweeping aside with a 'tern 

hand all obstacles standing against their rise to dominant position and 
power, in which the totalitarian state counts for everything, anti the 
individual is regarded more or less as a passive unit necessatj’ for the com- 

tadivid^lii, iJiat cpunts. i.e., the state. But 
_ this can only be a temporary phase. The thcosophical 

pom 0 view is t at the human individual as a fragment of divinity is 
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valuable in himself, and for evolving that individuality to its perfection in all 

its aspects exists ail this vvorld of complex experieuce, and that he cannot 

be suppressed into a mere automaton lor the beneat of a corporate body 

consisting of an aggregate of individuals, even though it be called a state or 

nation. There is a real solidarity of man, nay, the solidarity o) One Life, 

comprising all the kingdoms of nature, including man. But the solidarity of 

Humanity, of which the solidarity of a nation is only a fractional phase, is 

intended to co-exist with perfect freedom of the individual. If any system 
of Government rises to power which ignores the one at the e-xpense of 

the other. It can only have a transient existence, as h is partially false. It 

may no doubt strengtliQU the one phase which it aims to do, but it will be 
defeated and even destroyed if it works to destroy the other. 

There is a trend visible in modern law recognizing that law is 

DtiKrrqp conccmed with the creation, enumeration and maintC’ 
nance of duties rather than of rights, and that tights 

come in only as accessories to duties, s coPceptioD that takes us back to the 
ruling idea ip Hindu culture implied in the word * Dharma 

We see indications around us that woman is coming into her own, 

EijiulH; ai Wmnhn * vaguc feeling of chivalrous regard 
shown by the strong towards the weak but to a rccogni' 

tion that she is equal to man but not identical w‘ith him, which is a sequel 
to the spiritual truth that the dlfTerentiation of the sexes is not in the 

Atman but appertains to the three lower worlds, and is intended to sub¬ 

serve in the main for developing the diverse capacities of the individual, 

who is in his essential nature sexless in the world of synthetic or Higher 
Manas. 

The rise of the neW sub-race, •'.e., the sixth sub-race of the Fifth 

Ijitulilnn Kace, is indicated at present in the coming into birth 
of isolated individuals here and there whose distinguiah- 

ing characteristic is intuition, which is a foreshadowing of the Buddhic 

principle^inalead of mere higher ratiocination. Bishop C. W, Leadbeater 

decribos the conditions obtaining in the colony of the sixth sab-race to be 

established in Southeru California about 700 y'eara hence by the future 

Manu of the Sixth Root Eiace in which that Root Race would have its 
beginnings, w-hich will enable us to picture to ourselves the new eonceptiuns 

of law w'hich must take the place of those in vogue at present.' In that 

Colony of the tjtiscent Sixth Root Race the jurisprudence evolved by the 

‘ Vide Atari pp. 3W, ^37, <36. HN and t9i(I9l5 Ed.l. 
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fifth sub-raw and the later sub-races ol that Root Race and the law of 

the rights and obligations arising from individuals competing v?il one 

another for material mastety or j)rofit and not co-operating wit one 

another lot common purposes would become to a large extent inapp 
Judges and magistrates, courts of justice and police, as we are familiar 

with in our civilieaiion to decide disputes, prevent or punish crimes, would 

become generally unnecessary amongst them. 
If the sixth Bub-racc of the Fifth Root Race were to show the spirit 

d1 Brotherhood governing its human relationships, and 
Siith Sub-R«r present-day jurisprudence based on conflicting 

individual rights and obligations inapplicable, the Sixth Root Race would 

exhibit the samu spirit much more thoroughly. But it does not follow 

that there may not be memhera of the earlier Root Races and jmh-races 
living contemporaneously with them who have not outgrown their racial 

levels in evolution to march abrrast of these later races. But just as we 

regard the legal conceptions of the Third Root Race os softened by those 
of the Fourth, and those of the Fourth In their torn refin^ by those 
of the Fifth, similarly the legal concepts of nur present Fifth will be 

profoundly affected by the sense of intuition and brotherhood, char¬ 
acteristics of the sixth sub-race, of which we see indications around 

us in the synthetic cjuallty oF the higher mind inlluencing the trend of 

modern legifilaiion and the Socialistic trends of modern Governments in 

extending their spheres of activity to new Gelds, as for example, to find 

work for the unemployed, to give free education to the young, to give 

pension to the old and the infirm, to rtlieve people from want and illness 

and the like. When that sub-race in its turn becomes dominant amongst 
the nations of humanity and raises its culture and civilt- 

sation to their zenith in the Continent over which the 

waves of the Pacific Ocean now sweep, it will have 

completely coloured or modified by its ideals all the 

of the past. What about the seventh sub-race of the 

Fifth Root Race which is yet to arise in the Continent now' mainly 

represented by South America in the Western Hemisphere ? We may 

be permitted by way of analogy and correspondence, to picture as a 

vision the legal concepts and ideals of that age which is still several 

millenin ahead of us. It will be an age when law will be represented by 

no law, a kind of spiritual anarchism where every man will be his own 

lawgiver, and his conscience his own Judge and Chastiser, and there 
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would be no need for an orieanLted state to coulroj, order, aud govern, m 

^ ^ done at present. Ari' anarchist of our day vagueiy 

rwdi wiih^Ui^iy of the conditions of that distant age whhout 
of Oi» Life being equipped with that highly evoJved moral character, 

love, nltruism, and wisdom which would distinguish his 
representative in that far off future. This huge disparity makes all the difler- 

ence between him and his future compeer in that the former is on the whole 

destructive while the latter would be constructive. Man, when he was 
endowed with nascent manas in the middle of the Third Root Race, 

roaming in the primeval forests fighting with the raastoden and the giant 

saiinan.s and waging war with his fellow men, scarce distinguished from the 

brote around him and sometimes consorting with the animal creation around 

him committing the ' sin of the mindless ’' of which union the present-day 

anthropoids are said to be the descendants, was an anarchiat, the w him and 
caprice of his infant mind and the impulse of his turbulent desire setting up 

law for him. The man of the Seventh suh-race and much more perfectly the 

members of the Sixth and Seventh Root Races who will successively come 

into extsicnce as one continent after another arises from the bosom of 

waters after inter-manvantaric prwlayas, will be spiritual anarchists with 

glorious Manaaic development, illuminated fay Buddhi, over which Atraa 

will shed its mighty power, knowing no higher authority than the Self to 
guide Its manifestation on Barth. 
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DEMOCRACY IN PRINCIPLE .AND PRACTICE 

Bv N. SRI ram 

Some General PftiNciPLE!^ 

all Goveromfetn enlists for the sake of the governed, and in order to 

promote their happiness and progress. If Ft is to fiitfi) this purpose, it 
must function with the consent of the governed. 

It IS the individual who creates and experiences. What takes 

if activity. Government decides within its Jimits what 
6 a ta e p ace and what not. The values of Government must therefore 

be the values of the individual. The individual is the centre for the 

emanation of new ideas, for variation and progress, while Committees, 

overnments and systems are for con^iervation and administration, and 
tend always to stereotype and perpetuate. Hence, whatever order we 
rame for Government and administration must be a free and not a 

suppressive order, the freedom of each citizeit being limited only by sach 

measures of collective or State planning and control as will ensure the 

freedom of the others. The good of the individual must be the Govern¬ 

ment’s concern i but what that good is can be discovered only by the 

individual. Therefore that good, «> far as the Government ia concerned 
must consist m his freedom. The maximum of freedom for the i^^^ividllai 
IS the highest good at which a State can nim, 

^ that i. aasored mast bo r«l and rot a 
nom.0.1 r^odoa, joa g„„dod b>- a framo»ork ol political ordcr-aot 
ft«d<^ mtrdy to atroBjla. giving tb, advantage 
auengtb and loMorccs, and leaving the oaak at th«, mere,' 

• ■'-? K“f coo.id.ta the good not only oF 
a tnajnnj- but of all eu,„o.. and lu„.w, the Unit, of peo^t Gove “mL, 
that IS, does not seek to detfirmine thn*?^ ut..,e .of • i- ^ 

their natural groupings, which must be left to be deiermTned b 
fn freedom, deicrmin^ by themselves 
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least most of ua di^the wrone and 

JThri IT'^* PnneipJe of jasUce must be estended further 
exDl > .Government must not be for the 
^ploitatioa of a mmonty by the maiority, or of the majority- by a minority, 
of race, religion or poIJHcal porstiasion. ^ 

From autocracv to Democracv 

h.H merit, that except the autocrat, who 
held his posMieredjtariJy and did not have to fight for it. all were equal as 

IS subjects. His Majesty, the King of England, Is His Majesty to his 

In ?h"' A 'Veil as to the meanest commoner. 
In the pre-democratic days, within the settled order of a State, each had 

int. ^1 ffeedora, which might not have been much, accord, 
g o democratic standards and the conditions obtaining today, but there 

rrno'httll‘T- contention, except now and then, in the sphere 
o political affairs. Even when the autocrat was a vicious man. his 

<ous ways affected but a comparattvely small circle around him, and 

n he led his army to wars, his military adventures were petty affairs 
compared to wars nowadays. * 

..ni^ have, however, had their day and passed. AVith the 
enlargement of our physical freedom, that is the power to move and com- 

at "rr'"" iT'"" Wc have now a concept. 

nortiinit'i. ^ t because with freedom and Op. 

Z r Wo have not 
ye been able to assess the exact nature of that worth and fix the limits 
M iihin which It can operate to the best effect. 

, h. h't" ^rt -P«rflciaily that nil are equal in capacity, and 
the whole of the democratk: system is built upon the assumption thL one 

an s^ judgment on any question is as goad as another's, while in point of 

It IS not. All are of course equally entitled to " life. liberty and the 
puTsm a lappmess ", All must be equpi in law where justice has to be 

one. ut t e needs of all are not the same, nor their tastes and aptitudes, 

“““ ««" 
“ 'k' pLc. rfnUeimd .thorny, tat a «:.«=, fo, p™„a,i., a 

«II ,„ta .a a^a „h„, .ha„ i. 
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>v bet led by desire f{}r power and emolQinents, and planing the man most 

•Lcccptable to the ignorant multitude iu the place of most imporiaoce. 

The Rule*of Wisdom 

According to Occult Science, which is Thcoeophy—lor there 

is both the occult and the visible in boundless Naturo—^Wisdom alone 

gives the title to rule. The rule of Wisdom ts a golden rule which 

does not love violence and tears. In the old daj'S, according to the epics 

of India as well as the legends of many other lands, the Kings ruled by 

Divine right, but their rule was so just and beneficent that Morality 

throve everywhere side by side with her twin-sister Happiness. Accord¬ 

ing to the view obtaining m those days, the throne was the fountain-head 

of all authority, and the source of all blessings ae well as evils. The 

King had total responaibility for the conditions in his kingdom. His 

autocracy, being hcrculitarily benevolent, was happily accepted by the 

people, and it was, on the whole, government with the rvilUng consent 
and co-operation of the governed. 

Kingship in due course, like every other high Ideal, fell into abuse 
and disrepute, and in these days of the so-called equality of all men, 

Vf*c see no reason why the blood of one man should be preferred to that 
of another. 

The Many and the One 

In any scheme of government there must bo the many and the 

one. The governed are of Course the multitude, and the government, 
in which there is both direction and anthorityj has necessariJy to be one- 

pointed and unified, even if it does not represent the absoluteness of 

a monarch. But in these days the many preponderate, and they determine 
from time to lima not only who is to be the one, but the nature of the 

unity in the Qov’ernmciit and the Constitution. Instead of monatchy, 

which has fallen from its high estate, we arc tvow seeking to work a 
muUi-arehy which is Democracy. ' 

In the old days the citizens were subjects of the King. They 

were ttie children of the Ruler-Fotbcr and did not have the idea that 
they needed any political right except protection. The common man 

today has reached a certain political estate, m most of the States in the 
world, and feels he has a right to share in the Govemmept. His mlatitm 
with hts Government is totally different from what it used to be. 
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Every structure and arganiBin mnat have a certain unity if it ia to 

serve its purpose. Democracy or autocracy, in both there has to be unity, 

and that unity depends upon the co-operation of the governed and their 

voluntary consent to the processes of Government. They have to obey 

the Government, even while criticising and fighting it by purely political 

means, and support the Constitution even when they are endeavouring 

to change Jt, which must also be by the appointed methods. 

To obey an accepted leader is easier than the harmonizing of the 

separate wills among those who are regarded as basically equals and as 

constituting jointly the source of all authority ; and that is what makes 

Democracy so difficult to work successfully. But not nntil this difficult 

task is achieved can Democracy function well and became stabilised in 

some suitable form. 
Government by Pasties 

Unfortunately, it is not barmony at which Democracy aims, for 

it works by acctional organisation and by the overbearing of the opposition 

from one section by another. It is common-sense that unity and agreement 

in a State are belter than disunity and disagreement. But then if there is 

no disagreement with the Government for the time being and with those 

who support it, bow is the other party, which has the ambition to rule, to 

make its bid for the necessary popular support ? If this other party consists 

of people whose interests are contrary to those of the dominant party, that 

is of course a reason for maintaining a political difTerencc. But even if 

there are no important differences, as is the case at present between the 

Democrats and the Hepubltcons in the U, 5. A., the utmost play is 

made with dlffereaccs in execution or in the accents and emphases - 

placed in the enunciation of policy. There bus to be disagreement between 

the haves and the have-nots in the political sphere, coincident with the 

social and economic disagreements, or on some other basis, no matter 

what. But even iivithin the party there are divisions to be reconciled; 

though ill some maIters the parties think it best to act in broad agreement 

between'thepflselves, as in matters of foreign policy* In such circum¬ 

stances, which exist more or less all the time in the midst of the party 

game, there has to be a compromise which le not infrequently unsalis- 

facrory to both. When agreement is necessary, Jt is oeually reached, 

as between the parties in France who join to form a Government, even if 

it doca not last long. The slow process of bringing about such agreement 

as Is possible is the cause of the dilatoriness willi which the demi^retic 
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wheels revolve,, which in on emergency such its war is ptil an end to by 

pvmg up the demDcratic process and surrendering all nationaniberties 

into the hands of a War-Cabinet or other supreme anthoritj*. Normallvthc 

detnocratic process gives rise to a state of chronic discontent and aggra¬ 

vation of the ilia for which the quick remedy is not iorthcoming. 

When the majority party uses its poiver of numbers, it does not 

succeed in resisting the timiptatioii to eutrench .its own interests at tbs 

expense of those of the opposite party, the minority for the time being. 

Reason and right may be with the minority, but it can only plead, argue 

and threaten ; and opposition overborne at legal and psu-Iiamentary levels 

JS not less stekeniDg and hurting to tempers than differences laid low with 

a feat of arms. The strong man who forces s situation which others have 

to accept is presently accepted by all as their head and leader. 

A Simmering Situation 

In the poIiUcs of a democratic system, there is no such thing as even 

temporary finality. The settled facts of Government ore the legitimalc butt 

of the opposition. There is always an appeal in process to the fickle-mind- 

ed populace—fickle-minded necessarily because of its ignorance of the facte 

of the case, which have all the time to contend with party propaganda, 

and its essential unconcern with matters transcending its normal range of 

itttere&ts. Hence, conflicts once started am kept simmering until a climax 

4S reach^, which brings an end of a sort to the controversy in prxjcesa but 

not a situation of peace. Jiew conflicts presently uke the place of the 

old. Up to a pomt..these conflicts, so long aa they are confined lo the 

political arena, are exciting and enjoyable. The Liberals and the Conser- 

vstives m England did not mind fighting and losing ,0 each other 

fcr what they chetiahed m common; their privileges in society and 

heir economy mteresbi ovefweighed their .points of difference. But 

tha ra not the case with the Communists and the other parties on the 

.on for the party m power to suppress its opponents, and for rhe laLr 
o use violent and subversive methods to place themselves in power 

1 TTT'’ ' ^ possessions and power, envy ^ Te 
well-placed, all combine lo find an rwitUt ■ 1 ^ 
„ * violence, first by routine 

.o«i« 
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Democracy required at least two [parties, repre^iiting the forces 

of free play and check^the Govcmment and the OpposiUoti—andt like 

any bipeds it walks alternating between the planted foot and its swinging 

partner. What pleases the one does not please the other* and to conflict 

in Parliament is added the turmoil which is created among the electorates* 

Wkat is Basically Wrong 

What is basically wrong with the democratic system is the idea 

that one vote is a^ good m another's ^ that knowledge^ capacity and 

character are not criteria which can or should be iFLpplied in choosing legis^ 

lators or men for important offices; be who.has the rtecessainvpopular 

support is entitled to the office w^hicb he claims oa that basis* 

Ts it possible to devise a system or agree upon certain prindpJes 

that, by their own intrinsic force and co-ordination, can create a body 

politic with organs that furi-ction efficiently and in harmony with one 

another* ^ system which will produce not conflict, but co-Dpeotion^ not 

discontent htit content me nt. In w^hich not ignoriuiec but knowledge and 

capacity will be in a position to decide and administer ? 

Even if we cannot hod ihe wise maa or woman w^ho is to mle,- 

is it not possible to Jay down conditions which would work tow^ards an 

approximation to that ideal ? The way jn which Democracy is worked 

today hinges on the idea that each man has the same right to choose 

bis governors ae another | therefore all discrimination in the bestpw^aJ 

of the vote is wrong disc rumination. Who is to decide a personas 

fitness for political responsibility ? Therefore must presume all are 

equally fit* But a msn or woman who votes without knowledge of 

the matters which be thus seeks to decide is essentially an irretei'ancyf 

He either votes with mere prejudice in misunderftanding or with an 

essential unconcern* which enables others if they can to exploit him 

and his like. The rough and ready rule of one man one vote** does 
* ii 

not suffice Aoi the complicated situations that arise. It may work well in 

a limited area where the problems are simpli;. Thianeud not mean that 

all except the one man or w^oman who excels in knowledge, disintorestodness 

and capacity should cease to have part or Hot in the Government. Even 

if that excellent man can be discovered by some means and accepted os 

the chief, he wpuld need some men necessarily less excellent than him^f 

to assist him. 
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^ Grading in Organ and Functions 

There have to be all grades in administration from the village con¬ 

stable at the bottom to the head of the administration at the top. We 

need an organization of Government to fit the specialized problems of 

modern society. We need a political organ suited to the functions it has 

to perform at every level. Just as administrations vary in extent, problems 

vary in their intricacy and thfe number of persons whom they affect. It is 
not possible to organize efficiently without groupings and grades. 

In India, for instance, there are five grades of Administration, each 

grade embracing an area larger than that of the next lower grade; (1) 

The Village or Town, (2) The Taluk, which is a group of Villages, (3) the 
District, which comprises several Taluks, (4) the State (Province), which 

consists of many Districts, and (5) the Central Government, which has 

authority over all India. Each of these is a distinct sphere of administra¬ 

tion : (4) and (5) have Legislatures; (1), (2) and (3) are Local Bodies, 

which can only exercise authority vested in them by the Legislatures. The 

matters with which each grade is concerned are of wider extent than those 

of the preceding, and the problems, involving a greater variety and number 
of elements, correspondingly more complex and difficult. 

When every profession or vocation of importance in the world 

calls for knowledge and technique or skill, why should administration alone 

be deemed capable of being dealt with by men who do not need either 

accurate knowledge of its problems, or the ability to use good judgment on 

the facts involved in them ? .\t present, so long as a man has the necessary 

support of his fellow-men, by whatever means this support may be acquired, 

he is considered fit to occupy the position he covets from which to legislate 

or administer. In a large majority of cases the position is coveted not 

for the good he can do to his fellow-men, but for the power he can wield 

over them, and the benefits he can enjoy personally through the holding 
of that position or office. 

It is difficult to determine or change the motives of persons. To 

some extent we can foster the good tendencies of human beings through 
the right kind of education. But we can minimize the scope afforded for 

the play of self-regarding and personal motives by the acceptance of the 

Idea that right and position mean responsibility and require to be earned 

by giving proofs of the requisite knowledge, capacity and service. This 

principle must be insisted upon m an increasing degree to earn the right 
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of voting and to qualify for a seat in the Legislative or local Council. In 

the lowest grade of the Village, every adult may have a vote without any 

qualifications, as the questions dealt with in the village sphere are simple 

and local. But without graded franchises as we go further up, and the 

fitting of the organ to the function, there will be neither good government 

nor the conditions needed to realize that individual responsibility on which 

Democracy is theoretically based. 

Responsibility Must be Real 

The grading of the franchise and even more the qualifications for 

membership of the various representative bodies should be according to 

education, capacity, experience and service already rendered in a humbler 

sphere. Such a democracy would be sufficiently regimented both region- 

according to the class of problenns to be dealt with, to make 

responsibility for each in his sphere a real thing, because of the understand¬ 

ing of tne problems presented to him and the general qualifications he has 
for dealing with them. 

There has to be scope in a truly democratic State for the cultivation 

and useful employment of the talents of each individual, but these talents 

cannot all find scope in politics or administration. It is the duty of the 

State to create or encourage the creation of the needed opportunities. 

Politics and administration are a field of specialized activity, in which 

though the mainspring has to be the common or popular will, the actual 

wheels must represent the activity of those carefully chosen for their func¬ 

tions in that field and co-ordinated properly to turn together without 

deadlock or friction. Democratic Government will cease to be Government 

by factions and possess both the necessary unity and efficiency only when 

the system is so constructed as to make responsibility a practical reality to 

the, citizen and by placing the power in the hands of those who may be 

trusted to use it in the general interest. 

, _ To cr^te a unity out of the diversity of wills which a democratic 

State constitutes, to grade those wills in a system where the will of each 

will operate within the range of his knowledge and capacity, and so con¬ 

struct the system that in the grouping of those wills, wisdom will come to 

the top and have a chance of ordering all things mightily, with the might 

of the eager co-operation of all, and sweetly, wiih the sweetness of freedom 

for each, is the ^difficult task set for Democracy. But as yet the task has 

not even been envisaged. 
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BV PETER FREEMAN 

PREFACE 

■ ** Govettvincnt 83(tsts fof the Good ol the Govtiroed "* 

Pythagoras 

" Of all the that of Govemment is the greatest open to man ”, 

ARISTOTLE 

“Force wilHoni Justice is a tyrttimy but justice without force is 

impotent PASCAL 

” It will be just aa easy for Nations to get along in a Republic of 

the World as it is to get along in the Republic of the United States 

PjtESiOBKT Truman 

World Peace 

“The orgenisatioa ol world peace, so that Wars will be im’ 

possible and disarmament secure, iovolvea some sort of federal authority 

in the world's affairs. On some point there must be the certainty of a 

decision-upon all disputes of races and peoples and nations tfiat would 

otherwise necessitate war. And this authority must clearly have the power 

to enforce its decisions. Whatever navies and armies survive, other than 

police forces for local and definite ends, must be under the control of this 

central authority. It may' be a committee of national represemativee or 

what you will, but central authority there must be. Pax Mundi, like the 

Pax Romana or the Pax Britannica, must be the only sovereign pow'er 

within its realm. If you are not prepared to see yonr own country and 
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yaiir own so far subotdinati^d to cQUoctive controli whatever protesta¬ 

tions of peaceful intentions you make are either made unintelligently or 

in bad faith. Your country cannot be both independent and restricted. 

Cither you are for Cosmopolts or you are for war 
H. G* Wells 

The Power of Brotherhodp 

Do you know who are the greatest enemies of a State? The weak* 
injured by the strong. For, above aJi States, ruJes an Eternal justice: 

and the tears of miserable wcjmen, and the corses of angry, starving men, 

nap th£ foutidaiimth n/u Siixtt ikai dem£i Brothtrhood, reach the ears 

of that Eternal Justice by which alone States live, and Nations continue. 

U is written in an ancient scripture that a Master of Dnty said to a 

King I ** Beware the tears of the weak, for they sap the thrones of Kings^'n 

Strength may threaten ^ weakness undermines. Stt^ength may stand 

up to fight: weakness cuts away the ground on which the fighters 

are standing. And the f^ie^ssage of Thdomphy -to the 
zffOrld is: T!>ink less about your outer Iaws» and more about the live§ of 

the people who have to live uodcr those laws. Remember that government 
can only live when the people are happy; that Statcfi can only flourish 

where the masses of the population are contented j that all that makca life 

enjoyable is the tight of the lowest and the poorest [ that they can do 
without eitternal happiness far less than you, who have so many means 
of inner satisfaction» of enjoymenli by the culture that you possess and 

that they lack. If there is not mooey enough for everything, spend yonr 

monty in making happier, healthier^ purer, more educated, the lives of the 

poor; then a happy nation will be an imperiid nation i for Brotherhood is 

the strongestJorce on earth.' (Italics ours). 

* m 

A Le^iar? delivered la London in 1^7 bjr Dr Annlt Bcuni- 
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The Plan of Life 

There ip Ji “ PlaR of Life", ». welt-conceived, cornpretiensive, all-inclusive 

scheme of evotutioD whereby all forms of life are develot^ing towards a 

glorious ideal Scieodlic teaching indicates that that inttinsic life unfolds, 

as the acoio into the oak, until it reaches the fullness of its possi* 

bilities. The form or expression changes in response to the ever growing 

life, showing ever more wonderful kaleidoscopic variety in colour, shape 

and Biif, though fundamentally composed of the same atoms or molecules 

whatever temporary appearance they may assume. 

This genera] scheme applies to minerals, plants, animals, men, 

naiiona and planets. Therefore, once having understood ** the Plan ", it 

is possible to watch its working out in the dostinius of mankind j in the 

growth, fruition, decline and fall of nations and empires, in political 

struggles, in national rivalries, and in the gradual civilization and progress 

of Humanity towards its destined end—the full realization of L'tii versa I 

Brotherhood, 

By intelligent appreciation and understanding, men and women 

can co-operate with " the Plan *’ in its more immediate, as well as in 

(working towards) its ultimate fulfilment. 

It is further claimed by theosophical teaching that this vast 

scheme is heiog watched and assisted by a body of super-meu, the 

Masters Those who, having passed through the many stages of life, are 

now competent to help and guide the affairs of this earth—much in the 

same way as pa/fints watch and guide their growing children, or statesmen 

assist in the development of their countiy, Thiae evolved' men are 

known as the Great White Brotherhood, or the Inner Government of the 

World. All forms of government on earth are but pale reflections of 

Their activities; nevertheless everyone can assist, in however humble a 

manner, ip Their mighty tusk of bringing about the perfection of all life. 

Mankind is left free, subject to the Law of Karma, to organize 

and plan its own development and government. The numerous methods 
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Aod forms iadicsito the many experimeats tbat Humanity has atteiiiptcd. 

and is attempting. Human beings are not all evolving along the same 

line, but arc as varied as the plants and animals, and many lines of 

evolution arc seen working themselves out< This is the reason for the 

various Religions of the world, the great Civilisations of history, and the 

Empires that have been born. Kations throughout the world, even 

Countries, Towns and Villages, all play their special part and have'their 

own peculiar and unique function in serving this vast evolving plan for 

the perfection of humanityi 

In this scheme of evolution there are certain fundamental laws 

of life, like gravitation, which appiy everywhere and under all conditions. 

These taws are in operation on all planes of life—physical, emotional, 

menfal and spiritual. Hrotherhood, Reincarnation, Karma, Periodicity, 

Correspondences arc among the main examples^simpie in principle but 

nniv^rsfit in application. 

The Evolution or Political Institutions 

There is a Plan behind political evolution. If we look at the 

evolution of the Political Institutions we find that their successive appear* 

ance on the world stage has corresponded with the attainment of newer 

and newer levels of consciousness by Humanity, In fact, from these 

Political Institutions we can study the gradual unfoldmcnt of human con¬ 

sciousness. 

If we look at various types of fiovernments that have appeared 

in the world, we find the following serjuence: To begin with, we have 

Patriarcbic Governments with the basis of a Family State in which the 

Eiders of Humanity mle in the interests of infant Humanity. Then we 

have FeudaJistic or Autocratic Governments in which the strong and 

powerful overlord establishes his rule over the people which later on 

develops ^tnto a Hereditary Monarchy where absoltite loyalty to the person 

of the ruler is demanded. Then we find the emergence of Flutocrwtic 

Governments in which property controls the state machinery. We find it 

today in the majority of certain Democratic Governments in which the re¬ 

presentatives of the people direct the state policies. When Democracy la 

able to evolve a system by which the wise and the capable are elected to 

positions of po^'cr and authority then shall we see the dawn of true 

Aristocracy in the world. .And then finally will come the stage of Theociwey 
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in wQch the Divine Kings, the Men made Perfect, will guide and rule 

Humanity in perfect accord with the needs of the Great Plan. 

All political changes perceptible in the world age after age are but 

unfoldments and, at the same time, the fulfilment of one single Plan in 

which Humanity is being slowly but steadily guided to its natural con¬ 

summation of Universal Brotherhood. Hence the value of understanding 

the scheme of evolution and the laws of life w’hich are mere expressions 

of that scheme. 

Statecraft 

•' It is the purpose of the Politician and the Statesman with a know¬ 

ledge of these Laws of Life, understanding the stage of evolution reached 

and appreciating the circumstances of the situation, to apply them for the 

helping of those concerned, at the most opportune time and in the most 

satisfactory manner. 

This general outline and ideal, necessarily curtailed, shows some¬ 

thing of the purpose of each Nation, its relation to the other Nations of the 

world and the object of the special form of Government adopted. 

Theosophy does not therefore conceive that the fundamental 

purpose of each Nation is to entrench and organize itself so as to secure 

the greatest possible benefit for its patriots alone, to arm and fortify itself 

so that jt may be strong enough to resist attack,—or to be able to attack 

another Nation or to combine with another Nation or group of Nations for 

the ultimate object of the subdual of peoples or the accjuirement of territory. 

On the contrary. Theosophy conceives of each Nation as an 

organized unit of Humanity with the special purpose of giving particular 

emphasis to certain special characteristics in the people of that Nation, 

which shall be a contribution to the welfare of the world as a whole. 

. Once this is understood, one sees the splendid and unique contri¬ 

butions that have been made by great civilizations in the past, namely, 

Egypt with its special contribution of Science. India of Spirituality! 

Greece, of Beauty. Rome of Law, etc., each having helped the world 
to make immense strides in these directions. 

; . One can also see the value of the various Races. Religions, Langu¬ 

ages,-Laws, Customs and Traditions that characterize Nations today each 

one: offering its special keynote, its peculiar teaching, its unique outlook 
to tl\e whole. . - . * . 
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Uuoiaaity bos aiso struggled to establish those Human Rights, 

which ** enable each one to develop to the full all the powers which he 
brought with him into Ihc world “ Life, Liberty and the Pursuit ol 

Happiriese ”, *' Libert^, Egaltt^, Fraternite ”, “ Government of the People, 
for the People, by the People ” as they are characteristically expressed in 

the basis of the Coastitutions of America, France and England. Rights of 

Free Thought, Speech ajid Meeting, a Fair Trial, Religious Freedom, 

Economic Maintenance, Edneation, and the special- Rights of Women and 

Children have all been gradually appreciated and established, though of 

course, even yet only to a very limited extent. 

The Menace of War 

Can anyoiiR be indifferent to the fact that in alt the 290 great 

National Wars in which Europe has been engaged in the last three cen* 
•I 

tunes, at ih^ 8p00Q Warj in dvijisation, as given by th^ tlniteil 

Nations Organisation nai ottit of theni has proved who was right and 

who was wrong ? It is doubtful tf, in any ease, either victor or vanquished 

has be«n better off as a result, and the terrible loss ol life and property 
13 beyond caiculation. 

Yet the ingenuity of huinan beings has overcome other great 

world problems. Mankind has abolished cannibaiism and slavor^^ human 
torture no longer exists^ actual starvation is rare, even epidemics are 
under control and greatly minimised—yet War^ the greatest menace 

to humanity, still remains. 

No impartial observer of^world affairs could fail to realize that 

there must be deep and fundamental causes of such a mcnacej and that 

while political and constitutional factors may mimmize the disaster 
andj of course, will be n^essary in the application of the measures to 

secure World Peace, these alone wiU never be snSicieot to eatabllah 

it on a firm and sure bask for all mankind, for all lime and under alt 

circumstances. 

■ ^ What is the Cause of War? 

What are the causes and what are the possible remedies for the 

present situation ? 

Fundamentally, there can, of course, bo no other than Karmic 

Causes which have led up to the present impasse and all previous interna¬ 

tional disputes. ^t?iitil these causes are changed^ their inimical cesulrg 
must continue. 
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Briefly, these are initiated by wrong, selfish or cruel thoughts and 

actions. For example: 

(1) The idea that one nation is better than or superior to another. 

Patriotism has been abnormally* glorified. National pride has been 

associated with superiority of arms, and countries have permitted them¬ 

selves to be exploited to effect victory on the battlefield. The ideas of 

revenge for national honour must be changed for countries as it has 

been in personal relationships. Nations, like individuals, must learn 

the value of co-operation and brotherhood if they would live in peace. 

(2) The struggle to gain security of the necessities of life has 

permitted a pernicious system of capitalism to develop where the more 

powerful exploit the weaker. Finance is made the catspaw of vested 

interests. The stranglehold of monopoly in land, money and other 

essentials has become the basis of our industrial system. The mass 

of the population are thus kept in relative poverty and starvation while 

there is an enormous potential surplus of every kind of necessity. This 

struggle inevitably leads to jealousy and enmity between individuals, 

classes and nations. 

(3) The superstition that man needs the flesh of animals for 

food, and the resulting indifference and cruelty perpetrated on millions 

of helpless creatures. Possibly as an indirect result there has grown up 

the common conviction that animals exist for man’s sole use and pur¬ 

pose. Mankind has permitted the most horrible tortures and crimes 

in the name of science, sport and necessity by such things as vivisection, 

hunting, fishing, the wearing of furs aod the eating of flesh, which have 

become normal habits and customs of the day. Such cruelty must 

inevitably re-act on the people concerned, involving the suffering which 

war brings. This is possibly the greatest single factor in the cause of war. 

(See Appendix G.) 

(4) The failure of mankind to establish any kind of international 

law and order. No Government is worse than bad government. Where 

you have bad government this can be changed; as evil or uhdesirable events 

show themselves, laws can be improved, personalities constantly altered, 

and gradual improvements effected. But where you have NO Govern¬ 

ment-chaos-misunderstanding-bloodshed and warfare are inevitable. 

The establishment of a World Government alone can eventually end 

War and bring Peace to all Mankind by the recognition of the Brotherhood 

of Humanity. 
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Brief Outune of a Proposed Charter of 

Brotherhood ahd Human Rights 

Bcliff in the pnnciptc: of Hinnaii Broiherhoodi ES tm ideal for aJI 

men »nd ivomen the world over, ao umversaUy held by enlightened 

people that its principles can now be crj'stnllised in a charter of Human 

Rights and Duties. In the past the ideal of Brotherhood has been mainly 

advocated for application by individuat men and women in their personal 

and social relationships. 

On account of the rapid development of modem transport and 

communication, with its effect upon commerce and industry, the organka' 

lion of which now tends to transcend the limitations of uationai boundaries, 

and on account of the international character of Qnancial transactions, 

which have an effect upon a continenlal and world'W'ide scale, the Nations 

of the World arc now becoming integrated inlo a single world-wide Civilisa¬ 

tion, Intellectual cuUnre now' traversea all national bonitdaries, and is 

another fractor in this integration. The Press, the Wireless, the Cinema, 

the Aeroplane have added to the tneous of international communication. 

In spite of this modem development, the principle of Brotherhood 

has received little nttenttoo la. its practical application. No common 

iitandard throughout the world in this tespect has hitherto been recognised. 

Perhaps it is because of this lack, that iuternaiional and economic difficul¬ 

ties arise. The Declaration of Human Freedoms which follows, is the 

first popular attempt to formulate such a basic standard, 

A Charter of Human Right® 

These factors have now been recognised and for the first time in 

history, a Charter has been drawn op (by the Social Committee of the 

United Nations) and accepted unanimously as the basis of those rights 

and duties. 

While 9te do not accept the basis of Bquatity w'hicH is unduly 

emphasized, the value of the recognition of a Catnmon standard for all 

Nfankind is one of the most important factors in human progress. Even 

iJ these have to be amended, as undoubtedly they will, the first step has 

been taken, the Family of the World recognized aa a reality and Human 

Brotherhood as Jhc only standard of our relationship to all other human 

beings. 
2» 
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The principal objection—to which many may take exception—is 

NOT in the idea of equality of status, of race, colour and language, which 

can easily be accepted, but in the basis of religion and politics. Here men 

are NOT equal—here men are very different—and as they progress in 

civilisation, men become more and more different. At the stage of the 

savage, there may be a common equality,—little removed from animals, but 

as they progress towards greater culture, refinement and understanding, 

man becomes more and more different from his fellow men, until we reach 

the stage of the genius, when he is utterly different from any other genius. 

There is no comparison between Shakespeare and Wagner, between 

Michael Angelo and Joan of Arc, between Pythagoras and Newton; each 

is an outstanding personality, with a special and peculiar uniqueness. 

The Charter of Human Freedoms 

The following are the chief points outlined, and accepted by the' 

United Nations in 1949. 

(1) All men are equal, irrespective of race, colour, language, religion 

or politics. 

(2) No man should be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile, 

nor subjected to torture, inhuman treatment or punishment. 

(3) All men have the right to freedom of movement and residence 

within the borders of each State and the right to seek and 

to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution. 

(4) Men and w'omen of full age have the right to marry without 

limitations of race, nationality or religion. 

(5) Children born out of wedlock should enjoy the same social 

protection as those born in marriage. 

(6) All men have the right to work, with equal pay for equal work, 

to free choice of employment under just and favourable 

conditions and to have protection against unemployment. 

(71 (The Charter emphasizes) the right of free speech,* peaceful 

assembly and religious freedom. 

Brotherhood and Personal Duties 

Because Rights and freedoms can only be maintained by the fulfil¬ 

ment of Duties or similar conditions the following should be emphasized 

wherever they become operative. * 
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1. Every individual shall comply with the laws of the country 

in which he is for the time being resident, and shall exercize 

his rights only in such manner as will preserve the corres¬ 

ponding rights of others arid in accordance with the prevailing 

•* standards of courtesy and decency. 

2. The right to freedom of expression of opinion shall not permit 

incitation to any act contrary to the Laws for the time being 

in force, but will permit advocacy of change in such Laws. 

3. The right of religious freedom shall only be exercized for human 

progress, and shall not confer any permission for cruelty, • 

animal or other sacrifice or the use of any insidious form of 

mental influence. 

4. The right of freedom to trade shall not prevent any community 

or nation making laws for the prohibition or regulation of 

trade in specified articles, and traders shall be free to trade 

only within such limitations. 

5. The right of determination of the form and personnel of the 

Government implies no criticism or recommendation of any 

particular form of government or any particular class of 

individuals. Each individual shall exercize his right of 

political self-determination only in his own country and in 

conjunction with ail his fellow-citizens. 

World Government 

Only as these Rights and Duties are not only recognized but put 

into effective operation by all Nations, can a World Government emerge. 

We need not wait until we accept them fully—or every Nation is legislating 

for every detail. But there must obviously be a substantial majority of 

the Worldls population who are actually living accordingly before World 

Government cai\ be made a reality. 

Nevertheless, much is being done and still more can be done by 

a body such a.s the United Nations, to begin to prepare for this new world 

idea and basis of World Government which would eventually be 

established and to which all countries, with all their laws, functions and 

activities would be subordinate. 

Each counirj’ would, of course, continue to exercise those national 

powers that make for the development, progress and prosperity of their 
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own citizens as at present, but they would do so only if they did not conflict 

with the rights and privileges of other nations, and if they conformed to 

the general basis of human rights of ^11 citizens of the world which it would 

be the special function of the World Authority to guarantee. 

There would be, as at present, a national government for each 

country, but all such governments would be co-ordinated, synthesized and 

correlated by the impartial World Authority. Matters of disagreement would 

be settled by an International Court of Justice, such as is already in being 

at the Hague, (p. 467) 

The Formation of a World State 

These proposals would therefore lead to the formation of a World 

State, safeguarding the rights and interests of its component nations and 

countries as the final goal of the Government of the World. 

Its responsibilities would not be limited to merely settling inter¬ 

national disputes and protecting weaker nations but would include the 

fostering and civilisation of all that is best in human life, encouraging the 

new departments of human activity and co-ordinating all human affairs in 

Universal Brotherhood. 

The United Nations of Europe 

To this end the desirability of the immediate formation of a 

“ United Nations of Europe” would appear evident. 

At present, there is no machinery for considering the peculiar prob¬ 

lems of the various countries and creating the unity and harmony so 

essential for the prosperity and happiness of large numbers of peoples so 

closely associated, yet speaking different languages. 

Such matters as Territorial Boundaries, Customs and Excise, Trade 

and Commercial Facilities, International Travel, Communications—Postal 

and Wireless, would come under this central body subject only to approval 

by the World Authority, whose decisions would be final. 

Considering the terrible poverty, ignorance and lack of culture and 

opportunity which has characterised Russia for many centuries, it is 

undoubtedly making more rapid progress to-day, though it has still far to 

go to secure anything like the comparable social and economic position of 
most other European countries. 
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Kussia 

LTofortun^tely^ ihs U.S.S.R. bavc so far rcfuSEd participation in 

these tnatters. aod do not appear jo be sympathetic towards a Ucited 

Europe. 

Having developed a political aystem of Cotnmuaism, it is, of course, 

difficult for her to co-operate with patiopal democracies. Nevertheless, 

economic pressure and other factors may encourage her to adopt a more 

conciliatory acltou iu this dlrectiau. la any event, trade and busineee 

activities are powerful factors and the exchange of goods and commodities 

is an efficient means of establishing good will. Rassia has a huge surplus of 

natural resources and food. She ie as eager to sead these to the rest of 

Europe as they are to send her the machines and manufactures which they 

can produce tu vast quantities. 

When the more immediate prohtoms arising out of the last War— 

such as the future of Germany, Admlniatratiou of Austria, Control of the 

Rhine, and the Chinese situation—have boeu decided, Russia may b« more 

williag to see the advantages of effective co-uperaiicm for mutual prospeiit}', 

COMMLSISM 

But at present the system of Communism has rapidly become a 

new and powerful force in the world. 

Two new factors arise from this system which have not hitherto 

affected uationa) affairs. 

The Brst is that Communism continues beyond national bouadades 

of residence and Communists are found all over the world, irrespective 

of naiionality. Indeed, they are prepared to surrender their nationality 

for this new conception. This has given tt a power through inhltration 

which has hitherto been unknown in national matters. 

The second is that Communism has become powerful, mainly 

because it is composed of those with grievances which they have never 

been able to ,exprefls effectively hitherto or secure adequate representation 

in previous history. The poor, the suffering and the ignorant, in the post, 

have mainly continued in their poverty. They have been the " slaves ” of 

every previous civilisation. Egypt, Greece, Rome, Babylon—all bad a 

system of slavery as their basis. They bad no voice in public affairs aud 

were little removed in status from domestic animals in the participation of 

civic and natioiiai life. 
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With the growth of the knowledge and power of Organisation and 

Co-operation, which has characterised modern civilisation, this advantage 

has been well used in the growth of Business Concerns, Trade Unions, 

Co-operative Societies, and even the Nationalisation of whole industries 

has been a characteristic of many democratic countries. This enormous 

power has been effectively harnessed by the system of Communism— 

partly as a re-action from the Tzarist regime and partly because of the 

terrible suffering through which Russia passed in the two World Wars. 

The Commonwealth of Nations 

This miniature world scheme has already accomplished much and 

has shown some of the advantages of mutual co-operation and respect. 

There has gradually developed a friendship, appreciation and understand¬ 

ing between the Members of the Commonwealth which would appear to 

have made a permanent peace between them. 

During the last few years, complete independence and national 

responsibility have been secured by Egypt, India, Pakistan, Burma, Ceylon, 

and many Colonies have been granted a greater measure of democratic 

government with a view to complete responsibility in due course. 

These greater measures of freedom have resulted in strengthening 

the ties of affection and co-operation. The word “ British ” has now' 

been discontinued so that no member of it w'ill feel that Great Britain 

has any dominating authority over its activities and will only use her 

influence for the benefit of the whole of the members of the Com¬ 

monwealth. 

Even H. M. the King is no longer Emperor of India—-but any loss 

of prestige in this respect has been more than counter-balanced by the 

greater affection in which the Royal Family is held—as witness the 

recent Royal Tour to South Africa, and the one contemplated to Australia 
and New Zealand. 

t • 

Democratic Government ' 

In a majority of other countries. Democracy in some form or other 

still holds sway. But Democracy inevitably advances with rather slow 

movements and there has therefore grown up a tendency to decry its 

advantages while still desiring its privileges of freedom. " 
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The system of Fascism or Nazism practised by Mussolini and Hitler 

which savoured much of dictatorship, has naturally completely lost favour 

throughout the world, although in Spain, Franco has succeeded in main¬ 

taining his position for many years, and the Country is making slow pro¬ 

gress in social advancement. Democracy is favoured practical!}' by every 

European State other than the Russian Satellite countries. 

What are the Alternatives ? 

Without Democracy, until we have reached a state where true 

aristocracy (government by the wise) rules, there seems no choice except 

some form of dictatorship, and the peoples of most countries would prob¬ 

ably prefer to maintain their liberty of choice and action rather than 

submit to such a form of government at present. 

Under Democracy, the party system is essential and inevitable, 

voters naturally dividing themselves up, on the one hand, into those who 

are, in the main, content with things as they are, and who while willing to 

accept slow and small changes wish to maintain present advantages, and 

on the other hand, into those who want to make more rapid progress, those 

who want to improve quickly and who are not so afraid of changes and 

development, and seeing the great poverty, limitations and other difficulties 

are eager to bring about a better social and economic order. The Conser¬ 

vative or National Party in Great Britain is typical of the first group, and 

the second group is illustrated by the British Liberal Party and more 

definitely in recent years by the Labour and Socialist Party. 

Both claim to be animated by a desire for the welfare of the Nation, 

but they have different methods. Surely it is better for these alternatives 

to be discussed, argued and settled across a table or on the floor of the 

House of Commons under a “ Party system ” than to have them settled 

by some form of coercion, force or civil war. That there are and must be 

many different opinions is obvious, and if opportunity is not provided 

for their expression constitutionally by party politics, then they can only 

find expression by some kind of force which is likely to lead eventually to 

actual warfare.' Those who argue against Party Politics should bear these 

facts in mind. 

The actual names that are used do not affect the situation—Conser¬ 

vative, National^ Liberal, Socialist, Church, Fascist, Farmer or Communist. 

The choice is between some form of Dictatorship when Parties are 
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abolished and freedom of thought and speech are practically denied, or, if 

freedom is claimed, a system of Parly Politics, whereby alternative methods 

may be discussed. 

That Democracy must learn*to choose its leaders more wisely, and 

when chosen trust them more, is desirable if Democracy is to fully succeed, 

but this depends on the evolution of the Community as well as on the 

existence of great Leaders. 

Meanwhile, few would deny that under the system of Democracy 

probably greater progress has been made in the world, and civilisation 

has advanced more rapidly, than under any other form of Government in 

any corresponding period of known history. Where it has not been fully 

granted, as in India until 1947, and until recent years in Russia, progress 

has been less marked. 

Under Democracy, to mention but a few of the more obvious 

advantages, scientific knowledge has made immense strides, education has 

been secured for practically every child, local government has provided 

incredible social amenities for all citizens, women have obtained equal 

rights and privileges, facilities for world transit, travel and commerce are 

universal—a United Nations, if not fully established, has been started with 

the object of securing World Peace. Under what other system could 

greater progress have been made ? 

While improved detailed methods may be found, it seems likely 

that the basic system of Democracy will continue for many centuries in 

the majority of the Nations of the world, and that it will be a means 

whereby Nations can combine together to establish Peace on earth. 

The Graded Franchise 

If the basic system of Democracy is the best form of Government 

and if we wish to put it on a solid foundation then we should see that it 

is stripped of its weak points. Democracies are put to a severe test 

today. Democracies, as they kre constituted at the present day, are 

found to be weak and vacillating particularly in times of emergency. 

Modern democratic governments must evolve some machinery by which 

they can provide for really strong, purposeful and dynamic executives. 

Another factor that has contributed very largely to the failure of democracy 

is that economic democracy has not accompanied politjcal democracy 

Right to vote must exist side by side with right to maintenance. Otherwise, 
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\vbo£ocv>€r has money and faciJily of spaccrb can snatch positions of 

powet by duping the poor ignorant electorate. Some modern denrocracieE 

have so far failed to place in posittons of power and authority those who 

are wise, experienced and competent! Unless, therefore, modern demo¬ 

cracy is able to evolve some system by which the wisest of the land are 

placed in respoastble positions, it ts sure to fall and fail miserably too. 

The scheme of the Graded Franchise put forward by Dr. Besaat, 

if adopted, would save modern Democracy from the glaring deficiencies 

pointed out above and again place the state on a real solid democratic 

foundation where people can actively participate in goveromeat&l functions 

and where they can ejcercfse their political franchise with knowledge and 

iinderstanding. 

Dr. Bebaht’s Scheme 

Her scheme was that in the lowest unit ol government there should 

be universal adult franchise. Bui as w'e ascend in units of government, 

the franchise must become nanow'er. But this narrowing of franchise 

should not be on the basis of property but on educational {jualthcationa 

and on experience. Those only who have served in the lower unit must be 

allowed to assume power and authority in the higher so that in the supreme 

National Assembly we have people who have served in lower units of 

government and are elected by the votes of those only who understand the 

problems that the National Assembly will have to tackle. Taking the 

specific case of India, this principle will work as follows : 

The village being the lowest unit of government, all adults will 

have a right to vote and all the village voters will be eligible to stand as 

candidates for seats in the Village Panchaynt (Council). The village 

Panchayat will have large powders so that it can look after the welfare 

of all the people in the village, 

The next higher unit will be the Taluk, consisting of a group of 

villages. ^ A minimum educational qualifleationi will he neoessary for one 

desiring to enjoy franchise in this unit. And people who have had ex- 

penence of working in Village PanchayntE will alone be eligible to ait in 

the Tatuh Samitis (Committees). 

Similar to the Taluk will be the City Corporation co-ordinating 

the working of Ward Cotnrnittees in its area with a higher franchise 

qualification anij only those who have had experience of working in Ward 

committees wilt be eligible to sit on the City Corporation Council, 
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Then the next higher unit is the District with higher franchise 

quahhcations and greater requirements from candidates sitting on District 
Boards. 

Then comes the Provincial*Council, then the National Assembly 
and then the Commonwealth Parliament with higher and higher franchise 

qualifications and greater and greater requirements from candidates. 

In this way the whole State becomes like a Pyramid, broad-based 
on the village and narrowing as it ascends. This system will ensure the 

election of competent and self-less people and will also enable the electorate 

to cast their votes with knowledge and understanding. Each unit will be 

given a very large amount of autonomy so that every citizen will 

eel that he has a full say in the affairs of the government. He will feel that 

he IS an important unit in the Responsible Government prevailing in the 

countn^. This system will foster active citizenship and thus will enable 
all citizens to take a living interest in the affairs of the State. 

This is a unique contribution of Dr. Besant to World Politics and if 
the political thinkers of the world will give their serious consideration to 

this proposal, they will be able to find solutions to many of the problems 
with which modern democracies are faced. 

Safeguarding of Minorities 

The scheme given above will also solve the problem of the safeguard¬ 
ing of minorities. The growing practice of consulting the Opposition on 
matters of national importance, as is always done in Great Britain, is an 
additional advantage in securing unity and harmony in a nation and is to 

be encouraged in every possible way. Government by agreement and 
co-operation of all interests may gradually be achieved by such means and 

the varied desires and idiosyncrasies of all people adequately protected 

In the House of Commons the Government even now provide for a 
salary for the Leader of the Opposition in their National Budget, a happy 
omen of wise co operation. n<ippy 

the Behefiis of Invehtiohs, Discoveries, Knowledge and 

Natural Resources should be Made Available 

FOR ALL Mankind 

Al present so many of the results of human researeh .„a • 

Uke the form of monopolies, patents, copyrights, and Combi^l™ 
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controlJed by soul-lc^ Trusts and either te^incted to the priviJeged ftvv 
or allowed to filler through to the ordinary cttiacn at a heavy coat in some 
term of Mploiiation. 

The benefits of the Radio. Cinemas. Newspapers, Motor Cars, 

although not free am available for moat, and mdicate the benefits that 
won d and should be provided for everyone when all such things are pro- 
duced for the good of the whole community. 

Id towns and countries, through Local Government, great step* 
have been taken to secure the greatost benefits for the largest number. 

Education, Pubhe Parks, Libraries, Museums, Hospitals, Public Health 

epartments, Roa^, Water. Gas. Electric Supply. Buses. Trams, 
Restaurants and a hundred other social amenities all stand as monuments 

of social service and tributes to the work done and the benefits secured 

for many citwens by this system in most of the countries of the 
world, 

^ of still greater benefits which would accrue, 
jf the worid-a wealth-in its many forms-was made available for all who 

need jt. This change of system would involve real suffering to none, and 

^ “crificc of the few, those 
o o or control it, in service to the millions who starve from the 

lack of It, 

If not » made anilable the jaatidahle ebim of the masses to 
patuetjation aed control mil be demanded and obtained in coarse of time 
m spite of any resistance. 

Until each nation controls and organiaes the necessities of life—the 

lack of which causes poverty and starvation-exploitation by the few 
will continue. ^ 

For example,—there is no reason why all such necessities should 

T ■ L ^ national responsibility and organized for the benefit of all 
the mhobiunts of each country. We have already accomplished thl. in 

the Water Supply m nearly every part of the world, and man's moat 

precious need ‘is available for all either without cost or at a ver>- 

oominal charge. The Army. Navy. Education, Roads, Libraries. Post 
Office, etc, are similarly under public control in most countries. 

If it can be done in the case of our Water Supply and these other 

great National Servj^, man's ingenuity and organising ability could soon 
^ompUsh It for other things as well. Lack qf popular recognition and 
aemand is the principal obstacle. 
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Nationalisation 

Great Britain has taken a strong stand in this direction and has 
nationalised her Coal Industry (together with all forms of Fuel, Electricity 

and Gas for Heat, Light and Power), the whole of the Transport System— 

(including all Railways, internal Shipping and Canals, Docks and 

Harbours, and Road Transport), Civil Aviation (both local and inter¬ 

national, although private companies are temporarily granted licences to 
operate under certain conditions); National Insurance against Unemploy¬ 

ment, Sickness, Disease, Accidents, Old Age and Funeral Expenses, for 

Widows and Orphans, Dependents, Training, Married Women, and 

Family Allowances; Compute Control of Finance and the Bank of 

England. The Health Administration—including Doctors, Dentists and 

Occulists, Hospitals, Nursing Institutions, and all ancilliary activities. 

Everyone has the whole of these Services Free, irrespective of age, sex, 
position, or nationality. The Iron and Steel Industry follows, and all its 

essential activities will be under the direct control of the State before the 
end of the present Parliament. 

The Abolition of Poverty 

For the first time in human history, we see concerted efforts being 

made to feed every man, woman and child throughout the world. That 

there is a great shortage of food is inevitable, especially after the colossal 

cost and destruction of two world Wars and the fact that previously half 

the World’s population were permanently underfed and on the verge of 

starvation. The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations 
(F. A. O.) have now taken the matter in hand, have made a complete 

survey of the World’s needs and resources, and strenuous attempts are 

being made to secure, at any rate, a minimum supply to everyone, allocating 

supplies to those Countries wheie it is most needed. Every country is 

therefore having to be rationed and this is likely to continue for many 
years until the supply equals the demand. ^ . 

This should be the first step towards the abolition of poverty. But 
many other necessities must be similarly produced and organised if people 

are going to have the security and comfort to which everyone is entitled 

in a world where there is no fundamental shortage of any necessity and 
where there is a race of men and women whose outstanding characteristic 
is the power to organize. , 
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The Abolition or Disease 

We have already gone far in the abolition of Diaca^, and many 

scoiirgea M'htch have threatened natipns and civilizations in the past arc 
now under control, if not eradicated. 

Medical sciencCi however, while making immeriae litridea in some 
directions, such as surgery, has been giving its aueniiQn too much to 

dealing with effects and too Utile to getting rid of the canses of disease, 

so that today the medical profession Spends so much of its time in futile 

experiments on animals and in doping with pills, luttons, and injections that 

it hardly knows the factors which, if followed, will maiutain good health. 
It is much to the credit of the British Association that it is now- 

giving more attention to the solution of snch practical human problems and 

less to mere academic discussion of such matters. 

When more Ja known of diet atid hygiene, and the useless cruel 

experiments on living animals by vivisection and certain unorthodox: aspects 

ol healing such as osteopathy and herbsL treatment by those who have 

not made a sufficient study of these methods arc abandoned, and advantage 

taken of many forms of ps^ychological, mental and spiritual healing, the 

medical profession will make greater progress in the provision of good 
hwlth for all. 

It is also an anomaly that generally doctors are paid in proportion 
to ill-health, and the more disease and illness there is, the larger incomes 

they receive. While no one would suggest that the medical profession 
takes advantage of such a position, a powerfal motive for finding the best 

w'ay for gaining and maintaing good health is thereby lost, Gt. Britain 
has taken the initiative in altering this system and has brought the whole 

of these benefits under one scheme of a National Health Service. 

The abolition of PUiilSHMENT 

This matter is probably more controversial, but if examined im¬ 

partially^ it will be found to be most reasonable and necessary. 

For the criminal is generally the victim of circumstances, caused 
by hla upbringirig, lack of education and training, ill-health or bad environ¬ 

ment. Punishment in any forin does little to help him to become a useful 
etti^n and not a burden to the community. 

He may have to be restrained and controlled, and this may cause 

him sufTeriog, J>ut punishment w'lll not be indicted with that ofaject. The 
only justifiable atttiude la timt of giving the helpless victim every 
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1 "T T t torments which 
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Court ol Justice-what are the practical ideals for the future of 
Civilisation ? 

\Viufe leaifing great freedom for the individual devdopment 
and Government of each Nation. nSne will be allowed to menace the 

Pace of the World—and any that attempt to do so will be held in 
check by an InternatioDal Police Force. 

Laws will cease to be rigid rules—leas red-tape and less autborJiy 
will be required when they are based on common justice to all and not 

on maintamidg the privileges of the few. As the necessities of life are 

provided in ample abundance, the intense selfish struggle for life and 
all its c.xploitation will give place to mutual service and co*operalion. 

Governinefit by the wise as against the selected representatives 
of conflicting interests will be the means by which this w ill be accomplished 
and developed. 

While Democracy will he maintained it will gradually be co-ordf- 
naicd with an accepted aristociacy^ 

Politics will no longer be the catspaiv of those in power and 

influence with a glib longneor a long purse, but like every other depart- 

meet of Science, only those who undertake efficient trainirg to qualify 

them for Service, will be allowed to occupy positions of responsibility 
in GovemmenL 

No one ia allowed to practise in medicine until he has been 
through the necessary tiainiDg. so he who desires to heal a Nation of its 

suefennga should have practical eaperience of its proWeins and a knowledge 
of the right retnedtes. 

Probably this can best be gained by the experience of local politics 
m village and town, by a knowledge of the work of Councils and Provinces 

aided by some practical Service to the Community. This should be 

required before any Candidate should be allowed to stand for a National 
or iDternaHonol Paj-liamant^ 

But even then, how could we select our ablest men under a Demo¬ 
cratic System ? Only by tbe principle of Graded Franchise as explained 

above (p. 456}. Further, tho scheme underlying this principle would work 
to greater advantage if all dtteens were better educated. The education of 

the citizens might well start in school-life. Training in responsibility and 

efficient service should be demanded before places of authority are filled. 
Service and sacnfice should be held out as the highest honours, and those 

in whom these are best expressed be given the positions of trust. This 
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wouJd be continued in College and University and gradually permeate atJ 
departments of life. 

In each of our great Universities, a Cbair might be devoted to 

Folitics and Government, and 4 course of training provided for this 
vocation, instead of leaving it to the haphasard chance of circumstances, 
as at present. 

The leudency should ever be in the direction of example rather 
that! precept, of semce rather than authority. 

■' For service and sacrifice are the duty of ail who ate happy and 

comfortable m the world. It is tioi the poor or the ignorant who ought to 

be told to sacrifice. They already involuntarily sacrifice too much. It is 

those who are well-off. those who nre cultured, those who are 

^ucated, those who have the gtxjd things of society who should 
be ready to sacrifice themselves that otliers may be lifted up 

The Position of Politics 

The work of the Politician has therefore a most important place in 
the Plan of Life, ft is not the " dirty business " that some would imagine 

It to be. Even if it is sometimes degraded, it is all the more necessary 
or those with nobler ideals, strength, courage and wider vision to come 

and help it to serve its greater purpose by entering the Bald of politics. 

Only by unselfish service and sacrifice can we inaugurate the new Civili¬ 
sation and the Brotherhood of Man, 

While we may conceive that this Brotherhood has a spiritual basis, 
it can never be realised or fulfilled by vague generalities or beatific 

platitudes. It must be put into practice here and now in every depart* 

mem of human life and activity. The politician, through efficient Govern¬ 
ment, has the responsibility of carrying out this high and important 
function. 

The Real Problems op Life 

ft must, however, never be forgotten or ovcr-looked that even when 
all such social benefits are secured, when each has all the nec^sities of 
life and even luxuries in abundance, when the Rights of Man ” are fully 

established, the mote fundamental problems of life are nof necessarily 
solved, otherwise the millionaiic would have reached perfection! ^ 

Pam. depression, fear and loneliness vrill still exist and will cauau 
even greater auffermg than the denial of any material benefit. 
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Attention must therefore continually be called to the fact that the 

real problems of life can ottfy be solved by each individual for himself, 

that " The Kingdom of Heaven is within " and each must find it for 
himself. There is no other path an^ no other way, and he who would 

attempt to persuade us otherwise, whether by religion, science or politics, 
does worse than lie, he covers up the troth 1 

So may each one struggle to understand and live his own life to 

its noblest purpose, leaving the synthesis, the co-ordination and the 
sublimation of oU human efforts to the greater purpose of God’s Will I 

What the World Wants 

1. The immediate provision of an administration of Justice, Law 

end Order throughout the World, so that all Peoples Wherever they may 

live or under whatever conditions they may be cxistlog, shall have the 

fnllest opportunity of conducting their lives fredy end developing to the 

full all those capacities which they brought with them Into the world. 

2. For this purpose a Government of the whole World shall be 

established to safeguard those Rights for-every Individual, Community, 
Mation and Race and to provide means by which the progress of Civilisa¬ 

tion, the development of the Arts, Crafts aud Sciences, the protection of 
the Religions, Faiths and Betiefs, the encouragement of Edjcational, 
Social and Industrial Services shall be maintained and extended. 

3. In view of the fact that there exists or could be obtained or 

cultivated abundant supplies of oil Kecesaities of Life, the World Govern- 

ment shall secure an equitable distribution of all the Material, Natural 
gifts and Products of Mother Earth for all who need them. 

+. To prevent the outbreak of War or other Hostilities for the 

^ttlement of disputes or misunderstandings and to ensure those matters 
being settled justly and impartially for the maximum benefit of all interests 

concerned, the World Government shall establish and maintain a World 

Court of'jostite and a World Police Force to secure fair and impartial 
judgment and decisions in regard to the relationship between Nations, 
SuteSp CcUDtriea and iodividnaj^, 

S* The World Government shalf take everj' practical step to 

ostabli.-ih a World Coronjonweakh and Community, so that all men and 

women shall be^enablod to live in peace and harmony and on terms of 

good-will with all the Peoples of the £anh. 
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6. Th« World Govomm^uit ahall esUbJbh a Universal Sj’stem of 

Communicattotis, Postai^e, Coinage and Measurements and any other 

effective means for easier co-operation between all HuniaD Heings. 

7, The obligations and responsibitities of the World Government 
will further include: 

(d) The control of all Armed Porce;; of all Nations so that iliese 

shall onl}' be used for the administration of Justice and 

Order and secure Equity for every Nation and group of 
people by protection from unlawful attack. 

(6) The securing of the highest standard of Health and Strength 

for all individuals by the dissemination of the laws of Health 

and Medical Knowledge, and the encouragement of a clean, 
hygienic and exemplary mode of life. 

(e) The provision of all Necessities of Life such as Food, Clothing, 
and Shelter for every man, woman, and child. 

id) The securing of a recogaition of the Duties and Rights of Man 

and ihe encouragement of a high standard of conduct in alt 
Human Aflairs. 

fe) The promotion of the well-being of Society, the eticoun^ement 

of Sacrifice and Service as the greatest contribution to public 

benefit and a fuller recognition of the established principles of 
the Brotherhood of Man, 

(/) The safeguarding of the reasonable rights and privileges of all 

Minorities in Religious. Racial, Political and Social Groups, 

undeveloped and backward Nations, and the protection of 
the weak, the poor, the afflicted, the sick children, women, 
and the aged. 

<g) The greatest fwssibic freedom of Travel, Trade, and Transport 

to be provided for all inhabitants of the Globe by the 

encouragement and development of all forms of Transport 
the remnval of barriers, and the increase of facilities 

(A) The undertaking of such other activities or ras^onsitJilities not 

mentioned in this Statement in the inrercsi of the weJI- 

ing of Mankind and the pnotectian of all forms of life 
on this Planet. 
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APPENDIX A 

Some Isternatidmal Declarations 
V 

Atlonlic Charter 

The DcctaratioD of Philadelphia 

The Crimea Declaiatioa . 

The Act of CbapiUtepec 

United Nationa Charter 

Proclamation to Japan , 

The Patndam Conference 

APPENDIX B 

Some International Organisations 

United Nations—Laha SuccesSi New Vorki U.SiA. 

COHirct?! diift ComntiHeea. 

Security Council (5.C.U.Nj| 

IntematioDnl Labour OtRanisation (I.L.O.} 

Pood and Afiicuhure Organiaation of the United Nations, (P.A.O«) 

Educational, Scientific and Cnltunil Organisation (U>N.B,S.C.O.) 

International Civil Aviation Organisation (I,C.A.D.} 

International Bank for Reconstrnction and Development (“ I.B.H.D.") 

International Monetary Fund (“ I.M.F/’) 

Universal Postal Union (U.P.U.) 

Intenuttinnal Telecom muoieatinn Union (I.T.U.) 
World Ilealtb Organisation (W.H.O.) 

International Refugee Associatiou (I.R.O.) 

Intemattonal Trade Organiffiticm (I.T.O.) 

14tli August, 1941, 

lOih May, 1944, 

lltb February, 19+3, 

Ird March, 1945. 

26th Jnne, 1945, 

26th July, 1945. 

2nd August, 1945. 

Iniemntional Court ofJustice^Hagne, Netheilaods. 

The Tbeosophicol Society—Adyari Madras, Indio. 

National Peace CouncU—1+4, Sontbamptcm Row. London. W C. L 

Anti-Bacisf Alliance, 40, rue de Paradis, Paris, iOe, France. • 
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loternational Association for Social Security, 9, Rue Gautier, Geneva, 

Switzerland. 

International Broadcasting Union, 37, Quai Wilson, Geneva, Switzer¬ 

land. • 

International Bureau for the Unification of Penal Law, 8 Route de 
Florissant, Geneva, Switzerland. 

International Committee for European Federation, 100, rue Reaumur, 
Paris, 2e, France. 

International Committee of the Red Cross, Palais du Conseil General, 
Geneva, Switzerland. 

International League for the Protection of Native Races (Coloured 

Races), La Bergerie, Cartigny, Geneva, Switzerland. 

International League for the Rights of Man. 86, Riverside Drive, New 
York 24, N.Y., U.S.A. 

International Peace Bureau, 8, Rue Charles Connet, Geneva, Switzerland 

International Statistical Institute, 26 L^ge Houtstraat, The Hague, 
Netherlands. 

• * 

Inter-Parliamentary Union, 6, Rue Constantin, Geneva, Switzerland. 

World Congress of Faiths, Parliament Mansions. Abbey Orchard Street 
London, S. W. 1. - • ’ 

World Federation of United Nations Association, I, Avenue de la Paix. 
Geneva, Switzerland. 

World Union of Peace Organisations, 37, Quai Wilson, Geneva. (All 

communications to 144, Southampton Row, London, W,C. 1.). 

APPENDIX C" 

Some World Statistics 

Country 

Europe 

Asia 

Russia 

N.&C. America 

Africa 

Approx. Area 
in sq. miles 

2.000.000 
10,000.000 

8.000,000 t' 

-9,000.000 

12.000.000 

Approximate Number of 
population persons 
in millions ~ ^per sif. mile. 

400 200 
1,290 120 

‘ 200 25 
■180 20 
150 13 

» Vide the Map of the World atlhe end. 



S. America 

Oceania 

Polar Regions 
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13 

3 
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7,000,000 

3.000.000 

5,000.000^ 

56.000,000 

90 

10 

2,240. 

Certain Countries of the World - iii 

Gt Britain - - ••• 60,000 50 833 

Japan - ... 263,000 100 378 

Germany 226,000 80 354 • - 

Italy ... 131,000 45 343- 

India 1,577.000 400 254 

France 213,000 42 200 

China 4,-5^00 500 110 

U.S.S.R. 8,000.000 200 25 

U.S.A. 3,000,000 150 50 

Brazil 3,000.000 43 . !... . . .L -14 . 

483.000 7 - /H. 

Argentine 1,113,000 13 .. 12 

Canada 3.900,000 13 .. 5 

Australia ... 3,000,000 7 2 

• ■ 
APPENDIX D 

.. 1 

- Some Languages OF THE World 

Chinese • ... approximately: .500 Million ; 

English 400 . c ... 

Russian ... •t 200 99 

German •» 80 •• 

Hindi 
... ♦f * »> •• 75 99 

Spanish 
— 

... >1 70 99 

Japanese 
• ... 9$ 

70 99 
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French # • • approximately: 60 Million 
Italian • •• ti •' 40 „ 
Arabic • • • 

4 

40 „ 

Some Religions of the World 

Buddhism • •• approximately: 500 Million 
Christianity 400 „ 
Brahminism 19 200 „ 
Mohammedanism 99 200 „ 
Confucianism • •• 99 200 „ 
Shintoism t9 15 „ 
Judaism 99 8 ' 

. APPENDIX E 

Approximate Population of the World by Races 

Black Type. (Third Root Race) 

Negroes 
Dravidians 
Others 

Yellow Type. (Fourth Root Race) 

Chinese 
Japanese 
Siamese ' ... 
Burmese 
Magyars '' ... 
Tibetans 
Mongols 
Eskimos 
Others 

200,000,000 

70,000,000 
4,000,000 

274,000,000 

500,000,000 
80,000,000 
10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

3,000,000 
1,000,000 

5,000,000 

629,000,000 
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White Type, 

HiDdti 

Teutcmic 
Slav 
Latio 
Aialis 

Jews 
Persian 

Greeks 
Others 

(Fifth Root lUtce) 

+ -■ 

r 
ipf 

tofcU Worid PttpHt^fion 

■*00,000,000 

350,000,000 
... 360.000,000 

210,000,000 

„ 40,000,000 
25,000,000 
12jOOO,000 
10,000,000 
30,000,000 

1,337.000,000 

2,240,000,000 

Few if' ray, of the First fAtlanteaD) and Second (Letotiiian) Root 

Races can now b® traced oo Earth- 

appendix F 

ESTIMATED Armed Forces of the World ^ 

Couttiry 

China 

Russia .u ” 

Great Britain **• 

India *•< 
U- S. A. 
Turkey 
Spain 
France 
others in Europe 
In oWr parts of the world 

Sgtimafed Armed Forces 

6,000,000 
... 4,000,000 

2,000.000 

1,000,000 

3,000,000 
700,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 

2,000,000 

3,000,000 

Total 23.200,000 

In spite of the fact that aJJ Statistics are shrouded in secrecy ptolably 

.h. World i, .»n. rd »v.r 
. .. -. .i—. This represents about 35% of tno total on Armaments at the present time. 
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•“ Britain 40%, and in 
sia 35%, and probably 50^ more than before the 1940-45 War. 

Military Conscription of every adult male is now almost universal. 

T Research, Chemical and Poison Gases. 
Elwtromc Dev,c«. Jet Planes and other new weapons, are also being developed 

on a wholesale scale, involving bUIions of pounds in concealed funds. 

APPENDIX G 

Estimated number of Animals. Birds and Fishes 

Slaughtered annually for Human Consumption 

OR otherwise needlessly Exploited and 

Killed throughout the World 

Animal, etc. Estimated Number ,, , 
Killed annually Method of Killing 

Cattle. Calves, Oxen, Cows, 

Heifers, Horses, Ponies,- 
Foals. 

SAe^.—Lambs, Rams, Ewes. 

Pigs.—Sows, Boars, Goats. 

200,000,00 

400,000.00i 
200,000,001 

Rabbits, 

Birds.—Poultry, Hens and 

Cocks, Chickens, Geese, 

Ducks, Pheasants, Swans, 
Turkeys, etc. 

Smaller Birds. , 

Fishes and Reptiles. 

... . figures availa’bl, 
V,«s«U,n £a#,r.„.„is go,000,00 

livtng animals. 

Furs and Skins. 
200,000,001 

1,000,000,001 

2.000,000.00( 

1,000.000.00( 
50,000,000,00( 

Hunting of deer, foxes, 

bears, lions, tigers, otters, 
whales. 

1,000,000 

Mostly pole-axed. Probably 

less than 5% killed by 

humane slaughter. 

Mostly pole-axed, as above. 

Throats cut, or by mechanical 
killers. 

Trapped or shot. 

Necks twisted. 

Shooting and netting. 

Mostly by nets, and left to die. 

• 

Probably less than one million 

with anaesthetics. 

Trapped in most cases and 
left to die. 

Shooting generally. 
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APPENDIX H 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

General 

Name 

United Nations Publications 

U. N. Monthly Statistics 

Political Atlas 

Penguin Political Atlas 

Real International Police 

A Federated Europe 

Feet on the Ground 

World Organisation 

World Unity Books * 

To-morrow's Food 

World Government News 

Europe on the Move 

Royal Inst, of International Affairs 

Federal Union Publications 

Publishers • 

U. N., Lake Success, New York. 

Lake Success, New Jfork. 

Philips, M’Sex, EnglMcL 

do. 

Robinson, Birkenhead. 

Gollanz, London. 

Labour Party, London. 

Watts, London. 

Joseph Ltd., London. 

Fabian Society, London. 

W. G. N.. New York, U.S.A. 

Columbia Press, U.S.A. 

Chatham House, London, S.W. 

Washington, U.S.A. 

Theosophical 

Annie Besant: 

»» 

>* 

$9 

99 

99 

99 • 
»> 

» 

• I 

99 

99 

99 

99 

The Pedigree of Man ••• 1908 

The Changing World ••• 1910 

Some Problems of Life ••• 1912 

Theosophy ••• 1912 

Duties of the Theosophist 1917 

Problems of Reconstruction — 1919 

Lectures on Political Science ••• 1919 
The Inner Government of the World ••• 1920 

Britain's Place in the Great Plan ••• 1921 

Theosophy and World Problems ••• 1922 

Future of Indian Politics ••• 1922 

Evolution and Man's Destiny ••• 1924 

Civilization's Deadlocks ••• ^924 

World Problems of To day ••• 1^25 

The New Civilization ••• 1^27 
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C. VV. LeADBEATER: Sonte Gtintfists ofOeeultism 19U 

BHAGAVAN Das ; TIia SdtHCt 0/ 5oct'al Organltation ... 1910 

C. Jin'AeIjAdAsA : Pint PriKcipitt 0/ Tktosopfiy •” 1933 

Geoffrey Hodson i TAa BrothtrboOl 0/ Aatcls md 0/^lea ... 1927 

J. Emile MaecaoltI 
AKD f The EvQtation Mffti 1931 

IWAR A.HAWLIC££E 7 

J. Emile MarcalfltI 
AND f The Next Step in Evetutioa 19J2 

IWAR A- HawlsczekJ 
Beduow BaylV ; The Cure of Cancer **• 193fi 
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ECONOMICS—A NEW OUTLOOK 

Bv D. D. KAN'GA 

iNTRODUCTlOil 

The world Is sufferiog from economic malaise. Many factors have coh" 

tributed to it. Chid among them are the two terrible 

World Wars which have destroyed fertile lands and 

affected their prodactivity, ruined factories and work’ 
shops and adversely acted upon their capacities for pToducing both capital 

and consumers' goods, and brought about a senseless and reckless destuc- 

tion of great sources ot energy and raw materials, namely, the great power 

plants, coal and mineral-ore mines, oil wells and vast forests. 

The second factor is the /aulty inedicient system 

based on competition followed ia many capitalistic 

countries. 

Faciort wbivt have 

Contributed te il 

The third factor is the faulty cconoratc system followed in Russia 

and other communistic countries which leads to the suppression of the 

individual, regimentation of his mind, tneebapization of his iatelleci and 

killing of his initiative. 

The fourth factor is under-production and mal-distribution which 

are the basic causes of hunger in the world today. 

The dhh factor, paradoxically, is poverty In the midst of plenty 

(over-pr^uction). 

The sixth factor is unemployment where leisure is possible. 

The seventh factor is the dividing up of the w*or]d through tariffs, 

international trade and economic barriers as a result of distrust among the 

different nations of the world. 

The eighth factor is the undesirable combination of politics with 

economics, Ecpnoraics should be free of politics and of politicians with 
their vast vested interests w-ho may go any length to please and pamper 
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any aectfon or sections of people to sectirc their votes in order to keep 
themselves in poherJ 

This is true under the present circumstances, but there need not be 
any conflict between politics and economics if both are based on common, 
high, ethical and spiritual standards. 

The ninth factor is the narrow mentality of both employers and 
employees which needs to be changed from their smaller I ” to the 
larger “ We ”, When that happens, both will follow their « Dharma ■' 
and say; This ia oiir industry, we shall work for its prosperity; this is 
owr country, we shail work /or tke good of the vhoU and spare 
no pains to make it economically and morally great.' 

There is something radicaUy wrong with the present social struc- 

A d«p,r reconstruction. 
inteth«Naiur.<.f " necaiaty to probi deep into thf noinrt and 
Mftn » ne«tiwr constitution of inaii to And out the eausss of the present 

^ economic troubles. "The causes of the present chaos 
and conflict and of the economic and Hnancial crises lie within ourselves 
as well as in our institutions. Both require to be reconstructed 

It would be a proper thing to inquire whether the great aiid epoch- 

li D^i^xin *»«ii happening in the world 
Natuf«» happening in accordance with some design or plan. 

Is there law and order in the universe? Is there an 
intdiigeot evolution going on in the world or " is evolution merely the 
result of a fortuitous concourse of atoms ? Modern science says there 

iS d^ign in nature.' It indicates a gradual utifoldmcnt of a Pliti of 
a scheme of evolution which proceeds in different stages steo bv steo 
" Theosophy discloses the universal Uw, the inexorable Purpose the 
Divin. ^ip,, .11 Of. i. „n,i„g, ,h,.„g|, „ 
Divine Events, the daily happenings in the lives of all. to that far-off 

v^eriirthf •"u/''/f """ f and venjy the justiheatton, for the aon-long way *■.' 

la. Hav.„«,n. pp: iO.S7, U. April 

fMutT« : lot «i^pt^tli**fliS« ■'ilsriiij cofltri- 

* A T*fir«ly Warnini, by D, D. Kiwga, p, ig. 

S«p.mVcJ, I, till Serin, 
The CrtM Detign. cdiMi] by Fniscu Misoo. 

■ FerttBOed. br Dr. G. S. ArandjJt, p. vol. I, thj, Sen^,. 
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When we look at the events happening in the world in the light 
of this “ knowledge ol God's plan which ts evotutioDt" ^ 

Knowledav of GoJ’* we find that an order emerges where before there was 

disorder and confuiion, turmoil and disturbance, pain 
and suffering, anger and injustice. In the light of this 

knowledge we shall be able to see things in their proper perspective, 

understand the significance of the different economic theories which have 

appeared from lime to time, lay our finger on the dark and bright spots 

of each and thus realiee what is the next step in the evolution of economic 

concepts. 
In the development of human consciouaness man has arrived at 

a stage when he is dominated by his concrete, logical, 
fend analytical mind. The character lit ic feature of this lower 

mind is separateness, exclusiveness, consideration of 

one's petty interesis alone or those of one's party or small group and not 

of the whole community. (See pp. 275-6, this Vol.) The lime has now- 
arrived when man has to outgrow this stage of the small " I ” and widen his 

interests to the big "We", but this is poosible only when he liberalises 
the present capitalist order by consecrating his business or profession for 

the wclUbcing nf all or, better still, adopts the right socialist ^stem of 

the t^eUing-up type which is the characteristic feature of the higher, 
^-ntbetic or social mind. The capitaliat economy is based an individualism 

and therefore there is the possibility of the exploitation of science for a 
small group ol people, whereas iti the socialist economy, which is the 

coming stage, the use of science will be collective for the good of all. 

Thf economic world organisTn ig gick^ Two world wars in less 
than 25 years and the threal at a third World War if we 

arc not suJlciiiiiLly vi|jilant lo avoid Jt^ indicate that 

there must be some thing fundamentally wrong with the organism and the 

individnalg edhstituting it. A living organbm has both life and form. 
There must be s^omelhing wrong, iherefare* either with the life of the 

organism or wkh its formi or with both. Let us calmly diagnose the 

maladies from which the organism is sufferings first from the Hie side and 
then from the form side^ 

^ Ai thi ihi Akyeor- 
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Study of the Organism from the Life Side (Individual) 

We shall take a rapid survey of the events which have brought 

to the forefront the study of the individual. 

A man who could make two blades of grass grow where one grew 

before was supposed to be a benefactor of the human race. Science and 

engineering have now so much advanced that they can make not only two 

but half a dozen or a dozen blades of grass grow where one grew before; in 

other words, they have solved the questions of production and also of 

transportation, and yet we find millions starving and not getting even one 

full meal a day, and millions again going without sufRcient clothing to 

cover their bodies. Science has, no doubt, the power not only to produce 

but also to transport and distribute ; but there is no desire and will to 

„ distribute. There is again something radically wroner 
Human Nature at ..u u . • , . - ^ ° 

Fault human nature which can permit foods to rot or 

to be destroyed by consuming them in fire, sinking them 

in the sea or throwing them in the drains rather than transport them to 

places where they are most needed. The question at the bottom, when 

properly examined, seems to be one of possessiveness and acquisitiveness, 

greed and exploitation, desire to possess more than one’s needs. This gives 

rise to a number of complicated questions in society. “ The solution lies 

in understanding what is exploitation, not only physiological but psycho¬ 
logical also 

These considerations have brought to the forefront the problem of 

the individual. It is the individual who must change; this 

ProWemTs^Ai change must come from within ; his inner attitude must 

World Problem change; no amount of external change alone, will bring 

him nearer to the solution of the present-day world prob¬ 

lems. Solve the problem of the individual and the world problems will 

automatically solve themselves. In the words of J. Krishnamurti, the 
individual problem is the world problem. 

Every country is moreover trying to be self-sufficient whether it is 

Cut-Aroa. P“'’P°se or not. Every country 
Competition producing more than the requirements of ks own 

people and then trying to find outlets in foreign countries 

or e excess of goods produced or manufactured, with the result that 

there is cut-throat competition and wars. There is again the struggle J 
* J. Krishnamurti. 
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Distribution is 

necessary 

Sharing of the 

Fundamental 

Necessities of Life 

getting from colonies certain raw materials available only there which have 

been found to be necessary for the new processes of manufacture. 

It is true that an excess of goods exported is needed to pay for es* 

Awisesnd sential imports. \\Hiat is needed therefore is an equit- 
equitable System of able and properly organized distribution of raw materials 

and manufactured goods by a world agency, an inter* 

national trade organization. Its duty will be to see that 
the resources of our mother-earth are made available to all the peoples of 

the world according to their requirements. The need for the sharing of the 

fundamental necessities of life and a free circulation of all essential com¬ 

modities has to be recognized. The principle that the resources of our 

mother-earth are intended for the benefit of everybody 

requires to be thoroughly grasped by the U.N. Economic 

Council. This, of course, would necessitate a pooling of 

all resources and bringing into existence a wise and 

equitable system of distribution. It is gratifying to note that an Inter- 

, national Trade Organization has now been established. We hope that the 

members of this Organization and of the U.N. Economic 

^ SourcesCouncil will consider the great problems coming before 
. them from the higher synthetic mind level, that is to say, 

with a changed mental outlook and a change of heart resulting from a 

deeper understanding of the laws of life. Only then will they be able to 
solve the complicated problems facing them.' 

During wars we hear of abuse of the forces of nature which science 

has placed in the hands of man. The destruction of 

^”*j^*eai^***** treasures in World War II was 
Scientists more terrible than in the first World War because of 

the inventions of more devastating weapons of destruction 
culminating finally in the production and use of the atom bomb. This 

exhibition of the depravity of human nature, both in war and peace times 

(vide supra), made some of the leaders of thought and eminent scientists 

and philosophers dive deep into its causes and give out some memorable 

and thought-provoking statements which are worth brooding over: 

(a) that hitherto too much attention was paid to researches on the 

sciences of matter and too little to researches on the science of man.* 

* See Diagram 2, p. li, Vol. I, 

’Sir Josiah Stamp: Inaugaral Address, British Association for the Advancement of 
Science, 1936. “ " ' - s- . • 
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(6) that the material and physical sciences have far outstripped 

the biological and still more the sociological sciences and the gap between 

the scientific discoveries and their applications to human welfare is tending 
to increase.' • 

(c) that progress in man’s moral and spiritual nature has not kept 
pace with his intellectual progress.' 

(d) that man has controlled the external world and obtained control 

over nature’s forces, but he has still to conquer the inner world and gain 
control over the forces of his inner nature.' 

(«) that command of nature has been put into the hands of man 

before he knows how to command himself. Is man ethically fit for the 
bounties of science ?—questioned Sir James Alfred Ewing.’ 

Look at this question from w-hatever angle we may, we are again 

^ ^ and again driven to the same conclusion, namely, that 

Know Thyself problem of all problems that needs to be solved 
side by side with the problem of economics is the 

problem of the individual. It is the same age-old problem of "Man! 
Know Thyself’’,' and if the problem is to be tackled successfully 
the same age-old discipline, namely, the Raja Yoga discipline of India 

modified according to present circumstances, advocated by the sages and 

seers of the past, will have to be used, as we saw in the Introduction to 

Part I, Vol. I, this Series. This will bring about a better understanding 
between man and man and between nation and nation. 

Study of the World Organism from the Form Side 

(Institutions) 

We are passing through a revolutionary epoch. It is an epoch 

Poweriu>dM.chine °! machine. Science which has intro- 
duced both power and the machine, is dominatingimman 
life everywhere and displacing human labour in every 

walk of life. It has displaced and is displacing not only ordinary labourers 

m agriculture but also skilled machine operatives in factories and 

ofSeienllSgwi*’’ British AssocUtion for the AdvMcement 

mento’flc'iencj;*" British Association for the Advaace- 

• The Thrill of &elf-Exploration, Part III, this Vol. 

* See Yota, Part III and TheJovofSelf-Unfoldmeni, Pirt IV. this Vol 
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U Productioii 
whmitica] or 

planned > 

intelligent clerks in offices. The use of power and the machine has created 

Diapla * H complicated ^xohXem ol unemployment. Unemploy- 
Labour ment leads to poverty, poverty leads to less purchasing 

power which results fn less demand for goods, necessitating 
the closing down of one department after another, of firms and factories; 

this results in further unemployment and poverty on a still wider scale. 
These form a vicious circle. 

A happy marriage between science and industry can supply all our 

requirements and make poverty an anachronism. But it is difficult to 

bring about this happy state of affairs because of the present economic 

system in which the chief incentive is the profit motive 

and not public welfare, where production is whimsical 

and for profit only and not properly planned for use also 

with an eye to the welfare’of the whole community. 

Now let us see how science fares in the present economic system 

where the profit-making motive is the chief incentive. When a new 

machine or process helps the industrialist to reduce his 
I I 

ow scienc cheapen his process, with the result that it keeps 
Imc inthepreMnt . •• -ij,*,.- 

Syttem costs down and dividends high, then it is hailed with joy 

and welcomed with open arms. But if a new process 

tends to scrap a costly plant or to make a lucrative commodity obsolete, 
then new processes, discoveries and inventions cease to be welcome guests. 

Under the circumstance, subtle hints are thrown out to the scientists by 

their employers to proceed rather slowly with their investigations and not 

pursue knowledge too far, for the increasing productive powers of the 

industrial machine rather embarrass them. They are, therefore, asked to 

confine their attention principally to reducing working costs in processes 

already decided upon and in which huge capital is sunk. Is this not a 

travesty of the true purpose of science which is search for truth ? 

Scientists are not given full scope to carry on their researches in such a 

way as tp benefit the whole of humanity. 
Discoveries and inventions, existing and new, which are gifts 

of science to humanity, are many. They would benefit 

mankind as a whole if adopted. But if they came 

in the way of vested interests they would be bought out or suppressed, 

stifled or smothered (by restriction of research), sabotaged or spurned, 

by the monopolistic capitalists and never allowed to see the light of day, 

or at least for a long time to come. For example, the low temperature 
31 

Vested interests 
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production of iron would turn blast furnaces into scraps and therefore it has 

_ „ , , come into use. Electric gas*tube lighting did not 
Progress Retarded . o o o 

come into use for many years for the same reason. Thfs 
is an inherent fault in the presetft economic system in which the chief 

incentive is private profit and not public welfare. So long as the present 

„ . _ , economic order continues, the hostility of the vested 
bcience rnistrated . ■' 

interests (who have sunk lacs of rupees in their plants) 
to progress, improvement, new discoveries and inventions is understand¬ 

able. All inventions benefiting humanity should, therefore, be introduced 
slowly, cautiously and wisely. Science cannot hope to thrive under such 
a system. • Hence there is frustration of science. 

This inherent fault is due to the fact that the present economic 
system “ consists of independent vested interests without any principle 
of co-ordination or combination, the result being that the economic welfare 

of every individual or group was wholly dependent upon his or its 
particular vested interest without regard to others or to the welfare of 

Integrated Econo. ^*^*6 of affairs, OUr 
mic System economic System ■ should be a strictly integrated one, 

that is to say, no one should have any economic interest 
in any part or function of the economic organization which is distinct 
from his interest in every other part or function. His only interest 

should be in the greatest possible output of the whole. Our economic 

interests should be no more dependent upon our special occupation than 
upon any other. We should share equally in the total product, whatever 

it is ... In this integrated economic system all are in the service of the 

nation and it is the business and interest of the nation to see that 

every one is provided with other work as soon as his former occupation 

becomes unnecessary to the general weal, and that under no circumst¬ 
ances is his rate of maintenance affected 

With such a rational economic system as described above and 

A Central Co-ordi- ® similar type given below of Sir Stafford 
nated PUn ^ripps representing the present British Labour Party’s 

conception of a socialist state, power and the machine, 
and improvements and inventions of any sort would be welcome and 

hailed with joy and eagerness. The crucial question for us to determine 
IS between planned private enterprise which meant tens of thousands 

of conflicting and unco-ordinated plans throughout all the industries of 
* Equality, by Bellamy, p. 22Z. 
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the country and a central co-ordinated plan not for the profit of private 

enterprise but for obtaining all the goods needed by the people 

Let us study the other features of our present-day economic order. 

Under the guise ot “planning and scientific manage- 
I^hber^e ment ”, it plans for deliberate destruction of foods 

of Foods and Goods ^^d goods if they are in excess and come in the way 
of their profits; but as that policy evokes anger from 

the millions who, in the midst of plenty, starve and go half naked 

and as that reveals again an age of plenty, the vested interests plan 

for deliberate restriction of foods and goods and thus produce the delusion 

of an age of scarcity. As a result of that f>olicy we find, on the 

one hand, fields lying uncultivated and mines and factories remaining 
idle and unworked, and on the other hand, millions unemployed pining 

for work and jobs. Such a state of affairs cannot last very long. It 

ultimately leads to loss and chaos, to liquidations and bankruptcies, to 

unemployment, poverty and doles, and, as a last resort, to war. 

This destruction of foods and goods and restriction of production 

were the features and trend in the third decade of the 

of present century and we would have thought that this 
mentality had changed as a result of the lessons learnt 

from World War II; but this does not seem to be the case when we read 
the following news report sent by the UPI.: 

“ The destruction of 20 million bushels of surplus potatoes in 

U.S.A. (J(xnuary 1947)^ it being the first step in the realization of a policy 

by the Department of Agriculture, of destroying foodstuffs in order to 
maintain high prices for its products “. 

This report receives further support from the thought-provoking 

article on “ The Great Glut “ by Ernest Havemann 

which appeared in the International Edition of a res¬ 

pectable and reputed magazine like “ Life “ as recently as April 1950, 

where the author says: “ After spending four billion dollars on ‘ farm 

policy ’ the Urtited States (U.S.A.) finds it has made abundance, a curse “, 

and illustrates as examples, surplus potatoes, surplus dried eggs, surplus 
corn, surplus soya beans, and surplus cotton. 

One more feature of the modern economic system (capitalism) is 

A dutorted that a false and distorted standard of life, based on 
Standard of Life ^ ^ wrong economic theory, is imposed upon the people 

in the case of goods whiqh are not true necessities of life. These 

•• The Great Glut ’ 
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good^ are delibeiatdy made of very poor quality but very showy and 

attractive to look at from outaide. Scientific research ts directed to the 
production of such shoddy, cheap, easily ifald and quickly wearing out 

goods- A false craving to possess showy articles is created among the 

people by nil kinds of ingenious advertisements. Oay after day and week 

after week, the constimers are hypnotized into beUeving that they cannot 
be happy unless and until they possess them. This leads to the multi¬ 

plication of their needs. To possess these tawdry goods they want money 

A DofiKnefAt' of by f'li*' respectable m^us if 
Tmic rmFair and dishonourable means, otherwiae. 

The use of those tawdry goods again leads to the degeuc* 
ration of their aesthetic tastes. The mnitiplication of these sO'Called needs 
makes the struggle for eiristence unnecessarily keen. 

The wrongnesa of the economic theory comes in the idea of giving 

. _ employtnent to a large number of people who would be 
A wviMfl EraDMnic . . , , , 

Thewy required to manufacture these shoddy. Easily sold goods 
which wear out very soon and for the leplacement of 

which, factories must be kept working at full pressure. And this employ¬ 

ment of a few hundred people in such factories at the cost of the 

happiness and degeneration of taste of hundreds of thousands of con- 
aumcra, is questiouable, for it works directly against emr esthetic aense 
of beauty and simplicity. 

Reverting to the question as to how science fares with the present 
^onomic system in the capitalistic countries, we may say that science 
)s not as uuiversaj in the present century as it was iu the nineteenth 
ceutury; it then worked for the good of the whole community. Tdday 

Its horizon has become narrow; today science is ignominiously used for 

commercial gain nr narrow national interests ; today it i$ used as a hand* 

maid to industry or “ prostituted to the service of the sword and the 
purse 

The quesuofi confrooting science was wheilier it would work tor 

Ti,. <}«.»«. I’T””'’ ” '«■”«!" • kenaroeid 0, 
fronting Science ustry and Carry oo rcaearthes which would benefit a 

, .. , , ’"terests. The present economic 
order, which .a capitalism, does not want science to progress along lines 
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CoiEimufuim ami 

nan-CoimnitnbRi 

Improven^eoi iiA 

Relaiioxuhip 

vhich wDuJd iree the whole of btiiiiaaity from want. There are always 
honourable exceptions, of course. 

The world lb economically divided ai present into two big blocks, 

comnmnisin (Rnssil), and nou*communism (U.S.A.) 

There arc weak and strong points in both. These are 

shown in the body of this article. Our aim should be 

to evolve a system in which the weak points of both these systems are 
eliminated and their strong points adopted and stimulated. To achievE: 

this abject, more attention deserves to be paid to the important question 

of the relationships between the individual and society, between the indi* 

vidual and the State, and between employers and employees. To bring 

about a moat healthy, harmonious and mutually helpful rclattoitship 

between them, attention requires to be directed to the 

problam of the study of the iudividual himself and to 
his reconstruction ae a whole man by selbdiscipUne and 

self'dedication to the service of the community. This 

means that a change of heart and of mental outlook and attitude should 

take place in the leaders of industry and members of the business com* 

munity so that they consider themselves as trustees of their wealth and 

possessions and use them for the welfare of their fetlow*bfethren. 

ft will be heartening for the industrialists and members of the 

business community to know that self-realization which 
ultimate goal of every human being is possible 

Outlook) for them also, here and now. only if they brought about 

H change in their goal of life, by extending their interests 
from a smaller circle of their own to a very much wider circle outside, 

for the simple reason that al! those great and wonderfal qualities of 
organixation, self-control and self-discipline, which they have already 

developed in connection with their business, arc hIso the qualities which 
are needed lor Self-Realization. 

\Ye should, distinguish between monopolist capitalism, ' self- 

disctpltned liberal capitalism *, socialism and cotn- 

munism. The next move from the prisent capitalist 

economic sysiem most be towards socialism, hut it mtisi 
be socialism of tko right type. True socialism which occupies an inter¬ 

mediate position is one of love and of levelling up ; that is, true socialists 
have at heart welfare of oil those below them economicatly and try 

to bring them up to their own higher level. Whereas oommunism is one 

SocialUiT) of tlm 
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of hatred and levelling down; that is, communists have as their aim the 

^ ^ ^ extirpation of all those above them economically, by 

Levelling 'dwn bring them down to their own lower level, by 

forcibly depriving* them of their lands, properties and 

treasures and not giving them any adequate compensation for them. 

The best example of a true welfare socialist state is, at present, 

England, for, the basis of the British Labour Party’s 

conception of such a state is social justice, absence of 

State exploitation of the proletariat, full employment, planned 

economy, economic stability and freedom of the indi¬ 

vidual. In such a state social security is achieved by the willing co¬ 

operation between the individual and the State. The State does not impose 

its will upon the individual, nor does it suppress his individuality by stifling 

his incentive, opportunity and responsibility, but leaves him free to make 

his own unique development according to his temperament through his 
own initiative and enterprise. 

In adopting the socialist system, it would be well to remember the 
following principle: 

“Do collectively whatever you can do best collectively, and in¬ 
dividually whatever you can do best individually 

One objection which is brought against socialism is that it kills the 

How to avoid the initiative of individuals. That objection would be met 

Killingollnitu- by the principle given above. In this connection 

System? Jmarajadasa makes the following two suggestions in 
his thought-provoking brochure on "Economics and 

Theosophy ’’: “ Luxury goods ’’ can be left to private profiteering. But 

the Nation need not operate any undertaking; private initiative can be 

given adequate freedom if the Nation [as now (1941) in war] issues licences 

to produce and distribute, and exacts the production of accounts of profits 
and balances . ^ 

kilim,. ?h ' T" j coll«tive enterprise withoul 
k,11,06 the ,nd...d„nl ,m„a.,ve There shonld be no solrpression of the 

Inf T d I ' "■> "Simentntion of intellect 

should be mnintnmed at any cost and there should be free scope for the 

' Study and Practice, by Anoie BesanI, p. 17. 

* Economics and Theosophy, by C. Jinarijadasa. 
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New Inventions 

create Elmploy- 

ment 

development of individual initiative, enterprise and uniqueness. This, it 

should be noted, is not the case in communist countries. 

If science is given free scoj)e for research it can by its new dis¬ 

coveries and invenVions create employment for tens and 

hundreds of thousands of people; for example, wireless, 

radio, cinema, aeroplane, etc., have given rise to a number 

of new industries and so has absorbed hundreds of 

thousands of people in all kinds of work, skilled and unskilled. Our 

economic system should be such that the scientists get a free and un¬ 

hampered scope for research. The present economic system does not give 

such a free scope ; it has its inherent weakness. It therefore requires to 

be changed. 

The question which we have to face boldly is whether this change 

is to be brought about peacefully, smoothly, without any dislocation in 

society as happened in England in the autumn elections of 1945 when the 

people gave a decisive verdict in favour of a socialist Labour Government, 

or by blood-bath and revolution as happened in Russia in 1917. The 

change from a capitalist system, in which the chief feature is cut-throat 

competition, to a socialist system in which the chief feature is co-operation, 

is bound to come sooner or later. All the events taking place in the world 

for many years past are leading to that end. If that is the case, then the 

people must be made aware of, and be prepared for, that 

How w the Ch^gc change ; they must be educated along those lines. But 
to be brought about . . 

smoothly > education alone is not enough. “ In order to create the 

proper contexts for economic reform we must change 

our machinery of Government, our method of public administration and 

industrial organization, our system of education and our metaphysical and 

ethical beliefs**.* 

. But a change in beliefs, education and administration is possible 

only when man himself changes. And that is possible only when 

man realizes that he himself is responsible for the mess in which he finds 

the wofld today; when he understands that he himself has created that 

mess, that chaos, that confusion, and that nobody else can bring about 

a change in the environment, in society, and in the outside world but 

he himself by bringing about that change within himself first of all. 

For, it should be remembered that changes in society are not due to mere 

material transformations—to mere changes in the technique of production^ 

' Aldoas Huxley, Ends and Means, p. 59. , . 
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but that they are the results of changes in human consciousness, "A 

civilization js nothing but a spiritual structure of the dominant ideas 

espresfliog themselves in institutions and culture'’. (General Smuts) 

This means that there should come about a complete change in our outlook 

TTm Netd for s f’™ change in our outlook on ti/e, this change 

^pr*Wiv« in our consciousness, could come about only from a 

theory of life which should be as complete and com- 

possible. It is, therefore, understandable 

why m Manu’s scheme of economic and social roconstmetion the greatest 

importance is attached to the rreed for a complete and comprehensive 
theory of life. 

* 

The subject of economics provides a very interesting study as to how 

The IntoTikctinfi scifidcc, industry, the nature of the economic system and 

«rsrien«. lnJ«rt7y. the theory of life act and react upon one another. Let 

understand a few moru facts in our study 
of this question; 

(1) That we all stand or fall together according to the fundamental 

principle that the poverty and destitution in one area is a positive menace 

to the prosperity and well-being in all other areas. The security of one 

country demands the security of the other countries as well. 

m That we are living in a world of relativity ; that we are all on 

evolution, having different ideas, beliefs, tempera* 

all the^lref ' found to be suitable to 
the countries of the world. That a system which is suitable to one 

country may not be auitable to another country. 

(4) That a system which was found to be suir^hl. « «b. ,0 b. 
.noth,, ,i«, ^ 

to a change m the focus of consciousness. ajucs oue 

(« Th., .h, j»I ofhu™.nd,.,i„yb,,h,W„li,n»irf 
lb, Spmi lh« m„ is, ,b, ,, i„diva„,j 

Z rf"X „ ■■>>!.« 

physital. nmotioMl, intdtatial!’ 

to ifo bifp 
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(6) Thai the economic sysiem followed id any country, whatever 

its name, (comtnuniam, sociaiiam or capitalistn) should be based cm 

spiritual foundations, that widu h a fragment of tht^ Divine, having body 

and mind as his instninients and not ** mfre economic atiiinal, 

(7) That the present-day communist and leftist propaganda, for ex¬ 

ample, in communist countries like Russia and others similarly orieoted, 

are based only and solely on the economic nature of man. There lies the 

danger. Such a system would end in the destruction of society, for it is 

based on the supposition that man is mere body and faratn, a purely 

mateiialistic view. 

(S) That it is true that man does not live by bread and butter 

alone, but it should also be rtiniembered that he cannot live cither without 

bread and butter t U is therefore very necessary that a certain adei^uatc 

standard of living in the inatlcr of food, clothing, shelter, etc, should be 

provided for him by the authorities who are responsible for these matters, 

(9) How this problem of raising the standard of living of the 

common man by providing Viim with food, clothing and 

RawiBe the Snnd’ shelter is dealt with in countries following different 
ud ol Living llic , ^ < r ■ l i 

Cnmninn Muti tsconomiO syntcma ts tberelore a very irnpqrtaju probLenn 

lot CODSideraId cominDnist coudtries like Soviet 

Russia, the problem is tackled by the sDppreesion of the freedom of the 

individual and\his iDitiativ^^ It therefore carrier within it^U the seeds 

lor its own !Sidf<atide.tntiation. la dumocrati^ countries like America and 

socialist Hogland, the problem is tackled by giving free scope to the 

individual to use bis own ialtiative and by safeguarding and promoting hb 

iatellectualt moral and spiritual development. Sdf-discipiin^d iib^r^t 

capitalism (America) and socialism of the right type (England) are the 

systems which do not come in the way of the intellectuali moral and 

spiritual unfoldment of man. They therefore carry within themselves the 

seeds for Iheir own recommendation. 

(tO) That there should be a simultaneous awakening of the spiritual 

nature ^of mati along with his econornic freedom. This means that iherg 

sAom/J be a change of values^ a f^unirig i&wurds iJu^ higbi:r in life- 

This change of values mesas change of goali ebange of interests^ 

A Lcuiins towftrJi f^haQge of mental attitude, change cf heart. It means a 

Higher VaJuu in more dehnite turning towards intelkciual, moral and 

Uremdknina spiritual possessions than towards material possessions. 

For this ipner conversion, a knowledge of what w'e really are and of 
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What part we have to play in the scheme of things, in short, a knowledge 

of God’s plan, which is evolution of both life and form, is necessary. 

This change of values implies that we wish to find out what is 

wort w ile in life, what are the tr»e values that life holds out for us It 

means again an insight into the discovery of the permanent amidst the 

fleeting, of the soul even in the beautiful little things of life. It is 

the knowledge that we are on earth, here and now. to discover our true 

self, the soul in everything including ourselves—it is this alone that 

A new Type of discrimination between true and false 
Training and Dis- values in life. It means a complete overhauling of 

dpline necewary our present system of education as regards its aim. 

means a new type of training and discipline, 
is will give us a new type of men and women who will restore 

order in society by bringing about a right adjustment in the economic 
machinery of the world. 

Under an economic order of the right type, in place of unemploy- 

En.pluui. on the consequent degradation of the indi- 
Development of vidual, there will be employment practically for all able- 

Character bodied persons, self-respect, and leisure for cultural 

spiritual pursuits. Man will become intellectually 

morally and spiritually rich. If a greater emphasis is laid on the develop¬ 

ment of the character of the individual * a new type of men and women 

will come into existence who will use new and unique ways of their own 

to solve the many supposed-to-be-insoluble problems of the present day 

z L I'r.'o'r:;:;."'"' 
^ U U only when a man is intellactoally, morally and spirilnally poor, 

■ m, P..P1. Pnody of having more and more ma.erial 
possessions, for, to him. that is the only way of com- 

Po-wo™, mandmg respect from the people.' To gain this end 

His powers. .oiiowT:’:s:r„":Ls'mth“o:s':U7*“*'r 

poverty of the classes On the other h A ® spiritual 
‘he other type of the 

’ fTheosophy, p. ig 

• J. Krirtnlmurti Part III, of this series.-ED. 
* Omicron. 
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Simultaneous 

Change necessary 

individual will consider it his duty and privilege to serve others and 

feel happy in doing so. In other words, what is wanted is a change 

in the focus of one’s consciousness, a change of mental outlook, a change 

in the sense of values. » 

To summarize: We realize from what we have stated above 

that the economic world organism is sick both from the 

life side as well as the form side. If the world organism 

is to be made healthy, there should be a simultaneous 

change both in the life of the individual and the faulty economic system 

which represents its form side. The contributions of both the East and 

the West, one from the Life side and the other from the Form side are 

necessary. But the life side should precede the form side. Man should re¬ 

construct himself first before he could hope to reconstruct the world. Both 

reconstructions^ that of the individual from the life side and 

of the world from the form side, namely, the integrated 

economic system, should go on side by side. They 

should begin with the recognition of the dignity of the 

human person and of his freedom to grow in his owm 

way with an ample provision for, and encouragement 

to, research and with no possibility of frustration of science. A happy 

marriage of both East and West, goodness and intelligence, heart and 

head, religion and science is needed. “ Economic Reconstruction must 

have a Spiritual and Humanitarian Basis 

If we are wise we can bring about this change by first basing our 

Economic Order on spiritual foundations (this has not 

been done in communist Russia and this fact should be 

carefully noted) and then alter our capitalist economic system by replacing 

the present profit motive for self by a higher motive of service to the 

community. This means that we should plan our civilization, first, on 

an adequate knowledge regarding the true nature and constitution of man, 

(self-study, self-exploration)’, and secondly, we should see that in the econ¬ 

omic sphere,* we replace the profit motive by a service motive and the pre¬ 

sent w’himsical production by planned production, by production for use and 

not for profit alone, so that production becomes both scientific and moral 

and has for its motive the wellbeing of the whole community. 

Both Reconstruc¬ 

tions of the 

Individual and of 

the Economic 

System should go 

on side by side 

How is that done > 

' C. Jioarajadisa, Economics and Theosophy, p. 15. 

* Sec Voga^and the Thrill of Self-Expioration. Part III, and the Joy of Self-Unfold- 
tnent. Part IV, of this series.—Ed. ^ " 
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When this is done, there wiU be w]iiitabie distribution of wealth, 

Aim; A amooth becoinc less rich and the poor less poor. 
OiMBa witli(Hii ^ But this will be possible when there is not only an 

intellectual recognitioD but an emotional eicpcrience also, 

however little that be, of the underlying unity of the 

uman race, that we are all children of one human family and that we all 

stand or fall together. In other words, this wilJ be possible when them is 

awareness of the iotellect, awakening of the spirit, expansion of conscious¬ 

ness, and “ more soul for all That ahoold be the goapel of our educa¬ 

tion. IIS pray that God may give ub siia&cient wisdom and insight 

to enable ua to find a way promptly, smoothly, and peacefully, out of the 

mess we have created, without causing any serious dislocation in society. 

-*J< i'i ^ i 

r 

c. JiosrijidjM, Bcwwwit, Thwvphy. p. 15, 



EDUCATION 

JULIA K. SOM^fER 

Intmoductioi* 

To edkicator, who is at the sanie time a TheoEophlstj educational ideals 

and methods, as enunciated and in part practised by educatars since the 

begin Ding of this century, have constantly approached mofe closely the 

conception of education as taught by Theosophy, FtirihejTnore, certain 

scientific findings, particularly in biology, support the Theosopbic coacept 

of a SeJf in each human being, in which Self the true human purpose is 

inherenti directing his evoSution, Other biological corroborations existi 

but Ihia of the Self U most important as it is the central concept of 

Theosophie education. Taking evolution for granted, Theosophy holds 

that as human beings we may so educate, through conscious co-operation 

with the evolutionary process m a whole and the evolution of the Self 

in particular, as to attain Ihe goal of human evolution ttie more speedily. 

This IB plainly indicated iu this monograph in its opening and closing 

paragraphs^ 

The Theosophie teaching is that all life is divine, and that life 

os we kttow^ it on our globe manifests at various atage^ 

in the unfolding of its diviDify. Theosophy regards the 

human stage as individualized divinity, having the power 

(because of its individualization in th^ Self} to become Self-conacious of 

its divine souVee* This capacity (as yet latent in most people) is peculiar 

to the human kingdom w’hen compared with the kingdoms below the 

human. Its presence in the Self (though os yet latent so far as the 

personality is concerned) designates the human being as quite distinct 

from the animal, although scientifically he is still listed as the highest 

type of animal, which is {according to Theosophy) true only of the 

physical body^ 
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The Tendunft d 
Tbeowpty rcguil- 
ing the Evotutieii 
Hktmuiity ftra iEil- 

minACiJi^ 

111 humnn evoJuHoci have bueii stages surruounted iti the 

past in race ctnd sub-race devcLanment. and there are 

Afyftn Race and sub-races yei to be. As the monograph shows* 

the Aryan race Itas for its goal the development of 

intelligence which, briefly, may be defined as a harnioaioua blending of 

morality, altruism and tuteilect, The new race type alowly emerging 

will contribute the unfolding of the aB-yet*rare capacity of iniuitioii. 

Thus each race and aub-racc bcatuwa its own peculiar trait ur traits 

in the development of the Perfect Man. 

Because w'c have o-mingling of earlier race types with the Aryan' 

and emerging races, the Laiik of the educator is not an 

easy onu. To the WTiter the teachings of Theosophy 

regarding the Evolution of humanity, the return, through 

many lives, of reincarnating Selves (in various races and 

aub-racw to gain the Mperiences afforded by each for 

their unfoldmcnt] have been particularly illuminating in her work and 

helpful in solving educational prohlems. As a working hypothesis coti* 

ceming life, its various eJtpreasions, their purpose and goal, and the 

immediate and ukimate goal of human life. Theosophy provea itself 

most satisfying and inspiring. With it as a guide it has been possible 

for her to recognuc the common trend in modern educational research 

and practice and in certain more specialized scientific research, supporting 

the Theosophic hypothesis, which the moncigraph show's; bIst^ to point 

out a more satisfactory explanation of certain phenomena of human 

consciousness and experience than is given by educators or scientists, or 

than is possible without the theosophic view point. The use of the small 

I in theosophic is adopted in this monograph whenever an idea or concept 

is expressed that does not especially refer to Theosophic teachings as such. 

Intuition is active in some of our foremost authorities in science and 

education, so that because of it they gain occasional glimpses of Truth 

which, when expressed by them, show iliemselves to be theosophic, i.e., in 
harmrtny with the Divine Plan. « 

What Is True Education? 

That our universe, of which mankind is an integral part, is evolving. 

IS recogmeed and accepted hy all intelligent individuals. That there ts 

purpose and mteliigance manifested in the evolutionary* process is also 
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admitted today by foremost thinkers in the realm of science and 

philosophy. (1) • As one writer says : “ The idea of a general intelligence in 

Nature is founded on numerous evidences of what looks like consciously 

purposive control not only in the living,l>ut also in the inanimate world (2) 

It is therefore possible to define education as that same evolutionary process 

self-consciously and intelligently carried on by humans to fulfil the inherent 

evolutionar}' purpose of Life, Life being the motive power immanent within 

the universe. It would seem consequently axiomatic to say that a truly 

educative procedure must be in harmony with the purpose of Life at any 

particular stage of its manifestation. Hence also the corollary that when 

it is so in harmony it will be found to aid, even to hasten, the evolutionary 

process; and when out of harmony it hinders and may thwart its perfect 

fulfilment. 

These fundamental theosophic principles of education are definitely 

stated, and elaborated in detail, by the well-known biologist, Herbert 

S. Jennings, in three important biological rules of organic growth for the 

guidance of educators: 

I. “ The gradual and spontaneous development of the powers". 

II. "The interdependence of the physical and mental " (including 

the emotional). 

III. " The rule of attention in physiology and development(3) 

The remainder of this article is illustrative of the theosophic 

significance of these three rules as revealed by modern research and of 

their importance in the evolution of man. 

The Self To Be Educated 

But, before proceeding to the more detailed discussion of these rules, 

let us first consider what it is we educate, a word whose root meaning is 

to bring or draw forth. Hence true education should draw forth, or 

out—what ? The powers referred to in Jennings’ first rule. The term Self, 

a theosophic concept, is a convenient term to designate the sum total of 

these powers that are to be drawn forth—educated. It signifies the 

individual’s evolving life as a human being, whose latent capacities are 

gradually and successively brought into manifestation by the evolutionary 

process. It is the Self that manifests an inherent human life purpose, 

when rightly educated. It is the Self whose various manifestations of 

* All references are listed at the end of tbis'article. 
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coDsciousness wt designate as physical, cntotioiiBl, inental, moral, spiritual, 

etc., according to the mode of manifestation. Jt is the Self that depeuda 

upon the maturing of its physical body for ade<]uate expression of obiective 

behaviour, or of the powers being* drawn out of latency, and upon right 
education to enable it to act as a wholesomely integrated personality. 

It most be recognised, however, that this view ta tioi held by alt 

Tli« Vicwi of ih* oducatinnal psychologista. The Behaviourists, for in- 
Beh^vicKiriiii * Stance, are entiiely at variance with it. The followiag 

statement made by their chief exponent. Dr. John 
B. Watson, dearly indicates this: “ Give me a dozen healthy infants, 

well-formed . . . and J'lt guarantee to take any one at random and train 

him to become any type of specialist f might select , . . regardless of 
his talents, tendencies, vocations, and race of his ancestors ", (4) Such a 

statement is the logical conclusion of the theory- of mechanistic matorialism 

when applied to human growth. Its absurdity merely shows how out of 
harmony their basic theory is with the fundamental truths of life. 

Under the influence of Behaviourism all psychological concepts 

Uifluan^^rthc ^ iioft’material reference or an intangible implication 
EnTiromnRni thfOwu into thc discard by many psychologists 

{!" the Uoiied States, at least). Terms like soul (or 
Self), emotions, instincts, mind, etc, were considered unnecessary to explain 
objective behaviour, their chief subject for psychological study, and w'hich 

according to tlieir theory is entirely moulded hy environmental influence. 

But tlicBe terms are being reinstated in educational Jitemture, even the 
term ‘soul ' being found useful and necessary, (5. 6, 7) Credit must, how¬ 

ever, be given in passing to the Behaviourists for calling the eductors' 

attention to the pan played by the environment in moulding adaptive be 

un^,^ 1 l>™.n hdns. p,rticul„ly m „e„d to Ibo impot- 

Tho (olloOTog oxsmplB will ,ho» the g5„o„| of modem 

T...J.„M.d.m ».«,tific mmomh that i, i|,„, 

ScSrn« of PfOof lor a materidiBtic phifesophy of life 
upon the Behaviourists themselves, at least so far t,- 

Question ts concerned. In a «view article entitled "Trends in Modern 
Same. ", wnttc. by Dt. Kafl, Amu Ew.t for o„ 
the wnter tells us that G. E. Coghill, ohvsinlo^iu^ „ .k 
PhiUdriphio. o„„clud„ from hi, »i,b ‘b,, 
of, u.amm.dot thot th„o 
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the perpetual iaa of spontEineity, nritonornyf or imtiAtivt;, as a factor in 

iis behaviour! Any theory of motivation that attribututt this fnpotioa 

wholly to the environment is grossly iimdequate^ 0® ^\nDther bldogsst. 

H. C. Tmcy, investigating the yolng of a species of flsh, reported that 

the young organtsni makes its first birth into freedom and begins active 
esrenrsiods at random in Jta environment at the behest of impulses which 
ari&a within itself (T i) In other w^ordss, as far down in the scale of life as 

the fish and salamanderi there is self-originated activity. 

In the same review article reference is made to Wm. A. White, 

psychiatmt and anthor of books on mental hygiene (IZ), 

^ discussing the phibsophiira] bearings of this type 

otihAOf^iiwtin of investigation {CoghiJl's and Tracy's) points out that 
the organism is not merely an aggregation of parts, but 

also that the psyche is not a thing superposed on the body in later stages 

of evolution^ No matcer how far down the tine, development and be¬ 

haviour have been governed by a psychic priudpJe- And, as for 

organs, they are not independent parts which, by integration, form the 

organism ; they are stmcturalijcd functions of the organism Referring 

to the “ psychic principle*' in a late book, Dr. White says life has al- 

w^ays had as one of its metbods of reacting the method to which we apply 

the term ' mind(13) Or* White’s cDncepticm is similar to that of 

Hans Driesch, whose experimental w'ork with the reproductive cells of 

lower forma of sea animals {14) caused him to conclude that there must 
be in the egg some noo'^material " entelachy which is the directing 
principle of embryonic as well as of latter growth* 

The review' article further reports Dr. White defining an organism 

BoiHmaicriEJ ^ being to the enilronment ” the receivef, the trans- 
Evdiui^m Mid former, and the ttaiismiLter of energy Dr. Ewer, com+ 

Spwni.1 LInfoU. mentidg on this SLatcmcol, saya " Orennisms have been 

defined (physiologically) as having the puwar of taking in 

food a[),d building it into their own tissues, of growing, and of propagating 

their kind. ^Vhite'a definition is logically incomplete {in that it would 

apply also to electrical tcanaforniers). But it completes in a philosopbtcaJ 
sense the earlier physiological dcSnltion This more vompUtt concept of 

(I human bging is in A nrin Of ty usith lb a Thtosi^hical idea because it 
recognizes, as Dr, Ewer says, that “ our purpfise in life is not merely to 

grow and to propagate : it ia also to act upon and within our environment ", 

Furtherniore, it recognizes not only a material evolution, but implies a 
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more profound spiritual unfoldmcDt of which the loriticr is but thedbjcctii’c 

aspect. Thus the energy received, transformed and tfanstniticd would 

have a spiritual source from which, one may logically postulate, all forces 

or energies in the universe are derived. 

This concept of a human being is pregnant w'itb signlBcancefor the 

educator. To be in harmony with the most enlightening 
Caev^ prcBiuuLi research, scientific as well as educatiena) (the 

ftxr tbii latter today must bu to be authoritative), lie 

must regard hb pupils or students as dynamic beingSp 

plastic to ini^uences from the totaJity of their unvironmeni espeeiaily 

in childhood years, but also capable of Self4iikiaL^ behaviour. The 

educator's function is to guide them wisely, not only to their rcactJotis 

to environmental stimuli, but also in their release of latent energj' and 

capacity whJcbj properly directed, will promote the fundarneniol life pur¬ 

pose of each, a task fully requiring the ptnloiiged period of infancy peculiar 

to the human organism. 

When Shall We Educate? 

In discussing his biological rule I Dr^ Jennings says: “ Much of the 

power gained by the young human being as the yeors pass is not brought 

to him merely by training, by learning, by the e?!ercise of the particular 

faculty involvedp but is a mere conscMjuence of linhindered healthy develop¬ 

ment. , , » Training is even harmful when u comes earlier than the 

development of the power which it tries to train *\ 

It Is one ol the moat hopeful -^igng in the educational w'orld of today 

that recent pedagogical re.gearch dong these lines is 

demonsHating this theosophfe truth. We are now told 

educators that - there is an optimum time 

for learning’* various arithmetical processes (and other 

skills aa well) and that to force a child to Jeam a skill before he is 

■■mentally ripe’* for such mastery is "as stupid as won l(f be the forcing 
open of a hud tn an attempt to make a flower bloom eady'-and as 

harmful”. (IS) This mental ripeness is largely due to the maturation of 

the nervous system, the development of the myelin sheath around cerebro¬ 

spinal nerves and of the synaptic connection of nerve ends (16) whose 

association is involved in the intelligent expression of arithmetical or other 

skills by the Sell. Theosophy teaches that the Self's ejtpbrience in past 
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lives is garnered psychically as so much understanding wisdom, or skill 

resulting from any experience. Thereafter, in any 

ifaeKanmcLaw incamation, the {^wer to express that much-evolved 

capacity is dependent mainly upon the maturing of the 

physical vehicle end upon such limitations as the Klrmic La^ in evolution 

imposes upon that vehicle. A Self that has misused a skill in sumo 

life may, for instance, be denied the expression of that skill in a later 

congenital or traumatic conditions of the physical 

Child study under the controlled conditions of a psychological 

'n.ctBn«C«. w jneiding some valuable suggestions, cotro- 

of InlMritaiue rative of the pedagogical findings just mentioned. 

‘'^*«^’ortby are the conclusions reached by 
.Arnold Gesell of the Yale Psycho-Clinic. Dr. Gesell in his book describing 

his research (1?) deals *' particularly with those deep-seated growth factors 

determined hy heredity which give stability to the course of mental develop- 

ment . To Dr. Gesell the concept of grot^/A ** resolves the antithesis of 

Only if we respect this inner core of inheritance can we respect the impor¬ 

tant individual difierences which distinguish infants as well as men 

Educational Value of Infant Plasticity 

In another of bis research volumes (IBj l>r, Gesell, when com¬ 
paring the responses of the human infant with those of 

the latter pounces and snatches with an amoriiicf s 

- --LSJ1-nervuus reaciiops 

ot animals and -roan. . . The function of Ifte human nem-ws h „ 

more gena,a/»B«f affair than thm of the animal, wi|A more ^ossift/AYies ", 
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To whicli may be added Gtsell’s ohservatioti: *' Thi 0/ 

human infancy Ires hi ^/le ^fo/on^o^inw a»fd of ptasticUy, . , 

Thifi hicreasNt modifiabtlUy ia extre^ly sensUiv^ to tht social tHtUcu and 

is camtatiHy transforming the context of adaptive bekavtour, (fii the 

human infant) there 19 a generalixcd toudiftoMobifi/j? tnid a reaponaivtnesa 

to other personalities to vhich man is special ftei'r." (Italics by the writer 

of the present article far the soke of emphasis.) 

To repeat—the " more possibililiea ", as Ko*fj'bski saya, of which 

our nervous system is capable, due to whnt Gescil calls 

■■/X^apiaiioiniiol its greater " plasticity ", hence its " increased modifia* 

bility " is the peculiar factor in the human urganisna 

that makes it human. Since '* Adaptation is of the very 

essence of life (20) easentiai for the saccessful survivoJ of any ©rgaaisin, 

it must follow that the more complea the organism the greater the power 

of adaptation nmnicd, U,, the need lor “ increased modifiahility Already 

at birth the human organism is the most highly complex mechanism 

knowQ in the organic world. Added to this, during its long maturing 

process it is subiect to constant as well as cyclic changes which demand 

new powers of adaptation, in an ever-widening and more complex environ¬ 

ment, the " social milieu It is but necessary to recall such an impoj tent 

cycle of change in organic growth os adolescence to realiae how' diflicult 

the problem of adaptation becomes. ComparativEly few civilised human 

beings make a perfect adaptation during that period of growth. 

The iMPoatANCE of Emotiohai. Dsvei.opment 

Through the work of psychiatrists (2t) and pay choanal ysla (22) this 

mal'odaptatiDn during adolescence has been traced to wrong educational 

methods in earlier years, to the neglect or mistreatment of an 

important element in the human being—his emotional life. An indivtd- 

oal’s successful growth to maturity does not depend merely upon proper 

adjustment to the physical world, but also to the "social milieu" which 

means, primarily, right adjustment in a psychical way to the emotional 

and mental atmosphere of its human environment, a much more complex 

and difficult process. To attain this more subtle adaptation the second 

of Dr. Jennings' rules must be carefully heeded, if emotional health and 

mental sanity, with their r«uUant physical hurtith, arc to be attained, f.e., 

if the Self is to be wholesomely integrated with its persouolity. 
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Mosti if not atl| primary desires and emotions gain their first 

rdeasG after birth through some instinctive or " noJearned 

The CyeW <4 icndfiney to action (:i3; Each instinct has its distinc- 

tive iMt)i)lional coae* P4) ll we regard 35 » 

generic term signifying innate drives or urges to actioiij one may 

recagniAe the period from birth to puberty as the cycle al iiistincc 

development, beginning wHth that of hunger and ending with that of the 

se)f instinct. Or, the period may be considered as one of a gradual 

unfoldmcnt of the emotionaJ nature of a human being, with instinctive 

behaviour serving as an avenue of reiease for bis mere fundamental 

emotional capacities. 

The educator's task during this instinct period is largely that of 

helping the child to direct each nascent emotion along right avenues of 

human expression and away from the mureJy instinctive or sub<^humaii 

behaviour—a difficult though not impossibJe task, because nl the plastic 

nature of the child, his “ modifiahility *' and the prolonged inlaJicy period 

of growth. It is mainly a process of sublimation. The dangcis to be 

avoided are those of suppression, repression, and the development of 

emotional completes, inhibiting normal development. The presence of 

such in the subjective self of the personality often results during adnlt'^ 

hood in some fonn of nervous collapse, thus revealing the hidden weakness 

„ ^ , in the personality (2S. i*). The true goal in childhood 
ThetnieCki#] . . „ , 
in Chifdfiood education IS a Sclf-controi in emotional expression, 

Educniicm initiated from within the individual, and because he 

himself finds such control desirable. There lies the crux of the whole 

problem of education during this period. 

Thrcb Stages of SELF^lNTBORATioiT 

The importance of Dr, Jennings' third rule is revealed in the 

biological law of growth that when an organism is 

thoroughly engaged in one activity, other activities of 

that organism lag behind. The neglect of this taw, os 

when children are forced too early to acquire cerlam mental skills, 

referred to earlier in this article, results in undesirable hy-pioducts of 

such foiccd learning—attitudes of disgust, dislike, even hatred, towards 

the learning process and towards all who have pla>'ed a part in it. (27) 

These wrong aiiitudes (emotional leanings) tend to persist for many 
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years and to hamper normal emotional and mental growth. The point 

to realize is that when nature is emphasizing the emotional integration 

of the Self and its perjsonality, attitudes good or bad, surcharged with 

corresponding feelings, are indelibly itiipressed upon that personality. 

It is important to realize three dehnite stages of child growth in 

order to gain a clearer understanding of the importance of this third rule. 

Varying names have been given to each stage or period, but for our 

purpose let ua recogake the sensory devebpinetit of consciousness during 

the first seven years, during which the Self inUgrates physically, gains 

physical control of its organism; the emotional development during 

the next seven, as the Self integrates and gains emotional control of his 

organism; and true mental development during adolescenot;, as the Self 

integrates and gains mental control of his consciouB life. The seven year 

period is an average; some take longer, some less. 

It is not to be understocid that the distinctive growth of each stage is 

restricted to that period, nor that perfect control and growth is gained by 

the ficlE in each capacity during its distinctive growth period. It does 

mean, however, that nature’s special attention is given at each stage to a 

su&cient developmenj^ of one fundamental capacity of aelf.conscious Ufe bo 

that the Self may become well-integrated, gaining such mastery in its 

expression during that time so as to make it posiiblc to achieve fuitber 

control and growth in later years. 

Adolescence and True Mektal Development 

Crewiifr Aiitivity 

While recogoking the value of psycho-analyats and Us contribution 

to psychological research, a Theosopbist would take 

exception to Freud's desifination of the sex force as of 

purely physiological origin (Mj, u is primarily a force that may he used 

lu Creative activity on any of the levels of consciousness at which mankind 

functions. It is given special impetus with and because of the maturing of 

the Bux organs at puberty. The boy or girl who baa gained true emotional 

self-control during pre-adolcscetice finds the task of sex control during 

adolescence greatly facilitated, b&catiae nature’s emphasis upon mental 

grow th during that time, plus the extra mental energy demanded by his 

school studies, or in solving the problems of earning a living, retjuire and 

make use of the surplus creative force generated or released. Thus the 

student becomes a better student, the labourer a more efficient worker. 
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The emotionaily uncoDtrolJed adolfiscEnt find^ proper adaptation towards 

the opposite sen an ^ceedmgty difficult lash, and studies or work suSbr 

accordingly. 

Thought power gains its tnit&l release out of latency through sonic 

meaningful ftrst^hand experience. Says John Dewey : 

Til* Need cf fiw- « Mctc experience does not constitute expciicnce. When 
hand LxpuriBSrCfi of ^ j L' 

an Evelucian experience something we act upon xt, we dosoinclning 

about it 5 then we suffer the consequences ", (28) The 

emotional aspect of sufferiDg the consequence of an action is an important 

part oI the experience. Thought may begin as soon as a child can reflect 

upon the consequences to himself, in pleasure or pain, of snmu cxperituicc 

it has had. We may thus realize the wisdom of the changes gradually 

being made in school curricula—away from the purely formal and academic 

work to what is know n as ihe activity programme, providing meaningful 

experience and thus laying the foundation for a truer understanding. 

[29-33} It wunld seem from a practical observation of mankind, as w^U as 

pom statistical evidence of intelligence testing, (34) that moat civilized 

human beings still need much first-hand experience in their school career 

to aid them in learning how to think for themselves. 

First-hand experience is the more necessary, from a theosophicat 

viewpoitii, the younger a child is in soul {or Self) evo- 

beiwctn lution. It is only tha older soul, with raany lives of 

first-hand experience behind him, that can really benefit 

from our textbook or academic type of learning. To such 

the thoughts contained on a printed page may be, and usually are, a nnirc 

reminder of what he has learned in other lives. He is not learning : he is 

remembering, which must not be confused with memorizing. To he able 

to memorize a printed page easily is no assurance that one has learned or 

thought about the subject matter, so ag to use it intelligently. The 

one who truly remembers the gist of some knowledge gained iu past 

lives finds little difiUcolty in applying that knowledge iatelligently in this life. 

Another aspect of the harm done by mere book learning is that of 

iudoctriimtioD. Before the child has learned to think 

lor himself his plastic mind is easily impressed by 

authoritative statements of pariuits, teachers and text¬ 

books. The barm done is u'eH described in the following passage: 

Indoctrination, involves the impoaing upon the child of one set of 

ideas, to the exclusion of his own thought. Education is the freeing 
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of the individual. Indoctrination is the binding of the individual to 

the views of some group of adults. Education should lead towards 

growth. Indoctrination stultifies growth (35) To the extent that we 

indoctrinate the minds of children \^ith the dogma of authority and tradi* 

tion we crystallize them, and to that extent they cease to grow. They 

may break through the crystallization in later years, but their growth 

was halted to that extent. Mrs. Marietta Johnson declared rightly 

that The prolonging of childhood (its plasticity) is the hope of the 

race . (36) In helping a child to solve a problem of life we should 

keep his mind plastic, help him to be open-minded, eager to consider 

all the possible solutions presented to him by his elders. When he 

is mature enough his own solution will come to him out of the latency 

of his own storehouse of wisdom, the Self, a choice best promoting his 
. further soul growth. 

Leaders of a Civilization 

The avoidance of indoctrination is particularly advisable for older 

souls, in young bodies, whose garnered wisdom may entitle them to be 

leaders of a new civilivation. They think for themselves much earlier 

than younger souls, yet indoctrination may delay the expression of their 

own wisdom, and to that extent delay their own and the progress of the 

race. From a theosophical viewpoint these older souls among our children 

can easily be detected, in a non-technical way, by discriminative observa¬ 

tion of their conversation and behaviour. For a more technical method 

our modern intelligence tests, plus character tests, might be used. 

Intelligence testing has been a special subject for research by 

of super-bright usand and more super-bright children 
ChiUrw ^ in California Schools. (37-39) Of the three volumes 

issued by this group of workers, the second (38) gives 

the estimated mental rating of three hundred well-known geniu^s of the 

past. Miss Cox the author, notes that the group oi most eminent men 

of Por^onoo. w.ll achieve peater eminence .ha„ the hig^ 

degree ol rntelhgence wuh somewhat less persistence . Note the imoT,. 
tance of persistence-viU-to-achieve—a character trait. 
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But in schools there should be no segregation of these super-bright 

from the less endowed. The progressive type of activity 

quirlmmu oU curriculum requires children of all degrees of intelligence, 

successful Leader > thus agreeing witn Life’s school of experience in which 

we are all learning. Furthermore, leadership to be 

successful requires not only intellect but also capacity to understand and 

adapt oneself to varying types of human beings. Such relationships— 

attitudes towards others, and especially the less endowed, which com¬ 

mand respect, trust, and sincere admiration—are best developed early, 

during school years, for even then leadership reveals itself and can 

be rightly fostered by wise teachers. It is to such possible leaders 

that Alexis Carrel refers in his recent book: “ The happiest and most 

useful men consist of a well-integrated whole of intellectual, moral, and 

organic activities. The quality of these activities, and their equilibrium, 

give to such a type its superiority over others ... It is only with such 

thoroughly developed individuals that a real civilization can be con¬ 
structed ”. (40) 

Miss Cox has also this to say on the relative value of heredity and 

environment and a probable third factor which must also be taken into 

account: “The inheritance of a child of able parents is undoubtedly superior, 

yet it is not sufficient in itself to account for genius. . . . The peculiar 

combination of inherited traits which make up a genius—the most favour¬ 

able chance (sic) combination among many less favourable ones—is an 

equally significant factor, and so an eminent man may be the son of a 

tinker (Bunyan), of a stone cutter (Canova), of a mason (Carlyle), of a 

strapmaker (Kant) Concerning the importance of environment she 

cites the extraordinary training for leadership received by Pitt the 

younger, John Q. Adams ”, and others, as well as “ the specialized 

instruction of Mozart, Weber, Michael Angelo 

But here too we have exceptions, for “ The strug¬ 

gling cobbler Winckelmann was able to do little 

for his son ... an eminent archaeologist. The oppor¬ 

tunities offered to Faraday, Lincoln, and Blucher were apparently 

not favourable to success. Thus it appears that while individual 

chances for eminence are usually dependent upon favourable heredi¬ 

tary background and are increased by favourable opportunity, 

eminence is ^ot a function either of heredity or of environment 
alone ”, 

** Eminence is not a 

Function of Here¬ 

dity or^ Environ¬ 

ment Alont • 
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Theosophy Tivould say that cmiocDcc is a fupctioD of tbs Self who 

Js alone responsible' for the " p&frtilUr combination of 

Lu *“®=erited traits'* which make up hk genius, traits 

developed in many^st lives. And there k no “ chance 

comhinatton " of these, ba our author says, for the Self is respousible for 

the combioation. It is the Self, the third factor, that can rise superior 

to either heredity or eovironment, or both ; bnt particularly to environ¬ 

ment, for there is usually some hereditary' trait in one or the other 

parent (either of intellect or character) that the Self needed, which 

required the special emphasis given by heredity, to enable the Self to 

accomplish the task performed in that incarnatioo that brought him 

eminence. 

Educating for Leisure or the Intrinsic 

Value of Labour 

The mote iminediate and practical aim of education is to prepare 

individuals to earn a livelihood. To the more formal and academic type 

of training, requiring a mastery of the Three R's. there has been added 

the teaching of tome of the fine arts, and the establlshmeat of trade or 

vocational departmt^nta to meet the needs of different types and classes 

□f children. But, what is uot yet sufficiently understood is that the 

of earning a living and the pursuit of some creative fine art have essentially 

the same fundamental evolutionary value or purpose. Both require labour, 

the will-to-achkvc, some effort to accomplish a goal and the correlation of 

hand (or body) and mind. When that taak is done in a worthy mannei 

it caUs into active expression same bit of ioner capacity or some creative 
powerp depending upon the kind of work dune^ 

This being true, then our modern type of maebiucry that throws 

millions out of employment is not only depriving them al a chanec to 

earn r living, but of s chance to evolve, to call out of latency some 

inner capacity, the reason for our being, a civiliiatioij that allows 

luch human stagnation, without remedying the condition, is doomed. 

A way out has been suggested, era., the short work day with adc 

quate pay. a living Wage. But the short work day is also a hindrance to 

pr^ress, because of the uature of machine work, unless the leisure 

tme at the disposal of the labourer is used in some constructive crea* 
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And so an immediate task of the educator of to-day and to-morrow is 

To educate the educate the child, and the adult as well, for creative 

Child and the leisure, and not merely to earn a living. The two may 

LeUur”*^' ^ identical, but w411 not be for the millions who earn 

their living doing monotonous factory work. As Thorstein 

Veblen says: “ According to accepted theories of heredity civilized mankind 

should by native endowment be best fit to live under conditions of a 

moderately advanced savagery, such as the machine technology will not 

permit. Neither in the physical conditions which it imposes, nor in the 

habitual ways of observation and reasoning which it requires in the work 

to be done, is the machine age adapted to the current native endowment 

of the race”. (41) The avocation pursued in leisure time must take the 

place of the vocation, a term which can hardly be applied to mere machine 

labour. The children of today must be so taught that they will want to 

employ their leisure time as adults in work that is soul-satisfying, which 

means joy-giving because it satisfies an inner need, since it calls out of 

latency in each ” his own combination of powers ”. 

Intelligence—Humanity's Immediate 

Evolutionary Goal 

It is pnerally recognized by foremost Aryan thinkers that one of 

the chief objectives of education should be the development of intelligent 

minds. Arthur H. Compton, well-known physicist, has been reported as 

saying that the study of modern physics, and especially that of atomic 

structure. " strongly suggest that the evolutionary process ... is directed 

towards some definite end. If we suppose that evolution is directed, we 

imply that there is an intelligence directing i>. It thus becomes reasonable 

to suppose that intelligent minds may be the end toward which such 

intelligent evolution is proceeding ”. (42) We must admit that we have 

done buj little towards achieving that end when war, with all the diabolic 

destruction and cruelty that it implies, is as yet our chief recourse in 

settling national and international disputes; and when we allow depres* 

sions in the financial world, if they must occur, to be so widespread in 
their toll of misery and want. 

Harl R. Douglass (University of Minnesota) has put his finger upon 

the fault in our educational methods which he thinks is responsible for the 

recent depression : ” The schools of this country have always worshipped 
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at the altar of erudition and information. ... At the same time we have 

neglected the more difficult, more subtle, and more important outcomes 

of learning which are absolutely essential not only for worthy home mem¬ 

bership, and civic and moral efficiency, but also for economic prosperity ”. 

(43) If this be true for America, and probably for all 

•• Intelligent ” and countries more or less, we seem to have mistakenly 

“IntcUectual" supposed that training the intellect would develop 

intelligence. The two words are often used interchangeably, even in the 

dictionary, but practical usage has developed a distinct concept for each. 

To speak of a person as being “ so intelligent ” conveys quite a different 

meaning from that of saying he is “so intellectual.” Just what is the 

difference ? 
The intellect is that mechanism, or mode, of consciousness that 

enables one to gather and deal with factual knowledge 

Difference Compare, discriminate, and reason thereon, in 

Explained ^ better understanding of it. But to apply 

that knowledge, thus gained, in a wise and purposive way requires intelligence, 

an intelligence that ought to reflect, to some extent, the intelligence of Nature. 

The geologist, Baily Willis, has intimated this in the following statement: 

" Somewhere in the lower realms of life, consciousness became an attribute 

of living organisms. From such dumb beginnings it has evolved through 

reflexes, through instincts, through sub-conscious mental activity, to 

thought and intelligence. Has the living organism that is man thus, after 

millions of years of evolution, developed something quite new in the 

universe ? Or has he simply acquired the capacity to reflect a ray of 

universal intelligence ? . . . Law is dominant. But Law is inconceivable 

without Intelligence. Law omnipotent and omnipresent. Intelligence, 

the inevitable antecedent (to Law), must be omnipotent, omnipresent and 

omniscient ”. (44) 

It may be difficult to translate these three attributes of universal 

Intelligence into terms applicable to human personalities, 

Knowkdge'wa- attempt should be made if we arfi to reflect that 

to-achieve and the Intelligence truly. Knowledge for omniscience is easily 

^dTrtCSjTOP^*) recognizable. May will-to-achieve represent power or 

omnipotence ? If so then the only difficulty lies with 

omnipresence. Perhaps the mystical sense of the unity of life, a feeling of 

oneness of the personal with the universal life, puts one sympathetically in 

touch with all life expressions, enables one to be, as it were, omnipresent 
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through sympathy. Scclal^ and broad-mindedness have something of ihis 

universal sympathy in them; also aUrnisim. These more familiar terms 

are the ** more important outcomes of learning . , , absolutely essential *\ 
at least In the writer’s opinion, loa the development of Uuc intelligence. 

Knowledge I will- to-achieve^ and sound trails of ch aracter , Inctuding 

sympathy (ttie jKJwirr to fed wff/i others)^ must go Imiid in hand to become 

intelligence. 

Intuition 

Certain capacities for SEdf-expression^ still undeveloped ter the 

majority of individual?i are sufficiently active in others to have become the 

subject for scientilic rcraearcb. (^5. 46. 47J Wm^ McDougall lists three 
(48) in support of a theistic hypothesis—the true mystical experience* 

telepathy, and the psychism that deals w'ith survival after death. Alexia 

Carrel in his recent book t4D) mentions four : Clairvoyance and Uilepathy 

are a primary datum lor scientific observation and mystical experiences, 

he sayS| belong to “ one of the esscntjal human activities Of intuition, 

the fourth, he writes: " From Lime to time, among the billions of human 

beings w^Ho have successively inhabited the earth, a few were born endowed 

with rnre and marveJleus powerSi the intuition of unknown things^, the 

imaghiation that creates new worlds, and the faculty of discoveririg the 

hidden relation existing between certain phenomena ”* The imagination 

whose creation proves to be true or prophetic is also based on IntuilLoo, 
hence the three power? named by Carrel all refer to in t nit Jon, an expression 

of consclopsuess becoming more prevalent today aud recognized by Theo¬ 

sophy as the distinguishing trait of the new^ human type developing now, 

which later will be recognized os the sixth of the races that have develo^d 

on this globe, the Aryan being the fifth. 
Intuition somewhat rfaembie? what is popularly called in America 

the hunchBoth make their appearance m the 
Thi Hunch leaking consciousness suddenly and with an impelling 

force. But tfiere the resemblance ends i for intuition is always impersonal 

and unselfish {not concerned with selfish enda), w hile the hunch only con* 

cerns itself with personal affairs, oue^s own or that of others. The hunch 

seems to Iw closely allied in some respects to instluct* Bergson in his 
comparison of instinct and intuition makes the latter a sublimated manifes¬ 

tation of the foi^ei. He says: ** By intuition I mean instinct that has become 

disinterested, self-conscious, capable of reflecting upon its object and of 
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instinct and 

intuition 

enlarging it indefinitely (49) For Bergson intuition is self-conscious in 

that human beings in whom it functions are aware of it, whereas sub¬ 

human creatures are guided by instinct but are not aware of it. 

Comparing both instinct and^ntuition with intellect, Bergson gives 

to the first two the quality of sympathy which pure 

intellect does not have. But, in another of his works 

he says: “ By intuition is meant the kind of intellectual 

sympathy by which one places oneself within an object in order to 

coincide with what is unique in it." (50) If both instinct and intuition 

emerge from the same universal stratum of conscious life, we may regard 

the individual human expression of it as intuition, while Nature’s expres- 

of the same universal aspect of consciousness we term instinct, or Nature’s 

intuition working in the sub-human kingdoms, to which belongs our own 

autonomic nervous system and the organs controlled by it. 

As a power of consciousness, and from a Theosophical viewpoint 

The End-Organ, of '^tuition may be called the direct perceptive power of 
Seiuation. Thought, the Self in its own world of Self-conscious life, as well 

^ntTrior*^ receptivity (plasticity reappearing on a 

higher level of consciousness) to the unifying spiritual 

influence of the One Life permeating all organisms. Recognizing the 

perceptive power of the Self in and of the physical world as sensation or 

sensuousness, its perception in and of the world of feeling as emotion, 

its perception in and of the thought world as mentation, then its percep¬ 

tive power of the next higher stage of conscious life expression is intuition. 

Each mode of perception has physical end-organs, making awareness of 

the percipience possible in the waking consciousness. End-organs of 

sensations like the eye, ear, etc., are well known ; so also is the end-organ 

of thought, the brain. It is the writer’s opinion that the sympathetic 

nervous system, plus its connected endocrines, may be regarded as the 

end-organs of emotion (51. 52). while the endocrines in the head enable the 

intuition to come through. Descartes considered the pineal gland /.he seat 
of the soul, the materialists reject that idea. 

It is the privilege o( educators to hasten the development of the 

How to huien the •’“tiao type hy so educating children as to arouse 
D...lop;o.o,.l,l,. mtuition for more individuals than the few who now 

Type “• “ requires the kind of education 
quite withm the jurisdiction of educational institutions 

As an objective m education .t includes most of the other goals. 
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of all there must be more definite attention given to character development 

and to nobility of aims and of living. The creative imagination should 

^ fwtered much more generally than it is today; also the sympathetic 

imagination that enables one to fetA and think as others feel and thJnfc. 

The nniversally human instinct of curiosity should be carefully nuriuriid, 

90 that the mysterious workings of the One Life in the world of Nature 

may fill young and old with wonder and reverence. Thus may educators 

hasten the day when the misery of mankind will disappear, for with 

intuition we ** shall know the truth and the truth shall make (us) free ** 

from ignorance and selfishness. 

The writer desires to record her indebtedness to Miss ilarie 

Poiiu for her helpful suggestion, during the writing of this article, leading 

to its irnprovemeut. and to Dr. Mary Anita Ewer for the time spent in 

reviewing the manuscript and her helpful criticisms thereon. 

J. K. S. 
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NOTE 

1- The goal of edacatioD is the awakening of the religious con- 

sciousness, that js, of the coDseiousness of the divine principle, of the 

divrne nature of man and the nntverse and this consciQuaness finds its 

estpresaion as an active and loving attitnde towards the world. 

2. Religious consciousness generates the sense of duty, of mOTsI 

responsibiJity, the need of self^edticalton. 

3. Self-education leads to spiritual hygiene, spiritual culture, 

4. Spiritual culture Eenerates, in its turn, the yearning for activity 

or the general good, that is, for the creating of new life and for active 
service. {Alba} 

A teacher teaches by what he knows but frp he is. 

He should be the embodiment of his pupil's ideals.—Ed. 



THE MINISTRY OF THE RACE 

By maria MONTESSORI 

Humanity ** 

neglected 

Our epoch which stands out for its surprising progress lacks however 

something which is essential for civilization, and this 

** Cultivation of jg what we might call “cultivation of humanity • If 

is a striking contradiction that, while in the field of 

agriculture so much care is expended and such marvellous 

achievements have been made in creating new and very beautiful varieties 

of flowers and fruits, there is not a similar attempt made to “ cultivate 

humanity 

When agriculture embarked upon a scientific path introducing 

machinery and mechanical aids to enrich the soil, it began at the same 

time a propaganda by technicians. These wye sent by Governments to 

farms where they taught and showed practically how to apply improve¬ 

ments which would yield greater and better crops and therefore augment 

their wealth. 

Nothing similar has been done for humanity. There is much talk 

about ill-treated children, about illness which has its 

Origin in the bad conditions of the families, about morta¬ 

lity, but there is no organization that, emanating from 

Governments, would carry out something similar in the homes to improve 

the life of the children. Where this exists, it is due to private social 

organizations and it is utterly insufficient, and yet there is nojgreater 

wealth than humanity itself because humanity is the produceV of all wealth. 

The greatest interest of a State ought to be to possess a strong, intelligent 

and cultured people. In our democratic times where the people indirectly, 

by means of elections, are admitted to the political constitution of the 

Governments, no one asks that the children should be better protected, and 

that new institutions be created to improve their conditions of life, whereas 

the need of a new bridge, of a dyke, or of new railroad lines is keenly felt. 
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the Elnvironment 

alone is not enough 

of Education 

functions > 

One must conclude that society still lacks a “ conscience towards 

Society lacks a child ”, also lacking is the realization that today 

*• Conscience to- peace and harmony among nations is impossible if the 

wards the Child these nations have not been prepared ” to feel in 

their conscience ’* this necessity. 

Humanity appears to concentrate all its power to better the 

^ environment but it forgets its own uplift. The only 

the betterment of organization that the more advanced nations have created 

for children is compulsory education. In relation to this 

a Ministry has been created, the Ministry of Education, 

on which depend also the higher grades of instruction. 

This Ministry however is not at all concerned with the welfare and 

How the Ministry needs of the children. It only demands 

that they “ be compelled ” even by means of punishment, 

to carry out their study in the same way, following the 

syllabus that has arbitrarily been formulated. Pupils are “ forced ” to 

come to school and to study that which is taught there and must more or 

less do the same thing. There is the same type of school not only for the 

children of the primary school but also for those who attend the high 

schools and even for the students of the University. All these must listen 

and memorize that which has been taught to them. It is an established 

principle that all the people attending the same class should be more or less 

of the same age and they proceed year by year grouped together according 

to the year of their birth as if they were forty or fifty-plets ? One could see 

the different grades of instruction in their succeeding schools as in a 

kaleidoscope, a something that never varies. The younger children are there 

with a young and little experienced teacher ; in the higher grades of the 

primary school the children have grown and also the teacher is an older 

and more experienced one. Then come the young people attending the 

middle schools ; these are in the care of a young man who has recently 

obtained his senior teaching degree; then the high schools are peopled 

with full-grown youths in the care of older men about forty years of age 

and finally at the university there are growm-up students. They also 

attend college as do the children and their professors are old and white- 

haired, but the picture and the reality do not change. There are pupils 

sitting down and to them speaks a teacher from his desk with all his 

authority. Tlysre are examinations for all and in these they must show 

that they remember what was taught to them. Within those institutions, 
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Indifference reigns 

in the Educational 

Institutions or 

Rivalry 

living humanity is not there, nor is there friendship among the students 

or love between teachers and pupils; indifference 

reigns here or rivalry. No attraction is felt towards 

study which is firced by punishment in the first 

grades and by personal consideration and interest in 

the final years. . „ . 
Today much is spoken of by psychologists about repression 

children but considering the uniformity in the manner 

“ Reprewion ” teaching, one must come to the conclusion that not 
taChUdren the grown-ups 

among the pupils, as they are forced to learn, must all be repressed, de¬ 

formed, that is, diminished in their personality. In the educational 

tions, therefore, a humanity of psychic dwarfs is produced, 

P^chic Dwarfs qualities of man have been stifled. 

Indeed, each category of pupils has its reactions of inferiority and 

Its manifestations of abnormality- The impertinent re- 

Somc Features of belHon, the disorder and the noise in the elementary 

school, the organized pranks against the teacher in the 

high schools, the students’ strikes in the university are 

symptoms ” of forms of an abnormal life. All that concerns the pupils 

their suffering, the conditions of their family, the conditions of their health, 

their passions and their vices—these are no concern of the school. No great 

sentiment is cultivated or illustrated so as to infuse in the individuals 

faith and a sense of responsibility. The poorest leave the school after they 

have finished the elementary or junior school. Those 

better-off finish at high school; and only the 

^ rich can afford to study at the university ; the personal 

values are not considered at all. 
This is the contribution that Governments give to the formation 

of society and so it happens that human society does not possess culti¬ 

vated men” but men who have been thrown in institutions^ whielvdo not 

embark on any special scheme to uplift and better humanity. These semi¬ 

men ” grow in a spiritual desert, forced to labour as if they have been 

sentenced, as if they were slaves, to whom nothing is permitted but 

No proper Prepara, obedience. The pupils spend years, indeed, all their 
tion for the Social youth in the environment of the school, yet no one 

knows them, no one has studied them, their names 

remain in the registers but the mao who went along the whole of 
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The Peirable of the 
See<ls 

that endless path remains unknown—when he leaves the school, he is 

bewildered because be has not been prepared for the social life of 

his times, he has not received the preparation to be either a citizen of his 

own nation or a citizen of the World; he has not even been prepared to 

form a family conscientiously. 

Instead of being “ cultivated ” he must form himself; and so 

humanity, even the most civilized, remains unprepared and inferior to 

its times. More than ready to build a civil organization, it is ready to 

create disorder, to rebel; it is without character and without the con¬ 

viction of its own opinion. It unfolds itself upon its own personal needs 

but incapable of making use of its own energies. It seeks by chance its 

dehnite social position by a series of errors and trials. The meaning of 

one of the parables of the Gospel could be applied here: 

“ some of the seeds fall upon a stone, but some on the 

sand and some are devoured by a passing bird and that 

which falls upon the good earth, that seed alone germinates All is left 

to chance, there is no aid that may lead to salvation and offer the good 

things of the earth to all. 

Civilization according to the opinion of all began in pre-historic 

"nie Cultivation of vi^en humanity began to cultivate the land, obtain- 

Humanity ” of ’"g from it plants that were superior to the natural ones, 

paramount Well, then, in our super-civilization to the level which 

Importance modem civilization has reached in its development, 

another cultivation is necessary; “ the cultivation of humanity 

Without this all are repressed in a form of barbarity. The en¬ 

vironment of our times realizes a superior form, even fantastic in 

its power, but not so does Man. Man is a barbarian, even more so 

now than in ancient times, because be is repressed and remains a 

mental slave during the whole epoch of bis individual formation, his epoch 

in the school. 

, There is no greater interest in our times than the cultivation of 

* man. It is to man that we owe all the wealth and 

Man, incapa^^)^ marvels of the external civilization of today. We 

haa realize already that man is unprepared and incapable, 

even to preserve that which he has constructed. 

Like the captured wild animals who often destroy their own young, 

so is the regressed man on the point of destroying the work of his 

own bands. 
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To cultivate man is a Science, )u5t as the proj^ess of the 

environment is based upon science. So the science which aims to study 

and to know man, which can indicate the best conditions of life in 

order to “germinate on the good tarth its elEvatcd enerfiies” must 

be one of the most progressive of our age. Medicine and psychedogy 

have already given valuable contributions. Also our long educational 

eapctience has contributed its share towardH the upUftment of homan 

life. 
Blit what is lacking is the awakening of the “conscience" towards 

the necessity of directing the development of progress 

Tift tataent Need oJ towards man himself. This progress however must not 

be limited to private iaitiativea; it ought to be urged 

and helped to develop as a necessity of public interest. 

This does not concern only the reform of the school; neither is it proper 

to give a more extended task to the Ministry of Education. Thurc ought 

to come into existence a new entity, a new Ministry—“ The Ministry 

of the Race -which has as its purpose not only to teach ami to instruct 

a profession but to protect the life of man, to know the needs of the 

population in a secure and positive way and finally to guide and direct 

consciously the progress of hnmanity. _ 

It is astonishing that in the evident disorder of the w'orld, this 

form of defence has not yet been taken into consideration- Instead, 

for each new need of less importance, a new special Ministry is created. 

It men have acquired the facility of writing and try with this means 

to greet their friends who are far away, a Ministry of Postal Affairs is called 

to life. If the communications become more extended and more rapid 

with the meaus necessary for this progress, a Ministry of Transport is 

formed. 

Whereas in regard to the more compUcated life of society 

where the number of neglected children grows, where 

Firtt Thm^^wuld number of insane people grows, where minot delin* 

quency grows—the Government remains inert. No 

Ministry is created for the needs of men in order to help in their adaptation 

to the new forms of life which are faroaght into being by external forms of 

progress. Instead, more and more “ social works “ corne into being, more 

asylums, more private clinics, more hospitals, all independent in their 

finality, without a guide which co-ordioates them and withpui an officially 

» recognized status. 
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These private institutions however come like a relief to a sick 

society, but they are not directed towards ways and means of avoiding these 

illnesses, and in protecting the health of society. Today much is spoken 

about “ unification ’* of society, but Chis remains only as a desire, or better 

as an emphatic statement of a necessity, but no action is taken to imple¬ 

ment this vague aspiration. It is clear that in order to unify society, man 

has to be prepared. Therefore, it is necessary that a part, a share, of the 

richnesses gained (gathered) by men through their work ought to be used 

for the expansion of their life and for their wellbeing. 

Today the knowledge concerning the development of the per¬ 

sonality, of the different branches of psychology of the various ages is 

studied without order and only by private initiative. It is a “ progress ** 

which remains in the field of scientific literary curiosity only but it is, on the 

other hand, a very urgent matter and therefore very necessary to estimate 

its supreme importance, to facilitate its development, and to organize it by 

every practical means in our power. 

Let us take, for example, the schools. Let us consider them purely 

as an educational institute, as a universal mobilization of the children and 

youths, up to the adult age. The whole of humanity is united there 

in their formative period. What a great opportunity to study them, 

to seek to know the real needs of all, to know which evil needs the 

most urgent attention. What an opportunity to apply the discoveries of 

science to human development; also what an opportunity to expand the 

experience and its application 1 

They are all united by law in places made for them through the 

schools; all the youths and infancy—day after day, 

A new Onwtation always there, permanently present for years on end—for 
in Educfttion is , 

needed whole young life ! Why does not one act here, to 

improve humanity, to orientate them towards the ideals 

and aspirations of unity and harmony which would guide them towards 

univer^l understanding ? 

Is not^this civilized humanity perhaps congregated and kept all 

together during their period of formation to produce a practical and saving 

action, thus exposed to receive the beneficial influence of progress, like the 

plants which are exposed to the influence of the sun ? 

It is quite a different thing to instruct man in order to fight against 

illiteracy, or t<^ teach a handicraft or a profession according to economic 

conditions, from the objective of bringing any real improvement in life ! 
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The aim should be, instead, to conader humanity, that is man, from 

hia birth, and to promote his devolopraent—to satisfy his 

A tpiriniil Dmts* gasential needs in the varioua periods of growth ; to gi«e 

tion nbcuMiy to intelligence and to the spirit, to give 

freedom for the expansion of the mind and to give goidMce and onenta- 

tion to his final adaptation to society. Finally, the aim of education 

should be to give ‘'spiritual direction" to the greatest of treasures: 

Man himself. 
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ART 

By JAMES S. PERKINS 

A couFENDiuu oa thc question of Where Theosophy a^nd Science hfeet 

would be incomplete withont some expression of its signiftcance to Art 

Science is the accumulation and use of classified knowledge of nature's 

laws and truths, Theosophy a transcendent wisdom regarding cosmos, 

and Art a field of skilled action where science and wisdom meet in man's 

creative play with forces and form. 

Each civillratjon has summed up the significance of its knowledge 

and skills in its cultural usages flowering in its immortal 

works of art. Western civilizatioD today is chiefly 

cancerned with machinery and materialism i the world 

of Science is very much with us. These facts are reflected io western 

Art. In addition, the revolution under way in religious and philosophical 

thought profoundly affects Art, Art has ever been a means of objectifying 

man’s greatest ideals and highest vision. The most notable works of art 

of past civilizations therefore are concemed with religious and spiritual 

concepts. 

The modem precipitate expansion of w'orldw'ide civilization has 

evoked a state of intellectual flux in major religions and philiHophies, 

There is a consequent loss to each of an indisputable sense of direction, 

thus depriving Art of widely acceptable and dominant ideals to serve with 

its powers. There is wider admission of conflict insteed. The dcepi^t 

trend in religion is toward universal religion, and in philosophy toward 

an integration of all knowledge in a search for both meaning and dtrection 

to man's struggle for w’boleness and harmony. Meanwhile Art is groping 

toward some universal express ion of life, which requires experiment¬ 

ing with new ^mbols that necessarily by-pass mere natural delineation 

of form, 
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Without predominant religious revelation to serve, artists are left 

to their own devices and have moved instinctively toward 

Art for Its own direct creation. They are restive under the practice 

of “ copying a ccfpy ”, as Plato described the mere 

portrayal of nature, for, as he believed, nature herself is attempting to 

evolve of “copy” perfect archetypes in the Divine Mind. This is an 

important concept to which we will return. Modernist artists appear 

specifically to be attempting to eliminate the copying stage and to attune 

themselves to living rhythms. Their efforts to achieve spontaneity of 

expression, whatever this requires in relationship of form, is another 

indication of the urge toward direct creation. The need is felt to indicate 

more directly nature’s reality at other levels than that of the usual visual 

perception of physical forms. 

Such efforts doubtless are in a primitive stage because to advance 

them, another training must be added to art training. 

Artists generally lack a working knowledge, the out¬ 

lines of which should be recognized and experi¬ 

mented with. This is a knowledge of the super-physical realms 

where consciousness grapples with reality, and where discrimination is 

more demanding as to what' is real and what unreal. Spontaneous, 

direct creation is possible, but as great artists know intuitively, this 

requires a lawful obedience to cosmic rhythms and harmonies, a trained 

discipline in austere selflessness, simple purity of life, an understanding 

reverence for all forms, and a compassionate tenderness for them, whether 

physical or superphysical. Short of these requirements, any search for 

freedom from imitation becomes confused with lower impulses that result 

in comparatively inane and frivolous work. Normally, artists seek to 

give meaning to their times, the environments they reflect. If these 

emphasize only that which is superficial and destructive, Art will tend 

to mirror this in agonizing ways. Whereas, if a true estimate of the 

majesty and power of Art were to be realized philosophically, this 

idealistic activity of mankind would approximate more n*early its higher 

function to balance civilization and inspire its swifter growth to great 

heights. 

Ours is a crucial time when Art must break with and no longer be 

influenced by purely materialistic philosophy. The trend of Art and the 

search for symbols expressive of universal life are thrpsting upon the 

artist the necessity for seeking and loyally serving a philosophy, truly 
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indicative of the realities with which he associates. That necessity is 

fulhiled in important ways in the nteeting of Theosophy and Science. 

Art may be dehned as the creative nee of form with economy of 

force to record eTsIraordinary inaight into environment 

and its relationships. It is the testimony of individuals 

who are suited by temperament and the devotion to Beauty to step up the 

itormnt ranjtes of consciousness in moods of inspiration to higher fre* 

quencies that make possible transcendent glimpaes of their surroundings. 

Their eKperiencE.the perception of Beauty,awaken8 in n vivid sensuous aware- 

nusa of the physical world and passes at full tide through emotional and 

mental stages to a " beyondneas across the frontiers of familiar horizons 

of consciousness toward a greater reality of ouity and intuition. The fuaiott 

of normal with supernormal ranges of consciousness is productive of those 

extraordinary bursts of energy and perception peculiar to artistic genius. 

Thus, the way of Art becomes for its devotees not only a cnlcnra] 

preoccupation but a method of swifter individual unfold* 

ment of latent faculties of consciousnusa, therefore a 

path to reality* The path of Art ia its higher ranges 

is certainly as true a path and as exacting as the path of holiness, or the 

path of occultism. It is in this direction of the ultimate of such a path 

that we may approach key ideas fundamental to any meaningful philosophy 

of Art. These key ideas are certain to be consonant with the advance* 

ment of modem Science* and to roccJvc their vitality of purpose from a 

wisdom about super-physical levels of being that indicates and governs the 

direction of growth. It is because Theosophy restates an ancient wisdom 

about these matters that the greatest philosophicai good can result to Art 

from the meeting of modflm Science and Theosophy. 

Pursuing thie viewpoint, oil informed people drawing upon the 

class!bed testimony of modern sciences understand that 

the theory of evolution is indubitably based upon 

_ demonstrable facts that affirm it to be a more or less 

fortuitous struggle and purposeless. Theosophy illumines this cttcumscribed 

knowledge by introducing the idea that incoltiiion occurred iirst, conse¬ 

quently that evolution unfolds in planned cycles because of latent 

potentials, a process which is not yet nearly completed. Human beings, 

for example, have been long ages evolving the body with its five senses* 

but that equipgient is not yet complete and it is cuasunably pointed out 

that there are other senses yet to be unfolded. 

Ifivolulion^ 

EvolutEcw 
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The Senses 

Additional Senses 

Proceeding with this idea in a direction that is philosophically useful 

to Art, one can imagine that the first entities to contact 

the physical plane must have done so by the sense of 

touch, and because of this contact they must have strained to listen, 

willed to hear, and evolved in time the hearing apparatus. With 

hearing, they must have striven to see, and created the organs of 

sight. The discriminatory sense of taste logically follows, and lastly 

the most subtle of all present senses, that of smell. Such at least 

appears to be a logical sequence of evolving senses in animal 

forms. 

Then followed the long course of evolving humanity and its civili* 

zations wherein the evident growth toward consciousness 

of unity has been accelerated by the organization of 

commerce, transportation and more rapid and extended inter-communica¬ 

tion. In its modern phase the use of telephone, radio and other instru¬ 

ments which penetrate the barriers of time and space, is tending to develop 

another sense, that of clairvoyance. Beyond this development logically 

to be unfolded, provided man has the faculty latent, is a sense of instan¬ 

taneous intimate contact across the world, that of mental telepathy. 

All these senses have begun with and are extensions of the basic sense 

of touch. 

Religion, Philosophy and Art are interpretations of life understand¬ 

able in terms of this limited sense-perception, inter- 

Limitations of pretations no longer adequate. For example, until a 
Sensuous-Mental . , • . .. 

Perception years ago only the scientists and scholars in their 

laboratories and study halls seriously considered the 

nature of ultimate physical reality, only they observing the surface of a 

table were fully aware of its totally illusory appearance, that the surface 

was in reality composed of billions of molecules, atoms, and electrons 

which in turn are but electrical impulses whirling at incredible rates of 

speed. Today because of the atomic bomb, nearly everyone is acquainted 

with this general idea of the ultimate structure of physical matter. We 

cannot examine its structure directly with the senses, but we possess an 

instrument, the mind, with which to deal with it. Intelligent people 

subject all phenomena to a process of reasoning and mental observation. 

We have grown accustomed to placing upon the mind the burden of 

perceiving and interpreting reality for us. Yet to depend completely 

upon the mind for such perception and understanding is to place 
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our reliance upon an instrument subject to endless distortions and 

interferences. 

This is evidenced, for example, by the numerous experiments that 

have proven a hypnotized person \.lay be made to see an object which is 

not present, or what is more confounding, fail to see one that is standing 

before his eyes. Thinking of this phenomenon in scientific terms we 

understand that light waves are reflecting from the surfaces of the 

object and impinging upon the retina of the subject’s eyes; impulses are 

travelling along his optic nerve to brain cells and these in turn are 

stimulated. There should be an image of the object in the hypnotized 

person’s mind, but there is none. The will of the hypnotist has inter¬ 

fered and this force of will is therefore stronger than the actual sensation 

of sight. 

When we remember that the hypnotist’s will is self-generated and 

conveyed by thought impulses, we must assume from this 

that everyone’s mind is continually distorted at its own 

subtle level by a variety of thought-interferences, especi¬ 

ally any that are generated by self-hypnosis. A deeper and more reliable 

insight into reality must await the alerting of consciousness on some less 

obstructed and harried plane of awareness. Apparently the general course 

of evolving consciousness is in the direction of such levels. If it is true, 

as Theosophy maintains, that humanity is in process of an orderly evolu¬ 

tion which entails a gradual but continuous groping forward of intelligence 

to freer and ever more extended ranges of awareness, it must also be true 

that there are universal experiences that tend to awaken every individual 

unit of consciousness to a “ beyond Certainly there is one inescapable 

and universal experience that expands consciousness. It is the exalting 

experience of love in its many gradations. Perhaps of profounder signific¬ 

ance is the stimulation of the imagination exerted by the experience of 

love. This suggests that imagination is of highest importance, and that 

an important effect of human love, in addition to all others, might be the 

further develbpment of the power of imagination. For imagination 

awakened in connection with the experience of love stimulates a yet higher 

faculty, the intuition. It may also be observed that this deliberate use of 

the image-making function gains in power in the measure that it employs 

knowledge and reason. Art and Science thus are closely related, because 

factual knowlejige and scientific, reasoned method are essential to success¬ 

ful observation and expression. 
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All forms of Art are motivated principally through love and imagi¬ 

nation. The artist has developed a faculty for identifying 

Ima^tion consciousness with the mood or essential nature of 
Wrongly Used . . , 

any creature or forri be wishes to portray. This faculty 

of identification results from a kind of impersonal, universal love. Science, 

on the other hand, deals with factual knowledge. When imagination is 

excessively stimulated and is undisciplined by factual knowledge, it results 

in mere fantasy, lawless and destructive in its nature. Probably no 

civilization before ours has experienced so relentless a stimulation of the 

human imagination. To a great e.xtent this development as now employed 

is culturally decadent because of the high percentage of appeal to 

lawlessness and violence, forcing the imagination into the service of 

the degraded elemental life of greed, hate and fear. Modern Art is 

troubled by the dilemma it faces of choosing to express fantasy or mean¬ 

ingless knowledge. 

The evidence of deeply ingrained violence in the world today, 

which truly creative Art can aid in correcting, emphasizes 

pressing need of recognizing Art in its true position 

as a bridge between Science and the ancient wisdom of 

Theosophy. If the artist’s use of an awakened imagination (love) coupled 

with knowledge stimulates into being a higher intuitive faculty, there 

exists in his field a demonstration of the most useful employment of all 

knowledge, evolution-wise, so to speak. 

Every individual is concerned with discovering the knowledge 

which scientifically reveals to him the laws governing his environ¬ 

ment, because obeying these he may live a successful and harmonious 

life. But governing physical law from some more remote level are 

those universal principles which Theosophy elaborates and which are 

applied in all great Art. A philosophical approach to these prin¬ 

ciples is the use of logical thought deepening to meditation and con¬ 

templation of scientific knowledge and its links with the ^indent 

wisdom in a search for Ultimate Reality, more specificaRy, the source 

of life. At some inner level of being, every individual, it must be 

presumed, is necessarily in contact with this source. To mount to¬ 

ward it successfuly with full consciousness would yield awareness of 

the essential meaning of life, its purpose and direction. The service 

of this purpose, consciously or unconsciously, must be,the aim of all 

great Art. < ,, 
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One may mentally set nut upon such a quest in a time of quiet 

thought, iming, to begin with, his knowledge of physiology 

Que^rBwic ^ ititcdcr explofation of the self for the source of 

life. Achieving an tract detachment fraiu the physical 

body one would meutelly review the various wondrous processes of the 

physical orgauLsm, reaching in time that ultimate unit of physical life, the 

body cell. Using a knowledge of bitKhemistry one w'onld focus attention 

in the tiny area of the cell. As perception becomes ever more microscopic, 

one would reach in orderly stages the molecular and atomic worlds. 

Shifting to the knowledge of nuclear physics as to the nature of the 

atomic world, one concentrates upon the whirling energies of electrons, 

protons, neutrons and the relative emptiness of space in each atom—for 

example, the hydrogen atom with its central nucleus said to be 100,000 

times smaller than the diameter of the atom, with the remaining space 

filled by one electron whirling at such a speed that it can be perceived only 

as a doud of energy. Dwelling upon this concept of the physical body and 

all forms in terms of atoms and their cosmic energies and upon the more 

recent and spectacolar observation that this cloud of energy appears from 

and disappears into some mysterious beyond, one's search reaches a 

frontier of modem experimental knowledge and faces the unknown. The 

path of search has led into ultimate physical matter and at the furthest 

point has reached the electron, where the vital force of life eludes observa¬ 

tion into a beyond. 

Where will one now turn for the knowledge to use with imagina¬ 

tion ? The frontiera of scientific knowledge have been reached. Life's 

source is not anywhere in the physical world- Life appears to pulsate 

through the mechanism of the atom, energiaing the physical world from 

some subtler level. Invisible and beyond our reach. One must now' resort 

to the likeliest hypothcats ha can come upon dealing with that region. 

It ia at this point that Theosophy and Science meet. Theosophy 

is recommended aa a source of such knowledge and 

SQBn£*ij,aTbi«- theory which wo may venture to use with imagination 

in ihii Gontifitiacice of the Suppose one now 

accompanies the electron from the physical atom into the realm immedi¬ 

ately beyond, using Theosopbical concepts and terminology. Theosophy 

has named it astral matter, made up of atoms moving at a much greater 

rate of speedy than physical atoms. The energies of these two levels are 

interlocked and one may esamioe the concept put forward by Theosophists 
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tegarding the uUimate physical atom to see how this interlocking arrange- 

meat is explained.* Proceeding now with imagination to enter the astral atom^ 

one comes up through the atom and the astral forms in which consciousness 

is now dealing, and discovers that tkc form is suhstantial when conscious¬ 

ness is focussed there, and the energy of desire and feeling impels atoms and 

molecules to assume the variety of forms of that level of facing. But once 

more a thorough search of knowledge about the astral level does not yield 

any final information as to the source of life, for the pulsations of energy 

appear into and disappear out of the astml world, as they do ed the 

physical, from some region beyond. 

Pursuing these pulsations of vitality through the astral atom one 

enters another atom moving much more swiftly, that of the mental world. 

Consciousness using energy at this level creates thought-forms in mental 

matter. Here in the mental body imagination becomes a reality | for 

instance, the thcosophical theories being utilized inform us that whatever 

wc visualize h actualty created in mental subutance, though such phenameTia 

take place only upon the lower levels of the mental plane. Upon the higher 

levels is a focus of the essential intelligence of man, an immortal Bsseoce 

which is preoccupied with observing the phenomena of the lower worlds 

as these are imaged in mental matter. This self cannot be a source of life, 

for there are innumerable individual selves and they in turn appear to have 

emerged from some eternally creative source beyond the level of their 
manifestation. 

Beyond the mental plane, as already indicated, lies the world of 

intuition. Any endeavor to reach it requires the tmagbing of what it ts 

like when one dwells in full consciousness in a region where all barriers 

that shut off one self from another disappear, where the essential life of 

all creatures exists in a unity whose principal quality is that of universal 

love and blis-. Mystics, seers, and sages have all testiBed to such 
consciousness. 

It « from this level must stem all of those cultural influencc.nhat 

inspire the nobler ideals and illuminations of man, for here every unit 

of consciousness becomes identified with all others in n profound interior 

awamnees. If one continued to use theosophical theory in an extension 

of this search it « not even upon the cosmic intuitive plane that one 

may expect to find the realm from which all life proceeds. 

‘ 3« 0«hW clupi«r on *• The EOwr ot 
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Beyond is a mysterinufl world of power where may be glimpsed on 

a level of eternal consciousness the archttypes of all 

Crvktxve is Id be ai^d cafl ever be throughout cveludon. 

Consciausness tonthing this realm mast glimpse that 

which is-to-be when perfection is achieved, for the Archetypal enereies 

natural to that realm play over all creation, drawing every form toward 

some divine far-off achievement of perfection. Imperfections are scea 

as such because consciousness is aware only of fragments. Coalact with 

archetypal energies must be judged as one of the supreme goals of the 

Artist-philosopher. Were he to reach this goal, direction as to cvolattonary 

purpose would be glimpsed in every form to be portrayed and therefore 

definition of laws governing in that direction. The Artist would have 

reached in his awareness a stable and changeless guiding point Sired in 

an eternnl source of life. An arc of conscioufness in him would link 

physical matter to a world of Archetypes. 
The technique of creating this arc of consciousness, then, is to 

push out to the frontiers of knowledge and then by coupling imagination with 

the most reasonable theory one can discover as to what lies beyond, to press 

confidently onward, searching patiently for and awaiting the mtiutive glimp¬ 

ses oi truth that will come. This is the way of the genius, the artist, and 

all pioneers of thought who grasp and reveal new knowledge for mankind. 

Summing up this effort to indicate briefly an application in terms 

of Art of the meeting of Theosophy and Scieuce, we firat have used the 

pertinent knowledge with which Science provided us and have drawn 

then upon thcosophical theories. Combining these we understand that 

upon lower mental levels are actual images in mental matter, created 

there by the impulses coming up from the physical world through the 

sense chanuels. but these images are distorted by inadequacy of percep¬ 

tion and therefore do not present the deepest reality behind the phenomena 

of the physical world. This reality is more clearly revealed as higher 

facuRifls of ^onsciouBness come into operation. These are the awakened 

intuitions, illuminationa and inspirations which pour down upon the 

images of the lower mental plane from the higher region?, sweeping away 

the veils of illusion to reveal in clear glimpses the real amidat the unreal. 

The opening of these higher faculties of intuition, illumination and 

U&intul inspiration is a process of growing in lawfulness, 

Priijctplei « contacting the influence of divine archetypes that are 

acting through fields of law upon every plane, Th<^ fields of law arc 
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superseded and governed from fiubtler regions by UniversaJ Principles, 

such as harmony^ order, unity, rhythm, balance, etc. These prin> 

dpies are alt innate in nature and can be observed as evcry'Where 

obeyed. When, as artists do, we directly associate ourselves intdligently 

and sympathBtically with nature, we tend to become conscious of these 

universal principles and thus by association to become aware of their 

ruling influence over any laws which are recognized. 

An essential function of Art is to afford its spectators a familiar 

asSiociatioD with oniversol principles, because Art necessarily employs them. 

In a w'ork of art, for eitample, wc readily perceive unity as an essential 

principle without which there cart be no eapression, only ebaoa. This 

primary principle in Art parallels a basic principle in Theosophy, that 

everywhere there is one Life, that nothing in the uatversa exists or con 

exist but the one Life which pervades aii space, manifesting on different 

planes through the garments of matter. Life descends into matter, evolv¬ 

ing through it to fulffl its latent possibilities, an idea incidentally which is 

the ravEise of that held by the preponderance of modern thinkers. If we 

fail to perceive unity in nature and life, it must be assumed that our pene* 

tratJve faculties are at fault because unity is demonstrably a universal 

principle. 

Another principle necessary to any work of Art is an ordered plan 

of composition. However esoteric the plan of a cubist painting may be, 

if it is intelligibie at alt a plan of some kind has been necessary to organiicc 

the canvas. The principle of order must pervade the whole artistic effort. 

Similarly, Theosophy points out that life itsulf is liherated through an 

ordered plan of unfoldment, latent in every form throughout the universe 

and knovTTi as the Plan of Evolution. Implied throughout the cycles of 

life's manifesution is the principle of order. All forms are unfoldicg from 

something to something else in an orderly process, and to Intuit, to inter¬ 

pret. to envision in orderly sequence the next stage of unfoldment for 

any form is lo create truly and co-operatively with nature. Ordof-rnust 
be perceived and ol>cyed. * 

Rhythm is another principle in naiure. All works of Art also 

depend upon this principle for their vitality. Rhythm to Art is movement 

expressed through periodicities of measurement that bestow vitality. It 

is a reflection of the eternal cyclic recurrent movement of life into and 

out of form. Rhythmic cycles and their laws govern the etiiire process 
of aeonic evolution. 
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Again, there is the principle of equiybriuni or balance- No eitprea- 

si^n oi Art can succted without it, and likewise it is perceived as a law 

of cause and effect universally active. Resulting from an intelligent obedi- 

eace to law is a blissful cnoscioi3sn|S3 which is the principle of Harmony 

in action. Colors may be placed on canvas or tones jmrtaposed in music, 

but unless they be related in some scheme obeying a natural law of 

arrangement the stale of harmony will not prevail and the eftectiveness 

af the vtfhole will be lost. 
Furthtr. we may observe that innate in every work of art is its inner 

meaning, its revelation or maasage, invisible and primor- 

HigW FiiiKtion which io the beginniog exists as archetypal idea 

^ and' is successfully expressed to external perception in 

accordance with the degree of the artist's obedience to truth and mastery 

of laws governing his medium. Through his Art a relationship between 

visible and invisible is established ; from an ideal there has been a descent 

to idea, to emotion, to fact, and from fact in a work of Art an apprea^ive 

eudience may be moved to emotion, to idea, to ideal or arc etype. is 

descent from an archetypal world, a plane of unity and unobstructed 

perception, to an outward world of physical fact together with Us enti«. 

ment of the beholder’s consciousness upon a return journey to the archc' 

typ^ world the high Junction of Art* l u 

Thuft through the use of scientific kiiowl<;dge and reasoned thouEnt 

in connection with the wisdom and cuncepts of Theosophy, the artist may 

reach levels of sublime vision and the discovery of True Purpose in his 

work. Art becomes, then, a aupetior usage of the bridge of consciousness 

from unreal to real—a bridge that both Science and Theosophy support 

aud where indeed they can meet and can be applied to the greater service 

and glory of mankind- 
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AND WHAt OF ART ? 

By CLAUDE BRAGDON 

Although seemingly not germane to the subject of this volume, " Where 

Theosophy and Science Meet ”, any book purporting 

'neosophy^ud trend of the times and the movement 
Science of consciousness should not leave Art out of account. 

It is vitally related to Theosophy and to Science also, 
however little it may appear so from a merely cursory view. 

That order of human activity which goes by the name of Art 

Alt and Love (though the Greeks had no word for it) should be con* 
ceived of as an ever-flowing tidal river fed from the 

excess creative energy of a people or of a period—like the seminal fluid, 

pnerated by, and in turn generating, sexual love. For just as this love 
insures the continuance of a race, so does Art insure its deathlessness 

in the memory of mankind. Campaigns and conquests are forgotten; 

but a nation which fails to achieve its apotheosis in beauty, perishes 
unhonoured on its rubbish heap. 

For one function of Art is to preserve for future generations a mirror* 

Index of consciousness of the people which produced 
Conaciouanese show the very age and body of the time his 

form and pressure ”. By this index alone it is possible 
to trace with certainty the fluctuations of the spiritual tide. For all truly 

great Art is something beyond and above the expression, in terms of 

beauty, of man’s habits, tastes, and beliefs; it is the presentation, through 

a chosen set of symbols, of his spiritual philosophy, his confident*sopes 

and inspired drpms. In this high sense our Machine Age Is sesthetically 

sterile, because it is without a spiritual philosophy, confident hopes, or 

inspired dreams. Therefore its nearest approach to true esthetic expres¬ 
sion IS, all paradoxically, in the field of invention, engineering, and mauu* 

factoring: A steel bridge, an automobile, an aeroplane, all products of a 
concerted effort toward space-conquest. which is the dominant note of 

today, their forms rigidly determined by their functions and expressive 
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of those fuoctioos, coot. D«tet to th. true ideal of Art than everythiug 

which goes currently by that name. . ^ ce.;-nos=— 
But with the unification of Theosophy with Modern 

which it is the aim of this book to chronicle—the 
Machine Age Machine Age migSt discover for itself a spiritual philo¬ 

sophy. confident hopes, and inspired dreams; it might again concern itself 
with themes commensurate in dignity and importance with t ose w ic 
inspired Egyptian. Greek. Christian and Buddhist art. Because Theosophy 
is only a restatement, in terms acceptable to the modern understanding, of 
that same AncUnt Wisdom which constitutes the inner content of every 
world-religion and-did scientists only know it-of Science itself. Lost 
sight of for the past few hundred years, this Wisdom is even now renascent 
in Theosophy, as the Machine Age hurries toward its climj^ and its clos^ 

For during that Age. the conquests of Science, capable of delivering 
man from most of the hardships and hazards to which 

Mechanization of jg subject, instead of being used for the conservation 
Mind and Soul j. become agents of enslavement, exploi- 

turion uod deslructioD. The soicidul results of such perversion of scieutiac 
knowledge and achievement in the wholesale slaughter of modern warfare, 
in starvation in the midst of plenty, in the mechanization of man s mind 

and soul, are becoming now so glaringly apparent even to the unthinking as 
to stir up a kind of counter-revolution of ever-growing intensity. A ong 
with this reversal, and as a consequence of it, there should come some new 
influx of spiritual light such as dawns in the universal human consciousness 
at those times when the soul, awakening from its age-old slumber, comes 

again near the surface of life. .... -j 
Spiritual fermentation of this order, of which • history provides 

many examples-in Egypt, in Greece, in Mediaeval 
Europe, and in India, in China and Japan foUowing the 
introduction of Buddhism—must needs find an outlet 

in Art. even in new forms of Art. as was the case in France during the 
rise of Gothic architecture, when the windows of Chartres and Amiens 

gave a new glory to sunlight itself. 
When today we use the term “Modern Art”, we can mean only 

Revolutionary Art—Art, so to speak, in explosion. For 
there is a world-conflict going on in this field, just as 
in every other; the old crystals are being broken up. 

Take the case of Architecture, for example, the most “ static ” of all the 

New Fonns ol 

Art 

Revolutionary 

Art 
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arts, la cofruiioii with all the rest it is uodergcing profound and revolu¬ 

tionary changes underneath our very eyes, though for the nuMt pan wc 
are blind to them. 

The rigid economy made ncr^ssary by the dcpreasion, operating in 
conjuaction with that stern, rationalistic attitude of scientific efficiency 
developed during the World War, has had the effect of sweeping away 
all * applied nrchitectun:'*—cornices, columusi pilasters, and the like— 
which 8cr\'B no useful purpose, but which used to be considered necessary 
on purely iceilictic grounds. Except in the field of Governmental Architcc- 
tore, which represents the consarvative and tniditionaJ^nd sometimes 
even there-the enemeer and the technician now dominate the profession, 
in consequence of which the idea of a building as a working machine has 
replaced the id^ of it as a work of art. Not that it makes no pretence 
to beauty, but it is a beauty of a different kind—the beauty of irtifiyy, of 
perfect adaptation of means to end, by reason of which " every increase 

Beauiy of unliiv mcrease of beauty*'. Thu “battle of 
the styles'’ lias ceased to be a vital issue and is now 

important only to schoolmen. Eclectic architecture has been largely 
superseded by so-called "functional" architecture, the guiding principle 
of which IS that the function should determine the form, and the form 
express the function. It will he interesting to trace the genesis and growth 
of this idea, which is revolutionbiiig Architecture. 

It appears to have been first formulated and practised by Dankmar 

F«ai„ ChKop. .rchiu^l ,„d 

r™. '*« y“' 'W? determioKl the lam ol the Chicago 
Airfitonuo. (the |„jat theatre io AoKrica a„ ,07.1 

hm.) strictly la accoriaace »ith its feocion as , pl.ee o, hear and see 
The rise of the floor Iron, the onihesra pit to the hack waa deterniioed by 
acoDStlc principles so that the direct oatward mowmeo, of the »und 
wes leoiild eoeooottr every p.,, „( the floor. Thi^ together ^th the 
sha^ and dts^ition of the rrileclitlg anthes aboya, gave the ioterio. S 
architectum) character, so different from anv rh.rs ■ . 
and later imitated in New York's Radio City Music Hair Th^r^- 

distingaishefl fer 1. -stioa. per Jio“rd ^^slJ 

rU“'' f "f, ■’'“tably ™ 
the best reem for opera, all thiogs coasidered, ye, bail, i„ tii, n' 

aaw 1 v'‘°"r“!!;““»' Adler and SuUiyao fa, 
Adler Utspirad hi, giffad yoao, piubair. Lonis H. Sallivan, *i*,h thi, o, 
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luDctlonil arehileotuio, »ith llu: resoU tlial tosethor they oinlmued to pfo- 

d..ce buildiecs ef ae ellodether «o»cl type. Freak Lloyd WriBhl. a dni.«hB- 

™n in their offioo. toekioE " Form Follows Fonction ■' his slosan aleo^'"'" 
he beran the piiclfee of Architecture on his own account, i^iplied t e 

principle in his own individual way. Theac men exerted 
EuriypeaiiArdutec- gmill influence on the archilECtnre of their own coUQtryj 
tun; tevoluuHucd gjveo ovcr to the schoolmen, With theit imUations 

of the historic styles, but Sullivan and Wright caused what amounted to a 
wvolntion in conlemporary Enropam architecture, and this in turn had 

important repercussions in the land oF their birch. This came about m 

the following curious way: 
The commissioueri (com European countries scot by their govern¬ 

ments to report on the WorId’s Columbian Exposition held m Chicago in 1893 

were not interested in Its architecture aa represented by the famous *' Court 

of Honour," for this was of a sort with which they had been long familiar, 

and of which, truth to tell, advanced Europeans were growing a little tired. 
Louis Sullivan's Transportation Building, however, rel^alcd, so to speak, 

to the Exposition's backyiiTd. excited the admiration of some of those com¬ 

missioners, because it was so unlike anything they bad ever seen. Not only 

was it beautiful in a new way, but it was the only building on the grounds 

which wTis not more or leas an imitation of something else. Ttne one alone 
looked like vfhai ii wa—a well-designed and gaily-deco rated enclosure, a 

rip particular permanedce, for the hou&iag of exhibits only ^ long as i c 

Fair lasted. In other words, here was/Knt’lmwofarcbilecture, in comparison 

with which that which constituted the Court of Honour appeared both 
pretentions and false. The commissioners were so impressed fay this, and 
by Adler and Sullivan's Auditorram, Schiller Theatre, and other buildings 

in Chicago, that they took photographs and drawings of them back to 

Europe for exhibition and for use in museums and schools, Some years 

subsequent to this, books of Frank Lloyd Wright’s drawings of hia 
arcUrectaral work were published io sumptuous editions in ^rmatiy and 

* in Holland, and widely circulated. The thing happened 
although American architects, almost 

u.dibcyn«i Si, B exception, remained incorrigibly eclectic, Euro¬ 

pean architects were beginning to revolt against the traditional styles, and 

were on the lookout for new forms, materials, and methods which should 

express the ^odern taste and the modern temper. These hints they found 
in Wright's bouses. European arehitecture is of necessity Aorratwifaf—it 
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knows not the skj’scraper-^nd Wrights houssea, built for the prairies of 

the MiddJc West were horisontal too, thus providing for these men the 
sort of model of which they were in searchi 

In this way wag inaugurated that new' manner of building which 

Sheldon Cheney lias named ” The New World Archi- 
fJnciencx ^ . it e i ■ 

&ciniomy,ilte Aitt teciDre ► liaviDg set Its stamp on a large part of Europe, 
it found its Way back to the Land of its origin, America;, 

to which European architects still looked for inspiration and guidance, 
because it was the land of the maebine, and tJiey had adopted the machine 

as their archetype. Accordingly, unlike Sullivan and Wright, they stripped 

their constructions bare of ornament. LeCorhusier singled out our great 

grain elevators and manufactories for admiration because built solely with 

an eye to efficiency and economy, the form determining the function in 

every case. He cites the aeroplane and the ocean liner as examples of a 
new kind of beauty achieved solely by tha$e means. 

The outstanding merits of this New Architecture are theses its 
practicality, its competence In fulfilling the imposed requirements, its 

Employmeat of new materials and building methods, the elimination of 

needless expenfie and useless labour, and its general effect of cleanness, light¬ 

ness, brightness, and the absence of all “ stuffiness On the other hand, it is 

usually lacking in grace and charm; there is no appeal to the esthetic 

sense or to the imagination. One reason for this is that it abjures orna¬ 

ment as something alien to its chosen archetype, the machine. It is true 

that Louis Sullivan, who well deserves the title of the first architeetuml 

modernist, declared that it would be greatly to our esthetic good if we 
would refrain from the use of ornameni for a period of years in order 

™ » IE“ “"“"'"ted .c„„l, upon 
the productioti of buildings "well formed and comely 

in the nude ", Nevertheless, ornameut has always here¬ 
tofore been a necessary concomiUnt of every aTchitectural style, and was 

so recognised by SuUivan himself, not only in his own pmetke^fgr he 

was one of the greatest masters of ornament who ever livad—but k his 
philosophy of architecture as well, for he says i " We feel matinctivdy that 
our strong, athletic, and simple forms will carry with natural ease the 

raiment of which we dream, and that our buildings thus dad in garments 

of poetic imagery, half hid as it were in the products of the loom and 

mme will appeal with redoubled power Sullivan's lyrical spirit would 
have had scant sympathy with those pedestrian pracHiion^rs who would 
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make of architecture a purely utilitarian art, admitting nn beauty 

than ttat which resides in the pericet adaptation oi means to ends* Xne 

phrase “ Form Follows Function" did not sum up Sullivan s entire 

thought. His archetype was not the n.acftfnr, but the niStturam, and 

in organic life the element of vicarious beauty—witness the entire veget- 

able kiDEdom—enter in* _ i r* - 
Ornament is indeed the ficvfer of architeq.ture, blooming only after 

root, stalk, leaf are well developed, and blooming not at all li the plant 

be not vigorous enough to support it- For ornament 

of life, excess of beanty-thc spilled wine from a cup over-fulL 

iB related to sinictnre as song ia related to speech, as dancing w ° 

walking* Watch a child walking along the street: presently the tide 

of life becomes too powerful for that manner of locomo¬ 

tion, and the walk becomes a hippity*hop—a dance. 

Expressing as it does a superabundant vitality, this 

d.nce «.n«pond. to ornunont. To the ,ol|.,lylcd Fooction^iW orM- 

„„l it taboo becao,, tboy ba« so litlfe joy of 1-fe that th,y ^ no 

want to ianoa and >iog. Wore that lyric, Dlonyaiao spirit in there it 

would express itself in the work of their hands as ornament, 

Joy is not in them, nor in the other devotees of pure rationalism, 

\ because they have no " spiritual philosophy, confident 

Mind-riAUe inspired dreams'*. So if we discover in this 

New Architecture, in spite of iia straight thinking and technical com¬ 

petence a certain aridity and sterility, it is because the limes like 

that—miud-nViden—the soul not having yet risen to the surface of life. 

But this Modernistic Architecture of the Machine Age has at 

least the merit of being in tune with its spirit—utilitanan, 

competent, unseDtimcntal. scornful of mere prettiness- 

and on that account it is an improvement upon the 

Architecture which it is so rapidly replacing, which though 

more pleasing abounds in falsehood and pretence. And the »me thing 

is happening to all the other arts-their very stridency proclaims that 

they are sounding the modem note at last. If Joas and swing music 

takL popular precedence over that of “ Bach, Beethoven and Brahms 

it is not because it is more beautiful than theirs, but b^use it is m 

tune with these times and they arc ant. In paiutiug and sculpt^ we 

discover the same thing happening: Brancusi a demcntal forms m 

polished stcSl and brass, and Arehipenkq*s archetypal bronxes are the 

Ln Tunc witli 
tliATiinc* 
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only sculptures which seem suited to the new type of stripped and sanitary 
interior; as the paintings of Matisse and Picasso seem best suited to 

adorn its walls. The world-mood of the moment has at last found 

momentary expression in the work of men such as these, bold enough 

to emancipate themselves from outworn conventions no longer adequate 
to express the subtle and quick-moving spirit of the times. The Machine 
Age here finds objectification in Art. 

Aid of Science 

to Art 

Science has at last invaded the sacred chamber of Art. It is the 

use of the scientfic method and the utilization of 

scientific means as applied to the problem of “ shelter *’ 

which has created the New Architecture rather than 
the influence of any one man or group of men. Such things as canti¬ 

lever construction, structural glass and stainless steel forced the develop¬ 

ment of new architectural forms. These will doubtless crystallize into 

something no less definitely a “style” than the historic styles of the past. 

Music IS being, and will increasingly be, drawn direct from the 

Intuition, the Vibratory ether without the intervention of the dozen 
Artist's sine qua non different instruments which constitute the modern or¬ 

chestra the application of Science to this art in the 
mere matter of sound production, transmission, amplification, is practically 

limitless. The sculptor who does not call to his aid science and mathe- 

matics will find himalf outdated, and the painter «ho ignores the 

chemistry of pigments, speetral analysis, polygonal synopsis, and suchdike 

scientiac matters will be left at the post. But the aid of Science to Art 

IS limited to ways and means of expression. With that search of the soul 

for beauty which Art is. Science has nothing to do. Its own ouest, which 

IS for the truths latent in phenomena, and the utiliaation of those truths 

IS ^rhaps not fundamentally different but is arrived at by a different route 

and through the use of a different faculty, the reason, in contradistinction to 
the intuition, or the creative imagination, which is the artist's si« om, 

The aims and ideals of modem Science may be stated in thfcvery 

VrlwalUlad,. Blavatsky chose asxhe slogan 
‘he Th^ophical movement: “There is no Religion 

d AO Higher than Tmth ". This would indicate an aIBnily, 

not to say an identity between the two which with the 

advance of Science during the Past few decades is becoming increasingly 
apparent. But Theo^phy holds within it the promise and ^ssibimni a 

nch spintual life, which is something that Science, from it's very nature. 
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cannot possibly give, although once given, it can vastly enrich. The prime 

requisite of great art is a rich spiritual life; until we have this, we shal 

lack the other. Thus the union of intuition and reason, the fusion o 

Theosophy and Science, the “Marriage of East and West” is the con¬ 

summation devoutly to be wished. Science now lacks the inspiration, the 

“ sudden light ” which its own independent confirmation of the Theosop ic 

Scheme would give, while Theosophy, without this confirmation, is bound 

to be suspect to the type of mentality which will accept nothing until it 

has passed through the alembic of scientific analysis. But life viewed in 

binocular vision through the twin lenses of Science and Theosophy, focused 

to form a single image, would give that image depth, reality, volume, 

higher bv an entire dimension than the image which we have. Art. striving 

to reproduce this image, as it needs must, would recapture the wonder, 

mystery, and transcendence which characterize the great art of past ages. 

the product of peoples possessing a spiritual philosophy, confident hopes. 

and inspired dreams. 
For when the soul rises to the surface of life Nature becomes an 

ever-living scripture, a kind of picture-writing of the 

Art flowers when truths of spiritual experience, projected in recognizable 

^ symbols, rather than a field for scientific investigation or 

a storehouse to be ravaged for man’s material needs. This in a measure 

accounts for the art-flowering in the wake of every spiritual upheaval, it is 

a reassembling of these symbols in the effort to express the supersensuous 

world in terms of the sensuous. ^ 
By every sign such a spiritual upheaval is now due, and will be 

signalled and signalized by that rapport between Western 

Marriage between science and Eastern transcendentalism which it is the 
East and Wert purpose of this book to Call attention. For the thing 

has already happened : it is only the recognition of it which is delayed. 

In what new art-form will this marriage between East and West 

be celebrated? In an art of light; because just as 

Where Theoaophy definitely as music—the art of sound—was a seeking, so 
and Science Meet art of light-be a/irtrffflg. For 

light is the visible symbol of an inner radiance, and colour is the sign- 

manual of joy and happiness. Science has for the first time in the history 

of the world made such an art possible; such an art is “ Where eo- 

sophy and Scyence Meet 
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By RXJKMINI DEVI 

In this bcNik dedicated to Theosophy and entitled '* Where Theosophy 

and Science Meet", it is truly important that Art should be included. 

Few leidise that Art is a great and as yet unexplored field of Theosophy. 

To many Theosophy is just a set of teachings. What are those teach¬ 

ings? Are they above and different from Science, Art, Philosophy, or 
Religion ? 

Theosophy, the white light shining above, on passing into the 

denseness of our world becomes the apectnim, embodying like a magni- 

ficent opal the whole range of colours. If one turns it this way it is 

Science, and another way it becoines Art, it becomes Yoga, Music oi 

Dance. One might almost say that Theosophy and Science do not meet, 

because Theosophy is Science and Science is Theosophy, for what is 

Science after all? In the world today the ordinary individual coufuses 

the word Science with experimentation and discovery. The great plan 

exiats and man with hia intelligence and capacity has touched a fringe of 

the pi&n, from which has developed what we call Science which basso 

far mainly concerned itself with the outermost w'orkings of nature's laws. 

Nature has shown portions of its plan to man as he has begun to 

manipulate the body of nature, which is matter. As man expedments 

nature reveals itself and man is surprized at the power, the result that he 

can produce. He directs these forces of Nature into various channels of 

activity and knowledge. This is great work indeed, and it satisfife the 

mind of man. His mmd-body is stimulated; therefore it iJecomes more 

and more creative and the urge to create is satisfied. Satisfaction here is 

no static state, for the mind of the true Scientist is at rest only in the 
continuous movement of creativeneas. 

Thro-Bh ThKMophy m. I,..., not the part which is new cdM 
Scene, bet the whole which is the 6-e.t Mw:™...,, the Me f«ce in 

operatton, with its otuversee, "Is Inws, its etder, its Plut; jU of which it. 
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represented in man. a complete being. This real Science which leads 

through knowledge of the operation of evolutionary forces to knowledge of 

the Plan is Theosophy in its true form—Occultism. It is Occultistn that 

lies behind all thought, all philosoQjiy and all manifestation. It is this 

Science alone that will help us to understand the universe and man. Art 

and present-day Science. If we understand Occultism we begin to realize 

the nature of Yoga, for what is Yoga but true perception in the light of 

deep experience, the experience of body, mind and emotion. When there 

is complete attunement between the bodies of man and his innermost 

being with a perfect understanding of all the functions of the great Plan 

both within him and without, there is the true Yogi. 

Theosophy as Occultism divides itself into three categories in the 

world of today and in its everyday expression is : 

(1) True Science—Resulting from the relationship of matter to a 

mind which is tuned to a perception of the Cosmic principle. (2) True 

Aft—Resulting from the relationship of matter to an emotion tuned to a 

perception of the Cosmic principle. (3) True Religion which includes philo¬ 

sophy. common to both the above, not dealing with the Nature around us 

as Art and Science both are. but the Nature within us. Therefore its 

manifestation emphasizes conduct, character, aspiration. 

For the complete Man. the Yogi, these three are all aspects of 

the one great Principle of life, and it is easy to see how all Bnally meet 

in one Consciousness. All three have to find the higher mind in order 

to discover Truth and Beauty. Really great Scientists. Artists and Saints 

have all touched the same source. In the West often the Scientist and 

the Artist meet. It is a well-known fact that great Mathematicians 

are generally Musicians, though not always in practice. In the East 

this is equally true of today when the mind has turned to Science 

rather than to Religion. But until lately it was the Artist and the Saint 

who met. for in the history of India one sees the land filled with the Spirit 

of Religion but as expressed through Art. Great Saints have expressed 

their Cosmic devotion through Music. Dance and Poetry. 

On the other hand, when man is expressing the lower emotion and 

the lesser self, then Science becomes desecrated by the dry mind that 

merely distracts from Truth, becomes cruel, practical and destructive. 

Then Art becomes sensual, vulgar and cruel through the lower emotion. 

Religion becomes an empty code of behaviour, narrow, superstitious and 

pruel, the antithesis of the highest Truth, compassion. 
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Those great Beings who have achieved, like the Lord Buddha, 
Sri Krishna, Zarathushtra, Sankaracharya, Christ and others, are therefore 

those who have become within themselves a living harmony of light, 

colour, sound and rhythm, thus becoming one with Nature, the mother 
of knowledge. ' 

It is very easy to understand evolution by understanding these 

principles. Today the Scientist even without knowing it is attaining to 

Cosmic Consciousness by applying his mind to the forces of Nature. (He 

wants to achieve a specific object in the material world and must therefore 

learn its laws, and as he goes deeper into Nature’s laws his mind must 

become deeper and less personal. It is thus that he unconsciously moves 

toward Cosmic Consciousness.) In the ancient days in the East, the Yogi 

or the great Scientist translated Cosmic Consciousness into mind language 

and also into the direct manipulation of the forces of Nature, working 

consciously from the inside out, instead of unconsciously from the 
outside in. 

Today, the Artist is trying to express the urge toward Cosmic 

Consciousness, which is the real urge behind all creative effort, through the 

mind, and this is where modem civilization is retrograde, and why it is 

unable to produce truly great Art, Art which will outlive the civilization 

itself. The Artist has lost his creative genius because he has lost his 

instrument, emotion. Art has not made as great a progress today because 

the whole aim of Art, whether the Artist knows it or not, is to attain 

cosmic consciousness through emotion in union with Nature. Not very 

long ago in the West great Artists achieved a high state of consciousness 

through sound, rhythm and form as did Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, 

Leonardo da Vinci, Fra Angelico, and others. In ancient India, the Yogi 

who was the great Artist brought Cosmic Beauty through the language of 

the heart in harmony with Nature in her manifold expressions of sound, 
rhythm, colour, line and touch. 

No wonder then that a great Yogi was the embodiment of all Know¬ 

ledge and Beauty. The most marvellous example of this is Nataraja, who 
contains in Himself all forms of expression. He is the inspirer of Patan- 

jali’s Yoga Sutras, He is the inspirer of Bharata. the great Rishi who gave 

us the gift of Dance and Music. Being an embodiment of emotion and 

mind He finally, above all, becomes the Compassionate One, the essence 

of Oneness and Universality. He is the example to the world today of 

not only what an Artist should be but what the civilization should be It 
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is because mind and emotion at their highest are one Consciousness 

that a great Scientist and a great Artist are so similar, both in depth 

of experience and in the quality of their being—unless they are of the 

lower order, for the acknowledged great are not always great, any 

more than the great are always acknowledged. In his high reaches 

the Scientist touches Cosmic emotion through mind, while the artist 

reaches Cosmic mind through emotion. For the perfect balance of 

expression both are necessary to the world, but for the ordinary man Art 

is as necessary as daily bread, for only through the refining influence of 

Beauty is it possible for man to evolve. Emotion is more easily aroused 

and it is a more normal expression than mind. It is through this that purity 

of body, of thought, of action, of motive is born, for in the vast majority 

of mankind, it is emotion which rules the mind and directs action, whether 

consciously or subconsciously. Hence a great Artist is inevitably a Yogi 

who shows the way, a messenger who can make the savage feel that Heaven 

is as near to him as to the Gods. 
Art gives the message of this Heaven to the mind, emotion and 

body. The true Yogi of Art brings the Plan into incarnation as form, 

rhythm, sound, colour. The unfolding of the White Light becomes 

pattern, geometry, design, as well as colour. The great Painter becomes 

one with this unfoldment and through his identity. Divinity can express 

Itself. Through his emotion and imagination he tries to portray the vast 

unlimited spaces, heights and depths, into the limitations of his material 

and through the instrument of the hand. He moulds the universe with 

clay and marble. With his feet and body he expresses in movements of 

grace and rhythm the limitless beauty of the universe, the music of the 

spheres, the timing of events. 

Bharata says that the Dance is the greatest of the arts and through 

His Dance Shiva brought salvation to the world. What is the significance 

of this ? It is that the human body, being the most evolved of physical 
manifestation, is in essence the perfect instrument of the Divine, and has 

all the potentialities of becoming such an instrument, for man has in 

himself the power to become the Divine. While this is true there is no 

manifestation that is further away from beauty than man without his own 

will, effort and imagination. One can find beauty in Nature, in the trees, 

in light, in the animals because they have not yet parted from God in 

order to become Gods. Man has, and his body is crude, coarse with pas¬ 
sions and habif^ far removed from Nature, until he purifies it by refinement. 

35 
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Hence the Dance. The great rhythm releases in him the joy, the beauty, 

the grace and harmony of cosmic life. In the training of the body, in 

the moulding of its movement into Music made visible with Music s 

life-giving gifts of beauty and rhythm, the physical matter which is the 

body transcends itself. The physical becomes non-physical; the earth on 

which he dances becomes a veritable heaven. Mind and emotion working 

through his body, he conquers space. One understands from this how the 

description of Shiva as Nataraja can speak of Him as dancing through 

space, representing Cosmic rhythm, how the worlds dance, and how the 

moon and the stars become his ornaments. The harmony of the Universe 

has become the joy of the body. 
Dancing is considered to be the complete Art because it is an expres¬ 

sion of the complete man, a synthesis of all Arts. For from this physical Art 

comes the conquering and purification of body, emotion and mind. It 

needs the accompaniment of all the five senses, which are the five windows 

of the soul, and of all the other Arts. So again you find in Nataraja yet 

another symbol, the Damaru (drum), representing rhythm and sound. 

From this is born another Art of Arts, Music. 
While hands and feet are instruments of rhythm, the ear is the 

attuner of this rhythm to the soul and therefore it craves for sound, 

melody. Music by which to draw the soul into union with rhythm. 
Rhythm and movement representing Time seek union with harmony and 

melody the manifestation of Eternity. Time represents the material or 

the body, while sound represents the soul, hence the union of rhythm and 

sound or Dance and Music is an at-one-ment with God. Therefore, the 

ear is not merely a means of hearing but an instrument of the soul in 
receiving the sound coming from the Damaru of Nataraja, the Cosmic 
Dancer. It is said that the first-born of the five senses is the power to 

hear. To me it is as if on the day of the birth of the child, he is sent 

out from the Heaven world blind, unable to speak, to think, or to move 

about, but as a compensation he is told, there will be one tiny fragment of 

Heaven he will not lose when he is born, and that is the,.power to hear. 

Who knows but each child is born with the sound of heavenly Music in 
bis ears. 

Music is the direct channel between Heaven and the heart. Of 

course, essentially, all Art and all expression is centred in the heart. As 

the earth and body are the materials for the Dancer, so are emotion and 

.sound the vehicles of Music, for Music is the Dance of the fcmotional body. 
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To ooderetand pure Music needs as great a concentration of the bodies as 

the Daacc, Great Mosicians have conquered space, time, and all forms of 
human experience through Music for which the finest instrument is the 

human body, ft is interesting to see bow the human body is built as an 

instrument for the Dancer, the Musician and the Yogi alike, how even 

in physical training there is similarity between the three. The Yogi 

is told that in deep meditation posture is of extreme importance, the 

spine hf-ing ihe rod of power connecting the human with the Divine. 
It is said that the Indian instrument, the Veena, is a reflection of 

the reality of a perfect body, but to ug the Veena is a symbol before 
our eyes of the way the spine is the instrument of power, the symbol of 

harmony between earth and Heaven. So the Yogi takes earth through his 

meditation and unites it with Heaven. In the same way the spine (s the 

instrument of sound for the Musician—even physically. The Musician 

has to understand posture and the use of the different ways of breathing 

and sources of resouanoe connected with the position of the spine. In the 
same way the Yogi as the Musician takes the carthiness of his emotions and 

unites with it the Heaven of all-pervading universal Sound. When this 

happens, for all who can understand as well as for the one who creates, 

there is born a joy indescribable and an experience of unity with the Divine 

which alone gives contentment, for during the experience of hearing pure 

Music, we forget ourselves and therefore we are in our natural element of 

being Gods. Humanity being fundamentally ruled by emotion, the 

purification, the stimulation and the direction of emotion is essential, os it 

is obvious that the right direct ion of emotion results in the happiness of all 

creatures, through the Establishment of brotherhood between all creatures. 

It is only through the right direction of emotion that a Buddha or a 

Christ or a Krishna is born. These great Beings are not only the Yogis of 

Music but are its result, physical embodiments of pare emotion, the 

highest Music. 
As dance is the conquering of the body, so is music the conquering 

of the emotions. To transcend both is Yoga, the sound that is physical 

calling to the eternal salt in all. This shows that Art is not a mere expres* 
sioD, or an entertainment, but a Power which can both destroy and build. 

This is why Music in particular is used in every form of worship, in every 
Religion, in every temple. Music is used for war, for death or victory, love 

and devotion. It removes fatigue for the labourer, gives joy to the suffer¬ 
ing, energy'to the woirioi and the highest flights of inspiration to the 
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devotee. In India, the land that has above all emphasized Spirituality, 

Music was used by every saint, philosopher and Artist, for each knew that 

it is possible through Music to lift the consciousness of an individual to 

the level of one in deepest meditation. Sound and rhythm are vibrations, 

tbey are power. This power can be Inisued as well as used. Passion also 

can be aroused through Music, as is too often the case in the world today. 

Sensuality can be strengthened through the Dance, for the lower passions 

expressed through the exhibition of the body itself are a potent instrument 

of evil. It is well known of course that Music is used for the stirring up 

of the lower passions. Hence the need for the Occultist to understand this 
force and lead the world by this most direct of means, Art. 

Hence the necessity for character as essential to the Artist, for 

without it there is no will to direct the Art-Force along lines of tran¬ 

scendence. Here again we have the beautiful symbology of Shiva as the 

Yogi, the compassionate and benevolent One, who wears the ashes of the 
cremation ground on His body. He is the destroyer because He has burnt 

to ashes Kama—the desire-love. By His benevolence. He danced. He 

played the Damaru, from which came the first sound, the sacred word, and 

the Vedas, the source of true Music. Therefore Music and Dance as well 
as all the Arts have their source in the One. Truly Music is a gift of the Gods 

for in it are Science, Mathematics, Beauty and Harmony. In it are the Veda, 

the Dance. Since Art is a Divine force that lifts the crude vibrations of 
the lower matter, since Art is Harmony, it has yet another power, that of 

literally bringing earth and heaven together for through it alone can two 

evolutions come together, the human and the angelic. It is because of 

this that the Seers of the world have understood the value of Art, not 

only in everyday life, but in ritual, in temples, and in the teachings of 
all Truths. 

• The Science of the Soul and the Science of living are one and the 

same. True Science is the knowledge of Power and the true Yogi is one 

who knows how to wield it. The symbology of Shiva is indeed a perfect 

one, but it is not only a Hindu symbol or an exterior sypibol. Each 

one of us is Shiva inasmuch as we understand the principle, whatever 

may be the name we give Him. He is the sum, and more, of all the 
capacities of all human beings in all directions, for He is their source, 
their growth, and their perfection. A human Dancer uses arms and legs 

as He does, a Poet and a Musician use voice and instrument, an Actor 

uses costume and ornament of gold studded with gems. But in reality, 
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if the Spirit is the Master of Forms, then the artist is at one with Him— 
it is He who dances, He who sings and plays. He who is thus described: 

11 

“ We bow to Him the benevolent One whose limbs are the Worlds, 

whose song and poetry is the essence of all language, whose costume is 

the moon and the stars **. 
In essence, true Art is the mediator between spirituality and every¬ 

day life. Though there are few Artists who show forth this great truth, 

still the world is blessed in these few and in the very creation of Art, 

which can be such a mighty force for the salvation of the world. 
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By D. D. KANGA 

The majority of the people of the world seem to be living a more or 

less superBcial life. There is no depth in their life. 
Dare, Seek, Fmcl, , 

Share aware that there are deeper and 
deeper layers of consciousness to explore*, to unfold 

and to live. If they become aware of these deeper layers of life and try 

to explore what they really are and get a slight glimpse of those subtler 
regions of existence, then they will have a deeper understanding of 
the laws of life and a profounder knowledge and experience of their 
own constitution. If they are earnest seekers of true happiness and 

peace and if they wish, or rather veill, to live a life free from trivialities 
and superficialities, thrills and sensations, which seem to be the order 

and fashion of the day, then that will be the beginning of their living a 
different type of life and if they are sufiBciently daring, patient and perse¬ 
vering, will find what they are seeking foe, and having found it and 
experienced the contrast of their new mode of life with their former life, 

like to share it with others. In this new way of life of theirs, they will 
find a state of mind which will make them respond to the deeper chords 
of consciousness and take them nearer to the centre of their being where 
there is always true peace, joy and bliss. Their motto in life will then be 
Dare, Seek, Find, Share. 

The emphasis throughout the book is on the living of a xohoU 

Whol«.« i. ”» "Ability, culture, refine- 
Culture ® intellectual life is not living 

a whole life.* To live a whole life one has to pass beyond 
the level of the concrete, logical, analytical, critical mind. 

'This is to be read after the article The Thrill n* ri.it e> xi 
previous part. “ Self.Bxpioratum, given in the 

* See The Thrill of Self-Expioraiion, pp. 314.229, Part HI, this Vol.—Ed. 
• Intelligence alone is dangerous if it is not snbiertMt • 

tion of moral values "-p. 133, Human Destiny, by I^me du Nofiy?* * ^ «“onal percep- 
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Let us see what are the characteristics of this lower mind . 
Wherever and whenever you see in a man or in a woman a tendency 

to a closed ’ mind as opposed to an open mind, a preju- 

Cluuracterutic* of diced mind, a narrow, restricted vision like that of a 
Lower Mind Hke that of a frog in a 

well who thinks that that is the whole ocean, or like that of the people in 

Plato's cave’, know positively that that person lives in the lower mind. 
Wherever and whenever you see in a person a tendency to selt- 

interest, grabbing for oneself, demanding of rights alone and not thinking 

of his duties and responsibilities, a tendency to quibbling, quarrelling over 

words and trifles, separativeness, exclusiveness, intolerance to the weakness 

and mental dullness of others (the weak should go to the wall), then know 

definitely that that person lives in his concrete, analytical mind. 

Wherever and whenever you see in a person a tendency to domina¬ 

tion, aggressiveness, use of force, exploitation, profiteering, hoarding, 

competition, know that that person lives in his lower mind. 
Wherever and whenever you see in a person a tendency to pride, 

egoism, selfishness, ambition, false prestige, greed, lust, hatred, malice, 

cruelty, ugliness, intellectual callousness and pleasure in the wanton 

killing of animals and birds for sport, food or fashion, or when you see 

a person practising animal sacrifice on false religious beliefs, then know 

positively that the consciousness in that person is functioning at the level 

of the lower triangle. V * 
On the other hand, wherever and whenever you see in a man or 

in a woman a tendency to co-operation, communal life, 
CharacteriMics of tenderness, compassion, love, a sense of unity, a great 
the Higher Mina ^ ^ greater joy in 

giving than in receiving, then know positively that that person is living in 

a higher mind or on a spiritual level. 
Wherever and whenever you see in a person a tendency to wisdom, 

humility, altruism, simple living and high thinking, a disciplined life, 

living in the world and not being of the world, in short, living a life of 

loving, self-sacrificing service, then know that the consciousness in that 

person is functioning at the level of the upper triangle. A- 

' See pp. 275-276, this Vol.—Ed. . 
• A man with a dosed mind does not receive fresh ideas; be sUgnates. He is like 

a staonant poo! of water covered over with scum and moss. A man with an 0|»n mmd is 

• Seep, lid, Partin (Self-ExploraUon). 
• See diagram 2 in the General Introduction. Part I, see also pp. 273-277, this Vol. 
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How to paw from ^ that IS the case, how is he to shift the focus of his 

* consciousness from the lower level to the higher level ? 
The modus operandi is shown in what follows : 

We have already seen in the Introduction to Part II, how we could 
p^s from the consciousness in body to the consciousness in the lower 

mind.’ This we did by becoming interested in the pursuits of the lower 

mind, in the solution of personal problems, etc. Similarly, we could shift 

the focus of consciousness from the lower mind to the higher mind, from 

^ lower triangle to the upper triangle, to the realm of the spirit by 

becoming interested in the pursuits of the higher synthetic mind and the 

spirit, that is, becoming interested and engaged in the solution of imper¬ 
sonal, communal, national and world problems. 

By remaining ever engaged and immersed in the solution of big. 

By becoming impersonal problems such as the following, one acquires 
interettedinthe a healthy outlook on life, and in the very liring of that 

relations with the members of one’s family, 
one’s servants, one’s neighbours, and all others with 

whom one comes into contact become noble and rehned : 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The question of rehabilitation of society necessitated after 

World War II (food, clothing, housing, and other social 
problems). 

The evolution of an Economic system which lays stress on 

the sharing of the fundamental necessities of life, the wise 

pooling of all resources for the beneht of all and a wise 
system of distribution^ 

The evolution of an Economic System in which there would be 

no frustration or exploitation of science, no destruction of 
foods and goods and no restriction of production, no unem¬ 

ployment and consequent starvation, a mixed economy which 
IS a higher synthesis of capitalist and socialist economy. 

4. The establishment of right human relations based on justice 

and the recognition of the unity of life. The Equitable and 

friendly adjustment of relations between inter-racial, inter- 
rehgious. inter-communal, inter-provincial and inter-national 
groups. 

• See Introduction to Pnrt II. Vo!. I. p. 183; also diagram, p. li. Vol 1. 
’ See p. 479. this Vol.—Ed. * 
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5. The establishment of moral law among nations.' 

Just as energy manifests different characteristics such as motion, 
heat, light, sound, electricity, magnetism, depending 

Energy manifest* niedia*^ t'Arough which it functions, so does life 

™ energy (consciousness) manifest different qualities and 

characteristics (as seen above) when it functions through the different 

levels of the mind plane.* 
There is a tremendous difference between the ordinary energy 

we get by the burning of coal, wood, oil, petrol which is inter-atomic 

energy and the intra-atomic energy which we get from radium and other 

radioactive substances or the atom bomb, showing that they are different 

types. (Inter-atomic energy: Intra-atomic energy, 1:3,500,000.) 
We have already now become aware of the tremendous energy 

locked up in the atoms of all elements. But this intra-atomic energy is 

nothing in comparison to the soul or spirit force.* 
Now the power of the life energy when it manifests 

Life Energy shows , • 4. - 
diHereniQuaUtie* through the higher levels of consciousness is tre¬ 
at diHerent LeveU njgndous. 

The great danger awaiting us in the future is the misuse of thought 
force, as in pseudo-occultism, for selfish purposes, for 

How to guard self-advancement, for gaining influence over others, etc.* 

If this is not guarded against and if this soul force is 

used for destructive purposes, therf our present mind- 

dominated civilization will be annihilated and we shall go back to dark 

ages. To guard against that danger, the employment of a new technique of 

life, of a new type of discipline, as shown below, is most urgently needed. 

The Royal Road to the Higher Life 

The Parahle of the Individual Soul in a Chariot: 
3. Know thou the soul (Atman, Self) as riding in a chariot, 

^now thou the intellect (Buddhi) as the chariot-driver. 

And the mind (Manas) as the reins. 

4. The senses (Indriya), they say, are the horses. 

' See p. 427, this Vol.—Ed. 

• See Table 2, p. 263. Part IV. •* The Old Order Changeth." 

• See Chemistry, p. 296, Vol. I.if-Ed. 
*See pp. *15-16 and 318, Vol. I. this Series, also Thought Power; Its Control mnd 

Culiurti by Annie Beaant. 
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The objects of the sense, what they range over. 

The self combined with senses and mind wise men call * the 
enjoyer* (hhoktr). 

(Kathopanishad, III, 

The first step, therefore, on this path is PuriiicBtioii^ This involves 

the purification of— 
(a) Body (Chariot), 

(b) Desires 

Senses ' (Horses), and 

Emnlions 

(e) Lower mind (Reins). 

(d) Higher mind is the Charioteer and 

(0) Spirit is the Owner of the Chariot. 

There ahonld be parigcation of a, b, c, and their Acimioni«af»oji 
under the directian of the Higher Mind and the Spirit, 

When the charioteer (the higher mind) controls the reins and 

through the reins ihe horses, the chariot moves on smoothly and merrily 

to its desired destination and the chariot'driver is complcieiv happy. But 

when the chariot*driver is not able to control the reins (the lower mind), 

and the horses (lower emotions) take the bit of the bridle between their 

teeth, then they become unmanageable, and the charioteer is quite 

npset. For the lower mind and the lower emotions between themaelv^ 

may take the boefy, the personality (the chariot) anywhere they like and 

break it to pieces, (See the two diagrams which are sclf-eaplanatory). 
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What is wanted is a pure, open, sensitive, intensely receptive, 

controlled and detached mind, purihed emotions, a harmonization of 

thoughts, emotions and actions and a direction of these by the Inner 

Ruler Immortal in all activities. « • j n 
The next step on this path is poUe and balance of mind. One 

should neither be depressed by failure nor elated by 
Balance of Mind One should not be upset by ups and downs in 

life. One should, under all circumstances, keep an even mind. Just as a 

temple is reflected in the pure, calm waters of the mountain lake, so is trut 

reflected in the mind when it is pure, still and unruffled. 
This also shows another way of acquiring knowledge, and passing 

on to spiritual planes. The ordinary way of getting 

Tuition and knowledge is by tuition, that is, by attending schools and 
Innution listening to talks, lectures, 

sermons, etc. This is acquirement of knowledge from without 
The other way of getting knowledge is by intuition; this is acquire¬ 

ment of knowledge from within. Two conditions require to be fulfilled 

in this case. The mind must be pure and passive, (as opposed to active) 

and negative, (as opposed to dull), or in other words, extraordinarily 

sensitive like a photographic plate. A child satisfies these two conditions; 

it is so pure and innocent and its mind is so passive as well as sensitive 

that it has unconscious intuition; it learns while playing. It learns a 

new language without any effort, as we know. 
If an adult were to satisfy these two conditions, then he will have 

conscious intuition. ^ . 
The gift of mind is the greatest gift given to man and it is that 

which distinguishes him from the lower creation. But 
The propw Place j„yst occupy its rightful place in the con- 

ol Mmd stitution of man and its rightful place is" next to 

the spirit, the inner man, the ruler. Mind and intellect must ever 
serve as instruments of the Spirit. The Reality is 

U Mind the Sliflrer o^side the mind, beyond it; so, we cannot have an 
of the Real > Reality which is working on a higher level 

from the level of the mind. With the help of the mind we cannot 
find or reach the Reality. That is why mind is called the slayer of 

the Real by H. P. Blavatsky *. That is why we are asked to go beyond 

the level of. the mind, to touch the deeper chords of our consciousness, 

* The Voice of the Silence, p. 119, 1939, Adyar Edition. 
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to go to the higher levels of our consciousness, to go to the innermost 

recesses of our being, to the inner silence of our true Self. Ittsureuli- 

zation^ which hej> to be felt and experienced. It cannot be described 

nor discussed. Uy describing Lh^ composition of water and its pro¬ 

perties one cannot malie a roan realign the taste of water; by giving the 

wave-lengths and the rates of speed of vibrations in ether, one cannot 

make a blind man realize and appreciate the beauty of different colours in 

uaturej their are things which are to be tasted and experienced by each 
individual for himsalf. No other person can help him there; he can 
only point nut the way. 

And BO the next step in passing from iheiidrftaMife of body and 

mind and spirit is by 
ihfl Stonn Inhibiting the modifications of the thinking principle 

(I^tanjali), that is, by bringing the thought processes to 
an end. This state of the mind when it becomes still and completely 
empty after a period of cestliiss activity, resembles ‘ the calm that follows a 

storm. It is in the stillness of the night that the flower of the spiritual 
life IS bom’ {Light on the Path). 

Only when we become normally and naturally unconscioua of our 

and mind, that our conscioDsnecs will begin to function on a level 

beyond the mind. And this is possible when we so live onr life that 
we are in a state of perfect health of body and mind. 

The Characterutici of a Healthy Body. 

One o< ibc dimcttrUlin. «f . I„hI, ' j, that the bm 

incomes completely uconscioos of its eeistaice sod therefore amKioiis. 
nesa JE not iDcufised on the physicsi plane level.' 

Th* Choracteiittici of a Hoolthy Mind are that i 

1. The man becomes unconscious of its existence. 

2. The mind is perfectly under the control of the spirit. 
3. The mind is always aware and aiert, passive or active* as the 

man wills it. 

4. The mind i. entreordiomil, reneiti,, like a pholbgrephic 61b 
and open to the reception of new ideas, 

5. The mind is humble and not egoistic. 

6. The mind is purified and tranquil and above all, 
7. The mind is not conditioned in any way. 

* Sm p, ISSp Wt diifi Our thii Vd- 
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It is only then that the inner voice, the Voice of the Silence, will 

begin to speak. 
When the mind is active, intuition is silent, 
" In quietness and confidence intuition speaks, But never when 

the mind is swept by thoughts onkind"'. 

Concentration, MEuiTATtON, Contemplation 

Illumination 
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What has been stated above may be further explained by the 

diagrams given on the previous page* 

The rider with the horse represents the mind. The pillar represents 

the subject (objects, persons, ideas) which the mind concentrates upon 

and which it eJiamioes from all sidfcs by going round and round as shown 

in diagram (top) until it reaches a stage of complete halt. It is when the 

mind reaches that state of complete stillness and passivity, as well as 

negativity, akin to the sensitivity of a photographic film that a flash 

oE illumination comes and the truth becomes reflected in the mind, 

(diagram bottom). 

There is a wrong way of making oneself partially unconscious of both 

body and mind and that way is by drugging, smoking and drinking.' Adver- 

tisemenis in the papers on the different brands of cigarettes and alcoholic 

liquors show bow deep the peoples of the world of both sexes have sunk 

into this wrong practice. These act as barriers to the livtiig of a whole* 

some, healthy, cultured life. 
« * • * « 

It is very neciiaaary for one to be free from misconceptions 

about, and prejudices against, many things, as they come in the way of 

progress. 
MUconceptiont About Tlieoiophr : * 

1. That it 15 a culL 

2. That It is a religious sect* 
3. That it is aii orthodox dogmatic religion and that one should 

leAvc one’s religion in order to join the Society« 

4. That it is ceremoniftlipin. 

5. That it ia speculations of the ancients. 

6^ That Thcosophists arc all vegetarians and dteamers and not 

practical people.' 

A study of the different monographs in this book will show how 

wrong these misconceptlana are. Theosophy doi^s not ask ns to ktm 

out religion but to /tT?c it. Theosophy gives a deeper understanding of 

the laws of life and consequently a right view of life, an aeroplanie view 

of life; in short. Theosophy teaches us how to tiva a whole iife. Theosophy 

gives, and wishes us to havei a wide vision of life but does not want us to 

* Set tbe- [iioi3C]er=^^ fp. 5^ tbii Vd. 

* S«A Fftreworid ihi, Socood E^El'iOn^ p, ¥ii, Vd, In 

* Sdd Gtjunl latrodactiaii, p. Vol. . 
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be viaonarics. Theosophy does cot want ua to leave society and go to a 

forest; it wants us to live in the world but not be of it- 
" The TheosophicaJ Society teaches its no new religion, aims to 

destroy no old one, promulgates uo creed of its own, follows no rdigioras 

leader, and, dislincily and empliaticiUy, is not a sect, nor ever was one 

(H* P. Blavatsky) 

Miiconceptiona about Science; 

1. That science is responsible for wars and the misuse of the 

forces of nature released by it. 
2. That science has created materialisni and is therefore reapon- 

sible lor the Euperficial, artificial, materialistic, worldly life 

that the people are living. 

3. That science has degcofimted onr tastJia. 

4. That science has made us proud, irreligious, disrespcctfnl to 

age and things holy and sacred, 
5. That science has made us sceptics, agnostics, atheists. 

6. That science is able to solve the riddle of life and all problems 

facing society. 
7. That scientific training and discipline ennoble one's nature 

and help to produce men and women of character. 

A study of the different articles in the book will show that it is not 

science nor scientists svho are responsible for the misuse or abuse of 

powers given to man by science, but those at the helm of affairs who use 

science or order science to be used for destructive purposes. Science it" 

self is a-moral. Science has dematerialized matter. Matter is nothing bat 

congealed radiation. Matter and energy are now imccconvertiblB terms. 
The charges against science (Nos. S, 6, 7) given above were true 

some years ago but it is not so at the present day, for science has become 

mote humble now. It recognieeH its own limitations and admits that it 

atone cannot solve the riddle of life nor can its training and discipline 

alofis refine'^d ennoble man/ 
• * * • • 

A person wishing to tire a whole tifo has also to bear in mind a 

number of other points ; we shall consider here just a few whigb affect 115 

every day of our life. 

* InihdHcUfm, ilui Vfs4,—Ei>. 
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A pcrsoD wishing to live a whole life should not have <r critical or 

/auti-J^nding attitude. If at all he wishes to criticise, he 

^ should criticise himself and not others; he should rather be 

aware of his own weaknesses than of those of other people. 

Id the words of H. P. Blavatsky, he should be hard like the mango stone 

towards his own weaknesses and soft like the mango pulp towards the weak* 

□esses of others. Charity does not consist merely in giving money to the poor. 

There is charity in thought also and be should be charitable tow'urds the faults 

of others and ever try to strike a note of appreciation of other peoples* good 

points. What is wan ted is consideration of other peoples* thoughts and feelings, 

This does not mean that ODe should not exarnine and criticise 

current problems. An impersonal, detached, critical eaa* 

mlnation is absolutely necessary. It is necessary to 

detach not only from the subject matter, but also from 

oneself; only then shall we be able to examine the problems with an open, 

unprejudiced mind ; otherwise we shall see through coloured glasses and 

not perceive truth. The two keys to be used by us are (0) detachment 

and IW passing from the lower into the higher realms by becoming inter¬ 

ested in the higher. 

The Chinese toy of three monkeys, one represented os closing his 

eyes, another his ears and a ihirii bis mouth, each with 

his bands, graphically represents what our attitude in 

life should be. We could imagine the toy speaking to us thus: See 

not, hear not, speak not. We sbould avoid seeing and hearing about 

other peoples’ fauks and weaknesses; but if we are placed in circiim- 

stonces in which we cannot avoid doing so, then the next best thing 

is not to speak about them to others. Let us seal our mouth as if we 

do not know anything about these matters. Let us beware of gossip. 

This weakness requires to be conquered and it can be done very easily by 

keeping our mind engaged in the solution of impersonal problems affecting 

our neighbours, our city, our society. 

A man wishing to live a whole life should again be free from the 

E-u.ni.»t"Ljf .~ misconception that business (profession} and'spiritual life 

.kfl) ani Spini^mi cauoot go together. Would not an aeroplaoic * view of life 

Life on any problem help a business or professional man ? Cou- 

' scientious, honest, hard work without telling lies and with¬ 

out any thought of cxploitaiion, {profiteering, hoarding, blackraarketcering) 

' p. 'm, ihi* Vnl.—ED. 
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pays m the long run, A per^n could have an cjcperience oi Higher Life 

through his business and profe^ion afso, !t he desires to have such an ex* 

perience, then he has to sec that hia business and profession are consecrated 

and dedicated to the scrvics of the ^leople-^ 

Another misconception which a person wishmg ro live a whole life 

should avoid is that spiritual life is to bo lived and can be 

Yoirth nad S|itnnu.l when he gets old or retires from business or 

service. Now what is spiritual life ? To live a spiritual 

life means only to live a w^holc life. To live a whole life meanB to have an 

aeroplanic view of life^ to see things more clesHrly. Should a youth postpone 

seeing thiugs more clearly till he gets old ? Would he not like to extend 

his vision and have an aeroplanic view of life w'bich would help him to 

solve his problems. Would he not like to live a whole life? Positpone- 

munt is thoughtlessness 

Another misconception which a person wishing to live a whole life 

should guard against is that one should leave one^s family 

and go to a forest if one wishes to realize one*s Higher 

Self or Godp There is a story of a person leaving his 

family and going to a forest and acquiring some inner powers by a life of 

austerity and coticentrationi which he followed for twelve years. One morn* 

iog when he was tiii^ting undertieatlt a Iree^ a bird committed nuisance on 

his body; he cast an angry look at the bird and the bird dropped dow^n 

dead before him. He waa very pleased at the result. He there and then 

decided to leave the ferest, go la the city and demonstrate his powers to 

the people* A distance of a few' miles lay between the forest and the 

city. He did not come across a single soul before he halted at the hrst 

house he sighted and asked the lady of the house for some alms in the 

cufliomary way* He had tn wait for time before the Indy came 

out and gave him rice and dour. Thc^Sadhu** showed some anger to 

the lady as he, who was such a great padhui was made to wait for such 

a long time. The lady taunted him by saying that he should not try 

to repeat thf«^ine story with her w'hich he did with the bird. The sadhu 

was surprised as to how^ sJi^ came to know' about this incident and when 

ahe saw his surprise she told him that she had acquired these powers by 

fulhlJing her *Dbnrmn^* most couscientiously, Fufhlling his dharm(t 

s Sfte p. tills VoL^Eu- 
■ J. Krishiijufiiuti. 

A rciigiom meoilicajnE. 
* Diibo. 
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in whatever position a person is placed is a ^rent thing. And that is svhat 

he should aim at. 
There is another inisconcept, nainely, that there is only one life 

to be lived, This leads to wrong living, leads to a life 

ti ihue CW Lifs rush, hurry, stress and strain and comes in the way 

^ of living a calm and peaceful life and calm and peaceful 

thinking over the deeper problems of life- The same inisconcept acts 

in a different way on another set of people. These people, thinking 

that there is only one life to be Jived, simply ' eat, drink and be merry ’ 

and do not care what is happening in the world, Goth 
lt» lopliMtSmu people live in their personality only T their 

consciousness is not capable of functioning on a level higher than that 

of the lower mind. How could these people eapect to live a urhole lift 

under the circumstances ? 

An esample taken from psychology will be found to he very 

illuminating. We find the primitive people so little 

advanced intellectually, that they are not able to link 

the events of two days or nights. If a warm blaoket 

is given to a primitive man to cover his body during a very cold night 

in winter, he would not preserve it to be used the following night, far 

the day being warm he discards it and does not know and remember 

that he will need it for the cold night. In other words, he is not able 

to take a whole view of a cold night folbwing a urarm day and so is 

not able to take advantage of the warm blanket by keeping it wuth him 

wherever he goes. 

So far as our different lives on earth go, we tna are in the same 

plight as the primitive man ; for, we do not remember our past lives and 

are not able to connect the events of the past life or lives with those of 

the present. One life on earth of 50, GO, 70 years' duration is supposed 

to be equal to a day in the life of the soul. There arc instances known 

of some people remembeiing their past lives. But if w*e are not able to 

remember our past lives, at ieast we can surmise what tho causes might 

be of the different episodes which are happening to us in the present life, 

or, we may take os a hypothesis the theory of the plurality of lives, 

Tho^ who do not believe in such a theory are usually found to gramble 

and complain about the injustice of God when any calamity befalls them 

and shill thetr responsibility on others. They do this for they are not 

aware of the Lstw o/ ifiiofW, the great law of ‘ cause add effect ’ or of 
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'action and reaction'. Thk law plainly say^: As yon sow« so you 

reap This law bolds good not only in agriculture and horticulture but 

also m homoculture. For everything that happens to us* we ourselves 

are responsible and nobody else, f^r it is we who have sown the seeds 

in the pa5tp of which we are reaping the harvest in the present, v%'hether 

good, bad or indifferent. 

The law \b true not only on the physical plane (the plane of action) 

but also QQ the plane^f of emotion and thougiit^ By sowing weeds, we do 

not expect to get w'heat* By sowing hatred and iil*will^ how could we 

expect to get love and good*will in reiuiD ? But that is what people are 

expecting and fondly suppose that they will be exempted from this kw ; 

so, they are more particular about their exterior acts which others see, 

and harbour ugly, evil and malicious thoughts against others as they are 

invisible. U they understood the law, then they w'ould know' that they 

were reapitig now the results of the evil emotions and thoughts in which 

they had indulgf^d in the past^ and which have come to them now in the 

shape of personal injustice, loss of money or reputation, loss of dear ones, 

physical lilness, mental suspense, worries, torture, etc-, and therefore they 

will think twice before they harbour such evil emotions and thoughts in their 

mind. The law is Encxorable but just and so the converse of it is also 

true, namely, that if they become centres for radiating toving^ heJpfuli 

courageous thoughts, wherever they go, they will be creating a future 

which will be happy, peaceful, joyous and prosperous, 

* Be ye ns humble as a child before ye enter the kingdom of heaven\ 

- ,. ., One must set aside one's pride and be humble like a 
l.kKl IV PfiowHiiir ^ 

child. Pride ruined SataUp the second archangei and 

hurlad him to hellJ There was an atheist who had a little child three 

or four years old, who w'as just Icaming to read. The atheist mtoxicated 

with his pride wrote one day on the wall of his room at several places tn 

big letters God is nowhere* The lictle child who had just begun to 

read, read what was written on the wall as^—^God is NOW here—as he could 

not read lotig wordis, and he was so delighted with what he read that he 

went running to his father and told him ab^nt the great discovery he 

G^id n Here made—the presence of God in the room—took 

him to the wall and showed it to him. The innocent 

child saw God where the father in his pride saw mere darkness* That 

day the fadier learnt a great lesson from lus own child whom he 

^ Set GcdkiJ laimauciton ig Ott ZaUsEiUiiiuip p. xtv'i. 
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considered a little ‘ M<issiah and ’ Messiah * every child is in the words of 

Dr, Maria Montessori, if it fs given proper covironment—an cnvironmeni 

of love and fTeedom—to grow. 
The idea of aepamteness between * You ' and * I' should go. There 

are two classes of people in the world : ore class says: 
The Idea . 11,^1 js yours’; this is the average man. 

The second class says: * This is mine, that is mine o/so, 
of Sepomtenna 

everything itiinCi the wholti world is tojp^ *■ Tlieeii arti very dangerous 

people I they cause great itibchief in the worlds There is again a third 

class of people but before I speak to yon about them I should like to 
illnstrate my point by giving a short story frcuni a Persian Sufi poet. 
Faredun Attar who elaborated the pbiJafiophy of Sufism in bis famous 

book * Mantek-ut-Tayar * or The Speech oi Birds. 
He speaks of a hundred thousand birds who proceed on a long 

journey ta seek thdr King who is staying on a high monntain and who is 

known by the nfime " Simurg ", A very large number of birds get caught 

up on the way attracted by trees and flow^ers and fruits of beautiful shapes, 

variegated hues and delicate tastCi scent and perfuine. Proceeding further 

on the very difficult and arduous journey and niter crossing many seas 

and yalleySi monntninJi and. forests, only thirty birds reach their destination^. 

They see n big gate there and ktiocjL iu the appropriate way and are 

delighted to get a response from within. A voice was heard which asked : 

“ Who are you ? ** and the chief replied : It is we thirty birds who have 

come to have your * darshan ' *\ After they gave this reply they expected 

the gate to openp but it did not open and great was their disappoinLmQnl. 

After many days of discussion among themselves and brooding and medita^ 

iton, they once more knocked. As beforet the same question w as asked and the 

same reply was received and the ^te did not open. After w'eeks of quiet 

meditation they le^irnt the greatiUTt lesson of their life and so when they 

knocked for the third time and w'hen the question was put to them ” Who 

are you ? ” they replied i ** It is Fo« the door instantaneruisl}* opened^ 

And what did they see ? They all stood in a row^ these thirty birds and 

saw in front of them a huge mirror, and their own refiectiou in them. 

Now they inquired with one voice Where is the 

Simnrg, our King^ our God for the birds may be 

mipposed la represent human beings in search of God* 
The reply Came: You w^cte Simurg in the making and now you have 

become Simurg in reality. For, yon have now Left beliind the illusion of 
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iepafaie«es!t, namdy, that oae bird (man} was different from anoiher bird 

(man) because af tile difference of his race, colour, caste, creed, ses, 

opinion, Janguage, etc. Thirty separate birds now became one aingie bird, 

for there is a pun upon the word„Si and Murg. Si means thirt>- and 

Murg means birds. When they started nn their journey they were thirty 

separate birds but after passing through many ups and downs and vtcissiittides 

and long experience they at last learnt that they were all one and not separate 

and became merged into a unity and that very moment each one saw the 
reflection of himself in every one else. 

Si Murg became Simurg 

This is the greatest lesson we have to team from life. We are alt 

one at the core. The same divine life sostains as t we are all children of one 
Divine Father and so we are all brothers, membeis of nne human family. 

All differences mentioned above which apparently divide us ate mere 

external differences and therefore our motto should bo “ Together, Even 
Though Differently".' 

The third class of people referred to above is this small group who 

try to behave themselves in the world as if they are 

members of one human family; they are international 

IlwWorlds io their outlook, they believe in co-operation and not 

in competition, in love and not in hatred, in the use of 
atomic energy and not in atom bomb, in a willing curtailment of their 

sovereign rights,,thus opening a way to co-operation between communities 

and nations; they believe in inter-dependence with independence and not 

in isolation, ia union and not in separation, in wholeness and unity and 
not in partition and division. Theau are the truly cultured people of 
eacli country. Let them band tbenuelvea together and lead the 

theoght of the world, thus laying the foundation* of a new dvilixation 
on a true spiritual baaii. 

But there is a fonrth class of humanity abto about whom the world 

tlx: Inner Govein- practically nothing. They arc the perfected htiman 
nvMteftbeWofU beings who have gone beyond the wheel of life and 

death, who have reached the end of evclutioo hut who, 
out of intense love for the ignorant erring humanity, prefer to remain in 

contact with the world to guide it to iu destined goal. To Them the 

Plan of God js a Living Idea, They are At-One-Ment with the Plan, with 

‘ Di. G. S. Anifldak LiB gK-on this twaotJal thoughi lo Uie world,—ED, 
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Lbti Archetypal Idea, with the Will of the Logos. They form a Spiritual 

Dyna^iy, an Inner Government of the World where there )5 but One Will, 

One Heart, One Mind at work. God alone is the Great Thinker, the 

Great Lover, the Great Law-Giver, The illusion of the separated selves 

has faded from the mind as the unreality it ever was. The aireatn of life 

of the little selves has become merged in the Great Streatn of the Resist¬ 

less Will and Purpose of the universe- The power IS in the UNITT. 

f ' * ' 

There come to many people, w'hea the lime hecoines ripe, psycho¬ 
logical montents which bring about a profound chinge 

lives. A reading or reviewing of a book, listening 

to a word or a phrase in a sermon or in a prayer, or a 

few words from a friend or a stranger have proved to be the turning points 

in the lives of many people. 
A very large number of such examples arc known both in the West 

and in the East but only a few are given here. 
What brought about Annie BeBant*! conversion to Theosophy ? 

Her earnest search for truth and strong passion for nealiaiog it and serving 

humanity led her from orthodox dogmatic Christian religion of her time to 

materialism and atheism. Along with Bradlangh she lectured on public 

platforms on atheism for twelve years. Her reviewing Tht Secret 

Doctrine, by H. P. Blavatsky, given to her by William Stead for the 

purpose, brought about her conversion to Theosophy of which ahe 

remained an ardent champion till the end of her life.' ^ 
Sl Paul was another example of oonvetsion. He was a great 

Pundit and learned man in Jenigalem. He harassed and persecuted the 

Teacher (Jesus Christ) and hia apostles and followers. His pride had 

clouded his intellect When he was proceeding to Damascus to offer 
further resistance, he saw a blinding flash of light and lost his sight. He 

also heard a voice at the same time saying: “ Paul, Paul 1 why dost thou 

persecute me ? " He replied : 1 am blind ” and blind be was both liter¬ 
ally and metaphorically. Hid eyesight «aa restored later. ‘His eyes were 
opened—his inner sight—-and he was converted. He wrote a major part 
of the New Teatamctit and many Epistles. He was the 15th and greatest 

of Christ's apostles. 
Victor Hugo in his famous book Les fSiscrvhies gives a very 

good example of the inner conversion of a man of criminal tendency, whom 

' Bee TbeoMphy t br Annie Boant, pp, Vd. I, Iba Seriu,—En. 
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tbe Bishop of the place had kept as a This m&ti stole two silver 

candlestick stands from the Bishop's boose and left it. The policetnaa on 

doty caught him red-handed and recognuiog the silver stands as the Bishop's 

brought him to bis house. The Bishop raizing the situation told the 

policeman that the two stands were pnstntid by him and that they were 

not stolen by him* This noble attitude on the part of the Bishop brought 

about the conversioo of the man. It was a turning point in his life. He 

became a good citizen and ultimately the Mayor of the town. 

Was a robber. One day he was proceeding towards the 
city at the middle of the night on hts nefarious profession. As he waa 

approaching the city, the first words of a devotee's midnight prayer which 

fell upon his ears and which he was able to bear distinctly were: “ There 

is still time to improve These had a miraculous effect upon him. He 

decided there and then to give op his profession as a robber and became 
a great Sufi. 

How did Faredun Attar ' (supra), a ivealtby dealer in perfumes, be¬ 
come a Sufi P 

One day Farcduti Altar saw a *’ Darvish" staring at different 

perfume bottles in the shop. He enquired what he was doing. He said 

he wanted to find out in which bottle Attar's soul would live when he died. 

Attilr questioned again w here the dervish's sou! would be when he died. He 

answered : On this piece of cloth *' which he carried with him, which he 

spread on the ground, then lay himself down on it and there he died. 

He was not an ordinary mendicant. He was a master of life and death 

and this was the device which he used to draw AttSr to a higher field 

of work for humanity. This incident brought about Attar's conversion 

and there and then he left his shop and his lucrative business in rare 

and costly perfumes. He became a great Sufi and poet and gave his 

priceless gem '* Mantek-ut-Tayar'', w'hich gives a beautiful account of 
Sufiam, to the world, (vide supra). 

How did Surdu become a great Bhakta (devotee) of Sri Krishna ? 
Surdas was a poet. He had a mistress who was the one person who sang 

his compositions best. He was iotensely in love with her of which he 

gawe a drastic proof one day by crossing a river in fiood on a dark night 

on a fioating corpse which he thonght to be a boot and climbing to her 

room by holding on to a live serpent which he supposed to be a 

rope hanging from the floor above, the gates of the house being closed. 

' Tie utber o( Mantek-ai-Tsyar, Uae Speech of Budi, mc p. 3«. 
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When she saw him and heard his st0J7, she fell very happy at his 

great Inve for her but she said to him i " If you love God as ardently 

as you love me, you would be a great saint". These words acted 

like magic upon him. He left her there and then i his love for one 

soul (his mistress) became convert)^ into love for many (humanity); he 

became a great * bhakta’ of Sri Krishna and gave to the world one of the 

best examples of what a selfless devotee could bt: and left priceless songs 

lor bis people who feel elevated to a higher level of consciousness when 

they sing them, forget the oires and worries of the world for a time and 

feel inspired to live a better and higher life. 
How did Valmiki, a robber, become the author of the Kamayaoa ? 

Valmiki \%’as a robber. He lived in a forest with his wife and family and 

his business was to plunder the people passing through the forest. One 

day his victim happened to he not an ordinary man but a great advanced 

soul. Ho asked him why he was harassing people and plundering them } 

VsJmikisaid : he bad his wife and children to maintaio. Then Valmiki was 

asked whether his wife would be a partner in his sins. He said : “ Certainly, 
he was doing that for Lier and she of course shared his sins ", The 

saint told him that he did not believe so and that Valmiki was miS’ 

taken in that belief. If he doubted his statement he may bind him to 3 

tree so that he may not run aw'ay, then go to his house and inquire 

of Ilia wife. Valmiki did so and to his utter surprise found that his wife 

refused to share in bis sina. She said: It was his duty to maintain 
her and the children. She did not ask him to plunder people. He was 

amoved at her reply. This opened bis eyes. He gave up his plundering 

business and afterwords became a great and holy man and gave the 
priceless * Ramayana ’ to the world. 

Are we to wail till such psycliological moments come to us and 
such incidents happen to ub in our life and bring about 

conversioo, Or, are we to follow the Royal Road 
Ici t Tl' L T -f 

WiJei Liftt to the Higher Life, to the Larger, Wider Life, os depicted 
above and at seseral othtr places in the book. Or shall 

wc he forced to it by outer compulsion ? 

If this royal road to the higher, wider, bigger life is not followed 

Innu «r Outer Coni' voluntarily, consciously, thtCugh undefstanditig^ by 

taking life deliberately in our own hands and guiding 
it to its proper goal, if an internal revolution is not brought about 
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in our life by makiQi; si drastic change in our wrong eating habits,’ 

11) Qur present rnodcs of life and habits of thought, by breaking away 

from the shell of prejudices of qur own age. country and party, of 

our own race, religion, caste, Creed, colour and sex ; once more if we do not 

so modify our life that there is an open and receptive mind and an iiwer 
compulsloit to the Jiving of a spiritual life, to the living of a larger, wider, 

nobler life, which is an urge, a call from the spirit itself,—ihcii the other 

alternative wilt be, that we shall be forced to it by outer compuhiottf by 

cataclysms in our life, by ups and downs and hard knocks in our life, by 

trials and ordeals, by loss in business and of reputation, by the loss of our 

dear ones, by our own sickness or sickness in our family, etc. 

We have to chooi^e between these two alternative paths; one of 
inner compulsion and the other of outer. 

The keys to this higher spiritual life are, puriDcation, wide aware- 

Tl,« iUi* to the underutanding, discrimination, detachment. 
Spirit. and transmutation. This is real conversion. This path is 

ual Life gQ beautifuJly depicted in an ancient prayer with which 

we shall conclude our subject: 

“ From the unreal, lead me to the Real, 
From darkness, lead me to Light, 

From death, lead me to Immortality ", 

When w'c ardently follow the implications of this prayer, then 

we shall get a peace that passeth understanding and a power that 

maketh all things new—a peace that abides in the hearts of those 

who live in the Eternal and a power that lives and moves in Those 
who know the Self as one. 

May we ail have the wisdom to follow this Royal Road to the 
larger, wider, higher life, to this noble, beautiful, spiritual life and attain 

that peace, that power and that thrill of joy through SeU-imfoldment is 
our sincere prayer! 

' See lb* moDoenph oo Food, Pin TV. tbJs Vol,—Bu. 
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Bt the editor 

mechaoicalt chemical or electricaL mathlne but “ a phiio- 
sophixing atijiual says modern iicicDOo. This all-im* 

poTtaot change from a mecbanka] machine to a philo' 

aophizing animal brought about in science today is to 
be seen less ia its discoveries and Jnventiotta than in its altered outlook. 

The truly significant change in modern science is not to be found in 
its increased powera to aid man’s progress, but iA tht changt in I'ta fnetaphysical 
foufidations} {Italics Editor’s). 

** In tbe evolution of scientific thought, one fact has become impres¬ 

sively clear i there is no mysteiy of the physical world which does not 

point to a mystery beyond itself. All highroads of the intellect, all by¬ 

ways of theory and conjecture lead ultimately to an abyss that human 

ingenuity can never span. For man is enchained by the very condition 

of his being, his finlteness and involvement in nature. The further he 

extends his horiaons, the more vividly he recogniaes tbs fact that, as the 
physicist Niels Bohr puts it, ’* we arc both spectators and actors in the 
great drama of existence Man fs Ihus hia own greateai myslery. He 

does not understand the vast veiled universe into whiefa he has been cast 
for the reason that he does not understand himself. He comprehends 

but little of his organic processes and even less of his unique capacity to 
perceive the world about him, to reason and to dream. Le^t of all 

he undersiand his noblest and most mysierioua fiteuUy i the ability to 
transcend himself and perceive himself in the act of perception".* 
(Italics Editor's). 

' J-W.N. Siinivmn^ of Sci^ncif pp* IW, 

’ Lminitii Bunettr Tk* llmiocrst mwd Ur. MinUtin, p. Jrd Ed^p 1550, 

Man Ls not a 

QuHTged Ondook 

dT Science 
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Thus concludes Lincoln Barnett his brilliant exposition of Einstein’s 
ideas about the Universe. This shows the great importance of the study 

of man, the inner man, who is “ his own greatest mystery ”, the great 

need of Self-exploration and Self-unfoldment with the help of the ” mys¬ 

terious faculty ” which could be cultivated by proper training and dis¬ 
cipline. These are the objectives of the book as shown below. 

The present Volume discusses in Part III this whole question of 

_ Man’s constitution, beginning from the physical body 
Coiwtitution of Man . .. ... ... . . 

and ending with the will. We are taken step by step 

upwards, in this section of the book, from the dense physical body the 

constitution of which, both from the Theosophical and scientific view¬ 

points, is described in the first monograph, namely, “ Physiology ” ; then, 

in the next monograph the constitution of the etheric ' body (the subtler 

physical body) is discussed in the light of Western scientific research, 
leading finally to the subject of Yoga (vide infra). 

The school of “ level psychology ” speaks of consciousness working 

Coiuciousneas different levels, the lowest level being that of the 
Working at physical body, the next higher being etheric. Next 

Different Level* tjjg,g jg consciousness Working at the emotional, lower 

mental (concrete-analytical), higher mental (abstract-synthetic), intuitional 

and finally Will levels. This is not all. Consciousness expresses itself 

at still higher levels {vide diagram 1 in ** Chemistry ”, Part II, p. 276). 

Consciousness works at all these levels but may be more active at one 

level than at another at any one time, depending upon a man’s stage in 

evolution. It varies at different periods of a man’s life; it varies in a 

community, a nation or a race at different periods of growth. All pass 

through these different levels of consciousness. That is our common 

experience. It therefore follows that what may be good for the evolution 

of one man, community or race at one time is not 

necessarily good for the evolution of another man, com¬ 

munity or race at the same time. Thus, there seems to 
be operating a principle of relativity in the human conduct. There 

cannot be an absolute rule of conduct for every man, woman and child 

» the world. This principle of relativity deserves to be borne in mind 

in every department of activity, in every branch of knowledge, in every 
walk of life. 

... Ether* is physic&l matter in Theosophical literature beyond the gaseous state, as 
distinguished from matter of the other subtler bodies which are not physical. See monoKranh 
on Chemistry *’, Part II, Vol. I, for further explanation. 

Principle of 
Relativity 
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Lfevg* iA Cycha. 

Another pnnciple which h working In l\t^^ and with which it is 

necessary^ fur us to becomo fatnilis.r, is that ther^ h 

nothing at rest in Nature. There is everywhere motioni 

growth r the evolution of form as well as of con^ioutness 

which we arc w^itnessing is not static but dynamic. There k an urge 

within every one of nSp within everything in the universe, to grow, to 

expandp to express^ to unfold. It may be likened to water seeking its own 

level in a closed system, rising to the height from which it came* There is 

somethiog within the core of everything which tries to reach its source* 

There arc, as described tn the book, two processes going on side 

by side : involution and evolution. Students of science 

may be familiar with the phenpitiena of cyclic procefsea 

in Naturep cycles of waters vapour p oxygen-carbon, nitrogen (nitrihcation- 

denitrification)/ Similarly there is a cyclic process in the Spirit descending 

into Matter of different grades* beginning with the ^^ubll&s^t atomic matter 

of the Cosmic plane and ending with the cnarscsi solid matter of the 

physical plane (T?idr diagram 1 in Chemistry Part II, p. 276)» then 

ascending once again from the physical level to the spiritual tevcL This 

is of course a great cyclei but there are smaller cycles? within it. What 

these cycles are in average and advanced humanity, is shown in the diagram 

mentioned above. 

In Paria I and II we saw how the Light of Divinity becomes 

cirj'HtaUized into matter of the physical plane, and then 

gradually ascends to the level of hurnan consciousness. The 

Si^Tuficonce titles of the two Parts—From Miicrv^mm io Micr(K09fn 

and From Atom to Alan indicate the [ovolutionary and 

evolutionary pracessesn The title of Part III—Pro^n Hu^fianity ia Dhinity— 

signifies the further ascent of Consciousness. Here, the different mouo- 

graphs are so arranged that wo risjc gradually from consciousneas working on 

the lowest level, namely, the physical, to consciousness working ou higher 

and higher levels, until we reach a climax in the monograph on “ Yoga'^ 

which shows how' man can release the divinity at different levels of con¬ 

sciousness and finally become divine- 

Glancing through the different monographs, we gain an out- 

Viiiiit of ike l^^c knowledge of the grand process of evotution in 

the universe of which we form an important part* 

With this knowledge, life become intelligible and worth living. 

I S« moDOffrapb cm " Cbanjistry Bm II, pp. for fnrUwr Ulaemiliotts, 
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We begin to know what is the purpose of life, what is the goal, and 

how it is to be attained. With this knowledge we begin to understand 

the meaning of the past and present in the life of an individual, of a com¬ 

munity, a nation or a race and give them their right values. Then we 

learn how to adjust ourselves wisely to the different 

worlds within ourselves. As we begin to learn how to 
Right Adjustment 

harmonize the warring elements within us, how’ to unify our thought, 

emotion, speech and action, we also learn how to solve world problems 

and to bring about a right adjustment between the individual and society 

and harmony between the individual and the State. Thus for universal 

harmony to prevail, harmony or right adjustment within the individual 
must obtain. 

“ Harmony in the physical and mathematical world of sense, 

IS justice in the spiritual. Justice produces harmony, and injustice discord; 

and discord, on a cosmic scale, means chaos—annihilation It is the 

lack of harmony within that gives rise to the chaos without. The without 

is merely a reflection of the within. When harmony and peace are 

attained within, the individual of his own free will and accord will so 

adjust himself to society that the question of the exploi¬ 

tation of society for the benefit of the individual, and 

the other equally important question of the suppression 

Individual and 

Society 

of the individual in the interests of society, will never arise. ♦ There will 

be complete freedom of thought and self-expression for the individual. 

At the same time the interests of society will receive due consideration. 

The law by which the Individual governs himself will not be any 

law imposed from without. He will be guided by a 

self-imposed discipline based on the laws of Life of 

which he has now a deeper understanding. The laws by 
which he governs himself will be love, co-operation, self-sacrifice and 
ser\’ice, for he has now outgrown the " struggle for existence ", because he 

knows that he is a soul evolving from the animal state, through the human, 
to the superhuman. 

To reach this consummation he looks to, and is inspired by, the 

vTodus Operandi shining lives of the great pioneers in the Science of Life 
who have trodden the path before him and reached the 

goal. They who were just like us at one time have, fortunately for us, shown 

the steps up which we may climb if we wish to reach the heights they have 

* H. P. Blavatsky, Isis Unveiled, Part I, p. 330. 

V 
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Mounting the Gold* 

en Stairs 

Temple of Divine 

Wisdom 

Beauty of the 

Discipline 

attained. These steps are such as would appeal to all thinking and earnest 

men and women. They are embodied by H. P. Blavatsky 

in “ The Golden Stairs ”, but it requires a daring spirit 

to mount these stairs. Let us see what they are : “ A 
clean life, an open mind, a pure hWrt, an eager intellect, an unveiled 

spiritual perception, a brotherlines for [ail] ... a willing obedience 

to the behests of Truth, ... a courageous endurance of personal 

injustice, a brave declaration of principles, a valiant 
defence of those who are unjustly attacked and a 

constant eye to the ideal of human progression and 

perfection—these are the golden stairs up the steps of which the learner 

may climb to the Temple of Divine Wisdom ”. 
Such disciplined living will change man from being a selfish, 

exploiting individual to an unselfish one, willing to share 

whatever he has—knowledge, wealth, power, possessions 

—with others of whatever race or country, for the com¬ 

mon good; in other words, he is now willing to serve and sacrifice. When 

a man reaches this stage in his evolution, then he insists less on his rights 

and privileges and is more conscious of his duties and responsibilities as a 

member of family, society or State, and he knows how to bring about a 

fine adjustment between his national and international interests. When 

he is thus developing his ” individual uniqueness ” it would be well for 

him to “ learn to think not merely as a unit but as a unity that is, as a 

member of a community and so adapt his thought, speech and action in 

such a way that he does whatever is best for the 

community. This policy will gradually lead him “ to¬ 

wards the final Unity in which there can be no Will 
but one, because that one is the Divine Will He will then know 

how to combine with other individuals in a common policy for society, 

the State and the whole world. At this stage the way will become clear 
for the solution of the large number of problems which face him and 
society. „ 

The dominating factor discovered through this discussion and study 

The Problem of the is the importance of the problem of the individual. This 
individual must be tackled both from without and within, as we have 

pointed out in the monograph on Economics ”, this volume, and in many 

The Unity of 

Life 

‘ C. W. Leadbcater: The Angel of Adyar, T., Nov. 1933, 
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other places in the book. This does not mean that all the activities in 

Approach from AU which Statesmen, scientists, engineers, economists and 

leaders of thought are engaged at present for the purpose 

of attaining a solution of these problems should await the solution of the 

Correlation be- individual problem. No, far from that. The problem needs 

tween Philosophy, to be attacked simultaneously on all fronts ; we cannot 

afford to ignore any of its factors. These great problems 

cannot be solved by science alone, by religion alone, 

by metaphysics, philosophy or psychology alone, by economics or politics 

alone. A correlation and synthesis of all these is necessary. Integration 
should be our key note. 

In the early days of the atomic theory it was supposed that 

•j. j atoms of the 60 or 70 different elements then known 
1 endency to • j • • i 
Unificarion existed in water-tight compartments, having no con¬ 

nection w’ith one another. As our knowledge grew, we 

became aware that they had a family relationship with one another, and 

finally it became known that they were all derived from one source. This 

tendency to unification, of seeing the unity of life in the diversity of forms, 

is seen in the comparative study of different religions and of all branches 

of science and philosophy. The very names of the new branches of 

science such as bio-chemistry, bio-physics, physical chemistry, astro-physics, 

medical psychology etc. are significant. Nature is one organic whole, 

and Its divisions into different compartments are merely for convenience of 

Borilerlunl Study.-The borderland phenomena cannot be investigated 

Phenomena by the sciences alone, either single or combined, by philo¬ 

sophy or psychology alone, by religion alone. The time 

has now come when there should be collaboration not only amongst the 

scientists themselves, but also between scientists and philosophers, between 

scientists and psychologists, between scientists and doctors of religion, be¬ 

tween scientists and occultists, and no less between Science and Theosophy. 

Necewity of everything to gain and nothing to lose in this 

Collaboration • collaboration.' Recent world events emphasize the neces- 

such collaboration, which would give us a deeper 

iq^ht into the laws of nature and help us to base our conduct on these laws. 

What happened in Germany • and other countries during World 

War II, and in India after the War, and what is now happening in 
1 Current Science, August 1938. p. 74. 

The persecution of the Jews. " 
The Hindu-Muslim tension. 
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South Africa' and other countries are an utter violatian of the kw of 

UQity^ and a complete negation of the idea of brotherhood. Hence, the 

necessity of seeing the unity of life in the diversities of humaa races, and 

basing onr policies on that knowledge, becomes self-evident* 

In this connection, it will bl admitted by all the well-ivishers of 

bumaDity that the UNESCO has done a very great service in setting 

forth the agreed conclusions of the intemacioDal panel of expert scientists 

formed by it, on the concept of race. Some of the most important 

Bodings reached by this panel of the world’s biologists, geneticists, psycho¬ 

logists, sociologists and anthropologists (I95Q) are : 

“ That mcial discrimination has no scientific foundation in biolo¬ 
gical fact 

"That biological studies lend support to the ethic of universal 

brotherhood ; for man is born with drives toward co-operation, and unless 

these drives are satisfied, men and nations alike fall ill. Man is born a 

social being who can reach his fulket development only through intetaction 

with his fellows. The denial at any point of this social bond between 

man and man brings with it disinti^iation. In this sense, every man is 

bis brother's keeper. For every man k a piece of the continent, a part 

of the main, because he is involved in mankind 

Thifi deeper insight into nature’s laws and some fimdarnental 

valuta of life which are eternal will help us to solve the complicated prob¬ 

lems not only in the field of ethnology, but in all departments of Immati 

activities, in economics, politics and government, in industry and commerce, 

id educational and social problcma, etc. This deeper insight will help 

ua also to understand why the World Economic Conference hdd in 

London in 1933 proved abortive, why the League of Nations which was 

started with such high ideals did not prove aufficiently strong to enforce 

Its will, why the Second World War could not be prevented, why there 

19 not yet a certainty that ihens will not be any big war in the future, 

why the virile Western civilkation came almost lo a breaking point and 

why it [9 still receiving hard knocks and is not }*et established ou stable 

foundatiotifi. These facta make us realize once again th- danger of 

ignoring and violating any important law or kwa of Nature-oither in 

personal conduct or in the conduct and administration of government. 

* The qaBtian of metal dixrimiiuiion, 

* Sm tke maqoHrapb oa ” Afllhrupolngy ■’ In Pterl III, Uiis Vol.-Eo. ' 
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Let us tberdure build anew otir eivilizatfuu on tbis spiritual basis, on 

Spiriiwii Baw deeper understanding of the laws of life, formotate 

once again our policies In all departments of life—a 

niighty task but a most glorious and worthy task~^jn this new basis, 

and we shall usher in an era of Ji&y and peace and prosperity such as the 

world has never seen before, 

D. D. Kakga 

* 

* 

X 
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" APPENDIX 

This brief chapter is added at the end of the book to fill up a few 

gaps. It includes (1) The Approach of Science to Theosophy, (2) The 

Relationship between Cosmic and Solar Planes (two different views of 

representation, and (3) a short contribution from Mrs. Viva Emmons on 

" The Soul of the Universe by Dr. Gustaf Stroroberg in relation to 

Theosophy —Ed. 

1 

T^he Approach of Science to Theosophy 

2 

The Relationship between Cosmic and Solar Planes 

(Two different Views of Representation) 

3 

The Soul of the Universe (Dr. Gustaf Stromberg) 

in Relation to Theosophy 

THE APPROACH OF SCIENCE TO THEOSOPHY 

(SCIENTIFIC CORROBORATIONS OF THEOSOPHY ') 

The Unity of Nature 

Theosophy 

“ Everything originated in the 

One, and, proceeding from the One, 

must finally return to the One”. 

(S.D., I, 620). 

“The radical unity of the ulti¬ 

mate essence of each constituent part 

'.See pp. 158 to 182, Vol. I. this Seri* 

Science 

The new United Field Theory of 
Einstein 

To-day the outer limits of mafv'is 

knowledge are defined by Relativity, 

the inner limits by the Quantum 

Theory. Relativity has shaped all 

Ed, 
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Science 

of compounds in Nature—from star 

to mineral atom, from the highest 

Dhyftn Chohan to the smallest in* 

fusorium, in the fullest acceptation 

of the term, and whether applied to 

the spiritual, intellectual, or physical 

worlds this unity is the one fun¬ 

damental law in Occult Science — 
(S.D., I, 145.) 

our concepts of space, time, gravita¬ 

tion, and the realities that are too 

remote and too vast to be perceived. 

The Quantum Theory has shaped 

all our concepts of the atom, the 

basic units of matter and energy, 

and the realities that are too elusive 

and too small to be perceived. Yet 

these two great scientific systems 

rest on entirely different and un¬ 

related theoretical foundations. They 

do not, as it were, speak the same 

language. The purpose of the United 

Field Theory is to construct a bridge 

between them. Believing in the 

harmony and uniformity of nature, 

Einstein has evolved a single edifice 

of physical laws to encompass both 

the phenomena of the atom and the 

phenomena of outer space. . . . 

“The obvious minimum achieve¬ 

ment of the Unified Field Theory 

is that it unites the laws of gravita¬ 

tion and the laws of electromagnetism 

within one basic superstructure of 

universal law ”.—(Lincoln Barnett: 

The Universe and Dr. Einstein, 

pp. 96-97, 3rd Ed., 1950.) 

Man’s Constitution 

-The Individuality or the Ego in “ Man is both a spectator and 

man is the Watcher; the Personality actor in the great drama of exist- 
is the Actor. ence (Niels Bohr) 

(Theosophical Literature) (Lincoln Barnett: The Universe 

and Dr. Einstein, p, 103,) 

X 
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Themophy Scietict 

Man I Know Tliysdf " Man is thus bis Awn greatest 

(Tbc Wisdom of Ancient Greece^ mystery. He does not undetstand 

\he vast veiled universe into wbicb 

he has been cast for the reason that 

he does not onderstand himself..,. 

L^ost of all does he understand hts 

noblest and most mysterious faculty. 

the ability to tTanscend himself and 

perceive himself in the act of per* 

ceptian ".—Lincoln Barnett. 

(Lincoln Barnett: TAe tJniverse 

and Dr. EinMein, p, 103.) 

Spaa of fi'our and Five Dimenaions ; * 

" The modern mathnmatical physicist does not hesitate to speak of 

space of three dimenstous enclosed in a space of four 

" The idea of a fourth>diinensional space enclosing a three-dimen- 

sioned one Is equivalent to the occult idea of the astral plane toterpene- 

trating the physical. So Jung ago as the early years of this century, 

C. W. Leadbeater had indicated in some detail that the astral plane was 

four dimnnsioned.’ He also indicated that the mental plane was five- 

dimensioned, and this is paralleled by the modem five-dimensional (or 

projective) theory of relativity to which contributions have been made 

by Binstein and Bergmann, Lichnerowicz and Thiry, Ludwig and 
Mutilluir atid by JoTcfa,])/ 

Anu and Meson i * 

Omitiing particles heavier than the proton or heavier nucletis ol 

mass I, , . . until the discovery of mesons, the sub-atomjc particles, the 

positron, neutron, and neutrino did little to bring science and occultism 

closer because they were either of mass I. f.*., the hydrogen atom itself, 

by C, NeTin Drinkwai”,?n Aelhw, and SparJ**. 

* Tk^ inn^r Li/^^ i, JM'iSJ, 
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or very cJose to that value, or they were of the mass of the Electroo, m 

round numbers only oue-eighteen-hundredth of the hydrogen atom. 

These particles are much too heavy or much too light to be identified with 

the ultimate physical particles of the occultist, for sinoE there are eighteen 

auch ultimate particles in the hyamgen atom, we should expect them 

to have H masa of about 100 times that of the eketrou. This is assuming 

that the mass of the eighteen ultimate particles are all equal, but if for 

the sake of argument the extreme case is taken, and it is supposed that 

all the mass is coDcontiated in the nine positive ultimate atoms of ordinary 

hydrogen,' then in that case we should expect evidence for particles of 

about 200 electron masses*’, 

" Until the discovery of mesons, such particles (the Anu, the 

ultimate physical partidc of the occultist) were quite unknown to physics, 

bnt after a good deal of coDtroversy it now appears to be accepted that 

there are at least two mesons, of known masaes, round about 200 electron 

masses. . . Interesting developments on this subject are expected in 

the near future 

Sf>ac£ as a Plenum : * 

*' The idea of a discrete aether has been abandoned. . . It is the 

properties of space itself, not of some kind of discrete material filling it, 

which is the aether of space. These ideas, which have developed as a 

result of Eiusteiu’s first work on the theory of Relativity in 1985, may be 

regarded as a reversiou to the Cartesiaa (and occult) doctrine of space 

as a plenum in contrast to the principle of act ion-a t-a-di stance in a 

vacuum, which had been generally accepted by the successors of Newton, 

though possibly not by Newton himself 

The Conception of the Ring-Pass-Not : * 

In 188S Madame RIavatsky wrote; 

*' The Homogeneoua bccames the Heterogeneous, the Prolyte differ¬ 

entiates into* the Elements. But these, uuleos they return into their 

primal Element, can never cross beyond the Laya, or itero-point. . . The 

Obemist goes to the laya or zem-pofnt of the plane of matter with which he 

deals, and then stops short. The Physicist or the astronomer counts bitli- 

oos of miles beyond the nebulae, and then be also stops short. The 

I S« pp, Ji4.54S, Vifli. 1, Ala Series for tiw (tractoRof ti;dcogeD»ED, 

»S.D.,1, 5J6. SW. 
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semi-initiated Occultist also will represent this laya-point to himself as exist¬ 

ing on some plane which, if not physical, is still conceivable to the human 

intellect. But the full initiate knows that the Ring ‘ Pass Not ’ is neither 

a locality, nor can it be measured by distance, but that it exists in the 

absoluteness of Infinity. In this ‘ Infinity ’ of the full Initiate, there is 

neither height, breadth nor thickness, but all is fathomless profundity, 

reaching down from the physical to the ‘ para-metaphysical ’. In using 

the word ‘ down ’, essential depth—‘ nowhere and everywhere ’—is meant, 

not depth of physical matter”.* 

This circle of the universe which is nowhere and everywhere, 

should be compared with the boundless yet finite universe of Einstein’s 

theory. On this view, the geometry of space is curved, so that though 

there is no boundary anywhere, a straight line from any point in it, and 

drawn in any direction, will eventually return to where it began; thus form¬ 

ing a cosmic circle. Such a circle is finite, though many times greater than 

even the stupendous distance within range of the greatest telescope. It 

is the largest circle which can be drawn in existing space, and could well 

be termed a Ring-Pass-Not. . . 

At the opposite pole of the cosmic scale, it is remarkable that 

modern physics deduces from the non-Euclidean properties of space a 

theoretical limit for every gravitating particle. This principle enunciated 

in Whittaker’s own words is that “every gravitating body has a ring 

fence around it, which no other body can penetrate”.* 

But as we have seen above, Madame Blavatsky taught that not only 

cosmic space, but the elements too had a Ring-Pass-Not; while in Occult 

Chemistry it is stated that, when aggregations of anu (on sub-plane E. 2 

of the physical plane) collide, it is the surrounding magnetic fields which 
strike on each other. 

The Expanding and Contracting Universe i * 

A few scientific writers today hold that the universe alternately 

expands and contracts, though this is stiU under discussion.* , 

Thew ideas of an expanding and contracting universe, and of a 

universe with its centre everywhere, are anticipated in the follovwng 

‘ S.D.. I. 135. 156. 

^ Prom Euclid to Eddington, (1949). by Sir Edmund Whittaker, p. 134 

See Man and the Universe" by Gaston Polak. in Whore Thoowphy and cauu auc UQlVerS 

SeUncc Mut, Vol. I. this series.—ED. 
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aadent occult corn men tary, as quoted by Madame Blavatsky ia 1888, 

Such idcaa, to the science of her day, would have been described as 

fantastic: 

"What is it that ever is?—^Space, the eternal Auupadaka (Parent¬ 

less). What is it that ever was ?—The Germ in the Root. What is it 

that is ever coming and going ?"Tfae Great Breath, Then, there are 

three Eternals ?—No, the three are one. That which ever is is one, that 

which ever was is one, that which is ever being and becoming is also one ; 

and this is Space. 

■'... Light in Darkness and Darkness iti Light; the 'Breath which 

is eternal' ... It expands and contracts (exhalation and inhalation) , . i 

when it expands, the Mother diS'uses and scatters; when it contracts, the 

Mother draws back and ingatbers. This produces the periods of Evolution 

and Di^lution, Manvaniara and Pralaya".' Note that in the above 

quotation, the Great Breath is ever coming and going, expanding and coo- 

tracting; but since the Great Breath is stated to be only another name for 

Space itself, this meajis that Space is ever expanding and contFacting. 

‘ S,D„ 1, SMO. 



“THE SOUL OF THE UNIVERSE’^ 

(Dr. Gustaf Stromberg) 

IN RELATION TO THEOSOPHY 

By Vita Emmons 

When a book appf^rs, such as The Soul vfthi Utiivente. by e fanious 

scientist who believes in God, it is a startling event—startling enough 

to prompt some editors to announce its publication in the news columns. 

But when that book also presents a logical basis ;lor the uaderstanding 
of a Theosophical precept, which many have found difficult to accept 
for lack nl any resemblance to known natural laws, it is indeed worthy 

of every student-s cousidemtion. The precept referred to is one stated 

by Madame Hlavstsky almost sixty years ago as a law of nature ; that is, of 
permanent atoms, physical, emotional and mental, being carried from 

one hfe to the ncrt, at the same time keeping through the intervening 

period the stamp d[ the mdividualily to whom they belong. That such 

a t mg IS poHible is now seen to be entirely within reason. For the 

m^hanism wWh Dr. Strdmberg describes can be equally impressive 
when appUed to the idea of reincarnation although the author present, r. 

j pondered upon the testimony of the rocks, forests, buried 

on The*‘trth and " E™dual change 
on the earth and among ,te inhabitants. It has been observed that off* 

seems to be m the directjon of improvemeiit. 

‘l°«tion of what determines the direction thele' 

evolutionary trends h kJ responsible tor 
the dav« n?n^ ^ preoccuptioD of men's minds since 
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of the dements involved was a sufficient answer. This hypothesis is 

no longer tenable ^ lor it is obvious that since ail cdJs in a plant or an 

animal have the same chromosomes aud the same genes, some factor 

of inteUigent direction must be present to determine the nitimate forms 

which they take, greatly diveraifieiMorms suited to the growing organism. 

Obviously, there must be room far a " guiding principle " such as seems 

to be propelling evolution toward a goal of some kind—k is thought by 

some scientists to be perfection—with an mtdligence that cannot be 

domed. If we admit of such a situation, then intelligence must be 

inherent in the universe from the start (evolution then being a matter 

of " unfolding *'), or inherent in the process of development. It is such 

a process that Dr. Stromberg describes which, one feels, is of the very 
nature of the unfoldiug of an intelligent, universal plan. 

He indicates that the same process applies to both inorganic matter 

and living things. The familiar idea of the duality of the physical world— 

the “ particle aspect " and the “ wave aspect "-he designates by the terms 

Material ami Im-material; that is,'* an electron belongs to the material 

world t but electric fields, radio waves and pilot waves to tho immaterial 

world. Those arc cemenled tt^cther by an Im^material Wate StructUfe 

with certain space-time properties. It is this structure which' organises ’ 

and ‘ inflates ' atoms, molecules, crystals and solid bodies in general "J 

"It governs the position and motion of the material dements; the 
material strocture follows the changcj in the im-material stnicture, 

and not vice versa' . The source of changes which arise from parent 

to offspring, and mutations, the basis of evolution, is thus seen to be in 

these Immaterial Wave Structures. This leads us to suspect that the 
guiding intetiigence is also operating here. 

When it comes to consideration of the world of living things, 
Dr, Str&mberg leaves no doubt about this point as he describee n 

hierarchy of entities; oach performs the lonction of organizing the 

field or wave structure of a living organism. This living entity 

he designates as a genie (plural, gcuil). We must carefully distinguish 

between the terms "gene" and "genie" or “genii". Genes are the 

nviiHal, physical carriers of hereditary characteristics within the chromo- 

somes. Genii am the infinnleria/ intelligences, or entities—complicated, 
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invisible wave systems—directing the changes we know as mutations 

and variations. The General Genie organizes the whole unit and deter¬ 

mines the whole plan. For example, among ants, bees and termites, it is 

centred in the queen. All organization activities cease when the queen is 

killed. Likewise, “ a Subordinate Genie*can expand and form an organ, such 

as a Heart Genie; a Gene Spirit can expand and form a cell “ We 

may regard the metrical space-time field of the universe as a Super Genie, 

guiding the motions of photons (light beams), atoms and stars along 

definite paths in space-time We might also expect that genes are 

included within the orb of this Super Genie. 

We know that hereditary characteristics are carried by the genes. 

But there is a point in the process of fertilization when a choice of genes 

has to be made. What determines that choice has not been answered by 

science. Theosophy proposes that there are certain great angels, perhaps 

a variety of Super Genii, who have as their work the choosing of hereditary 

characteristics suitable for the incoming ego, which will match the residue 

of his past lives stored as force patterns in his permanent atoms (Im¬ 

material Wave Structures). His qualifications and his abilities are 

considered as well as his needs for the new life. In this way, both 

heredity and environment are determined by the needs of the ego. It is 

therefore seen to be by the joint nature of the hereditary factors chosen 

from the genes, and the intelligent guiding principle (genie) directing the 

development and the evolution of the ego, that the choice is made. 

Dr. Stromberg has anticipated this by proposing ** ova-genes ”, a 

, collective term denoting the gene and genie in a fertilized ovum. Then he 

makes the startling statement that “ Ova-genes of many kinds exist in 

cosmical space. They have conveyed the elementary hereditary charac¬ 

ters to the living organisms on the earth. They can exist and can retain 

their properties, even when they are not associated with matter”.* 

Further, he states that “ genii cannot be annihilated *; and that “ they 

have restitutional properties which cannot be expressed in terms of our 
conceptual space and time ”.* 

This completely justifies the claim of Madame Blavatsky that 

permanent atoms can exist even when not associated with matter. k'Is 

probable that, at death, they contract, as genii do, to ” energy-free sources 

which are not linked to space and time and that they have restitutional 
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properties which may bring to life, under certain conditions, the memory 

record of the past. It is entirely logical to expect to find just such a 

situation. For, “ in physics we speak about a conservation of mass and 

energy, of linear and angular momentum, and of electric charge. In the 

organic world we have a retention^oi certain structural properties in gene 

spirits and genii, in spite of their splitting and expansion. It is this con¬ 

servation of structural properties which is responsible for the similarity 

between parents and offspring. This principle of conservation applies also 

to mental phenomena, it is responsible for the stability of the mental 

characteristics of a race, and even for the memory of an individual 

Dr. Strdmberg is referring to the memory of the individual over one life. 

The permanent atoms may be considered as carrying that memory from 

one life to the next, and in his terminology, could be regarded as a 

Personal Genie. 

Our personal problems are all related to this ghost or invisible 

entity, our Personal Genie, who is made up of gene tendencies inherited, 

not from our ancestors, but, through them, from our own individual past. 

Since we cannot change these genes—they having been chosen at a certain 

point in our pre-natal history—the question naturally arises as to what we 

can do about them. Are we to continue to be chased forever by these 

phantoms from the past, even into our next life ? We know that the 

inherited characteristics of man’s nature do change, although very slowly. 

Stromberg points out that “ the gradual development of a new organ or 

faculty is a manifestation of the incorporation of a new genie in the germ 

plasm of one or more individuals revealed by its gradual unfoldment 

Can we anticipate what these changes w’ill be, speed them up or 

direct them ? 

The author states, “ Tendencies which we inherit are called gene 

complexes. We cannot get rid of these in our bodies, but we can regulate 

the secretion of the activating hormones “ Since the genii are here 

assumed to regulate the production of hormones, we may say that the 

genii themjelves are modified "* “ The genii absorb energy, and then 

begin to develop their wave systems which then interact with the atoms in 

tllfe neighborhood and . . . hormones are formed during the process ”.* 

But, we may well ask, what kind of genii, expanding their wave systems, 

can be expected to form such a group of hormones known as xenophobia, 

' pp. IJO-lll. * p. 147. » p. 121. • p. 141. ‘ p. 94. 
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related Ity the hatred af ^trugers? Th&aa 2Xt mbetited from out dim 

evpIutmiiiiTy past I but i^ots^ily related to our thiiikiog and feelings Honnones 

arc carrier^ oE spsiiiitaJ Irequencjcs between Living wave systems which mu^t 

include mental wave systems, since, as we have seeup the principle of 

conservation of structui^ properties iii genii applies abo to menliJ 

phenomena. It is because of this connection with mental genit (the 

mental permanent atom) that we can hope to regulate the secret 

Lion ol the activating bornioncs 'V and thus control the changes which 

lake place in the various wave systems with which our permaoent 

atoms supply us^ It is in this connection that the Author has a great 

deal to say on the question of " World Sou! " and " the Soul of the 

Universe Jn the authurb opinion, "Vas organic evolution is to a large 

extent due to mutaiiora^ An mental evolutiou i^ruB to depend on a certain 

type ol vatiatian in mentai ctmfacUristic^^ a variation which is limitedi 

however, to a tew individuals . ** who have been ablu to ustabliah a 

more intimate contact with the World Soul All men share the propertied 

of the World Soul, properties which include universal mimj, cosmic will, 

retention of identity—^redecting tha unitary nature of the universe^ 

indeatructihility, capacity for development and the rudiments of goodrte^^ 

So ive are net left without hope. Instead, we arc assured that ail parts of 

ust from OUT genes to our souk, arc one wuh an Entity which encompasses 

the universe ; and that our spirits are free like God HEmself. 

*p, m * PP> 



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COSMIC AND SOLAR PLANES 

diagraTThS placed here side by side r subject for study» 
I to vll show Planes and 1 to 7 Sub^Planes in both diagram?. 

(According to P- BlavatsH^) (According to C* Jinarajadisa 

and C. VV* Leadboaior) 
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C- Jlnarlj&dSsB: FjVs^ Prititiples &f Theosophy, pp. ! 39*40, 1fl9, 190, (1938). 

H, F. BlavatRky: The Secret Docti^ne, Vol, Ml, pp. 554*556. 

C. W. Leadbeater: TMi Dev^ChaniC Plafte, pp. J-5. 

Aqme^Beaaut and C. W. Leadbeaier 3 TalH On the Path 0/ Occuliisffti p. 60, 

Annie Bt»ant: A Study in Corisctoitstteas, pp. 27-28. 

Here the Cosmic Physical PJatie is tiic whole 
oi the fkilar Pinije, 

" The Solar Logos, as a Star, as the Lord of 

a System among the myriads of stars, lives and 

’^nd has His Being in His Father Star, 

he great Swett ”, (Italics Editor’s-) 

(F, P, T., p. 189,) 

Here, " the lowest and seventh sub-plane, of 

each cosmic plane, makes the highest and hrsti 

the atomic sub-plane of our seven planes within 

the solar system *\ 

(F. P. T„ p. 139.) 
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A SA146RRIT LETTIilA OT MOflAHAO DaIA ShU»OH w«tll Ettglrth TtMiikllOH 
and Ncsiea ^rp Fttil. G. Kanhiii Raja. (R^7|F^^dt frc^m tha Adyar Library 
BdloUo, Octolieri May I94i) ^ 0 13 

194B 

DMA»S4ACADRVAaAil¥AhA OF Go?il.AVODtwDRA—Edslfld fc? H G J??amhafi. 
(Reg^irt Itm tbe Adyar Uittary Ocfebnr and DAcamberp 
I94fi) 

1949 

] 13 

SAiiaa^TA^fRAlflTltlvTOHATAHA — Fr^. C. Kunban Ka)a {Reprint froro ihe 
Adyar Library Bullatia, February 194aJ 

bf Frof. Kuabaa Raja with Ap- 
I iQ Adyar Library Series. $1) m.. 
Canatitntiou b Sanakrit vnr^—a 
(R«ptbt ftidm the Adyar Library 

%FI 

LAWttUAOE PmoHLHii iU moiA—iR«<prinl from tba Adyar Library Ballitin. 
VoL XII, Tart 4, December. 1948.) 

SAHiaaiT G- Srlni^-asa Murli. {Reprinl from ibt Adyar Library 
Bulletin I Vdl. XII p Part 3, October. 194A) 

iWPUJBHCE Ot lyDiaii THOyOHT DH FKMMCH LlTltRATIXKE—bjF r^f. Louts 
RoflOQ. {Keprisi front dia Adyar Library Bulielm. VoU, XII and Kill) **» 

CaicoravIevas OF Varaeoci—^iioi 
peodLcea (Reprint f mm tJw luln^tiotkiB 

BliARATA RiflTaA-SAAiiHATAKA (Indian 
Mmple—by Fro{. C- Kooban Kap 
BuUetixi, Vol. Xll) 
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The ruTUm Roi-e of SaksmrIt (Samikrit Ijsiigoage)—by Kunhlrt 
Kaja. (Repriol from Ibe Adyar Library BuUntlin, Vol. XIIJ, Part 1, Februaryp 
19^9) ». 0 13 

The FrrrtrKK Role of SAnmEKrir (Saosknt Literature* Sinsknt Sebekrahip 
and Sinalcrit Scholara) by Louis Eeoou and C+ Knnhaq Raja (Reprint from 
ibe Adyar Library Bulkt3ii» May, 1949) I I 

DAS^AEDWASAKATHlsHta OF APPayImItFA~Edit^ Ay H. C. ^farabarl 
(Reprint irom the Adyar Ubrary Bulktm, Feb. and blayp IW) I 9 

BaAHBAEllTRloiiJlffVA-fiinoHlHTASAaiQRaJiA fry B'tI UpanltAd'brabmayogiii— 

Edited by Fund It V. Kiirbnamwdiarya. (Reprint from the Adyar Ubrary 
Bdfebn. Vdl. XIIIp I^rU 3 and 5) 1 « 

(KDiA'u Cultural Rol« in the Woilld by C. Kaabaa Rajm (Reprint 
frooi ibft Adyar Ltbrary BuHalia, Vol. Kill, Pkrt 4) 0 12 

1980 

ObF iSDiAj Composed by Kunban Kaja on tbe OceEsdon of thi 
rroclamatioa oi Lbe Indian Rapnblic on TbnrDday. 2dlb linuary 1930. 
(Reprint from lbe Adyar Libiary Bulletinp Vol. XIV, Part 1). 

FaoavidhIhA OP Rauhaea with Bhtoa—Edited fry H. C. bfErabBil. (Reprint 
from the Adynr Libwy Bullelio, Voli. XII i Eod XIV> 

BiHDU RELioiaH AFO HiMOU Cumtom-by C* Knnbftn Raja, {ttaptini 
from ibB Adyar Ubtary BuUetia^ Vol, XIV^ Pan Ij n. 

CHTPobucrriON to RbtcTe Of AsFoka (Priya^ioJ R. V. l^g^wunt 
Aiyuffii. (Reprint of tbe lotroduoikm i» Adyar Library Sftfiii NOh 22) 

0 a 
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Language—Barrier or Bridge by A. Sit& Devi. ... 3 4 

Man AM ALA by Acyatakt?p2nandattrtha with R&mSnanda's Commentary— 
Edited by P^dit V. Krishnamacharya. (Reprinted from the Adyar Library 
Bulletin, February and May, 1951.) ... 2 0 
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Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Adyar Library, by Pandit V. Krishnama- 
charya. Vol. IX—MlmKihsa and Advaita>VedKnta. 

S'aiva and S'akta Upani^ads—Translated into English by T. R. Srinivasa Aivanvar and 
Edited by G. Srinivasa Murti. ^ * 

Yoga Upani^ads—Translated into English by T. R. Srinivasa Aiyangar and Edited bv 
G. Srinivasa MurU. (Second Edition). ^ ^ ^ 

CaturdasTalaksa^ of Gadadhara with three commentaries. Vol. II bv PAndit 
N. Santanam Aiyar. ^ 

Apastambasmrti—Edited by A. N. Krishna Aiyangar. 

SaMgItaratnakara, English Translation—Vol. II, by Prof. C. Kunhan Raja. 

Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Adyar Library bv H G Narahari 
Vol. V-Poetry, Drama and Poetics. ^ Naraban, 

^tGVEDABHASYA OF SkandasvamIN—Edited by Prof. C. Kunhan Raja 

Aristotle’s Katharsis and Bharata’s SthayibhIvas by Prof. C. Kunhan Raja. 
XAgirasasm^ti—Edited by A. N. Krishna Aiyangar. 

V?TTARATNivALl OF VeSkatesTa with Sanskrit commentary. English Translation and 
Notes—by H. G. Narahari. 

READY FOR THE PRESS 

Commentaries of DevasvSmin and NWyat^a. Vol. II. 

C**”"*"**^ of Varadar&ja. Edited ^ Prof. 

Commentaries-Edited 6, Pap^it N. Santanam 

PAKfATAOF Gadadhara—With four commentaries Edited by Papijit N Santanam Aivar 

SIDD^^TALAK^SAH OF GadXdhara with Commentaries. Edited 6, Pap^it N. ^'unam 

Avayava of Gadadhara—with commentaries. Edited by Pap^it N. Sant<^„nm Ai 

Samanyanirdkti of gadadhara with commentaries. Edited by Pap^it N SantT A' 
Vyutpattivada of Gadadhara with commentaries. Edited bv Pandit N 
Ten Major UFAN.9ADS-English TranslaUon ^ T R StSi^ a ^ 

G. Srinivasa Murti. a. K. bnnivasa Aiyangar-Edited by 
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